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The
nation's biological resources are the

basis of much of our current prosperity and

an essential part of the wealth that we will pass

on to future generations. Like other forms of

wealth, biological diversity constitutes a

resource that must be conserved and managed

carefully. Proper management of any resource

requires ( I ) inventorying and monitoring the

resource. (2) understanding the factors deter-

mining its supply and demand, and (3) analyz-

ing options for cunent and future uses of the

resource. Inventory and monitoring is the essen-

tial first step in taking stock of the wealth rep-

resented in our living resources and planning
for their conservation and use.

This report. Our Liviiii; Resoiirces. is the

first product of the Status and Trends Program
in the National Biological Service. The report

compiles, tor scientists, managers, and the lay

public, information on many species and the

ecosystems on which they depend. As a first

step toward a consistent, large-scale under-

standing of the status and trends of these

resources, this report brings together for the first

time a host of information about our nation's

biological wealth, highlighting causes for both

comfort and concern.

The report provides valuable information

about causes for the decline of some species and

habitats. It also gives insight into successful

management strategies that have resulted in

recovery of others. The report will also serve as

a useful guide for identifying research needs by

revealing information gaps that must be filled if

we are to achieve a more comprehensive under-

standing of both cunent conditions and the

anticipated impact of change.
The mission of the National Biological

Service is to work with others to provide the

information and technologies needed to manage
and conserve the nation's biological resources.

As the biological science arm of the Department
of the Interior—with neither regulatory nor

resource-management responsibilities
—NBS

has as its primary responsibility serving the bio-

logical science needs of other Department of the

Interior bureaus.

NBS also has a broader role of working with

other federal agencies, states, universities,

museums, private organizations, and landown-

ers in a "National Partnership" to ensure that a

more comprehensive and consistent approach is

taken to providing information about the

nation's biological resources. All of the players
in this new partnership have long and rich his-

tories of collecting and interpreting biological

information. The National Biological Service

will work with its partners to supplement and

integrate this scientific information and make it

more accessible.

Our Living Resources is a prime example of

NBS's partnership approach. Authors are drawn

from more than 15 federal agencies, 15 state

agencies, 25 universities, and 13 private organi-

zations. In some cases, individual papers are

themselves products of interagency or intergov-

ernmental partnerships.

Statistically reliable information on the sta-

tus and trends of biological resources is an

essential step towards better stewardship of our

nation's biological wealth. Equally important is

an intensive research program aimed at under-

standing what factors are responsible for bio-

logical changes and the incorporation of that

understanding into resource management and

policy decisions. NBS works closely with

resource managers and other decision makers to

analyze how natural forces and human activities

affect biological resources and to predict how
alternative management and policy decisions

might improve or degrade those resources.

NBS is committed to providing better infor-

mation and making that information easily

accessible not only to those who manage and

regulate how we use natural resources but also

to every American who makes economic use or

seeks recreation or simply cherishes the beauty
of our living resources. More reliable informa-

tion and better access to that information will

result in better and fairer decisions and a more

prosperous future for all Americans.

Foreword

H. Ronald Pulliam

Director, National Biological Service
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Preface This
report is the first of a series of reports on

the status and trends of the nation's plants,

animals, and ecosystems. It represents an effort

to bridge the gap between scientists and

resource managers, policy makers, and the gen-

eral public. Usually, scientists tend to write for

scientific journals and communicate with other

scientists: this report attempts to collect a great

vainety of scientific data and inteipret it for the

nonscientist while maintaining the full credibil-

ity of the data.

The articles included represent both invited

and contributed papers; that is, where we could

identify specific subject experts, we invited

them to submit papers, and we also accepted

papers contributed by other authors. Following
scientific tradition, each article submitted was

peer-reviewed, usually by three anonymous sci-

entific reviewers. The articles are often

abridged from a complete scientific treatise, but

each article contains references and personal

contacts if the reader is interested in pursuing
the subject in greater depth. Finally, we recog-

nize that this report is incomplete and that more

status and trends data exist than we were able to

uncover or incorporate into one volume.

In Memoriam

Edward Terhune LaRoe III

Senior science editor Ted LaRoe died of can-

cer October 19, 1994, having shepherded this

report almost to its completion. Had he lived to

see Our Living Resources published, he would

not have lingered to bask in its accomplishment.
He would have moved on to new projects, new

plateaus, for Ted always had a vision, a sense of

w here he was going. He also had a vision for the

National Biological Service, which he was

instrumental in helping to create.

Ted was bright, creative, inquisitive, inspir-

ing, and a man of many accomplishments. His

scientific leadership was evident in his active

role in issues relating to wetland science, glob-

al climate change, coastal resources, ecosys-

tem-based management, and, of course, NBS.

Above all, he was a champion of scientific

integrity, which, we trust, is evident in this

report. We hope he would have been pleased.
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Wc extend our sincere appreciation to all

who helped produce this report.

Especially important were the science editors—
Austin K. Andrews, Raymond J. Boyd. Glenn

R. Guntenspergen, Russell J. Hall, Michael D.

Jennings, Hiram W. Li, Michael J. Mac,
William T. Mason, Jr., O. Eugene Maughan,

Roy W. McDiarmid, Carole C. Mclvor, J.

Michael Scott, William K. Seitz. Thomas J.

Stohlgren, Benjamin N. Tuggle, Wayne A.

Willford, and Gary D. Willson. They served hy

coordinating reviews, including the peer
reviews of articles within their sections. In addi-

tion, they each provided an overview to the

material in their sections. Assisting with

overviews were Gregor T. Auble and B.D.

Keeland.

Carl Anderson, Michalann Harthill, Deborah

E. Peck, Helen V. Turner, and Sherri L. Hendren

each provided tremendous technical support.

Contributing expertise in graphics were

Nicholas R. Batik, Mary A. Helmerick, Dave

Opp, Diane K. Baker, Janine J. Koselak, and M.
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editing of individual articles. Technical typists

Deany M. Cheramie, Dana M. Girod, and

Tiffany Alexander Hall assisted by keyboard-

ing, correcting, and proofreading. Technical

typist Judy Zabdyr helped in the final stages as

did proofreaders Rhonda F. Davis and Lori E.

Huckaby, under the direction of editor Beth A.

Vairin, who also reviewed the report. Librarian

Judy K. Buys performed numerous bibliograph-
ic searches to verify citations, and Marilyn
Rowland indexed the report. Robert E. Stewart,

Director of the National Biological Service's

Southern Science Center, graciously allowed

the use of his staff, space, and equipment to pro-
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possible.
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Introduction

Overview
This report on the distri-

bution, abundance, and

health of our nation's biological resources is the

first product of the National Biological
Service's Status and Trends Program. This

information has many potential uses: it can

document successful management efforts so

resource managers will know what has worked

well; it can identify problems so managers can

take early action to restore the resource in the

most cost-efficient manner; and it can be used to

highlight areas where additional research is

needed, such as to determine why certain eco-

logical changes are occurring. This report will

also be useful to teachers, students, journalists,

and citizens in general who are interested in

national resource issues.

Another purpose of this report is to help

identify gaps in existing resource inventory and

monitoring programs. It contains information

collected by a variety of existing research and

monitoring efforts by scientists in the National

Biological Service, other federal and state agen-
cies, academia. and the private sector. The pro-

grams that produced the information in this doc-

ument were not developed in a coordinated

fashion to produce an integrated, comprehen-
sive picture of the status and trends of our

nation's resources; rather, each was developed

for its own particular purpose, usually to help

manage a specific resource. Thus, even though
articles vary greatly in scope, design, and pur-

pose, this report has identified and attempted to

combine many of the existing information

sources into a broad picture of the condition of

our resources. In the future, these sources will

be complemented by additional information

from other sources—such as state agencies and

other inventory and monitoring studies—to fill

in the gaps of knowledge and to provide a more

complete understanding of the status of our liv-

ing resources.

A second report, to be released by the

National Biological Service in 1995. will use

the information contained in this report and data

from other sources to provide a synthesized
account of the status and trends of the naUon's

biodiversity. It will discuss from a historical

perspective the factors influencing biodiversity,

both natural and human-induced, and provide
an integrated description of the status and trends

of biological resources on a regional basis.

Status and Trends

The goal of inventory and monitoring pro-

grams is to determine the status and trends of

selected species or ecosystems. Status studies
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Figure. Northern pintail duck

(Anas acuta) population data

demonstrate the importance of

long-temi data sets. Annual fluctu-

ations (e.g., 1967-70 ) reflect year-

ly fluctuations in breeding success

that may have been caused, for

example, by differences in rainfall

and the abundance of temporary

wetlands for nesting habitat.

Short-term data sets can give erto-

neous conclusions; for example, if

only data from 1964 to 1972 were

available, managers might con-

clude that populations were

increasing. The long-terai data,

however, describe a statistically

and biologically significant popu-
lation decline. (Source: U.S. Fish

andWildhfe Service, 1993. Status

of Waterfowl and Fall Flight

Forecast.)

produce data on the condition of species or

ecosystems for a single point in time; trend

studies, in contrast, provide a chronological or

geographic picture of change in the same

resource. Either can measure a number of dif-

ferent biological indicators, such as population

size, distribution, health, or physiological fac-

tors such as breeding productivity or seed pro-

duction. Species composition, biodiversity, and

age and physical structure are all important

indicators of ecosystem status.

Inventory and monitoiing programs can pro-

vide measures of status and trends to determine

levels of ecological success or stress; if such

programs are appropriately designed, they can

give early warnings of pending problems,

allowing resource managers to take remedial

action while there are more management

options. These earlier options are less severe

than if management response is delayed until

problems are critical, such as when a species

becomes endangered.
One of the challenges resource managers

face is to detect long-term trends because such

trends are often masked by short-term, random,

or undirectional variations (Figure). Plant and

animal species often vary greatly in abundance,

distribution, or fecundity as a result of forces

that include annual or seasonal variations in cli-

mate; chance events such as Hoods and hurri-

canes; effects from predators or competing

species; and even internal physiological

processes. Some variations appear totally ran-

dom; many are cyclic, recurring periodically;

and others are long-term in one predominant
direction. Scientists have many ways to deter-

mine whether apparent changes are biologically

and statistically significant, although it is often

difficult to detect such trends in their early

stages. The design of monitoring programs
should address issues such as the number of

samples needed, the sampling technique, and

the frequency and duration of sampling. All are

critical factors in determining the sensitivity of

the monitoring program to detect directional

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90

Year

change. Data collected in a standard or consis-

tent fashion over many years are especially crit-

ical to identify and document trends.

National Inventory and

Monitoring Programs

A number of inventory and monitoring pro-

grams have been underway for several to many

years in various agencies (Table). Historically,

the federal government has been responsible for

monitoring the status and trends of migratory

species as well as those resident on federal

lands. In addition, the federal government mon-

itors habitat conditions on federal lands and,

under some circumstances, private lands. Some
of the monitoring programs also require

international cooperation because many of the

migratory species monitored cross international

boundaries.

States have monitored resident species and

often cooperated in surveys of migratory

species. A significant problem with these efforts

has been that often the individual agencies or

states have used different monitoring proce-

dures and standards, and the results are not

comparable from area to area or among differ-

ent agencies.

The private sector, including particularly

The Nature Conservancy, has worked with

states to establish Heritage Programs that mon-

itor the distribution and abundance of selected

species. This effort has resulted in standardized

procedures.
Most inventory and monitoring programs

were established for a specific puipose. usually

relating to management of natural resources.

For example, the efforts to monitor duck popu-

lations started 35 years ago to improve the basis

for hunting regulations, and the National

Wetland Inventory was started in 1979 to deter-

mine the condition and rate of wetland loss.

Until recently, few. if any. of these programs
were intended or have been used to provide

broad-based and predictive tools that could help

resource managers identify future resource

problems.
The National Biological Service has the

responsibility for developing information on the

status and trends of our nation's plants and ani-

mals and the habitats on which they depend. It

will achieve this by building on the inventory

and monitoring activities existing in the state,

federal, and private sectors. The national status

and trends effort will continue to depend upon
the contributions of these existing programs,

and NBS will avoid duplicating programs

already under way. Its role will be to coordinate

the activities of different agencies into a com-

prehensive assessment of our living resources.
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coiilinuing its own contributions, and when nec-

essary, supplementing the current array of activ-

ities.

Organization of This Report

In addition to this overview, the report intro-

duction includes articles on the importance ot

biodiversity and a historical look at biological

study in the federal government.
The articles that follow, contributed by a

variety of authors and agencies, represent the

first effort to pull together information on the

status and trends of different groups of biota,

ecosystems, and ecoregions as well as related

issues. Individual articles in each section are

most often arranged from the most general or

large scale, to the most specific or small scale.

The organization is somewhat arbitrary in that

many articles could appear with equally valid

justifications in several different locations.

Animals and Plants

Not all groups have received equal treat-

ment, in large part because our current knowl-

edge is not equal among all groups, and inven-

tory and monitoring are focused on compara-

tively few species. Scientific studies have been

greatly assisted in some areas by the work of

natural historians and public volunteers. Bird

watchers, butterfly collectors, and shell collec-

tors, for example, have provided invaluable sci-

entific infonnation about the geographic ranges

of groups in which they are interested. Some of

the professional societies today owe their ori-

gins to the efforts of amateurs to organize and

improve their understanding of biota.

Many of the less visible or charismatic taxa

lack the scientific effort or information, much

less the volunteer amateur support, to discuss

trends in their abundance or distribution. The

very title "Animals and Plants" could be viewed

as biased by some biologists: although most of

the public views mushrooms and other fungi as

plants, specialists consider them a separate

kingdom, equal both taxonomically as well as

in ecological significance to both plants and

animals. Despite their significance, plants are

simply underrepresented in this report because

the data are lacking.

The report begins with birds, the single

group for which we have the most data at

national and large-scale levels. Because of the

significance of birds as important migratory

species, there has been a strong role for federal

research scientists as well as scientists from

state agencies and from Canada and Mexico.

Some of the best long-term scientific informa-

tion on status and trends comes from the

Breeding Bird Survey and the Christmas Bird

Count.

Tahle, Selecled examples of existing ccolcigical inventory and monitoring programs.

Subject Institution

Migratory bird surveys

Breeding birds

Winlering birds

Waterfowl surveys

National Biological Service (NBS)

The Audubon Society

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USI=WS), NBS, and states, with inter-

national participation

Rare and threatened species

Listed endangered and threatened species

Stale Heritage Programs

Endangered manne species

Slates. US, federal land managers (e.g., National Park Service.

Bureau of Land Management (BLM). U.S. Forest Sen/ice (USPS)),

USFWS. NBS

State agencies and The Nature Consen/ancy

National t^arine Fishenes Service (NMFS)

Resident gaine species

(eg, deer, turkey furbearers) State fish and wildlife conservation agencies

Habitats and biological communities

National Wetlands Inventory

Gap Analysis Program

Environmental Ivlonitoring and Assessment Program

Resources Conservation Act, inventory of wildlife

and habitat conditions of farmlands

USFWS

NBS in partnership with states and private sector

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

U S Soil Conservation Sereice (now Natural Resources Conservation

Sen/ice)

Wildlife and habitat on public lands

Resources Planning Act assessment of USPS

USPS lands

Federal Land Policy and Management Act BLIVI

assessment ol BLIVI lands

Contaminants

Aquatic and terrestrial (Biomoniforing of Environmental

Status & Trends National Water Quality Assessment)

Marine and coastal

NBS with USFWS; U.S. Geological Sun/ey

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and NMFS

Ecosystems and Ecoregions

We have also included information on

ecosystems and ecoregions. Ecosystems are

groups of plants and animals and their nonliving

environment such as air and water. For example,
one can speak of a coastal wetland ecosystem,

whether in North Carolina or Florida, and

understand that it includes several specific fea-

tures or processes shared by all coastal wetland

ecosystems.

Ecoregions are geographically defined eco-

logical units, often containing several types of

ecosystems, that share common topographic,

climatic, and biotic characteristics. Each ecore-

gion, such as Alaska or Hawaii, can be defined

as a single, individual unit on a map, while

ecosystems, if mapped, would be scattered

about as separate units.

Special Issues

After the status and trends of animals and

plants, ecosystems, and ecoregions are present-

ed, a section on related issues follows: global

climate change, human influences, non-native

species, and methods of habitat assessinent. The

proliferation of introduced species, both plant

and animal, has had a profound influence on the

native biota of this country. Many human activ-

ities, such as pollution and urbanization, both

directly and indirectly affect the health of our

living resources. The possibilities of global cli-

mate change are examined, followed by a brief
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overview of national programs such as the Gap policy makers better protect our resources.

Analysis Program, which scientists hope will

pro\e useful in acquiring data to help resource

Biodiversity:
A New
Challenge

by

Edward T. iMRoe
National Biological Service

Resource
managers at many state and federal

agencies are in the middle of a fundamental

change in the practice and objectives of conser-

vation. Traditional management has been

directed toward maintaining, usually for harvest

purposes, populations of individual species
such as ducks, deer, or salmon. Increasingly,

however, resource managers are recognizing the

critical importance of conserving biological

diversity, or biodiversity.

In its simplest terms, biological diversity is

the variety of life at all levels: it includes the

array of plants and animals: the genetic differ-

ences among individuals; the communities,

ecosystems, and landscapes in which they
occur: and the variety of processes on which

they depend. Conserving biological diversity

poses dramatic new problems for comprehen-
sive inventory and monitoring: what should be

measured or monitored?

Biodiversity is important for many reasons.

Its value is often reported in economic terms:

for example, about half of all medicinal drugs

(Keystone Center 1991; Wilson 1992) come
from—or were first foinid in—natural plants
and animals, and therefore these resources are

critical for their existing and as yet undiscov-

ered medicinal benefits. Additionally, most

foods were domesticated from wild stocks, and

interbreeding of different, wild genetic stocks is

often used to increase crop yield. Today we use

but a small fraction of the food crops used by
Native cultures: many of these underused plants

may become critical new food sources for the

expanding human population or in times of

changing environmental conditions.

But biodiversity has an even greater impor-
tance: it is the great variety of life that makes
existence on eaith possible. As a simple exam-

ple, plants convert carbon dioxide to oxygen
during the photosynthctic process: animals

breathe this fresh air. releasing energy and pro-

viding the second level of the food chain. In

turn, animals convert oxygen back to carbon

dioxide, providing the building blocks for the

formation of sugars during photosynthesis by

plants. Microbes (fungi, bacteria, and proto-

zoans) break down the carcasses of dead organ-
isms, recycling the minerals to make them

available for new life; along with some algae
and lichens, they create soils and improve soil

fertility.

Biodiversity provides the reservoir for

change in our life-support systems, allowing
life to adapt to changing conditions. In a natur-

al population, for example, some individuals

will be more resistant to drought or disease or

cold; as the environment changes, from season

to season, year to year, or over longer periods,

and as plagues come and go, these differences

among individuals allow at least some members
of the population or species to survive and

reproduce. This diversity is the basis not only
for short-term adaptation to changing condi-

tions, but also for long-term evolution as well.

Like air, water, and soils, biological diversi-

ty is part of the capital upon which all life

depends. The need for this diversity is greatest
in times of environmental stress when plants,

animals, and microbes must develop new char-

acteristics or strategies for survival. As we look

at the problems of the globe today
—

global cli-

mate change, decreases in the ozone shield and

increasing ultraviolet radiation, losses of natur-

al habitats, and pervasive pollution in our

streams and oceans—we must recognize that

we. as a form of life on earth, need the ability to

change in order to cope with new stresses.

Humans cannot survive in the absence of

nature. We depend on the diversity of life on

earth for about 259f of our fuel (wood and

manure in Africa. India, and much of Asia);

more than 5(J% of our fiber (for clothes and

construction); almost 50% of our medicines;

and. of course, for all our food (Miller et al.

1985). As previously stated, biodiversity pro-
duces other benefits: plants produce oxygen for

our atmosphere; microbes break down wastes,

recycle nutrients, and build the fertility of our

soils. One reason our highways are not littered

with the carcasses of dead dogs, cats, skunks,

armadillos, and deer is biodiversity, in the form

of the many scavengers and microbes that we
don't often think about, but which play an

essential role in the cycle of life. Even species
often viewed as ""repulsive," such as vultures

and maggots, play critical roles in our lives.

Some people believe that because extinction

is a natural process, we therefore should not

worry about endangered species or the loss of

biodiversity. Certainly extinction is natural; it

usually occurs as newer forms of life evolve.

But under the forces of population growth, tech-

nology, and special interests, humans have dri-

ven the rate of extinctions today to about 100

times—two orders of magnitude
—the natural

rate. Even worse, the rate of extinction is still

increasing and will be 100 to 1,000 times faster

yet in the next 55 years (Miller et al. 1985); sci-

entists today predict that between now and

2030, half the expected lifetime of a child bom

today, the Earth will lose between a quarter and

a third of all existing species. And this is in the

absence of new forms of life to replace them.
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The last lime Eurlh lost this large a share of its

life was 65 million years ago when it may have

collided with an asteroid; the impacts of

humans on our planet today may have been last

equaled hy the collision of two heavenly bodies

(Wilson 1992).

Scientists cannot honestly say that we need

all species that exist today for humans to sur-

vive; but as a general rule, the more diversity is

diminished, the less stable ecosystems become

and the greater the fluctuations that occur in

plant and animal populations. The more diversi-

ty we lose, the more our quality of life and eco-

nomic potential are diminished, and the greater

the risk that we will cause a critical pail of the

cycle of life to fail.

If humans were allowed to cause the extinc-

tion of other species, who would determine

which species ? If we had been asked 60 years

ago what life we could let become extinct, who

among us would have insisted that we preserve
the lowly mold that was penicillin, the first of

the series of antibiotics that have today so

changed the quality of t)ur lives? And who.

only 3 years ago. would have identified the need

to preserve the Pacific yew. which today yields

taxol. one of the greatest new hopes in our arse-

nal against cancer?
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Acentury separates the recent development
of the National Biological Service (NBS)

and an early predecessor, the Bureau of

Biological Survey (BBS). Both organizations

were established at critical crossroads for the

conservation of the nation's living biological

resources and are conservation landmarks of

their times. The BBS of the 192()"s was

described as "a government Bureau of the first

rank, handling affairs of great scientific, educa-

tional, social, and above all, economic impor-
tance throughout the United States and its out-

lying possessions'" (Cameron 1929:144-145).

This stature was achieved at a time of great

social, economic, and ecological change. BBS
had the vision to pioneer new approaches that

led to enhanced understanding of the relation

between people, other living things, and the

environment. The NBS faces similar challenges

to address the issues of the 1990's and beyond.

Diminished Natural Resources

in a World of Plenty

Early European colonists had an abundance

of wildlife to serve subsistence needs.

Seemingly endless flocks of ducks, geese, and

swans; an abundance of wild turkeys, deer, and

bison; green clouds of Carolina parakeets and

millions of passenger pigeons; and a bounty of

fish and shellfish. This abundance quickly
established a viewpoint that the New World's

wildlife resources were inexhaustible.

Habitat changes that disrupted the balance of

nature soon resulted in economic losses and

other hardships because of in.sect and rodent

eruptions. Negative effects of exotic species

brought from the Old World further reduced the

well-being of many colonists who had come to

the New World for a better life. The nation's

inexhaustible natural resources and returns from

agriculture began to wane significantly.

Decimation of previously vast wildlife

resources greatly reduced opportunities for cul-

tural and recreational uses of wildlife (Cameron

1929).

Development of the BBS

Roots of the BBS can be traced to the 1883

founding of the American OiTiithological Union

(AOU) \n New York City. Initially, the AOU
focused on three subject areas—distribution,

biological information and economic impact,

and migratory behaviors of birds—all of which

became major activities of the BBS.

Collaborations and partnerships were developed
with numerous ornithologists, field collectors,

sportsmen, and observers of nature who were

asked to report specific information relative to

bird migration. Cooperation also was obtained

from the United States Lighthouse Board and

the Department of Marine and Fisheries of

Canada (Cameron 1929).

Funds for government biological survey pro-

grams related to economic ornithology were

allocated in 1885 to the Division of Entomology
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. These

funds were provided for "the promotion of eco-

nomic ornithology, or the study of the interrela-

tion of birds and agriculture, an investigation of

the food habits, and migration of birds in rela-

tion to both insects and plants." The following

year additional funds were provided to include

the study of mammals and expand the focus

Conservation

Landmarks:
Bureau of

Biological

Survey and
National

Biological
Service

by

Milton Friend

National Biological Service
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Investigation and research

Study of life habits of wild animals

Classification of wild animals

Studies in geographic distribution of wild

animals and plants

Life zone in\estigations of definite areas

Biological surveys of definite areas

Special big game investigations

Investigations for improvement of reindeer

in Alaska

Investigations at reindeer experiment station

Investigations of problems of fur fanners

Studies in fur animal disease and parasites

Investigations of problems of rabbit raisers

Studies of rabbit diseases, etc.

Investigations in animal poisons
Studies in bird migration
Bird censuses (general)

Wild fowl censuses

Bird banding
Food habits studies by laboratory examma-
tions of stomach contents of birds, mam-
mals, reptiles, and amphibians

Studies in game bird propagation

Specific studies in covert restocking

Surveys of food resources for waterfowl

Investigations and experiments in predatory
animal control

Investigations and experiments in control of

injurious rodents

Investigations and experiments in control of

other animal pests

Investigations and experiments in control of

bird pests

Activities of the Bureau
of Biological Survey
(Cameron 1929)

Encouragement of useful forms of wildlife

Advice on game bird and animal propaga-
tion methods

Devising of methods for attracting birds

about parks, homes, etc.

Encouragement of conservation of wild fur

bearers

Advice on small annual production (for pets

and laboratory use)

Maintenance and protection of game pre-

serves and birds refuges

Restocking of reservations

Disposal of surplus animals on reservations

Issuance of permits for fur farming on cer-

tain Alaskan islands

Adininistration of Upper Mississippi Wild

Life and Fish Refuge Act

Administration of act protecting wildlife on

reservations

Repression of undesirable forms of

wildlife

Killing of predatory animals

Leadership and demonstration in coopera-
tive effort against predatory animals

Leadership and demonstration in coopera-
tive effort against injurious rodents

Leadership and demonstration in coopera-
tive effort against other animal pests and

injurious birds

Processing of poisons and food stuffs for use

against predatory and noxious animals

Protection of wildlife

Administration of Migratory Bird Treaty and

Lacey acts by warden service and in coop-
eration with state law enforcement agen-
cies

Issuance of permits for game propagation

Regulation of importation of wild birds and

animals

Preparation of regulations under Alaska

game law

Dissemination of information

Preparation and editing of publications

Preparation of exhibits and photographs

Answering of inquiries

Addresses by officers (conventions, univer-

sities, etc.)

Miscellaneous

Regulation of grazing of domestic stock in

certain Alaskan islands

from agriculture and hoiticulture to the new

subject of forestry. At the same time, the work

was moved from the Division of Entomology to

the new Division of Economic Ornithology and

Mammalogy. Dr. C. Hail Meiriam became the

first division chief in July 1886 (Cameron

1929).

The new division continued to study wildlife

food habits, migration, and species distribution.

It placed considerable emphasis on educating
farmers about birds and aniinals affecting their

interests so that destruction of useful species

might be prevented. Dr. Merriam pursued the

development of an extensive biological survey,

advancing the argument that mapping of fauna]

and floral areas would benefit farmers by iden-

tifying the boundaries of areas tit for the growth
of ceilain crops and those hospitable for certain

breeds of livestock, in 1 890, the appropriation

language for the Department of Agriculture pro-

vided for the investigation of "the geographic
distribution of animals and plants." causing Dr.

Meniam to note that "the division is now in

effect a biological survey" (Cameron 1929:27).

The major part of the division's 1891 activi-

ties involved an extensive biological survey and

biogeographic mapping of the Death Valley

region of southern California and southern

Nevada. This was followed by additional bio-

logical surveys of various areas of the West.

Biological surveys also were conducted beyond
the continental borders of the United States into

Alaska, Canada, and Mexico. In 1896 the

Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy
became the Division of Biological Survey
(Cameron 1929).

Food habit studies, which were continued

along with the survey work, emphasized trans-

mitting information to those who could benefit

from it. Popular bulletins were prepared on bird

migration, the economic impacts of specific

wildlife species on agriculture, and the intro-

duction of exotic species. In 1889. the division

initiated the more scientific Norrli American

Fauna series, which included that year a gener-

al paper discussing Dr. Merriam's concept of

the life zones of North America (Cameron

1929).

The division was elevated to bureau status

on July 1, 1905. During the next 34 years, activ-

ities expanded to serve the growing U.S. con-

servation movement. Diverse investigations and
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research were canied out as well as technical

assistance to the public and to game managers;

animal damage control: regulatory functions

including conservation law enforcement;

administration of refuge lands; and public edu-

cation through publications and exhibits (sec

box). Conservation problems included habitat

loss, declining wildlife populations, species

extinction, control of exotic species, control ot

predatory and injurious wildlife, pollution and

disease control, and competition between

wildlife, agriculture, and forestry.

The BBS was transfened to the Department
of Interior on July 1. 1939. and was made part

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
In November 1993, the biological research

components within the Department of Interior,

including those from the USFWS, the National

Park Service, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the

Minerals Management Service were reorga-

nized to form the National Biological Survey.

The name was changed to the National

Biological Service on January 5, 1993, lo more

accurately rellect the agency's mission.

Then and Now

Dr. Merriam noted that the chief work of the

BBS was to obtain facts, for without a knowl-

edge of facts there can be neither efficient

administration nor intelligent regulation of

wildlife to meet the needs of the nation

(Cameron 1929). That same philosophy is

inherent in Secretary of the Interior Bruce

Babbitt's remarks about the NBS;

The National Biological Survey will pro-

duce the map we need to avoid the eco-

nomic and environmental "train wrecks"

we see .scattered across the country. NBS
will provide the scientific knowledge
America needs to balance the compatible

goals of ecosystem protection and eco-

nomic progress. . . . |The| National

Biological Survey will unlock information

about how we protect ecosystems and plan

for the future. (National Research Council

1993:181-182).

Land management, regulatory, and law

enforcement activities of the BBS remained

with the LISFWS and other parent bureaus with-

in the Department of Interior when the NBS
was formed. Only the biological research com-

ponents of the department have become part of

the NBS. This nonadvocacy biological science

program will help the nation to resolve increas-

ingly contentious and challenging issues in

managing its biological resources.
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Birds

Overview
Migratory bird popula-
tions are an international

resource tor which there is special federal

responsibility. Moreover, birds are valued and

highly visible components of natural ecosys-

tems that may be indicators of environmental

quality. Consequently, many efforts have been

directed toward measuring and monitoring the

condition of North America's migratory bird

fauna. The task is not an easy one because the

more than 700 U.S. species of migratory birds

are highly mobile and may occur in the United

States during only part of their annual cycle.

Some species annually make round-trip migra-
tions spanning thousands of kilometers or

miles, others engage in short or irregular migra-
tions of tens or hundreds of kilometers, and

even resident species are capable of moving

great distances over short intervals. One often

cannot tell whether a bird observed at a given
moment is a resident, a migrant, a visitor from

another locality, or the same individual seen 10

minutes earlier.

Determining status and trends is further

complicated by the fact that each of these

species has its own patterns of distribution and

abundance, and each species has populations
that respond to different combinations of envi-

ronmental factors. Finally, the sheer abundance

of birds estimated at 20 billion individuals in

North America at its annual late-summer peak

(Robbins et al. 1966) may make it difficult to

obtain accurate counts of common species, and

the absolute abundance of some may mask

important changes in their status.

Biologists have developed many different

approaches to determining abundance and

trends in abundance, and nearly all of the recog-

nized census methods applicable to birds are

represented by the articles in this section. Not

suiprisingly, trends among the large number of

populations treated are mixed.

Results from the nationwide Breeding Bird

Survey (Peterjohn et al., this section) and a por-

tion of the large-scale Christmas Bird Count

(Root and McDaniel, this section) show that

some populations are declining, others increas-

ing, and many show what appears to be normal

fluctuations around a more or less stable aver-

age. Overall, approximately equal numbers of

species appear to be increasing and decreasing

over the past two to three decades. Groups of

species with the most consistent declines are

those characteristic of grassland habitats, appar-

ently reflecting conversion of these habitats to

other types of vegetative cover.

Waterfowl populations are monitored close-

ly as a basis for regulating annual harvests at

levels consistent with maintenance of popula-
tions. Goose populations (Rusch et al..
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Hestbeck's "Canada Geese," Hupp et al., all this

section) have shown some impressive gains
over the past decades, but most gains have been

registered by large-bodied geese, with several

smaller species and smaller subspecies of the

highly variable Canada goose {Branta caiuulcii-

sis) having depressed populations.

Censusing and determining the status of nat-

ural Canada goose populations are made more

difficult by the widespread introduction and

establishment of resident goose populations,

which breed outside the traditional Arctic nest-

ing areas and mix with migratory populations

on the wintering grounds.
Duck surveys address more than 30 species

that might be legally hunted. Even though some

species are stable or even increasing, many
duck populations have declined in the past

decade (Caithamer and Smith, this section).

Biologists attribute these declines to losses of

breeding and wintering habitats and a long peri-

od of drought in breeding areas. Among species

receiving special emphasis, canvasbacks

(,4\t/Mfl valisineria: Hohman et al., this section)

showed a complex pattern with regional

changes in distribution and abundance, and pin-

tails [Anns acuta: Hestbeck"s "Decline of

Northern Pintails," this section) showed a wide-

spread and nearly consistent pattern of decline.

Results are preliminary, but two new census

programs, the MAPS and BBIRD programs
(Martin et al., this section), promise to provide
much higher quality information on status and

trends by measuring not only the presence of

bird populations in breeding areas, but also their

success. When fully operational, this approach

may offer important clues regarding the causes

of observed population changes.
Shorebirds are highly migratory, and status

and trends of their populations are largely deter-

mined from observations made during periods
in their life cycles in which birds congregate in

limited breeding, staging, or migratory stopover
areas. Populations of eastern (Harrington, this

section) and western (Gill et al., this section)

species show general patterns of decline,

although soine species, including those using
inland areas, are too poorly studied to detect

trends. Apparent dependence on critical breed-

ing and staging areas suggests that populations
of many species are vulnerable to habitat loss

and disturbance,

Seabirds in the Pacific region (Carter et al..

Hatch and Piatt, both this section) include many
diverse species that respond differently to fac-

tors such as human proximity to nesting areas,

oil spills, introduction of predators, depletion of

fishery stocks, and availability of human refuse

as food. Some species, including certain gulls,

brown pelicans {Pelecanus occidciiuilis), and

double-crested cormorants {Phalacrocurax

aiiritus), have responded positively to recent

changes in some areas, whereas others, includ-

ing munelets and munes (Family Alcidae) and

kittiwakes (Genus Ri.ssa). have shown declining
trends. Populations of other species appear to

fluctuate widely, and information for many
species is insufficient to determine long-term
trends.

Colonial waterbirds of the continental and

east coast regions of the United States (Erwin,

this section) show trends related to many of the

same factors operating in the Pacific region,

with some species recovering from past losses

from pesticides while some other species that

exploit human refuse are increasing dramatical-

ly. Populations of other species, especially cer-

tain terns, are declining, probably as a result of

habitat loss and degradation or other kinds of

human disturbance. Special efforts have been

made to determine status and trends of the pip-

ing plover (Chanuhius inclodiis: Haig and

Plissner. this section), a species listed as endan-

gered in certain parts of its range and as threat-

ened in others.

Populations of raptors (Fuller et al., this sec-

tion) are difficult to census, but ospreys
(Puiuliou haliaeliis). bald eagles {Haliaeetiis

leucocephalits). and peregrine falcons (Falco

pcregrimis) have increased in numbers as they

recover from past effects of pesticides.

Populations of most vultures, hawks, and owls

are either poorly known or believed to be stable.

Notable exceptions are California condors

(Gymnogyps califaniiamis: Pattee and Mesta,

this section), the crested caracara {Caracara

plancus: Layne. this section), and spotted owls

(Stri.x occidentalis), all of which enjoy or have

been considered for additional protection.

Mortality factors of eagles (Franson et al., this

section) have been monitored and, although
these data do not directly measure population

status, they do indicate trends in the kinds of

factors that tend to depress population growth.
The wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo;

Dickson, this section) has shown dramatic

increases in distribution and abundance in

recent decades because of translocations, habi-

tat restoration, and harvest control. Mourning
doves {Zenaida macroiira: Dolton. this section)

have shown generally stable populations,

although recent population declines in the west-

em states are disturbing. Regional increases of

ravens (Corviis corax) in the southwest

(Boarman and Berry, this section) are primarily

of concern because of their potential effects as

predators on eggs and young of the desert tor-

toise (Gophenis agassizu)-

Populations of severely endangered species,

like the California condor (Pattee and Mesta,

this section), the Mississippi sandhill crane

(Gnis canadensis piilla: Gee and Hereford, this
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section), and the Puerto Rican parrot {AnuKxnui

vittaur, Meyers, this section), are reasonably
well known. Through censusing these species,

biologists have tracked declines, often to a few

indi\ iduals. and slow recoveries resulting from

intensi\e management activities. Other rare

species have populations that are depleted or

vulnerable because of recent trends, but which

can be censused with far less certainty. For

example, willow tlycatchers (Fjupidomix tniil-

lii: Sogge. this section) breed sparsely m parts

of the Grand Canyon where exotic species have

displaced natural riparian vegetation; likewise,

the status of the red-cockaded woodpecker
{Picoidcs hoivalis) appears closely tied to the

decline of the longleaf pine {Pinus paliistrls)

ecosystem (Costa and Walker, this section).

Broad-scale programs such as the Breeding
Bird Survey, annual waterfinvl surveys, and

wintering surveys such as the Christmas Bird

Count may provide information on status and

trends for as many as 75% of U.S. bird species,

at least to the extent that they would provide
evidence of catastrophic declines. Remaining

species may be censused only with difficulty

and often with imprecision because they are

secretive, rare, highly mobile, or occupy poorly
accessible areas. Specialized surveys provide
information on some of these groups but. as

indicated by the articles in this section, they do

so with varying degrees of success. Much work
remains to be done on obtaining better informa-

tion and developing better ways of inteipreting

a\ailable information on difficult-to-census

species.

If any overall conclusion is possible on the

wide array of information now available on sta-

tus and trends of bird populations it is this:

apparent stability for many species; increases in

some species, many of which are generalists

adaptable to altered habitats; and decreases in

other species, many of which are specialists

most vulnerable to habitat loss and degradation.
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The
North American Breeding Bird Survey

(BBS) was begun in 1966 to collect stan-

dardized data on bird populations along more

than 3.400 survey routes across the continental

United States and southern Canada. The BBS
has been used to document distributions and

establish continental, regional, and local popu-
lation trends for more than 250 species.

We summarize here survey-wide patterns in

the 1966-92 population trend estimates for 245

species of birds observed on a minimum of 40

routes with a mean relative abundance of 1 .0

bird per route. Survey-wide trend estimates are

also summarized for six groupings of birds, pro-

viding insight into broad geographical patterns

of population trends of North American birds.

Methods

The BBS routes are located along secondary
roads and surveyed each year during the peak of

the breeding season by observers competent in

bird identification. Each route is 39.4 km (24.5

mi) long, with 50 stops placed at 0.8-km (0.5-

mi) intervals (Robbins et al. 1986). To estimate

population change, we used a procedure called

route regression, described in greater detail by
Geissler\indSauer(1990).

We examined population change in several

ways. First, we estimated overall population

change for individual species over the entire

survey area. Second, we looked for temporal
and geographic patterns in individual bird

species (e.g.. Sauer and Droege 1990).

Additionally, we analyzed overall patterns of

population change for several species of partic-

ular management interest. Groups of birds were

defined by migration status (nonmigratory.
short-distance, and Neotropical migrants) or by

breeding habitat (grassland, shrubland. or

woodland: see also Peterjohn and Sauer 1993).

For each group, we determined the percentage
of species with positive (> 0) trends. If popula-
tion change is not consistent within the group,
about half (50%) of the species should show

positive trends. Clearly, some species will show

very significant declines (or increases) over the

interval, and these species can be identified in

the Appendix. However, the percentage of

species with positive population trends is a con-

venient summary of information from all

species within the group to demonstrate overall

trend patterns.

Finally, to display regional patterns of popu-
lation change, we calculated the mean trend for

the species in each group for each survey route.

We used an Arc/Info geographic infomiation

system to summarize and display geographic

patterns of population change (Isaaks and

Srivastava 1989: ESRI 1992).

Trends

Of the 245 species considered. 130 have

negative trend estimates, 57 of which exhibit

significant declines. Species with negative trend

estimates are found in all families, but they are

especially prevalent among the mimids (mock-

ingbirds and thrashers) and sparrows. A total of

115 species exhibits positive trends, 44 of

Breeding Bird
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Fig. 1. Geographic patterns in the

mean trends tor grassland bird

species during 1466-^2.

Table. Percentage of species with

increasing populations for six

groups of birds having shared life-

history traits. The P value indi-

cates the probability that the per-

centage differs from 50%.

which are significant incieases. Flycatcheis and

warblers have the largest proportions of species
with increasing populations.

The percentage of increasing species within

each group of species having shared life-history

traits is sumniarized in the Table. The most con-

sistent declines are by grassland birds; only
1 8% have increasing population tiends. These

declines are most widespread in eastern Noilh

America, where few grassland species breed

(Fig. 1). Declining populations are also preva-

lent across the Great Plains, which includes the

breeding ranges of most grassland birds. The

pattern within western North America is mixed,

except for regions of declines along the Pacific

coast.

A significant proportion of shrubland and

old-field bird species also exhibits population
declines (Table). As with grassland birds.

regions with declines are most prevalent in east-

Group
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Negative trends

Positive trends

Fig. 4. Geographic patterns in the mean trends for

Neotropical migrant bird species during 1966-92.

trends for breeding birds, these data are not

designed to identify the factors responsible for

these trends. To understand how bird popula-

tions are responding to the changing habitat

conditions in North America, additional studies

are needed that would combine the BBS results

with regional data on land-use changes, weath-

er conditions, and other variables.
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Great Plains, and the southeastern portion of the

conterminous states generally show the greatest

declines, though the actual reasons for these

population changes will need to be examined in

more detail. Ceilainly, the pattern of extensive

declines in most of the southern coastal states is

quite alarming.

Additionally, regions of the country that

could be particularly influenced by global cli-

matic change are the southern coasts (because

of increased stonns and degradation of coastal

wetlands; IPCC 1990). and the Great Plains

(owing to a significant decline in soil moisture;

Leathemian 1992). Hence, the populations of

birds in these areas need to be closely moni-

tored to ensure preservation actions are taken

before the combined effects of population
declines and climate change result in extinc-

tions. More studies and monitoring are warrant-

ed to understand the possible consequences of

these patterns.

The analyses presented here can also be used

to investigate population trends of target species

across the country. Compare, for instance, the

trends by state for the American tree spanow

[Spizellii arhorea: one of the most declining

birds examined) and the cedar waxwing (one of

the most increasing birds) with maps of their

winter range and abundance patterns (Root

1988a). This comparison reveals that significani

population trends, whether positive or negative,

seem to occur primarily aU)ng these species"

northern range boundaries and in many coastal

states. Such analyses could help target specific

regions of the country where population trends

of key (e.g., threatened) species need watching.
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Populations
of many North American land-

birds, including forest-inhabiting species

that winter in the Neotropics, seem to be declin-

ing (Robbins et al. 1989; Terborgh 1989). These

declines have been identified through

broad-scale, long-term survey programs that

identify changes in abundance of species, but

provide little information about causes of

changes in abundance or the health of specific

populations in different geographic locations.

Population health is a measure of a popula-
tion's ability to sustain itself over time as deter-

mined by the balance between birth and death

rates. Indices of population size do not always

provide an accurate measure of population

health because population size can be main-

tained in unhealthy populations by immigration
of recruits from healthy populations (Pulliam

1988). Poor population health across many pop-

ulations in a species eventually results in the

decline of that species. Early detection of popu-
lation declines allows managers to coirect prob-

lems before they are critical and widespread.

Demographic data (breeding productivity

and adult survival) provide the kind of early

warning signal that allows detection of

Breeding
Productivity
and Adult

Survival in

Nongame
Birds
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iMihcalthv populations in terms of productivity

or survival probJL-nis (Marlui and Guepel 1993).

In addition, demographic data can help deter-

mine whether population declines are the result

of low breedmg productivity or low survival in

migration or winter Breeding productivity data

also can help identify habitat conditions associ-

ated with successful and failed breeding

attempts. Such information is critical for devel-

oping habitat- and land-management practices

that will maintain healthy bird populations

(Martin 1992). Here, we provide examples of

the kinds of information that can be obtained by

bioad-scale demographic studies.

Demographic Programs

The Monitoring Asian Productivity and

Survivorship (MAPS) and Breeding Biology

Research and Monitoring Database (BBIRD)

programs were developed to gather the demo-

graphic data needed to provide early and locali-

ty-specific warning signals of population prob-

lems. MAPS uses large, stationary mistnets to

capture and examine young and adult birds for

between-year changes and to determine

long-term trends in adult population size, pro-

ductivity, and adult survival. BBIRD locates

and monitors bird nests to study changes in

nesting success, determine causes of nesting

failure (e.g., weather, habitat, nest predation, or

nest parasitism), and identify habitat conditions

associated with successful reproduction.

Though both programs are new. they are grow-

ing rapidly. We present example data to demon-

strate initial results and burgeoning potential of

these programs for the future.

MAPS

Initiated in 1989 and coordinated by The

Institute for Bird Populations. MAPS is a coop-

erative effort among federal and state agencies.

private organizations, and bird banders to oper-

ate a standardized continent-wide network of

mist-netting and banding stations during the

breeding season (DeSante 1992; DeSante et al.

1993a.
"

1993b). A typical MAPS station

involves about ten 12-m (39-ft) mistnets over a

20-ha (49-acre) area. All birds captured

throughout the breeding season are identified to

species, age. and sex. and are banded with U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service bands.

As of 1992. 170 stations were in operation

and more than 94.000 captures of more than

200 bird species were recorded. The number of

adult birds captured is used as an index of adult

population size while the proportion of young

provides an index of posttledgling productivity

(Baillieetal. 1993).

BBIRD

The BBIRD program, initiated in 1992. pro-

vides detailed information on nesting productiv-

ity and habitat needs of nongame birds at a

national scale. BBIRD is a cooperative effort

among biologists studying nesting productivity

at local sites across the country. Participants fol-

low a standard field protocol to obtain raw data

on nesting productivity, causes of reproductive

failure, vegetation measures at several spatial

scales, and point counts (bird counts). Data

Uom each local site are overseen by individual

independent investigators who can obtain com-

parative information from other sites. In addi-

tion, overview analyses to identify national and

regional trends are conducted at the Montana

Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit.

BBIRD study sites are in large forested

blocks to minimize fragmentation effects and

prinide baseline information on productivity in

undisturbed habitats as well as in auxiliary sites

that have no habitat restrictions (e.g.. grazed,

fragmented, or logged sites). The BBIRD pro-

gram now includes 23 sites in 17 states. Over

S.OOO nesis of more than 150 bird species were

monitored during the first 2 years of the pro-

gram.

Variation in Productivity

The data provided by MAPS and BBIRD

suggest that weather may be an important influ-

ence on population dynamics at large and even

continental scales. Prior data from

constant-effort mist-netting in scrub habitat on

the west coast have suggested that avian pro-

ductivity may peak during average weather con-

ditions and may he depressed when weather

conditions deviate from average (DeSante and

Geupel 1987). These facts are especially impor-

tant because one of the most important ecologi-

cal results of global climate change may be a

greater annual variability in both local and

large-scale weather conditions.

Changes in indices of adult population size

and postfledging productivity from the first 4

years of MAPS are presented for all species

pooled and for each target species caught at 10

or more stations in 1992 in the Northeast and

Northwest regions. These data indicate that pro-

ductivity varied greatly from year to year, pre-

sumably a result of large-scale weather condi-

tions (e.g.. precipitafion and temperature) just

before and during the breeding seasons.

Productivity was poor across most of North

America, but especially in the eastern third of

the continent in 1990. Adult population sizes

declined significantly in the East in 1991. pre-

sumably a result of the poor productivity in

1990. In 1992 productivity was poor again in
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the East hut giKui in the West. These results sug-

gest that produclivily in a given year may inllu-

ence population sizes and population dynamics
in subsequent years for many species over a

large area.

BBIRD data likewise suggest that weather

may substantially alTect nesting pn)ducti\ily.

Unusually wet weather conditions were report-

ed at 6 of 14 BBIRD sites in 1992 when nest

success of several species, including wood

thrush (Hylocichhi iniistelina) and red-eyed

vireo {Vireo olivaceiis). was lower in 1992 than

in 1993 (Table I ). These same two species also

had reduced breeding productivity based on

MAPS data. They produced fewer young per

successful nest in 1992 than in 1993, a fact

which also may be related to weather; some

research suggests that clutch size as well as

fledging success can be affected by weather

conditions and may even provide a particularly

sensitive measure of a species' tolerance to

changing climatic conditions (e.g., Rotenherry

and Wiens 1989). Further research may show

that climatic variability is an important influ-

ence on the population trends of species.

Table 1. Wood tlimsli and red-eyed vireo nest Mieeess

based on Mayficid ( 1%I. 1975) estimates at midwestem

BBIRD sites during 1492 and 1993 (numhcrs of nests are

in parentheses).

State
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weatlier-induced prciduclivity problems, sur-

vival pioblcins dining migration or wintei'. and

degradation of breeding habitat. These results

emphasize the impoilance of national programs
such as MAPS and BBIRD in providing base-

line information on both continental and local

habitat-specific processes that intluence avian

population dynamics. Ultimately, these data on

breeding productivity and adult survival and

their underlying environmental determinants

will provide information critical for managing
North American landbirds.
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Canada
geese [Bninta canadensis) are piob-

ably more abundant now than at any time in

history. They rank first among wildlife watchers

and second among harvests of waterfowl

species in North America. Canada geese are

also the most widely distributed and phenotypi-

cally (visible characteristics of the birds) vari-

able species of bird in North America. Breeding

populations now exist in every province and ter-

ritory of Canada and in 49 of the 50 United

States. The size of the 12 recognized subspecies

ranges from the 1.4-kg (3-lb) cackling Canada

goose {B.C. minima) to the 5.0-kg ( 1 1-lb) giant

Canada goose (B.C. maxima; Delacour 1954;

Bellrose 1976),

Market hunting and poor stewardship led to

record low numbers of geese in the early

1900"s, but regulated seasons including clo-

sures, refuges, and law enforcement led to

restoration of most populations. Winter surveys

were begun to study population trends and set

responsible harvest regulations for these

long-lived and diverse birds. Winter surveys

begun in 1936-37 probably represent the oldest

continuing index of migratory birds in North

America.

Surveys

Sporadic counts of migrating and wintering

Canada geese from the ground were supple-

mented by regular tallies from the air in the

early 195()'s. Winter surveys began because the

subarctic and arctic nesting areas of many sub-

species were still unknown and aerial surveys of

these remote areas were impractical.

The well-designed spring surveys of Canada

geese that began in the 1970"s with the Eastern

Prairie population have now expanded to

include several others (Office of Migratory Bird

Management 1993). Spring surveys estimate

numbers of each population at the time of year

when subspecies are reproductively isolated and

geographically separated. The smaller sub-

species of Canada geese nest farther north (arc-

tic and subarctic regions of Alaska and Canada),

and most winter farther south (gulf states and

Mexico) than do the larger subspecies.

Status and Trends

Most aggregations of wintering geese were

overharvested in the early 1900"s. Those
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subspecies that nested in temperate regions

closer to humans were most heavily hunted. By
1930 the giant Canada geese, which nested in

the northern parts of the deciduous forest and

tall-grass prairie, were believed extirpated.

Numbers of the large geese that nested in the

Great Plains and Great Basin ^B.c. luajfuti)

were also severely reduced. Small Canada geese

from the remote arctic and subarctic breeding

ranges fared somewhat better, possibly because

of less exposure to unregulated exploitation, but

were also reduced in ntniibcr.

Although hunting depleted numbers of

Canada geese, human activity also created new

habitats for these birds. Agriculture led to the

clearing of forests and the plowing of prairies,

creating the open landscapes preferred by

geese. Cereal grains and pastures provided new

food sources for geese, and the development of

mechanical combines and pickers created an

increased supply of waste grain (Hine and

Schoenfeld 1968). In addition, uniform hunting

regulations and improved wildlife law enforce-

ment curtailed goose harvests after the signing

of the Migratory Bird Treaty in 1916, and most

goose populations increased over the next sev-

eral decades (Figure). National wildlife refuges

provided key sanctuaries and further assisted

recovery of Canada goose numbers.

The giant Canada goose was "rediscovered"

by Harold C. Hanson, a biologist of the Illinois

Natural History Survey; the publication of his

book The Giant Canada Goose in 1965 initiat-

ed a restoration effort that became one of the

great success stories of wildlife management.
These large aeese were restored to their fonner

36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92

Year

range in the Mississippi and Central flyways
and now breed in all states east of the

Mississippi River.

Research and improved scientific manage-
ment led to better understanding of diversity,

distribution, and population dynamics of

Canada geese in the 1970's. Awareness of dif-

ferences in distribution and migration among
the subspecies allowed managers to effectively

control goose harvests. Improved management
led to stable or increasing numbers of Canada

geese in most populations (Table). The

Mississippi Flyway Giant, Hi-line, Rocky
Mountain, and Western Prairie/Great Plains

populations, all composed mainly of large sub-

species (B.C. maxima and mofptti), grew at

about twice the rate of other populations that

contained mainly smaller subspecies. The pop-
ulation numbers of the large geese that breed in

the states of the Atlantic Flyway have also

increased dramatically, but this trend was

masked by declining numbers of 2eese in

Figure. Total numlx'rs of Canada

geese counted on winter surveys,

14.16-93.

Year
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Canada's eastern subarctic regions.

Although small geese with long migrations
have generally not fared as well as large geese
with short migrations, some small geese ha\'e

responded well to intensive management.
Introduced Arctic fo.xes (Alope.x kigopiis)

depleted populations of the Aleutian Canada

goose (B.C. leucopaivia). and the subspecies
was nearly extinct by 1440. About 300 were

rediscovered in the Aleutians on Buldir Island

in 1962 (Jones 1963). Sub.sequent removal of

fo.xes and translocation of wild gee.se have led

to increases to about 750 geese in 1975 and

more than 11.000 in 1993.

Heavy hunting caused numbers of cackling
Canada geese to plummet to record lows in the

early I980"s, but intensive research (Raveling
and Zezulak 1992) and harvest control have

brought about a sustained recovery (Table).

Recent genetic studies of Canada geese sup-

port the existence of two major groups that last

shared a common ancestor about 1 million years

ago. The large-bodied group [B.c. ccimidcnsis.

intehoi: maxima, moffitti. fulva. occidentalis) is

mainly continental in distribution, while the

small-bodied group (luitcliinsii. tavcnwri. mini-

ma, leuc(tpareia) breeds in coastal Alaska and

Arctic Canada (Rusch et al. in press).

The future of the.se diverse stocks of Canada

geese depends upon information adequate to

pemiit simultaneous protection of rare forms,

responsible subsistence and recreational hunt-

ing of abtmdant populatit)ns, and control of nui-

sance Canada geese in urban and suburban envi-

ronments. Delineation of breeding ranges and

spring surveys that monitor numbers of pairs

and their productivity offer the most realistic

approach to population management and the

conservation of this remarkable diversity of

geese.

Ranges of most populations have been

described, and spring surveys are in place for

some. Development and continuation of spring

surveys for each subspecies ol' Canada geese are

prerequisites for their conservation and man-

agement. The species can no doubt be perpetu-
ated without spiing surveys, but without contin-

ued monitoring, management, and conserva-

tion, it is likely that rare forms will disappear,

opportunities for subsistence and recreational

hunting will diminish, and nuisance problems
caused by large geese living near humans will

increase.
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Canada Geese
in the Atlantic

Flyway

by

Jay B. Hestbeck

National Biological Service

Large
changes have occurred in the geo-

graphic wintering distribution and sub-

species composition of the Atlantic Flyway
population of Canada geese {Braiita canaden-

sis) over the last 40 years. The Atlantic Flyway
can be thought of as being partitioned into four

regions: South. Chesapeake, mid-Atlantic, and

New England. Wintering numbers have

declined in the southern states (Noilh Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida), increased

then decreased in the Chesapeake region
(Delaware. Maryland, Virginia), and increased

markedly in the mid-Atlantic region (New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia) (Serie

1993: Fig. 1). In the New England region

(Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut),

wintering numbers increased from around 6,000

during 1948-50 to between 20,000 and 30,000

today (Serie 1993).

Overall, the total number of wintering geese
reached a peak of 955,000 in 1981 and has since

declined 40% to 569,000 in 1993.

Compounding these distributional changes in

wintering numbers, the subspecies composition
has also changed. The Canada goose population
is composed of migrant geese (primarily B.c.
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Fig. 1. Midwinter number of Canada geese in mid-

Atlantic. Chesapeake, and South regions of the Atlantic

Flyway. 1948-93 (Midwinter Survey. U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. Office of Migratory Bird Management)
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caiuuh'ii.sis and B.c. interior) that breed in the

subaretic regions of Canada and resident geese

(primarily Be. maxima and B.C. inoffitti) that

breed in southern Canada and the United States

(Stotts 1983). The number of resident geese in

Maine to Virginia has increased considerably

from maybe^ 50.000 to 100.000 in 1981

(Cono\er and Chasko 1985) to an average of

560.000 in 1992-93 (H. Heusman.

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife, personal communication). This rapid

increase in resident geese suggests that the

migrant population has declined more than the

40% decline observed in total wintering geese

from 1981 to 1993.

Population Changes

Changes in population numbers result from

changes in production, survival, and movement,

acting singly or in combination. Consequently,

understanding the reason for population

changes involves detecting variation in survival,

production, and movement over time and relat-

ing that variation to changes in wintering num-

bers. During the 1970's. the decrease of winter-

ing geese in the South and increase in the

Chesapeake region appeared to result from

increased survival of geese in the Chesapeake
and possibly from movement or short-stopping

of geese from the South to the Chesapeake
(Trost et al. 1986). Short-stopping occurs when

migrant geese winter in a more northern loca-

tion than their traditional, more southern,

migration terminus.

During the I980"s. the decrease of wintering

geese in the Chesapeake appeared to result from

an 11% decrease in average survival from 1963-

74 to 1984-88 (Hestbeck^l994a). This decrease

in survival conesponded to a 36% increase in

average harvest rate for the Atlantic Flyway
fronri963-74 to 1984-88 (Fig. 2). Overall, the

flyway harvest rate, as a 3-year average,

increased from 19% in 1962-64 to 34% in 1982-

84, and then slowly declined to 31% by 1990-

92. The eastern Canada harvest rate has slowly

increased from 4.2% in 1968-70 to 8.1% in

1990-92. The slight decline in the harvest rate in

the flyway since 1982-84 has been partially off-

set by harvest rate increases in eastern Canada.

The decrease in number of geese wintering

in the Chesapeake region in the 1980"s was not

related to changes in production. Production for

migrants, measured from the Canadian data,

remained constant over the period of population

decline in the Chesapeake (Fig. 3). Average pro-

duction recently declined during 1991-92 for

geese harvested in Quebec. I also used harvest

age ratios for the mid-Atlantic and Chesapeake

regions to test for differences in production

between these regions (Hestbeck 1994b). If the

changes in vsintering number lesuUed Irom

changes in production, the average annual

change in the age ratios would be higher for the

mid-Atlantic region than for the Chesapeake

region. The average annual changes were not

different between these regions, however, indi-

cating that regional production differences were

not present.

The decrease in number of geese wintering

in the Chesapeake region in the 1980's was not

caused by migrant geese short-stopping in the

mid-Atlantic instead of returning to the

Chesapeake. From neck-band data, the proba-

bility of returning or moving to the different

regions was estimated and indicated that,

although geese traditionally returned to the

same wintering area, they also changed winter-

ing areas from year to year (Hestbeck 1994b).

In years with harsher winters, geese wintered

farther south than during milder winters

(Hestbeck et al. 1991). Overall, the probability

of returning or moving to the Chesapeake

region was higher than the probability of return-

ing or moving to any other region. When popu-
lation size, survival, and movement were com-

bined to estimate net movement among regions,

the estimated net movements among regions

were small and did not correspond to the

changes in numbers of wintering geese. Taken

t-lsiiig ricck-bandcd guosc (Branta

caiuulensis).

0,40-

Fig. 2. Hanest rate of Canada

geese in ttie Atlantic Flyway. \^b2-

92 (Harvest and Midwinter

Surveys, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. Office of Migratory Bird

Management) and eastern Canada.

1968-92 (Harvest Survey. Canadian

Wildlife Service. National Wildlife

Research Centre).
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Fiy. 3. Priiduction ratio of Canada

geese in Quebec and Atlantie

regions of eastern Canada. 1Q75-

93 (Waterfowl Parts Collection

Survey. Canadian Wildlife Service.

Atlantic Region. Sackville. N.B.).
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resLilt.s suggested that thetogether, these

increases hi llie luimber of wintering geese in

the mid-Atlantic region did not result from

short-sliipping of geese.

The increase of wintering geese in the mid-

Atlantic most likely resulted from expanding
resident populations. Resident geese generally

have larger body si/es. allowing them to winter

farther north than smaller-bodied migrant geese

(Lefebvre and Raveling 1967). Resident and

migratory-resident geese may selectively

remain in the mid-Atlantic region. In addition,

the resident population may be increasing faster

than the migrant population because survival

and production appear higher for residents than

for migrants. Residents survive better partly

because they are familiar with areas of food and

refuge and may avoid lumting areas (Johnson

and Castelli 1994). Production may be higher

for resident than migrant geese because the cli-

mate is less variable and milder with a longer

growing season in southern Canada and the

United States than in the subarctic. Resident

geese may also reach reproductive age earlier

than migrant geese because the southerly grow-

ing season is longer, providing greater food

resources.
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Arctic Nesting
Geese:

Alaskan

Populations

by

Jerry Hupp
Robert Steliii

Craig Ely

Dirk Derksen

National Biological Service

North
American populations of most goose

species have remained stable or have

increased in recent decades (USFWS and

Canadian Wildlife Service 1986). Some popula-

tions, however, have declined or historically

have had small numbers of individuals, and thus

are of special concern. Individual populations

of geese should be maintained to ensure that

they provide aesthetic, recreational, and ecolog-

ical benefits to the nation. Monitoring and man-

agement effoils for geese should focus on indi-

vidual populations to ensure that genetic diver-

sity is maintained (Anderson et al. 1992).

Alaska is the only state with viable breeding

populations of arctic geese. Five species ( 1 1

subspecies) nest in Alaska, and although these

species also breed in arctic regions of Canada or

Russia, most geese of the Pacific Flyway origi-

nate in Alaska or use Alaskan habitats during

migration. Alaskan geese are often hunted for

subsistence by Alaskan Natives.

While data for some areas are lacking, pop-

ulations of greater white-fronted geese (Anser

albifrons jronuilis) and medium-sized Canada

geese (Bninta canadensis) in interior and north-

ern Alaska appear stable or have increased

(King and Derksen 1986). Although only a

small number of lesser snow geese {Chen

caendescens caeridescens) nest in Alaska, sub-

stantial populations occur in Canada and

Russia. Populations of Pacific black brant (B.

hernicla nii;rica)is). emperor geese (C. canagi-

ca). greater white-fronted geese, and cackling

Canada geese (B.C. minima) on the Yukon-

Kuskokwim Delta (YKD) of western Alaska

have declined from their historical numbers and

are the focus of special management efforts

(USFWS 1989). In addifion, populations of tule

white-fronted geese (A.«. gambeli), Aleutian

Canada geese (B.c. leucopareia), Vancouver
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Canada geese {B.c. fiilva). and dusky Canada

geese ^B.c. occiileukilis) are of special concern

because of their limited geographic distribu-

tions and small numbers.

Inventory of Arctic Geese

An annual index of the Pacific black brant

population has been obtained since 1964 by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS ) during

aerial surveys of wintering areas along the

Pacific coast (Bartonek 1994a). Population

trends of cackling Canada geese and greater

white-fronted geese from 1965 to 1979 were

based on surveys conducted by USFWS and

state agency biologists on migration areas in the

Klamath Basin of Oregon and California.

Population trends of those two species from

1980 to 1993 were based on coordinated sur-

veys on wintering areas (Bartonek 1994b).

Emperor geese have been inventoried by
USFWS biologists during aerial surveys of

spring and fall migration areas on the Alaska

Peninsula and the YKD .since 1980 (Bartonek

1992). We used the highest count within a year

to determine the population trend for emperor

geese. Population indices for tule white-fronted

geese were obtained from surveys on wintering

and migration areas in the Pacific Flyway in

intermittent years since 1978. Aleutian Canada

geese have been counted on a spring staging

area in northern California since 1973. Dusky
Canada geese have been inventoried on their

wintering areas in the Pacific Flyway since

1953. There are no data on population trends of

Vancouver Canada geese; however, the winter

population in the northern portion of southeast-

em Alaska was estimated by USFWS biologists

in 1986.

Status of Alaskan Geese

Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Geese

Most geese on the YKD nest within 30 km

(15-20 mi) of the Bering Sea hut winter in

diverse areas. Pacific black brant primarily win-

ter along the Pacific coast of Mexico while

greater white-fronted geese and cackling
Canada geese primarily winter in the Central

Valley of California. In recent years, increasing

numbers of cackling Canada geese have win-

tered in Oregon. Most emperor geese winter in

the Aleutian Islands.

These four species experienced sharp popu-
lation declines {30'7c-50%) between the early

1960"s and mid-l980"s (Fig. 1). The declines

were likely due to the combined effects of sub-

sistence harvest of breeding birds and eggs on

the YKD, excessive sport harvest on the winter-

ing areas, poor weather during nesting, and fox

predation of nests (USFWS 1989). In 1984. the

USFWS, Yupik Natives, state wildlife agencies,

and sport hunters cooperated to reduce sport

and subsistence harvest. Since then populations
of cackling Canada geese and greater white-

fronted geese have begun to recover while

emperor geese and black brant remain near his-

torical lows (Fig. 1). Poor winter survival of

juvenile emperor geese may be slowing recov-

ery of that species (Schniutz et al. 1994). Winter

sur\ i\al of cackling Canada geese has improved
since the reduction in sport hunting: however,

there is no evidence that their survival in sum-

mer has improved (Raveling et al. 1992).

TUIe White-fronted Geese

The only known nesting area for tule white-

fronted geese is in Upper Cook Inlet (Timm et

al. 1982) and the adjacent Susitna in south-cen-

tral Alaska. Tule geese may also occur on the

Innoko National Wildlife Refuge in western

Alaska. The numbers of tule geese counted on

wintering areas in the Central Valley of

California in recent years are higher than during

the late 1970"s (Fig. 2). It is unclear if the

increase is due to population growth or because

of improved understanding of the winter distri-

bution.
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Fig. 1. Population trends of arctic

geese tlial nest on llie Yulcon-

Kusl<okwim Delta, Alaska (1964-

93).
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Dusky Canada Geese

Dusky Canada geese primarily nest on the

Copper River Delta of south-central Alaska, the

islands of Prince William Sound, and Middleton

Island in the Gulf of Alaska. They winter in the

Willamette Valley of Oregon and the lower

Columbia River. The population was stable or

increased between the 1950's and I970"s.

During the early 1980"s, however, the popula-
tion declined, then stabilized at a lower level in

the mid-198()"s (Fig. 2). The decline was large-

ly due to reduced nesting success as a result of

habitat changes on the nesting area following

the 1964 Alaska earthquake. Invasion of shrubs

and loss of wet meadow habitats resulted in

more mammalian predators and greater nest

predation (Subcommittee on Dusky Canada

Geese 1992).

Aleutian Canada Geese

Although once abundant on the Aleutian,

Commander, and Kuril islands, the numbers of

Aleutian Canada geese were greatly reduced by
fo.xes and dogs introduced to nesting islands by
commercial fur farmers before World War II

(Byrd and Woolington 1983). The subspecies
was classified as endangered in 1967, and by
the mid-l970"s fewer than 800 individuals

remained (USFWS 1991). Sport harvest on

migration and wintering areas in Oregon and

California was stopped in 1975. and fo.\ control

was initiated on nesting islands. Geese were

also transplanted to fox-free islands. The popu-
lation of Aleutian Canada geese responded to

recovery efforts and has grown to more than

9,000 individuals (Fig. 2). The status of the sub-

species was changed from endangered to threat-

ened in 1991.

Vancouver Canada Geese

Vancouver Canada geese nest and use

brood-rearing areas in southeastern Alaska

(Lebeda and Ratti 1983) and winter on coastal

wetlands near the breeding areas. Few data on

breeding numbers exist because Vancouver

Canada geese nest in coastal forests and are dif-

ficult to survey. About 10,000 Vancouver Canada

geese wintered in the northern portion of south-

eastern Alaska in 1986 (Hodges and Conant

1986). Wintering sites are scattered among
coastal wetlands and have not been consistently

surveyed. Consequently, populalion trends of

this subspecies are not known. Population trends

are likely intlueneed by environmental variables

because sport and subsistence harvest are mini-

mal (King and Derksen 1986).

Status of Habitats of Special
Concern

Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta

The YKD (Fig. 3) is the primary waterfowl

nesting area in Alaska (King and Dau 1981 ); it

provides critical nesting and brood-rearing
habitat for more than 400,000 geese. In addi-

tion, the entire population of Wrangel Island

lesser snow geese uses the YKD during fall

staging (Ely et al. 1993). While much of the

YKD is within the Yukon Delta National

Wildlife Refuge, it is also a region where more

than 17,000 Yupik Natives live in 40 Native vil-

lages. Large private inholdings, primarily

Native corporation lands, exist within the refuge

and contain impoilant waterfowl nesting habi-

tat. Meeting the subsistence needs of Native

people while maintaining or enhancing water-

fowl populations on the YKD requires close

coordination among the Yupik Natives and fed-

eral and state agencies. Management of subsis-

tence waterfowl harvest on the YKD has been

difficult becau.se of cultural differences and

constraints imposed by the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act. Coordinated management efforts

will be especially important in the future as

Native populations increase.

Izembek Lagoon

Nearly the entire world population of more

than 120,000 Pacific black brant uses Izembek
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Lagoon (Fig. 3) as a fall staging area for about

2 montiis. Aitiiough i/embek Lagoon is protecl-

ed as a national wildlife refuge and state game

refuge, it is near offshore oil leases in Bristol

Bay. Should oil development proceed, increased

aircraft activity over Izembek Lagoon could

resuh in a significant increase in distiubance

that could present brant from accumulating suf-

ficient body fat for their nonstop llight to win-

tering areas in Mexico. This lack of sufficient

body fat could result in increased mortality

(Wardetal. 1994).

Bristol Bay Lowlands

Estuaries on the north side of the Alaska

Peninsula (Fig. 3) provide critical migration

habitat for cackling Canada geese, Taverner's

Canada geese (S. c. taverueri). and emperor

geese, and nesting habitat for a unique group of

greater white-fronted geese. Part of this area is

protected in State Critical Habitat Areas man-

aged by the Alaska Depailment of Fish and

Game. At least 5,265 ha (13,000 acres) of

important habitat, however, is state land that

may be subject to resource development.

Teshekpuk Lake Special Areas

Up to 32,()()() Pacific black brant (25% of the

world population) and 30,000 individuals of

other goose species molt annually on

Teshekpuk Lake Special Area (TLSA) (Fig. 3)

on the Natiimal Petroleum Reserve in Alaska

(Derksen 1978; King 1984). The area is man-

aged by the Bureau of Land Management, and

special regulations govern resource develop-

ment on the TLSA to minimize adverse impacts
to wildlife. Energy development in adjacent

areas, though, may result in increased aircraft

activity that could disturb molting geese and

reduce their ability to secure forage needed for

feather replacement (Jensen 1990).

Interior Wetlands

Greater white-fronted and Canada goose-

nesting and brood-rearing habitats occur in inte-

rior wetlands near the Yukon, Tanana,

Kuskokwim, Koyukuk, Susitna, and Innoko

rivers (King and Lensink 1971). National

wildlife refuges encompass much of the impor-
tant habitat, although some areas are managed

by the state of Alaska, private landowners, and

the Bureau of Land Management. At present,

there is relatively little human-related distur-

bance in these areas, although placer mining, oil

exploration and development, timber harvest,

and military training could affect some areas.

Upper Cook Inlet

About 100.000 geese and swans use Upper
Cook Inlet (Fig. 3) as spring migration habitat.

Teshekpuk Lake

Special Area
Arclic National

Wildlife Reluge

In addition, this inlet is one of two nesting areas

of tule white-fronted geese. Development of oil

and gas. coal, timber, and mineral deposits has

either been proposed or is ongoing in Upper
Coiik Inlet and may affect coastal wetlands used

by migratory wateifowl. Most of the important
wateifowl habitats in this area are state game
refuges or Critical Habitat Areas managed by
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

Alaska Coastal Forests

Some nesting and brood-rearing areas of

Vancouver Canada geese (Fig. 3) occur in areas

of commercially harvestable timber (Lebeda and

Ratti 1983). Logging activities on U.S. Forest

Service land on the Tongass National Forest

could affect these habitats. In addition, timber

harvest on Native corporation lands may restrict

opportunities to transplant Vancouver Canada

geese into areas of suitable habitat or may limit

natural expansion of the subspecies range (King
and Derksen 1986). Use of tidal areas to store

harvested timber before shipping can affect win-

tering habitat of Vancouver Canada geese and

migration habitats of other waterbirds.

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

As many as 300.000 lesser snow geese and

an unknown number of greater white-fronted

geese stage on the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge (Fig. 3) before fall migration. During

staging, geese feed intensively and build fat

reserves for migration. Proposed petroleum
leases on the refuge would result in increased

aircraft activity that could disrupt feeding
behavior of geese, displace birds from feeding

Fig. 3. Alaskan liabitats of special

importance to geese.
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habitats, and reduce llieir ability to accumulate

body tat before migration (Brackney et al.

1987). Diminished fat reserves could reduce

survival during migration.
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North
American
Ducks

by

David F. Caithainer

Graham W. Smith

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Semce

Increased
predation and habitat degradation

and destruction coupled with drought, espe-

cially on breeding grounds, have caused the

declines of some duck populations. More than

30 species of ducks breed in North America, in

areas as diverse as the arctic tundra and the sub-

tropics of Floiida and Mexico. For many of

these species, however, the Prairie Pothole

region of the north-central United States and

south-central Canada is the most important

breeding area (Fig. 1). although migratory

behavior and the life histories of different

species lead them to use many wetland habitats.

Numerous sources of information are avail-

able on the status of duck populations in North

Ainerica. The two most comprehensive and

reliable sources are the Breeding Population

and Habitat Survey, conducted since 1955 and

encompassing the Prairie Pothole region, bore-

al forests, and tundra habitats from South

^%». <1
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Mexico at regular intervals. Results from these

surveys are the basis for this article.

The Breeding Population and Habitat

Survey is conducted during May and June when

most species occupy their breeding ranges.

Pilot-biologists and observers in airplanes iden-

tify and count ducks on a sample of transects.

Not all ducks are visible from the air. so some

transects are resurveyed more thoroughly with a

helicopter or from the ground to obtain com-

plete counts. These data are used to correct the

air counts and obtain unbiased estimates of

duck densities in these areas. Estimates of num-

ber of pairs of ducks are expanded to provide

population estimates for the entire surveyed
area. This survey, conducted by the Canadian

Wildlife Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS), is among the most extensive

and comprehensive surveys conducted annually

for any group of animals anywhere in the world.

Survey estimates are the major determinant

governing the regulation-setting process for the

sport harvesting of ducks by both Canadian and

United States provincial, state, and federal gov-
ernments.

The Breeding Population and Habitat

Survey is most reliable for mallards (Anas

platyrhynchos), gadwall {A. strepera).

American wigeon (A. americaua). green-

winged teal (A. cvecca). blue-winged teal (A.

discors). northern shoveler {A. clypeata). red-

head (Aythya americana). canvasback (A. val-

isiiieria), and scaup {A. affinis and A. marila).

Researchers and managers are trying to expand
the geographic range of this survey in the

Pacific Flyway. eastern Canada, and the north-

western United States.

The breeding survey, however, poorly moni-

tors species such as whistling ducks

(Deiidrocygihi spp. ). mottled ducks {Anas fid-

vigida). American black ducks (A. ruhhpes).
most sea ducks and mergansers (Lophodytes

ciicuUaliis. Mergiis merganser. M. serrator).

and wood ducks (Aix sponsa).
The Midwinter Survey has been conducted

annually in early January since the mid-1940"s.

It is not as reHable as the breeding survey

because of methodological shortcomings and

because winter is a poor time to survey popula-
tion abundance (Eggeman and Johnson 1989).

Despite its limitations, this survey does provide
useful information on such species as the black

duck that are not well surveyed by the breeding

survey (Conroy et al. 1988).

Status and Trends

Population estimates of all ducks from the

breeding survey have varied from 26.5 to 42.8

million since 1955 (Fig. 2). Generally, breeding

populations were high in the I950's and 70"s

and low in the 60"s, 80"s, and 90"s. The 1993

estimate of 28.0 million was 20% below the

195.5-92 average.

Estimates of ducks from the Midwinter

Survey also have varied since 1955 (Fig. 2). The

1993 estimate of 10.3 million ducks was the

lowest recorded, and 44% below the 1955-92

average.

The Breeding Population and Habitat

Survey provides reliable estimates for seven

species of dabbling ducks, while the Midwinter

Survey provides estimates for eight. The breed-

ing population of total dabbling ducks in 1993

was 20% below the 1955-92 average.

Compared with the 1955-92 average, 1993

breeding population estimates suggest popula-
tion declines for mallards. American wigeon.

blue-winged teal, and northern pintail.

Population estimates were unchanged for

green-winged teal and increased for gadwall
and northern shoveler (Figs. 3-5). During the

most recent 10-year period, the breeding popu-
lation of northern pintail decreased, gadwall

populations increased, and populations of six

other species were stable (Table). Midwinter

estimates of all species of dabbling ducks were

stable or increased during 1984-93 (Table).

Midwinter estimates are the only long-term

data available for black ducks. Apparent differ-

ences in population trends between the breeding
and midwinter surveys (Table) are a function of

differences in the quality of the surveys and in

the populations monitored by the surveys. For

example, breeding mallards have increased in

recent years in the Atlantic Flyway. which is

outside the breeding survey area. The breeding

survey indicates a stable trend for mallards

while the winter survey indicates an increasing

trend; the two surveys monitor different portions

of the total continental population.

Five species of diving ducks are monitored

by breeding and winter surveys. Because lesser

scaup are not distinguished from greater .scaup

in the surveys, these species have been com-

bined. Breeding populations of diving ducks in

1993 were 18% below the 1955-92 average.

Redhead and scaup breeding populations were

lower than average, whereas the canvasback

population was near average, and the ring-

necked duck (Aythya collaris) population was

above average (Figs. 4, 6). From 1984 to 1993,

the breeding population of scaup declined while

the breeding population of ring-necked ducks

increased (Table). The Midwinter Survey also

indicated an increasing population of ring-

necks during this period (Table).

Fourteen species of sea ducks, mergansers,
and their allies were monitored by the breeding

survey. These 14 species plus the harlequin

duck (Histrioniciis histrionicus) were moni-

tored during the Midwinter Survey. Because

10,
Midwinter Survey

54 57606366 6972 757881848790 93

Year

Fig. 2. Duck populations in Norlli

America. l95.'i-9_^. from ttie

Breeding Population and Habitat

Survey and the Midwinter .Survey.

54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 93

Year

Fig. 3. Mallard, northern pintail,

and green-winged teal breeding

population estimates, 1955-93.

54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 9;

Year

Fig. 4. Scaup, blue-winged leal,

and gadwall breeding population

estimates, 1955-93.

54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 93

Year

Fig. 5. American wigeon and

northern shoveler breeding popula-

tion estimates, 1955-93.
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Table. Estimated annual niniihers

(in thousands) and recent trends

(1984-93) of ducks based on the

survey areas monitored by breed-

ing and midwinter surveys.
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Fig. 6. Redliead and canvasback

breeding population estimates.
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During the driest periods, however, such as

those in the 1980"s. only the deepest and most

permanent wetlands retain water, causing popu-
hition declines in species such as pintails that

rely primarily on shallow wetlands. Population
numbers are more stable for species like the

canvasback. which rely on deeper marshes, and

are therefore less affected by annual changes in

wetland numbers because deeper marshes con-

sistently retain water, providing ample habitat

in most years (Stewart and Kantrud 1973).

Nest success in the Prairie Pothole region

has declined in recent years largely because of

increased nest predation caused by the range

expansion of some predators and by reduced

nesting habitat (Sargeant and Raveling 1992).

Fewer and smaller areas of nesting habitat con-

centrate duck nests, enhancing the ability of

predators to find nests. Predators such as rac-

coons (Procyon lotor) have expanded their

range northward, probably because they can

den in buildings, rock piles, and other human-

made sites during winter.

Although wetland drainage, urbanization,

and other human-caused changes have resulted

in wintering habitat losses, these losses have

been offset, at least for dabbling ducks, by
increased fall and winter food from waste grain

left in stubble fields. In addition, the national

wildlife refuge system has protected and man-

aged many staging and wintering areas for the

benefit of waterfowl.

Modern duck-hunting regulations are

believed to keep recreational harvest at levels

compatible with the long-term welfare of duck

populations. The proportion of ducks harvested

varies regionally and by species, age. and sex.

In 1992. 2^-12% of the adult mallards from the

Prairie Pothole region were killed by hunters.

Harvest rates of other species were generally

lower. These conservative harvest rates are

unlikely to cause population declines (Blohm

1989).

Conclusions

Changes in duck populations reflect changes
in quality and quantity of waterfowl habitats.

Long-term declines in populations have been

caused by extensive habitat alterations. By con-

trast, short-term changes primarily reflect

weather and resultant availability of wetland

habitats. Maintenance of the cuirent monitoring

system and initiatives to improve our monitor-

ing capability are essential for effective duck

management.

Maintaining or increasing the quality and

quantity of waterfowl habitat is needed to stabi-

lize or increase duck populations. Agricultural

policies and practices can profoundly affect

habitat availability in Canada and the United

.States. For example, the Conservation Reserve

Prograiu. in which certain agricultural areas

were set aside and planted in grasses, has added

much-needed dabbling duck nesting habitat and

therefore has improved their productivity in the

U.S. portion of the Prairie Pothole region (R.E.

Reynolds. USFWS. personal communication).

The North American Waterfowl Management
Plan, through its regional joint ventures, is striv-

ing to increase the habitat available for water-

fowl and to improve monitoring of some popu-
lations.
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Decline of

Northern
Pintails

by

Jay B. Hesthack

National Biological Service

Fig. 1. Number ot pintails in

northern areas from Alaska to

northern Alberta and northern

Manitoba and in the prairie region
from southern Alberta and central

Montana to southern Manitoba

and the Dakotas froin IQ55 to

1993 (Breeding Population and

Habitat Sur\ey. U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. Office of

Migratory Bird Management).

The
size of the continental breeding popiilu-

lion of noilhem pintail {Anas acuta) has

greatly varied since 1955, with numbers in sur-

veyed areas ranging from a high of 9.9 million

in 1956 to a low of 1.8 million in 1991. This

variation results primarily from differences in

the numbers of breeding pintails in the prairie

region of Canada and the United States (Fig. 1 );

these numbers ranged from 8.6 million in 1956

to 0.5 million in 1991; numbers in the northern

regions from Alaska to northern Alberta and

northern Manitoba varied primarily between 1

and 2 million.

Breeding pintails prefer seasonal shallow-

water habitats without tall emergent aquatic

vegetation (Smith 1968). The proportions and

distribution of breeding pintails on the prairies

vary annually depending on the amount of

annual precipitation and the resulting increase

or decrease in the availability of suitable breed-

ing habitat (Smith 1970; Johnson and Grier

1988).

Changes in the size of the continental pintail

population result from changes in production,
survival, or both. Consequently, understanding

piipulation changes involves detecting variation

in survi\'al and production over time and relat-

ing that variatiim to changes in population size.

Once the cause of the decline is determined,

appropriate management strategies can be

dcxeloped to reverse it.

Northern areas

54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 93

Year

Status and Trends

I arbitrarily partitioned the population data

into periods of relative growth, stability, and

decline to help explain changes in the continen-

tal breeding population, which declined from

1955 to 1962. increased from 1963 to 1970.

remained at a high stable level from 1971 to

1979. and declined from 1980 to 1992. I also

partitioned the continental population into fly-

ways based on data from recoveries of winter-

banded pintails. This data indicated that pintails

exhibit a high fidelity to the winter-banding

region and tlyway (Hestbeck 1993). Data from

recoveries of summer-banded pintails were

used to associate birds between breeding and

Pintails i,-\//(n ,/r itiii I

wintering areas.

Data on the pintail population were obtained

through various surveys conducted by the

United States and Canada. The Breeding

Population and Habitat Survey provided esti-

mates for the number of breeding pintails and

for the total number of ponds. The total number
of ponds was used as an index of breeding-habi-
tat availability where the availability increased

as the number of ponds increased. Annual sur-

vival rates were estimated from legband recov-

eries of summer-banded pintails.

I estimated average survival rates for the pre-

viously listed time periods for all areas with

banding data. As an index of production, 1 used

the number of young females divided by the

number of adult females (i.e., age-ratio) har-

vested annually in each tlyway reported in the

Waterfowl Parts Collection Survey (U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service. Office of Migratory Bird

Management). Because of possible harvest dif-

ferences among tlyways and large variation in

annual ratios. I estimated the average age-ratio
for each llyway for the above time periods.

Changes in the condnental population can be

addressed by studying changes in tlyway popu-
lations because pintails from different summer

breeding areas were associated with certain

wintering areas. Generally, pintails wintering in

the Pacific Flyway were associated with breed-

ing areas in the western states and provinces
from Alaska to Saskatchewan and central

Montana. Pintails in the Central Flyway were

primarily associated with breeding areas in

Saskatchewan, eastern Montana, Manitoba, and

the Dakotas. Pintails in the Mississippi Flyway
were primarily associated with breeding areas

from Saskatchewan and Minnesota to James

Bay. Pintails in the Atlantic Flyway were pri-

marily associated with breeding areas from

James Bay to the Canadian Maritimes.

If 1980-92 population declines were caused

by poor reproduction, production would be

lower. Production, however, remained relatively

constant over periods of population growth
(1963-70), stability (1971-79). and decline
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(1980-92) tor the Atlantic. Mississippi, and

Central tlvways (Fig. 2). Production in the

Pacific Flyway exhibited a substantial decline

from 2.40 in 1 963-70. to 1 .7S in 1 97 1 -79. and to

1.60 in 1980-92.

Likewise, survival would be lower during
1980-92 if population declines were caused by
declines in sur\ival. Comparisons of average
survival rates between 1980-92 and earlier peri-

ods were possible for only a limited number of

areas because few pintails were banded in many
regions. In the area encompassing northern

Alberta, northeastern British Columbia, and

southwestern Northwest Territories, average
survival during 1980-92 was higher than the

average for earlier periods for adult males (80%
versus 68%). young males (68% versus 53%).

and adult females (69% versus 64%). In south-

em Alberta, average survival during 1980-92

was higher than the average for earlier periods
for adult males (74% versus 70%) and young
females (86% versus 55%). Survival remained

constant between 1980-92 and earlier periods
for all age-classes of pintails banded in southern

Saskatchewan and southern Manitoba. In the

Dakotas. average survi\'al duiing 1980-92 was

higher for only adult males (77% versus 66%).
These data reveal that possible declines in

pintail survival did not cause the population
declines observed during the 1980's. Overall,

survival was higher during 1980-92 than during
earlier periods for adult males that winter in the

Pacific. Central, and Mississippi flyways and

for young females that winter in the Pacific

Flyway. Survival remained constant between

time periods for adult females and young males

in the Pacific, Central, and Mississippi flyways.
Given the small changes in production and

survival, pintail numbers should stabilize in the

Central and Mississippi flyways and possibly
the Atlantic Flyway. In the Pacific Flyway, how-

ever, the survival increases of young females

has not compensated for the overall decrease in

production.

During the 1980's the Canadian prairies on

the average received less precipitation, resulting

in reduced availability of pintail breeding habi-

tat. Hopes for increased pintail population size

have been based, in part, on the expectation that

increased precipitation in the western Canadian

prairies would result in increased breeding habi-

tat and production. Female-based age-ratio data

suggest, though, that increased production is

unlikely to occur even with increased precipita-

tion because pintail production remained low

even when water was plentiful. Average age-

rafios for the Pacific Flyway when water in the

western Canadian prairies was above average

(total May ponds for southern Alberta and

Mississippi Central Pacidc

southern Saskatchewan exceeding 2.68 million)

steadily declined frotn 3.11 in the 196()"s. to

2.03 in the m7()'s. atid 1.86 in the 1980"s.

Consequently, a fundamental change

appears to have occurred in pintail productivity
on western Canadian prairies, meaning that we
cannot base pintail management on the hope
that increased precipitation will result in a

return to the higher levels of production experi-

enced in the I960's.

Researchers suspect that the production
decline may be related to the fact that the shal-

low-water breeding habitat favored by pintails

is most susceptible to agricultural drainage. By
1989. 78%' of the pothole margins (the transi-

tion zone where potholes meet farmland) and

22% of wet basins were degraded by agricultur-

al activity in prairie Canada (F.D. Caswell and

A. Didiuk, Canadian Wildlife Service, personal

communication). Increased intensification of

agricultine may also contribute to lower pro-

duction on the prairies through increased graz-

ing and cropping, increased nest destruction,

and increased use of agricultural chemicals

(Ducks Unlimited 1990). Further research on

the western Canadian prairies is necessary to

determine specific causes of production
declines in pintails and to determine methods to

increase production.
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Canvasback
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Ciiiivasbacks
(Aythya valisineria) are unique

tn North America and are one of our most

widely recognized waterfowl species. Unlike

other ducks that nest and feed in uplands, diving
ducks such as canvasbacks are totally dependent
on aquatic habitats throughout their life cycle.

Canvasbacks nest in prairie, parkland, subarctic,

and Great Basin wetlands; stage during spring
and fall on prairie marshes, northern lakes, and

iHvers; and winter in Atlantic. Pacific, and Gulf

of Mexico bays, estuaries, and some inland

lakes. They feed on plant and animal foods in

wetland sediments. Availability of prefened
foods, especially energy-rich subtenanean plant

parts, is probably the most important factor

influencing geographic distribution and habitat

use by canvasbacks.

In spite of management efforts that have

included restrictive harvest regulations and fre-

quent hunting closures in all or some of the fly-

ways (Anderson 1989). canvasback numbers

declined from \'-)>f' to 1993 and remain below

the population goal (540.000) of the North

American Waterfowl Management Plan

(USFWSand Canadian Wildlife "Service 1994).

Causes for this apparent decline are not well

understood, but habitat loss and degradation, low

rates of recruitment, a highly skewed sex ratio

favoring males, and reduced survival of canvas-

backs during their first year are considered

important constraints on popidation growth.

Population size = 620.540 - 2,873 (year)

/2 = 011.P=0014

55 58 64 67 73

Year

76 79 82 85 91 93

Figure. Estimated breeding popu-
lation of canvasbacks, 1955-93

(data from the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, Office of

Migratory Bird Management).

Status and Trends

Canvasback population trends are monitored

by means of annual Breeding Waterfowl and

Habitat Surveys and Midwinter Waterfowl

Inventories (MWI). Readers should refer to

cited literature for additional information

regarding methods.

Canvasback Numbers and Distribution

Between 1955 and 1993 population indices

for canvasbacks fluctuated between 353,700
and 742.400 and averaged 534,000 ducks

(Figure), The population showed a general rate

of decline of 0.6% per year during the period;

however, because population estimates are

imprecise, annual differences are difficult to

detect. For example, a population change of

more than 3()'7f would be needed to detect a sig-

nificant difference between years with 90%
confidence.

The winter distribution of canvasbacks has

changed since the 1950"s, when most canvas-

backs (79%) were found wintering in the

Atlantic or Pacific tlyways. The proportion of

the continental population wintering in the

Central and Mississippi flyways increased from

21% in 1955-69 to 44% in 1987-92 as a result

of declines in canvasback numbers at

Chesapeake Bay and San Francisco Bay and

increases in the Gulf of Mexico region. Only
about 23,000 canvasbacks winter in Mexico, but

numbers may be increasing (Office of

Migratory Bird Management, unpublished
data). Shifts in winter distribution probably
reflect regional differences in habitat availabili-

ty, but may also indicate differences in survival

and recruitment.

Sex Ratios

Canvasbacks have a highly skewed sex ratio

favoring males. Sex ratios of wintering canvas-

backs in Louisiana (1.6-1.8 males:female:

Woolington 1993) and San Francisco Bay (2.2

malesit'emale; J. Takekawa, unpublished data)

are lower than those observed in the Atlantic

Flyway (2.9-3.2 males:female), but sex ratios

apparently decreased in two mid-Atlantic states

between 1981 and 1987 (Haramis et al. 1985.

1 994). Based on recent ( 1 987-92 ) MWI and sex

ratio data, we calculated that the continental sex

rafio for canvasbacks likely lies between 2.0

and 2.5 males:female.

Survival

Annual survival rates of female canvasbacks

(56%-69%) are lower than those of males

(70%-82%; Nichols and Haramis 1980).

Survival rates also vary geographically (survival

is greater in the Pacific Flyway than in the

Atlantic; Nichols and Haramis 1980) and are

positively related to body mass in early winter

(Haramis et al. 1986). Survival of females in

their first year probably is reduced relative to

that of adults. Assuming that all surviving
females return to their natal areas to breed,

return rates for female canvasbacks breeding in

southwestern Manitoba suggest that only 21%
of hens survive their first year compared to 69%
annual survival of older hens (Seine et al. 1992).

Nichols and Haramis (1980) found no asso-

ciation between canvasback harvest regulations

and survival. However, an analysis of return
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rates lor lenialc canvasbacks in southwestern

Manitoba indicated that sufvival of immatures

was signilicantiy related to harvest (M.G.

Anderson. Ducks Unhmited-Canada. inipub-

hshed data). The canvasback season was closed

in the Atlantic. Central, and Mississippi flyways

during 1 986-03. but about 8.000 birds were har-

vested annualls in Canada and 10.000 in the

Pacific Flyway. There is also a substantial ille-

gal harvest of canvasbacks at some sites

maramis et al. 1993; Korschgen et al. 1993;

W.L. Hohnian. unpublished data). However, the

current level of hunting-related mortality is

probably not limiting population growth.

Rather, annual variation in recruitment and

degradation and loss of breeding, migrational.

and wintering habitats are more likely inlluenc-

ing population size.

Time-specific Survival Rates and Sources of

Mortality

Survival rates for adults in spring and sum-

mer are unknown. In spite of a nationwide ban

on the use of lead shot by waterfowl hunters,

ingestion of spent lead shotgun pellets by water-

fowl is common and likely will remain so for

many years. More than 50% of spring-migrat-

ing canvasbacks captured at a major staging

area on the Mississippi River had elevated

blood lead levels (Havera et al. 1992). Lead-

exposed birds have reduced body mass, fat, and

protein (Hohman et al. 1990), so their subse-

quent survival and ability to reproduce and per-

form activities such as courtship, migration, or

molt, may be compromised.
Nest success (i.e., embryonic survival) ot

canvasbacks is highly variable, especially for

birds nesting on the prairies. For example, nest

success in southwestern Manitoba in wet years

was 54%-60%, but in dry years averaged only

17% (Serie et al. 1992). In spite of habitat loss

and degradation, ranges in nest success

observed in southwestern Manitoba were simi-

lar in 1961-72 (21%-62%; Stoudt 1982) and

1974-80 (17%-60%; Serie et al. 1992).

Mammalian predation, especially by mink

(Mustela vison) and raccoon (Procyon lotor). is

an important factor affecting the nest success of

prairie-nesting canvasbacks.

Moitality of prefledged ducklings is high,

especially during the first 10 days (C.E.

Korschgen. unpublished data). In northwestern

Minnesota, estimated survival rates for duck-

lings up to 10 days old ranged from near zero to

70%, but differed between sexes during the first

25 days of life (male > female; C.E. Korschgen,

unpublished data). Predation and weather were

the primary sources of duckling mortality.

Survival of young between fledging and fall

migration is unknown; however, production

estimates calculated from harvest information

(0.16-1.07 young:adult) suggest that recruit-

ment rates for canvasbacks generally are low

compared to other ducks.

Survival rates for fall-migrating canvasbacks

have not been studied, but survival rates have

been estimated at several major wintering sites.

Adult and immature females had high winter

survival at Chesapeake Bay (83%- 100%;

Haramis et al. 1993) and coastal Louisiana (>

95%; Hohman et al. 1993). Winter survival was

lower at Catahoula Lake. Louisiana (57%-

92%), where canvasbacks were not only shot

illegally but where substantial numbers of birds

were also exposed to lead (W.L. Hohman,

unpublished data).

Habitat Trends

Historically, climate, grazing, and fire were

major factors affecting habitats of prairie-nest-

ing waterfowl. Since settlement, however,

human activities, especially those related to

agriculture, have had a major impact on the

quantity and quality of breeding habitats.

Nationwide, over 53% of original wetlands

have been lost. Wetland losses in states where

canvasbacks histoiically nested range from less

than V7c (Alaska) to 89% (Iowa); however,

deeper wetlands preferred by nesting canvas-

backs probably have been drained to a lesser

extent than shallower wetlands.

Northern lakes used by canvasbacks for

molting and staging before fall migration prob-

ably have been least affected by human and nat-

ural perturbations. Nonetheless, disturbances

related to commercial and recreational activi-

ties, nutrient enrichment of lakes resulting from

sewage discharges and agricultural runoff,

introductions of herbivorous fish, and alteration

of lake levels for generation of hydroelectric

power have reduced the suitability and use of

some traditional staging areas in the southern

boreal forest region.

Canvasback {AMhya vulismeria).
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Most oflhe traditional stopover habitats used

hy migrating eanvasbaci^s no longer provide

suitable feeding and resting opportunities (Kahl

1 99 1 ). For example, of the more than 40 former

migration stopover areas in the upper portion of

the Mississippi Flyway. only Lake Christina in

west-central Minnesota, two pools on the Upper

Mississippi River, and two areas on the Great

Lakes have peak populations of more than 5,000

canvasbacks (Korschgen 1989). Restoration

efforts begun in 1987 at Lake Christina were

successful in reestablishing submersed aquatic

vegetation and canvasback use. Habitat on the

Upper Mississippi River increased in extent

from the mid-1960"s to the late I980's.

However, reciird drought in 1988-89 and exten-

sive flooding in 1993 in the Upper Mississippi

River basin have caused major declines in habi-

tat quality and abundance.

In the Great Lakes region, increased bird use

of Lake St. Clair and Long Point on Lake Erie

coincided with improved water quality and

increased production of submersed aquatic

plants, especially wildcelery (Vallisneria ameri-

caiui). These improvements are attributed to

regulation of water discharges into the Great

Lakes and perhaps the proliferation of zebra

mussels (Dreisseua polymorpha).
In the Pacific Flyway, coastal habitats used

by migrating canvasbacks have not changed

greatly since the 1930's, although development
has increased in some areas (e.g., Puget Sound).

Whereas use of .some inland sites (e.g.. Great

Salt Lake, Utah; Malheur National Wildlife

Refuge (NWR). Oregon; and Stillwater NWR.
Nevada) declined duiing the 1970"s or I980's,

canvasback use of Klamath Basin NWR,
Oregon-California, and Pyramid Lake, Nevada,

has increased.

Degradation of water quality in the

Chesapeake Bay caused by nutrient enrichment,

turbidity, and sedimentation reduced the abun-

dance of aquatic plant and animal foods most

important to canvasbacks in winter (Haramis

1991). Declining availability of plant foods

caused canvasbacks to shift to mostly animal

foods. Canvasback numbers declined in

response to loss of aquatic plants in the

Chesapeake Bay, but increased in North

Carolina and Virginia where preferred plant

foods were still abundant (Lovvorn 1989).

Aquatic plants are now declining in the coastal

areas of North Carolina and other wintering

areas throughout the Atlantic Flyway. Unless

the widespread decline of aquatic plant foods is

reversed, the number of canvasbacks wintering

in the Atlantic Flyway is not likely to increase.

San Francisco Bay is the most important

wintering area for canvasbacks in the Pacific

Flyway. Urban development there has greatly

reduced available habitat. In remaining habi-

tats, canvasbacks are exposed to high levels of

ein ironmental contaminants (Miles and

Ohlendorf 1993). Canvasbacks make extensive

use of salt evaporation ponds in northern San

Francisco Bay (Accurso 1992). These ponds

recently came under public ownership, but their

management as tidal salt marshes will probably

reduce their use by canvasbacks. Increasing

numbers of canvasbacks have been observed

recently on wetland easements and sewage

lagoons in the northern San Joaquin Valley.

Increased numbers of canvasbacks are win-

tering in the Gulf of Mexico region, especially

at Catahoula Lake, where, since 1985, peak
numbers (up to 78,000 birds) have equaled or

exceeded counts on traditional wintering areas

such as Chesapeake Bay and San Francisco

Bay. Birds appear to be attracted to Catahoula

Lake because of its abundant plant foods and

stable flooding regime (Woolington and

Emfinger 1989). These birds are at risk of lead

poisoning, however, because of the high density

of spent lead shot contained in lake sediments.

Information Gaps

Information needs for improved manage-
ment of canvasbacks include banding or radio-

telemetry data sufficient to provide habitat

information and estimates of region-specific

rates of survival, band recovery, and recruit-

ment; survival rates of immature birds between

hatch and anival on wintering areas; and cross-

seasonal effects of winter nutrition and contam-

inant exposure on reproduction.
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Moie
than two million seabirds of 29

species nest along the west coasts of

Califoinia, Oregon, and Washington, including

three species listed on the federal list of threat-

ened and endangered species: the brown pelican

(Pelecanus occidentalis). least tern (Stcnia

antillaruni). and marbled murrelet

(Bnichynimphits marmoratiis). The size and

diversity of the breeding seabird community in

this region reflect excellent nearshore prey con-

ditions; subtropical waters within the southern

California Bight area; complex tidal waters of

Strait of Juan de Fuca and Pugel Sound in

Washington; large estuaries at San Francisco

Bay, Columbia River, and Grays Harbor-

Willapa bays; and the variety of nesting habitats

used by seabirds throughout the region, includ-

ing islands, mainland cliffs, old-growth forests,

and artificial structures.

Breeding seabird populations along the west

coast have declined since European settlement

began in the late 1700's because of human

occupation of. commercial use of. and introduc-

tion of mammalian predators to seabird nesting

islands. In the I900"s. further declines occuned

in association with rapid human population

growth and intensive commercial use of natural

resources in the Pacific region. In particular.

severe adverse impacts have occurred from par-

tial or complete nesting habitat destruction on

islands or the mainland, human disturbance of

nesting islands or areas, marine pollution, fish-

eries, and logging of old-growth forests (Ainley

and Lewis 1974; Bartonek and Nettleship 1979;

Hunt et al. 1979; Sowls et al. 1980; Nettleship

et al. 1984; Speich and Wahl 1989; Ainley and

Boekelheide 1990; Sealy 1990; Ainley and

Hunt 1 99 1 ; Carter and Morrison 1 992; Carter et

al. 1992; Vermeeret al. 1993).

Methods

Population status of breeding seabirds on the

west coast has been measured primarily through

the determination of and trends in population

size, based on counts of birds and nests at nest-

ing colonies (e.g., Sowls et al. 1980). At-sea

surveys also have been used to approximate

population sizes for breeding and nonbreeding

populations and species as well as their foraging

distribution alongshore and offshore (e.g..

Briggs et al. 1987). Rather than just monitoring

siTiall plots of nests on a few accessible islands

to determine status and trends, relatively accu-

rate and standardized censuses of entire coastal

seabird breeding populations (except for certain

nesting areas of difficult-to-census species)

have been conducted annually or periodically to

determine the overall status of many species

breeding on the west coast (Figs. 1-4).

However, we have considered census accuracy,

natural variability, trends at well-studied

colonies (e.g.. Farallon National Wildlife

Refuge) and many other factors in assessing

population status and trends.

Status and Trends

Storm-petrels (Hydrobatidae)

Increasing numbers of Leach's storm-petrels

(Oceanodroma leucorhoa) have been docu-

mented recently in Oregon (R.W. Lowe,

USFWS, unpublished data), although this
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of subadult and adult birds (Boekelheide and

Ainley 1989; Ainley and Boekelheide 1990).

Overall, numbers have remained stable or

increased in most areas in the region (e.g..

Carter et al. 1992), whereas these birds now
occur at lower abundance than previously at the

South Farallon Islands (Ainley et al. 1994).

Numbers have increased in southern California,

but the birds ha\e suffered from gill-net and oil-

spill mortality as well as human disturbance at

colonies (H.R. Carter, unpublished data).

Gulls, Terns, and Skimmers (Laridae and

Rynchopidae)

The predominant nesting gull on the west

coast is the western gull (Lunis dccidcntalis).

Numbers have increased, especially in

California (Fig. 2). probably because of the

bird's use of human and fishing refuse and

reduced human disturbance. Numbers have

reached saturation at the world's largest colony
at the South Farallon Islands (Ainley et al.

1994); however, expansion is occuning at other

major colonies in central and southern

California (Carter et al. 1992). Glaucous-

winged gulls (L glaitcesceus) have remained

stable or increased in Puget Sound (Ll.W.

Wilson, unpublished data).

California gulls (L. culiforulciis) have

recently expanded from interior colonies to nest

in San Francisco Bay (Fig. 2: Carter et al. 1992;

P. Woodin, San Francisco Bay Bird

Observatory, unpublished data). They face seri-

ous threats at inland colonies in interior

California because of water developments. At

the world's largest colony at Mono Lake, low

water levels have resulted in the formation of

land bridges to nesting islands, allowing access

by coyotes (Canis latnins) in certain years

(Jones and Stokes Associates 1993). Similar

problems exist at other northern California

colonies for many seabird and colonial water-

bird species (W.D. Shuford, Point Reyes Bird

Observatory, unpublished data).

The status of California gulls at inland

colonies in Oregon and Washington is not well

known. Status and trends of inland colonies of

ring-billed gulls [L. deknvarensis) in California,

Oregon, and Washington are not known,

although problems related to low water levels

may occur at many colonies. Many thousands

have nested recently in northern California

(W.D. Shuford. unpublished data). Small num-
bers (< 500 breeding birds) also nest along the

Washington coast (Speich and Wahl 1989).

Small numbers (< 10 breeding birds) of

Heermann's gulls (L. heennuuni) nested in the

early I980's along the central California coast

but none are known to do so now. Franklin's

gulls (L. pipixcan) recently nested in small

numbers (< 100 breedins birds) at Lower
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killed in gill nets in central California between

1979 and 19S7. before heavy fishing restrictions

were imposed in 1987 to stop mortality

(Takekawa et al. 1990). Additional moitalit\

(10.000+ murres) occurred during the 1984

Puerto Rican and 1986 Ape.x Houston oil spills

(Ford et al. 1987; Page et al. 1990). At the South

Farallon Islands, reproductive success was

almost nil during intense El Niiio events in 198.^

and 1992 (Ainley and Boekelheide 1990: W.J.

Sydeman. unpublished data). Because of these

and other factors, the central California popula-
tion declined by over biWc from 1982 to 1989

and has not recovered (Fig. 4; Takekawa et al.

1990; Carter et al. 1992;" Ainley et al. 1994;

H.R. Carter, unpublished data).

In Washington, mune numbers crashed dur-

ing the 1982-83 El Niiio (Wilson 1991),

although there was heavy mortality from gill

nets at this time; mortality from gill nets still

continues in Puget Sound. In addition, certain

colonies have been disturbed by low-tlying air-

craft, especially near military bases. Numbers
of breeding murres in Washington are lower

than indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 because many
birds counted in colonies in recent years (and

used to derive estimates) do not appear to be

breeding (U.W. Wilson, unpublished data).

Significant inortality occurred during the 1984

Arco Anchorage. 1988 Nestucca. and 1991

Tenyo Mciru oil spills. In the Nestucca spill

alone, about 30,000 murres were estimated to

have died (Ford et al. 1991). The Washington

population of murres has been almost extirpat-

ed over the last decade and has not recovered.

In contrast, murre populations in Oregon and

northern California have been stable or increas-

ing to date, despite human disturbance at sever-

al colonies (Takekawa et al. 1990; R.W. Lowe,

unpublished data) and some losses of Oregon
birds from oil spills and the use of gill nets in

Washington. In addition, these areas were

known to experience lower productivity through

colony abandonment during intense El Nino

conditions in 1993 (Fig. 4; H.R. Carter, unpub-
lished data; J.E. Takekawa and R.W. Lowe,

unpublished data). Thus, it appears clear that

decline and lack of recovery of populations in

central California and Washington have resulted

primarily from human causes, especially gill

nets and oil spills.

Marbled murrelets probably have declined

substantially throughout the region largely

because of the direct loss of most (90% -95*^ ) of

their old-growth forest nesting habitat to large-

scale logging since the mid-1800"s (Carter and

Morrison 1992; FEMAT 1994). About 10.000-

20.000 birds remain. In addition, hundreds of

munelets have been killed in gill nets and oil

spills in central California. Puget Sound, and off

the Olympic Peninsula (Carter and Momson

1992; H.R. Carter, unpublished data), Murrelets

appear to have vei-y low reproductive rates

(based on nests examined and at-sea counts of

juveniles), probably because of high avian nest

prcdation in fragmented forests and possibly
lower breeding success during intense El Nifio

events. This species was listed as threatened in

California, Oregon, and Washington in 1992,

and is being considered carefully with regard to

the future of old-growth forests and the timber

industry in this region. Small populations in

California, Oregon. and southwestern

Washington are isolated and susceptible to

extinction from various potential disturbances

in the future.
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The Xantus" murrelet (Synthliboramphus

Inpoleucus) persists in very low numbers

(2.000-5.000 breeding birds) only in southern

California. Numbers breeding at the largest

colony at Santa Barbara Island probably have

declined between the mid-1970"s and 1991

(Fig. 3; Carter et al. 1992). The decline may
have occuiTcd because of many factors, includ-

ing census differences. Poor reproduction, how-

ever, has occurred because of high levels of

avian and mammalian predation and has proba-

bly led to this decline. Other smaller colonies

may disappear because of mortality from oil

spills from offshore platforms in Santa Barbara

Channel and oil tanker traffic into Los Angeles

Fig. 4. Status and trends of

breeding populations of common
murres in Washington. Oregon,
and central California. ND — no

data available. Sources: WA
(Wilson 1991; U,W. Wilson,

unpublished data); OR (Varoujean
and Pilman 1979; R.W. Lowe,

unpublished data); and Central

CA (Takekawa et al. 1990; Carter

etal. 1992; H.R. Carter and J.E.

Takekawa, unpublished data).
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harbor and other factors. Larger numbers of

nesting birds are now suspected in southern

CaUfomia (H.R. Carter, unpuhhshed data). A

significant portion of the small world popula-

tion of this species nests in southern California

while the remainder nests on the northwest

coast of Baja California, Mexico. This candi-

date species may be considered for federal and

state listing in the near future.

Future Efforts

Because of the continuing decline of and

threats to seabirds on broad regional and local

levels along the west coast, efforts to determine

status and trends of seabirds must be extended

beyond cunent levels. Long-tenn efforts must

be shared among many federal and state agen-

cies, universities, and private groups, including

( 1 ) the development of a coordinated long-term

monitoring and research program, including

data-base development and maintenance; (2)

extending monitoring to all coastal and inland

areas and species; (3) developing new method-

ologies for surveying nocturnal species of mur-

relets, auklets. and storm-petrels; (4) conduct-

ing studies of specific conservation problems

such as loss of nesting habitats (e.g.. old-growth

forests), gill-net mortality (e.g.. Puget Sound),

oil-spill mortality, human disturbance, water

developments, and agricultural practices; (5)

restoring lost or depleted seabird colonies and

habitats; and (6) examining the possible long-

tenn effects of human fisheries and global cli-

mate change on seabird prey resources and nest-

ing habitats.
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Abiuit
100 million seabirds reside in marine

walei'.s of Alaska during some pail ol' the

year. Perhaps half this population is eomposed
of 50 species of nonbreeding residents, visitors,

and breeding species that use marine habitats

only seasonally (Gould et al. 1982). Another 30

species include 40-60 million individuals that

breed in Alaska and spend most of their lives in

U.S. ten-itorial waters (Sowls et al. 1978).

Alaskan populations account for more than

95% of the breeding seabirds in the continental

United States, and eight species nest nowhere

else in North Amenca"(USFWS 1992).

Seabird nest sites include rock ledges, open

ground, underground bunows. and crevices in

cliffs or talus. Seabirds take a variety of prey

from the ocean, including krill. small fish, and

squid. Suitable nest sites and oceanic prey are

the most important factors controlling the natur-

al distribution and abundance of seabirds.

The impetus for seabird monitoring is based

partly on public concern for the welfare of these

birds, which are affected by a variety of human
activities like oil pollution and commercial fish-

ing. Equally important is the role seabirds serve

as indicators of ecological change in the marine

environment. Seabirds are long-lived and slow to

mature, so parameters such as breeding success,

diet, or survival rates often give earlier signals of

changing environmental conditions than popula-

tion size itself. Seabird survival data are of inter-

est because they reflect conditions affecting

seabirds in the nonbreeding season, when most

annual mortality occurs (Hatch et al. 1993b).

Techniques for monitoring seabird popula-
tions vary according to habitat types and the

breeding behavior of individual species (Hatch

and Hatch 1978, 1989; Byrd et al. 1983). An
affordable monitoring program can include but

a few of the 1.300 seabird colonies identified in

Alaska, and since the mid-1970"s, monitoring
efforts have emphasized a small selection of

surface-feeding and diving species, primarily

kittiwakes (Rissa spp.) and murres {Uria spp.).

Little or no information on trends is available

for other seabirds (Hatch 1993a). The existing

monitoring program occurs largely on sites

within the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife

Refuge, which was established primarily for the

conservation of marine birds. Data are collected

by refuge staff, other state and federal agencies,

private organizations, university faculty, and

students.

Status of Monitored Birds

Kittiwakes

Kittiwakes are small, pelagic (open sea)

gulls that range widely at sea and feed on a vari-

ety of small fish and plankton, which they cap-

ture at the sea surface. Black-legged kittiwakes

{RIssd tri(lactyla) have been studied intensively

because they are widely distributed and easy to

observe. Among 10 locations for which popula-
tion trend data are available, 3 show significant

declines since the mid-1970"s, 3 show increas-

es, and 4 show no consistent trends (Fig. 1 ). The

overall trend is unknown, although widespread
declines are anticipated because of a downward

Seabirds in

Alaska

by

Scott A Hatch

John F. Piatt

National Biological Senice

Dense colonic >! .

Islands, western Gulf of Alaska.

Ml iiuirres (Uriel cicilf;c) breed on bare cliff ledges
—here on the Semidi
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Fig. 1. Population trends of hiack-legged kitliwakes (BLKI) and red-legged kittiwakes (RLKI) at

selected colonies in Alaska. The maximum count of birds or nests is indicated for each location.

Dashed lines indicate significant regressions {P < 0.051 of data collected since 1970 iP is a mea-

sure of the confidence that the decline or increase is statistically reliable. P < 0.05 indicates a

high probability that the population trend depicted actually occurred). See Hatch et al. 1993a and

references cited therein for data sources.

trend in the production of offspring (Fig. 2);

some large colonies fail chronically. On
Middleton Island, for example, breeding has

been a total or near-total failure in 10 of the last

12 years (1983-94; Hatch et al. 1993a; Hatch,

unpublished data). The colony is declining at an

average rate of T7c per year (equal to adult mor-

tality), suggesting there is no recruitment (Hatch

et al. 1993b). If survival estimates obtained on

Middleton apply generally, the near-term future

of kittiwakes is unfavorable because average

productivity of 0.2 chicks per pair (Fig. 2) is

inadequate to maintain populations.

Where red-legged kittiwakes (/?. brevi-

rosiris) have been monitored, they show popu-
lation trends similar to black-legged kittiwakes

(Fig. 1). In 1989 their population was down by
50% in the Pribilof Islands, but they were inore

numerous at Buldir Island than in the

mid-1970"s (Byrd and Williams 1993). Because

most of the world population of red-legged kit-

tiwakes breeds in the Pribilofs (75% on St.

George Island), their decline at that location is

cause for concern.

0.7
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Other Species

Scant int'orniation is available to assess

numerical changes for most seabird species in

Alaska. We know that some species were seri-

ously reduced or locally extirpated by foxes

introduced to islands in the 1800"s and early

i900"s. About 450 islands from southeastern

Alaska to the western Aleutians were used as

release sites for arctic (Alopex lagopus) and red

foxes {Viilpes viilpes) (Bailey 1993). The species

most affected included open-ground nesters such

as gulls (Lanis spp.). tems {Stenui spp.l. and ful-

mars {Fuliiuiriis iiUicialis). and bumming birds

like ancient murrelets {Synrhlihdraniphits untiqii-

iis). Cassin's auklets {Ptychonunphus alfiiticus).

tufted puffins {Fnitercula cirrhata), and

stomi-petrels iOceanodroma spp.). In spite of

natural die-offs and eradication efforts, foxes

remain on about 50 islands to which they were

introduced (Bailey 1993).

Recent counts suggest that fulmars are

increasing at two of their major colonies

(Semidi Islands and Pribilof Islands), and sever-

al small colonies have been established since

the mid-1970"s (Hatch 1993b). Counts of least

and crested auklets {Aeihia piisilla and A.

cristateUa) also indicate possible increases at

two colonies in the Bering Sea (Piatt et al.

1990b: Springer etal. 19931

Red-faced cormorants (Pluilacroconix urilc)

declined about 50% on the Semidi Islands

between 1978 and 1993. while pelagic cor-

morants (P. pelagiciis) increased on Middleton

Island between 1956 and the mid-1970"s

(Hatch, unpublished data). Glaucous-winged

gulls ^Lllllls gluucescens) increased on

Middleton from none breeding in 1956 to more

than 20,000 birds in 1993 (Hatch, unpublished

data); this species has also shown marked

increases following removal of introduced foxes

at several sites in the Aleutian Islands (Byrd et

al. 1994). Marine bird surveys in Prince

William Sound (Klosiewski and Laing 1994)

suggest that arctic tems {Sterna panuiisaea).

glaucous-winged gulls, pelagic cormorants,

homed puffins (Fnitercula cornicidata), and

pigeon guillemots [Cepphus columba) have all

declined in that area. Tems and guillemots have

recently increased on several Aleutian Islands

following fox removal (Byrd et al. 1994).

Factors Affecting Seabirds

Alaskan seabirds are killed incidentally in

drift gill nets used in high seas (DeGange et al.

1993), and oil pollution poses a significant

threat, as demonstrated by the Exxon Valdez.

spill. There is little doubt, however, that the

introduction of exotic animals, especially foxes.

but also rats, voles, ground squirrels, and rabbits
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has been the most damaging source of direct

mortality associated with human activity

(Bailey 1993). Unlike one-time catastrophes,

introduced predators exert a continuous nega-

tive effect on seabird populations.

Changes in food supply, whether natural or

related to human activity, are another important
influence on seabird populations. The postwar

period from 1950 to the 1990"s has seen explo-

sive growth and constant change in commercial

fisheries of the northeastem Pacific (Alverson

1992). Driving these changes, or in some cases

possibly driven by them, are major shifts in the

composition of marine fish stocks. In the Gulf

of Alaska, for example, a shift occurred in the

late 1970's and early 1980's toward greater

abundance of groundfish (cod. Gadiis macro-

cephaliis: various flatfishes; and especially

walleye pollock, Theragra chalcogramma),

possibly at the expense of small forage species

such as herring (Clupea harengus). sandlance

(Ammodytes hexaplerus). and capelin {Mallotiis

vHlosiis: Alverson 1992) (Fig. 4). Coincident

with these changes, diets of a variety of seabirds

such as murres. murrelets, and kittiwakes have

shifted from being predominantly capelin-based

COMU

TBMU

murres

regressions

Fig. i. Population trends of com-

mon muires (COMU) and

tliicl<-billed muires (TBMU) at

selected colonies in Alaska.

Counts of "murres" included

unspecified numbers of common
and thick-billed murres. The max-

imum count of individuals is indi-

cated for each location. Dashed

lines indicate significant regres-

sions (P < 0.05) of data collected

since 1970. See Hatch 1993a for

data sources.
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Pollock

Fig. 4. Temporal changes in

marine fish stocks of the Gulf of

Alaska: total pollock biomass

(age 2+) from stock assessment

surveys by the National Marine

Fisheries Service, 197S-40 (above,

Marasco and Aron 1991 ), and

catch per unit effort of capelin in

midwater trawls in Pavlov Bay,

western Gulf of Alaska, 1972-92

(below; P. Anderson, NMFS,

unpublished data).
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to pollock-based (Piatl, unpublished data),

Seabiid deeiines and bieeding failures corfe-

spond to the shift, as do drastic declines in har-

bor seals (Phoca vltiilina) and nonhern sea lions

{Eiinieloplas jiihaiiis) in the Gulf of Alaska

(MeiTick et al. 1987; Pitcher 1990).

The wholesale removal of large quantities of

fish biomass from the ocean is likely to have

major, if poorly known, effects on the marine

ecosystem. An emerging issue is whether fish

harvests are altering marine ecosystems to the

detriment of seabirds and other consumers like

pinnipeds and whales.

The relative role of fishing and natural envi-

ronmental variation in regulating these systems

is another matter for long-term research. In any

case, seabird monitoring will continue to pro-

vide valuable insights into marine food webs,

especially changes that affect the ocean's

top-level consumers, including humans.
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Colonial
walerbirds. that is, scabirds (gulls,

terns, cormorants, pelicans) and wading
birds (herons, egrets, ibises), have attracted the

attention of scientists, conservationists, and the

public since the turn of the century when plume
hunters nearly drove many species to extinction.

The first national wildlife refuge at Pelican

Island, Florida, was founded to conserve a large

nesting colony of the brown pelican {Pclccaniis

occidentalis). The National Audubon Society

also established a game warden system to mon-

itor and protect important waterbird colonies.

These efforts helped establish federal laws to

protect migratory birds and their nesting habi-

tats in Noilh America.

Although the populations of many species

rebounded in the early part of the 2()th century,

major losses and alteration of coastal wetlands

still threaten the long-term sustainability of

many colonial waterbirds. A national, coordi-

nated monitoring program is needed to monitor

population status and trends in colonial water-

birds (Erwin et al. 1993). The Canadian

Wildlife Service has recently established a

national seabird monitoring program (D.

Nettleship. CWS, personal communication). In

addition, better coordination and cooperation
for monitoring waterbirds are needed on both

their breeding grounds in North America and

their wintering grounds in Latin America where

wetland loss is also a critical problem (Erwin et

al. 1993). This article summarizes the status

and trends of selected waterbird species in

North America, but excludes Alaska. Hawaii,

and the Pacific coast, which are described else-

where.

Population Surveys

Data on the population status of coloni;

waterbirds come from many sources. The

Breeding Bird Survey (Peterjohn and Sauei

1993) is useful as a visual index for the more

widely distributed species that occur along
coasts and across the interior of the United

States and Canada (e.g.. great blue herons

[Ardea herodias] and herring gulls [Larus

cirgentalus]). but it is not effective for many
waterbird species that nest in wetlands.

Recently, Christmas Bird Count (CBC) data

have been analyzed, providing an index to num-

bers of wintering birds (J.R. Sauer, National

Biological Service, personal communication).

For waterbirds, these counts must be used with

caution since water conditions can have a major
effect on the feeding distribution of waterbirds

during the count period in December. Thus,

trends in CBC counts may indicate more about

trends in wetland conditions than trends in pop-
ulations of any particular waterbird species.

More precise estimates of species" popula-
tions at colony sites have been conducted over

the years by state, federal, and private organiza-
tions. Although a few states (e.g., Florida,

Illinois, Massachusetts, Texas, and Virginia)

have conducted annual surveys over a long peri-

od for at least some species, there is little con-

sistency among their methods and the frequen-

cy of surveys (Erwin etal. 1985). Many data on

breeding populations are kept at the state level,

but these data seldom predate 1 980. precluding
assessment of long-term trends in many of these

long-lived species.

Even though more than 50 species of colo-

nial waterbirds breed in the United States,

Canada, and Mexico, this article focuses on the

22 species for which sufficient data are avail-

able to indicate population changes, at least at a

regional level.

Pelecaniformes

Pelicans and their allies (cormorants, anhin-

gas) suffered from DDT use, and their numbers

plummeted to the point where the eastern and

California brown pelicans became endangered.
The eastern subspecies, however, was recently

removed from the threatened list because of its

rapid numerical and range increases (Table).

The American white pelican {Pelecamis eiy-

throrhynchos) has shown similar sharp increas-

es in the western regions of Canada and the

United States (Evans and Knopf 1993). Double-
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Table. Regional. natiniKil. and

continental population statu;- and

trends of selected colonial water-

birds in the United States-' as

reported by the Breeding Bird

Survey. Christmas Bird Counts,

and other sources.

Population status BBS/CBC trend''

Species Region Early period Recent period % change % +/-routes Years References'^

Pelecaniformes

American white pelican

Eastern brown pelican

Double-crested cormorant

Continent

US
Canada

Mexico

U.S.

US
Continent

US
Canada

U.S.

17,872 nests (1964)

14,103(1967-69)

Sporadic (100 nesis)

7,800-8,300(1970-76)

22,299 nests (1980-81)

53,345(1985-86)

26.461 (

-f5.3"

I-3.8'"

NA

1-6.5'"

-t23"

+11.5-

+8 2-

+0,6r"

+0 6r"
+0.64'

1966-91 BBS

1

1

1

1966-89 CBC (winter)

2

1966-91 BBS

1966-89 CBC (winter)

Ciconliformes

Great blue heron

Great blue tieron

Snowy egret

Reddish egret

Black-crowned night-heron

White Ibis

While-laced ibis

Wood stork

Continent

US
Canada

US
U.S.

US Gull coast

U.S.

Southeast US
U.S.

Western U.S

U.S.

Southeast U.S.

U.S.

+1.5"

+19

0.60-

oer"

1,700-2,200 pr (1976-78) 1,370-1,900 pr (1989-90)

40,000-80,000pr(1967-71) 22,000-50,000 pr (1987-93)

4,500-5,500 pr (1967-75) 13,000-13,500 pr (19851

2,500-5,200 pr (1976-82) 6,729 pr (1993)

+0,7 ns 0,54"

+2,2—

+2.0"

+2.8

+5.0"

+7.6"

+1.3 ns

1966-91

1966-89

1966-89

1966-89

1966-89

1966-89

1966-89

BBS

CBC

CBC

3,4,5,6

CBC

7

CBC

8

CBC

9,10

CBC
Charadrilformes
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Ciconiiformes

Heron, egret, and ibis nesting colonies were

reduced along much of the U.S. coastline in the

early 1900"s as a result of the millinery trade;

however, the species have all recovered their

former ranges. Great blue herons are the most

abundant and ubiquitous of the wading birds in

North America: all indications suggest that their

populations have increased, especially in the

United States (Butler 1992; Table). One reason

for this trend may be that winter survival has

increased as herons feed heavily at aquaculture
facilities in the southern United States.

The reddish egret (Egretta rufescens) is list-

ed as a species of management concern to the

USFWS (OMBM 1994).^It nests in small num-

bers along the gulf coast and in southern Florida

(Table). Reddish egrets seem to have declined

some in Texas (Lange. in press) and Louisiana

(Portnoy 1978; Martin and Lester 1990;

Figure), but the data are not adequate in Florida

to assess trends.

Snowy egrets (E. lliiila) were prized by

plume traders at the turn of the century, and the

species suffered dramatic population declines;

however, by the 1970"s these egrets had recov-

ered their former range. More recently, their

populations declined in some Atlantic regions

such as Virginia (Williams et al. 1990) and

southern Florida (Robertson and Kushlan 1974;

Ogden 1978; Table).

The black-crowned night-heron {Nycticorax

nycticorax), which occurs across all of North

America, may be declining in pails of Canada,

south to Texas (Davis 1993) and perhaps

Virginia (Williams et al. 1990; Table).

Ibises are more nomadic in their breeding
distribution than are other wading birds. White

ibis (Endocimus albiis) have declined markedly
in southern Florida as a result of hydrologic

changes in the Everglades (Robertson and

Kushlan 1974; Ogden^ 1978). Their breeding
distribution has shifted northward, and large

colonies exist in Georgia and the Carolinas

(Ogden 1978; Bildstein"l993). Over the entire

southeastern United States the species may not

have undergone major changes, although state

estimates have been enatic (twofold changes in

2-3 years; Table).

The white-faced ibis {Plciicidis chilli) was

formerly (1987) on the USFWS management
concern list, but is not on the 1994 national list

(OMBM 1994). Population data for the central

and western populations (noncoastal) indicate a

marked increase in the numbers of these ibis

from the early 1970's to 1985 (D. Manry, per-

sonal communication; Table).

Wood storks (Mycteria americcma). which

have been federally listed as endangered since

1984, nest from Florida north to South Carolina

in the United States, in Cuba, and in enormous

numbers in the river deltas of eastern Mexico,

especially the Usumacinta-Grijalva Delta. Stork

colonies have shifted north from the Everglades
to central and northern Florida. Georgia, and

South Carolina since the 1970"s (Robertson and

Kushlan 1974; Ogden 1978; Ogden et al. 1987).

Recent inventories of nesting populations in the

United States indicate a modest increase in

numbers over the past 10-15 years (Table;

Figure).

Because of the mobility of wood storks and

ibis, monitoring them requires a regional

approach to ensure standardization in survey

timing and methods. Individual state inventories

are inadequate to address many highly mobile

species.

Charadriiformes

This order of colonial-nesting waterbirds

includes the alcids (murres, puffins, auks),

shorebirds, gulls, terns, and black skimmers

{Ryiichops niger). Although some species of

alcids and terns were nearly extirpated by
hunters or millinery traders during the early

19()()"s. they rebounded well in many areas.

Alcid populations are rare in the eastern

United States. In maritime Canada, however,

alcid numbers are substantial (Nettleship and

Birkhead 1985; Erskine 1992), though there is

concern over Canada's razorbill (Alca tarda)

populations, which declined by more than 75%
from 1960 to 1982 (Nettleship and Birkhead

1985). These declines may be the result of con-

flicts with commercial fisheries.

Canadian populations of Atlantic puffins

(Eratercula arctica) have declined a great deal

in some areas. The largest Atlantic puffin

colony in North America is at Witless Bay,

Newfoundland (61% of continental breeding

total); this colony has declined by 25%-35%
from 1973 to 1980 (Nettleship and Birkhead

1985). Again, competition between birds and

commercial fisheries (capelin) may be causing

much of the decline. In Maine, a successful

transplant program has been in effect for more

than a decade to reintroduce nesting Atlantic

puffins onto several coastal islands (Kress and

Nettleship 1988); numbers remain small, how-

ever (Table).

Gull populations have increased substantial-

ly from the middle part of the century to the pre-

sent (Buckley and Buckley 1984; Nisbet, in

press). Great black-backed gulls {Lxirus mari-

mts) have increased in some mid-Atlantic states

but have probably declined in Maine (Nisbet, in

press; Table). Herring gull populations probably

peaked around 1980 at about 1 lO.OtJO pairs

along the northeastern U.S. coastline, but popu-
lations may have declined during the 1980"s

^- endangered

Wood stork

I of concern

4--

76-82 93

Roseate tern, North

Atlantic population

^30

I _
B^S

mm
20 ^'^T^

76-80

Interior least tern

93

65-

55-

o 45-

35-

86-87

20-
P^ Reddisli egret

S 15

±^
76-78 89-90

Black tern

%v.
ii^ltal

66 71 76 81 86 91

Year

Figure. Trends of selected colo-

nial waterbirds either endangered
or on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service's list of species of man-

agement concern in the lower 48

states (excluding the Pacific coa.st).

Black tern trends are count indices

from the Breeding Bird Survey
( mean or average number of birds

per route). Lighter color shows

range of variation in estimates.
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(Nisbet. in press): BBS and CBC data do not

show any change (Table). Changes in landfill

practices that have reduced food supplies along
the northeastern coast may have reduced winter

survival and slowed the population growth of

this species. In the Great Lakes, however, her-

ring gulls have shown a dramatic increase since

the^late 1970"s.

Ring-billed gulls (L. JcUnvarenis) continue

to increase across the northern tier of states.

Canada, and the Great Lakes (Blokpoel and

Scharf 1991: Blokpoel and Tessier 1991;

Table). The BBS and CBC data suggest signifi-

cant increases in the LInited States and Canada

(Table). Refuge and resource managers are con-

cerned over the reported decline in the

Franklin's gull it. pipixcaii). an interior, marsh-

nesting species that may be vulnerable to agri-

cultural pesticides (White and Kolbe 1985). The

BBS trends indicate that the numbers of this

species significantly declined in the United

States from 1966 to 1991. However, adding
1992 and 1993 data indicates a nonsignificant

decline in the United States, which raises the

question of the value of BBS data for this tlock-

feeding species (J.R. Sauer. personal communi-

cation).

Gull-billed terns (Sterna lulullca] are a

species of special concern to many coastal

states and were on the fomier (1987) USFWS
management list. Recent population figures

from Texas (Lange. in press). Louisiana (Martin

and Lester 1990). and the mid- Atlantic region

(Virginia to South Carolina) suggest that the

population is reasonably stable over the long

term but en'atic from year to year (Table).

The Forster's tem (S. forsteri) nests both

along coasts and across the interior of the north-

ern tier of states and Canadian provinces. State

surveys do not suggest declines in most states

from New Jersey (CD. Jenkins. New Jersey
Division of Fish. Game and Wildlife, personal

communication) to Virginia (Erwin 1979). Data

are insufficient in the Great Lakes to assess

trends. The trends from the BBS and CBC are

contradictory, with breeding trends indicating

declines and wintering trends a significant

increase. This species is en"atic in its nesting

and probably not sampled well by either of

these surveys.

Common terns (S. luniiulo). while abundant

and increasing along the U.S. northeastern coast

(Buckley and Buckley 1984), are considered

endangered, threatened, or a species of special

concern in six Great Lakes states and Ontario

(Blokpoel and Schaif 1991; Scharf et al. 1992).

Even though tern numbers increased from 1977

to 1989 in the U.S. Great Lakes (Table), the

number of their colony sites has declined from

31 to 23. Competition with the ring-billed gull

is a major factor in this decline (Schaif et al.

1992).

The roseate tern (5. doiii^allii) is an endan-

gered species (since 1987) and breeds in two

populations in the western Atlantic. The west-

ern North Atlantic population includes the mar-

itime provinces south to Long Island. New York

(with a few possibly from New Jersey to

Georgia); the U.S. Neotropical population is

confined to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and

southern Florida. In the northern population, the

number of breeding pairs ranged from 2.855 to

3.285 pairs during the 1976-80 period
(Gochfeld 1983) to 3.200 estimated pairs in

1993 (J. Spendelow. National Biological

Service, personal communication: Table;

Figure). In the southern U.S. population, pair

estimates from the 1976-79 period range from

about 1.900 (Gochfeld 1983) to about 2.600

pairs in the Florida Keys. Puerto Rico, and the

Virgin Islands (Blokpoel and Tessier 1993;

Table). Earlier records are sparse in this region,

making trends difficult to determine.

The least tem iS. aittilUiniin) is di\ided into

three subspecies in the United States and

Canada: the interior {S.a. athalassos) and

California {S.a. hwwni) subspecies are listed as

endangered. In the Mississippi River drainages,

the interior least tern seems to have increased

from the 1986-87 period to 1991 (E. Kirsch and

J. Sidle. NBS. unpublished data; Table: Figure).

The 1993 fioods probably prevented recent

nesting in many river stretches.

The black tem (Clilidoiila.s iiiger) is listed as

either endangered or a species of concern in

many northern states, including New York.

Iowa. Illinois. Wisconsin. Ohio, and Indiana. Its

population has decreased at the BBS continen-

tal and U.S. levels from 1966 to 1992 (Table;

Figure). From 1982 to I99I. BBS data indicate

a significant increase in Canada with continued

decrease in the United States. This suggests a

species" displacement to the north, possibly a

result of changes in wetland conditions in the

northern tier of the United States. A confound-

ing factor may also be that the Canadian surveys

have been more intensive for this species in

recent years.
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The
North American group of shorebirds

includes 48 kinds of sandpipers, plovers.

and their allies, many of which live for most of

the year in coastal marine habitats: others live

principally in nonniarine habitats including

grasslands, freshwater wetlands, and even sec-

ond-growth woodlands. Most North American

shorebirds are highly migratory, while others

are weakly migratory, or even nonmigratory in

some parts of their range. Here we discuss

shorebirds east of the 105th meridian (roughly

east of the Rocky Mountains). Historically,

populations of many North American species

were dramatically reduced by e.xcessive gun-

ning (Forbush 1912). Most populations recov-

ered after the passage of the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act of 1918. although some species

never recovered and others have declined again.

High proportions of entire populations of

shorebirds migrate by visiting one or a small

number of "staging sites." areas where the birds

accumulate fat to provide fuel before continuing

Shorebirds:

East of the

105th

Meridian
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with iheii" long-distance, nonstop tlights to the

next site (Monison and Harrington 1979:

Senner and Howe 1984; Harrington et al. 1991).

Growing evidence (Schneider and Hanington
1981 ) indicates that staging areas are unusually

productive sites with highly predictable but sea-

sonally ephemeral "blooms" of invertebrates,

which shorebirds use for fattening. In some

cases, especially for "obligate" coastal species,

specific sites are traditionally used; even other

species sites may shift between years. Because

of this, conservationists believe some species

are at risk through loss of strategic migration

sites (Myers et al. 1987). Other species are

threatened by the loss of breeding and wintering

habitats (Page et al. 1991; Haig and Plis.sner

1993; B. Leachman and B. Osmundson. U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, unpublished data).

The predicted consequences of global warm-

ing, such as sea-level change, will also strongly

affect the intertidal marine habitats, which

many species of shorebirds depend upon. Some
of the strongest warming effects will be at high

latitudes, including those where many shore-

birds migrate to breed, as well as south temper-
ate latitudes, where many of them winter.

Population Trend Data

Information on population trends in North

American shorebirds comes largely from stud-

ies designed for other purposes, except in the

case of a few species that breed within latitudes

covered by the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) and

one game species, the American woodcock

(Scolopa.x minor). We divide these studies into

two types, those based on surveys during breed-

ing and nonbreeding seasons.

Population trend data from breeding seasons

come mostly from studies of declining or

threatened species such as piping plovers

(Charadrius melodus; Haig and Plissner 1993),

mountain plovers (C. montamis: Graul and

Webster 1976; F.L. Knopf. U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, unpublished data), and snowy

plovers (C alexandrimis: Page et al. 1991).

Additional data come from the BBS and from

special survey efforts on game species such as

American woodcock (Sauer and Bortner 1991 ).

Nonbreeding season data come mostly from

aerial surveys of migrants on Delaware Bay
during spring (Clark et al. 1993). of migrants by
the International Shorebird Surveys (ISS) dur-

ing spring and fall (Hairington et al. 1989). and

by the Maritimes Shorebird Surveys (MSS) in

eastern Canada during fall (Moirison et al.

1994). Although none of these projects was

designed principally to gather data for popula-
tion trend monitoring, they are the only data

bases on migrant species that have been sys-

tematically compiled through a period of years.

The Christmas Bird Counts are an exception;

they are conducted when most shorebirds are

south of the United States.

Largely voluntary efforts of the ISS of

Manomet Observatory, the MSS of the

Canadian Wildlife Service, the BBS of the

National Biological Service, and surveys on

Delaware Bay (DELBAY) coordinated by New

Jersey and Delaware state wildlife agencies
have produced rough data useful for trend

analysis. Because the BBS is conducted during
the breeding season and is based on roadside

surveys, its value is greatest in analyzing popu-
lation change of broadly distributed shorebirds

common in temperate latitudes where survey
effort is greatest. The ISS. MSS. and DELBAY
projects have focused on migration season

counts and. therefore, are the best (though not

ideal) available resources for monitoring north-

em-breeding shorebirds. which include most

species in North America.

Plovers

Three of the eight species of plover that reg-

ularly occur east of the l()3th meridian (snowy

plover, piping plover, and mountain plover) are

species of concern (endangered, threatened, or

candidate species); killdeer (C vociferus) and

perhaps black-bellied plover {Pliivialis

sqiiatarolu) are in decline (Table). In North

America, all of these except the black-bellied

plover are distributed principally in temperate

latitudes; snowy, piping, and mountain plovers

breed in special, localized habitats (principally

sandy beaches, salt lakes, and salt flats for

snowy and piping plovers, short-grass prairie

for mountain plovers). There has been no evalu-

ation of trends for Wilson's plover (Charadrius

wihonia). typically a beach-nesting species in

southern North America. There are no statisti-

cally significant population changes in

American golden- (P. dominica) and semi-

palmated plovers (C semipalmatus).

Oystercatchers, Avocets, and Stilts

No significant population changes have been

detected in the three species of these groups east

of the lO.Sth meridian (Table).

Sandpipers

This is the largest family of shorebirds. Five

species of this family listed in the Table—willet

(Catoptrophorus semipalmatus). upland sand-

piper (Bartramia lougicauda), long-billed

curlew {Numeuius americanus). marbled god-
wit (Limosafedoa). and American woodcock—
commonly breed in the contiguous 48 United

States. Two others, the long-billed curlew,

which nest principally in short-grass prairie,

and the Ameilcan woodcock found in second-
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growth woodland, show significant population
dechnes. Uphind sandpipers (tail-grass habitats,

including croplands) show a significant

increase. The remaining sandpiper species

breed principally north of the contiguous 48

states. Six of these—ruddy tumstone (Arenaria

interpres). red knot (Calkiris caiiiinis). sander-

ling (C. aiha). white-rumped sandpiper {C. fii.s-

cic(illis). Baird's sandpiper (C hainlii). and

buff-breasted sandpiper ( Tryngites

subnificollis)
—are principally high-latitude

breeders: two (red knot and sanderling) of the

three species for which trend analysis data are

available are in decline (Table). The remaining

species can be grouped as taiga or middle Arctic

breeders; seven of these have not been evaluat-

ed for population trend change; five species
—

whimbrel (Niimenius phaeopiis). semipalmated

sandpiper (Calidhs pusilla). least sandpiper (C.

miiuililla). short-billed dowitcher

(Limnodromus griseiis), and common snipe

(Gcilliiuigo gallinago)
—were in significant

decline (Table), and four species
—

greater and

lesser yellowlegs {Tringa melaiwleuca and T.

flavipes). spotted sandpiper (Aclitis macidaria).

and dunlin (C. alpina)
—showed no significant

change (Table). No species showed significant-

ly increased population trends.

Phalaropes

Only one (Wilson's phalarope: Pludaiopus
tricolor) of the three species of North American

phalaropes has been evaluated for population

change, and it showed significant declines

(Table).

Summary and
Recommendations

Population trend evaluation has been con-

ducted for 27 of 41 shorebird species common
in the United States east of the 105th meridian.

Of the 27 species for which trend data are avail-

able, 12 show no change, 1 increased, and 14

decreased (Table). There were no clear correla-

tions with habitat.

It is important that shorebird populations are

monitored nationally, yet most species are hard

to monitor because they inhabit regions that are

difficult to access for much of the year.

Migration seasons appear to be the most practi-

cal time for monitoring most species.

Unfortunately, sampling for population moni-

toring during nonbreeding seasons presents a

group of unresolved analytical challenges.

Additional work on existing data can help iden-

tify how or whether broad, voluntary, or profes-

sional networks can collect data that will better

meet requirements for monitoring population

change.
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Western
North
American
Shorebirds

by

Robert E. Gill, Jr.

Colleen M. Handel
National Biological Service

Gary W. Page
Point Reves Bird Obsenatorr

Slioiebiids

are a diverse group that include.s

oystercalchers, stilts, avocets. plovers, and

sandpipers. They are familiar birds of

seashores, mudflats, tundra, and other wetlands.

but they also occur in deserts, high mountains,

forests, and agricultural fields. Widespread loss

and alteration of these habitats, especially wet-

lands and grasslands during the past 150 years,

coupled with unregulated shooting at the turn of

the century, resulted in population declines and

range contractions of several species throughout
North America, In the western portion of the

continent, efforts to monitor the status and

trends of shorebirds have been in effect for only
the past 15-23 years and for only a few species.

Methods exist to monitor population trends for

most shorebirds. but only broadscale. interna-

tional efforts, relying largely on volunteer help,

will accomplish this.

In this article we address shorebirds primar-

ily in western North America, the region west of

the Continental Divide from northern Alaska to

southern Mexico, The 12 states, a Canadian

province and tenitory. and the vvesteiTi portion

of Mexico within this region represent about

25% of the North American landmass (Fig. I).

Western North America includes portions of

three broad ecological domains; the Polar

Domain, encompassing the tundra and boreal

forests that cover most of Greenland. Canada,

and Alaska; the Humid Temperate Domain,

including the humid midlatitude forests and

shrublands within the United States, southern

portions of the Canadian prairie provinces, and

along the west coast of North America; and the

Dry Domain, encompassing the short-grass

prairies, sagebrush provinces, and deserts (Fig,

I; Bailey 1978. 1989).

Sources of Data

We derived seasonal distribution of shore-

birds within these ecological domains from

numerous sources, mostly range maps in field

guides, books, and our familiarity with the birds

within the region (AOU 1983; Robbins et al.

1983: Hayman et al, 1986; Godfrey 1987;

National Geographic Society 1987; Paulson

1993),

No continent-wide protocol exists for moni-

toring the status and trends of Noith American

shorebirds. Current information has largely

been acquired through independent programs

sponsored by a combination of federal, state.

and private conservation agencies. Efforts have

mostly been regional, including broadscale

monitoring directed primarily at birds during
the nonbreeding season (Howe et al, 1989; Gill

and Handel 1990; Page et al, 1992: Skagen and

Knopf 1993; Momson et al, 1994) or have

focused on individual species (Handel and Dau

1988; Gill et al, 1991; Page et al 1991: Haig
1992: Handel and Gill 1992a: Knopf 1994; RL.

Knopf, USFWS, unpublished report). We have

relied primarily on this information and that of

our ongoing studies to summarize the status and

trends of shorebirds in western North America,

Shorebirds of the Region

Breeding

Among the 5 1 species that regularly breed in

North America. 47 (92%) do so within western

North America (Table), Within this region, the

Polar Domain supports the greatest number of

breeding species (37), including 5 that breed

nowhere else on the continent. The Humid
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Temperate Domain provides breeding areas for

20 species wiiile only 12 breed in the Dry
Domain (Fig. 1 ). The number of species breed-

ing within the domains in the West generally

exceeds those breeding east of the Continental

Divide, even though the eastern area is much

larger.

Western North American shorebirds nest in a

variety of habitats, although most species (53%)
are restricted to either coastal or interior wet-

lands (Page and Gill 1994). About a third of the

species nest primarily on uplands, especially

Arctic and subarctic tundra and dry temperate

grasslands.

Wintering

Thirty-six (70%) of the continent's breeding

species winter in western North America,

including seven that are restricted to the region

(Table). The continental distribution of species

shifts southward in winter, but numbers are still

higher in the West than in the East (Fig. 1 ). Only
4 of the 37 species breeding in the Polar

Domain of western North America remain there

during winter. About 30 species spend the win-

ter in the Humid Temperate and Dry domains.

Populations of 12 (25%) of western Noi1h

America's breeding species spend the winter

entirely on other continents or throughout
Oceania (,v(^(^ glossary; Table).

Most shorebirds use a much broader range
of habitats during winter than during the breed-

ing period. All species use one or more coastal

habitats in winter and two-thirds of the species

also use interior habitats (Page and Gill 1994).

Wetlands, the single-most important habitat

both along the coast and in the interior of west-

em North America, are used by about 80% of all

species. Sandy and rocky shorelines along the

Pacific coast are also important habitats and are

used by about a quarter of the species (Page and

Gill 1994).

Migrating

All species of North American shorebirds

are migratory to some degree, with the possible

exception of both species of oystercatchers and

Wilson's plover; they are not migratory in the

true sense but do make short, local movements.

Shorebirds migrate in spring and fall over three

broadly defined corridors encompassing the

western, central, and eastern portions of the

continent to wintering areas in North, Central,

and South America (Morrison and Myers 1989).

Other migratory corridors funnel Arctic breed-

ers from western North America across the

Pacific Ocean to wintering areas in Asia,

Australasia, and Oceania {see glossary; Gill and

Handel 1981; Handel and Gill 1992b; Page and

Gill 1994). The distances traveled between
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Table. Seasonal occuiTeiice and status and trends of populations of shorebirds in Nonh Aiiieiica west and east of the Continental Divide.

Species
Occurrence

Breeding Wintering Size

Population

Trend

Black-bellied plover (Pluvialis squalarola)

Pacific golden-plover (P fulva)

American golden-plover (Pdommica)

Snowy plover {Charadnus alexandrmus)

Both regions Both regions

Western Western

Both regions Absent

Both regions Both regions

Wilson's plover (C wilsonia)

Common ringed plover (C hialicula)

Semipalmated plover (C semipalmalus)

Piping plover (C melodus)

Killdeer (C vociferus)

Mountain plover (C. montanus)

Both regions

Eastern

Both regions

Eastern

Both regions

Both regions

Absent

Both regions

Mostly eastern

Both regions

Unknown

Unknovnn

Unknown

18.500 b

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

4.700 b

Unknown

Both regions Mostly western 5,000-15.000 b

American oystercalcher(Haematopospatetos) Both regions Both regions Unknown

Black oystercatcher {H. bachmani] Western Western 7,600 b

Black-necked stilt {Himanlopus mexicanus) Both regions Both regions 25,000 w

American avocel (flecurwros/ra amer/cana) Both regions Both regions 100,000-i-w

Greater yellowlegs ( Tringa melanoleuca)

Lesser yellowlegs (
T. flavipes)

Solitary sandpiper (
T solilana)

Willet {Caloptrophorus semipalmalus)

Wandering tattler (Heleroscelus incanus)

Spotted sandpiper {Aclitis macularia)

Upland sandpiper (Barlramia longicauda)

Eskimo curlew {Numenius borealis)

Whimbtel (A/ phaeopus)

Bristle-thighed curlew (W. tahillensis)

Long-billed curlew (N amencanus)

Hudsonian godwit (Limosa haemaslica)

Bat-tailed godwit (i lapponica)

Marbled godwit {L ledoa)

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Ruddy turnstone {Arenaria inlerpres) Both regions

Black turnstone {A. melanocephala) Western

Surlbird (Aphnza virgala) Western

Red knot {Calidris canulus) Both regions

Sanderling (C alba) Both regions

Semipalmated sandpiper (
C. pusilla) Both regions

Western sandpiper (C maun) Western

Least sandpiper (C. minutilla) Both regions

White-rumped sandpiper (C luscicdllis) Both regions

Baird's sandpiper (C, balrdii) Both regions

Pectoral sandpiper (C melanolos) Both regions

Purple sandpiper (C. marilima) Eastern

Rock sandpiper (C plilocnemis) Western

Dunlin (C. alpina) Both regions

Stilt sandpiper (C himanlopus) Both regions

Buff-breasted sandpiper {Tryngiles subrulicollis) Both regions

Short-billed dowitcher (Limnodromus gnseus) Both regions

Long-billed dowitcher {L. scolopaceus) Both regions

Common snipe {Gallinago gallinago) Both regions

American woodcock (Scolopax minoi) Eastern

Wilson's phalarope [Phalaropus Iricoloi) Both regions

Red-necked phalarope (P lobalus)

Red phalarope {P lulicaria)

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Both regions Absent

Western Absent

Both regions Both regions

Both regions

Western

Western

Both regions

Both regions

Absent

Both regions

Both regions

Absent

Absent

Absent

Eastern

Western

Both regions

Both regions

Absent

Both regions

Both regions

Both regions

Eastern

Both regions

Absent

Western

Unknown

25.000-40.000 b

100.000-1- w

Unknown

61,000-99,000 b

50,000-70,000 s

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

450,000-600,000

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

1,500,0001

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Population decline and range contraction past century; significant decline in western region past

25 yr (Page et al, 1991; Page and Gill 1994)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Declining (Haig 1992)

Decline of 2 0°o per yr in western region past 25 yr, 5 3°o decline per yr last 10 yr (J Sauer and S.

Droege, NBS, unpublished data)

Population decline and range contraction past century; continental decline 3.6% per yr

past 25 yr (Knopf 1 994; FL Knopf, USI^S, unpublished report)

Unknown

Unknown (Page and Gill 1994)

Population decline and range contraction past century, no significant change in population

size past 25 yr (Page and Gill 1994. J Sauer and S Droege, NBS, unpublished data)

Population decline past century; decline of 3.6% per yr in western region past 10 yr

(Page and Gill 1994; G Page, unpublished data; J, Sauer and S. Droege. NBS. unpublished data)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Population decline and range contraction past century; population increase of 2.8% per

yr in United States past 25 yr; 0.5% increase in West in past 10 yr (Page and Gill 1994;

J. Sauer and S. Droege. NBS, unpublished data)

Unknown

Population

NBS, unpu

Population

basis past

S Droege,

Almost exti

Unknown

Unknown
(

Population

continental

Unknown

Unknown (Page and Gill 1994; R Gill, unpublished data)

Population decline and range contraction over past century; no significant trend throughout

continent or western region past 25 yr (Page and Gill 1994; G, Page, unpublished data;

J, Sauer and S. Droege. NBS, unpublished data)

Unknown

Unknown (Handel and Gill 1992a)

Unknown (Page and Gill 1994)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

wUnknown (Page and Gill 1994)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Population stable past 25 yr but 3.9% decline per yr on continental basis during past 10 yr; decline

in western region not significant past 10 yr (J. Sauer and S Droege, NBS.unpublished data)

Unknown

Population decline past century; expansion of range past 50 yr; annual population declines

of 7 5% throughout United States and 8 1% in central region dunng past 10 yr (Jehl 1988;

Page and Gill 1994, J Sauer and S. Droege. NBS. unpublished data)

Unknown

Unknown

Western
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10,000 and 100.000 individuals for most popu-
lations, but number from as few as 25 birds for

the endangered Eskimo eurlew to about

500,000 for the Pacific race of the dunlin

(Calidris alpina pacifica). A few other species

for which some data are available, such as west-

em sandpiper and Wilson's phalarope, have

populations that exceed a million (Page and Gill

1994).

Population Trends

For most species, reliable quantitative data

on population trends are either not available or

too recent to assess trends. Assessment of long-
term population trends is based largely on his-

torical accounts of relative abundance and dis-

tribution and knowledge of habitat alteration

within breeding and wintering ranges.

Nonetheless, populations of several species of

western North American shorebirds have

declined significantly over the past 150 years

(Page and Gill 1994). One Arctic breeder, the

Eskimo curlew, is on the verge of extinction

(Gollop et al. 1986: Alexander et al. 1991).

Conversion of native grasslands for agriculture,

loss of wetlands, and market hunting before the

turn of the century have been attributed as fac-

tors primaiily responsible for these declines. No

species is known to have increased in overall

population size over this period.

Information on more recent population
trends comes primarily from the North

American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), a sys-

tem of roadside surveys designed primarily to

monitor populations of breeding landbirds. The
BBS does not sample most western shorebird

breeding populations very well because of its

sporadic coverage, poor sampling of wetland

habitats, and lack of coverage of the most

important shorebird breeding grounds in the

Arctic, which are roadless. Despite these limita-

tions, BBS does provide valuable trend infor-

mation, particularly for grassland species in the

temperate zone. Additional information on pop-
ulation trends can also be obtained from surveys
that target species of concern, such as the snowy
plover (Page et al. 1991), or particular habitats

of concern, such as the Arctic Coastal Plain of

Alaska (D. Troy Ecological Assoc, and British

Petroleum Exploration, unpublished report;

Andres 1994).

Recent survey data show a mixture of

declining, increasing, and apparently stable

population trends (Table). Over the past 25

years, western populations of willet and upland

sandpiper appear to have been rebounding (J.

M. Sauer and S. Droege, unpublished data).

Numbers of several other species, such as the

black-necked stilt, marbled godwit, and spotted

sandpiper, appear to have stabilized (J.M. Sauer

and S. Droege, unpublished data). Western pop-

'J.<S^

• 1.000-10,000

• 10,000-100,000

# 100,000-1,000,000

ulations of several other species, however, have

significantly declined over the past 25 years,

including the snowy plover, killdeer, mountain

plover, American avocet, long-billed curlew,

common snipe, and Wilson's phalarope (Table).

Such relatively short-term trends among wet-

land species are difficult to interpret, however,

as they may reflect changes in distribution in

response to drought conditions rather than

absolute declines in population size (Page and

Gill 1994).

Most changes in populations appear linked

to habitat alteration. For example, since 1970

the snowy plover, heavily dependent on coastal

habitats, has disappeared as a breeding species
from over 60% of its historic California nesting
sites (Page and Stenzel 1981). Introducing

plants to stabilize sand dunes, increasing recre-

ational use of beaches, and heavy nest predation

by feral foxes threaten to reduce coastal popula-
tions further (Page and Gill 1994). Fluctuating
water levels in interior wetlands result in unpre-
dictable changes in availability of nesting habi-

tat away from the coast (Page et al. 1991). The

breeding range of the mountain plover has con-

tracted markedly in several western states and

the continental population has declined signifi-

cantly during the past 25 years, probably
because of habitat degradation on wintering

grounds in central and southern California

(Knopf 1994; RL. Knopf, NBS, unpublished

Fig. 2. Location of important

staging areas in we.stem North

America used by shiorebirds dur-

ing spring and fall migration. Size

of dot indicates the estimated peak
number of shorebirds at each site.
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report). Given the substantial loss of wetlands

throughout all western states except Alaska

(median loss of 37%; Page and Gill 1994) and a

similar loss of native grasslands (Knopf 1994),

it is likely that other species of temperate-breed-

ing shorebirds for which we have no trend data

have also suffered population declines.

Shorebirds breeding throughout the remote

and sparsely populated Polar Domain have been

least affected by loss of breeding habitats. Most

of these species, however, are dependent on

wetlands and other greatly altered habitats out-

side this region during winter and migration.

Information from long-term studies in Europe

suggests that populations of Arctic-breeding

shorebirds can be affected by conditions on the

wintering grounds as well as by those on the

breeding grounds (Goss-Custard and Moser

1988; Moser 1988). Arctic breeders such as the

buff-breasted sandpiper, upland sandpiper, and

American golden-plover winter primarily in

grassland habitats of the pampas in South

America. These habitats have been virtually

eliminated by agricultural development (Bucher

and Nores 1988: Blanco et al. 1993). The bris-

tle-thighed curlew, unique among shorebirds

because of its tlightlessness during moll (Marks

1993), is threatened by problems associated

with increasing human populations on winter-

ing grounds in Oceania, including the introduc-

tion of mammalian predators (Marks et al.

1990; Gill and Redmond 1992).

Surfhirds {Aphizci virgata) and

bjack tumstones (Arenaria

melanocephakt).

In long-term studies of shorebirds nesting at

Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's North Slope between

1981 and 1992. considerable annual variation in

nesting density and nest success has been found

in several species of shorebirds (D. Troy. Troy

Ecological Associates and British Petroleum

Exploration, unpublished report). Much of this

variation has been attributed to predation and

environmental factors such as snow cover and

temperature at the start of the breeding season.

However, among eight species of intensively

monitored shorebirds. only dunlin (Calidris

alpiiui articola) have exhibited a general, but

not significant, downward trend in nesting den-

sity over this 10-year period.

Detecting Future Trends

To conserve the tremendous biodiversity of

our shorebird resources in western North

America, we suggest a two-tiered monitoring

program that addresses trends in both habitat

axailability and shorebird population size. In

this program we should:

•
Identify and map the current geographic extent

and quality of breeding, staging, and wintering

habitats important to shorebirds, particularly

those species with relatively small populations or

restricted habitat requirements;

• Monitor the extent and quality of these habitats,

evaluating them at periodic intervals;

•
Develop cooperative, international programs to

monitor trends in shorebird populations;

• Monitor a representative sample of shorebird

populations and evaluate trends in comparison
with changes in critical habitats; and

• Establish cooperative, international agreements to

protect critical breeding, staging, and wintering

habitats, with priority given to those species with

low numbers, specific habitat requirements, and

immediate threats.

Recently developed technology and conti-

nental habitat mapping now provide the tools to

identify and map the cuirent extent of wetlands

and other habitats important to shorebirds of

western North America. By coupling this with

cuiTent information on shorebird distribution

and habitat requirements, we will be able to

identify areas critical for shorebirds. The same

technology can be used to monitor changes in

these habitats over time.

Several existing programs can be adapted or

modified to provide reliable information on

trends in size of several shorebird populations.

Each species needs to be evaluated individually

to determine where it could be monitored most

cost-effectively
—breeding grounds, staging

areas, or wintering grounds. Programs such as

the International Shorebird Survey. Breeding
Bird Survey, and Christmas Bird Count can be

used to coordinate efforts of large numbers of

volunteers to simultaneously collect informa-

tion on several species of shorebirds. For many
other species like the snowy plover, buff-breast-

ed sandpiper, and bristle-thighed curlew—of

particular concern or difficult to monitor with

these programs
—

specific surveys need to be

designed and repeated periodically to effective-

ly monitor population trends.
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Raptors,
or birds of prey, which include the

hawks, falcons, eagles, vultures, and owls,

occur throughout North American ecosystems.
As predators, most of them kill other verte-

brates for their food. Compared to most other

animal groups, birds of prey naturally exist at

relatively low population levels and are widely

dispersed within their habitats. The natural

scarcity of raptors, combined with their ability

to move quickly, the secretive behavior of many
species, and the difficulties of detecting them in

rugged terrain or vegetation, all make determin-

ing their population status difficult.

As top predators, raptors are key species for

our understanding and conservation of ecosys-
tems. Changes in raptor status can reflect

changes in the availability of their prey species,

including population declines of mammals.

Raptors

by

Mark R. Fuller

Charles J. Henny
Petra Bohall Wood

National Biological Service
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Northern goshawk {Accipiter gen-
lilis) in adult plumage, is an exam-

ple of a raptor species for which

there is concern about status.

birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects.

Ciianges in raptor status also can be indicators

of more subtle detrimental environmental

changes such as chemical contamination and

the occunence of toxic levels of heavy metals

(e.g., mercury, lead). Consequently, determin-

ing and monitoring the population status of rap-
tors are necessary steps in the wise management
of our natural resources.

Methods

We did not compile summary statistics or

analyze data for any species: rather, we only
have summarized the interpretations and analy-
ses of others. Our summary of raptor status

draws largely on the biological literature and on

state and federal government reports. Much of

this information is summarized in Johnsgard
( l%8). Palmer (1988), and White (1994) and in

proceedings sponsored by the National Wildlife

Federation (NWF 1988. 1989a, 1989b, 1990.

1991). Other information is from unpublished
data (S.W. Hoffman, HawkWatch International;

J.C. Bednarz, Arkansas State University: and

W.R. DeRagon, U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers).

Interpretations and analyses to determine

raptor status and trends can be characterized in

four general types: impressions of biologists
and of other serious observers of wildlife;

impressions or nonstatistical analyses of orga-
nized searches or of tallies of birds seen (e.g.,

Christmas Bird Counts): statistical analyses of

intensive quantitative status surveys; and statis-

tical analyses of standardized counts, incorpo-

rating estimates of the survey effort (e.g., num-
ber of persons, time expended, area covered).

Our conclusion about the status of each

species (Table) is usually applied on a nation-

wide scale, but often must be qualified because

of local or regional concerns. These reflect

habitat modification or contamination for which
we did not have information on a broader scale.

We used statistical results when available, but

usually our conclusions are based on impres-
sions or qualitative analyses because only that is

available on a scale across the species" range, or

the United States.

Selected Species

Ospreys

Nesting ospreys (Paiidion haliaetus) are con-

centrated along the Atlantic coast. Great Lakes,

the northern Rocky Mountains, and in the

Pacific Northwest. Most regional populations
declined through the early 197(J"s, but the mag-
nitude of decline varied, with the North Atlantic

coast and Great Lakes being most severe. After

the 1972 nationwide ban of the insecticide DDT,

raptor productivity improved and population
numbers increased in most areas. Ospreys also

benefited from reservoir construction, especially
in the West. Osprey numbers generally are sta-

ble, but in some areas they are still increasing.
The large stick nests of ospreys, like those of

bald eagles (Huliaeetus leiicoccpluilus), are rel-

atively conspicuous, thus aiding counts of occu-

pied nests, which are used as a measure of pop-
ulation size. Counts from most states in the early
1980's provided an estimate of about 8,000 nest-

ing pairs. Also, because several osprey popula-
tions were studied for many years, a general

knowledge of their population dynamics permits
a greater understanding of this species" status.

Snail Kite

The endangered snail kite (Rostrhamiis

sociabilis) breeds in central and southern

Florida, the northern extent of the species'

range, where it is associated with wetlands that

are affected by management of water levels.

From 1900 to 1960 the population declined;

however, it then increased, and now remains

stable with fluctuations from 300 to 800 birds

(R.E. Bennetts. University of Florida, personal

communication).

Bald Eagles

Many local bald eagle populations showed

sharp declines (25% toloO'/f ) from 1950 to the

1970"s. Populations were adversely affected by

shooting, habitat destruction, and organochlo-
rine pesticides (primarily DDT). The bird was

protected by the Bald Eagle Protection Act of

1940. In 1978 it was reclassified as endangered
in 43 states and threatened in 5. With the docu-

mented effects of DDT on reproduction, early
studies emphasized locating breeding pairs and

monitoring reproductive success.
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After the nationwide ban of DDT in 1972.

bald eagle reproduction improved and popula-
tions began increasing. In 1981 about 1,300

pairs nested in the United States outside Alaska.

The active protection of nesting habitat and

release of hand-reared eagles aided the popula-
tion increase. In 1993 at least 4,016 pairs of

bald eagles nested in the contiguous United

States, with an estimated additional 20.000-

25,000 pairs in Alaska. Bald eagles nesting

along the shorelines of Lakes Superior,

Michigan, Huron, and Erie have lower repro-
ductive rates and relatively high concentrations

of the toxic DDE and PCB compounds
(Bowerman 1993). Bald eagles nesting in

Maine also have low reproductive success.

probably because of environmental contami-

nants.

Habitat loss remains a threat in many areas.

Historically there was a continuous (though
scattered) distribution of bald eagles in the

Southwest, south into Sonora and Baja
California, Mexico, where now only a remnant

population exists. Because population increases

were not unifomi throughout the range, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service has proposed down-

listing this species from endangered to threat-

ened in certain geographic areas.

Hawks

Populations of sharp-shinned hawks

{Accipiter striatus) in the Midwest might be

increasing, but analyses of eastern hawk migra-
tion count stations reveal a drop in numbers of

juveniles, and blood samples collected from

sharp-shinned hawks in the Northeast contained

high DDE pesticide concentrations. Many other

factors could be involved in a population
decline, however. The sharp-shinned hawk pro-
vides an example of how monitoring can warn
researchers of a potential, long-term decline in

a regional population.

Similarly, the northern goshawk (A. geiitilis)

counts of eastern migrants suggest a stable pop-
ulation, but analyses of counts from the West

reveal a decline. There is no widespread stan-

dardized design for surveying goshawks during
the breeding season.

Habitat loss has reduced the number of

Harris" hawks (Parabiiteo unicinctus), whose
northern range extent is the southwestern

United States. Searches reveal that Harris"

hawks have been extirpated from some areas

such as the Colorado River Valley. California

and Arizona, and that clearing of brush for agri-

culture likely has led to more than 50% reduc-

tion in Texas in the winter.

The biological status of the ferruginous hawk

{Buteo regalis) remains uncertain because it is

stable in some areas (e.g.. Great Plains), but

declining in other areas (e.g., half the western

Table. Slatus and Irends ol raptors in tlie United .States.

Species
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The
U.S. Department of the Interior has

imesligated the deaths of more than

4,300 bald and golden eagle.s (Haliaeetus

leucocephalus and Aqiiila chrysaetos) since

the early 1960"s as part of an ongoing effoit

to monitor causes of wildlife mortality. The

availability of dead eagles for study depends
on finding carcasses in fair to good condition

and transporting them to the laboratory.

Such opportunistic collection and the fact

that recent technological advances have

enhanced our diagnostic capabilities, partic-

ularly for certain toxins, mean that results

reported here do not necessarily reflect actu-

al proportional causes of death for all eagles

in the United States throughout the 30-year

period. This type of sampling does, however,

identify major or frequent causes of death.

Most diagnosed deaths of eagles in our

30-
I Bald eagles

Golden eagles

Accidental Gunshot Electrocution Poisoning

trauma

Fig. 1. Causes of mortality of bald and golden

eagles over the past 30 years.

Causes of Eagle Deaths

J. Christian Franson

Lou Sileo

Nancy J. Thomas

National Biological Service

study resulted from accidental trauma, gun-
shot, electrocution, and poisoning (Fig. 1 i

Accidental trauina, such as impacts with

vehicles, power lines, or other structures,

was the most frequent cause of death in both

eagle species (23% of bald and 27% of gold-

en). Gunshot killed about 15% of each

species. Electrocution was twice as frequent
in golden (25%) than in bald eagles (12%),

probably because of the preference of gold-
en eagles for prairie habitats and their use of

utility poles as perches.

Lead poisoning was diagnosed in 338

eagles from 34 states (Fig. 2). Eagles
become poisoned by lead after consuming
lead shot and, occasionally, bullet fragments

present in food items. Agiicultural pesticides

accounted for most remaining poisonings;

organophosphorus and carbamate com-

pounds killed 139 eagles in 25 states (Fig.

3). Eagles are exposed to these chemicals in

a variety of ways, often by consuming other

animals that died of direct poisoning or from

baits placed to deliberately kill wildlife.

Overall, poisonings were more frequent
in bald eagles (16%) than golden eagles

(6%). The reasons for this are unclear, but

Necropsy examination of a bald eagle at the

National Wildlife Health Center. Madison,

Wisconsin.

may be related to factors that influence sub-

mission of carcasses for examination or dif-

ferences in species' preferences for agricul-

tural, rangeland, and wetland habitats.

For further information:

J. Christian Franson

National Biological Service

National Wildlife Health Center

6006 Schroeder Rd.

Madison, WI 53711
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States). Status determination is complicated hy

the low density of nesting birds and fluctuations

in breeding associated with cycles of prey abun-

dance. It remains in Category 2. i.e.. possibly

appropriate lo propose to list but a\ailable data

are not conclusive for threatened or endangered
status.

Falcons

American peregrine falcon {Faico pt'rci;rlnu.s

anatwn) populations declined as a result of con-

tamination by DDT and other organochlorine

pesticides. The species was extirpated as a

breeding bird in the eastern United States and

declared endangered elsewhere. Peregrine

recovery has been accomplished in the eastern

United States and supplemented in the West

(except Alaska) by release of hundreds of pere-

grines bred in captivity. Now several generations

originating from released peregrines have sur-

vived and produced young in the wild. In some

locales (e.g.. parts of California), however,

young are still not produced at nomial rates. In

Alaska nesting numbers of the Arctic subspecies

increased naturally, and it was downlisted to

threatened status in 1984. Now the Anic pere-

grine falcon is propo.sed for removal from the

Endangered Species List.

Owls

The distribution of the ferruginous pygmy
owl (Glaucidium brasilianinn cactorum)

extends north only into southern Arizona and

southern Texas, and concern exists about its sta-

tus because of the fragmentation and loss of

deciduous riparian woodlands and remnant

mesquite habitat. The subspecies occurring

there, the cactus ferruginous pygmy owl. was

elevated from Category 2 as of March 1993 and

is being considered for listing as threatened.

The spotted owl (Slrix occidentalis) is being

surveyed extensively and studied because the

northern and Mexican subspecies are threat-

ened. In the Pacific Northwest the threat to

these owls is loss of old-growth forest, and in

the Southwest, general loss of forest habitat.

The attention focused on spotted owls has

resulted in the only standardized, broad-scale

survey of an owl species. Since 1968 the num-

ber of known owl nesting areas in Oregon has

increased from 27 records (9 sightings, 18 spec-

imens) to about 2.700 separate sites known to

be occupied by pairs or single birds sometime

within the last 5 years (E. Forsman, U.S. Forest

Service, personal communication). This does

not reflect an increase in owls; rather, it reflects

our ignorance of owl numbers and distribution,

largely resulting from lack of survey effort.

Conclusions

Raptors, as top predators, naturally occur at

low densities relative to many other organisms.
As a group, raptors are poorly surveyed and

there are few quantitative data with which to

determine their population status and trends. A
summary of our assessment of the status and

population trends of the 60 species and sub-

species of raptors we considered (Table)

includes the following: 2 are declining in num-

bers and 5 are increasing; 16 (27%) are thought
lo be stable; 19 (32%) are classified as stable,

but this assessment is qualified because of local

or regional concerns or poor information; the

infomiation for 12 (20%) is so poor that we
could not determine their status; 7 (12%) of

these species or subspecies are endangered or

threatened; and 9 (15%) are in Category 2 or 3.

reflecting recent concern that they might be

endangered or threatened.

We must learn more about the distribution

and population dynamics of all our raptor

species. With knowledge of their status and

trends and information about their distribution

and habitat requirements, we can avoid expen-

sive, disruptive, last-resort management of these

birds. With knowledge of their ecology, we can

conserve biodiversity.
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Return of

Wild Turkeys

by

James G. Dickson

U.S. Foresi Service

The
wild turkey (Mt'lcagris i^allopavo) is a

large gallinaceous bird characterized by

strong feet and legs adapted for walking and

scratching, short wings adapted for short rapid

flight, a well-developed tail, and a stout beak

useful for pecking. These birds probably origi-

nated some 2 to 3 million years ago in the

Pliocene epoch. Molecular data suggest this

genetic line diverged from pheasant-like birds

about 1 1 million years ago. There are two

species in the genus, the wild turkey of the

United States, portions of southern Canada, and

northern Me.xico; and the ocellated turkey (M.

oceUata) in the Yucatan region of southern

Mexico, Belize, and northern Guatemala. This

article focuses on the return of the wild turkey.

Sources of Information

Historical mformation on turkeys comes

from documented accounts of early explorers,

which have been summarized by Mosby and

Handley (1943) and Schorger (1966). Recent

national population estimates are composite fig-

ures obtained from individual state wildlife

management agencies. Researchers use many

survey techniques including harvest estimates,

brood counts, winter tlock surveys, and hunter

and landowner obser\ations. Kennamer et al.

(1992) recently summarized state estimates. At

present, there is no consistent, widespread mon-

itoring technique.

Wild turkey [Mclcaf>}is gallopavo).

Life History

According to most accounts, wild turkeys

were quite abundant at the time of European

colonization of North America. Wild turkeys

became a major food of these settlers as they

moved westward across the forested eastern

United States. Turkeys were also used for cloth-

ing, ornamentation, and food by many Native

American tribes. As the nation grew in the

I800"s, wild turkey numbers dwindled. The

birds were harvested without restraint and mar-

keted for human consumption. In addition, their

forest habitat was cleared for agriculture and

wood products. In the early I900"s. population

numbers continued to decline. By 1920, wild

turkeys were extiipated from 18 of the 39 states

of their ancestral range (Mosby and Handley

1943).

Fig. 1. Distnbiition of ttie wild

turkey in the United States and

Mexico in 1989 (Stangel et al.

1992).
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After the early 1900's little change occuired

in wild turkey distribution and populations until

after World War 11 when resources were direct-

ed to restoring and managing the nation's

wildlife populations, including the wild turkey.

A technique that many state agencies believed

to be promising, but did not work, was artificial

propagation of game-farm or pen-raised

turkeys. Turkeys raised in captivity were not

properly imprinted on (recognition and attach-

ment) wild hens and did not have the experience
and survival skills necessaiy to live and repro-

duce in the wild.

Restoration through trapping wild turkeys in

the wild and relocating them was the proper

solution, but this technique was not easily

accomplished with the wary bird. Development
of the rapidly propelled cannon net, originally

designed for capturing waterfowl, was a major
factor in relocating large numbers of wild

turkeys for restoration. Thousands of wild

turkeys were captured or moved with this tech-

nique or variations of it: in addition, drop nets

and immobilizing drugs were used.

Several other factors contributed to the

return of the wild turkey: the maturing of the

eastern forests, which had been almost elimi-

nated: increased knowledge from research:

spread of sound management practices; and bet-

ter protection of new flocks vulnerable to

poaching.
The restoration of the wild turkey is a great

wildlife management success story. In the early

part of this century only tens of thousands of

wild turkeys were found in a few remote areas.

By 1959 the total population approached one-

half million (Kennamer et al. 1992), and by
1994 almost all of the forested eastern United

States and much of the forested West had been

restocked (Fig. 1 ), with the total population now

probably approaching 4 million (Fig. 2). At pre-

sent, there are viable wild turkey populations
with hunting seasons in every state but Alaska,

and the annual harvest exceeds one-half million

turkeys. The state wildlife management agen-
cies, aided by the National Wild Turkey
Federation and supported by sportmen's dollars,

undertook a tremendous task and achieved dra-

matically successful results (Dickson 1992).

Turkey hunting continues to be pursued by mil-

lions of dedicated hunters.

Future population expansion is expected to

be somewhat limited. Most suitable turkey habi-

tat has been stocked, and, generally, populations
in these areas have already gone through their

high-productivity phase. Population expansion
is also limited because appropriate habitat will

be lost as the human population expands.
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The
mourning dove (Zenaida macwuni) is

one of the most widely distributed and

abundant birds in North America (Droege and

Sauer 1990). It is also the most important U.S.

game bird in terms of numbers harvested. The

U.S. fall population of mourning doves has

been estimated to be about 475 million

(Tomlinson et al. 1988: Tomlinson and Dunks

1993).

The breeding range of the mourning dove

extends from the southern portions of the

Canadian Provinces throughout the continental

United States into Mexico, the islands near

Florida and Cuba, and scattered areas in Central

America ( Aldrich 1993: Fig. 1 1. Although some

mourning doves are nonmigratory, most

migrate south to winter in the United States

from northern California to Connecticut, south

throughout most of Mexico and Central

America to western Panama.

Within the United States, three areas contain

breeding, migrating, and wintering mourning
dove populations that are largely independent of

each other (Kiel 1959). In 1960 three areas were

established as separate management units: the

Eastern (EMU), Central (CMU), and Western

(WMU:Fig. 1).

The two main tools used to manage mourn-

ing doves are an annual breeding population

survey (known as the Mourning Dove Call-

count Survey: Dolton 1993a, b) and harvest sur-

veys. The Call-count Survey provides an annu-

al index to population size as well as data for

determining long-term trends in dove popula-

tions. State harvest surveys and the National

Migratory Bird Harvest Information Program,

begun in 1992, estimate dove harvest. In addi-

tion, recoveries from banded doves have pro-

vided vital information for managing the

species (Hayne 1975: Dunks et al. 1982;

Tomlinson et al.

Mourning
Doves

by
David D. Dolton

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Breeding and

wintering range

Mam wintering range

Nontiern limit of wintering range

Fig. 1. Breeding and wintering

ranges of mourning doves and

mourning dove management units

in the United States.

Status and Trends

The Eastern Management Unit includes 27

states—30% of the U.S. land area. The 1993

population indices were 18.3 doves heard and

14.9 doves seen per route (Dolton 1993b; Fig.

2). Both estimates are above the long-term trend

estimates. Between 1966 and 1993. the popula-
tion has been relatively stable. Dove harvest in

the EMU was relatively constant from 1966 to

1987. with between 27.5 million and 28.5 mil-

lion birds taken. The latest estimate, a 1989 sur-

vey, indicated that the harvest had dropped to

about 26.4 million birds shot by an estimated

1.3 million hunters (Sadler 1993).

The Central Management Unit consists of 14

states containing 46% of the U.S. land area. Of
the three units, the CMU has the highest mourn-

ing dove population index. The 1993 index for

the unit of 23.9 doves heard per route is slight-

ly below the long-term trend estimate (Dolton

1993b; Fig. 2). For doves seen, the estimate of

26.8 is also below what was expected. Even

though there appears to be an increase in doves

seen and a slight decrease in doves heard

between 1966 and 1993, in statistical terms

there is no significant trend indicated for either

count. Although hunting pressure and harvest

varied widely among states, dove harvest in the

CMU generally increased between 1966 and

1987 to an annual average of about 13.5 million

birds. In 1989 almost 11 million doves were

taken by about 747,000 hunters (Sadler 1993).

The Western Management Unit comprises
seven states and represents 24% of the land area

in the United States. The 1993 population
indices of 9.3 doves heard and 8.5 doves seen

per route are slightly above their long-term
trend estimates (Dolton 1993b; Fig. 2).

Significant downward trends in numbers of

doves heard and seen for the unit occuned

between 1966 and 1993. From 1987 to 1993,

however, a significant positive trend occuned in

the unit although the indices were still below

those of the 1960's. After a decline in the dove

breeding population, dove harvest in the WMU
declined significantly. In the early I970's, about

7.3 million doves were taken by an estimated

450.000 hunters. By 1989, the harvest had

dropped to about 4 million birds shot by about

285,000 hunters (Sadler 1993).

In summary, mourning dove populations in

the EMU and CMU are relatively stable.

Although the population of doves in the WMU
declined from a high in the mid-l960"s. it

appears that it stabilized during the past 7-10

years. U.S. dove harvest appears to be decreas-

ing. The mourning dove remains an extremely

important game bird, however, especially since

more doves are harvested than all other migra-

tory game birds combined. A 1991 survey indi-

cated that the mourning dove provided about

9.5 million days of hunting recreation for 1.9

million people (USFWS and U.S. Bureau of

Census 1993).

Year-to-year population changes are normal

and expected. Although populations are rela-

tively stable in the Eastern and Central

Management units, declining long-term trends

in the past two decades are cause for concern in

the Western Unit and in local areas elsewhere. A
combination of factors may have been detri-

mental to dove populations in some areas: habi-

tat and agricultural changes including loss of

nesting habitat through reclamation and indus-

trial and urban development, changes in agri-

cultural practices that may have reduced food

sources, and possibly overharvest of doves in

local areas. In California, for example, many
live oak trees have been cut for wood products

resulting in a loss of nesting habitat.

Reclamation projects or lowered water tables

eliminated thousands of acres of mesquite nest-

ing habitat in Arizona. Since many doves from

the WMU winter in Mexico during a 5- to 6-

month period each year, agricultural changes
there may negatively affect doves.

In the CMU, agricultural changes were eval-

uated and compared with dove population
trends in the eastern group of states (R.R.

George, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,

unpublished data); mounting dove population
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indices appeared to be most closely correlated

with changes in number of farms (positive) or

farm si/e (negative). In addition, an analysis

identified number of farms and acres of soy-

beans, oats, and sorghum over time as good
indicators of the number of doves heard.

Early records indicate that mourning doves

were present, although not abundant, when the

United States was settled by colonists (Reeves

and McCabe 1993). The resulting clearing of

forests, introduction of new food plants, grazing

and trampling by livestock that promoted seed-

producing plants used by doves, and the cre-

ation of stock ponds providing more widely dis-

tributed drinking water in the arid West all ben-

efited the mourning dove so that they are prob-

ably more numerous now than in colonial times.

These birds are quite adaptable and readily

nest and feed in urban and rural areas. The

mourning dove has recently even expanded its

range northward.
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The
common raven {Coitus corax) is a large

black passerine bird found throughout the

northern hemisphere including western and

noilhern Noilh America. Ravens are scavengers
that frequently feed on road-killed animals,

large dead mammals, and human refuse. They
kill and eat prey including rodents, lambs

(Larsen and Dietrich 1970). birds, frogs, scorpi-

ons, beetles, lizards, and snakes. They also feed

on nuts, grains, fruits, and other plant matter

(Knight and Call 1980; Heinrich 1989). Their

recent population increase is of concern because

ravens eat agricultural crops and animals whose

populations may be depleted.

Ravens are closely associated with human

activities, frequently visiting solid-waste land-

fills and garbage containers at parks and food

establishments, being pests of agricultural

crops, and nesting on many human-made struc-

tures. In two recent surveys in the deserts of

California (FaunaWest Wildlife Consultants

1989; Knight and Kawashima 1993), ravens

were more numerous in areas with more human

influences, and were often indicators of the

degree to which humans affect an area.

Annual Breeding Bird Surveys (BBS) con-

ducted nationwide by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS) indicated that raven

Common
Ravens in the

Southwestern

United States,

1968-92

by

William I. Boarman
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Fig. 1. Juvenile desert tortoise

shell found beneath an aetive

raven nest. The hole in the shell

was probably pecked open by a

raven to eat the organs.

populations in several parts of the country sig-

nificantly increased during 1965-79 (Robbins et

al. 1986). This increase concerns resource man-

agers because ravens teed on agricultural crops

and animal species of interest to humans. For

instance, in the deserts of the southwestern

United States, ravens prey on young desert tor-

toises {Gopherus agassizii'. Berry 1985; Fig. 1),

which in the Mojave and Colorado deseils are

listed as a threatened species by the USFWS
(Federal Register 1990). Because of high levels

of raven predation on tortoises, the Bureau of

Land Management has taken action to reduce

this predation (BLM 1990. 1994). We report

here on a 24-year trend in raven abundance

along roadsides in the deserts of the southwest-

ern United States and surrounding regions,

where increasing raven populations interest

resource management agencies (BLM 1990;

USFWS 1994).^

Our analysis of BBS 1968-92 data focuses

on arid lands and neighboring habitats in

California. Nevada. Utah, and Arizona. We used

data from 137 39.2-km (24.5-mi) routes within

the following BBS strata: Great Basin Desert;

mountain highlands of Arizona; Sonoran-

Colorado Desert; Mojave Desert; basins and

ranges, including portions of the northern

Mojave and Great Basin deserts; Central Valley;

and southern California grasslands, California

foothills (southern California routes only), and

Los Angeles ranges combined into one (coastal

southern California).

Status and Trends

Between 1968 and 1992, the latest year for

which data were available, raven populations
increased significantly {P < 0.01) throughout
the study area (Fig. 2), in spite of relatively high
variances among routes. Raven sightings
increased 76-fold in the Central Valley of

California, 14-fold in the Sonoran-Colorado

Deseit, and 10-fold in the Mojave Desert over

the 24-year period. Statistically significant but

lower increases in raven populations were expe-

rienced in the heavily urbanized coastal south-

em California strata. The results for the moun-
tain highlands stratum are questionable because

of a low number of routes (;; = 7; B. Peterjohn.

NBS. personal communication).

In three studies, raven numbers were highest

along powerlines, intermediate along highways,
and lowest in open desert areas (Austin 1971;

FaunaWest Wildlife Consultants 1989; Knight
and Kawashima 1993). These reports and obser-

vations of raven use of human-based resources

for food, water, and nesting substrate (Knight
and Call 1980; FaunaWest Wildlife Consultants

1989; Heinrich 1989) suggest that high raven

populations are a result of human subsidies

(Boarman 1993).

Increased raven populations may be a con-

cern for threatened and endangered species if

increased numbers of ravens result in greater

predation. In California alone, there are 96

threatened or endangered species, some of

which are or may be at risk of increased raven

predation if raven populations continue to grow.
On San Clemente Island, ravens are a predator
of the endangered San Clemente Island logger-

head shrike (iMfiius htdoviciamis meamsi). and

along coastal California they prey on endan-

gered populations of the California least tern

{Sterna cmtllkirum bnnviii: Belluomini 1991).

The carcasses of II chuckwallas {Sciumnuiliis

obesus), a candidate species for listing as threat-

ened or endangered by the USFWS. were

recently found beneath one raven nest (personal

observation). This finding may be a rare occur-

rence, but if raven populations continue to

increase, more ravens may begin to prey on

chuckwallas. We are conducting more research

to understand the foraging ecology and popula-
tion biology of ravens and their effects on their

prey populations. This research will help us

determine how much of a threat ravens pose to

the region's biodiversity and learn how to

reduce these effects.

Fig. 2. A 24-year trend in the average (mean) number of

raven sightings within each stratum studied.
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Resident
sandhill eranes formed a continuous

population in Georgia and Florida and

widely separated populations along the Gulf

Coastal Plain of Texas. Louisiana. Mississippi,

and Alabama (Figure). The Mississippi sandhill

crane (Griis canadensis pidla) was one of the

widely separated populations on the Coastal

Plain that bred in pine savannas in southeastern

Mississippi, just east of the Pascagoula River to

areas just west of the Jackson County line.

south to Simmons Bayou, and north to an east-

west line 8-16 km (5-10 mi) north of

VanCleave.

Agricultural and industrial development

including World War II ship building, fire sup-

Figure. Range of Mississippi sandhill cranes.

pression, and forestry practices destroyed much
of the sandhill crane's habitat in Jackson

County. Mississippi. The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) added the

Mississippi sandhill crane to the endangered

species list in 1973 and established the

Mississippi Sandhill Crane National Wildlife

Refuge in 1974. The USFWS began captive

breeding at the Patuxent Wildlife Research

Center (PWRC) in 1965 to protect the sub-

species during habitat restoration and to provide

stock for reintroduction.

Moiphological, physiological, and genetic

differences exist among crane subspecies

( Aldrich 1972). Mississippi birds mature earlier

and begin egg production about 6 weeks later

than Florida sandhill cranes. Genetic studies

(Dessauer et al. 1992; Jarvi et al. 1994) show a

level of heterozygosity (see glossary) in the

wild Mississippi population about half that in

other sandhill cranes. As in other small popula-

tions, cranes seem to have genetic weaknesses.

In the captive population, for example, 17% of

all birds die from detectable heart murnnirs and

when released to the wild, 36% with heart mur-

inur and 83% without heart murmurs survive

for 1 year after release.

Mississippi
Sandhill

Cranes
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Table 1. Estimated numhers of

Mississippi sandhill cranes on the

Mississippi Sandhill Crane

National Wildlife Refuge, 1924-

93,

Status and Trends

Population Decline

In the 1800"s the species was abundant

eniHigh for farmers to consider it a pest.

Although population studies only started

recently, it appears the population has been

small for most of this century (Table I ).

Year
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Research Needs

Research needs include assessing the effects

of prescribed burns and other mechanical tech-

niques on habitat restoration and crane use;

assessing the effects of water levels, water-level

fluctuations, and hydrology on crane nesting

and fledging success; determining the level of

propagation and captive release conditioning
needed to maintain population size during
restoration; developing genetic management to

protect the gene pool; and determining disease

and contaminant sources for tumors and poor

reproductive success in captive and wild Hocks.
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The
piping plover {Charadriiis melodiis) is a

wide-ranging, beach-nesting shorebird

whose population viability continues to decline

as a result of habitat loss from development and

other human disturbance (Haig 1992). In 1985

the species was listed as endangered in the

Great Lakes Basin and Canada and threatened

in the northern Great Plains and along the U.S.

Atlantic coast. The U.S. Fish and" Wildlife

Service (USFWS) is proposing that birds in the

northern Great Plains also be listed as endan-

gered.

Each year, many breeding areas are censused

and some winter surveys are conducted. In

1991 biologists from Canada, the United States,

Mexico, and various Caribbean nations cairied

out a simultaneous census of piping plovers at

all known breeding and wintering sites. Census

goals were to establish baseline population lev-

els for all known piping plover sites and to cen-

sus additional potential breeding and wintering
sites (Figure).

Status

This census covered 2,099 sites, resulting in

the highest number of breeding and wintering

piping plovers ever recorded. It will be repeated
three or four more times over the next l.'i-20

years for more accurate assessment of popula-
tion trends.

Winter Census

The total number of wintering birds (3,451)

reported constituted 63% of the breeding birds

(5.486) counted (Tables I. 2). Most birds (55%;
A' = 1.898) were found along the Texas coast

where the census concentrated on birds in previ-

ously uncensused stretches of Laguna Madre's

back bays. The highest concentration of birds in

local sites was also reported in Texas (Haig and

Plissner 1993). Although the 1991 census dis-

covered more wintering birds than had been pre-

viously reported, a large proportion of piping

plovers were not seen in the winter census.

Better census efforts in Louisiana, northern

Cuba, and on many of the smaller Caribbean

islands may reveal additional winter sites.

Previous reviews of their distribution did not

indicate that birds moved farther south than the

Caribbean (Haig and Oring 1985). Relatively

few birds are seen on the Atlantic coast in win-

ter, a contrast to the 36% of plovers that breed

along the Atlantic coast. Thus, the largest gap in

our understanding of piping plover distribution

during winter appears to be in locating winter

sites for Atlantic coast breeders.

Breeding Census

All known piping plover breeding sites were

censused in 1991 (Table 2). Piping plovers were

widely distributed in small populations across

their breeding range (Figure); most adults

(63.2%) bred in the northern Great Plains and

prairies of the United States and Canada. Thirty-

six percent were found on the Atlantic coast and

Piping Plovers
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Editor's note: This paper is largely a

synopsis of a paper by Haig and Plissner

(1993) in Condor.
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Table 1. Numbers of wintering

piping plovers and sites where

birds occurred in IWl.

Location Birds Sites

U.S. Atlantic

North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia

Florida

Total

20

51

37

70

178

9

30

U.S.Gulf

Florida
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significantly affect annual productivity for the

species. A similar threat to piping plovers occurs

on Lake Diefenbaker in Saskatchewan, the

largest piping plover breeding site in the world,

where each year water levels are raised soon

after parents ha\e laid their clutches, resulting in

a loss of all nests.

Avian and mammalian predation is a problem

throughout the species" breeding range, although

population numbers appear to be stabilizing on

the Atlantic coast and the Great Lakes as a result

of using predator exclosures over nests (Rimmer
and Deblinger 1990; Mayer and Ryan 1991;

Melvin et al. 1992). Human disturbance contin-

ues to be a problem on the Atlantic coast (Strauss

1990), and in the Great Lakes, piping plovers

may also be suffering from a lack of viable habi-

tat (Nordstrom 1990). Comparison of food avail-

ability at northem Great Plains sites with Great

Lakes sites indicated lower diversity and abun-

dance of invertebrates on the Great Lakes.

Finally, recent evidence suggests that Great

Lakes birds may be suffering from high levels of

toxins (i.e.. PCB's). which may be a prime factor

in low productivity and population growth
(USFWS, East Lansing. Michigan, personal
communication).

The discovery of the high proportion of win-

tering piping plovers on algal and sand flats has

significant implications for future habitat pro-

tection. Current development of these areas on

Piping plover [Charadrius melodiis).

Laguna Madre in Texas and Mexico, increased

dredging operations, and the continuous threat

of oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico will result in

serious loss of piping plover wintering habitat.

In summary, piping plovers suffer from many
factors that may cause their extinction in the

next 50 years. Most devastated are the Great

Lakes and northem Great Plains birds whose

viability is severely threatened. Unfortunately,

recovery is hindered by a lack of knowledge
about the winter distribution, status of winter

sites, adequate water-management policy in

western breeding sites, and direct human distur-

bance on the Atlantic coast.

Location
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The
California condor (Gyiiuiogyps califorui-

(iniis) is a member of tiie vulture family.
With a wingspan of about 3 m (9 ft) and weigh-
ing about 9 kg (20 lb), it spends much of its time

in soaring flight visually seeking dead animals
as food. The California condor has always been
rare (Wilbur 1978; Pattee and Wilbur 1989).

Although probably numbering in the thousands

during the Pleistocene epoch in North America,
its numbers likely declined dramatically with

the extinction of most of North America's lartic

mammals 1 ().()()() years ago. Condors probably
numbered in the hundreds and were nesting res-

idents in British Columbia, Washington.
Oregon, California, and Baja California around
1800. In 1939 the condor population was esti-

mated at 60-100 birds, and its home range was
reduced to the mountains and foothills of

California, south of San Francisco and north of

Los Angeles.
Conservation to halt the condor's decline

included establishing the Sisquoc (1937) and

Sespe (1947) condor sanctuaries within the Los
Padres National Forest, obtaining fully protect-
ed status under California Fish and Game Code
(1953), placement on California's first state

endangered species list (1971). and. finally,

being listed by the federal government under
the Endangered ,Species Act of 1973 (Wilbur
1978). The success of these efforts could not be

judged, however, because verifiable status and
trends data did not become available unfil 1982.

By using these data, we confirmed the decline

in condor numbers over the past 50 years was
even greater than thought.

Population estimates before 1939 were
based entirely on guesswork and interpretation
of the fossil record, historical accounts, muse-
um collections, or anecdotal observations by
early naturalists and scholars. We believed there

were fewer condors because they were no

longer seen in many areas where they were once

commonly observed. The condor's plight gener-
ated widespread interest among conservation-

ists to know the actual population size and its

rate of decline.

Koford (1953) conducted the first major life-

history study of the California condor and pro-
vided the first documented enumeration of the

species. His count was based on numbers seen

in the largest single flocks with an unspecified

adjustment for condors not seen. Another esti-

mate in 1965 (Miller et al. 1965) compared
flock sizes seen in the late I950's and early
I960's with those reported by Koford.

A yearly survey was begun by volunteers in

1965 and continued through 1981 (except for

1979). This survey used multiple observers at

strategic sites who counted all condors seen for

a 2-day period in October (Mallette and

C,ilit(inii;i condiir (G'v/OHoiji/i.s tulifoniiiiiius)

Bomeman 1966; Wilbur 1980). The yearly pop-
ulation estimates of this October survey were

quite different from year to year and failed to

provide any statistical measures of variability,

although results did show a gradual downward
trend in condor numbers.

The annual October survey was replaced in

1982 by a counting method (Snyder and
Johnson 1985) using photographs of soaring
condors to recognize difl'erences in feather pat-
terns. This method allowed individuals to be
identified and counted. Although an improve-
ment over previous techniques, this method is

time consuming and only works when there are

few animals. The photographic census was dis-

continued after 1985 because all condors had
been marked with uniquely colored and num-
bered tags and radio transmitters.

Trends

Data used to determine the population size

of California condors before 1982 (Figure) were
biased for many reasons. Foremost was the fact

that no surveyors could explain how they used
the number of condors they saw to estimate how
many condors actually existed. Nor could they

say how sure they were of being right.

Consequently, the severity of the decline and
number of condors dying were grossly underes-

timated. Becau.se management was unaware of

the severity of the decline and urgency of the

crisis, critical decisions to save the condors
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were delayed. For example, the ability to recog-
nize individuals based on methods that started

in 1982 (Table) allowed us to realize we had lost

five adult L'ondors (about 309f of the wild pop-
ulation! duruig winter 1984-85. Understanding
the critical nature of this loss ultimately led to

the decision to capture the remaining wild birds.

As of January 1994 there were 66 birds, and

the future of the captive population appears

bright. The World Center for Birds of Prey in

Boise. Idaho, became the third captive site in

September 1993, joining the San Diego Wild

Animal Park and the Los Angeles Zoo. The

George Miksch Avian Research Center in

Bartlesville, Oklahoma, is scheduled to become
the fourth captive breeding facility in 1994. We
expect all captive flocks to do well and contin-

ue to increase, providing young birds for release

in California as well as yet-to-be selected sites

in Arizona and New Mexico.

Timely and accurate status and trends data

will continue to be important to the condor

recovery program as more birds are released.

Not only will these data be needed to monitor

the success of the release, but also they are

essential for identifying problems, which is

especially critical because no known or suspect-

ed mortality factors in Califomia have been sig-

nificantly reduced, much less eliminated. The
relocation of all released California condors to a

site near the Sisquoc Sanctuary after the death

of the fourth bird (three lost to powerline colli-

sions) reflects the close monitoring necessary ti)

ensure that appropriate actions can be taken as

quickly as possible.

With the wild population consisting of only
nine young birds with a restricted range and still

dependent on artificial feeding stations, conven-

tional radiotelemetry and tagging have been

adequate. As the number of birds increase and

their teiritories expand, however, conventional

methods for monitoring and locating birds will

be unable to fulfill the recovery program's
needs. For the release program to succeed, we
will need to identify and remove or avoid key

mortality factors such as the powerline collision

hazard at the first site. To accomplish this, we

Year
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Audubon's
Crested

Caracara in

Florida

by

James N. Layne
Anhbold Biological Station

A.

Audubon's crested caracara

(Caracara plaiuiis audiibonii) in

Florida.

Lidiibon's crested caracara iCanuani plau-

cus aiiduhouii) is a species characteristic of

the grassland ecosystems of central Florida and

is one of the state's most distinctive birds. The

Florida population is threatened and widely

separated from the main species' range, which

extends from extreme southwestern Louisiana,

southern Texas, and southern Arizona to the tip

of South America, including Tierra del Fuego
and the Falkland Islands. Another isolated pop-
ulation occurs on Cuba and the Isle of Pines.

The number of Florida caracaras is believed

to have undergone a substantial decline from the

early historic level in the 1950"s and I960"s

(Layne in press), with the total state population
estimated at 250 in the early I950"s (Sprunt

1954) and fewer than 100 birds in the late

I960's (Heinzman 1970). Based on the appar-

ent continuing decrease in its numbers.

Florida's population of Audubon's crested

caracara was federally listed as threatened in

1987 (Federal Register 1987). As part of a gen-
eral study of the life history, ecology, and

behavior of the caracara in Florida, I monitored

its distribution and population status from 1972

to 1991.

Information was obtained from road and off-

road searches in all parts of the known range;

systematic roadside and aerial surveys in a

5,116-k.m- (1,975-mi-) area within the core

portion of the range; published records; muse-

um specimens; and sighting reports from over

500 cooperators. Logistical limitations prevent-

ed surveying the entire potential Florida range

thoroughly enough in any given year to obtain a

reasonably accurate picture of the distribution

and total population. Thus, estimates of the

statewide distribution and numbers were based

on records combined over 5-year periods: 1972-

76, 1977-81, 1982-86. and 1987-91. Searches

were most intensive from 1972 to 1981 and in

the final period 1987-91. Because areas along

public roads were surveyed more intensively

than those remote from highways, there was a

lower probability of detecting caracaras whose

territories did not overlap roads than those

whose teixitories included roads. This bias

appeared to be at least partially compensated for

by a tendency of caracaras to concentrate along

highways because of the attraction of roadkills

as a food source.

Status and Trends

The breeding range of Audubon's crested

caracara in Florida (Fig. I), based on records

from the most recent 5-year period of the study

( 1M87-9I ), did not differ significantly from that

during 1973-76 (Layne 1978). Caracaras were

documented in 20 counties in central peninsular

Florida, with most locations in the same 5-

county area as in the earlier years. Counties

with 10% or more of the 183 estimated loca-

tions during 1987-91 included (number of loca-

tions in parentheses) Glades (41), Highlands

(34), Okeechobee (23), and Osceola (18). The

data indicate no obvious change has occun'ed in

the overall range or core area of the distribution

of the caracara in Florida from that shown by
Howell ( 1932). As there had been relatively lit-

tle alteration of the natural habitats of the state

up to that time, Howell's range map is assumed

to reflect the early historical distribufion.

The estimated number of adult caracaras

during 5-year intervals from 1972 to 1991

ranged from 196 to 312 (Fig. 2). The variation

between periods reflects differences in sam-

pling effort rather than changes in actual num-

bers. Thus, the adult population over the 20-

year period appears to have been stable with a

minimum of about 300 individuals in 150 terri-

tories. Further evidence that the population
remained generally stable between 1972 and

Breeding range

Core area

Overall limits

- - - Range boundaries Ivlain species' range

Fig. 1. Breeding range of Audubon's crested caracara in

Florida based on records from 1987 to 1991: range bound-

aries shown by Howell ( 1932), and main species' range in

western United States.
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1991 is the similarity in adult-immature age
ratios during this interval (Fig. 2). Although
immatures could not be censused accurately

because they tend to wander individually or in

aggregrations alter the break up of family

groups, they are believed to have numbered

between 100 and 200 in any one year, giving a

total statewide population of 400-300.

The estimate of the minimum adult popula-
tion includes single adults observed in an area

only once during a 5-year interval as represent-

ing a pair on an established territory. Assuming
that such individuals were actually unmated

transients reduces the estimated adult popula-
tion to about 230 individuals. Regardless of

which estimate of the adult population during
1972-91 is accepted, it is highly unlikely thai

the Florida population was reduced to fewer

than 100 birds between 1967 and 1970

(Heinzman 1970).

Although the range of Audubon's crested

caracara in Florida appears to have remained

unchanged for the past 60 years and numbers

have been stable over at least the past 20 years,

the future status of the population is still of con-

cern. Most birds occur on private ranchlands

subject to habitat degradation or loss from

intensification of agricultural practices or other

development. The most immediate threat is

large-scale conversion of native range and

improved pasture habitats to citrus groves.
A decline in the Florida caracara population

within the next 10 years appears likely if citrus

conversion and other habitat losses continue at

the present rate. Because caracaras are relative-

ly long-lived and strongly attached to their ter-

ritories, residents may persist in a territory

despite unfavorable changes, but may not be

replaced by new individuals when they finally

leave or die. The result may be a significant

time lag before the effects of deleterious habitat

changes are reflected in an actual population
decline. The magnitude of the time lag in detec-

tion of any trend in the Florida distribution and

population of Audubon's crested caracara also

will depend upon the effectiveness of future

monitoring effoils.
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Since
the airival of Columbus in Puerto Rico,

the Taino Indian has disappeared and the

panot has just barely survived (Wadsworth

1949: Snyder et al. 1987). The Puerto Rican

parrot (Amazomi vituita) had shared its habitat

with the peaceful Taino Indians for centuries

before the airival of European settlers in the

Caribbean.

Status and Trends

Upon arrival of the Spanish in 1493. the

Puerto Rican parrot lived in all major habitats of

Puerto Rico and the adjacent smaller islands of

Culebra, Mona, Vieques, and possibly the

Virgin Islands (Snyder et al. 1987). Parrots

occupied eight major climax or old-growth for-

est types (Little and Wadsworth 1964) that cov-

ered Puerto Rico and were interspersed only by
small, scattered, sandy, or marshy areas near the

coast ( Snyder et al. 1987). Parrots nested in cav-

ities of large trees that were plentiful throughout
the forests. Fertile, moist lowland forests in the

coastal plain as well as forested mountain val-

leys contained much of the fruits and seeds nec-

essary to feed a thriving panot population. The

forests of Puerto Rico probably supported a par-

rot population of 100,000-1.000.000 at the end

of the 15th century (Snyder et al. 1987; Wiley
1991).

Little habitat change occurred in Puerto Rico

during the first 150 years of European settle-

nient. By 1650 the Spanish population had

increased to 880 (Snyder et al. 1987); parrots

still occupied all major habitats and were plen-

tiful (Fig. 1 ). During the next two centuries the

human population soared to almost 500,000

(Fig. 1). and clearing for agriculture, especially

in the lowlands, eradicated forests in Puerto

Rico (Wadsworth 1949). By 1836 reports by

Puerto Rican
Parrots

by

J. Michael Meyers
National Biological Service

1500 1600 1700 1800
Year

1900 2000

Fig. 1. Population trends of

humans and Puerto Rican parrots

since 1500 (Snyder et al. 1987 and

U.S. Census data; all data for the

year 2000 are projected).

Populations are converted to logj^
for showing trends.
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Moritz, a German naturalist, indicated that the

Puerto Rican parrot population had begun to

decline (Snyder et al. 1987).

By 1900 the human population had doubled

to a million (Fig. 1 ). About 76'>( ol'the land area

of Pueilo Rico had been converted from forest

to agriculture (Snyder et al. 1987); less than \%
of the old-growth forest remained after more

than 400 years of European civilization. At this

time, the parrot population must have been low,

but no data exist. By 1937 U.S. Forest Service

(USFS) rangers estimated the Puerto Rican par-

rot population at about 2,000 birds (Wadsworth

1949). A few years later, panots were found

only in the Luquillo Mountains, formerly a for-

est reserve of the Spanish Crown and now man-

aged by the USFS. This area contained the last

forest habitat suitable for Puerto Rican paiTots.

Population surveys of the Puerto Rican par-

rot were not conducted until the 1950's. Early

estimates of the parrot population in Puerto

Rico are based on few written records and gen-

eral observations (Snyder et al. 1987). knowl-

edge of the parrot's biology, and e.Ktrapolation

of population surveys conducted by

Rodriguez-Vidal (1959). During the I950"s,

Rodriguez-Vidal of the Puerto Rico Department
of Agriculture and Commerce conducted the

first extensive study of the Puerto Rican panot.
He reported a population of 200 Puerto Rican

parrots by the mid-1950"s (Fig. 2). About 20

years later the population had dwindled to 14

individuals that inhabited an isolated rain forest

of the Luquillo Mountains.

Puerto Rican parrot (Amazoiui vil-

lata).

In 1968 Kepler, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS), organized parrot surveys by

placing observers at strategic sites, including
overlooks from prominent rocks, road-cuts, and

building roofs. Snyder et al. (1987) improved
the survey method in 1972 by constructing 10

treetop lookouts in areas of major parrot use.

Parrot surveys are conducted from these plat-

forms during the breeding season and pre- and

postbreeding season (Snyder et al. 1987).

Observers collect information on parrot num-

bers, directions, and their distance from the

platform by the time of day. By 1993 this tree-

top lookout system was expanded to 38 plat-

forms (Vilella and Garcia 1994).

In 1968 implementation of the Puerto Rican

Parrot Recovery Plan began: it is a cooperative
effort of scientists and managers of the Puerto

Rico Department of Environmental and Natural

Resources, USFS (Caribbean National Forest

and International Institute of Tropical Forestry).

USFWS Puerto Rican Parrot Field Office, and

the National Biological Service. After the

recovery program began, the parrot population
increased to^47 bird's by 1989 (Wiley 1980;

Lindsey et al. 1989; Meyers et al. 1993); how-

ever, about 5Q'7( of the population was

destroyed by Humcane Hugo that same year. A
small population of 22-24 individuals remained

in late 1989 (Fig. 2). Since then, the population
recovered to 38^-39 by early 1994 (F.J. Vilella,

USFWS, personal communication). After the

hurricane, the number of successful nesting

pairs increased from a maximum of 5 to 6 pairs

from 1991 to 1993 (Meyers et al. 1993; Vilella

and Garcia 1994).

Research and Management

Puerto Rican parrots declined in relation to

the increasing human population (Fig. 1).

Conversion of forests to agriculture and loss of

forest habitat, on which the species depended
for food and nest cavities, was the primary
cause for decline. Shooting parrots for food or

protection of crops and capture for pets were

secondary causes for decline. The remnant par-

rot population in the Luquillo Mountains was

further stressed when trails and roads were cre-

ated and when human uses of the forest timber

were encouraged in the early 1900"s (Snyder et

al. 1987). Storms before the arrival of

Europeans probably had little effect on the par-

rot population because the population was more

widespread, and hurricanes tend to affect only a

small geographic area. Severe hurricanes in

1898, 1928. 1932. and 1989 reduced small,

now-isolated populations even further. The

apparent ability of the population to rebound

after these storms is suggested by increases in

the panot population and in nesting pairs after
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2000

37 50

Fig. 2. Population trends of the Puerto Rican parrot in the

2()th century.

Hurricane Hugo hit the island in 1989 (Meyers

etal. 1993).

Intense research and management strategies

during the last 27 years have prevented the

extinction of the Puerto Rican parrot. Much of

the effort to rebuild the population has involved

research and management of nesting sites

(Wiley 1980; Snyder^'et al. 1987; Lindsey et al.

1989; Wiley 1991 ). Predators, such as black rats

(Rattiis rattus) and pearly-eyed thrashers

(Margarops fiiscatus), have been controlled

(Snyder et aj. 1987). Bot fly (Phihmus spp.)

infestations of nestlings are still a minor prob-
lem (Lindsey et al. 1989). Management of nests

by fostering captive-reared young into wild

nests, guarding nests, controlling honey bees

(Apis meUifera). improving and maintaining

existing nest cavities, and creating enhanced

nesting cavities should increase the population
of the Pueilo Rican panot (Wiley 1980; Lindsey
et al. 1989; Wiley 1991; Lindsey 1992; Vilella

and Garcia 1994).

Hurricanes will continue to threaten the wild

population of the Puerto Rican parrot.

Researchers estimate that storms equal to the

intensity of Hugo (sustained winds of 166 km/h

or 104 mi/h) occur at least every 50 years in

northeastern Puerto Rico (Scatena and Larsen

1991). The risk of extinction caused by huni-

canes will be reduced by establishing a geo-

graphically separated wild population (USFWS
1987).

Introduced parrots and parakeets are com-

mon in Puerto Rico, including some of the

genus Amazona. Monitored populations of

these non-native birds have increased from 50%
to 250% during 1990-93 (J.M. Meyers,
National Biological Service, unpublished data).

If they expand their ranges to include older

forests, these populations may pose a threat to

the Puerto Rican parrot by introducing diseases

and by competing for resources. At present,

none of the introduced Amazona populations
are found near the Luquillo Mountains; howev-

er, orange-fronted parakeets {Anitinga cunicii-

laris) have foraged and nested in these moun-
tains at lower elevations (J.M. Meyers, NBS,

unpublished data).

As the Puerto Rican parrot population
increases, it is possible that suitable nesting sites

may limit population growth. Before this occurs,

research and management should concentrate on

increasing the wild population. The ability of the

Puerto Rican panot to expand its population in a

manner similar to the exotic parrots in Puerto

Rico, in a variety of natural and human-altered

environments, should not be underestimated and

may be the key to its recovery.
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Table. Number of red-cockaded

woodpecker active clusters, by
state and land ownership category,

for various years between 1990-

94.*

The
led-cockaded woodpecker (RCW;

Picoidcs horealis) is a teiritorial. nonmigra-

tory. cooperative breeding species (Lennartz et

al. 1987). Ecological requirements include habi-

tat for relatively large home ranges (34 to about

200 ha or 84 to about 500 acres; Connor and

Rudolph 1941); old pine trees with red-heart

disease for nesting and roosting (Jackson and

Schardien 1986); and open, parklike forested

landscapes for population expansion, dispersal

(Connor and Rudolph 1991), and necessary

social interactions.

Historically, the southern pine ecosystems,

contiguous across large areas and kept open with

recuiTing fire (Christensen 1981 ), provided ideal

conditions for a nearly continuous distribution

of RCWs throughout the South. Within this

extensive ecosystem red-cockaded woodpeckers
were the only species to excavate cavities in liv-

ing pine trees, thereby providing essential cavi-

ties for other cavity-nesting birds and mammals,

as well as some reptiles, amphibians, and inver-

tebrates (Kappes 1993). The loss of open pine

habitat since European settlement precipitated

dramatic declines in the bird's population and

led to its being listed as endangered in 1970

(Federal Register 35: 16047).

We obtained historic RCW distribution data,

aiTanged by state and county, from published

sources (Jackson 1971; Hooper et al. 1980), and

interviews with various red-cockaded wood-

pecker experts. Current distribution and abun-

dance data were obtained from natural resource

agencies and knowledgeable biologists. Most

records were reported between January 1993

and March 1994. and most represent direct cen-

sus data. Specific references are available from

R.Costa (Table).

Several terms are used to describe red-cock-

aded woodpecker abundance. "Group"" refers to

birds that cooperate to rear the young from a sin-

gle nest. It usually consists of a breeding male

and female, and zero to four helpers, usually the

group's male offspring from previous breeding

seasons. For reporting purposes, single bird
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The distribution map (Figure) displays only

counties for which specimens or reHable sources

can he cited. The gaps in the distribution

undoubtedly contained red-cockaded wood-

peckers in the past. Most counties without doc-

umented occurrences are found in the longleaf

pine-shortleaf pine-loblolly pine-hardwoods
transition areas in the east gulf region (Figure),

where richer soils and rolling topographies were

associated with intense agriculture and inter-

rupted lire regimes. Such areas possibly sup-

ported smaller populations that were quickly

lost with the forest clearing and therefore were

never recorded.

Status and Causes of Decline

Red-cockaded woodpeckers survive as very

small (1-5 groups) to large (groups of 200 or

more) populations. There are at least small pop-
ulations in most states with historical occur-

rences (Table). Except for a population of about

90 groups in southern Arkansas and northern

Louisiana, the largest populations are found

within the historical longleaf pine ecosystem.

Other populations outside the longleaf pine

range consist of fewer than 20 groups in single

or several adjacent counties. Within the longleaf

range, there are 4 populations with more than

200 groups and 1 1 populations with more than

100 groups; all but one are found on federal

lands. The remaining longleaf pine-associated

populations are small and isolated. Such small

populations are threatened by adverse effects of

demographic isolation, increased predation and

cavity competition, and stochastic (random) nat-

ural events such as hunicanes.

The decline of the red-cockaded woodpecker
coincided with the loss of the longleaf ecosys-
tem. As forests were cleared, birds were isolated

in forest tracts where unmerchantable trees were

left. Aerial and ground photographs from the

1930"s show that scattered medium to large trees

(0.4-2 per ha or 1-5 per acre) were left in many
stands. The culled trees (undoubtedly including

red-cockaded woodpecker cavity trees) provided
residual nesting and foraging habitat for the

birds. In some places these trees remain and are

used by red-cockaded woodpeckers today.

Since the I950"s. on lands managed for for-

est products, the forest structure and composi-
tion changed in conjunction with clearcutting.

short timber rotations, conversion of longleaf

stands to other pine species, and "clean" forestry

practices (removal of cavity, disea.sed. or defec-

tive trees). These practices eliminated much of

the remaining red-cockaded woodpecker habi-

tat. Additionally, aggressive fire suppression

promoted the development of a hardwood mid-

story in pine forests. The adverse impacts of a

dense midstory on RCW populations are well-

documented (Connor and Rudolph 1989; Costa

andEscano 1989).

Figure. Distribution of red-cocl<-

aded woodpeckers by county and

state. Most liistorical RCW
records are cited from Jackson

1971 and Hooper et al. 1980. For

information on references, contact

R. Costa.
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Recent Developments and the

Future

The Red-Lockaded Woodpecker Recovery

Plan (USFWS 1985) specifies that rangewide

recovery will he achieved when 15 viable popu-

lations are established and protected by ade-

quate habitat management programs. The recov-

ery populations are to be distributed across the

major physiographic provinces and within the

major forest types that can be managed to sus-

tain viable populations. Each recovery popula-

tion will likely require 400 breeding pairs (or

500 active clusters, as some clusters are occu-

pied by single birds or contain nonbreeding

groups) to ensure long-term population viability

^Reed et al. 1993: Stevens, in press). At a densi-

ty of 1 group/80-120 ha (200-300 acres;

USFWS 1985; USPS 1993), landscapes of at

least 40,000 ha (100,000 acres) will be needed

to support viable populations. Most forested

pine areas large enough to supply this habitat are

on public, mostly federal, lands.

With two exceptions (Hooper et al. 1991;

USPS, Apalachicola National Forest, PL,

unpublished data), there is no evidence that red-

cockaded wiKidpecker populations can expand

to viable levels without considerable human

intervention. Conversely, numerous population

extirpations have been documented (Baker

1983; Costa and Escano 1989; Cox and Baker,

in press). Ensuring the survival of the species,

even in the short term (50 years), will require

landscape-scale habitat and population manage-

ment to provide the forest structure and compo-

sition needed for nesting and foraging habitat

and population expansion; and to manage limit-

ing factors (primarily a lack of suitable cavity

trees, cavity competition, and demographic iso-

lation) that can extiipate small populations. Both

strategies are part of management guidelines

drafted by several federal land stewards (USPS

1993; U.S. Army 1994; USFWS 1994).

These ecosystem management plans promote

practices that minimize landscape fragmenta-

tion, retain suitable numbers of potential cavity

trees well distributed throughout the landscape,

and restore the original forest cover by planting

the appropriate pine species. They recommend

the use of growing-season fires to control hard-

woods, create open forest conditions, and begin

to restore the understory plant communities of

the pine ecosystems. Stabilization and growth of

small high-risk populations will be aided by cre-

ating artificial red-cockaded woodpecker cavi-

ties (Copeyon 1990) and translocating juvenile

birds from stable larger populations into small

ones (Rudolph et al. 1992). Technologies that

minimize or eliminate predation and competi-

Uon problems are available (Carter et al. 1989).

During the past 4-7 years, several popula-

tions have stabilized or increased (Gaines et al.,

in press; Richardson and Stockie, in press) as a

result of implementing conservation biology

principles
—that is, integrating available tech-

nology with the species" life history and ecolog-

ical requirements. The limited number of juve-

nile birds, however, may hinder recovery

progress in all populations simultaneously.
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The
southwestern willow flycatcher

(Eiupid(mii\ iraillii twriiuus) occurs, as its

name implies, throughout most of the south-

western United States (Fig. 1). It is a

Neotropical migrant songbird, i.e.. one of many
birds that return to the United States and

Canada to breed each spring after migrating
south to the Neotropics (Mexico and Central

America) to winter in milder climates. In recent

years, there has been strong evidence of

declines in many Neotropical migrant songbirds

(e.g.. Finch and Stangel 1993). including the

southwestern willow flycatcher (Federal

Register 1993). The flycatcher appears to have

suffered significant declines throughout its

range, including total loss from some areas

where it historically occurred. These declines,

as well as the potential for continued and addi-

tional threats, prompted the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) to propose listing

the southwestern willow flycatcher as an endan-

gered species (Federal Register 1993).

The southwestern willow flycatcher is one of

four distinct races of willow flycatchers that

breed in North America. All races breed in

shrubby or woodland habitats, usually adjacent

to, or near, surface water or saturated soil.

Riparian areas—woodland and shrub areas

along streams and rivers—are particularly

favored. In fact, the southwestern willow fly-

catcher is a riparian obligate, breeding only in

riparian vegetation. It prefers tall, dense wil-

lows and Cottonwood habitat where dense vege-
tation continues from ground level to the tree

canopy. Southwestern willow flycatchers

appear to breed in stands of the exotic and inva-

sive tamarisk {Tamarix spp.) only at locations

above 625 m (2.051 ft) elevation (Federal

Register 1993). and where the tamarisk stands

have suitable structural characteristics (Fig. 2).

Thus, many areas dominated by tamarisk are

not suitable flycatcher habitat. Being a riparian

obligate, the southwestern willow flycatcher is

pailicularly sensitive to the alteration and loss

of riparian habitat (including tamarisk inva-

sion), which is a widespread and pervasive

problem throughout the Southwest.

Because of the decline and precarious status

of southwestern willow flycatchers, it is impor-
tant to document the status of the species, where

it occurs, how many individuals are present, and

where they are successfully breeding.
Information on trends is also important in man-

aging and protecting the species. Grand Canyon

Southwestern

Willow

Flycatchers in

the Grand

Canyon

by

Mark K. Sogge
National Biological Service

Fig. 1. Breeding distribution of the southwestern willow flycatcher Dotted line represents areas

where distribution is uncertain.
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Fig. 2. Somhwestcrn vvilknv !!>-

catcher breeding tcmtciry in

tamarisk habitat along the

Colorado River in the Grand

Canyon.

National Park, the USFWS, and the U.S.

Bureau of Reclamation have been regularly

monitoring the status of the southwestern wil-

low tlycateher in the Grand Canyon since 1982.

The National Biological Service's Colorado

Plateau Research Station at Northern Arizona

University has conducted this monitoring since

1992. The Grand Canyon is one of the few areas

with such a long record of willow flycatcher

population data; the only others are the Santa

Margarita and Kern rivers in southern

California.

Methods

Our monitoring program invohed intensive

surveys of about 450 km (280 mi) of the

Colorado River in Arizona between Glen

Canyon Dam (Lake Powell) and upper Lake

Mead. This portion of the river flows from ele-

vation 945 m (3,100 ft) at the dam to 365 m
( 1.200 ft) at Lake Mead. We walked through or

tloated along all potential southwestern willow

flycatcher habitat patches along the river corri-

dor and looked and listened for willow tly-

V^-

'"W-y.

Fig. 3. Surveyor broadcasting

taped vocalizations and looking for

response from willow flycatchers.

^^

catchers. Although willow flycatchers look very
similar to several other llycatchers, they can be

readily identified by their distinctive "tltz-bew"

song. To increase the chance of detecting resi-

dent llycatchers. we played a tape recording of

willow flycatcher songs and calls (Fig. 3) as we
moved through our survey areas. This technique

usually elicits a response from any resident

southwestern willow flycatchers that may be

present (Tibbitts et al. 1994). We conducted sur-

veys from May through July at about 160 habi-

tat patches each year (1992 and 1993). and

made repeated trips to each site (Sogge et al.

1993).

Status and Trends

Surveys conducted between 1982 and 1991

looked only at the upper 1 14 km (71 mi) of the

river and counted primarily singing males.

Within this same stretch, we detected only two

singing male willow flycatchers in 1992, and

three in 1993. These willow flycatchers were

found only in the dense riparian habitat domi-

nated by tamarisk, but including some willows

along the river corridor above 860 m (2,800 ft)

elevation. The breeding population of south-

western willow llycatchers in the Grand

Canyon was very low: we found only one nest

in 1992, and only three in 1993. Worse yet, each

of the three 1993 willow flycatcher nests was

brood-parasitized by brown-headed cowbirds

(Molothnis (Iter), and none produced young
willow flycatchers. With such a small breeding

population, and the potential for severe loss of

breeding effoil due to cowbirds. there is con-

cern over the continued survival of the species
within Grand Canyon.

Based on comparison with past willow fly-

catcher surveys in the Grand Canyon (river mi

0-71: Brown' 1988, 1991), willow flycatchers
have declined since the mid-1980"s (Fig. 4).

Because we could conduct more surveys and

our methods were more likely to detect fly-

catchers than the pre- 1992 surveys (conducted

without using tape playback), the population
decline of the southwestern willow flycatcher in

Grand Canyon may be even more dramatic than

our data indicate.

We did find willow flycatchers in areas of

the river corridor where surveys had not been

previously conducted: three in 1992 and five in

1993. Two other willow flycatchers were also

found during separate bird studies on the river

corridor. These birds were found in tamarisk

(above 530 m; 1,900 ft) or willow (below 530

m; 1,900 ft) habitats. None of these willow fly-

catchers established territories or bred, howev-

er, and most were probably migrants simply

passing through the area (Sogge et al. 1993).
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Fig. 4. Tlic luimhers of singing male soulhwestcrn wilKm

tlycalchers and flycatcher nests detected in the Grand

Canyon (river mi to 71). 1982-9.^. Dotted lines represent

years when surveys were not conducted.

The lov\ bleeding population, historical

declines, and potentially limited piodLictivily in

the Grand Canyon retlect the plight of the

southwestern willow flycatcher throughout its

range. Declines have been noted virtually

everywhere the flycatcher occurs, and threats to

its survival are widespread and immediate. As

human activities such as urbanization, water

diversion, agriculture, and grazing in riparian

areas continue in the Southwest, so do the loss

and alteration of riparian habitat. Vital winter-

ing habitat in Mexico and Central America is

also being lost to similar human activities.

Brood parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds

is another significant threat to southwestern wil-

low tlycatchers within the Grand Canyon and in

many other areas. In fact, cowbirds may be one

of the greatest threats in areas where breeding
habitat is protected, such as the Grand Canyon
and other national parks and protected areas.

Cowbirds lay their eggs in the nests of other

birds (the host), who subsequently abandon the

nests or raise the cowbird chicks. Female cow-

birds will sometimes remove or destroy host

eggs, and cowbird chicks often monopolize the

parental care of the hosts. Thus, cowbird para-

sitism can reduce the number of host young pro-

duced, and in some cases, cowbirds may be the

only young successfully raised by the host.

Such effects have been recorded for southwest-

em willow flycatchers in the Grand Canyon and

in other areas as well (Federal Register 1993).

Conversely, control and removal of cowbirds

have resulted in local increases in southwestern

willow flycatchers and other songbirds.
Cowbird brood parasitism is related to riparian

loss and fragmentation because cowbird para-

sitism is highest in fragmented habitats.

The southwestern willow flycatcher is a

unique and valuable part of the riparian com-

munity in the Southwest. Although recent and

planned future surveys provide important status

and distributional information on the flycatcher

in the Grand Canyon and a few other areas with-

in Arizona, there is a critical need for basic sur-

veys and ecological research (including the

effect of brown-headed cowbirds) on this

species throughout most of its range, particular-

ly in New Mexico, southern Utah, and

Colorado. As a riparian obligate species whose
continued existence is directly tied to the future

of our remaining riparian habitats, its precarious
status and historic decline help illustrate the

need for riparian preservation and management.
Such management is important not only for the

southwestern willow flycatcher, but also for all

plant and animal species that make up and

depend on these valuable riparian areas.
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Mammals

Overview Many mammalian popula-
tion studies have been ini-

tiated to determine a species' biological or eco-

logical status because of its perceived econom-

ic importance, its abundance, its threatened or

endangered state, or because it is viewed as our

competitor. As a result, data on mammalian

populations in North America have been

amassed by researchers, naturalists, trappers,

farmers, and land managers for years.

Inventory and monitoring programs that pro-

duce data about the status and trends of mam-
malian populations are significant for many rea-

sons. One of the most important reasons, how-

ever, is that as fellow members of the most

advanced class of organisms in the animal king-

dom, the condition of mammal populations
most closely reflects our condition. In essence,

mammalian species are significant biological

indicators for assessing the overall health of

advanced organisms in an ecosystem.
Habitat changes, pailicularly those initiated

by humans, have profoundly affected wildlife

populations in North America. Though Native

Americans used many wildlife species for food,

clothing, and trade, their agricultural and land-

use practices usually had minimal adverse

effects on mammal populations during the pre-

European settlement era. In general, during the

post-Columbian era, most North American

mammalian populations significantly declined,

primarily because of their inability to adapt and

compete with early European land-use practices

and pressures.

Habitat modification and destruction during
the settlement of North America occurred very

slowly initially. Advances in agriculture and

engineering accelerated the loss or modification

of habitats that were critical to many species in

climax communities. These landscape transfor-

mations often occurred before we had any

knowledge of how these environmental changes
would affect native flora and fauna. Habitat

alterations were almost always economically
driven and in the absence of land-use regula-

tions and conservation measures many species

were extiipated.

In addition to rapid and sustained habitat and

landscape changes from agricultural and silvi-

cultural practices, other factors such as unregu-
lated hunting and trapping, indiscriminate

predator and pest control, and urbanization also

contributed significantly to the decline of once-

bountiful mammalian populations. These prac-

tices, individually and collectively, have been

directly conelated with the decline or extinction

of many sensitive species.

The turn of the century brought a new focus

on conservation efforts in this country.

Populations of some species, such as the white-

Science Editor
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tailed deer {Odocoileus viri>iiiiii)iiis). showed

marked recovery after regulatory and conserva-

tion strategies began. Ardent wildlife manage-
ment and conservation programs, started pri-

marily for game species, have increased our

knowledge and understanding of species and

habitat interactions. Conservation programs
have also positively affected many species that

share habitat with the target species the pro-

grams are designed to aid. To complement these

efforts, however, integrated regulatory legisla-

tion and conservation policies that specifically

help sustain nontarget species and their habitats

are still imperative.

The increased emphasis on the importance
of managing for biological diversity and adopt-

ing an ecosystem approach to management has

enhanced our efforts to move from resource-

management practices that are oriented to sin-

gle species to strategies that focus on the long-

term conser\ation of native populations and

their natural habitats. Thus, an integrated and

comprehensive inventory and monitoring pro-

gram that coordinates data on the status and

trends of our natural resources is critical to suc-

cessfully manage habitats that support a diverse

array of plant and animal species.

This section provides knowledge on the sta-

tus and trends of some higher vertebrate species
that occupy some of this country's most diverse

ecosystems. Many articles discuss historical

and present species distribution, while others

discuss the need for further research to fill our

gaps of knowledge regarding the species. The

articles cover a range of mammal species, some
that have benefited greatly from past conserva-

tion efforts, and others that are now threatened

or endangered, with the effort to recover them

just beginning. Some species have been directly

affected by habitat loss or modification, others

by past hunting and trapping pressures.

We should not forget that our survival

depends on wildlife, particularly higher verte-

brates, nor should we forget that the status of

wildlife populations serves as an advance indi-

cator of overall environmental quality.

Marine
Mammals

hy

Anne Kinsinger
National Biological Service

Summarizedfrom National

Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (1994)

At
least .^5 species of marine mammals are

lound along the U.S. Atlantic coast and in

the Gulf of Mexico: 2 seal species. I manatee,

and 32 species of whales, dolphins, and por-

poises (see Table 1 for status of selected

species). Seven of these species are listed as

endangered under the Endangered Species Act

(ESA). At least 50 species of marine mammals
are found in U.S. Pacific waters: 11 species of

seals and sea lions; walrus; polar bear; sea otter;

and 36 species of whales, dolphins, and por-

poises; 1 1 species are listed as endangered or

threatened under the ESA (see Table 2 for the

status of .selected species).

Table I. Status of selected Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coast species of marine niammaf

Species and geographic area Abundance Status Trends
Official status in

designated U.S. waters

Fin whale, NE U S 5,200

Humpback whale, NWAtlantic 5,100(2.888-8,112)

350
Northern right whale, NW
Atlantic

Pilot whales, NE U.S.

Bottlenose dolphin

NE U.S. coastal type

Unknown

NE U.S. offshore type

Gulf of Mexico (offshore and

coastal types)

Whitesided dolphin, NE U.S.

Spotted dolphin, NE US
Harbor porpoise. Gull of Maine 47,200

Harbor seal. NE US 26,000

Beaked whales (six species in

U.S. waters)

Unknown

10.000-13,000

35.000-45,000

27,600

200

Unknown

Unknown

Possibly 65% of 1850

population

Probably <5°o of original

number

Unknown

Possibly down by 50%

1987-88

Unknown

Possibly down by 50°i

1987-88

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Endangered'

Endangered'

Endangered'

Unknown Depleted"

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Increasing

Proposed as threatened'

Unknown

"Endangered Species Act.

"Marine Mammal Protection Acf

NMFS Assessments

The National Marine Fisheries Service

(NMFS). an agency within the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), con-

ducts research and status studies on many of

these marine mammals under the authorities of

the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and

Management Act, the Marine Mammal
Protecnion Act (MMPA), and the ESA. The

results of the status sur\eys include information

required by the MMPA and the ESA on abun-

dance (population size); status (as compared
with historical levels or current viability); trends

(changes in abundance); and status in U.S.

waters. These results, published annually by
NOAA, are the basis for this summary (NOAA
1994).

Estimates of abundance in U.S. waters are

available for many, though not all, marine mam-
mal species. Information on status and trends,

however, is extremely limited because so little is

known of the basic life history of many marine

mammal species that scientists can determine

neither status nor whether a population estimate

represents a healthy, sustainable population.

Moreover, long-term trends in many populations

cannot be determined because historical popula-
tion data are not available.

The NMFS provides assessments for 139

stocks (i.e., populations of species or groups of

species that are treated together for manage-
ment) of marine mammals; the status of 120

stocks is unknown, and trend data are only
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available for 19 stocks. The recently reautho-

rized MMPA requires the NMFS to conduct

periodic assessments of marine mammal stocks

that occur in U.S. waters, For this reason, better

status and trends data are likely to become

available over the next few years.

Abimdance and status data for selected

marine mammals are summarized in Table I

(Atlantic species) and Table 2 (Pacific species).

Trend data are mixed, but a number of conser-

vation success stories have come from marine

mammals. The bowhead and grey whales have

shown significant population increases, as have

California sea lions, the northem elephant seal,

harbor seals in California, Oregon, Washington,
and the Northeast, and the southern sea otter.

These increases are largely the result of prohi-

bition of commercial whaling by the

International Whaling Commission (IWCl and

by protection enacted under the MMPA and

ESA. Other marine mammal populations, such

as the Steller sea lion and the common dolphin
in the eastern tropical Pacific, are still declining.

Causes of decline in marine mammal popula-
tions include bycatch associated with commer-

cial fishing, illegal killings, strandings, entan-

glement, disease, ship strikes, altered food

sources, and possibly exposure to contaminants.

Table 2. Status ol selected PacifiL ciiast species of iiianne mammals

Population Trends

Whales

The eastern North Pacific stock of grey
whale (Eschrichtius robustus) is rising (Fig, 1 )

and is one success story in species restoration.

The NMFS estimates that the historical popula-
tions of grev whales in 1896 were around

15,000-20"!^00b. While current population levels

are below the estimated carrying capacity of

24,000, they appear higher than historical levels

and represent a substantial gain. The population

growth rate between 1968 and 1988 was 3.3%

per year. After 3 years of review, on 15 June

1994. this species was removed from protection

(delisted) under the ESA, an indication of suc-

cessful management.

8 20
°

rio da»a

Species and area Abundance Status Trends
Official status in des-

ignated U.S. waters

Fin wliale

Humpback whale. E

Pacific

Northern right wtiale

Bowhead whale, W.

Arctic

Grey whale

935

-1,400

Unknown

7,500

20,869(19,200-

22,700)

Unknown

Probably less than 1 5% of

1850 population

Unknown

About 40% of 1848

population size

Recovered to tiislorical 1845

abundance levels

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Increasing at 3. 1%/yr,

1978-88

Increasing at 3 3%/yr,

1968-88

Endangered'

Endangered"

Endangered'

Endangered"

Removed from ESA

listing June 1994

E. tropical Pacific dolphins
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10,000. NMFS believes that human influences

sueh as ship strikes and net entanglements are

affecting about 60% of the population. The

agency notes that the annual loss of even a sin-

gle right whale has measurable effect on the

population, by greatly inhibiting recovery of the

species.

Dolphins and Porpoises

The coastal migratory stock of Atlantic bot-

tlenose dolphin {Tiirsiops inmcutus) is listed as

depleted under the MMPA (Table 1). This

coastal stock incurred a loss of up to 50% dur-

ing a 1987-88 die-off. Long-term trends are

unknown, but the stock may require as many as

50 years to recover.

Harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoeua)
occur on both U.S. coasts and are faring rela-

tively well. The northwestern Atlantic harbor

poipoise is found from Newfoundland, Canada.

to Florida. The NMFS 1991-92 population esti-

mate of the Gulf of Maine population is 47,200

(Table 1 ), but estimates of abundance for other

populations do not exist. NMFS has found that

harbor porpoise mortality from sink gill-net

fisheries along the east coast of North America

from Canada to North Carolina appears large

compared with the species" natural reproduction

rates. Management actions are being taken to

address this issue, but long-term trends are

unknown. On the west coast. NMFS's com-

bined population estimate for northern

California, Oregon, and Washington coastal

stocks is 45.713.

The NMFS assesses 10 stocks of eastern

tropical Pacific dolphins. Although population
trends for most populations cannot be detected,

the northeastern stocks of offshore spotted dol-

phin and the common dolphin may be declining

(Table 2). These two stocks, as well as the east-

em spinner and the striped dolphin, are inciden-

tally taken in the international fishery for yel-

lowfin tuna in the tropical Pacific waters off

Mexico and Central America. Although mortali-

ty has been reduced in recent years, populations
are still declining, or at best not increasing.

Seals and Sea Lions

According to the NMFS. harbor .seal iPhoca

vitulina) populations have increased recently

throughout much of their range because of pro-

tection by the MMPA. Recent NMFS surveys
estimate that at least 26.000 harbor seals inhabit

the Gulf of Maine (Table 1 ). Populations of

California harbor seals are also increasing; a

recent survey resulted in a count of about 23.000

harbor seals residing in the Channel Islands and

along the California mainland (Table 2). an

increase from about 12.000 in 1983. The popu-
lation of harbor seals in Oregon and Washington
has been estimated at 45.700, and is also

increasing. Harbor seal counts in the Central

Gulf of Alaska, however, have declined signifi-

cantly in the past two decades; numbers are cur-

rently estimated by NOAA at 63,000 seals.

The northern fur seal iCulUtrhinus ursinus)

is considered depleted under the MMPA.
Production on one of its major breeding areas.

Alaska's Pribilof Islands, dropped more than

60% between 1955 and 1980, but has since sta-

bilized. The cunent population is less than 40%
of the mid-1950"s level; no significant trend in

the Pribilof Islands population has been noted

since 1983 (Table 2).

The northern sea lion or Steller sea lion

[Eiimetopias jiihutiis) is listed as threatened

under the ESA. Species numbers have declined

shaiply throughout its range in the last 34 years

(Table 2). The number of adults and juveniles in

U.S. waters dropped from 154.000 in 1960 to

40,000 in 1992. a reduction of 73%. Most of

this decline occuned in Alaska waters, and is

believed due to a combination of factors,

including incidental kills, illegal shooting,

changes in prey availability and biomass, and

perhaps other unidentified factors.

The U.S. population of California sea lions

(Zaiophiis caUfomiamis) is increasing at a rate

of about 10% annually. In 1990. NMFS esti-

mated that the U.S. population was 111,000

individuals (Table 2). A number of human-relat-

ed interactions, such as incidental take during

fishing, entanglement, illegal killing, and pollu-

tants, result in sea lion deaths.
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The
Indiana bat {Myotis sodalis) is an endan-

gered species that occurs throughout much

of the eastern United States (Fig. I ). Although
bats are sometimes viewed with disdain, they

are of considerable ecological and economic

importance. Bats consume a diet consisting

largely of nocturnal insects and thereby are a

natural control for both agricultural pests and

insects that are annoying to humans.

Furthermore, many forms of cave life depend

upon nutrients brought into caves by bats in the

form of guano or feces (Missouri Department of

Conservation 1991).

•
Priority 1 liibernacuia

'

D Range of bat

Fig. 1. Range of tlie Indiana bat and locations of Priority

1 liibernacuia [see text for definition.s).

Indiana bats use distinctly different habitats

during summer and winter. In winter, bats con-

gregate in a few large caves and mines for hiber-

nation and have a more restricted distribution

than at other times of the year. Nearly 85% of

the known population winters in only seven

caves and mines in Missouri. Indiana, and

Kentucky, and approximately one-half of the

population uses only two of these hibemacula.

In spring, females migrate north from their

hibemacula and form maternity colonies in pre-

dominantly agricultural areas of Missouri,

Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan. These

colonies, consisting of 50 to 150 adults and

their young, normally roost under the loose bark

of dead, large-diameter trees throughout sum-

mer; however, living shagbark hickories (Cciiya

ovata) and tree cavities are also used occasion-

ally (Humphrey et al. 1977; Gardner etal. 1991;

Callahan 1993; Kurta et al. 1993).

As a consequence of their limited distribu-

tion, specific summer and winter habitat

requirements, and tendency to congregate in

large numbers during winter. Indiana bats are

particularly vulnerable to rapid population
reductions resulting from habitat change, envi-

ronmental contaminants, and other human dis-

turbances (Brady et al. 1983). Additionally,

because females produce only one young per

year, recovery following a population reduction

occurs slowly. Concerns arising froin the high

potential vulnerability and slow recovery rate

have led to a long-term population monitoring
effort for this species.

Bat Census Design

The first rangewide census of wintering
Indiana bats was made in 1975. All subsequent

population data were gathered according to

standardized cave census techniques established

by the Indiana Bat Recovery Team in 1983

(Brady et al. 1983). Data presented in this arti-

cle are based upon counts made at 2-year inter-

vals at Priority I hibemacula, which are caves

where winter populations exceeding 30,000

bats have been recorded. We chose to use data

only from Priority I caves because they contain

the majority of bats in the population. During
midwinter cave censuses, bats hanging singly

and in small clusters of up to 25 were counted

indi\ idually. The number of bats in larger clus-

ters was determined by multiplying the surface

area of the cluster by bat density (Fig. 2).

Bat Populations: Trends and

Recovery Prospects

Before the I970"s. the population status of

Indiana bats was poorly understood because the

locations of many of their winter hibemacula

were unknown, and the counts that were con-

ducted were made irregularly and inconsistent-

ly. The 1975 census established a benchmark of

nearly 450.000 bats using Piiority 1 hibemacu-

la. Since 1983 the number of bats tallied has

declined significantly, reaching a low of

347,890 during the most recent census in 1993

(Fig. 3).

Indiana Bats

by

Ronald D. Drobney
National Biological Service

Richard L. Clawsoii

Missouri Department of
Conser\'ation

Fig. 2. Hibernating cluster of Indiana bats
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Fig. 3. State and national trends
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Althotigh the national trend indicates a 22*^

decline during the past 10 years, this decrease

has mn been consistent across the species" win-

ter range (Fig. 3). Most of the decrease in the

lO-year national census results can be account-

ed for by a precipitous .^4'7r decline in the num-
ber of bats counted in Missouri. A more favor-

able pattern has been noted in Indiana, where

numbers have increased, and in Kentucky,
where the population has remained relatively

stable.

Recovery efforts have included placing gates
or fences across cave entrances to eliminate dis-

turbances to hibernating bats. These exclusion

devices have not halted population declines,

suggesting that other factors are negatively

influencing bat populations.

Another potential threat is the loss of habitat

used by maternity colonies. Maternity roost

sites in dead trees exposed to sunlight and locat-

ed in upland forests and near streams are partic-

ularly important. Losses of these sites through
streamside deforestation and stream channeliza-

tion pose significant threats to population

recovery.

Pesticides and other en\ ironmenial contami-

nants represent additional hazards. Indiana bats

are exposed to lingering residues of chlorinated

hydrocarbon pesticides such as aldiln and hep-
tachlor. These products have been banned since

the l97(J"s. but persist in the soil and in insects

upon which bats feed. Potential detrimental

effects of the new generation of pesticides,

including organophosphates, are unknown.

The long-term prognosis for Indiana bat

populations is uncertain. The fact that wintering

populations appear to be increasing in Indiana

and are remaining relatively stable in Kentucky

provides the basis for some optimism. A better

understanding of their summer habitat require-
ments and factors affecting survival and repro-
duction is needed so that more effective recov-

ery efforts can be fomiulated. It is important to

recognize, however, that even if the factors that

are negatively influencing Indiana bat popula-
tions are removed, recovery will occur slowly
because this species has a low reproductive rate.
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The
gray wolf (G//;/.v lupus) originally occu-

pied all habitats in North America north of

about 20° north latitude (in Mexico), except for

the southeastern United States, where the red

wolf (C. rufus) lived. By I960 the wolf was

exterminated by federal and state governments
from all of the United States except Alaska and

northern Minnesota. Until recently. 24 sub-

species of the gray wolf were recognized for

North America, including 8 in the contiguous
48 states. After the gray wolf was listed as an

endangered species in 1967, recovery plans
were developed for the eastern timber wolf (C./.

lycaon). the northern Rocky Mountain wolf

(C.l. irremotus). and the Mexican wolf (C/. bcii-

le}i). The other subspecies in the contiguous
United States were considered extinct.

The Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery Plan

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1992) set as cri-

teria for recovery the following conditions: a

viable wolf population in Minnesota consisting
of at least 200 animals, and either a population
of at least 100 wolves in the United States with-

in 160 km (100 tni) of the Minnesota popula-

tion, or a population of at least 200 wolves if

farther than 160 km (100 mi) from the

Minnesota population. The Northern Rocky
Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 1987) defined recovery as

when at least 10 breeding pairs of wolves inhab-

it each of three specified areas in the noilhern

Rockies for 3 successive years. The Mexican

Wolf Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service 1982) called for a self-sustaining popu-
lation of at least 100 Mexican wolves in a

12,800-kni- (4,941-mi-) range.

A recent revision of wolf subspecies in

North America (Nowak 1994), however,

reduced the number of subspecies originally

occupying the contiguous 48 states from eight

to four. It classified the wolf currently inhabit-

ing northern Montana as being C.l. occidental-

is. primarily a Canadian and Alaskan wolf. It

considered C.l. nuhilus to be the wolf remaining
in most of the range of the former northern

Rocky Mountain wolf and the present range of

the eastern timber wolf: this leaves the eastern

timber wolf extinct in its former U.S. range, sur-
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viving now only in southeastern Canada. The
new classification may have implications for the

recovery criteria propounded by the Eastern

Timber Wolf and Northern Rocky Mountain
Wolf recovery plans. The reclassification did

not change the status of the Mexican wolf.

This article is based on a review of the liter-

ature and recent personal communications.
Most of the studies cited depended primarily on

the use of aerial radio-tracking and observation

(Mech 1974: Mech et al. 1988).

Population Status by Region

Lake Superior Region

After wolves were protected in 1974 by the

Endangered Species Act of 1973. their numbers
and distribution in Minnesota increased, and

indi\iduals began recolonizing Wisconsin

(Mech and Nowak 1981). The population
increased in Wisconsin and began recolonizing

Michigan (Hammill 1993). The Minnesota pop-
ulation increased at about 3% per year (Fuller et

al. 1992); its distribution continues to increase

(Paul 1994). The best estimate of its cunent size

is 1.740-2.030 wolves. Wisconsin and mainland

Michigan each supported an estimated 30+
wolves in early 1994 (A. P. Wydeven. Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources, personal
communication; J. Hammill, Michigan
Department of Natural Resources, personal
communication), and Isle Roy ale National Park

about 14 wolves (Peterson 1994).

As wolves increased in Minnesota, they also

began dispersing westward into North and South

Dakota (Licht and Fritts 1994). The only records

from these states involve 10 wolves killed from
1981 through 1992, but the possibility remains

that small populations may occur in some of the

more remote areas. Sufficient prey certainly exist

there, so if dispersing wolves from Minnesota
and Manitoba are not killed by humans, they
should be able to breed and start populations.

Western United States

Wolves were virtually absent in the western

United States (other than an occasional animal

that disperses from Canada) from the mid-

1930"s through 1980 (Ream and Mattson 1982).

The nearest breeding population through this

period was probably in Banff National Park,

Alberta. Wolves were completely protected in

extreme southeastern British Columbia in the

1960's (Pletscher et al. 1991). This led to recol-

onization of the area and adjacent northwestern

Montana, and in 1986 a den was documented in

Glacier National Park, Montana (Ream et al,

1989). This population, which straddles the

Canadian border, has since grown to four packs
and about 45 wolves.

Three breeding packs have been reported

elsewhere in western Montana (Fritts el a

1994), all probably founded by animals that dis-

persed from Glacier National Park.

Additionally, an animal that dispersed from

Glacier is in northeastern Idaho, and a wolf shot

in 1992 just south of Yellowstone National Park

was genetically related to Glacier wolves (Fritts

et al. 1994). Animals that have dispersed, pri-

marily from the Glacier area, have begun back-

filling the area between Glacier National Park

and Jasper National Park, Alberta (Boyd et al.

1994). This connection to larger wolf popula-
tions in Canada will enhance the viability of the

U.S. population.

Although occasional wolves have been

sighted in Wyoming and Washington and
numerous sightings have been reported from

central Idaho, no reproduction has been docu-

mented in these states, with the possible excep-
tion of litters in Washington in 1990 (S.H.

Fritts, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, personal

communication). An environmental impact
statement on the reintroduction of wolves to

Yellowstone and central Idaho was completed
in early 1994.

Factors Impeding Wolf Recovery

In small populations, the death of any indi-

vidual can seriously impede recovery, meaning
that factors that may not affect larger popula-
tions may hinder recovery of smaller ones. Such

factors hindering the recovery of wolves include

illegal and accidental killing of wolves by
humans, canine parvovirus (Mech and Goyal
1993: Johnson et al. 1994; Wydeven et al.

1994), sarcoptic mange (A. P. Wydeven et al.,

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources,

personal communication), possibly Lyme dis-

ease (Thieking et al. 1992), and heartworm

{Dirofilaria immitis: Mech and Fritts 1987). Of
these, only killing by humans is subject to

human control.

I
Gray wolf iCaiiis lupus).
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Future Outlook

All wolf populations in the contiguous 48

states are increasing. Minnesota wolves occupy
all suitable areas there and even have been col-

onizing agricultural regions where the Eastern

Timber Wolf Recovery Team felt they should

not be (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1992).

Thus, in 1993. the Department of Agriculture's
Animal Damage Control Program destroyed a

record 139 wolves for livestock depredation
control (Paul 1994). As wolf populations con-

tinue to grow in other newly colonized areas,

there may be an increasing need for control of

those wolves preying on livestock (Fritts 1993).

Because the public has so strongly supported
wolf recovery and reintroduction. it may be dif-

ficult for many to understand the need for con-

trol. Thus, strong efforts at public education

will be required.
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Habitat
loss, habitat fragmentation, and

unrestricted harvest have significantly

changed the distribution and abundance of

black bears {Ursus americaniis) in North
America since colonial settlement. Although
bears have been more carefully managed in the

last 50 years and harvest levels are limited,

threats from habitat alteration and fragmenta-
tion still exist and are particularly acute in the

southeastern United States. In addition, the

increased efficiency in hunting techniques and
the illegal trade in bear parts, especially gall

bladders, have raised concerns about the effect

of poaching on some bear populations. Because

bears have low reproductive rates, their popula-
tions recover more slowly from losses than do

those of most other North American mammals.
Black bear populations are difficult to inven-

tory and monitor because the animals occur in

relatively low densities and are secretive by
nature. Black bears are an important game
species in many states and Canada and are an

important component of their ecosystems. It is

important that they be continuously and careful-

ly monitored to ensure their continued exis-

tence.
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Black Bear Survey Data

Information on the distribution and status of

black bears in North America came from sever-

al unpublished reports and scientific publica-

tions. Tntjfu- USA (McCracken et al. 1995)

reports periodically on the status of black bears

in North America. Two reports on the status and

conservation of the bears of the world were pre-

sented at meetings of the International

Conference on Bear Research and Management
in 1970 and 1989 (Cowan 1972; Senheen

1990). Finally, much of the information for this

report is from data collected by survey for a

report by the International Union for the

Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources/Species Survival Commission

(lUCN/SSC) Bear Specialist Group (Pelton et

al. 1994).

Range and Status

Black bears historically ranged over most of

the forested regions of North America, includ-

ing all Canadian provinces, Alaska, all states in

the conterminous United States, and significant

portions of northern Mexico (Hall 1981; Fig. 1 ).

Their current distribution is restricted to rela-

tively undisturbed forested regions (Pelton

1982; Pelton et al. 1994; Fig. 2). Black bears

can still be found throughout Canada with the

exception of Prince Edward Island (extirpated

in 1937), and in at least 40 of the 50 states; their

status in Mexico is uncertain (Leopold 1959;

Fig. 2).

In the eastern United States black bear range
is continuous throughout New England but

becomes increasingly fragmented from the mid-

Atlantic down through the Southeast (Maehr

1984). In the Southeast, most populations are

now restricted to the Appalachian mountain

chain or to coastal areas intemiittently in all

states from Virginia to Louisiana (J. Wooding,
Florida Freshwater Fish and Game
Commission, unpublished data).

Recently, 1 1 Canadian provinces and territo-

ries reported stable black bear populations, and

10 provinces and territories estimated popula-
tion sizes totaling about 359,000-373,000

(Pelton et al. 1994; McCracken et al. 1995;

Table 1 ). Bears are legally harvested in all

Canadian provinces and territories; total annual

mortality from all sources (e.g., hunting, road

kills, nuisance kills) is estimated at more than

23.000 (Pelton etal. 1994).

Province
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Table 2. Popukilion estimate^ and

trends of American black bears in

the United States (adapted from

Peltonet af 1W4).

and Texas; rare in Missouri; and protected in

Kentucky. They are unclassified in Connecticut.

The lemainder of the 40 states responding to the

survey classify black bears as a game species

(Table 2). In 1970 Arizona and Nevada listed

black bears as a protected species and Texas

listed them as game (Cowan 1972); thus the cur-

rent classifications (Table 2) represent an

upgrade in status for Arizona and Nevada and a

downgrade for Texas. The status of bears in all

remaining states covered in both surveys

remained essentially unchanged.
The Southern Appalachian Region

(Tennessee. North Carolina, South Carolina,

and Georgia) is an area of special concern, and

bear populations there have been routinely

monitored since the late 1960"s by the Southern

Appalachian Bear Study Group. Initial esti-

mates placed the population at 2.000-2.500

bears. The establishment of a network of black

bear sanctuaries in the 1970"s. scattered

throughout the national forests in North

Carolina. Tennessee, and Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, provided protection

State
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Grizzly
bears (Ursiis arctos) once roamed

over most of the western United States from

the high plains to the Pacific coast (Fig. I ). hi the

Great Plains, they seem to have favored areas

near rivers and streams, where conflict with

humans was also likely. These grassland griz-

zlies also probably spent considerable time

searching out and consuming bison that died

from drowning, birthing, or winter starvation,

and so were undoubtedly affected by the elimi-

nation of bison from most of the Great Plains in

the late 1800"s. They are potential competitors

for most foods valued by humans, including

domesticated livestock and agricultural crops,

and under ceitain limited conditions are also a

potential threat to human safety. For these and

other reasons, grizzly bears in the United States

were vigorously sought out and killed by

European settlers in the 1800's and early 1900's.

Between 1850 and 1920 grizzlies were elim-

inated from 95% of their original range, with

extirpation occurring earliest on the Great Plains

and later in remote mountainous areas (Fig. la).

Unregulated killing of grizzlies continued in

most places through the 1950"s and resulted in a

further 52'7f decline in their range between 1920

and 1970 (Fig. lb). Grizzlies survived this last

period of slaughter only in remote wildeiTiess

areas larger than 26.000 km- (10.000 mi-|.

Altogether, grizzly bears were eliminated from

98% of their original range in the contiguous
United States during a 100-year period.

Because of this dramatic decline and the

uncertain status of grizzlies in areas where they

had survived, their populations in the contiguous

United States were listed as threatened under the

Endangered Species Act in 1975. High levels of

grizzly bear mortality in the Yellowstone area

during the early 1970"s were also a major impe-
tus for this listing. Grizzly bears persist as iden-

tifiable populations in five areas (Fig. lb): the

Northern Continental Divide. Greater

Yellowstone. Cabinet-Yaak. Selkirk, and North

Cascade ecosystems. All these populations

except Yellowstone's have some connection with

grizzlies in southern Canada, although the cur-

rent status and future prospects of Canadian

bears are subject to debate. The U.S. portions of

these five populations exist in designated recov-

ery areas, where they receive full protection of

the Endangered Species Act.

Grizzlies potentially occur in two other areas:

the San Juan Mountains of southern Colorado

and the Bitterroot ecosystein of Idaho and

Montana. There are no plans for augmenting or

recovering grizzlies in the San Juan Mountains.

and serious consideration is being given to rein-

troducing grizzlies into the Bitterroots as an

"experimental nonessential" population.

1890

Distribution in 1850

I Distribution in 1920

NCE SE
rrT^~-° CYE

Q
NCDE
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Table. Recent population and

trend estimates for areas in the

contiguous United States occupied
or potentially occupied by griz/ly

bears (NCDE — Northern

Continental Divide ecosystem,
GYE — Greater Yellowstone

ecosystem, CYE — Cabinet-Yaak

ecosystem, C — Cabinet portion

only (959c confidence interval),

SE — Selkirk ecosystem, NCE —
North Cascades ecosystem. BE —
Bitterroot ecosystem, SJE — San

Juan ecosvstem).

Status and Trends

Recent reseaicli in the Nonhem Continental

Divide, Yellowstone, and Selkirk ecosystems
has produced growth and size estimates for

these grizzly bear populations. Study results,

however, have been compromised by either

small sample sizes, incomplete coverage, or

possibly unrepresentative samples. These types

of studies are also relatively expensive and

require the capture and radio tagging of bears,

although without the aid of radio tagging, it is

even more difficult to directly count or other-

wise monitor grizzly bear populations in their

extensive, typically forested, ranges.

Because of these difficulties, we have only

rough estimates of size for U.S, grizzly bear

populations. Many grizzlies exist only in the

Northern Continental Divide and Yellowstone

ecosystems. We can be confident that there are

at least 175 bears in the Northern Continental

Divide ecosystem and 142 in the Yellowstone

ecosystem, and a minimum of about 360 in the

entire contiguous United States (Table), On the

other hand, it is unlikely that more than 75 ani-

mals inhabit each of the Cabinet-Yaak. Selkirk,

and North Cascade populations.

We have few reliable estimates of population
trends for the same reasons that we have few

reliable estimates of population size. In most

cases we do not have any information on trends

or the populations are so small (as in the

Selkirks) that the death of only a few individu-

als can turn a growing population into a declin-

ing one (Table). Current best estimates for the

Northern Continental Di\ide and Yellowstone

Minitnuin

population estimate

Population estitriate

assuming 60% sightability^

Area Average (mean) Range (95% CI) Average (mean) Range (95% CI) Trend estimate'' Long-term viability

NCDEC
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rules of thumb for population viability. Clearly,

the small populations of the North Cascade.

Selkirk, and Bittenoot ecosystems, the San

Juan Mountains, and the U.S. portion of the

Cabinet- Yaak ecosystem are not viable.

Although the North Cascade ecosystem is close

to 26.000 km- (10,000 mi-), its prospects are

compromised by its isolation, even from popu-
lations in Canada. Similarly, although the

Cabinet-Yaak and Selkirk populations can

potentially receive bears that have dispersed

from other populations, their 5,200-km- (2.000-

mi-) ranges are within the size boundaries of

many U.S. populations that went extinct

between 1920 and 1970 (Fig. 2) and are similar

to those of European populations that appear to

be declining toward extinction.

Prospects for the larger Northern

Continental Divide and Greater Yellowstone

populations are better but still uncertain. The

Yellowstone population is probably no larger

than 420 animals (Table) and is very isolated,

making its long-term status tenuous. The

Northern Continental Divide population proba-

bly has the best prospects because it is the

largest population, in the largest area, and with-

in the range of movement of other grizzly bear

populations. Nonetheless, even this population
is near the thresholds of 450 animals and the

26,000-km- (10,000-mi-) range size historical-

ly associated with persistence of grizzlies in the

United States and Europe.
The prognosis for the Selkirk. Cabinet-Yaak.

and Northern Continental Divide populations

might be improved if their connections with

Canadian grizzly populations were considered.

These southern Canadian grizzlies, however, do

not have protection comparable to the U.S.

Endangered Species Act and. outside of national

parks, they are all hunted. There is also serious

debate over the status of Canadian grizzly popu-

lations, especially in southwest Alberta and the

northern Selkirks. Thus, there is no evidence that

Canadian grizzlies will guarantee the long-temi

survival of neighboring U.S. populations.

Implications

Since listing of the species under the

Endangered Species Act in 1975, populations

have probably stabilized in the Yellowstone and

Northern Continental Divide ecosystems. Little if

any of the former range has been reoccupied.

however, and five of seven potential or existing

populations do not have optimistic prospects, and

even the two largest populations remain at risk.

About 88% of all grizzly bears that have

been studied and died within the United States

during the last 20 years were killed by humans,

both legally and illegally. Humans remain the

almost exclusive source of grizzly mortality.

despite protection under the Endangered

Species Act. Improved protection of these pop-
ulations is accordingly dependent upon reduc-

ing the frequency of contact between grizzly

bears and humans, primarily by managing lev-

els of human activity in areas where we want

grizzly bears to survive.

The Selkirk and Cabinet-Yaak grizzly bear

populations may also need to be augmented by

management if they are to survive beyond the

next 100 years, whereas the North Cascade,

Bitterroot, and San Juan populations will

require the import of bears from elsewhere if

they are to grow or persist even in the short

term. The Yellowstone and Northern

Continental Divide populations will need at

least existing levels of protection, along with

reliable monitoring and timely management.
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Fig. 2. Black-footed ferret popu-
lation from Meeteetse. Wyoming,
1983-92 (all captive from 1986 to

present).

The
hiack-footed feiTet (Mustehi iiiiiripcs)

was a charter member of endangered

species lists for North America, recognized as

rare long before the passage of the Endangered

Species Act of 1 973. This member of the weasel

family is closely associated with prairie dogs

iCynonixs spp.) of three species, a specializa-

tion thai contributed to its downfall. Prairie

dogs make up 9()'7( of the feuet diet: in addition,

tenets dwell in prairie dog buiTOWs during day-

light, venturing out mostly during darkness.

Trappers captured black-footed tenets during
their quests for other species of furbearers.

Although the species received increased atten-

tion as it became increasingly rare, the number

of documented ferrets fell steadily after 1940

(Fig. I ). and little was learned about the animals

before large habitat declines made studies of

them difficult. These declines were brought
about mainly by prairie dog control campaigns

begun before 1900 and reaching high intensity

by^he 1920"sand 193()'s.

Much of what is known about black-footed

fen'et biology was learned from research during
1964-74 on a remnant population in Scnith

Dakota (Linder et al. 1972; Hillman and Linder

1973). and from 1981 to the present on a popu-
lation found at Meeteetse, Wyoming, and later

transferred to captivity (Biggins et al. 1985;

Fon-est et al. 1988; Williams et al. 1988). Nine

ferrets from the sparse South Dakota population

(only 1 1 feiTet litters were located during 1964-

72) were taken into captivity from 1971 to

1973, and captive breeding was undertaken at

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Patuxent

Wildlife Research Center in Maryland

(Caipenter and Hillman 1978). Although litters

were born there, no young were successfully

raised. The last of the Patu.xent captive ferrets

died in 1978. and no animals were located in

South Dakota after 1979.

Black-footed feirets were "rediscovered" in

prairie dog complexes at Meeteetse in 1981.

giving conservationists what seemed a last

chance to learn about the species and possibly

save it from extinction. That population
remained healthy (70 feiTet litters were counted

from 1982 to 1986) through 1984 (Fig. 2). a

period when much was learned about ferret life

history and behavior. In 1985, sylvatic plague, a

disease deadly to prairie dogs, was confirmed in

the prairie dogs at Meeteetse, creating fear that

the prairie dog habitat vital for tenets would be

lost. In addition, field biologists were reporting

a substantial decrease in the number of ferrets

detected. The fear of plague was quickly over-

shadowed by the discovery of canine distemper
in the feiTets themselves. It is a disease lethal to

ferrets.

In 1985 six ferrets were captured to begin cap-

Black-footed ferrets, almost c\tinct by 1985. are bemg
reintroduced from captive breeding but still lack genetic

diversity.

tive breeding, but two of ihcm brought the dis-

temper virus into captivity, and all six died

(Williams et al. 1988). A plan was formulated to

place more animals from Meeteetse into captivi-

ty to protect them from distemper and to start the

breeding program. By December 1985, only 10

ferrets were known to exist. 6 in captivity and 4

at Meeteetse. The following year, the surviving

free-ranging ferrets at Meeteetse produced only

two litters, a number thcuight too small to sustain

the wild population. Because both the Meeteetse

and captive populations were too small to sustain

themselves, all remaining fen'ets were removed

from the wild, resulting in a captive population of

18 individuals by early 1987.

Captive breeding of ferrets eventually

became successful (Fig. 2). Although the captive

population is growing, researchers fear the con-

sequences of low genetic diversity (already doc-

umented by O'Brien et al. 1989) and of inbreed-

ing depression {see glossary). A goal of the

breeding program is to retain as much genetic

diversity as possible, but the only practical way
to increase diversity is to find more wild feirets.

In spite of intensive searches of the remaining

good ferret habitat and investigations of sighting

reports, no wild ferrets have been found.

The captive breeding program now is pro-

ducing sufficient surplus feiTets for reintroduc-

tion into the wild; 187 ferrets were released into

prairie dog colonies in Shirley Basin. Wyoming,

during 1991-93. Challenges facing the black-

footed ferret reintroduction include low sur-

vivorship of released feiTets due to high disper-

sal and losses to other predators; unknown

infiuence of low genetic diversity; canine dis-

temper hazard; indirect effect of plague on

prairie dogs and possible direct effect on ferrets;

and low availability of suitable habitat for rein-

troduction. The scarcity of habitat reflects a

much larger problem with the prairie dog

ecosystem and needs increased attention.

At the turn of this century, prairie dogs

reportedly occupied more than 4() million ha
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(10(1 iiiillioii acres) of grasslaiuls. hiil hy I960

that area had been reduced to about 607,500 ha

(1.5 mdlioii acres; Marsh 1984). Much reduc-

tion was attributed to prairie dog control pro-

grams, which continue. For example, in South

Dakota in the late I980"s. $6.2 million was

spent to apply to.xicants to prairie dog coKinies

on Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (.Shaips

1988). At least two states (Nebraska and South

Dakota) have laws prohibiting landowners from

allowing prairie dogs to flourish on their prop-

erties; if the land manager does not "control"

the "infestation." the state can do so and bill

expenses to the owner (Clarke 1988).

Sylvatic plague also has been devastating to

prairie dogs and was the likely cause of the dra-

matic decline in prairie dogs at Meeteetse.

Although the Meeteetse complex recently sup-

ported the densest and most vigorous popula-

tion of black-footed ferrets ever known, it can-

not be considered as fenet habitat now because

of plagued-induced losses of prairie dogs.

Plague is present in most of the monitored

white-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys leuciinis)

complexes, including the Shirley Basin tenet

reintroduction site (Table). The plague's persis-

tence could be responsible for the generally

lower densities of white-tailed prairie dogs

(averaging fewer than seven prairie dogs per

hectare or fewer than three per acre).

Several prairie dog complexes have been eval-

uated as sites for reintroduction of black-footed

ferrets (Table). The evaluation involves giouping
clusters of colonies separated by fewer than 7 km
(4.3 mi) into complexes, based on movement

capabilities of ferrets (Biggins et al. 1993); these

areas include some of the best prairie dog com-

plexes remaining in the states. Nevertheless.

other extensive prairie dog complexes were not

considered for ferret reintroduction.

Most of the original range of the black-foot-

ed feiTct was associated with black-tailed prairie

dog {Cynomys linldvlcianiis) complexes, which

now exhibit the highest population densities of

all prairie dogs (Table). Black-footed ferret rein-

troductions recently began al black-tailed prairie

dog complexes near Malta, Montana, and

Badlands National Park, South Dakota (Table).

Al present, the best example of a large complex
of black-tailed prairie dogs is near Nuevos Casas

Grandes. Chihuahua, Mexico (Table). It supports

an impressive associated fauna and is a potential

reintroduction site for black-footed feirets.

Ramifications of a healthy prairie dog

ecosystem extend well beyond black-footed fer-

rets. The prairie dog is a keystone species of the

North American prairies. It is an important pri-

mary consumer, converting plants to animal

biomass at a higher rate than other vertebrate

herbivores of the short-grass prairies, and its

burrowing provides homes for many other

species of animals and increases nutrients in

surface soil. This animal also provides food for

many predators. We estimated it takes 700-800

prairie dogs to annually support a reproducing

pair of black-footed feirets and a similar bio-

mass of associated predators (Biggins et al.

1993). suggesting that large complexes of

prairie dog colonies are necessary to support

self-sustaining populations of these second-

order consumers.

The 98% loss of the productive prairie dog

ecosystem has not yet motivated legal protec-

tion or plans for management. There is no fed-

eral legislation directly promoting the welfare

of the prairie dog ecosystem (even on public

lands), and the only existing state legislation

promotes poisoning.
To develop a plan for remedial action, sever-

al immediate research needs are apparent in the

prairie dog ecosystem: determine the relative

diversity and abundance of invertebrates and

State
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Prairie dog control campaigns,
like this one in Arizona, circa

1913. contributed to the decline of

the hlack-footed ferret.
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small- to medium-sized veilebrates on praiiie

dog complexes, as well as the degree of depen-
dence on piairie dogs of selected associated

species; examine the effect of complex size, as

well as constituent colony sizes, numbers, and

juxtaposition on diversity and abundance of

associated species; investigate the recent histo-

ry of plague on selected complexes to determine

the relation between complex size (and mor-

phology) and resistance to decimation by

plague; and develop methods for reestablishing

prairie dog colonies and reconstructing com-

plexes in suitable areas where prairie dogs have

been extirpated.

The black-footed ferret cannot be reestab-

lished on the grasslands of North America in

viable self-sustaining populations without large

complexes of prairie dog colonies. The impor-
tance of this system to other species is not com-

pletely understood, but large declines in some
of its species should serve as a warning. The
case of the black-footed ferret provides ample
evidence that timely preventive action would be

preferable to the inefficient "salvage" opera-
tions. Furthermore, there is considerable risk of

ineversible damage (e.g., genetic impoverish-
ment) with such rescue efforts.
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The
American badger {Ta.xidca ki.xiis) is a

medium-sized carnivore found in treeless

areas across North America, such as the tall-

grass prairie (Lindzey 1982). Badgers rely pri-

marily on small burrowing mammals as a prey
source; availability of badger prey may be

affected by changes in land-use practices that

alter prey habitat. In the midwestem United

States most native prairie was plowed for agri-

cultural use beginning in the mid-1800's

(Burger 1978). In the past 100 years. Midwest

agriculture has shifted from a diverse system of

small farms with row crops, small grains, hay,

and livestock pasture to larger agricultural oper-
ations employing a mechanized and chemical

approach to cropping. The result is a more uni-

form agricultural landscape dominated by two

primary row crops, com and soybeans. The
effects of such land-use alterations on badgers

arc unknown. In addition, other human activi-

ties such as hunting and trapping have no doubt

had an impact on native vertebrates such as the

badger. Our ongoing study was initiated to

determine the distribution and status of badgers
in Illinois.

Trends in carnivore abundance are difficult

to evaluate because most species are secretive

or visually cryptic. Trapping records, one of the

earliest historical data sources for furbearers,

are virtually nonexistent for badgers in the

1800"s (Obbard et al. 1987). In Illinois, badgers
have been protected from harvest since 1957.

Furthemiore, population estimates derived from

furbearer harvest data are complicated by mar-

ket price bias (Erickson 1982). Thus, data for

estimating long-term population trends in

Illinois badgers are few and flawed. Our

approach is to document and evaluate current
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population parameters, behavior, and inabitat

use in the context of present and historical habi

tat quality and availability.

Most research on badgers has been limited

to the western United States. Although results

have varied somewhat among these studies,

average densities (estimated subjectively from

mark-recapture and home range data) have

ranged from 0.38 to 5 badgers/kiii- {0.98-12.9.S

badgers/mi-). We use radio telemetry to colled

intensive data at a field site in west-central

Illinois. Preliminary results suggest that indi-

vidual badger home range size in Illinois is an

order of magnitude larger than that of western

badgers, implying that badger density in Illinois

is much lower The home range size estimates

of two badgers in Minnesota were also larger

than those reported for western states (Sargeant
and Warner 1972; Lampe and Sovada 1981 ).

More than 65% of the Illinois landscape is

under intensive row-crop agriculture (Neely and

Heister 1987). Although badger prey exist

throughout Illinois, available prey in row crops
is limited to small species such as the deer

mouse {Pcnwiy.sciis manicidatits). which occur

in low uniform densities. Important prey species

reported in the West, such as ground squinels

(Spennophihis spp.), have average densities

similar to Illinois deer mice, but they are much

larger animals and may be concentrated into

easily hunted loose colonies (Messick and

Homocker 1981; Minta 1990).

In Illinois, badgers appear to use most fre-

quently cover types that are relatively undis-

turbed by plowing, including hayfields, pas-

tures, and linear habitats such as roadsides and

fencelines. These habitats offer the greatest con-

centration of small mammalian prey and the

lowest frequency of agricultural disturbance. If

badgers are limited by available prey, it is pos-
sible that the current badger population density
is lower than when native prairie and its accom-

panying prey species" populations dominated

the landscape.

Although badgers are legally protected in

Illinois, human-induced mortality such as vehi-

cle collisions and agricultural accidents take a

toll on populations. Large predators that might

prey on adult badgers, such as the black bear

(Ursus awericaniis). gray wolf (Canis lupus).

and mountain lion {Felis concolor), have been

extirpated since the 19th century (Hoffmeister

1989). However, our study shows that predation

by coyotes {Canis latrans) and domestic dogs

significantly affects juvenile badgers; fewer

than 70% of juveniles survive to dispersal,

reducing overall recruitment.

The badger"s range may be expanding east-

ward from its fomier boundaries within the

Midwest; observations of range expansion in

Missouri, southern Illinois. Indiana, and Ohio

American badger (Taxidea tuxus).

suggest that agricultural practices have converted

previously forested acres to more suitable badger
habitat (Moseley 1934; Leedy 1947; Mumford
1969; Hubert 1980; Mumford and Whitaker

1982; Long and Killingley 1983; Gremillion-

Smith 1985; Whitaker and Gammon 1988).

Our study revealed that badgers are distrib-

uted and breeding throughout Illinois. The

dynamics of badger range expansion are diffi-

cult to pinpoint, in part because of the cryptic
nature of the species. In Illinois and probably
the agricultural Midwest in general, individual

badgers move over such large areas that live

sightings or indications of badger presence are

few and far between. Oppoitunistic observa-

tions to evaluate local badger distribution

underestimate geographic range; thus, a focused

regionwide attempt to evaluate badger range in

the Midwest might demonstrate a wider distri-

bution than expected.

Badgers in Illinois appear to be a species with

intermediate status: though they are neither

abundant nor of high economic value, they are

widely distributed and have adapted to a greatly

altered environment. Understanding what factors

cause a species such as the badger to become
more or less abundant is vitally important in con-

servation biology and wildlife management.
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Int'ormation

on the .size. dLStribution. and pm-

ductivity of the CalifoiTiia sea otter population

is broadly relevant to two federally mandated

goals: removing the population's listing as

thieatened under the Endangered Species Act

(ESA) and obtaining an "optimal sustainable

population" under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act. E.xcept for the population in cen-

tral California, sea otters (Enliydni lutris) were

hunted to extinction between Prince William

Sound. Alaska, and Baja California (Kenyon
1969). Wilson et al. (1991). based on variations

in cranial morphology, recently assigned sub-

specific status {E. I. nereis) to the California sea

otter. Furthermore, mitochondrial DNA analysis

has revealed genetic differences among popula-

tions in California. Alaska, and Asia (NBS,

unpublished data).

In 1977. the California sea otter was listed as

threatened under the ESA, largely because of its

small population size and perceived risks from

such factors as human disturbance, compeliiion

Sea otter (Enliydra lulns).

with fisheries, and pollution. Because of unique

threats and growth characteristics, the California

population is treated .separately from sea otter

populations elsewhere in the North Pacific,

Survey Design

Data on the size and distribution of the

California sea otter population have been gath-

ered for more than 50 years. In 1982 we devel-

oped a survey technique in which individuals in

most of the California sea otter's range are

counted from shore by groups of two observers

using binoculars and spotting scopes.

Supplemental data for each sighting include

group size, activity, number and size of pups,

and habitat. Areas that cannot be counted from

shore are surveyed from a low-flying aircraft,

Rangewide surveys are done in late spring and

mid-autumn.

Population Trends, 1914-93

The California sea otter population has

increased steadily through most of the 1900"s

(Fig. I ), Rate of increase was about 5* per year

until the mid-1970's. Although only one survey

was completed between 1976 and 1982, the col-

lective data suggest that population growth had

ceased by the mid-1970"s. and that the population

may have declined by as much as 30% between

the mid-1970"s and early 1980"s. Counts made

since 1983 have increased at about 5%-6% per

year. In spring 1993. 2.239 California sea otters

were counted.

The California sea otter's lineal range (dis-

tance along the 9-m [5-fathom] isobath between

the northernmost and southernmost sightings)

has also increased, although more slowly and

erratically than the population size (data sum-

marized by Riedman and Estes 1990). The
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Fig. 1. Trends in abundance of the California sea otter

population. 1914-93.

direction of range expansion was predoininale-

ly southward before 1981. but northward there-

after. Comparison between spring surveys con-

ducted in 1983 and 1993 (Fig. 2) is sufficient to

draw several conclusions. First, the population's

range limits changed little during this 10-year

period. e\en though large numbers of individu-

als accumulated near the range peripheries.

Second, population density increased through-
out this time, although rates of increa.se were

lowest near the center of the range. Finally, the

relative abundance of individuals has remained

largely unchanged (compare Fig. 2a [1983]

with Fig. 2b |1993], noting the similarity in

forms of distributions for kilometer segments
10-21).

Although the number of dependent pups
counted in spring surveys almost doubled

between 1983 and 1993, the geographic range
within which these pups were bom has changed

very little (Fig. 2). Rate of annual pup produc-
tion ranged from 0.14 to 0.28, but in most years
it varied between 0.18 and 0.21. There are no

obvious trends in rate of annual pup production
between 1983 and 1993. Although the incre-

mental change in the population from one year
to the next appeared positively related to the

annual number of births, this relationship can-

not be shown to be statistically significant.

Implications

From the mid-1970"s to the early 1980's. the

California sea otter population ceased growing
and probably declined. Entanglement mortality
in a coastal set-net fishery was the likely cause

of this decline (Wendell et al. 1985).

Restrictions were imposed on the fishery in

1982. and the population apparently responded

by resuming its prior rate of increase.

The maximum rate of increase for sea otter

populations is about 20% per year. Except for

the California otters, all increasing populations
for which data are available have grown at about

this rate (Estes 1990). These patterns, coupled
with the absence of any size- or density-related
reduction in growth rates, make the relatively

slow rate of increase in the California popula-
tion perplexing.

Although the ultimate reason for disparate

growth rates among sea otter populations is

unknown, we believe that causes relate more to

increased mortality than diminished reproduc-
tion. While it is difficult to compare popula-
tion-level reproductive rates between sea otters

in Alaska and California, longitudinal studies of

Spring 1983 census
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Fig. 2. Distribution and abun-

dance of California sea otters in

1983 (a) and 1993 (b). Data are

from the spring surveys.
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marked individuals in tiie two regions indicate

that both age of first reproduction and annual

birth rate of adult females are similar.

Furthermore, the close similarity between the

theoretical maximum rate of increase and

observed rates of population increase for sea

otters in Washington, Canada, and portions of

Alaska suggests that mortality from birth to

senescence in these populations is quite low. In

contrast, rates of mortality in the California sea

otter are comparatively high, with an estimated

40%-50% of newborns lost before weaning
(Siniff and Ralls 1991; Jameson and Johnson

1993; Riedman et al. 1994). This alone would

significantly depress a population's potential

rate of increase. Furthermore, the age composi-
tion of beach-cast carcasses in California indi-

cates that most postweaning deaths occur well

in advance of physiological senescence (Pietz et

al. 1988; Bodkin and Jameson 1991 ). These pat-

terns likely explain the depressed rate of

increase in the California sea otter population.

Although the demographic patterns of mor-

tality in California sea otters are becoming
clear, the causes of deaths remain uncertain.

There is growing evidence for the importance of

predation by great white sharks {Carcharodon

carchcirias). Contaminants may also be having
a detrimental effect on California sea otters,

although as yet there is no direct evidence for

this. However, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
and DDT levels, known to be high in the

California Current, are also high in the liver and

muscle tissues of California sea otters (Bacon

1994). Of particular concern are that average
PCB levels in California sea otters approach
those that cause reproductive failure in mink,
which are in the same family as otters; and

preweaning pup losses are especially high in

primiparous {sec glossary) females. This latter

point may be significant because environmental

contaminants that accumulate in fat can be

transferred via milk in extraordinarily high con-

centrations, especially to the first-born young in

species such as the sea otter which has pro-

longed sexual immaturity.
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Populations
of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus

virginianiis) have changed significantly

during the past 100 years in the eastern United

States (Halls 1984). After near extirpation in the

eastern states by 1900, deer numbers increased

during the first quarter of this century. The
effects of growing deer populations on forest

regeneration and fami crops have been a con-

cern to foresters and farmers for the past 50

years.

In recent years, deer management plans have

been designed to maintain deer populations at

levels compatible with all land uses. Confiicts,

however, between deer and forest management
or agriculture still exist in the Northeast. Areas

that were once exclusively forests are now a

mixture of forest, farm, and urban environments

that create increased interactions and conflicts

between humans and deer, including deer-vehi-

cle collisions. Management of deer near urban

environments presents a unique challenge for

local resource managers (Porter 1991 ).

This report describes trends in abundance of

white-tailed deer in the northeastern United

States, relationships between harvest and popu-
lation estimates, and conflicts between deer and

other resources.

Data Surveys

We contacted biologists in each of 13 north-

eastern states to acquire estimates of deer popu-
lation size, harvest, and deer-vehicle collisions.

We featured harvest data for antlered deer from
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all 13 states to describe deer abundance during
1983-92, as well as data from selected states to

describe relations between deer harvests and

population size.

Biologists in the northeastern states also pro-
vided information on trends in reported con-

flicts between deer and land use and other nat-

ural resources. We detemiined the proportion of

states that expressed conflicts for particular cat-

egories such as deer and agriculture, deer and

forestry, or deer and other resources.

Population Estimates and

Management Implications

White-tailed deer populations have

increased in all 13 northeastern states during
1983-92, based on either population estimates

or number of antlered deer harvested.

Population estimates for nine states indicated an

increase from less than 1 .5 million in the early
I980"s to 1.8 million in the early 1990's (Fig.

I ). Deer density in the deer range of these states

Even
though states are responsible for

managing deer within their boundaries,

they do not control all land areas. The level

of management for a state may be an eco-

logical or political unit. However, states usu-

ally lack data on deer and their habitats for

small units such as municipalities, parks,

refuges, or military facilities, and they are

not directly responsible for management of

these special areas. Presented here are exam-

ples of two state parks, two national parks
and a national historic site, and three nation-

al wildlife refuges.

Parks

Ridley Creek and Tyler state parks in

Pennsylvania provide two examples of

where attempts have been made to manage
high deer densities in and around urban

areas. Such high densities pose significant

problems because of deer feeding on orna-

mental plants and deer-vehicle collisions. At

Ridley Creek State Park, a 1,052-ha (2,600-

acre) area near Philadelphia, hunters har-

vested 97-344 deer per year during eight
controlled hunts held between 1983 and

1992. From 160 to 491 deer were observed

during annual counts made from helicopters

(no count was made in 1990). A count of 491

in 1983 indicated that the deer density was
in excess of 46. 7 deer/km- (121 deer/mi-) in

the park. Hunter harvests resulted in a sig-

nificant herd reduction, as 160 deer were

counted in 1992 compared to 491 in 1983.

Controlled hunts were conducted during
4 years— 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1991—at

Tyler State Park in eastern Pennsylvania.
The hunts in December 1987 and January
1988 yielded a kill of 487 deer; this number

equates to 70.3 deer hai-vested per km- ( 182

deer/mi-) on the 692-ha (1,710-acre) park.

During 1987, 455 deer were counted during
aerial surveys compared to 49 during 1992,

indicating that controlled hunts resulted in a

significant reduction in deer abundance at

Tyler State Park.

National Parks

The 2,335-ha (5,770-acre) Catoctin

Mountain National Park, administered by
the National Park Service in Maryland, has

Deer Management at

Parks and Refuges

been noticeably affected by deer since at

least 1 98 1 . Estimates of deer density indicat-

ed an increase from 9.6 to 23.5 deer/kni- (25

to 61 deer/mi-) between 1986 and 1989. The

presence of deer at this density has led to

concern over the effect of deer on native

plants, including rare species. The National

Park Service is preparing an environmental

assessment to review various management
alternatives and to select a strategy to man-

age deer at Catoctin Mountain Park. Unlike

in state parks, harvest of deer from National

Park Service lands is difficult, if not illegal,

to implement; hence, management options
are more limited.

Estimates of deer abundance at

Gettysburg National Military Park and

Eisenhower National Historic Site from

1987 through 1992 indicated an increase

from 721 to l.OlSdeeron a 2,862-ha (7,072-

acre) area near Gettysburg in Adams County,

Pennsylvania (Storm et al. 1992; Tzilkowski

and Storm 1993). The 1992 populafion

equates to a density of 35.5 deer/km- (92

deer/mi-), which is 10 times higher than that

prescribed by the Pennsylvania Game
Commission for Adams County. The deer

herd at Gettysburg has been associated with

high levels of damage to farm crops and for-

est plant communities, as well as deer-vehi-

cle collisions. An environmental impact
statement is being prepared to develop a

strategy for managing the Gettysburg deer

population.

Refuges

The number of deer harvested by hunters

increased twofold between 1983 and 1992 at

each of the three national wildlife refuges
examined. During 1992, the number of deer

taken by hunters was 165 (17.8/km-

[46/mi-]) for Eastern Neck, 210 (7.7/km-

[20/mi-]) for Great Swamp, and 109

(4.2/km- [1 1/mi-]) at Montezuma. Although

we did not obtain estimates of prehunt pop-
ulations at these three refuges, if we assume

that 35% of the population was killed, the

prehunt herd size at the Great Swamp
Refuge was 600 deer, which equates to 22

deer/km- (57 deer/mi-).

Harvests by hunters appear to control

deer at national wildlife refuges, despite the

fact that each refuge manager has a unique
set of cultural and biological attributes to

consider in deer management. Although

hunting is a viable deer management alter-

native for most refuges, there is still a need

to monitor the size of deer herds, determine

the most suitable technique to survey deer at

each refuge and the most useful demograph-
ic data, and monitor plant communities to

assess the effect of feeding by deer on plant

resources.

White-tailed deer fawn.
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Fig. 1. The trend in the size ot the

white-tailed deer piipulation in

nine northeastern states

(Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,

Massachusetts. New Hampshire.
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, Vermont). 1983-92.

Fig. 2. The harvest of antlered

white-tailed deer (number per

square mi or 259 ha of deer range)

in 13 northeastern states in 1983

(first value) and in 1992 (second

value); estimates for Virginia and

West Virginia include young-of-

the-year males (button bucks).

has increasetj from 4..^ deei/kni- (11.1

deer/mi-) in 1983 lo 5.5 deer/km- (14.2

deer/mi-) in 1992. Density estimates ranged

from 2.7 deer/km- (7.1 deer/mi-) in Rhode

Island to 9.7 deer/km- (25.1 deer/mi-) in

Pennsylvania. The total 1992 population of

white-tailed deer in the Northeast (including

estimates provided by personal communication

with biologists from Maryland. New Jersey.

Virginia, and West Virginia) was estimated at

about 3.0 million.

The total antlered (Fig. 2) and antlerless har-

vest for all 1 3 states was estimated at 600.000 in

1983 and 900,000 in 1992. Managers manipu-
late the harvest of antlei'ed to antlerless deer to

obtain a desired population (i.e.. appropriate

age and sex ratios). During the past decade, deer

populations in the Northeast have continued to

increase except in states that harvested marked-

ly more antlerless than antlered deer. In

Pennsylvania, for example, the deer population

increased until the harvest of antlerless deer

reached levels necessary to curb the upward
trend in the population. In contrast,

Massachusetts has consistently harvested more

antlered than antlerless deer and the population

1983 value/1 992 value

continues to increase. These two examples illus-

trate how a prescribed harvest of antlerless deer

can be used to achieve a population response

that is consistent with each state's management

objective. The magnitude of the antlerless and

antlered deer harvest is a key factor for adjust-

ing populations. The actual female-male ratio in

the population, reproductive rates, and the sex-

specitlc mortality caused by nonhunting factors

also affect the population trends of each state.

Ten of 1 3 states responded to the request for

White-tailed deer tOildcoileiis viii;iniaiu(s).

information on deer conflicts during the past

decade; only two of these indicated no contlict

between cuirent deer populations and land use

or other natural resources. Four of the eight

states with conflicts indicated increasing trends

in agriculture-deer conflicts. Conflicts increased

between deer and urban habitats in eight states,

and vehicle-deer collisions increased in seven of

the states. Seven states indicated they had prob-

lems between deer and forest regeneration, and

two of these states indicated the problem was

becoming commoner. Seven states reported deer

conflicts with parks and refuges; such problems
included lack of forest regeneration as well as

deer feeding on ornamental shrubs on private

propeily. Four of these states indicated increas-

ing trends in these kinds of problems.

Conclusions and Present

Outlook

The trends in abundance of deer in north-

eastern states are largely a function of regulated

harvests by hunters. A significant amount of

informadon on annual harvest by hunters and

deer demographics is available in each north-

easteiTi state. Thus, the process of managing
white-tailed deer inay serve as a model to eval-

uate monitoring techniques, population dynam-
ics, and effects of wildlife on cultural and other

natural resources.

Managers of parks and refuges need better

information to predict trends in regeneration

and development of forests and the role of deer

in forest regeneration. This will require the use

of new and appropriate survey techniques

(Wiggers and Beckemian 1993) and the ability

to evaluate, interpret, and manage data acquired

during long-term monitoring of deer and habi-

tats used by deer (Tzilkowski and Storm 1993).

Management goals can only be achieved

throuah knowledge of trends in deer abundance
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and a better understanding of public attitudes

toward natural resources.
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North
American elk or wapiti (Cervus cla-

pluis) represent how a wildlife species can

recover even after heavy exploitation of popula-

tions and habitats aix)und the turn of the centu-

ry. This species is highly prized by wildlife

enthusiasts and by the hunting public, which

has provided the various state wildlife agencies

with ample support to restore populations to

previously occupied habitats and to manage

populations effectively. Additionally, the Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation, founded in 1984. has

promoted habitat management, acquisition, and

proper hunting ethics among many segments of

the hunting public.

Current population size is estimated at

782.500 animals for the entire elk range (Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation 1989). Projections of

population trends for the national forests and for

the entire U.S. elk range are for continued

increases through the year 2040 (Flather and

Hoekstra 1989).

This species occupies more suitable habitat

than at any time in the century, and populations

are at all-time highs (Figure). Elk populations in

the United States primarily occupy federally

managed lands, including national forests, pub-
lic lands, national parks, and several wildlife

refuges. Substantial populations occur on pii-

vate holdings, including large ranches and

reservations owned by Native Americans.

Populations have been introduced into

Michigan and Pennsylvania and recently have

expanded in Nevada and California. In Canada,

elk have increased their range into northern

British Columbia since 1950 and occupy crown

lands in Alberta. British Columbia, and

Manitoba. Elk populations in the mountain

parks of Jasper, Yoho, Kootenay, and Banff are

an important part of the fauna, and the popula-
tions in Elk Island National Park and Riding
Mountain National Park have been extensively

investigated. In Alberta and the western United

States, an industry centered around ranching elk

has proliferated in recent years.

Perhaps the most spectacular improvement
in elk populations is in Califoniia. where one

population that originally consisted of about

600 individuals in the Owens Valley has now

grown to over 2,500 Tule elk in 22 different

populations (Phillips 1993). Aquiring habitat

and reintroducing elk are the major reasons for

the increase.

Problems associated with elk management
include the reduced life expectancies of males,

which in some areas are attributable to hunting.

This problem has been aggravated by increased

access to formerly inaccessible habitat, allow-

ing more hulls to be hunted. Additionally, elk

have moved into more accessible habitats that

provide less cover during hunting seasons. In

some cases, hunting has increased enough to

lower bull elk life expectancies even in areas

where access has not increased. Means to

address these issues include reductions in sea-

son lengths, quotas on bulls either through
hunter registration or limited-entry permit

hunts, closures of extensive areas to vehicle

access during the hunting season, and more

integrated management of timber harvest to

accommodate the needs of elk for escape cover.

Such restrictions vary in their effectiveness,

depending upon numbers and distribution of

hunters, other human disturbances, and the

amount and kind of forest involved. In open

pine forests, for example, restricting access

may be less effective than in denser fir forests,

making other hunting regulations, such as limit-

ed-entry hunts, necessary. Elk occupying open

rangelands where conifer cover is poorly dis-

tributed are largely subject to limited-entry

hunting. Elk are sensitive to human activity

North
American Elk

by

James M. Peek

University of Idaho

Figure. Distribution of elk in

North America as of 1978. based

on information provided by

provincial and state wildlife agen-

cies (modified from Thomas and

Toweill 1982. used with pennis-

sion. Wildlife Management
Institute).
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even in national paries where they are not hunt-

ed and may become partially conditioned to

human presence. Recreational, logging, graz-

ing, seismic, and mining activities must be

restricted to times and places where animals are

least affected.

As elk numbers have increased in farming

areas, depredation on cash crops has also

increased. Efforts to address this issue include

special "depredation" hunts designed to move

animals away from problem areas or to reduce

populations, planting less palatable crops, fenc-

ing hay and valuable crops to prevent access by
elk, feeding elk, and hazing to discourage use.

An integrated and specially tailored approach is

often necessary to address this important prob-

lem.

Whether the high densities of elk that occur

within Yellowstone National Park are perceived
to be a problem depends upon one's viewpoint.

CuiTent research on the condition of park plant

communities heavily used by wintering elk sug-

gests that factors interact to influence these

communities. Grasslands that have been pro-

tected for more than 30 years did not exhibit

changes in productivity when compared with

grazed grasslands (Coughenour 1991). On the

other hand, when protected stands are compared
with stands open to browsing, it appears that

woody plants may have been adversely altered

through prolonged heavy grazing (Chadde and

Kay 1991). Past actions that affected plants

include fire protection, concentrated grazing

pressure by bison [Bison hisoii) in some areas,

and altered grizzly bear (Ursiis circtos) feeding

behavior. Within Yellowstone Park, the prospec-
tive restoration of wolf (Canis lupus) popula-

tions and changes in grizzly bear populations

since the elimination of artifical food sources

will undoubtedly affect elk populations that

e.\ist primarily within the park.

Natural changes in habitat across the west-

ern elk range have largely benefited elk. Efforts

to improve range conditions by modifying live-

stock grazing practices will provide more for-

age for elk, even if losses in woody plants may
reduce the habitat quality for deer. Better live-

stock management should also mean accommo-

dating elk habitat use by providing ungrazed

pastures within grazing allotments and by

manipulating livestock grazing so plants retain

their palatability to elk. As livestock is managed
more effectively across western public lands,

forage plants that wildlife use will benefit, thus

also benefiting elk.

On the other hand, some traditional

high-quality elk winter habitats, which contain

serai [see glossary) shrub ranges that developed
after large fires earlier this century, are now

growing into conifer stands. Some conifers like

Douglas tlr {Pseiidotsuga menziesii) are palat-

able and highly digestible for elk, and even

pole-size stands can provide needed cover dur-

ing severe winters or hunting seasons. As
conifers dominate a larger proportion of the

winter ranges and associated spring habitats,

however, they shade out other species and habi-

tat quality may deteriorate, eventually hurting

elk populations. These long-term changes are

not easily dealt with in short-term management
efforts.

Nevertheless, the future of elk populations in

North America seems secure. Demand for hunt-

ing as well as the nonconsumptive values of elk

will ensure the success of substantial popula-

tions. Elk populations will benefit from

improved habitat conditions on arid portions of

the range, improved livestock management,
more effective integrated management of forest-

ed habitats, and continued implementation of

fire management policies in the major wilder-

ness areas and national parks.
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Reptiles and Amphibians

Overview Amphibians and reptiles

are important elements of

our national biological heritage and deserve

special attention. They are crucial to the natural

functioning of many ecological processes and

key components of important ecosystems. In

some areas certain species are economically

consequential; others are aesthetically pleasing
to many people, and as a group they represent

significant segments of the evolutionary history

of North America. Knowledge gained from past

study of amphibian development and metamor-

phosis has contributed immensely to our under-

standing of basic biological processes and has

directly benefited humans.

The native herpetofauna of the continental

United States includes about 230 species of

amphibians (about 62% of which are salaman-

ders and 38% frogs) and some 277 species of

repfiles (about 19% turtles, 35% lizards, 45%
snakes, and less than 1% crocodilians). If the

list were expanded to include native species
from Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands in

the Caribbean. Hawaii, the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands, and the U.S. Territories in the

Pacific, the amphibian list would increase by
about 20 native species (all frogs) and another 5

non-native frog species. If the reptile inventory
were expanded similarly, the list would increase

by 2 turtles. 83 lizards, 1 8 snakes, and 1 croco-

dilian. Another 2 species of turtles, 17 lizards, 2

snakes, and 1 crocodilian have been introduced.

An updated summary of this information is

scheduled for publication later this year

(McDiamiid, unpublished data).

Many U.S. reptile and amphibian checklists

and field guides have been written over the past

50 years. The data for such summaries come
from researchers working with various aspects

of the biology of amphibians and reptiles and

are found in many scientific publications. These

summary field guides give the impression that

the herpetofauna of the United States is well

known and well studied. When we realize how
little is known of the herpetofauna of compara-
ble areas in South America, such an assumption
is valid. A cursory review of U.S. data, howev-

er, provides a somewhat different view. Since

1978 the total herpetofaunal diversity of the

United States has increased by almost 12%,

from 454 to 507 species. Much of that increase,

though, has resulted from a new knowledge of

complex groups of species (e.g., eastern pletho-

dontid salamanders) through the application of

molecular techniques to gain a better under-

standing of the patterns of species formation

and of the phylogenetic (evolutionary) history

of certain groups. New species are still being

Science Editor
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National Biological
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Washington, DC 20560
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discovered in reiutiveiy populated parts of liie

counti7 (e.g., salamanders from California; D.

Wake, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology.

University of California, Berkeley, personal

communication).

Baseline information of the status and health

of U.S. populations of amphibians and reptiles

is remarkably sparse. No national program of

monitoring populations of amphibians and rep-

tiles, comparable to the North American

Breeding Bird Survey (now coordinated by the

National Biological Service), is operational.

Programs in some states (e.g., Kansas. Illinois,

Maryland. Wisconsin) have been moderately
successful in monitoring amphibians, but clear-

ly a national program is needed. Long-term data

(more than 10 years) from specific sites in many
habitats in different parts of the country were

and are essential to detect continental or global

patterns of change in the distribution and abun-

dance of species' populations. A recent publica-

tion (Heyer et al. 1994) recommended standard

guidelines and techniques for monitoring

amphibian populations and habitats; a similar

volume on reptiles is planned. What remains is

to establish a national program for such moni-

toring studies; the Declining Amphibian

Populations Task Force, a part of the Species

Survival Commission of the World

Conservation Union, together w ith the National

Biological Service, should play major roles in

establishing such programs for amphibians.

Similarly, organizations that deal with the con-

servation of turtles and crocodilians need to be

expanded to develop an effective national mon-

itoring program for reptiles.

Habitat degradation and loss seem to be the

most important factors adversely affecting

amphibian and reptile populations in North

America. The drainage and loss of small aquat-

ic habitats and their associated wetlands have

had a major adverse effect on many amphibian

species and some reptiles.

Many other factors in the decline of reptiles

and amphibians have been implicated: most,

perhaps all, are human-caused. For example.

non-native species of gamefish introduced for

sport have been implicated in the decline of frog

populations in mountainous areas of some west-

em states. Similarly, the introduction, acciden-

tal or intentional, of other non-native species

(e.g., bullfrogs in western states, anoline lizards

in south Florida, and snakes in Guam) has

harmed native species in other parts of the coun-

try. Although populations of a few species have

been severely impacted for diverse reasons (see

the articles on California native frogs and the

Tarahumara frog \Raua larahiiiiuinie]). it is not

too late to prevent the extirpation of others.

Certain management and conservation deci-

sions based on adequate scientific data and

careful planning ha\e proven successful (see

articles on Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard

[Uiiui inomatci] and the American alligator

[Alligator luississippiensis]). but too often these

initiatives are reactive and occur only after a

species is in trouble.

Clearly, a better coordinated national pro-

gram that looks at all species of amphibians and

reptiles is desirable. Local and state programs to

monitor amphibian and reptile populations are

beginning; these efforts need to be expanded

nationally. It is obvious that early detection of

problems is crucial to successful remedial

action. In many ways, a national program of

monitoring amphibian and reptile populations is

like preventive medicine; the earlier a problem
is detected, the greater the likelihood of suc-

cessful treatment and the lower the cost. A
proactive national program based on standard-

ized scientific methodology and applied across

all species and habitats will go a long way
toward ensuring that amphibians and reptiles

remain a healthy component of our national bio-

logical heritage. They are too important overall

to receive anything less.
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Turtles
have existed virtually unchanged for

the last 200 million years. Unfortunately,

some of the same traits that allowed them to

survive the ages often predispose them to

endangerment. Delayed maturity and low and

variable annual reproductive success make tur-

tles unusually susceptible to increased mortality

through exploitation and habitat modifications

(Brooks et al. 1991; Congdon et al. 1993).

In general, turtles are overlooked by wildlife

managers in spite of their ecological signifi-

cance and importance to humans. Turtles are,

however, important as scavengers, herbivores.

and carnivores, and often contribute significant

biomass to ecosystems. In addition, they are an

important link in ecosystems, providing disper-

sal mechanisms for plants, contributing to envi-

ronmental diversity, and fostering symbiotic

associations with a diverse array of organisms.

Adults and eggs of many turtles have been used

as a food resource by humans for centuries

(Brooks et al. 1988; Lovich 1994). As use pres-

sures and habitat destruction increase, manage-
ment that considers the life-history traits of tur-

tles will be needed.
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Documenting Turtle Population
Status

1 ie\iev\ed the population trends of turtles in

the United States by examining most references

(Ernst et al. 1994) that document the trends of

tuitle species and populations. Because few

long-term studies (lasting more than one gener-

ation of the species examined) have focused on

turtles, data on population fluctuations over

time are generally unavailable (but see Gibbons

1990; Congdon et al. 1993). Techniques for

conducting population studies of turtles and

analyzing the data are summarized in Gibbons

(1990).

^

Although we know less than desired about

the actual extent of population fluctuations in

most turtle populations, we do know that many
turtles in the United States are at great risk of

decline and extinction. Of the 55 native turtle

species in the United States and its offshore

waters. 25 (45*7^) require conservation, and 21

(38%) are protected or are candidates for pro-

tection under the Endangered Species Act. Of

the 1 1 species and subspecies listed as candi-

dates for protection under the ESA. 4 are con-

sidered declining, and 7 have unknown popula-

tion statuses (Table). All tortoises and marine

turtles require conservation action. Of the

remaining 46 turtle species (aquatic and semi-

aquatic fornis), 16 (35%) require conservation

action. The percentage of U.S. turtles requiring

conservation action (45%) is similar to that of

the world (41%; lUCN/SSC Tortoise and

Freshwater Turtle Specialist Group 1991 ).

Although no turtles in the United States are

known to have become extinct since European
colonization (Honegger 1980). many species

have experienced significant declines in num-

bers and distribution during the last 100 years.

For example, several bog turtle (Clenunys muh-

lenhergii) populations in western New York,

and all populations in western Pennsylvania, are

apparently extirpated (Collins 1990; Ernst et al.

1994). Some populations of the spotted turtle

(C guttata} have also shown dramatic declines

(Lovich 1989). Even wide-ranging, formerly

common species such as the common box turtle

(Terraiieue Carolina: Ernst et al. 1994). desert

tortoise {Gopherus agassizii: USFWS 1993).

gopher tortoise (G. polyphemiis: McCoy and

Mushinsky 1992), common slider {Trachemys

scrlpta: Warwick 1986). and the alligator snap-

ping turtle {Macwclemys tewwiiickii: Pritchard

1989) have declined significantly, underscoring

the importance of monitoring "common"

Family and species
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species (Dodd and Fiunz 1993). The alarming
decline of marine turtle populations is discussed

later in this section.

Perhaps the best data on long-term popula-
tion changes in turtles are for the diamondback

terrapin {Malaclemys terrapin), a species

exploited heavily during the 19th century as a

gourmet food (McCauley 1945; CaiT 1952).

Terrapin populations declined rapidly, causing
some states to set seasons and limits for their

protection as early as 1878. The market for ter-

rapin meat eventually waned, and terrapin pop-
ulations recovered somewhat because their

habitat remained largely intact. Unfortunately,
some terrapin populations may be declining

again because of renewed regional harvesting

(Garber 1988). increased habitat destruction,

mortality from vehicles, and drowning in crab

traps (Ernst et al. 1994).

Some turtle species, such as members of the

map turtle genus Graptemys. have restricted

ranges (Lovich and McCoy 1992) that place
them at extreme risk of extinction. In addition,

the popularity of many species, particularly tor-

toises, as pets, contributes to the decline of wild

populations (lUCN/SSC 1989: Ernst et al.

1994). Disease also appears to contribute to

population declines in some turtles (Balazs

1986; Dodd 1988; Jacobson et al. 1991) and

even seems a major challenge to the recovery of

the federally threatened desert tortoise (USFWS
1993).

Because of individual longevity, delayed

maturity, and long generation times of turtles,

long-term studies are required to monitor the

dynamics of turtle populations (Gibbons 1990);

recovery of most threatened species will be

slow. Programs in which hatchlings are propa-

gated in captivity and later released into the

wild will do little to assist the recovery of turtles

until the ultimate causes of decline are correct-

ed (Frazer 1992).

Efforts to conserve turtles in the United

States should be concentrated in areas of high

species diversity, where many species have lim-

ited distributions, and where populations are at

great risk. Ni)table high-risk areas include shal-

low wetlands inhabited by freshwater turtles

and coastal zones occupied by sea turtles. The
most significant area of turtle endemism in the

United States is along the Coastal Plain of the

Gulf of Mexico (Lovich and McCoy 1992).

Eleven species of turtles in the southeastern

United States, where diversity is high (Iverson

and Etchberger 1989; Iverson 1992), require

conservation action, adding to the importance
of implementing immediate conservation pro-

grams in that region.
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Five
species of marine turtles frequent the

beaches and offshore waters of the south-

eastern United States: loggerhead (Cciretta

caretta). green (Clwloma mychis). Kemp's rid-

ley {Lepidochelys keinpii). leatherback

(Dermochelys coriacea). and hawksbill

(Eretmochelys liiihricata). All five are repoiled
to nest, but only the loggerhead and green turtle

do so in substantial numbers. Most nesting

occurs from southern North Carolina to the

middle west coast of Florida, but scattered nest-

ing occurs from Virginia through southern

Texas, The beaches of Florida, particularly in

Brevard and Indian River counties, host what

may be the worid's largest population of log-

gerheads.
Marine turtles, especially juveniles and

subadults. use lagoons, estuaries, and bays as

feeding grounds. Areas of particular importance
include Chesapeake Bay. Virginia (for logger-

heads and Kemp's ridleys); Pamlico Sound.

North Carolina (for loggerheads); and Mosquito

Lagoon, Florida, and Laguna Madre, Texas (for

greens). Offshore waters also support impoilant

feeding grounds such as Florida Bay and the

Cedar Keys, Florida (for green turtles), and the

mouth of the Mississippi River and the north-

east Gulf of Mexico (for Kemp's ridleys).

Offshore reefs provide feeding and resting habi-

tat (for loggerheads, greens, and hawksbills).

and offshore currents, especially the Gulf

Stream, are impoilant migratory corridors (for

all species, but especially leatherbacks).

Most marine turtles spend only part of their

lives in U.S. waters. For example, hatchling log-

gerheads ride oceanic currents and gyres (giant

circular oceanic surface cunents) for many

years before returning to feed as subadults in

southeastein lagoons. They travel as far as

Europe and the Azores, and even enter the

Meditenanean Sea, where they are susceptible

to longline fishing mortality. Adult loggerheads

may leave U,S. waters after nesting and spend

years in feeding grounds in the Bahamas and

Cuba before returning. Nearly the entire world

population of Kemp's ridleys uses a single

Mexican beach for nesting, although juveniles

and subadults, in particular, spend much time in

U.S. offshore waters.

The biological characteristics that make sea

tuilles difficult to conserve and manage include

a long life span, delayed sexual maturity, differ-

ential use of habitats both among species and

life stages, adult migratory travel, high egg and

juvenile mortality, concentrated nesting, and

vast areal dispersal of young and subadults.

Genetic analyses have confirmed that females

of most species retuiTi to their natal beaches to

nest (Bowen et al. 1992; Bowen et al. 1993).

Nesting assemblages contain unique genetic

markers showing a tendency toward isolation

from other assemblages (Bowen et al. 1993);

thus, Florida green turtles are genetically differ-

ent from green turtles nesting in Costa Rica and

Brazil (Bowen et al. 1992), Nesting on warm

sandy beaches puts the turtles in direct conflict

with human beach use, and their use of rich off-

shore waters subjects them to mortality from

commercial fisheries (National Research

Council 1990).

Marine turtles have suffered catastrophic

declines since European discovery of the New
World (National Research Council 1990). In a

relatively short time, the huge nesting assem-

Marine
Turtles in the

Southeast
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C. Kenneth Dodd, Jr.

National Biological Sen ice
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blages in the Cayman Islands, Jamaica, and

Bennuda were decimated. In the United States,

commercial turtle fisheries once operated in

south Texas (Doughty 1984), Cedar Keys,
Florida Keys, and Mosquito Lagoon; these fish-

eries collapsed from overexploitation of the

mostly juvenile green turtle populations. Today,

marine turtle populations are threatened world-

wide and are under intense pressure in the

Caribbean basin and Gulf of Mexico, including

Cuba, Mexico, Hispaniola, the Bahamas, and

Nicaragua. Subadult loggerheads are captured

extensively in the eastern Atlantic Ocean and

Meditenanean Sea. Thus, marine turtles that

hatch or nest on U.S. beaches or migrate to U.S.

waters are under threats far from U.S. jurisdic-

tion. Marine turtles can be conserved only

through international efforts and cooperation.

Information on the status and trends of

southeastern marine turtle populations comes

from a variety of sources, including old fishery

records, anecdotal accounts of abundance,

beach surveys for nests and females, and trawl

and aerial surveys for turtles offshore. Surveys

for marine turtles are particularly difficult

because most of their lives are spent in habitats

that are not easily surveyed. Hence, most status

and trends information comes from counting

females and nests. Few systematic long-term

(more than 10-20 years) surveys have been con-

ducted; the most notable are the nesting surveys

at Cumberland Island and adjacent barrier

islands in Georgia (TH. Richardson. University

of Georgia, unpublished data), and beaches

south of Melbourne in Brevard County. Florida

(Ehrhart et al. 1993). Beach monitoring is fairly

widespread in many areas of the Southeast, but

coverage varies considerably among beaches

and field crews. The only long-term sampling of

lagoonal or bay populations occurs at Mosquito

Lagoon and Chesapeake Bay, although short-

duration surveys have sampled Florida Bay,

Pamlico Sound, and Laguna Madre. Trawl sur-

veys of inlets and ship channels and aerial sur-

veys of offshore waters have been undertaken

periodically.

Loggerhead and Green Turtles

The number of turtles nesting fluctuates sub-

stantially from one year to the next, making

intei-pretation of beach counts difficult. The

Florida nesting populations of loggerheads and

green turtles appear stable based on 12 years of

data from east-central Florida (Ehrhail et al.

1993; Fig. 1). The green turtle nesting popula-

tion may be increasing because of protective

measures over the last 20 years or so. although

the number of nesting females is still low

(assuming 3-5 nests per female). North of

Florida, nesting loggerhead numbers are declin-

ing 3i'7c-9% a year in Georgia and South

Carolina (National Research Council 1990).

The main cause of mortality is drowning in

shrimp and flsh nets (National Research

Council 1990). although turtle excluder devices

(TEDs; Fig. 2a) have helped reduce mortality

(Fig 2b; Henwood et al. 1992). Large juveniles

are most susceptible to drowning, and this is a

critical life stage in the population dynamics of

sea turtles (Crouse et al. 1987).

Few data are available for lagoonal turtles,

although similar numbers have been captured in

Mosquito Lagoon and Chesapeake Bay from

one year to the next. Loggerhead and green tur-

tle populations, both adult and subadult. have

undoubtedly declined from historical levels

because of Iseach development and disturbance,

the collection of eggs, and destructive fishing

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

Nesting season (year)

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

Nesting season (year)

Fig. 1 a. Loggerhead nest totals in south Brevard County,

Florida, 1982-93. b. Green turtle nest totals in south

Brevard County, Florida. 1982-93. From Ehrhart et al

(1993).
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practices. Most high-level nesting occurs on the

remaining inide\eloped or lightly developed
beaches. Even there, plans for development and

disorientation from lights pose serious and con-

tinuing problems.

Kemp's Ridley

At one lime, more than 40,000 females nest-

ed in a single mass nesting (termed "arribada")

in Tamaulipas, Mexico. Several arribadas prob-

ably occurred each year. Since 1947 a drastic

reduction in the number of nesting females

caused the near extinction of this species (Ross

et al. 1989). Today only about 400-500 turtles

nest each year despite stringent protection of the

nesting beach. The principal threat to this

species is incidental take during shrimp fishing.

Leatherback and Hawksbill

The leatherback and hawksbill are rare

nesters in the southeastern United States, but

offshore waters are important for feeding, rest-

ing, and as migratory coiTidors. The status and

trends of these species in U.S. offshore waters

are unknown, although they are severely threat-

ened throughout the Caribbean. Leatherbacks

are taken by trawlers or are otherwise entangled

in nets. Hawksbills are sought, especially in

Cuba, for their shell, which is used for jewelry
and similar items. The solitary nesting habits of

hawksbills make them particularly difficult to

monitor.

Summary

Sea turtles are threatened by beach develop-

ment, light pollution, ocean dumping, incidental

take in trawl and longline fisheries, disease

(especially fibropapillomas), and many other

variables. Because sea turtles are long-lived

species, trends are difficult to monitor. Present

methods of beach monitoring are extremely

labor-intensive, expensive, and biased toward

one segment of the population. Very little is

known about marine turtle life-history and habi-

tat requirements away from nesting beaches,

and virtually nothing is known about male tur-

tles. Because the effectiveness of measures

aimed at protecting turtles may not be seen for

decades, known conservation strategies should

be favored over unproven mitigation schemes.

Acquiring nesting habitat should be encour-

aged. One of the most important management
measures to protect sea turtles, especially of the

juvenile and subadult size class, in the south-

eastern United States. Caribbean, and western

Atlantic Ocean is the use of TEDs to minimize

drowning in commercial fisheries. Mature

-- Funnel

Finfish

deflector Deflector grid

Finfisti opening

Fig. 2a. Schematic of a turtle excluder device (TED).

From Watson et al. (1986).

females should also be protected because of

their importance to future reproduction.
Researchers need to identify migratory routes,

feeding and developmental habitat, and ways to

minimize adverse impacts during all life-histo-

ry stages.
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Amphibians
are ecologically important in

most freshwater and terrestrial habitats in

the United States: they can be numerous, func-

tion as both predators and prey, and constitute

great biomass. Amphibians have certain physio-

logical (e.g., permeable skin) and ecological

(e.g.. complex life cycle) traits that could justi-

fy their use as bioindicators of environmental

health. For example, local declines in adult

amphibians may indicate losses of nearby wet-

lands. The aquatic breeding habits of many ter-

restrial species result in direct exposure of egg.

larval, and adult stages to toxic pesticides, her-

bicides, acidification, and other human-induced

stresses in both aquatic and terrestrial habitats.

Reported declines of amphibian populations

globally have drawn considerable attention

("Bury ct al. 19S(); Bishop and Petit 1992;

Richards et al. 1993; Blaustein 1994; Pechmann
and Wilbur 1994).

Approximately 230 species of amphibians,

including about 140 salamanders and 90 anu-

rans (frogs and toads) occur in the continental

United States. Because of their functional

importance in most ecosystems, declines of

amphibians are of considerable conservation

interest. If these declines are real, the number of

listed or candidate species at federal, state, and

local levels could increase significantly.

Unfortunately, because much of the existing

infomiation on status and trends of amphibians
is anecdotal, coordinated monitoring programs
are greatly needed.

Faunal Comparisons

North American amphibian species exhibit

two major distributional patterns, endemic and

-
Dis|unct populations of same species

O 01 concern or stale-protected

Federally protected

A Extirpated US. population of Tarahumara frog (Rana tarahumarae)

Figure. Distribution of U.S. endemic amphibian species

to be more broadly dispersed.

widespread. Endemic species (Figure) tend to

have small ranges or are restricted to specific

habitats (e.g., species that occur only in one

cave or in rock talus on a single mountainside).

Declines are documented best for endemic

species, partly because their smaller ranges
make monitoring easier. Populations of

endemics are most susceptible to loss or deple-
tions because of localized activities (Bury et al.

1980; Dodd 1991). Examples of endemic

species affected by different local impacts
include the Santa Cruz long-toed salamander

{Anibystoiiia mucrodactylum croceiim) in

California, the Texas blind salamander

(Typhlomolge rathbuni) in Texas, and the Red
Hills salamander {Pluieognatluis hubrichti) in

Alabama; these three species are listed as feder-

ally threatened or endangered.
The number of endemic species that have

suffered losses or are suspected of having
severe threats to their continued existence has

increased in the last 15 years (Table). In pail,

the increa.se reflects descriptions of new species
with restricted ranges, but the accelerating pace

Table. The number of amphibian species showing docu-

mented or perceived dechnes in 1980 (Bury et al. 1980)

and 1994.

Distribution pattern
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•
Aiiiphihians predominate in small lorest streams

of the Pacific Northwest. Because timber is har-

vested without adequate streamside protection,

many populations ol the tailed I'rog {A.siciphiis

tniei) and torrent salamanders {RhyacoUilon

spp.) have been severely affected; some popula-

tions soon will warrant consideration for listing.

• The western toad (Bufo boreas) once was com-

mon in the Rocky Mountains, but now occurs at

fewer than 20% of known localities from south-

em Wyoming to northern New Mexico.

• Many salamander and frog populations in the

southeastern United States have been negatively

affected, some severely, because of degradation

of stream habitats (e.g.. the hellbender,

Cnptohnimiiiis allegcmiensis) and conversion of

natural pinewood and hardwood forests and asso-

ciated wetlands (e.g., gopher frog, Raiia capita)

to plantation forestry, agriculture, and urban uses.

• Leopard frogs {Rana spp.). which are used in

teaching and research institutions, were once

abundant in most of the United States.

Populations in this diverse group have declined,

sometimes significantly, in midwestem. Rocky
Mountain, and southwestern states.

Causes of Declines

No single factor has been identifieid as the

cause of amphibian declines, and many unex-

plained declines likely result from multiple

causes. Human-caused factors tnay intensify

natural factors (Blaustein et al. 1994b) and pro-

duce declines from which local populations

cannot recover and thus ihey go extinct. Known
or suspected factors in those declines include

Western load {Bufo boreas).

destruction and loss of wetlands (Bury et al.

1980); habitat alteration, such as impacts from

timber harvest and forest management (Com
and Bury 1989; Dodd 1991; Petranka et al.

1993): introduction of non-native predators,

such as sportfish and bullfrogs, especially in

western states (Hayes and Jennings 1986;

Bradford 1989); increased variety and use of

pesticides and herbicides (Hine et al. 1981);

effects of acid precipitation, especially in east-

ern North Ainerica and Europe (Freda 1986;

Beebee et al. 1990; Dunson et al. 1992);

increased ultraviolet radiation reaching the

ground (Blaustein et al. 1994a): and diseases

resulting from decreased immune system func-

tion (Bradford 1991; Carey 1993; Pounds and

Crump 1994).

A Success Story:

The Barton Springs
Salamander

Asuccess story from the Edwards Plateau

in Texas illustrates the importance of

baseline ecological data, current science,

and the types of partnerships essential for

conservation of amphibians. The recently

described Barton Springs salamander

(Eurycea sosonim) occurs only in three

springs within about 300 m (984 ft) of each

other within the city limits of Austin. This

salamander has one of the smallest known
distributions of any North American verte-

brate.

Pools associated with the two primary

springs had been developed as municipal

swimming and wading pools, and standard

cleaning procedures had eliminated most

salamanders. With cooperation of city

authorities and local volunteers, pool main-

tenance practices detrimental to the sala-

mander were modified, and populations of

the salamander seem to be increasing and

expanding their ranges within the spring sys-

tem.

Barton Springs salamander {Eurycea sosonim).
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Amphibian populations also may vary in

size because of natural factors, pailicularly

extremes in the weather (Bradford 1983: Com
and Fogelman 1984). The size of amphibian

populations may vary, sometimes dramatically,

from year to year, so what is perceived as a

decline may be part of long-term tluctuations

(Pechmann et al. 1991). The effect of global cli-

mate change on amphibians is speculative, but it

has the potential for causing the loss of many
species.

Monitoring Needs

A profound need exists for natiimal coordi-

nation of regional inventories and population
studies, including a national effort to monitor

amphibians on parks, forests, wildlife refuges,

and other public lands. Only through long-temi
studies will better data on population changes

through time and between sites become avail-

able. Such data are essential to evaluating the

status and trends of amphibian species in the

United States. Some regional surveys and

inventories exist but only for a few species;

these studies should be expanded into a coordi-

nated effort with long-term inonitoring of popu-
lations at many sites across the country as the

goal.

In addition, more research is needed to

determine the impact of natural and human-
caused factors on the different life-history

stages and environments of amphibians. Also,

the assumption that amphibians are good indi-

cators needs to be tested rigorously (Pechmann
and Wilbur 1994). Likewise, understanding the

dynamics of populations between habitats and

regions, and the roles amphibians play in aquat-

ic and terrestrial ecosystems is essential.

Detailed work on the ecology of species and the

factors implicated in declines needs to continue.
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The
American alligator (Alligator mississip-

piensis) is an integral component of wetland

ecosystems in Florida. Alligators also provide

aesthetic, educational, recreational, and eco-

nomic benefits to humans. Because of the com-

mercial value of alligator hides for making

high-quality leather products, alligator hunting

was a major economic and recreational pursuit

of many Floridians from the mid-1800"s to

1970. The Florida alligator population varied

considerably during the 1900"s in response to

fluctuating hunting pressure caused by unstable

markets for luxury leather products.

The declining abundance of alligators during

the late 195()"s and early 1960's led to the 1967

classification of the Florida alligator population

as endangered throughout its range. Federal and

international regulations imposed during the

1970"s and 198(rs helped control trade of alli-

gator hides, and illegal hunting of alligators was

checked. The Florida alligator population

responded immediately to protection and was

reclassified as threatened in 1977 and as threat-

ened because of its similarity in appearance to

the American crocodile {Crocodylus acutus) in

1985 (Neal 1985).

Assessments of Florida's alligator popula-

tion were based on sporadic surveys before

1974 (Wood et al. 1985). The Florida Game and

Fresh Water Fish Commission implemented
annual night-light surveys that used spotlights

to detect alligator eyeshine in 1974 to provide a

more objective basis for assessing population

trends (Wood et al. 1985). Although all areas

were not sampled every year, these data are the

best available for alligator populations in

Florida and are useful for estimating population

trends (Woodward and Moore 1990). Because

survey areas were not a random sample of all

alligator habitat in Florida, trend results are

applicable only to deepwater habitats and navi-

gable wetlands.

Design of Alligator Surveys,
1974-92

We conducted night-light counts (Woodward
and Marion 1978) with high-intensity spotlights

from boats on 54 areas throughout Florida (Fig.

1) during 1974-92 (Woodward and Moore

1990). The number of areas surveyed in any

year ranged from 7 in 1974 to 43 in 1980. In

1983 the number of areas surveyed was reduced

to 22 to allow observers to conduct replicate

counts on areas each year (Fig. 1 ). Eighteen of

the 22 areas were subjected to alligator harvests

of some type.

American

Alligators in

Florida

by

Allan R. Woodward
Florida Game and Fresh

Water Fish Commission

Clinton T. Moore
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Fig. 1. Locations of survey areas for night-light counts

alligators in Florida, 1974-92.

We analyzed observed densities of alligators

per kilometer (0.62 mile) of shoreline to esti-

mate trends for each area during the periods

1974-92 and 1983-92. Size classes correspond-

ed to the overall population, juveniles (0.3-1.2

m
[

1 -4 ft] ). harvestable sizes {1.2m or longer [4

ft or longer]), and adults (1.8 m or longer [6 ft

or longer]; hatchlings less than 0.3 m long [1 ft]

were excluded from trend analysis).

Count densities represent only alligators

observed during the survey. Most (more than

65%) alligators were submerged during surveys

and not detected (Murphy 1977: Brandt 1989;

Woodward and Linda 1993). Alligators in wet-

lands adjacent to surveyed areas may have been

undetected (Woodward and Linda 1993).

Counts, however, do provide a relative measure

of alligator abundance that is useful for estimat-

ing population trends, provided that rates of

detection do not vary annually.

Status and Trends

From 1974 to 1992, the density of alligators

on surveyed wetlands increased an average 41%

Alligators at dusk. Payne's Praine

State Preser\'e. Florida.
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or 1.9% annually. Average annual densities of

harvestable alligators increased 2.7%, while

average annual densities of adults increased

2.5%. The 0.5% average annual increase in

counts of juvenile alligators during 1974-92

was not significant. These trends confirm that

the Florida alligator population increased dur-

ing the apparent recovery of the 1970"s and

I980"s (Neal 1985). We observed cyclic pat-

terns in abundance over time for all size classes

(Fig. 2). Cyclic population levels may represent

varying availability of counted alligators due to

fluctuations in water level not fully accounted

for in our analyses. They may also reflect pop-

ulation changes brought about by periodic

droughts or. to a lesser extent, severe winters.

0.3 m -1,2m (1-4 ft)

1.8 m or longer (6 ft or longer)

74 76 78 80 82 84 86 90 92

Year

Fig. 2. Annual indice.s (mean

number of alligators deteeted per

linear kilometer 10.62 mi] of sur-

vey route) and smoothed trend

estimates (Cleveland 1979) for

three size classes of the statewide

alligator population in Florida,

1974-92.

From 1983 to 1992. observed densities of

adult alligators declined 3.2% per year, but we
did not detect such trends in other size classes

(Fig. 2). It is too early to draw conclusions con-

cerning the influence of harvests on alligator

populations since legal harvesting began in

1987 because of the variable nature of night-

light alligator counts and the uncertain effects

of wariness. Relatively stable populations of

juveniles and harvestable alligators indicate that

hatchling recruitment (replenishment) is suffi-

cient to replace alligators lost through harvest.

Consequently, alligator harvests do not seem to

have negatively affected the Florida alligator

population as a whole.

Historically, the Florida alligator population

was threatened by habitat loss and excessive

illegal hunting (Hines 1979), but recently envi-

ronmental contamination has been associated

with population declines. Wetland drainage and

alteration during the I900"s destroyed alligator

habitat and permanently reduced alligator pop-

ulations in some wetlands, particularly in fresh-

water marshes (Neal 1985). State legislation,

most recently the Wetlands Protection Act of

1984 (Florida Statutes 403.91), has significant-

ly protected remaining wetlands, but alteration

and loss of wetlands persist. Between the mid-

1970"s and mid-1980's, 10,542 ha (26,030

acres) of wetlands per year were lost to agricul-

ture and other development (Frayer and Hefner

1991 ). Thus, habitat loss remains a threat to alli-

gator populations.

Illegal hunting is now negligible and has

been replaced by regulated, managed harvests.

Florida implemented a nuisance alligator con-

trol program in 1978 in response to increasing

problem alligators during the I970"s (Hines and

Woodward 1980). Because the nuisance alliga-

tor program targets individual alligators, the

removal of these animals is unlikely to measur-

ably affect alligator populations (Hines and

Woodward 1980; Jennings et al. 1989). The

state game commission introduced managed
harvests of alligators and their eggs in 1987 to

create conservation incentives by enhancing
economic value of wild alligators (Wiley and

Jennings 1990). Studies of the effects of harvest

on alligator populations demonstrated that har-

vests are sustainable at certain rates (Jennings et

al. 1988: Woodward et al. 1992). Annual moni-

toring and effective control of harvest rates

ensure that populations will not suffer long-

term depletion.

More recently, environmental toxins have

been implicated in the shaip decline of the alli-

gator population on Lake Apopka. Florida's

third-largest lake (Woodward et al. 1993;

Guillette et al. 1994). Widespread pollution of

wetlands by potentially toxic petrochemicals

and metals may threaten the long-term viability

of other alligator populations within Florida.

For the present, the status of the Florida alliga-

tor population is secure; however, continued

habitat loss and toxic contamination will nega-

tively affect alligator populations and may
eventually compromise their conservation.
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The
Coastal Plain of the southeastern United

States contains a rich diversity of reptiles

and amphibians (herpetofaiina). Of the 290

species native to the Southeast. 1 70 ( 74 amphib-
ians, 96 reptiles) are found within the range of

the remnant longleaf pine ( Finns pahislris)

ecosystem (Fig. 1 ). Many of these species are

not found elsewhere, particularly those amphib-
ians that require temporary ponds for reproduc-
tion. Many Coastal Plain species are listed fed-

erally or by states as endangered or threatened

or are candidates for listing (Fig. 1 ). Examples
include the flatwoods salamander {Ambystoma

cingulatum), striped newt (Notophthabniis per-

striatus), Carolina and dusky gopher frogs

(Rana capita capita and R.c. sevosa). eastern

indigo snake {Drymarchan corais couperi).

gopher tortoise (Gophenis polyphemus), eastern

diamondback rattlesnake (Cratahis adaman-

teiis). and Florida pine snake (Pitiiophis

melanoleucus mngitus).

Studies in the Southeast

Information on the status and trends of the

Coastal Plain herpetofauna comes from limited

studies of selected species or populations, most-

ly within the last decade. The only intensive

long-term quantitative and community-based
studies have been at the Savannah River Site on

the upper Coastal Plain of South Carolina. Most

other studies have been distributional surveys
for species such as Red Hills salamanders

(Phaeognathns luibhchti). gopher frogs, striped

newts, flatwoods salamanders, gopher tortoises,

and Florida scrub lizards (Sceloponis woodi).

Few studies have reported detailed habitat

requirements for suspected declining species

throughout their range. Surveys generally range
1-2 years in duration. Other trend information is

derived from studies conducted by university

scientists, private organizations, or state

resource agencies. Concern for the future of the

entire herpetofaunal community in the

Southeast rests mostly on the well-documented

loss of the old-growth longleaf pine ecosystem,

although few community-based heipetofaunal

surveys have been undertaken in this habitat.

Status

The tire-adapted longleaf pine community
once stretched from southeastern Virginia to

eastern Texas (Fig. 2). At present, less than 14%
of the historical 282,283 km- (70 million acres)

longleaf pine forest remains (Means and Grow
1985; Noss 1989), and most of it is on private

land. Less than 1% is old-growth forest.

Conversion of longleaf pine forests for agricul-

ture, timber plantations, and urban needs (Ware
et al. 1993) is accelerating (Fig. 3) and probably
threatens the continued existence of many
amphibian and reptile species, particularly in

southern Georgia and Florida. For example,

longleaf pine forests in Florida declined from

30,756 km- (7.6 million acres) in 1936 to only

3,845 km- (0.95 million acres) in 1989, an 88%
decrease (Cerulean 1991). In southeastern

Georgia the longleaf pine forest declined 36%
(to 931 km- [230,000 acres]) between 1981 and

1988 (Johnson 1988). Most of this conversion

has been from second- or third-growth longleaf

pine stands to slash or loblolly pine plantation

forestry.

Reptiles and

Amphibians in

the

Endangered
Longleaf Pine

Ecosystem

by

C. Kenneth Dodd, Jr.

National Biological Service
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I Reptiles S amphibians m range

of Longleaf pine

ET/R/D

Fig. 1. Reptiles and amphibians

within the southeastern Coastal

Plain. Green bars = total number;

Gold bars = number of species in

need of conservation and manage-
ment. E = endangered, T = threat-

ened. R = rare. D = declining.

Fig. 2. Historical distribution of

the longleaf pine ecosystem in the

southeastern Coastal Plain. Chart

shows the present total number of

species of amphibians and reptiles

in various southeastern states.

The effects of the loss of the longleaf pine

ecosystem on the herpetofaunal community
have never been assessed directly, but several

species are known to have been affected. For

example, the number of gopher tortoises, a key

species within the longleaf pine ecosystem, has

declined by an estimated 80% during the last

100 years (Auffenberg and Franz 1982), More

than 300 invertebrates and 65 vertebrates use

gopher tortoise burrows (Jackson and Milstrey

1989; Fig. 4), so an 80% reduction in gopher

tortoises could represent a substantial reduction

in the biodiversity of the longleaf pine ecosys-

tem.

Amphibians that breed in temporary ponds

have been particularly affected both because of

direct habitat destruction and the slower loss of

wetland breeding sites by ditching. Breeding,

foraging, and overwintering sites are also

affected by certain types of forest plantation site

preparation. Only five populations of striped

newts remain in Georgia (Dodd 1993; L.

LaClaire, USFWS, personal communication);

the tlatwoods salamander has disappeared from

the eastern section of its range; gopher frogs are

nearly extirpated in North Carolina. Alabama,

and Mississippi; and dusky salamanders

(Desiiioi^iuiilius spp.) appear to have declined or

disappeared in coastal South Carolina and

peninsular Florida.

On the other hand, the long-term communi-

ty studies at the Savanna River Site, where the

destructive effects of plantation forestry are not

prevalent, do not reveal declining trends,

although some amphibian populations there

fluctuate widely from one year to the next in

80-

60-

"40-

20-

TTTi-
rir rrp

MC SC GA FL AL MS LA TX

Longleaf pine

Urban areas

Human population

15

13

11

Fig. 3. Trend m loss of longleaf pine forest in relation to

urban development and increases in human population in

Florida, 19.^0-90 I Cerulean 1991; used with pemiission

from The Nature Conservancy).

both numbers and reproductive output

(Pechmann et al. 1991). A 5-year study on a

north Florida biological preserve disclosed

declining amphibian numbers, but the study

coincided with a severe regional drought (Dodd

1992). In west-central Florida, amphibian com-

munities have changed composition because of

Hg. 4. The distribution of the gopher tortoise (Gophenis

pohphemus) in the southeastern United States. The chart

shows the number of species of various taxa known to use

its burrow and the number of plant taxa described from the

longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem.
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urbanization (Delis 1993), but the long-term
effects of the change are unknown. The overall

status of the Red Hills salamander (federal

threatened list) remained the same from 1976 to

198S (Dodd 1991 ), although habitat loss contin-

ued from plantation forestry. Virtually no data

exist for tenestrial reptile populations or com-

munities except for the gopher tortoise.

Anecdotal information for all tenestrial reptiles

suggests population declines, particularly in

areas affected by imported red fire ants

{Solt'iiopsis iiivicUi).

Local centers of amphibian and reptile diver-

sity need to be identified within the remaining

longleaf pine community. Surveys, basic life-

history studies of sensitive species, and long-

term monitoring of amphibian and reptile popu-
lations need to be initiated. Many species that

are restricted to wetland and upland habitats

appear to be declining, but precise baseline data

are lacking. Factors impeding the identification

of population trends include the longevity of

many species, the effects of periodic natural

events such as drought, and what appear to be

random population fluctuations. At the same

lime, when the known extent of habitat loss is

coupled with declining trends elsewhere

(Blaustein and Wake 1990; Wyman 1990) that

result from unknown or hypothesized causes

(UVB light, acidity, heavy metals, estrogen-

mimicking compi>unds, roads, habitat fragmen-
tation), the study and monitoring of amphibian
and reptile populations in remnant southeastern

longleaf pine forests will become especially

imperative.
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Many
recent declines and extinctions of

native amphibians have occurred in cer-

tain parts of the world (Wake 1991; Wake and

Morowitz 1991 ). All species of native true frogs

have declined in the western United States over

the past decade (Hayes and Jennings 1986).

Most of these native amphibian declines can be

directly attributed to habitat loss or modifica-

tion, which is often exacerbated by natural

events such as droughts or floods (Wake 1991 ).

A growing body of research, however, indicates

that certain native frogs are particularly suscep-
tible to population declines and extinctions in

habitats that are relatively unmodified by
humans (e.g., wilderness areas and national

parks in California; Bradford 1991; Fellers and

Drost 1993; Kagarise Sherman and Morton

1993). To understand these declines, we must

document the current distribution of these

species over their entire historical range to learn

where they have disappeared.
In 1988 the California Department of Fish

and Game commissioned the California

Academy of Sciences to conduct a 6-year study
on the status of the state's amphibians and rep-

tiles not currently protected by the Endangered

Species Act. The study's puipose was to deter-

mine amphibians and reptiles most vulnerable

to extinction and provide suggestions for future

research, management, and protection by state,

federal, and local agencies (Jennings and Hayes
1993). This article describes the distribution and

status of all native true frogs in California as

determined by the California Fish and Game

study.

Native Ranid

Frogs in

California

by

Mark R. Jennings
National Biological Service
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Status

All species studied have suffered declines in

distribution and abundance, largely because of

habitat loss or modification from farming, graz-

ing, logging, urban development, suppression

of bru.sh fires, and flood-control or water-devel-

opment projects. The species have also been

affected by the widespread introduction of ver-

tebrate and invertebrate aquatic predators.

Northern Red-legged Frog {Rana aurora

aurora)

This frog, restricted to lower elevations (300

m |984 ft]) of the north coast region of

California (Fig. 1 ), has disappeared from about

15% of its historical range in California. It is

not in danger of extinction in the state.

Fig. 1. Historical and current distribution of the northern red-legged frog. California red-legged

frog, and Cascades frog in California based on 2,068 museum records and 302 records from other

sources. Dots indicate locality records based on verified museum specimens. Squares indicate

locality records based on venfied sightings (e.g.. field notes, photographs, pubhshed papers). Red

dots and green squares denote localities where native frogs are extant. Gold dots and blue squares

indicate where native frogs are presumed extinct. Figure modified from Jennings and Hayes

(1993).

California Red-legged Frog (/?.«. draytonii)

This frog was originally found over most of

California below 1,524 m (500 ft) and west of

the deserts and the Sierra Nevada crest (Fig. 1 ).

Although the California red-legged frog has

now disappeared from about 75% of its histori-

cal range in the state, around the turn of the cen-

tury it was abundant enough to support an

important commercial fishery in the San

Francisco fish markets (Jennings and Hayes

1984). California red-legged frogs have almost

completely disappeared from the Central Valley

and southern California since 1970 and are cur-

rently proposed for listing as endangered by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Federal

Register 1994).

Cascades Frog {R. cascadae)

The Cascades frog was originally found in

northern California above 230 m (755 ft: Fig.

I ). where it was historically very abundant.

Since the mid-1970's, the species extensively

declined, disappearing from about 50% of its

range in the state. No habitat loss hypothesis

adequately explains why this frog survived with

cuiTcnt land-use practices for over 50 years

before its decline. It is still abundant in

California only in the northern third of its range

on lands under federal ownership.

Foothill Yellow-legged Frog [R. boylii)

This frog was originally found over most of

California below 1 .829 m (6,000 ft), west of the

deserts and the Sierra-Cascade crest (Fig. 2). In

many locations before 1970, populations con-

tained hundreds of individuals (Zweifel 1955),

but the frog has now completely disappeared

from southern California and from about 45%
of its historical range over the entire state. Most

populations were apparently healthy until the

mid-1970"s. when a population crash occurred

in southern California and the Sierra Nevada

foothills after several years of severe floods and

drought, which may have been responsible for

the declines, although it is not certain. Because

this species was an important component of the

food web in many streamside ecosystems, its

loss has probably negatively affected several

organisms, such as garter snakes (Thamnophis

spp.), which historically relied upon it as a

major food source.

Spotted Frog (R. pretiosa)

The spotted frog was historically recorded

only from scattered localities in the extreme

northeastern part of California below 1,372 m
(4.500 ft), where it was apparently restricted to

large marshy areas filled by warmwater (more

than 20°C [68°F]) springs (Fig. 2). It has now
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disappeared from about 99% of its range, and is

only known from one location in the state. It

appears to be on the verge of extinction in

California.

Yavapai Leopard Frog (R. yavapaiensis)

This frog was originally found along the

Colorado River and in the Coachella Valley of

southeastern California (Fig. 2). It has not been

seen in the state since the niid-l960"s and now

seems to be extinct at all sites examined. This

leopard frog has been replaced in California by
the introduced bullfrog (R. catesbeicma) and the

Rio Grande leopard frog {R. berlaudieri), which

are able to thrive in human-modified reservoirs

and canals in the Yavapai leopard frog's original

range (Jennings and Hayes 1994).

Mountain Yellow-legged Frog {R. inuscosa)

This species was historically abundant in the

Sierra Nevada at elevations largely above 1.829

m (6.000 ft), and also in the San Gabriel, San

Bernardino, and San Jacinto mountains of

southern California above 369 m ( 1,210 ft; Fig.

3). The mountain yellow-legged frog has disap-

peared from about 509c of its historical range in

the Sierra Nevada and about 99% of its histori-

cal range in southern California. Some
researchers believe that the widespread intro-

duction of non-native trout into high-elevation

lakes is the major reason for the decline of this

species in the Sierra Nevada (Bradford 1989:

Bradford et al. 1993). The species, however,

experienced massive die-offs in many parts of

its range during the 1970"s (Bradford 1991)

after several years of severe floods and drought,

and continues to decline in relatively pristine

areas such as wilderness areas and national

parks.

Such observations indicate that present land-

management practices of setting aside large

tracts of land for the "protection of biodiversi-

ty" may not be adequate for ensuring the con-

tinued survival of this species. Already, the loss

of this frog over large areas has negatively

affected organisms such as the western terrestri-

al garter snake {Thamnopliis elegans). which

relied upon it as a major food source (Jennings
et al. 1992). To keep these populations from

extinction, resource managers may need to ini-

tiate active management efforts for mountain

yellow-legged frogs (such as fish eradication

programs in selected high-elevation lakes, fenc-

ing of riparian zones to exclude livestock graz-

ing, and relocating hiking trails and camp-

grounds away from sensitive riparian habitats).

Northern Leopard Frog (R. pipiens)

This frog was historically recorded from

scattered localities below 1,981 m (6.500 ft) in

Northern red-lesaed trog (Rana aurora aiavra).

Fig. 2. Historical and current distribution of ttie foottiill yellow-legged frog, spotted frog, and

Yavapai leopard frog in California based on 3,.^ 16 museum records and 171 records from other

sources. Dots indicate locality records based on verified museum specimens. Squares indicate

locality records based on verified sightings (e.g.. field notes, photographs, published papers). Red

dots and green squares denote localities where native frogs are e.\tant. Gold dots and blue squares

indicate where native frogs are presumed e.xtinct. Figure modified from Jennings and Hayes

(1993).
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Fig. 3. Historical and current distribution of the mountain yellow-legged frog, and presumed
native populations of the nonhem leopard frog in California based on 2.565 museum records and

673 records from other sources. Dots indicate locality records based on verified museum speci-

mens. Squares indicate locality records based on venfied sightings (e.g.. field notes, photographs,

published papers). Red dots and green squares denote localities where native frogs are extant.

Gold dots and blue squares indicate where native frogs are presumed extinct. Figure modified

from Jennings and Hayes ( 1993).

the eastern part of California (Fig. 3). Some

populations were introduced into the state with-

in the past 100 years (Jennings and Hayes
1993). most around the turn of the century

(Storer 1925). This species has disappeared

from about 95% of its range in California and is

now found only in one national wildlife refuge

near the Oregon border. Most localities where

this frog was historically found have not

changed appreciatively during the past 50 years,

so the reasons for the species' decline and dis-

appearance remain a mystery.

For further information:

Mark R. Jennings
National Biological Service

Alaska Science Center

Piedras Blancas Field Station

PO Box 70

San Simeon, CA 93452
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The
desert tortoise [Gopherus uiiussizii) is a

widespread species of the southwestern

United States and Mexico. Within the United

States, desert tortoises Uve in the Mojave.
Colorado, and Sonoran deserts of southeastern

California, southern Nevada, southwestern

Utah, and western Arizona (Fig. 1 ). A substan-

tial portion of the habitat is on lands adminis-

tered by the U.S. Department of the Interior.

The U.S. government treats the desert tor-

toise as an indicator or umbrella species to mea-

sure the health and well-being of the ecosys-

tems it inhabits. The tortoise functions well as

an indicator because it is long-lived, takes 12-20

years to reach reproductive maturity, and is sen-

sitive to changes in the environment. In 1990

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed the

species as threatened in the northern and west-

ern parts of its geographic range (Fig. 1)

because of widespread population declines and

overall habitat loss, deterioration, and fragmen-
tation.

Because some populations exhibit signifi-

cant genetic, moiphologic (see glossary), and

behavioral differences, the Desert Tortoise

Recovery Team identified six distinctive popu-
lation segments (Fig. I ) for critical habitat pro-

tection and long-term conservation within the

Mojave and Colorado deserts (e.g.. Lamb et al.

1989: USFWS 1994). The population segments
are representative of distinctive climatic, floris-

tic, and geographic regions.

Surveys

The primary sources of information on sta-

tus and trends of desert tortoise populations are

from study plots established by the U.S. Bureau

of Land Management and state fish and game
agencies. More than 30 permanent study plots,

each of which is 2.6 km- or larger ( I mi- or

more), are surveyed at intervals ranging from 2

to 10 years. Study plots provide data on popula-
tion characteristics, including density, size-age

class structure, sex ratios and numbers of breed-

ing females, recruitment of juveniles into the

adult population, causes of death, and mortality

rates (Berry 1990). Researchers use mark-

recapture techniques to conduct 60-day surveys
in spring for live and dead tortoises.

Trends for habitat condition on study plots

are measured by using quantitative data on

native and exotic annual and perennial vegeta-
tion (Berry 1990). Associated data on past and

recent human activities or influences include

numbers of visitors per season; density of dirt

roads, trails, and vehicle tracks; levels and types
of livestock grazing; and acreage disturbed by

mining and mineral development and utility

corridors.

The data base for the six population seg-
ments varies considerably; some segments con-

tain several plots that have been sampled for 1 1
-

17 years, whereas others have few plots that

have been sampled only I or 2 years (Berry
1990; USFWS 1994).

Trends

Condition and trends in tortoise populations

vary within and between population segments.
One measure of population condition is change
in density. Examples of changes in density for

nine study plots in California and Nevada are

shown in Fig. 2 (Berry 1990; D.B.

Hardenbrook, Nevada Division of Wildlife, and

S. Slone, Bureau of Land Management, person-
al communication). The greatest declines in

Desert

Tortoises in

the Mojave
and Colorado
Deserts

by
Kristin H. Berry

Philip Medica
National Biological Service
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Fig. 2. Examples of changes in

desert tortoise population densities

at nine study sites in California

and Nevada. Tfie midpoint for

density estimates of all sizes of

tortoises (orange line) is shown by
a dot on a bar representing the

959c confidence interval (CD; the

midpoint for density estimates for

adult tortoises only (red lines) is

depicted by a square on a bar rep-

resenting the 95% CI. Causes of

declines vary by site.

Causes of population declines differed

somewhat within and between population seg-

ments, but were primarily related to human
activities. Higher than normal losses or mortal-

ity rates were attributed to many causes, such as

illegal collecting, vandalism, upper respiratory

tract disease or shell disease, predation by com-

mon ravens, crushing by vehicles both on and

off roads, and trampling by livestock (BLM
1988; USFWS 1994). For example. 14.6'7r-

28.9% of desert tortoise carcasses collected

from western Mojave plots in the 1970"s and

early 1980's showed signs of gunshots (tortois-

es were shot while still alive), but only 0%-
3.1% of carcasses from the less-visited eastern

Mojave and northern Colorado deserts showed

such signs (Berry 1986). Deaths from vehicles

on paved roads were also highest in the western

Mojave. where densities of dirt roads and vehi-

cle trails are higher than elsewhere.

Of particular concern is the recent appear-

ance of a highly infectious and usually fatal

upper respiratory tract disease caused by the

bacterium Mycoplasma agassizii. The disease,

apparently introduced through the release of

captive tortoises (Jacobson 1993), has caused

80 Year 90

the deaths of thousands of wild tortoises in the

Mojave Desert during the last few years (K.H.

Berry, unpublished data).

Fragmented and deteriorated habitats also

affect population vitality. Populations in areas

with high levels of exotic annual plants are

declining at substantially higher rates than those

in less disturbed areas.

In summary, tortoise populations occurring

in relatively undisturbed and remote areas with

little vehicular access and low human visitation

generally were stable, or exhibited lower rates

of decline than tortoise populations in areas

with high levels of disturbance, high vehicular

access, and high human visitation.
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Fringe-toed

lizards (Unia spp.l inhabit many
of the scattered windblown sand deposits of

southeastern California, southwestern Arizona,

and northwestern Mexico. These lizards have

several specialized adaptations: elongated
scales on their hind feet ("fringes") for added

traction in loose sand, a shovel-shaped head and

a lower jaw adapted to aid diving into and mov-

ing short distances beneath the sand, elongated

scales covering their ears to keep sand out, and

unique morphology (form or structure) of inter-

nal nostrils that allows them to breathe below

the sand without inhaling sand particles.

While these adaptations enable fringe-toed

lizards to successfully occupy sand dune habi-

tats, the same characteristics have restricted

them to isolated sand "islands." Three fringe-

toed lizard species live in the United States: the

Mojave {U. scopaiiu). the Colorado Desert (U.

nokitii), and the Coachella Valley {U. inonniki}-

Of the three, the Coachella Valley fringe-toed

lizard has the most restricted range and has been

most affected by human activities. In 1980 this

lizard was listed as a threatened species by the

federal government.
In 1986 the Coachella Valley Preserve sys-

tem was established to protect habitat for the

Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard. This action

set several precedents: it was the first Habitat

Conservation Plan established under the

revised (1982) Endangered Species Act and the

newly adopted Section 10 of the act, it estab-

lished perhaps the only protected area in the

world set aside for a lizard, and its design was

based on a model of sand dune ecosystem

processes, the sole habitat for this lizard. Three

disjunct sites in California, each with a discrete

source of windblown sand, were set aside to

protect fringe-toed lizard populations:

Thousand Palms, Willow Hole, and Whitewater

River. Collectively, the preserves protect about

2% of the lizards' original range.

Eight years after the establishment of the

preserve system, few Coachella Valley fringe-

toed lizards exist outside the boundaries of the

three protected sites. Barrows (author, unpub-
lished data) recently identified scattered pockets

of windblown sand occupied by fringe-toed

lizards in the hills along the northern fringe of

the valley, but only at low densities. Fringe-toed

lizard populations within the protected sites

have been monitored yearly since 1986. During

this period, California experienced one of its

most severe droughts, which ended in spring

1991. Numbers of fringe-toed lizards within the

Thousand Palms and Willow Hole sites

declined during the drought, but rebounded

after 1991 (Fig. 1). By 1993. after three wet

springs, lizard numbers had increased substan-

fially,

Lizards at the Whitewater River site were

intensively monitored since 1985 by using

mark-recapture methods to count the population

on a 2.25-ha (5.56-acre) plot. In 1986 this site

^
85 93

Year

had the highest population density of the three

protected sites. As with the other two sites, the

Whitewater River population declined through-

out the drought, but only increased slightly after

the drought broke in 1991 (Fig. 2).

Compounding the drought effect, much of the

fine sand preferred by fringe-toed lizards was

blown off the site during the dry years. This

condition was unique to the Whitewater River

Coachella

Valley Fringe-
toed Lizards

by

Cameron Barrows

The Nature Conservancy

Allan Muth

Mark Fisher

University of California, Boyd
Deep Canyon Desert

Research Center

Jeffrey Lovich

National Biological Service

Fig. 1. The mean number of

lizards per transect at the

Thousand Palms and Willow Hole

sites, 1986-93. Data were pooled
from five 10 x 1.000 ni( 32.8 x

3.281 ft) transects. All transects

were sampled six times each year,

and all sampling was conducted

within a 6-week span in the late

spring of each year.

Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard

( Uma inornata).
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Fig. 2. The known population size

of a Coacheila Valley fnnge-loed
lizard population on a 2.25-ha

(5.56-aere) study plot on the

Whitewater River preserve.
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site: the other two piotected sites have much

deeper sand deposits and are less susceptible to

wind erosion. New windblown sand was

deposited on the Whitewater River site in 1993

after a period of high rainfalf The population

appears to be increasing in response to these

favorable conditions.

The decline in fringe-toed lizards during the

monitoring period appears to be the result of

responses to natural fluctuations in habitat. The

dynamic nature of sand dune systems, coupled
with the lizards" apparent sensitivity to drought,
underlines the importance of preserve design.

Appropriate designs anticipate the effect of nat-

ural habitat fluctuation.

The ecological model that governed the

design of the Coacheila Valley Preserve system
was reevaluated in 1993 with one disturbing
result. A primary sand source was identified that

supplies the sand dunes at the Thousand Palms

site, but was not emphasized sufficiently in the

original model and design. Fortunately, the sand

source and its path to the existing preserve have

not been affected severely by human develop-
ment at this time, so options for correcting the

design's shortcomings are still available. The

fringe-toed lizard population sustained by this

sand source has been the largest of the three

sites for the past few years. Monitoring the

lizards without investigating ecosystem

processes would not have identified the design
error until it was too late to correct.

Disappearance
of the

Tarahumara

Frog

by
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J.L. Jarchow
Soiiora Pel Hospital,

Tucson, AZ

C.J. May
Pima Community College

C.H. Lowe

University ofArizona
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In
the spring of 1983 the last known

Tarahumara frog in the United States was

found dead. Overall, the species seems to be

doing well in Mexico, although the decline of

more northern populations are of concern. The

Tarahumara frog {Rami tarahuinanw) inhabits

seasonal and permanent bedrock and bouldery
streams in the foothills and main mountain mass

of the Sierra Madre Occidental of northwestern

Mexico. It ranges from northern Sinaloa,

through western Chihuahua and eastern and

northern Sonora. and until recently into extreme

south-central Arizona (Fig. 1). Arizona locali-

ties, all in Santa Cruz County, include three

drainages in the Atascosa-Pajarito Mountains

(Campliell 1931: Little 1940: Williams 1960)

and three in the Santa Rita Mountains (Hale et

al. 1977).

Population Estimates, 1975-93

We have drawn our review from museum
records, the published literature, and reports,

journal entries, and personal observations by
the authors, other biologists, and knowledge-
able persons. From May 1975 through June

1977, we conducted an ecological, demograph-
ic, and life-history study of the population at

Big Casa Blanca Canyon (Santa Rita

Mountains).

Between 1980 and 1993, we visited 22 of 30

historical Tarahumara frog localities. We sur-

veyed 43 additional streams with potential habi-

tat and found Tarahumara frogs at 25 new local-

ities in Mexico. Localities were extensively

searched, often both day and night, sometimes

repeatedly. Frogs and tadpoles were counted,

size-classed, and sexed when possible. Time,

streamwater pH, air, substrate and water tem-

peratures, habitat description and condition, and

relative abundances of other aquatic vertebrates

were noted.

During the summers of 1982-83. rain sam-

ples were collected at The Nature

Conservancy's Sonoita Creek and Canelo Hills

preserves for pH determination and heavy metal

analysis. Both sites are within 22-56 km (14-35

mi) of declining frog populations and 64-129

km (40-80 mi) north and northwest of copper
smelters. Streamwater samples from sites of

declining populations in Sycamore and Big
Casa Blanca canyons in Arizona and Carabinas

Canyon in northeastern Sonora were also col-

lected for pH and heavy metal analyses.

Decline of Populations

In April 1974, 27 dead and dying
Tarahumara and leopard frogs were observed at

Sycamore Canyon, Atascosa-Pajarito

Mountains, the best-known and most frequently

visited Tarahumara frog population. The last

sightings of Tarahumara frogs in that range
were in the summer of 1974.
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The decline o\' the Santa Rita Mountains

population began in 1977 (Fig. 2). Total num-

bers of frogs (adults and juveniles) captured

plummeted from 252 in 1976 to 46 in 1977:

estimated total population size fell from a max-

imum 1,020 frogs to 625 (Hale and May 1983).

In June 1977 some captiued frogs became unre-

sponsive and often died, apparently I'rom the

stress of capture, a response not previously

observed. In 1978 no frogs marked in prior

years, nor tiny larvae attributable to that year's

breeding, were found. Larger tadpoles from

1976-77 persisted. Twenty newly metamor-

phosed frogs were observed in 1978 and 40 in

1979: from 1980 to 1982 we saw one to three

frogs attributable to those frogs. In spring 1983

the last known Tarahmnara frog in the United

States was found dead. Repeated visits (some

times yearly) to all former Arizona localities

have yielded no additional sightings.

Three of seven populations studied from

1981 to 1986 in northern Sonora appeared

healthy, with adult and juvenile frogs as well as

both small and large larvae, suggesting a stable,

reproductive population. Frogs were not seen at

three other sites where they had been found in

the 1970's and early 1980"s. The last popula-

tion, in Carabinas Canyon. Sierra El Tigre,

which contained numerous frogs and tadpoles,

was in the initial stages of a major decline when
first observed in fall 1981. Within a year all

frogs had disappeared from the downstream end

of this population, but frogs in the upper portion

of the drainage appeared to have suffered no

decline in numbers through our most recent

visit to the site in 1986.

Carabinas Canyon frogs displayed clinical

signs suggestive of heavy metal poisoning,

including inegular muscular acti\ ity and failure

of muscular coordination (ata.xia). partial paral-

ysis of the hind legs, dilated pupils unrespon-
sive to light, and a loss of the righting response.

The skin was often dry on the head and back.

Symptoms were amplified by the stress of cap-

ture and handling. Frogs displaying obvious

signs of heavy metal poisoning were already

dying.

Field examinations of dead frogs showed no

evidence of gross pathological disorders. Skin

cultures showed no common pathogens; species

representing probable normal skin flora and

opportunistic secondary pathogens attacking a

debilitated host were present. Histopathological
examinations of five dying frogs (E. Jacobson.

J. Hillis Miller Health Center. College of

Veterinary Medicine, Gainesville, Florida)

revealed no gross pathologies (Hale and May
1983: Hale and Jarchow 1988).

Populations of Chiricahua and Yavapai leop-

ard frogs (Rana chiricahuensis and R. yava-

paiensis) declined with the Tarahumara frog

Arizona ' Tucson New Mexico

M Smelters

A Local extinction

y^ Declining but present

ik Historical location

where they occurred together, although leopard

frogs were not eliminated from most

Tarahumara fixig sites. In Sycamore Canyon.
Chiricahua leopard frogs have managed to

maintain a small but viable population near

Yank Spring, but numbers decrease downstream

in previously favorable leopard frog habitat.

The Chiricahua leopard frog has experienced

catastrophic declines elsewhere, and is in dan-

ger of disappearing from most of its range

(Clarkson and Rorabaugh 1989).

Rain collected at the Sonoita Creek and

Canelo Hills preserves in the summers of 1982

250-

Fig. 1. Range of the Tarahumara

frog. Rana tarahumarae. Copper
smelters are at Douglas, AZ (now

closed), and Cananea and

Nacozari, Sonora. Historical loca-

tions include both surveyed popu-
lations thai appeared stable, and

unvisited historical localities

(Campbell 19.^1; Little 1940;

Williams 146(1; Hale et al. 1477;

Hale and May 198.^; Hale and

Jarchow 1988).
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Fig. 2. Number of Tarahumara

frogs captured 1975-93. Big Casa

Blanca Canyon. Santa Rita

Mountains. Santa Cruz County,
AZ (Hale and May 1983).
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and 1983 was consistently very acidic, attrih-

uted primarily to particulates produced by a

copper smelter in Douglas, Arizona (Blanchard

and Stromberg 1987), which has since been

shut down. The alkaline soils in the area may
buffer the streams from the acid rain: stream pH
values were always slightly basic.

Analyses of water from affected streams

showed consistently elevated levels of cadmi-

um, a toxic metal, especially in relation to lev-

els of the essential metal, zinc. In several

species of vertebrates, sensitivity to cadmium

toxicity is reduced with zinc supplementation

(Supplee 1963; Webb 1972). At Sycamore

Canyon and Big Casa Blanca Canyon localities,

frogs survived longest near springs where zinc

concentrations were highest. Levels of arsenic

in streamwater were occasionally elevated

(Hale and Jarchow 1988).

Although the proximity of operating copper
smelters is correlated with population declines

in Tarahumara and leopard frogs, exact causes

of declines are not clear. No declines in frogs

were noted until the 1970's, yet copper smelter

emissions were much higher in the areas of

declines in the early 1900"s than recently. One
of our hypotheses that accounts for the timing

of the declines relates them to a long-term

leaching of acid-soluble zinc from canyon
walls, accumulation of insoluble cadmium in

stream sediment, and sediment accumulation in

stream pools from infrequent heavy rains before

declines.

In southern and central Sonora, ranid frog

populations appeared stable and reproductive at

least through 1986: no population declines or

extirpations were noted, either of Tarahumara or

leopard frogs. Populations visited since 1986 do

not appear to be declining.

Conclusions

We are confident that the Tarahumara frog

no longer occurs in the United States, based

upon repeated surveys of historical and poten-

tial habitat in southern Arizona. Although

repeated surveys since 1983 in Mexico have not

been as extensive as in the United States, sites

visited in central and southern Sonora apparent-

ly continue to support healthy frog populations.

We conclude that the Tarahumara fros is not

threatened with extinction throughout its range

at this time, although the sudden declines and

local extiipations in northern populations, coin-

cident with declines of leopard frogs, are a seri-

ous concern.

State and federal resource management

agencies in both Arizona and Sonora, Mexico,

with independent biologists and the Arizona-

Sonora Desert Museum (ASDM) and Centro

Ecologico de Sonora have formed the

Tarahumara Frog Reestablishment Oversight

Group. This group proposes to reestablish the

Tarahumara frog in selected historical sites and

maintain captive frog populations at ASDM and

elsewhere to provide stock for additional rein-

troduction. By intensively monitoring reintro-

duced populations and measuring important

environmental variables we hope to detemiine

the cause of declines in native ranid frogs in this

area. Rain, streamwater, and air quality will be

assessed continuously at each site, including

pH, heavy metals, solar radiation (especially

ultraviolet), and air particulates. Stream bottom

substrate and tissue samples from frogs and frog

prey and predator species will be sampled for

heavy metals. Only after the causes of the

declines have been identified and corrected can

we expect long-term reestablishment of

Tarahumara frogs and recovery of leopard

frogs.
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Fishes

Overview
The inescapable conclu-

sion from the data pre-

sented in this section is that within historical

time, native fish communities have undergone

significant and adverse changes. These changes

generally tend toward reduced distributions,

lowered diversity, and increased numbers of

species considered rare. These changes have

been more inclusive and more dramatic in the

arid western regions where there are primarily
endemic (native) species, but similar, though
more subtle changes, have occurred throughout
the country. These trends are the same whether

one focuses on faunas (Johnson; Stames; and

Walsh et al., this section) or on populations or

genetic variation within a single species

(Mamell; Miller et al.; and Philipp and

Claussen, this section). Changes in fish commu-
nities may be indicative of the overall health of

an aquatic system; some species have narrow

habitat requirements.
The fact that fish populations have changed

over historical time should not come as any

great surprise. We have massively modified fish

habitat through the very water demands that

define our society (domestic, agricultural, and

industrial water supplies; waste disposal; power
generation; transportation; and flood protec-

tion). All of these activities have resulted in

controlling or modifying the flow or degrading
the quality of natural waters. In addition, almost

all contaminants ultimately find their way into

the aquatic system. Species of fishes that have

evolved under the selection pressures imposed
by natural cycles have often been unable to

adapt to the changes imposed on them as a

result of human activities.

Physical and chemical changes in their habi-

tats are not the only stresses that fishes have

encountered over time. Through fish manage-
ment programs, the aquarium trade, and acci-

dental releases, many aquatic species have been

introduced to new areas far beyond their native

ranges. Although these introductions were often

done with the best of intentions, they have

sometimes subjected native fish species to new

competitors, predators, and disease agents that

they were ill-equipped to withstand.

The data presented by Philipp and Claussen

(this section) further suggest that managed fish

populations (hatchery-stocked populations)
have a lower genetic diversity than unmanaged
populations. In other words, theoretically, the

smaller the gene pool, the less likely a species

may be able to adapt to changing environmental

conditions.

It appears unlikely that the forces that have

led to these changes in our fish fauna will lessen
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significantly in the immediate future. Therefore,

if we are to preserve the diversity and adaptive

potential of our fishes, we must understand

much more of their ecology. Vague generaliza-

tions about habitat requirements or the results of

biotic interactions are no lonser enough. We

must know quantitatively and exactly how fish-

es use habitat and how that use changes in the

face of biotic pressures. Only when armed with

such information are we likely to reduce the

cunent trends among our native fishes.

Imperiled
Freshwater
Fishes

by

James E. Johnson
National Biological Service

The
United States is blessed with perhaps

800 species of native freshwater fishes (Lee

et al. 1980: Moyle and Cech 1988; Wanen and

BuiT 1994). These fishes range from old. primi-

tive forms such as paddlefish, bowfin. gar. and

sturgeon, to younger, more advanced fishes,

such as minnows, darters, and sunfishes. They
are not equally distributed across the nation, but

tend to concentrate in larger, more diverse envi-

ronments such as the Mississippi River drainage

(375 species; Robison 1986; Wanen and Buit

1994). Drainages that have not undergone
recent geological change, such as the Tennessee

and Cumberland rivers, are also rich in native

freshwater fishes (250 species; Stames and

Etnier 1986). Fewer native fishes are found in

isolated drainages such as the Colorado River

(36 species; Carlson and Muth 1989). More arid

states west of the lOOth meridian average about

44 native fish species per state, while states east

of that boundary average more than three times

that amount ( 138 native species; Figure).

Extinction, dispersal, and evolution are natu-

rally occurring processes that influence the

kinds and numbers of fishes inhabiting our

streams and lakes. More recent human-related

impacts to aquatic ecosystems, such as

damming of rivers, pumping of aquifers, addi-

tion of pollutants, and introductions of

non-native species, also affect native fishes, but

al a more rapid rate than natural processes.
Some fishes are better able to withstand these

rapid changes to their environments or are able

to find temporary refuge in adjacent habitats;

fishes that lack tolerance or are unable to retreat

face extinction.

In 1979 the Endangered Species Committee
of the American Fisheries Society ( AFS) devel-

oped a list of 251 freshwater fishes of North

America judged in danger of disappearing
(Deacon et al. 1979). 198 of which are found in

the United States. A decade later, AFS updated
the list (Williams et al. 1989). noting 364 taxa

of fishes in some degree of danger, 254 of

which are native to the United States. Both AFS
lists used the same endangered and threatened

categories defined in the Endangered Species
Act of 1973. and added a special concern cate-

gory to include fishes that could become threat-

ened or endangered with relatively minor dis-

turbances to their habitat. These imperiled
native fishes are the first to indicate changes in

our surface waters; thus their status provides us

with a method of judging the health of our

streams and lakes. This article compares the two

AFS data sets to assess the trends in the status

of freshwater fishes in the United States over

the past decade.

Figure. Number of fislies consid-

ered imperiled and number of

native fresliwater fishes of the con-

tiguous United States by state

(redrawn from Warren and Burr

1994).
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Basis of the American Fisheries

Society Listings

The 1979 and 1989 AFS listings were based

entirely on biological considerations throughout

the geographic range of the taxon and ignored

jurisdictional or political considerations. For

example, the johnny darter (Etheostoina

iiii^niiu) IS a small darter found in clear streams

from the East coast to the Continental Divide;

the species reaches the western periphery of its

range in Colorado. Johnny darters are rare in

Colorado, which recognizes the species" rarity

(Johnson 1987). Throughout most of its range,

however, the johnny darter is common and thus

was not included in the AFS listing. Only those

taxa that appear imperiled are included in the

lists; populations were not considered unless

they were distinct enough to he recognized as

subspecies.

The preliminary 1979 AFS listing was

obtained by asking knowledgeable fishery sci-

entists which fishes should be included. Those

taxa were added to a 1972 listing of protected

fishes (Miller 1972) that was then sent out to

every state and to selected federal agencies for

review.

The native fish faunas of some areas of the

country are better studied than others and may
therefore be better represented in the listing.

The 1989 listing used knowledgeable biologists

but not extensive agency review to build upon

the 1979 listing. These two data bases provide

the best information presently available on rare

native fishes of the United Stales.

Changes in the Status of Native

Freshwater Fishes, 1979-89

Analysis of the 1989 list provides some

basic information on the status and trends of the

native fishes of the United States. About one-

fourth of our native freshwater fishes are per-

ceived to be imperiled. Ninety-three percent of

imperiled species are in trouble because of the

deteriorating quality of the aquatic habitats on

which they depend; this deterioration results

from physical, chemical, and biological effects

to our surface waters and underground aquifers.

Overuse, introduction of non-native species,

disease, and other problems that also affect our

native fishes cause much less endangerment
than habitat destruction.

The increase of taxa of fishes between the

1979 (189 taxa) and 1989 (234 taxa) AFS list-

ings does not include 19 taxa that were removed

from the 1989 listing because of extinction, tax-

onomic revisions, or better information on sta-

tus. Seventy-five imperiled taxa that did not

appear in the 1979 AFS listing were added to

Species
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Carolina (21). New Mexico (20). and Georgia
(20; Figure). Regionally, the Southwest has the

highest mean number of fish species listed per
state (22.5). closely followed by the Southeast

(19.3); the northeastern states have the lowest

mean number of native fish species in trouble

(3.7). Nearly half (48%) of the southwestern

native fishes are jeopardized, followed by fishes

of the Northwest (19%). the Southeast (10%).

the Midwest (6.4%). the central states (5.9%).

and the Northeast (4.3%; Warren and Buit

1994).

The AFS will likely update its listing of

native fishes in peril toward the end of this

decade, thus providing us with more than 20

years of information on the status of these fish-

es, a short time in the overall life of a species

but a good data base upon which to evaluate the

environmental health of our streams and lakes.

If the trend over the last decade continues, we
can expect a further decline in the richness of

our native fishes. In addition, as aquatic habitat

deterioration becomes more extensive, we can

expect to see an increase in the listing of wide-

spread fishes.
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Southeastern

Freshwater
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North
America has the richest fauna of tem-

perate freshwater fishes in the world, with

about 800 native species in the waters of

Canada and the United States. The center of this

diversity is in the southeastern United States,

where as many as 500 species may exist (62%
of the continental fauna north of Mexico). Many
coastal marine species also enter fresh waters of

the Southeast, and at least 34 foreign fish

species are established in the region.

Although freshwater fishes of the United

States are better studied than any fish fauna of

comparable scope in the world (Lee et al. 1980;

Hocutt and Wiley 1986; Matthews and Heins

1987; Page and Burr 1991 ; Mayden 1992). large

gaps exist in scientific knowledge about the

biology and ecology of most species. New
species are still being discovered, and the tax-

onomy of other species is being refined.

Seriously declining populations of freshwa-

ter fishes in the United States concern the sci-

entific community (Deacon et al. 1979;

Williams et al. 1989; Moyle and Leidy 1992;

Warren and Burr 1994). This article briefly

summarizes the current conservation status of

southeastern freshwater fishes; the Southeast is

emphasized because of its important fish biodi-

versity and to focus attention on the growing

Pnncipal causes of declining fish resources in the

Southeast are due to habitat perturbations, such as loss of

forested stream cover, mining activities, and impound-
ments, as at this site in northern Georgia.

problem of adverse human impacts on the

region's aquatic habitats (Mount 1986;

Burkhead and Jenkins 1991; Etnier and Stames

1991; Warren and Burr 1994).

Hydrologic Regions

The southeastern United States as defined

here is delimited on the north and west by the

Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The following

hydrologic regions (Fig. 1 ) are defined on the

basis of common geophysical characteristics

and similar fish faunas of the drainages within
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each region (Hocutt and Wiley 1986): (a)

Atlantic Slope
—coastal waters I'rom the

Roanoke River (Virginia) southward to the

Altamaha River (Georgia); (b) Peninsular—
waters from the Satilla River (Georgia) to the

Ochlockonee River (Florida); (c) Lower

Apalachicola Basin—waters from the

Apalachicola River (Florida) westward to the

Perdido River (Alabama); (d) Lower Mobile

Basin—lowland portions of the Tombigbee and

Alabama rivers and tributaries (Alabama and

Mississippi); (e) Lower Mississippi
—the

Mississippi River and its eastern tributaries

below the Ohio River (Mississippi, Tennessee,

and Kentucky); (f) Interior Plateau—upland
waters of the middle and lower Ohio River and

southern tributaries, including the lower

Cumberland and Tennessee rivers (Kentucky
and Tennessee); and (g) Southern Appalachians—

upland waters of the mountains in the geo-

logical provinces known as the Cumberland

Plateau, Valley and Ridge, Blue Ridge, and

Piedmont, south of the Kanawha (West

Virginia) and Roanoke rivers. Many tlshes are

widely distributed in the Southeast and occur in

two or more hydrologic regions.

Imperiled Freshwater Fishes

The Southeast has about 485 known species
of native freshwater fishes, representing 27

families. Most of the diversity of the southeast-

em fish fauna is in five families: the darters and

perches (family Percidae; 31.3%); the minnows

(family Cyprinidae; 29.7%); the madtoms and

bullhead catfishes (family Ictaluridae; 6.8%);

the suckers (family Catostomidae; 6.6%); and

the sunfishes and basses (family Centrarchidae;

5.8%). The greatest diversity is in the

Appalachian Mountains and Interior Plateau

(Fig. I ), but other regions of the Southeast also

harbor many more species than do similar-sized

geographic areas elsewhere in the United

States.

As of January 1994 the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) had designated 15

southeastern fish species as endangered and 12

as threatened, representing 6% of the entire

regional fish fauna. Ninety-three fish taxa

( 19%) are imperiled (endangered, threatened, or

of special concern) in the Southeast, including

proposed listings and those recognized by other

authors (Williams et al. 1989). During the past
25 years, only seven species were upgraded by
the USFWS, mainly because of discovery of

new populations, inadequate knowledge at the

time of listing, or invalid taxonomy. No endan-

gered or threatened species have been delisted.

A steady upward trend in designation of imper-
iled southeastern fishes has occuned in the last

20 years (Fig. 2); the number of species con-

No, of
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Spottin chub

Former distribution (pre-1930's)

Fig. 3. An example of habitat frag-

mentation, decline, and isolation

of populations of a southeastern

freshwater fish, the endangered

spotfin chub ( Cyprmella
monacha). Former (pre-1930's)

and present range in yellow.

Tangerine darter iPercina aiinmli-

aca).

Mountain redbelly dace iPhoxiniis

areas).

followed by the Coastal Plain subregions (Fig.

1 ). This geographic trend is correlated with both

a high level of diversity in the respective hydro-

logic regions and the quite localized or endem-

ic distributions of many species. Especially

important are a number of watersheds that har-

bor many species confined within those

drainages: these watersheds include the

Tennessee Ri\er. the Mobile Basin, the

Cumberland River, and the Roanoke and James

rivers (Warren and Burr 1994). Most jeopar-
dized species have restricted distributions, but

the number of more geographically widespread

species that are disappearing from large por-

tions of their ranges is increasing.

Two species of southeastern fishes have

become extinct in the last century: the harelip

sucker {Moxostoma laceritm) and the whiteline

topminnow (Fundidus alboUneatus). At least

one other species, the least darter (Etheostoma

micwperca). has disappeared from the southern

portion of its range that falls within the region
covered here. The slender chub iEriniystax

cahni) has not been seen since 1987 and may be

near extinction. Two other species peripheral to

the Southeast are feared extinct: the Scioto

madtom {Notiinis tnnitmani) and the Maryland
daner (Etheostoma sellave: Etnier 1994).

The declining status of freshwater fishes

among divergent taxonomic groups and across

broad habitat types and geographic areas is

interpreted as evidence for widespread and per-

vasive threats to the entire North American fish

fauna (Moyle and Leidy 1992: Warren and Buit

1994). In the Southeast, fish declines are the

result of the same factors that cause global dete-

rioration of aquatic resources, primarily habitat

loss and degraded environmental conditions.

The principal causes of freshwater fish imperil-

ment in the Southeast and other areas of the

United States are dams and channelization of

large rivers, urbanization, agriculture, defor-

estation, erosion, pollution, introduced species,

and the cumulative effects of all these factors

(Moyle and Leidy 1992: Warren and Buit

1994). The most insidious threat to southeastern

fishes is sedimentation and siltation resulting

from poor land-use patterns that eliminate suit-

able habitat required by many bottom-dwelling

species. Cumulative effects of physical habitat

modifications have caused widespread frag-

mentation of many fish populations in the

Southeast (Fig. 3), presenting difficult chal-

lenges for those trying to reverse and restore

diminished fish stocks.

Aquatic resources are often resilient and

capable of recovery, given favorable conditions.

Conservation of southeastern fishes will require

significant changes in land management and

socioeconomic factors (Moyle and Leidy 1992:

WaiTcn and Burr 1994), but such changes are

necessary to stem future losses of biodiversity.

The first step required is to improve public edu-

cation on the value and status of native aquatic

organisms. For resource managers and policy

makers, increased efforts must be made to

assume proactive management of entire water-

sheds and ecosystems: establish networks of

aquatic preserves: restore degraded habitats:

establish long-term research, inventory, and

monitoring programs on fishes: and adopt

improved environmental ethics concerning

aquatic ecosystems (Wanen and Burr 1994).

The southeastern fish fauna is a national trea-

sure of biodiversity that is imminently threat-

ened. If this precious heritage is to be passed on,

its stewardship must be improved through coop-
erative actions of all public and private sectors

within the region.
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Species
are composed of genetically diver-

gent units usually interconnected by some

(albeit low) level of gene flow (Soule I9S7).

Because of this restriction in gene flow, natural

selection can genetically tailor populations to

their environments through the process of local

adaptation (Wright 1931 ).

Because freshwater and anadromous (i.e.,

adults travel upriver from the sea to spawn) fish-

es are restricted by the boundaries of their

aquatic habitats, genetic subdivisions may be

more pronounced for these vetlebrates than for

others. Consequently, managers of programs for

these species must realize that the stock (i.e.,

local discrete populations), and not the species
as a whole, must be the units of primary man-

agement concern (Kutkuhn 1981).

Genetic variability in a species occurs both

among individuals within populations as well

as among populations (Wright 1978). Variation

within populations is lost through genetic drift

(see glossary; Allendorf et al. 1987), a process
increased when population size becomes small.

Variation tunoniJ populations is lost when previ-

ously restricted gene flow between populations
is increased for some reason (e.g., stocking,

removal of natural baiTiers such as waterfalls);

differentiation between populations is lost as a

result of the homogenization of two previously
distinct entities (Altukhov and Salmenkova

1987;Campton 1987).

Beyond this loss of genetic variation, mixing
two groups can result in outbreeding depres-

sion, which is the loss of fitness in offspring that

results from the mating of two individuals that

are too distantly related (Templeton 1987), This

loss in fitness is caused by the disruption of the

process that produced advantageous local adap-
tations through natural selection. Inbreeding

depression, on the other hand, is the loss of fit-

ness produced by the repeated crossing of relat-

ed organisms. The area of optimal relatedness

occurs between inbreeding depression and out-

breeding depression.

Loss of Genetic Integrity

Through Stocking

Many sportt'ish populations are managed by

using a combination of harvest regulation, habi-

tat manipulation, and stocking. Jurisdiction for

these activities falls to federal, state, tribal, and

local governments, as well as private citizens.

Many resource managers in the past were

unaware of the long-term consequences that

stocking efforts would have on the genetic

integrity of local populations (Philipp ct al.

1993).

Fish introductions can be classified into

three types: non-native introductions, in which a

given species offish is introduced into a body of

water outside its native range (regardless of any

political boundaries); stock transfers, in which

tlsh from one stock are introduced into a water

body in a different geographic region inhabited

by a different stock of that same species, yet are

still within their native range; and genetically

compatible introductions, in which fish are

removed from a given water body and they, or

more often their offspring, are introduced back

into that water body or another water body that

is still within the boundaries of the genetic stock

serving as the hatchery brood source (Philipp et

al. 1993).

Although non-native introductions may
often cause ecological problems for the envi-

ronments in which they are introduced, they can

also cause genetic problems if they hybridize
with closely related native species. Examples of

this are the hybridization of introduced small-

iiKHith bass {Micwpterits doloinieu) and spotted

bass (M punctulcitus) with native Guadalupe
bass (M. treciili) in Texas (Morizot et al. 1991),

and the hybridization of introduced rainbow

trout iOncorhynchus mykiss) with native

Apache trout (O. apache: Carmichael et al.

1993). The greatest degree of genetic damage,
that is, the loss of genetic variation among pop-

ulations, is caused by stock transfers, a common
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Hybrid subspecies

North- subspecies

Figure. Loss of genetic variation

among largenioutli bass popula-

tions, a. Tlie native range of the

largemouth bass {Micivpleriis

salmoides) is delineated by tfie red

lines (MacCnnimon and Robbins

1975). As first described by Bailey

and Hubhs (1949), the Florida sub-

species, M.S. floridamis. was

restricted to peninsular Florida

(blue); the northern subspecies,

M.S. scilmoides. covered most of the

rest of the range of the species; and

there was a relatively small inter-

grade zone between the two result-

ing from some indeterminable com-

bination of natural hybridization

and human-caused mixing of

stocks, b. The expansion of the

intergrade by 1980 was described

by Philipp et al. (1983). Because

detailed ranges were not explored

in all states, and because this inter-

grade zone expansion was likely

caused by state stocking programs,

entire states are classified according

to whether the intergrade zone was

expanded, c. The current intergrade

zone is now even larger because of

the addition of more states in which

largemouth bass containing at least

some M.S. floridaiius genes are

being introduced either by the state

fish and game agencies themselves

or by private groups. Notice that the

entire southern and eastern portion

of the original range of the northern

subspecies. M.s. salmoides, is at

risk of being inundated with M.s.

floridanus genes.

practice among fisheries management agencies

and the private sector.

Largemouth Bass

Largemouth bass (Micropteriis salmoides)

exemplify how introduction programs cause the

loss of genetic diversity. The original range of

the largemouth bass was restricted to parts of

the central and southeastern United States

(Figure), extending northward into some of

southern Ontario (MacCrimmon and Robbins

I97.S). Bailey and Hubbs (1949), however,

described two subspecies. The Florida sub-

species, M.S. floridanus, was formerly restricted

to much of peninsular Florida (Figure, a),

whereas the range of the northern subspecies,

M.S. salmoides, extended north and west of an

intergrade zone that included pails of South

Carolina, Georgia. Alabama, and northern

Florida, It is likely, though, that the intergrade

zone had already been expanded from the orig-

inal natural hybrid zone as a result of early fish

stocking programs.
Since 1949, however, much more serious

stocking efforts have extended this intergrade

zone. A survey of largemouth bass populations

conducted in the late 1970"s (Philipp et al.

1983) revealed that the intergrade zone had

grown considerably larger through the deliber-

ate stocking efforts of the involved state agen-

cies (Figure, b). Additional introductions of

M.S. floridanus since that genetic survey have

now spread the genes of that subspecies across

the entire southern range of M.s. salmoides

(Figure, c).

This introduction of the Florida largemouth

has compromised the genetic integrity of all the

populations of the northern largemouth bass

into which the species has been introduced

(populations in Texas. Oklahoma. Arkansas.

Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama,

Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina,

Virginia, and Maryland, at a minimum). Those

now-genetically mixed populations have lost

much of their distinctness because of the loss of

among-population genetic variation that accom-

panies this type of homogenization. Populations

other than those in the water bodies actually

stocked will be affected as well because of

inevitable gene flow into and between other

connected populations. As a result, genetic

integrity is now at risk for all populations of this

important sportfish species throughout the

southern and eastern portions of its native

range.

In addition, because the two subspecies have

quite different characteristics (Cichra et al.

1982; Fields et aL 1987; Kleinsasser et al.

1990), these massive stock transfers will likely

result in outbreeding depression. More specifi-

cally, the Florida subspecies exhibits signifi-

cantly poorer survival, growth, and reproductive

success in Illinois than does the northern sub-

species (Philipp 1991; Philipp and Whitt 1991).

Also, the offspring resulting from crossing the

two subspecies (in either direction) are less fit

in Illinois than are the offspring of the pure

northern subspecies (Philipp 1991). These

results extend to populations of the northern

subspecies across its range from Texas to

Minnesota (unpublished data).

Conclusions

The genetic integrity of largemouth bass

stocks, and likely of many other managed fish

species as well, is eroding as a result of man-

agement programs that inadvertently permit or

deliberately promote stock transfers. This caus-

es not only the loss of genetic variation among

populations, but through outbreeding depres-

sion it is also probably negatively affecting the

fitness of many native stocks involved. We need

to address genetic integrity when restoring

native populations.
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Tlie
Colorado River and its tributaries have

undergone drastic alterations I'rom their nat-

ural states over the past 125 years. These alter-

ations include both physical change or elimina-

tion of aquatic habitats and the introductions of

numerous non-native species, particularly tlsh.

Ironically, several more species occur at most

localities today than were historically present
before these alterations. This situation compli-
cates the use of biodiversity as a litmus test for

monitoring trends of either the deterioration or

the health of an aquatic ecosystem.

An Altered Ecosystem

Over its entire basin (Figure), the Colorado

River has been changed from its natural state

perhaps as much as any river system in the

world. The demands for water and power in the

arid West have drastically altered the system by

impoundments, irrigation diversions, diking,

channelization, pollutants, and destruction of

bank habitats by cattle grazing and other prac-

tices. Some reaches, ranging from deseil spring

runs to main rivers, have been completely dewa-

tered or, seasonally, their flows consist almost

entirely of irrigation return laden with silt and

chemical pollutants. The Gila River of Arizona,

one of the Colorado's largest tributaries, has not

Captive bonytail (Gila elegans), rarest of the larger river

species in the Colorado River Basin.

flowed over its lower 400 km (248 mi) since the

early 1900's. These alterations and their effects

on the fish fauna have been discussed by sever-

al authors (Miller 1961; Minckley and Deacon

1968: Stalnaker and Holden 1973: Carlson and

Muth 1989; Minckley and Deacon 1991 ). Only
a few small tributaries, mostly at higher eleva-

tions, retain most of their natural characteris-

tics.

Native Fish Fauna

Despite the expansive drainage basin

(631.960 km- [243.937 mi^]) of the "Colorado

River, the system supported only a relatively

small number of native fish species compared
with basins of inuch smaller size east of the

Continental Divide. The Colorado Basin's

native fauna, however, was nearly unique. If

two fomier marine invaders are removed from

the 51 native taxa known from the system
(Table 1 ). 42 of the 49 that remain (86%) are

considered endemic to the system. The greatest

diversity of taxa (44) was distributed in the

Lower Basin downstream of the Arizona-Utah

border, in a variety of habitats that include

mainstem rivers, smaller tributaries, and isolat-

ed springs. The Upper Basin was much less

diverse, containing 14 species, including a sub-

set of the Lower Basin fauna plus 4 headwater

species that occur in cooler water and a warm

spring endemic. Basinwide. about 5 species

occurred mostly in mainstem river or larger trib-

utary habitats, 37 were restricted to smaller, in

some cases isolated, habitats, and 7 were more

generally distributed among different habitat

types.

Trends

As a consequence of habitat alterations, the

prevailing trend among native fish populations

in the Colorado River Basin has been drastic

Colorado
River Basin

Fishes

by
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Smithsonian Institution
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Figure. Colorado River Basin. reductions that include decreased abundance in

all or part of their ranges, overall range reduc-

tions, or virtual or actual extinctions (Tables 1

and 2). Presently, 40 of the 49 strictly freshwa-

ter, native species are considered either possibly

or actually jeopardized or are extinct (Table 1 ).

Of the 40, 1 2 are of special concern, 25 are con-

sidered endangered or threatened, and 3 are

believed extinct.

In the Lower Basin, only 3 of the 10 native

species that inhabited the mainstem of the lower

Colorado River remained by the 1940's but by
the 1960"s, none remained. In the lower Salt

River portion of the Gila River system, the orig-

inal complement of 14 taxa was also reduced to

3 by the 1940"s and to 2 by the 1960"s: today,

they are probably extirpated. In the early

1900's, the isolated springs of the Pluvial White

River system in southern Nevada harbored 1 7

endemic taxa; today, 1 of those taxa is extinct, 9

endangered, 3 threatened, and the remainder of

Table 1. N,itive fish taxa of the Colorado River Basin

including currently recognized subspecies. Taxa denoted

by
*
may eventually prove genetically distinct from popu-

lations outside the Colorado River Basin. Those denoted

"(ni)" are marine invaders. Status of jeopardized and

extinct species appears in parentheses: E = endangered;

T = threatened; SC = special concern; X = extinct (based,

in part, on Carlson and Muth 1989; Williams et al. 1989;

and the National Biological Service's Category 2 list).

Common names bracketed with quotation marks indicate

that those species are undescribed and not officially

named.

Scientific name
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special concern. On the other hand, a few small

tributaries, by virtue of their isolation, rare

intemiittent flows in lower reaches, and physi-

cal baiTiers, have been spared significant alter-

ations or invasions by non-native species and

retain an intact native fauna (e.g., Redfleld

Canyon, Arizona, Table 2).

In the larger rivers of the Upper Basin, such

as the Green, lower Yampa. and most of the

upper Colorado, most native taxa are extant but

one or two (razorback sucker [Xyrauchen tex-

aniis], possibly bonytail [Gila elegans]). are re-

presented by very rare individuals that may not

be reproducing; all native fishes are greatly

exceeded in numbers and kind by non-native

taxa. In smaller tributaries of that region, varied

numbers of native taxa persist; in the worst

affected streams (e.g., most Green River tribu-

taries in Utah), most taxa have been replaced by
non-native taxa (author's observation).

Case studies of two endangered Colorado

River species, which are hallmarks to conserva-

tionists, further elucidate patterns of decline

among these fishes. They are large, long-lived

(20-50 years) species that inhabit larger

streams. The Colorado squawfish (Prycho-

cheilus Indus) is a highly migratory (Tyus

1990) predatory minnow. Perhaps because of

fragmentation or impediment of migratory

routes, its original extensive range has been

reduced by roughly two-thirds, and it is uncom-

mon where it remains. The last confirmed report

in the Gila River was in 1950 and the last in the

Lower Basin in 1975 (Miller 1961; Minckley
1973; Maddux etal. 1993).

The fourth species, the humpback chub

(Gila cypha), is strictly a denizen of turbulent

canyon reaches so difficult to sample that it was

not discovered until 1946; it ranged from

Boulder Canyon on the lower Colorado

throughout canyon reaches of the Upper Basin

well into Wyoming. Today, it occurs only in

Grand Canyon. Arizona (Maddux et al. 1993).

near the confluence of the Colorado and Little

Colorado rivers, and in five Upper Basin canyon
areas (rare in three), although the genetic "puri-

ty" of the Upper Basin populations is ques-

tioned. Recovery plans are in place for these

fish as well as the bonytail and the ra/orback

sucker. These fish are all easily propagated in

captivity. It is otherwise difficult to find any-

thing positive in the history of these or other

Colorado Basin native fishes over the past sev-

eral decades.

Non-native Species

Concomitant with the pervasive physical

alteration of the Colorado River ecosystem has

been both purposeful and accidental introduc-

tions of at least 72 non-native fish taxa (Maddux

et al. 1993), including those indigenous to other

North American basins and more exotic species.

Alterations of the ecosystem's natural charac-

teristics have apparently tipped the ecologic

balance in favor of many of the non-native

species that now vastly outnumber natives in

numbers of species (Table 2), population densi-

ty, and often biomass at most localities. There is

evidence that some, such as the extremely per-

vasive red shiner (Cyprinella lutrensis), dis-

place native taxa (Douglas et al. 1994) while

others, such as channel and flathead catfish

(hraliinis piinctatus and Pylodictis olivahs),

are known predators on larval and juvenile

native species (several references in Maddux et

al. 1993). The introduced white sucker

{Catostomus commersoni) is hybridizing exten-

sively with native suckers throughout much of

the Upper Basin (author's observation), possi-

bly threatening the genetic integrity of those

taxa. These and other interactions between non-

native and native taxa may have significant neg-

ative effects on native fishes. The dominance

held by non-native fishes may be symptomatic
of the overall degree of alteration of the

Colorado River ecosystem and could potential-

ly confound future studies of biodiversity.

Table 2. Overall and relative

abundance of native and non-

native fishes from various locali-

ties in the Colorado River Basin.

Numbers for 1 800's represent

original complements of native

taxa. For subsequent years, total

abundance is followed by ratio of

non-native to native taxa in paren-

theses. Sources: Miller 1961;

Taba et al. 1965; Vanicek et al.

1970; Stalnaker and Holden 1973;

Cross 1975; Holden and Stalnaker

197.5a.b;Sutlkusetal. 1976;

Carison et al. 1979; Miller et al.

1982; Valdez et al. 1982; Valdez

1984.1990; Wick etal. 1985;

Platania and Bestgen 1988;

Gnffith and Tiersch 1989.

Lac;,:itv
Survey date
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include extirpated populations through DNA
studies of inuseuni specimens if historic mater-

ial is available.

Once a baseline is determined, researchers

and managers can know where to try to "hold

the line"" in inaintaining diversity through man-

agement and protection. Of course, on a sys-

temwide basis, the baseline diversity of a pris-

tine system can never be reattained because

genetically unique populations have already

been lost. On a more local basis, however, pos-

itive increments and recovery of the habitat are

indicated if monitoring reveals increased diver-

sity resulting from the successful reestablish-

ment of taxa which were conserved in other.

less altered, portions of the system.

For monitoring purposes, when non-native

species are added to biodiversity determina-

tions, we must carefully tease out the cause of

shifts toward or from the "desired baseline"

which, in the case of the Colorado River, is

probably a value far less than the present over-

all number of species. Thus, "desirable"" out-

comes may be indicated by overall decreases in

diversity caused by the disappearance of non-

native taxa as an indicator of habitat "healing.""

but not so by the loss of native taxa.

Conversely, actual increases may yet be positive

if caused by reestablishment of native taxa. but

may be an indicator of further degradation if

caused by success of additional non-natives.

Realistically, monitoring will have to include, in

addition to determinations of diversity, attention

to shifts in dominance among native and non-

native species, which can be indicative of both

positive and negative trends.
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The
indigenous fishery of Glacier Natiitnal

Park has been radically altered IVoni its pris-

tine condition during the past half-century

through introductions of non-native fishes and

the entry of non-native species from waters out-

side the park. These introductions ha\e adverse-

ly affected the native westslope cutthroat trout

(Oncorhyiuhus clarki Icwisi: Fig. I ) throughout

much of its park range.

The effects of non-native fishes on indige-

nous fisheries have been reviewed by Taylor et

al. (1984), Mamell (1986), and Moyle et al.

(1986). Effects of fish introductions in Glacier

National Park include establishment of non-

native trout populations in historically fishless

waters, genetic contamination (i.e.. hybridiza-

tion) of some native westslope cutthroat trout

stocks, and ecological interferences with vari-

ous life-history stages of native trout.

Research conducted in the park during the

1980's addressed the genetic effects of fish

introductions on native trout. Of 47 lakes

known or suspected to contain cutthroat trout or

trout hybrids. 32 lakes contained viable popula-

tions of cutthroat trout, rainbow trout ^0.

inykiss). or hybrids. Trout introduced in the

other waters were evidently unable to sustain

themselves through natural reproduction.

Fig. 1. Westslope cutlhroat trout {Oiuiirlixncluis chirki

Icwisi).

%M^ t^tsu^" mt-

^Wk/-

^'
Fig. 2. Yellowstone cutthroat trout (Oncorhynclnis ciarki

boKvifii).

About 30 trout sampled from each lake

underwent laboratory genedc analyses. Close

agreement of the results from two analytical

procedures yielded a high degree of confidence

in the conclusions (Mamell et al. 1987). Genetic

classifications in Tables 1 and 2 reflect the com-

bined results of the analyses.

Fourteen pure strain populations of west-

slope cutthroat trout persist in 15 lakes (i.e.,

some interconnected lakes contain a single trout

population) in the North and Middle Fork

drainages of the Flathead River; the species was

historically present in these waters (labeled as

"stable" populations in Table 1 ).

Pure strain native trout also inhabit four

other Middle Fork lakes (i.e.. Avalanche,

Snyder, and Upper and Lower Howe lakes), but

it is unclear whether they are indigenous or

were transplanted from other park waters.

Recent findings from sediment paleolimnology
studies suggest that trout have been present in at

least one of these lakes for more than 300 years

(D. Verschuren. University of Minnesota, and

author, unpublished data). Hence, trout popula-
tions in these four lakes are tentatively classi-

fied as indigenous (Table 1 ).

Introduced populations of Yellowstone cut-

throat trout {O. clarki boiivieri; Fig. 2) and trout

hybrids including cutthroat-rainbow trout [0.

clarki spp. x O. inykiss) occur in 13 lakes dis-

tributed anions the three continental drainages

Lake
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that forni their headwaters in Glacier National

Park (Tables 1 and 2). Native cutthroat trout

were not found east of the Continental Divide in

the Missouri River or South Saskatchewan

River drainages within the park.

In addition to genetic concerns, ecological

disturbances associated with the presence of

introduced fishes have compromised the native

westslope cutthroat fishery. Fish are no longer
stocked in park waters; however, several waters,

including some that contain undisturbed native

fisheries, remain vulnerable to invasion by non-

native migratory species. Introduced kokanee

salmon iO. nerka). a specialized planktivore,

are believed to be competing with juvenile

stages of native trout in some waters, especially

during periods of winter ice cover when plank-

ton may be limited. Predation by introduced

lake trout {Scilvellniis luiwayciish) has also been

implicated in the decline of native cutthroat

trout in several large glacial lakes in the North

and Middle Fork drainages (Marnell 1988).

Native cutthroat trout have been compromised

by fish introductiinis and invasions throughout
about 84% of their historic range in Glacier

National Park (Marnell 1988).

Although native cutthroat trout have been

adversely affected throughout a large portion of

their park range, the species has not been lost

from any water where it was historically pre-

sent. Glacier National Park remains one of the

last strongholds of genetically pure strains of

lacustrine (i.e.. lake-adapted) westslope cut-

throat trout. This fact could have important

implications for reestablishment of this unique

subspecies throughout the central Rocky
Mountains, where this trout has disappeared
from most of its original range.
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White
sturgeon (Acipenser transmontamts).

the largest freshwater fish in North

America, live along the west coast from the

Aleutian Islands to central California (Scott and

Grossman 1973). Genetically similar reproduc-

ing populations inhabit three major river basins:

Sacramento-San Joaquin, Columbia, and Fraser,

The greatest number of white sturgeon are in

the Columbia River Basin.

Historically, white sturgeon inhabited the

Columbia River from the mouth upstream into

Canada, the Snake River upstream to Shoshone

Falls, and the Kootenai River upstream to

Kootenai Falls (Scott and Grossman 1973:

Figure). White sturgeon also used the extreme

lower reaches of other tributaries, but not exten-

sively. Current populations in the Columbia

River Basin can be divided into three groups:
fish below the lowest dam. with access to the

ocean (the lower Columbia River): fish isolated

(functionally but not genetically) between

dams: and fish in several large tributaries.

The Columbia River has supported impor-
tant commercial, treaty, and recreational white

sturgeon fisheries. A commercial fishery that

began in the 1880"s peaked in 1892 when 2.5

million kg C5.5 million lb) were harvested

(Craig and Hacker 1940). By 1899 the popula-
tion had been severely depleted, and annual har-

vest was very low until the early 1940's. but the

population recovered enough by the late 1940"s

that the commercial fishery expanded. A 1.8-m

(6-ft) maximum size restriction was enacted to

prevent another population collapse. Total har-

vest doubled in the l97(J"s and again in the

I980"s because of increased treaty and recre-

ational fisheries. From 1983 to 1994. 15 sub-

stantial regulatory changes were implemented
on the mainstem Columbia River downstream

from McNary Dam as a result of increased fish-

ing. Columbia River white sturgeon are still

economically important. Recreational, commer-

cial, and treaty fisheries in the Columbia River

downstream from McNary Dam were valued at

$10.1 million in 1992 (Tracy 1993).

Several factors make white sturgeon rela-

tively vulnerable to overexploitation and

changes in their environment. The fish may live

more than 100 years (Rieman and Beamesderfer

1990). and overexpolitation is well documented

for long-lived, slow-growing fish (Ricker

1963). Female white sturgeon are slow to reach

sexual maturity: in the Snake River they mature

at age 15-32 (Cochnauer 1981 ). Mature females

in the Columbia Basin only spawn every 2-11

years (Stockley 1981: Cochnauer 1983; Welch

and Beamesderfer 1993). Sustainable harvest

levels vary for impoundments in the Columbia

River. Several impoundments are managed as

groups, making overexploitation more likely in
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inipoLindments with low suslainable harvest

levels.

While sturgeon populations in Iree-llowing
and inundated reaches of the Columbia River

Basin have been negatively affected by the abun-

dant hydropower dams in most of the mainstem

Columbia and Snake rivers (Rieman and

Beamesderfer 1990). These dams have altered

the magnitude and timing of discharge, water

depths, velocities, temperatures, turbidities, and

substrates, and have restricted sturgeon move-

ment within the basin. Sturgeons in other river

basins have declined in response to dam-induced

habitat alterations (Artyukhin et al. 1978).

Mainstem Columbia River

Abundance and growth of white sturgeon are

greatest in the lower Columbia River (Figure).

These tlsh use estuarine and marine habitats as

well as riverine habitats, allowing them to feed

on anadromous prey fishes (those fishes travel-

ing upriver from the sea to spawn; Tracy 1993).

Although the lower Columbia River population

may be the only one in this basin that is abun-

dant and stable, even it is at some risk of col-

lapse (Rieman and Beamesderfer 1990). Of the

1 1 populations isolated between dams

upstream, white sturgeon are known to be rela-

tively abundant in only 3 (Figure). White stur-

geon densities in three of the remaining eight

populations are much lower than in the abun-

dant populations. Data are sparse for the

remaining five populations, although Zinicola

and Hoines (1988) reported that in 1988 fewer

than 10 white sturgeon were harvested in each

of four of these impoundments and only 34 in

another.

Although the lower Columbia River popula-
tion probably declined during the 1980's, adop-
tion of more restrictive harvest regulations

appears to have stabilized the population (Tracy
1993). Successful spawning occurs each year in

this reach (McCabe and Tracy 1993). Catch-

per-unit-effort of most size groups in the three

populations for which data are available

declined considerably from 1987 to 1991; fish-

eries there have collapsed and the populations
are at risk of collap.se (Beamesderfer and Rien

1993). Recruitment in some populations

appears limited to years with high river dis-

charges in spring (Miller and Beckman 1993).

Although most of the mainstem populations

appear unstable, their genetic similarity to the

stable lower Columbia River population has

excluded them from consideration for listing

under the federal Endangered Species Act.

Overexploitation and poaching have reduced

population size (Beamesderfer and Rien 1993),

and impoundments and altered hydrographs
caused by development of the hydropower sys-

\^^^/
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tem have altered critical spawning habitat

(Parsley et al. 1993). Because the factors identi-

fied as causing declines in other white sturgeon

populations are present to varying degrees in

each of the other eight upstream impoundments,
these populations are likely declining as well.

Kootenai River

Current research on white sturgeon in the

Kootenai River indicates that this population is

unstable and declining. The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service listed the Kootenai River pop-
ulation as endangered in 1994.

This population has declined to fewer than

1 ,000 fish, about 80% of which are more than 20

years old. Apperson and Anders (1990) conclud-

ed that virtually no recruitment has occurred

since 1974. soon after Libby Dam began regu-

lating flows, thereby altering historical dis-

charge patterns of the river. This altering of dis-

charge patterns is thought to be a major causal

factor limiting recruitment into this unique stur-

geon population. Research on the Kootenai

River is examining the effects of increased dis-

charge on the spawning behavior of white stur-

geon. During 1993 increased discharges resulted

in the collection of only three white sturgeon

eggs despite intensive effoils to collect early

lifestages of white sturgeon (Marcuson 1994).

Fishing for white sturgeon in the Kootenai

River has been regulated in Idaho since 1944. in

Montana since 1957, and in British Columbia

since 1952, indicating that overharvesting may
have been affecting population size. Fishing for

white sturgeon has been closed in Montana
since 1979, and catch and release angling

Figure. Distribution and status of

white sturgeon in the U.S. portion
of the Columhia River Basin.
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Fifteen-hundred-pound white stur-

geon caught near Pavette, Idaho,

circa 1911.

restrictions ha\'C been in place since 19X4 in

Idaho and IWO in British Cokniibia.

Snake River

The Snai^e River has 1 2 dams from its mouth

upstream to Shoshone Falls in Idaho. White

sturgeon are beheved to exist in small numbers
in the lower three pools on the Snake River

formed by Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, and
Little Goose dams (Zinicola and Hoines 1988).

Of the nine impoundments upstream from Little

Goose Dam, white sturgeon are relatively abun-
dant in two, present at low numbers in si.x. and
are absent in another (PSMFC 1992).

Although little is known about the early life

history and spawning habitat requirements of

white sturgeon in the Snake River, the construc-

tion and operation of the river's dams are likely
to have the same effects as the impoundments
on the Columbia and Kootenai rivers. White

sturgeon appear more abundant in regions of the

Snake River where free-flowing river habitat

exists (PSMFC 1992), such as between Lower
Granite and Hells Canyon dams where 76% of

the river is free-flowing. Conversely, white stur-

geon are not present in the impoundments cre-

ated by Hells Canyon Dam and not abundant in

the impoundment created by Oxbow Dam.
which constitute two continuous slackwater

regions (Welsh and Reid 1971 ).

While free-tlowing sections of the Snake
River exist in varying proportions between the

dams, impoundments upstream of these sec-

tions influence both water temperature and the

annual discharge pattern. At least 28 sturgeon
died during July 1990 because of low dissolved-

oxygen levels in Brownlee Pool (PSMFC
1992). Sturgeon production in the Snake River

also appears limited by dewatering from irriga-
tion diversions (Lukens 1981 ) and small spawn-
ing populations (Cochnauer et al. 1985).

Harvest of white sturgeon from the Snake
Ri\er has had a definite negative impact on
these populations, but the magnitude of the

cftect is unknown. Commercial fishing was per-
mitted on the Snake River until 1943; then

increasingly restrictive regulations were imple-
mented from 1944 to 1969. In 1970 catch and
release regulations were impo.sed on the entire

river. A recommendation has been made that 3

of the 12 reaches of the Snake Ri\er discussed

in this article be completely closed to fishing
(Cochnauer et al. 1985).

Summary
Habitat changes (e.g., decreased discharges

resulting in decreased spawning habitat) caused

by development of the hydropower system have

contributed to white sturgeon population
declines in the Columbia River Basin; spawning
habitat has been particularly affected by dams.

Overharvest of white sturgeon has caused

population declines in several Columbia River

Basin populations, both historically and in the

past two decades. Recent management changes
have helped alleviate overharvest in much of the

Columbia River Basin, but refinement of man-

agement strategies is still needed in some areas.

The status of the 25 Columbia River Basin

white sturgeon populations varies considerably:
I is stable and abundant; 5 are relatively abun-

dant, but probably at lower levels than in the

past; 12 are sparse and many are declining; 5

have unknown status but creel data suggest they
are sparse; 1 is sparse, declining, and listed

under the Endangered Species Act; and white

sturgeon have probably been extirpated from
another. Conditions that have contributed to

stock declines in other white sturgeon popula-
tions are present in populations whose status is

unknown, suggesting that populations with

unknown status may also be declining.
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Invertebrates

Overview
Invertebrates are impres-
sive in abundance and

diversity, living on land and in water and air.

Many species are borne to distant places on air

and water currents, and via modem transporta-

tion.

Of the millions of species of animals world-

wide, about 90% are invertebrates, that is, ani-

mals without backbones (Opler, Powell, this

section). The arthropods, or jointed-leg inverte-

brates such as beetles, account for 75% of this

total. More than 90,000 described insect species
inhabit North America (Hodges, Powell, this

section); the Lepidoptera (butterflies and

moths) alone account for about 1 1.500 of these

(Powell, this section).

Within an acre of land and water, hundreds

of different invertebrates form an ecological
web of builders, gatherers, collectors, predators,

and grazers, all interacting with each other and

each a necessary component of a healthy

ecosystem. The large macroscopic inverte-

brates—like bees, beetles, butterflies, grasshop-

pers, snails, and earthworms—are well known,
but other invertebrates are almost invisible

because they are extremely tiny or camouflaged
for protection. We have just begun to under-

stand the ecology of some commercially impor-
tant species, but we understand very little about

the behavior, communication, and function of

many other invertebrates within various ecosys-
tems.

Each individual invertebrate is a highly com-

plex, specialized animal. Some molt (change or

metamorphose) into several distinct life stages.

For example, some insects transform from egg
to larva, then to pupa, and finally emerge as a

terrestrial winged adult. Some aquatic inverte-

brates do not have pupal stages, and the larvae

(nymphs or naiads) grow progressively larger

by molts. Earthworms bear cocoons that each

contain about six miniature juveniles; they also

reproduce by fragmentation (architomy).

Changes to the environment can disrupt

basic interactions of invertebrate species, there-

by affecting other organisms in the food chain.

Disruptions of natural food cycles may cause

drastic changes in the community structure and

ecological web of life. This is especially true of

the fauna that dwell in fragile ecosystems like

caves and springs (Webb, see box). Eventually
even humans are affected by changes to food

webs and destruction of beneficial habitat for

wildlife.

Most invertebrates can survive extreme nat-

ural events like severe storms, blizzards, and

flooding. When confronted by unnatural distur-

bances, however, such as excessive siltation

from urban and highway developments,

eutrophication (excessive nutrients) by runoff
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Leaf miner moth {Acniceivaits

urlmhlla).

Citophilus mealybug
(Pseiidococciis calceolariae).

tVoiii agricultural lands, and contamination of

aquatic habitats by toxic substances and acids,

invertebrate populations can be severely dam-

aged. Airborne toxicants like acid rain are

harmful to the long-term well-being of insects.

If disturbances are sufficient, natural fauna may
be extirpated (removed or lost) and replaced by
more tolerant kinds. This "unbalanced" situa-

tion usually results in a population explosion of

a few species (e.g., Tubiflcidae: Oligochaeta
and red-blooded Chironomidae: Diptera). Such

a biological reaction makes these aquatic inver-

tebrates excellent bioindicalors of overall envi-

ronmental conditions (Bartsch and Ingram
1959). The use of aquatic invertebrates for

bioassay (testing the toxicity of substances to

"standard" test organisms) has greatly helped to

minimize adverse effects of contaminants on

aquatic life.

Butterllies and moths are particularly sus-

ceptible to environmental disturbances (Opler,

this section), although their responses to mild

disturbances and changes may be slow, lasting

decades (Otte, Swengel, and Swengel and

Swengel, this section). McCabe (this section)

concludes that some of the tlux in biodiversity

is likely due to the "edge effect" at the interface

from one habitat to another, and not necessarily

to anthropogenic (human-caused) disturbances.

In the aquatic realm, organic chemicals and

other toxic substances, acids and alkalis, and

mine drainage can quickly decimate popula-
tions of mussels, mayflies, and stonetlies.

whereas reduced water flow and introduction of

pollutants like silt and excessive nutrients

(Mason el al.. Webb, this section) cause a slow,

relentless destruction of the indigenous fauna.

In the past 50 years, nearly 72% of the

United States' 297 native mussel species have

become endangered, threatened, or of special

concern (Williams and Neves, this section).

Their populations have been damaged because

of siltation, point and nonpoint source pollu-

tion, and outright habitat destruction.

The zebra mussel (Dreissemi polynwrpha)
and some other nonindigenous species repre-

sent "biological pollution" (Schloesser and

Nalepa. this section), and should be considered

much like toxic pollution for control and treat-

ment. Non-native zebra mussels lack predators

and have invaded nearly the full length of the

Mississippi River and its major tributaries,

threatening the native mussel fauna of the east-

ern United States (Williams and Neves, this sec-

tion). The impact of the zebra mussel and other

nonindigenous species is covered in greater

detail in the "Non-native Species" section of

this report.

Historical data bases (e.g., Otte, this section)

have traditionally focused on commercially

important invertebrate species such as clams

and oysters. In contrast, little infonnation exists

on the status and trends of nonconsumptive,

indigenous invertebrate life, and existing data

are often not in formats for use in modem deci-

sion-making tools (Messer et al. 1991 ).

An important, often-overlooked problem
with providing scientifically credible data

involves the taxonomy and systematics (identi-

fication and classification) of organisms. Today,
our museum collections of invertebrates are

often old and worn out, and there are few

trained taxonomists to renew archival materials.

In fact, many "type" specimens used for origi-

nal species" descriptions in the early I900's are

unusable, making comparisons of recently col-

lected specimens impossible.

Canada has been doing continuous biomoni-

toring for several decades, which has now
resulted in status and trends analyses of subtle

perturbations like acidification (Chmielewski

and Hall 1993). It is clear that the success of

future assessments in the United States will

greatly depend on availability of and access to

high-quality data; stop-gap measures are unlike-

ly to prove successful because of inconsisten-

cies caused by differing collection methods,

taxonomy, and reporting units.

This section is organized by general articles

on inveilebrates and followed by terrestrial and

aquatic case studies. The authors drew on orig-

inal data, often unpublished, and therefore,

although some of the studies may appear out-

dated, this does not detract from the usefulness

of the examples.
Basic research on the taxonomy and ecology

of species and communities is urgently needed

as groundwork for future status and trend

assessments. Complex ecological relationships

are poorly understood. Only a few working

ecosystem models (e.g., Chesapeake Bay) are

sufficiently developed to allow semi-quantita-

tive predictions about cause-effect relationships

between some biologic components (e.g.,

plankton) and abiotic conditions. Other biolog-

ical components need to be added to the model-

ing framework, especially as related to food

web interactions. Future status and trends

information gathering should be supportive of

ecosystem model development wherever possi-

ble.
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Insects

are the most diverse grtnip of organ-
isms (Wheeler 1990); potentially they are

highly indicative of environmental change

through close adaptation to their environment:

they represent the majority of links in the com-

munity foodchain; and they likely have the

largest biomass of the terrestrial animals

(Holden 1989). Thus, knowledge about them is

fundamental to studying the environment.

The 34 orders of insects have 90.968

described species and an estimated 72,500-i-

undescribed species in 653 families and 12,578

genera (Arnett 1985; Kosztarab and Schaefer

1990) in America north of Mexico. Of the

described species 71,931 are in the orders

Coleoptera (beetles, 23,640), Diptera (tlies,

19,562), Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps, and

sawflies, 17,429), and Lepidoptera (moths and

butterflies, 11,300). Undescribed species are

distributed mainly among Homoptera (aphids.

leatlioppers, scale insects, and allies, 4,334).

Coleoptera (2,627), Diptera (41,622),

Hymenoptera ( 1 8,57 1 ), and Lepidoptera (2.700;

Kosztarab and Schaefer 1990).

Some aspects of the immature stages of

8,668 species are known (Kosztarab and

Schaefer 1990); however, very few are fully

known (i.e., documented with voucher speci-

mens and publications with illustrations of

eggs, each larval instar, and pupae). Detailed

knowledge of the immature stages is important
because insects often are present as adults for a

short period during the year, but are present as

eggs, larvae, or pupae during most of the year.

Taxonomic literature useful for identifying
described species is available for less than 30%
of them in the adult stage. No major order has

been subjected to revisionary study at the spe-
cific level, and only two such projects are under

way, Lepidoptera (Dominick 1971+) and

Diptera (Griffiths 1980+). Some smaller orders,

some families, and many genera have been

revised for North America (e.g., bethylid wasps
[Evans 1978], cerambycid beetles [Linsley and

Chemsak 1961-84], chrysidid wasps [Bohail

and Kimsey 1982], dragontlies [Odonata;
Needham and Westfall 1955], grasshoppers

[Orthoptera; Otte 1981, 1983], lady beetles

[Gordon 1985], springtails [Collembola;
Christiansen and Bellinger 1980-81], thrips of

Illinois [Thysanoptera; Stannard 1968], and

beetles of the Pacific Northwest [Hatch 1953-

71J). Several family or ordinal groups have been

revised for Canada and the northern United

States. Diptera (Stone et al. 1965; Systematic

Entomology Laboratory, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, unpublished), Heteroptera (Henry
and Froeschner 1988), and Hymenoptera
(Krombein et al. 1979) have been cataloged.
The Lepidoptera have a checklist (Hodges et al.

1983). A nomenclatorial data base (BIOTA,

Biosystematic Information on Terrestrial

Arthropods, available via Internet or on CD-
ROM) for ten-estrial arthropods (less Crustacea)

is being developed and coordinated by the

Systematic Entomology Laboratory, USDA
(Hodges 1994).

For all major orders much revisionary work
is needed to define and discriminate anK)ng

species, genera, and higher taxa in a broad sense

and with recognition of variation in nearly all

characters. From these works field guides and

identification manuals must be developed.
Literature for lay workers and students should

provide identification to the species level by
state or region as this information is necessary
for conducting surveys (Keys to British

Insects—a continuing publication series of the

Royal Entomological Society, London— is an

excellent example).
Several states have programs to document

their fauna with publications and voucher mate-

rial: California Insect Survey, Florida State

Collection of Arthropods, Illinois Natural

History Survey, New York State Natural History

Survey, and Insects of Virginia, Blacksburg.
Few state faunal lists exist; the few that do are

outdated or limited: all insects of New York

(Leonard 1926) and North Carolina (Brimley
1938, 1942; Wray 1950, 1967); Lepidoptera of

Florida (Kimble 1965), Maine (Brower 1974,

1983, 1984), New York (Forbes 1923. 1948,

1954, I960), and Pennsylvania (Tietz 1952).

Checklists or faunal lists of Odonata exist for 39

states and provinces (Westfall 1984). Surveys

by county are under way for Kentucky

(Lepidoptera, University of Louisville, unpub-
lished data), Maryland (scattered orders and

families, Maryland Entomological Society),

Missouri (moths, J.R. Heitzman, unpublished
data), Ohio (Lepidoptera, Ohio Lepidopterists;

Metzler 1980; Iftner et al. 1992; Rings et al.

1992; unpublished data), and the western

United States (butterflies; Stanford and Opler
1993). Extensive data have been collected on

the distribution of Alaskan butterflies by the

Alaska Lepidoptera Survey (Philip, University
of Alaska, unpublished data).

No site in North America has been fully sur-

veyed for all insects; however, the Mount Desert

Island, Maine, survey (Procter 1946) was an

early attempt to do so. Of an estimated 6,000

species, 3,400 have been reported from the H.J.

Andrews Experimental Forest, Oregon (Parsons

et al. 1991). Craters of the Moon National

Monument. Idaho (Homing and Barr 1970);

Deep Creek in San Bernardino County,
California (S.I. Frommer, University of

Califomia, Riverside, unpublished data): and

Pawnee Grasslands, Colorado (Kumar et al.

Diversity and
Abundance of

Insects

by

Ronald W. Hodges
U.S. Department of

Agriculture Systematic

Entomology Laboratory

Leaf-footed bug (Thasus sp.).

Hi
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Robber fly (Dio^inires svm-

machus).
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Grasshoppers
(Orthoptera:Acri(iidael are

perhaps the most important grazing herbi-

vores in the nation's grasslands, which from a

human standpoint, are the most important

food-producing areas. The damage that

grasshoppers do to plants varies with the

species. A few dozen species at most are highly

injurious to crops, while those that feed on eco-

nomically unimportant plants may have no

measurable impact, and those that feed on detri-

mental plants are highly beneficial. Given such

differences, it becomes important to distinguish

properly between harmful and beneficial

species. Grasshopper abundance in all kinds of

grasslands means they are an important factor in

the ecological equation. Their economic impor-
tance—positive and negative

—means that they
must be included in all studies of grassland and

desert-erassland communities.

Sciences in Philadelphia (ANSP) reveal that

approximately 209c of the U.S. species repre-

sented in the e.xisting ANSP collection are

undescribed (Otte 1981; unpublished data).

Most new species belong to the very large genus

Mekmophis. which contains some of the most

injurious grasshopper species known. A consid-

erable number of undescribed species are from

the eastern states, from approximately central

Texas to New England. New species are turning

up even in extremely well-studied areas such as

Michigan and Florida. It is expected that at least

tens of species remain to be discovered in the

coastal ranges of California, and many other

mountain peaks in the western states should

have species unique to them. Much of the acad-

emy's collecting efforts have been directed to

investigating the grasshopper faunas of such

mountain peaks ("sky islands").

Grasshoppers

by

Daniel Otte

Academy of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia

Taxonomic Status Natural Range Increases

More than 1,000 species of grasshoppers
have been described from the United States

(Otte 1976, 1994, unpublished data base).

Taxonomic revisions at the Academy of Natural

Great Lakes Region

Documenting natural range changes requires

that comparable collections be made at several
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points in time. The only such case involving

grasshoppers that I am aware of involves the

ranges of two grasshopper species along the

Great Lakes shores. Trimerotropis hurouiaiui

and T. maritinui displace one another on the

dunes suiTounding the Great Lakes, witii T.

Iiitroniaihi occupying the northern shores and J]

mahtima the southern shores (Otte 1970). The

boundary between these two species has shifted

in the last seven decades. The two species may
well be competitive on four different lakefronts,

on the north-south shores of Lakes Michigan
and Huron.

Prairie Peninsula

In southern Michigan the bandwing
grasshopper {Panlalophora hahleinaui) was

abundant in 1943 and the related species. P.

apiciilata. was rare (Cantrall 1943). By 1968 P.

hahicmani had been completely replaced by P.

apiciiliitci. probably because subtle habitat

changes gave P. apicukiui an advantage over the

strictly prairie species P. haldemaui.

Unnatural Range Increases

Precise documentation of range changes in

grasshoppers could be achieved if historical col-

lecting sites could be resurveyed today. We arc

reasonably certain, though, that the cutting of

eastern forests (mainly during the last century)

opened up habitats for numerous species adapt-
ed to grasslands and forest edges. Numerous

prairie margin species now occur widely in the

eastern LInited States in areas that were almost

completely covered by forests. By colonizing

roadsides, other species have become extremely

widely distributed. The Carolina locust

{Dissosteini Carolina), for example, is a ubiqui-
tous roadside species that is now found in pre-

viously heavily forested regions. Whether the

overall range (outer limits of the range) has

changed is debatable because the species inhab-

its river margins and small natural eroded areas

within the eastern forest region.

In the western L'nited States, certain species
do well in eroded habitats that often result from

overgrazing. Thus, the ranges of species spe-

cializing on eroded ground probably increased

along with increases in grazing. The clear-

winged grasshopper (Cawnula pellucida), a

pest species from the northern Great Plains that

greatly damages crops in the northern LInited

States and western Canada, is now extremely
abundant in overgrazed mountain meadows in

the western states and is a good indicator of

meadow degradation there.

Many pest species specialize on agricultural

fields; their ranges have increased because of

irrigation and the planting of crops in normally
desert habitats (e.g.. migratory grasshopper

[Melanopliis sangiiinipes], two-striped

grasshopper [M. hivittatus], and differential

grasshopper [A/, dijferentialis]). Ball et al.

(1942) documented numerous cases of

grasshoppers moving into areas altered by agri-

cultural practices.

Range Reductions and
Extinctions: Case Studies

The Rocky Mountain Locust

Although it was the most abundant species

during much of the last century in western

North America, the Rocky Mountain locust (M.

sprctus) is now extinct; no specimens have been

collected in this century. This species spread its

destruction over many western states and was

the source of great difficulty for early farmers

east of the Rocky Mountains. The complete dis-

appearance of the species has puzzled biologists

for decades. The most reasonable hypothesis is

that this species reproduced mainly along river

valleys in Montana and Idaho and that with the

heavy grazing of these habitats, beginning in the

last part of the 1800's. these breeding areas

were so heavily disturbed that breeding was dis-

rupted (Lockwood and DeBrey 1990). Today,
frozen remains of this species can still be found

in glaciers in Montana.

California Coastal Ranges

The ANSP collections revealed that two

undescribed species o'i Melanopliis were collect-

ed only in what is now downtown San

Francisco. Recent revisions of the Marginatus

group of the genus Melanopliis (Otte I98I.

1994. unpublished data base) reveal that the

coastal ranges of California contain numerous

members of this group, but that the ranges of

many of the species are extremely limited. A
subgroup of the Marginatus group speciated
around the San Francisco Bay area, two species
are known from the Berkeley area, two from San

Francisco proper, and several from the north

side of San Francisco Bay. The San Francesco

species were collected in the first decade of this

century when some natural vegetation still exist-

ed in San Francisco. South of San Francisco

these species are replaced by related species.

Several other species in the group are known

only from the Monterey Bay region, and one

species only from a single locality.

Two Rare Species

Two individuals of an extremely rare

grasshopper species (E.xiniacris siiperbiim

Hebard) were collected in south Texas.

Repeated efforts to collect the species have not

met with success, although the species possibly
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breeds only during winter or in the early spring

and might still turn up when an etTort is made

to collect it in early spring. The only relative in

this genus (E. phena.x Otte) is known from a sin-

gle male collected at Big Cedar in the Kiamichi

Mountains of Oklahoma. Searches for this

species have also been unsuccessful; again, it is

possible that the species overwinters in the adult

stage and therefore is not present during normal

grasshopper breeding times.

Mountain Islands

Some species of grasshopper are known

only from mountain tops (sky islands). In the

East, some Mekmophis species are known from

single balds (grassy mountain summits) in the

Appalachian region (three new species are

presently being described; Otte. unpublished

data). In the western United States members of

the Montanus group are also known only from

single localities (A.B. Gumey, unpublished

data). Surveys of mountains in Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona. Utah, and Nevada showed

that some of these species have not yet been

described and are believed to occur only on sin-

gle mountains.

Within their limited ranges on mountains,

the grasshopper species are further limited by
environmental disturbance. I have encountered

many overgrazed mountain meadows, some-

times even highly isolated ones surrounded by
forest. These differ from ungrazed meadows

chiefly in the height of the vegetation and the

number of plant species there, and consequent-

ly in the incidence of short-winged grasshop-

pers. Collections from high mountain passes,

where meadows are partly protected from cattle

by fences along the road, show a clear effect of

vegetation length on diversity; in the protected

areas, nonflying grasshopper species are pre-

sent, sometimes in large numbers, but are

absent in grazed areas, while flying species,

which have wide distributions (weedy species),

are common. The principal reason for the dif-

ference appears to be that short-winged, nonfly-

ing species are highly vulnerable to bird preda-

tion. and without protective vegetation are

unable to survive.

Pleistocene Islands in Northern Florida

The northern half of Florida contains a num-

ber of habitats that remained exposed as islands

during interglacial periods. Several grasshopper

groups have species associated with these for-

mer islands and species" ranges are highly

restricted (Hubbell 1932). These areas are also

ideal for farming and therefore have been great-

ly altered during the last 50-80 years. It is

extremely likely that some species never col-

lected were lost. It remains to be seen which

species collected earlier this century still exist.

Management Implications

Large differences exist in range sizes

between species that can fly and those that can-

not (Otte 1979). In the latter group are numer-

ous species known from a single or a few local-

ities. Most of these inhabit island habitats (iso-

lated bogs, prairie openings within the eastem

forests, balds on the Appalachian range, moun-

tain meadows on western mountaintops, ham-

mocks in Florida, and perhaps coastal islands

along the East coast). Many species in these

regions have probably already been lost. Others

can be saved by creating new sanctuaries and

properly modifying existing ones. Within such

regions it should be possible to set aside small

sanctuaries or strings of sanctuaries from which

cattle and other grazing mammals are excluded.

Such sanctuaries already exist along highways
where cattle are kept away from roadsides and

railways.
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The Changing
Insect Fauna
of Albany's
Pine Barrens

by

Tim L. McCabe
New York Slate Museum

Table. Insect species hisloncally

recorded from the Albany pine

barrens but now extirpated (modi-

fied after McCabe et al. 1493).

Sand
plains and similar inland sand deposits

aic desertlike islands in a sea of moist land.

Because of rapid drainage of rainwater, sand

plains are modern-day refugia that represent

drier conditions that have existed off and on

during the past 10.000 years. Drainage makes

for drier soils that mimic prairie conditions and

consequently harbor prairie relicts; thus these

communities suppoil a specialized flora and

fauna. Sand barrens abound with rare or endem-

ic forms, many of which are endangered.

The Albany pine barrens is a sand plains

community and one of a relatively few scrub-

oak (Quercus ilicifolia). pitch-pine {Piniis rigi-

da) communities. Around the turn of the centu-

ry, the Albany pine barrens was the site of inten-

sive collecting by museum entomologists.

Consequently, it has a historically well-docu-

mented and diverse in.sect fauna, making it pos-

sible to compare the fauna after a century of

transition. Today, the region is heavily urban-

ized, and only 15.3 km- (6 mi-) of the original

104 km- (40 mi-) of natural barrens remain. As

this habitat has been lost. 31 species of butter-

flies, moths, and skippers (Lepidoptera) have

become locally e.xtinct during the last century

(McCabe el al. 1993). The past two decades

have witnessed the most rapid change to the

Order
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not restricted In pitch-piiie barrens, but the

Albany pine barrens represents important iiabi-

tat at the extreme edges of their ranges.

The species at the margins of their distribu-

tion in Albany have witnessed losses almost

equally di\ided between north and south, sug-

gesting that regular ""pulses"' of an insect

species' distribution account for more species

losses than can be attributed to the nearly seven-

fold loss of habitat. It therefore seems appropri-

ate to look closer at those species whose decline

is most relevant to habitat loss.

The owlets Psectnighiea canwsa and

Chaetagkwa vcrata are usually found in coastal

heath habitats but have been recorded from

Albany. Chai'taglaea cenita is at precariously

low levels in Albany, and P. carnosa is now local-

ly extinct. Recent records of C. cerata and the

last reports of P. carnosa were from an area of the

pine ban-ens adjacent to the cunent landfill.

Another once-common species in the pine

barrens is the owlet Homohadena badistriga.

but I have observed this moth only once during

the last 4 years (1989-93). Homohadena badi-

striga cateipillars show a marked preference for

the native shrub Lonicera dioica over all other

Lonicera in the area. This shrub species, which

appears to be a favorite browse of deer (person-

al observation), has become far less abundant in

the past 12 years (J. Mattox, Bard College, per-

sonal communication). None of 27 bushes of L.

dioica I had visited in 1982 exist today.

The owlet Agroiis stigniosa. which favors

the periphery of open dunes, has a simpler story.

The two most substantial open dunes in the

Albany barrens have recently been developed,

and A. stigmosa has subsequently been rarely

encountered and may soon be lost.

The Karner blue butterfly (Lycaeides inelis-

sa samuelis), now listed as an endangered

species, has markedly declined in the Albany
barrens (Figure). This species appears to be a

barrens relict that has been losing ground over

all of the Northeast. Its larvae feed on Lupimis

perennis (lupine). Another lycaenid butterfly,

Inciscdia inis. also dependent on lupine, has

suffered a similar decline. The continued

decline of L. melissa samuelis on the Albany

pine plains (Figure) is illustrated by using both

recent data (Higgins et al. 1991; Meyer and

McCabe 1993) and earlier population estimates

of Cryan (1980) and Schweitzer ( 1988, 1990).

This downward trend continues even though
some sites now support more lupine than a

decade ago and appear to be well protected.

Pine Barrens Management

Native pine banens plants such as pitch

pines. New Jersey tea, and lupine are very diffi-

cult to establish successfully. Seedlings are

shaded out by scrub oak. Young pitch pines are

heavily browsed by deer and severely attacked

by an introduced pine sawfly; younger plants

are completely defoliated. Lupines are devoured

by cottontail rabbits. Most characteristic pine
baiTcns plants require open, disturbed sites.

Fire has been scientifically employed as a

management practice on the Albany barrens

only quite recently. Scrub oak successfully

regenerates after bums, as does the locust,

Robinia pseiidoacacia, a tree introduced from

the Southeast for fence posts. One of the pine

barrens rarities is Chytonix sensilis, a fungus-

feeding moth. The year after a burn, fire-black-

ened trunks support luxurious growths of this

fungus. Despite this, C. sensilis was most abun-

dant in 12-year-old bum sites where hardly any

fungus had been present. In areas unburned for

more than 30 years, only C. sensilis females

were collected. One 12-year-old site is the same

one that supports Chaetaglaea cerata and had

supported P. canwsa, suggesting that a bum

frequency of at least 12 years is best to promote
some of the choicest pine banens associates. I

trapped moths extensively in postburn sites of I ,

5, 12, and 30 years of age. No site was available

with a postbum age between 12 and 30 years;

an optimal bum frequency will likely fall some-

where within this range. A frequent burn sched-

ule would be highly detrimental to insect

species very susceptible to fires, such as one of

the eltm butterflies, Incisalia henrici.

Species on the periphery of their range may
not be reliable indicators of habitat quality.

Natural fluctuation in range limits appears more

significant than formerly considered. This can

be attested to by the extirpation of 3 1 , and the

addition of 32, moth species. The decline of

characteristic pine barrens species has to be

examined on a case-by-case basis.

The Albany pine barrens has also been

adversely affected by vehicular traffic, wind-

breaks created by roads and buildings, develop-

ment of open dunes, introductions of exotic

species, and even the frequency of fires, which

promote some and compromise other pine barren

rarities. Cutting to create oak openings should be

considered as a management practice. In addi-

tion, open dunes may have to be artificially

maintained where artificial windbreaks interfere.
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Inventories in

the
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Lepidopteia
(butterflies and moths) make tip

about 13% of the described and named

90.000 insect species of North America ( 1 1 ,500

named) and are among the better known large

orders, although no complete inventory of

Lepidoptera species exists for any state, county,

or locality in North America,

The rationale for local or regional inventory

of insects is related to their importance in biodi-

versity. Insects make up 75% of all described

animals, and in natural communities their

species outnumber those of all other higher

organisms combined. Thus interrelationships

between insects and other organisms fomi the

most prevalent and comprehensive elements of

the fabric of biological communities,

Lepidoptera are the major group of plant-

feeding insects, and local inventories of

Lepidoptera can help indicate the stability and

diversity of plant communities. When we have

several reasonably complete local inventories of

Lepidoptera in different regions of the country,

we will be able to make predictions about over-

all insect—and therefore biological
—

diversity,

and about relationships between plant and

insect species richness on a local or regional

basis. Such knowledge will lead to more effi-

cient methods of assessing the health and loss of

biological diversity.

Once a baseline inventory is done, monitor-

ing of changes in species richness and abun-

dance to assess the ecological health of the

community can be carried out. Inventory of a

diverse group of insects such as the Lepidoptera
must involve various approaches and collecting

procedures. This article summarizes the status

of local and state inventories of Lepidoptera and

suggests a model for planning comparable fau-

nal inventories of major insect groups,

Lepidoptera Surveys

To gather information on the status of cur-

rent inventories, I mailed a one-page question-

naire to 25 lepidopterists thought to be develop-

ing local or state lists. Nearly all responded, and

several are conducting more than one census.

Early in 1993 I published a request for informa-

tion on inventories in the News of The

Lepidopterists' Society, which is distributed to

about 1,000 members in North America. The

responses were fewer than I had expected; there

may be many more inventories in progress than

those reported to me. For completed local and

state lists, I searched the literature, but the

results are likely to be incomplete because such

lists are lengthy and often are published in

obscure literature not well referenced by

abstracting services,

A thorough local inventory must depend

upon diverse methods: daytime searches for

butterflies and diurnal moths, nighttime collec-

tions of moths attracted to ultraviolet (UV) or

mercury vapor lights, and rearing caterpillars

(larvae) to the adult stage. In some regions a

fourth approach, "sugaring," the attraction of

moths to sweet, fermenting bait, is effective for

many species not readily attracted to lights.

Generating an inventory for a large group of

insects such as Lepidoptera is difficult because

the season that each species can be found may
be short; species abundance varies widely from

year to year; several techniques and specialists"

experience are needed to complete a thorough

census; and, beginning early in the survey, indi-

viduals of vagrant species are encountered,

A major problem in compiling an inventory

is the identification of species. This is easily

accomplished for butterflies (6% of the

Lepidoptera), and there are hundreds of local

and state lists (Field et al. 1974). Identifications

are accessible for the larger moths (macrolepi-

doptera), including inchworm moths

(Geometridae). giant silkworm moths

(Satumiidae). hawk moths (Sphingidae), owlet

moths (Noctuidae). and related families.

However, for many so-called "microlepi-

doptera" (primitive suborders, leaf miner and

leaf roller moths, etc.), 10%-90% of the local

species in some families are undescribed. As a

result, most state and local lists have dealt only

with macrolepidoptera or have treated the

microlepidoptera species only cursorily.

Inventories and Trends

There are published Lepidoptera lists or sur-

veys in progress from at least 30 states, and
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local inventories of at least macrolepidoptera
for 35 or more reserves, counties, or islands in

the continental United States. The tendency of

lepidopterists to compile state and local lists,

which had been expressed primarily by faunal

studies of buttertlies (Field et al. 1974). increas-

ingly has encompassed moths. Half of the state

lists and S.'i'/f of the local inventories have been

published since 1964, and there are an even

larger number in progress. More of these

include microlepidoptera than before probably

because of considerable progress in the descrip-

tive taxonomy of most families during the past

35 years (e.g.. Covell 1984).

State Lists

The older and more comprehensive state lists

are in the eastern United States (Fig. I). The

most complete state lists of Lepidoptera are

those for New York (Forbes 1923-60). New

Jersey (Smith 1910; Muller 1965-76). and

Maine (Brower 1974-86), although these lists

have many identification problems. The most

active are in Ohio, Kentucky. Mississippi.

Florida (Kimball 1965). and Texas. There are

lists priinarily or only of macrolepidoptera for

some states, including Arizona (Bailowitz et al.

1990). Michigan (Moore 1955), Pennsylvania

(Tietz 1952), and Maryland (D.C. Ferguson et

al.. National Museum of Natural History,

unpublished data). Lists of described species for

the western states are now being done (Fig. I ).

Local Inventories

Thirty-five local inventories have been pub-
lished or are in progress (Fig. I). These vary

greatly in moth families included, geographic

size, and number of years in progress. Several

inventories, including those of Martha's

Vineyard and Nantucket. Massachusetts (Jones

and Kimball 1943); Mount Desert Island.

Maine (Proctor 1946); Welder Wildlife Refuge.
Texas (Blanchard et al. 1985); Ash Canyon.
Arizona (N. McFarland. Sierra Vista. AZ.

unpublished data); and three in California

(McFarland 1965; Powell, unpublished data)

span 10-50 years and are estimated to be 85%-

95% complete (Table).

Unfortunately, no two inventories can be

meaningfully compared because they vary in

important parameters. Many have recorded only

macrolepidoptera, often only one sampling

approach was emphasized, inventories are made

of sites that vary greatly in size, inventory dura-

tion ranges considerably (Table), and the meth-

ods of recording data are often inconsistent.

A Model Inventory

We have been conducting inventories in

California to document species discovery rates

Inventories of single sites
'

Comprehensive lists

Macrolepidoptera lists

Preliminary lists in progress

and other comparative data. The most compre-
hensive inventory is at the University of

California Big Creek Reserve in coastal

Monterey County, an area of diverse habitats

and elevations. The census has been carried out

priinarily by specialists" visits. We have sam-

pled in all months, on 175 dates, recording

every species in each sample; we spent 1 80 per-

sonnel-days for diurnal species, recorded more

than 260 UV light samples, and processed 1,350

larval collections and their rearing. The census

(more than 900 species) is believed more than

90% complete, with 3% or fewer of the species

in each three-date sample new to the list during

dates 155-175 (Fig. 2). Buttertlies and diurnal

moths make up 16% of the total, and microlepi-

doptera recorded only as larvae make up anoth-

er 9%.
The species discovery rate was slow because

we could not sample the whole reserve during

each visit, and most of the effort followed a

consummate fire in the fourth year of our 12-

year inventory; many species were first collect-

ed in year 9 or 10. Nevertheless, the results pro-

vide a realistic idea of the effort required in a

complex community to achieve a reliable

species accumulation curve (Fig. 2).

State*
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Fig. 2. Species discoveiT curve

tor all Lepidoptera at the Big

Creek Reserve, Monterey County.

California, based on collections

during 1980-93. The total (910

species! is believed to be more

than 90% of the resident fauna.

Points along the curve are indicat-

ed when 50%. 67%. 15%. and

90% of the recorded total were

reached.
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-
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The data liom Big Creek and other invento-

ries (e.g.. Butler and Kondo 1991) demonstrate

that short-term effort is inadequate to inventory

insects. We cannot determine faunal composi-
tion from a few visits to a site or even compre-
hensive sampling over one season. If a group
under study is relatively uniform in biology, one

sampling or trapping technique may be ade-

quate and a steeper species accumulation curve

can be attained. At Big Creek, all Lepidoptera

accumulation did not reach 50% until 25 dates,

or 75% until 65 dates (Fig. 2).

Planning Inventories

A comprehensive inventory should employ
diverse sampling approaches, as outlined previ-

ously. Light trapping alone may be expected to

recover about 75% of the species after extended

effort. If monitoring changes in populations is a

goal, a subset of the fauna (e.g.. one or a few

well-known families) should be the focus, with

sampling standardized by method (e.g., light

trap), site, frequency, and so forth, so as to be

repeatable. To make local inventories compara-

ble, data should be identified in several ways:

( 1 ) results should be recorded by standardized

subsets of the area; (2) sampling effort should

be quantified and reported (e.g., number of per-

son-hours or days, dates. UV samples); (3) first

records for each species should be recorded to

document species discovery rates; (4) voucher

specimens should be preserved, especially for

small moths, because detailed study by a spe-

cialist may be necessary to distinguish species.

Ideally, every specimen can be bar-coded to the

data base, a rapid process if carried out in tan-

dem with data entry initially as is being done in

Costa Rica (Janzen 1992).

We do not know how many species of moths

and butterflies live in any state, county, or local-

ity in North America. We need baseline inven-

tories that are standardized by area or sampling
effort by which different parts of the continent

or tropical faunas can be compared to extrapo-

late patterns in regional, national, or world bio-

diversity of Lepidoptera.
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The
Xerces Society started the Fourth olJuly

Buttertly Count (FJC) in 1975. sponsoring

it annually until 1993. when the North

American Butterfly Association (NASA)
assumed administration. The general methods

of the buttertly count are patterned after the

highly successful Christmas Bird Count (CBC),

founded in 1900 and sponsored by the National

Audubon Society (Swengel 1990).

Painted lady iVcinessa cardui) nectaiing on showy milk-

weed [Asclepias speciosa).

The results of the FJC. including butterfly

data, count-site descriptions, and weather infor-

mation on count day. are published annually.

The count was designed as an informal program
for buttertly enthusiasts and the general public.

These counts can never substitute for more for-

mal scientific censusing because data sets from

the counts have flaws that impair scientific

analysis. Nevertheless, the FJC program does

provide data that, with considerable caution,

can be useful for science and conservation

(Swengel 1990). FJC data have been used to

study the biology, status, and trends of both rare

and widely distributed species (Swengel 1990;

Nageletal. l991;Nagel 1992; Swengel. unpub-
lished data).

Analysis and Application

I reviewed FJC count reports and other pub-

lications for applications of FJC data to monitor

the status and trends of North American butter-

fly species. These studies varied considerably in

sample size, amount of data manipulation and

statistical analysis, and degree of variable con-

trol. Different methods of using FJC data

include, in order of ascending statistical refine-

ment; presence or absence of a species in a sub-

set of counts: highest observed number of a

species on a single count; individuals of a

species per count for a subset of counts in a

given year; and individuals of a species per

count hours or per count miles. The subset of

counts used to supply data for analysis also var-

ied from a single count to all counts in a certain

region or all counts ever reporting a given

species during the study period. The sample sub-

set and statistical approach are best determined

by the nature and extent of available data.

The rationales, methodologies, shortcom-

ings, and validity of analyzing FJC data have

been detailed elsewhere (Swengel 1990), but

are based on the substantial ornithological liter-

ature regarding the scientific use of CBC and

other types of survey data. As ornithologists

have clearly indicated, these kinds of data sets

must be used with great care because ( I ) the

sample sites and dates depend on when and

where volunteer observers choose to conduct a

count; (2) the quality of sampling and accuracy
of data vary among counts; (3) only certain

species are sampled adequately enough to allow

data interpretation; and (4) the species complex
can vary somewhat from year to year. Even with

such constraints, these data sets are valuable

because of the numerous sites surveyed, their

wide geographic scope, and the relatively low

cost of data acquisition.

Interpreting Count Data

For the first 1 1 years of the count program
(197.5-85). only a few dozen counts were held

annually, but since then the number of annual

counts has increased steadily to 209 in North

America in 1993. Each FJC annual report since

1982 has provided a table that details how many
counts reported each species and which single

count found the most individuals of each

species. Although informal, this table indicates

the frequency and abundance of buttertly

species as observed in the counts.

Several rare species with federal status under

the Endangered Species Act have been sampled
in the counts, as reviewed in the introduction to

the 1993 FJC annual report (Opler and Swengel
1994). A researcher using FJC to study rare but-

terflies must be careful in inteipreting the data,

however. Unless a number of FJC counts are

specifically designed to sample rare species

well, it is unlikely that rare species will be sam-

pled adequately enough to allow scientific

analysis of status and trends. Even in these

cases, however, site data for rare species report-

ed in FJC remain useful as leads to follow in

status surveys of extant populations for these

species (Opler and Swengel 1994). Most likely,

the data should be considered as augmenting
additional, more formal scientific study and

should be confirmed, either by alternative sur-

vey means or by contacting the counters for

documentation.

Because of the larger sample size, FJC data

may better demonstrate the population trends of

more abundant and widespread species. For

example, the painted lady (Vanessa cardui) is a

Fourth of July

Butterfly
Count

by

Ann B. Swengel
International Count Co-editor
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Fig. 1. Number ot painted ladies

( Vanessa lardui) per count and

percentage of counts reporting this

species, for all counts in North

America north of Mexico.

1977-93.
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Fig. 2. Mean number of mon-

archs {Daiunis pk-xippus) per

party-hour for counts reporting the

species east of the Rocky
Mountains. 1977-93. and west of

the Rocky Mountains. 1987-93.
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subtropical species with a tendency to wander

(immigrate) outside its residential range into

temperate regions, with periodic years of mas-

sive invasions. FJC data clearly reflect this

aspect of the species" natural history by show-

ing dramatic fluctuations in painted lady fre-

quency and abundance in the counts in 1979,

1983, and 1992 (Swengel 1993; Fig. 1). These

outbreaks may correlate with weather perturba-

tions in the species" residential range (Myres

1985; Swengel 1993).

FJC data have also been used to document

tluctuations in other immigrant species

(Swengel 1990). but especially to monitor pop-

ulation trends of the migrant monarch buttertly

(Dancnis plexippus: Swengel 1990 and unpub-

lished data) that breeds in temperate North

America and overwinters in Mexico and coastal

California. The number of these butterllies fluc-

tuates considerably (Fig. 2); fluctuations tend to

correlate with major climatic perturbations such

as the El Nifio Southern Oscillation and major

volcanic eruptions (Swengel, unpublished

data). Monarchs and painted ladies often show

dramatic fluctuations in the same years (e.g.,

1978-79, 1982-83, 1991-92), but usually they

vary in opposite directions (Figs. 1 and 2). sug-

gesting that the same widespread climatic phe-

nomena tend to affect both species in different

ways. Because conservationists are concerned

about threats to the overwintering habitat of

monarchs, long-term data sets such as FJC are

valuable to check for persistent downward

trends.

While FJC cannot replace more formal and

intensive scientific surveying, it does offer a

K;imer blue (Lycaeides melissa samuelis) male basking on

readily available and ever-enlarging data set that,

with caution, is useful for science and conserva-

tion because of its relative continuity, inexpen-

siveness, large size, and widespread sampling.
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Species
Richness and
Trends of

Western
Butterflies and
Moths

by

Paul A. OpIer
National Biological Service

Butterflies

and large moths are among the

best-sampled insects and as such are excel-

lent indicators of ecological conditions or envi-

ronmental change. Because the caterpillars of

most Lepidoptera are herbivorous, their species

richness is most often a reflection of plant diver-

sity (Brown and Opler 1990).

Management or restoration of invertebrate

diversity requires comprehensive data about the

status and occurrence of species. I present the

species richness of butterflies and three moth

famihes in the 17 western conterminous states

and five smaller subareas in the West.

Data Collection

The species richness of western butterflies

and moths (Lepidoptera) was determined by

using four county-level atlases and counting the

number of species recorded in each state or

region (Peigler and Opler 1993; Smith 1993;

Stanford and Opler 1993; Opler, unpublished

data). The county atlases were developed by

using specimen data from field surveys, private

collections, museums, and scientific mono-

graphs. The records analyzed include all histor-

ical data; thus the map for a particular species

may not represent its current status.

Buttertlies (superfamilies Papilionoidea and

Hesperioidea), hawkmoths (Sphingidae), silk-

moths (Satumiidae), and tiger moths (Arctiidae)

are relatively well-sampled groups and therefore

give a good preliminary indication of the geo-

graphic patterns of species richness. Populations

of the selected butterflies and moths in the 17

conterminous western states and five subregions

were selected as sampling units.

The five subregions are the lower Rio

Grande Valley of South Texas, the Big Bend

region of Texas, the Colorado Front Range, the

isolated mountains of southeastern Arizona and

adjacent New Mexico (the so-called "sky

islands"), and southern California south of the

Transverse Ranges (Fig. 1 ). They were selected
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based on a priori knowledge of species richness

and patterns of endemic species occurrence.

The number of resident butterflies was deter-

mined by counting the number of species
recorded for each state or region. Species
i^nown to be nonresidents (vagrants or sporadic

residents) in a particular state or region were

excluded. For the three moth families, all

species recorded in a particular state or region,

including vagrants, were included in the counts.

The reader should be aware that the quantity
and quality of the data are not sufficient to ana-

lyze temporal trends for individual species. In

addition, all geographic units have not been

sampled with equal intensity.

Status and Trends

In the 17 western states. 915 species of but-

terflies and moths in the studied groups are

recorded. The number of species ranges from

181 (20% of total species count) for North

Dakota to 520 (57% of total species count) for

Texas (Table 1). In general, there are fewer

species of butterflies and moths in more north-

em states and in states with less topographic

diversity, which creates less variety in tenain.

Of course, larger states tend to have more

species than smaller states, since large states, on

average, have more diverse habitats and topog-

raphy. These trends are similar to those of other

organisms as well.

The patterns for butterflies and the three

moth families are similar, except that species
richness of hawkmoths is unexpectedly high in

Nebraska and Oklahoma (Table 1 ). most likely

because of the immigration of nonbreeding

tropical species (Smith 1993).

Each of the five subregions is smaller than

Washington, the smallest western state, yet

species richness is greater in all subregions

(except the Lower Rio Grande) than in nearly

Table 1. Number of species of selected Lepidoplera by
state.

State
Area

km^ (mi^)

Hawk-

moths

Silk- Tiger Bulter-

motlis moths flies
Total

Arizona
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The Tall-grass
Prairie

Butterfly

Community

by

Ann B. Swengel

Scott R. Swengel
Baraboo, Wisconsin

Study sites Tall-grass prairie biome

Fig. 1. Original boundaries of the

tall-grass prairie biome in the

United States (Ri.sser et al, 1981 )

and locations of study sites ( A.B.

Swengel. unpublished data).

The
piairie biome is a plant community dom-

inated by grasses and nongrassy herbs

(wildflowers or "forbs"). with some woody
shrubs and occasional trees. Prairie is classified

into three major types by rainfall and conse-

quent grass composition. The easternmost and

moistest division is the tall-grass prairie (Risser

et al. 1981). Althotigh tall-grass prairie once

broadly covered the middle of the United States

(Fig. 1). this biome is now estimated to be at

least 99% destroyed from presettlement by pio-

neers, who converted it for agricultural uses.

Praiiie loss continues through plowing, extreme

overgrazing, and development, but at varying

degrees. Prairie is also lost passively because

the near-total disruption of previous ecological

processes causes shifts in tloristic composition
and structure.

As a result of this habitat destruction, butter-

flies and other plants and animals that are oblig-

ate to the prairie ecosystem are rare and primar-

ily restricted to prairie preserves. The Dakota

skipper (Hesperia dacotae) and the regal fritil-

lary {Spcyeria idalia) are federal candidates for

listing under the Endangered Species Act, and

additional prairie butterfly species are on state

lists as officially threatened or endangered.
Patches of original prairie vegetation remain in

preserves, parks, unintensively used farmlands

such as hayfields and pastures, and in unused

land. These remnants of prairie, however, are

isolated and often in some state of ecological

degradation.

The existence of prairie depends on the

occunence of certain climatic conditions and

disturbance processes such as animal herbivory

and fire. These natural processes, however, are

severely disrupted today because of the destruc-

tion and fragmentation of the prairie biome.

Without management intervention, the vegeta-

tional composition and structure of prairie sites

are altered through invasion of woody species
and smothering under dead plant matter. Prairie

usually requires active management to main-

tain the ecosystem and its biodiversity, but it is

difficult to know exactly which processes once

naturally maintained the prairie ecosystem.

Frequent fire, whether caused by lightning or

set by native peoples, is usually considered the

dominant prehistoric process that maintained

prairie; thus management for tall-grass prairie

in most states relies primarily or solely on fre-

quent fire (e.g., Sauer 1950: Hulbert 1973: Vogl

1974). Other researchers (e.g., England and

DeVos 1969), however, assert that prairie was

the result of grazing by large herds of ungulates
as in the Serengeti in Africa.

Despite this scientific conflict, it appears
certain that successful management for main-

taining the prairie landscape and its native

species should be based on these natural

processes, whatever they were. The vast diversi-

ty and specificity of insects to certain plants and

habitat features make them fine-tuned ecologi-

cal indicators. Thus, butterfly conservation is

useful not only for maintaining these unique

species, but also for helping us monitor and

learn about the soundness of our general

ecosystem management.

Survey and Classification

We counted 90 butterfly species and 80,906

individuals in surveys from 1988 to 1993 at 93

prairies varying from 1 to 445 ha (3 to 1,100

acres) in the Upper Midwest (Illinois, Iowa,

Minnesota, Wisconsin) and southwestern

Missouri (Fig. I ). Most sites are managed prin-

cipally with fire, with bums averaging about

25% (range 0-99% or more) of the prairie patch

per year. Many Missouri sites are managed pri-

marily with summer haying along with a little

burning and cattle grazing. The vegetation in

each survey unit was relatively uniform.

Any species observed 100 or more times was

designated a study species. Before analyzing
the results, we classified the study species by
habitat niche breadth: prairie specialist, grass-

land, generalist, and invader. We used popula-

tion indices (individuals observed per hr in each
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unit) to identify wiiicii units had relatively

greater densities of particular species and which
factors might account for this variation. Details

regarding the survey and statistical methodolo-

gies are provided elsewhere (A.B. Swengel.

unpublished data).

Management and Distribution

The overwhelming destruction of prairie

habitat has had disastrous consequences for

prairie-specialist butterflies, not just because of

the outright loss of appropriate living space but

also because of habitat fragmentation. Because

prairie-specialist butterflies are rarely encoun-

tered outside of these fragmented prairie patch-

es, populations at different sites may have min-

imal gene flow and are rarely able to recolonize

sites of local extinctions. For example, the regal

fritillary is the most widespread prairie butterfly

species, but it requires larger habitat patches or

connected networks of habitat patches to main-

tain populations. The arogos skipper (Arntoue

arogos icnva) and ottoe skipper (//cv/^^^Wfl ottoe)

also occur widely in the prairie biome but arc

more restricted in their habitat requirements,

resulting in more localized and spotty distribu-

tions. The Dakota skipper and poweshiek skip-

per (Oarisimi poweshiek) are most restricted in

range, occuning only in northern prairie, and

have further habitat restrictions within that

range. As a result, the northern Midwest (north-

western Iowa, western Minnesota, and the east-

ern Dakotas) is the region where tall-grass

prairie conservation has the most potential for

maintaining the greatest diversity of prairie-spe-
cialist butterflies.

Regal fritillaries (.S'/iivc/vt; idulia) mating on pale purple
coneflower (Echimiceii pallida).

Our surveys show that the management
occuning at a prairie critically affects whether

prairie-specialist butterflies exist at the site and
at what abundance. Although each butterfly

species has its own response to fire, the prairie

specialists show a pronounced and statistically

significant decline after fire; this decline per-
sists 4 or more years (A.B. Swengel, unpub-
lished data). Species with the broadest habitat

adaptation (invaders) are most abundant in

recently burned units and least abundant in units

left unburned the longest. Species of intermedi-

ate adaptations (grasslands, generalists) showed
milder, intermediate trends.

Unintensive haying management (a single
annual or biennial cutting with removal of the

clipped vegetation) is more favorable for butter-

fly diversity. Such haying is more beneficial for

butterflies sooner after treatment and causes a

less pronounced variation in butterfly abun-

dance between different treatment years. In

general, butterflies are more abundant in the

first years after haying than after burning; spe-
cialists account for much of this difference (Fig.

2). Our limited opportunities to test light graz-

ing show that it may also serve specialist butter-

flies better than fire.

Prairie-specialist butterflies apparently

respond to different management types because

of varying degrees of mortality (e.g.. fire causes

more direct mortality than haying or grazing)
and because of differences in continuity of

required habitat resources (e.g.. fire removes all

cover but is followed by regrowth of thick

cover, while unintensive haying and grazing can

more consistently maintain moderate cover).

Management also indirectly affects butterfly

populations by altering the abundance and

occurrence of plants they depend on as well as

the vegetational structure and physical features

they require.

These results are consistent with butterfly
conservation experience around the world, par-

ticulariy in Europe and Australia (Butterflies

Under Threat Team 1986; Kirby 1992; New
1993). Thus, simply preserving habitat is not

sufficient to conserve insect biodiversity; suit-

able management approaches and land uses

compatible with the habitat's native biodiversi-

ty must be preserved. It is possible to maintain

plants successfully without protecting the asso-

ciated animals, but it is impossible to maintain

the associated animals successfully without

protecting the plants.

It appears desirable for managers to aim for

diversity and patchiness in prairie-management

approaches within and among sites rather than

broadly applying a single management formula

for prairie everywhere. Whether or not a site is

managed specifically to conserve insects,

declines and extirpations of insects specialized

burn-year

D burn-year 1

hay-year

B hay-year 1

Nonspecialisi Specialist

Fig. 2. Abundance of all. non.spe-
cialist (grassland, generalists. and

invaders), and piairie-specialisi

study species in the first years of

fire and hay management.
Missouri study sites.
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to the habitat indicate that ecological degrada-

tion has already occurred there, while mainte-

nance of these species indicates success in

ecosystem conservation. Because we found that

management with mechanical cutting or light

grazing appears most effective for maintaining

both the prairie habitat and its associated spe-

cialist insects (seeming to indicate an ecosys-

tem adaptation to herbivory), we recommend

that these methods should have a primary role

in modern prairie management for the conser-

vation of biodiversity. There is cause for opti-

mism, however, because no known prairie but-

terfly species have gone extinct, despite their

rarity. Instead, these species have persisted on

habitat remnants, showing that appropriate

habitat preservation and management should

translate into readily measurable conservation

successes.
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Caves
and springs tend to be inhabited by

a highly specialized and intolerant

diversity of vertebrate and invertebrate

species. Ongoing research on the aquatic

and terrestrial macroinvertebrates and terres-

trial veitebrates inhabiting 105 springs and

caves in Illinois (Figure) surveyed from

1990 to 1993 has verified the uniqueness of

this biota and highlighted the very fragile

eco.system in which these organisms survive.

Data on more than 8,000 invertebrate speci-

mens, representing 4 phyla, 1 1 classes, and

32 orders, have been collected and the data

entered into a data base. More than 2,300

specimens and 27 species of vertebrates (3

fishes, 7 salamanders, 4 frogs, I turtle, 4

Figure. Distribution of springs and caves in

Illinois.

The Biota of Illinois

Caves and Springs

by

Donald W. Webb
Illinois Natural History Survey

birds, I raccoon, and 7 bats) were observed

in caves, dominated by the salamanders and

bats.

The water chemistry of the Illinois

springs and cave streams was typical of most

hardwater springs, although nitrate levels in

one spring and one cave stream in the karst

region of Monroe County exceeded the

Illinois Pollution Control Boards Maximum
Contamination Level of 10 mg/L ( 10 ppm),

raising concern over the effects of agricul-

tural runoff on the biota of Illinois cave

streams. The detection of mercury in the tis-

sue of amphipods and isopods was noted,

although no detectable level of mercury was

determined in any of the water samples test-

ed.

Karst limestone regions have sinks,

underground streams, and caves. Qualitative

collections of invertebrates and observations

of vertebrates were made to determine

species richness and the spatial distribution

of each species. In caves, habitat selection

and cave preference (entrance, twilight, and

dark zones) were examined for aquatic

invertebrates and terrestrial vertebrates and

invertebrates.

The aquatic macroinvertebrates were

dominated in abundance and diversity by
noninsect arthropods, several of which are

currently on federal and state endangered

species lists (e.g., the amphipod Gammarus

achenindytes). In terms of abundance, the

amphipods Gammarus minus and G.

pseudolimneaus and the turbellarian

Phagocata gracilis dominated surface

springs, while the amphipod G. troglophilus

dominated cave streams. The diversity of

oligochaete womis, with 24 taxa, proved to

be the most surprising feature of the study,

especially because several unidentified taxa

of worms were collected that may be new

species. Varichaetadrilus angustipenis,

although previously collected only rarely in

Illinois, was recorded from numerous

springs. The collection of AUonais

paraguayensis in Old Driver Spring was the

most interesting find; this species has been

reported only from a locality in Louisiana

and an aquarium in New York. The presence

of A. paraguayensis in Illinois represents a

significant range extension for this species.

The occurrence of unidentifiable taxa of

Lumbricidae and Lumbriculidae also poses

interesting systematic questions.

Aquatic macrophytes were scarce in

nio.st springs examined, although the moss

Leplodictvum riparium was abundant in the

spring head of Old Driver Spring and the

forb Mentha piperita plugged the upper
reaches of the outflow channel of Old Driver

and Rose springs.

The terrestrial fauna of the cave was

dominated by insects (heleomyzid and

mycetophilid flies, collembolans, carabid

and staphylinid beetles, and camel crickets),

amphibians (seven species), and bats (seven

.species). The federally listed endangered

gray bat (Myotis grisescens) was observed in

one cave, and the Indiana bat (M. sodalis) in

six caves. The state-listed endangered south-

eastern bat (M. austroriparius) was observed

in two caves. The federally listed endan-

gered Pleistocene disc snail (Discus
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maccUittocki) is known from one cave in

northwestern Illinois.

Implications of Surveys

In Illinois, the biota of springs and cave

streams typifies the hypothesis that hardwa-

ter springs in eastern North America are

dominated by noninsect macroinvertebrates

(Glazier 1991). Although amphipods and

turbellarians were the most abundant organ-
isms in surface springs, it was the diversity

evident within the oligochaete worms that

proved the most exciting feature of surface

springs. Twenty-four taxa. four of which

may prove new to science, and several new
state records were found. Several new local-

ities for the spring cavefish Forbesichthys

agassiz were also discovered. In the cave

streams, the amphipods were the most

diverse and abundant macroinvertebrates. in

particular the troglobitic amphipod
Gamntariis trofilophHus. Six state-endan-

gered macroinvertebrates are known from

Illinois caves.
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The
United States has the greatest diversity of

freshwater mussels in the world. Of the five

families and roughly 1.000 species occurring

globally, nearly 300 species and subspecies in

the families Unionidae and Margaritiferidae
reside here (Turgeon et al. 1988). The number
of mussels historically known for each state

varies tremendously (Fig. 1), but the diversity of

freshwater mussels in just the Southeast is

unmatched by any other area in the world.

Mussels were an important natural resource

for Native Americans, who used them for food,

tools, and jewelry. During the late 1 800"s and

early I900"s. mussel shells supported an impor-
tant commercial fishery; shells were used to

manufacture pearl buttons until the advent of

plastic buttons in the 1940's. Today the com-
mercial harvest of freshwater mussel shells is

exported to Asia for the production of spherical
beads that are inserted into oysters, freshwater

mussels, and other shellfish to produce pearls.

There are no federal regulations on the har-

vest of mussels, except those species on the fed-

eral list of endangered or threatened species.

Several states, however, regulate size, species,

gear used, and season that mussels can be taken.

Japanese demand for the high-quality U.S. mus-

sel shells in recent years pushed the price to

$l3/kg ($6/lb) in 1991. Shell exports peaked in

1991 at more than 8 million kg (9.000 tons), but

demand declined in 1992 and 1993 and has lev-

eled off to about 4 million kg (4,500 tons; Baker

1993),

Determining Status

In reviewing the conservation status of fresh-

water mussels, we included all species and sub-

species recognized in the American Fisheries

Society list of common and scientific natnes of

mollusks from the United States and Canada

Freshwater
Mussels: A
Neglected and

Declining

Aquatic
Resource

by

James D. Williams

Richard J. Neves

National Biological Service
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Total number

Fig. 1. Number of species and

subspecies of freshwater mussels

historically known to occur within

each state and the percentage now
classified as imperiled.

Freshwater mussels from the

Tombigbee River at Memphis
Landing, Pickens County.
Alabama. Southern combshell

(Epiohlasma penita); female, top.

male, bottom.

(Turgeon et al. 1988). Distribution data and con-

servation status were obtained from research pub-

lications, books, original data from biologists,

and a recent synopsis by Williams et al. ( 19931.

The status categories were based on infor-

mation for each species throughout its geo-

graphic range. The conservation status cate-

gories for a mussel species were defined as fol-

lows: endangered
—in danger of extinction

throughout all or a significant poilion of its

range: threatened—is likely to become endan-

gered throughout all or a significant portion of

its range: special concern—may become threat-

ened or endangered by relatively minor distur-

bances to its habitat; undetermined—historical

and current distribution and abundance have not

been evaluated recently: and currently stable—
distribution and abundance are seemingly sta-

ble, or may have declined in portions of range
but not in need of immediate conservation.

Decline of Mussels

The decline of freshwater mussels, which

began in the late 1800's. has resulted from var-

ious habitat disturbances, most significantly,

modification and destruction of aquatic habitats

by dams and pollution. Freshwater habitats suf-

fer not only from direct alterations by humans

but indirectly from abuse of terrestrial habitats,

such as from siltation, especially evident if one

compares the levels of imperilment of aquatic

versus terrestrial species. Master ( 1990) recog-

nized 55% of North America's mussels as

extinct or imperiled, compared to only 7% of

the continent's bird and mammal species.

Aquatic habitat loss comes in a variety of

forms such as from effects of dams, dredging,

and channelization, or from more subtle effects

of siltation and contaminants associated with

construction and agriculture. Dams, with their

altered flow regimes and attendant reservoirs.

have caused the extirpation of 309^-60% of the

native mussel species in selected U.S. rivers

(Williams et al. 1992: Layzer et al. 1993).

Siltation resulting from deforestation, poor agri-

cultural and land-use practices, and removal of

riparian vegetation can destabilize the stream bot-

tom and eliminate benthic organisms such as

mollusks (Ellis 1931). Many streams that look

healthy can be polluted by contaminants like

heavy metals, pesticides, and acid mine drainage.

The effects of pollution and habitat alteration on

mussels were reviewed by Fuller (1974).

Competition from non-native mollusks also

has contributed to the loss of native mussel pop-
ulations. The Asian clam (Corbiciila flwnmea).
introduced to the U.S. west coast in the 1930"s,

has invaded nearly every watershed nationwide

(McMahon 1983). Local population explosions

of the Asian clam have adversely affected some,

but not all. native mussels (Belangeret al. 1990;

Leff et al. 1990). The recently introduced zebra

mussel {Dreissena polymorplui) appears poised
to decimate many of the remaining mussel pop-
ulations. Zebra mussels were discovered in the

United States at Lake St. Clair in 1988 and

spread rapidly throughout the Great Lakes. In

1991 they were found in the Illinois River, and

by late 1991 had spread to the Tennessee River

(Nalepa and Schloesser 1992). They are now
found throughout the Mississippi River and por-

tions of its major tributaries, even to southern

Louisiana. During the next 10-20 years, zebra

mussels will most likely spread throughout

most of the United States and southern Canada.

The adverse modification and destruction of

aquatic habitats, along with the introduction of

nonindigenous species, have resulted in the

decline of freshwater mussels. The percentage

of imperiled mussel species for eastern states is

high (Fig. I). Of the 297 native mussel species

in the United States, 71.7% are considered

endangered, threatened, or of special concern

(Fig. 2), including 21 mussels that are endan-

gered and presumed extinct. Seventy species

(23.6%) are considered to have stable popula-

tions (Fig. 2), although many of these also have

declined in abundance and distribution. Many
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species in the latter group occur in larger rivers

and reservoirs and are projected to suffer severe

declines as the zebra mussel in\ades these

ecosystems.
The rapid decline of mussels during this cen-

tury went almost unnoticed until the past 30

years. Although most of the described threats to

survival of mussels have existed for more than a

century, the increased geographic area covered

by these threats and the cumulative effects of

human expansion and development have now
overwhelmed aquatic systems.

The demise in both populations and species

diversity of our mussel fauna is likely occurring

in other freshwater mollusks (especially snails)

and aquatic organisms, but too few surveys have

been conducted to record such trends.

Conservation and restoration should focus on

the ecosystem and watershed level instead of

directing concerns to the individual species. To

effectively caixy out such a broad recovery

effort will require an unparalleled level of coop-
eration and coordination of private, state, and

federal agencies. Perhaps even more critical to

the success of ecosystem and watershed conser-

vation is the involvement of the general public,

conservation organizations, and private corpo-
rations. If the decline of aquatic mollusks con-

tinues, we will witness the greatest extinction of

these organisms experienced in modern times.
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Fig. 1. The Lake Huron-Lake Erie

corridor, including Lake St. Clair

and western Lake Erie (in red).

(Fig. 1). Relatively pristine water enters the St.

Clair River, passes through Lake St. Clair and

the Detroit River, and enters western Lake Erie.

Freshwater native mussels were collected by
scuba divers in the Lake Huron-Lake Erie corri-

dor (Fig. 1) at 46 stations during six sampling

periods from 1961 to 1992. In Lake St. Clair,

mussels were collected at 29 stations in 1986,

1990, and 1992. Ten replicate quadrate samples

(0.5 m- each [5.4 tt-|) were obtained at each

station and sampling date. In western Lake Erie,

mussels were collected four times at one index

station in 1989-91 and once at 17 historically

sampled stations in 1961. 1982, and 1991.

Sampling at the index station was performed
with an epibenthic sled (46 x 25 cm [18 x 63

in]). Sampling at the 17 historically sampled
stations was performed with a Ponar grab sam-

pler. Three replicate Ponar (0.05 m- |().5 ft-])

samples of the substrate were collected at each

station. Mussels were identified following
Clarke (1981) and comparisons with bivalve

taxonomic reference collections. Taxonomic

nomenclature follows Turgeon et al. ( 1988) and

Williams et al. (1993).

Historical Status

Around 1900 the Lake Huron-Lake Erie cor-

ridor was characterized as having one of the

most abundant freshwater mussel faunas in

North American lakes (Goodrich and van der

Schalie 1932: Mackie et al. 1980): 39 species

(Table 1 ).

Before 1990 mussel populations existed in

most areas of the Lake Huron-Lake Erie corri-

dor (Fig. 2). In Lake St. Clair, mussel popula-

tions were similar in 1986 and 1990 (Table 2).

Numbers of mussels per unit area were relative-

Table I. Species of native mussels historically found in

the Lake Huron-Lake Erie corridor of the Great Lakes

(modified from Clarke and Stansbery 1988).

Species

Muckel (Aclinonaias ligamenlina [carinala])

Elktoe {Alasmidonta marginala)

Slippershell mussel {A viridis)

Threeridge (
Amblema plicala plicata)

i

Cylindrical papershell {Anodonloides lerussaaanus)

Purple wartyback (Cyclonaias luberculala) J

Spike {Elliplio dilatala)

Northern riffleshell {Epioblasma torulosa rangiana)

Snuffbox (£ Inquelra)

Wabash pigtoe (Fusconaia flava)

Wavy-rayed lampmussel {Lampsilis lasciola)

Pocketbook (/.. ovala)

Eastern lampmussel {L siliquoidea)

White heelsplitter (Lasmigona complanata complanata)

Creek heelsplitter (L compressa)

Fluted-shell (i. coslata)

Fragile papershell (Leptodea tragilis )

Eastern pondmussel {Ligumia nasuta)

Black sandshell (L recta]

Threetiorn wartyback (Obliquaria reflexa)

Hickorynut {Obovaria olivaria)

Round hickorynut (0. subrolunda)

Round pigtoe {Pleurobema coccmeum]

Ohio pigtoe (P. cordatum)

Pink heelsplitter {Potamilus alatus)

Pink papershell (P. ohiensis)

Kidneyshell {Plychobranchus fasciolaris)

Giant floater (Pyganodbn grandis)

Mapleleal (Quadrula quadrula)

Pimpleback (0, puslulosa puslulosa)

Salamander mussel (Simpsonaias ambigua)

Squawfoot (Strophilus undulalus)

Lilliput (
Toxolasma parvus)

Fawnsfoot ( Truncilla donacitormis)

Deertoe {
T trur)cala)

Pondhorn [Uniomerus tetralasmus)

Paper pondshell (Utterbackia imbecillis)

Rayed bean
(
Villosa labalis)

Rainbow
(
V. ins)

Table 2. Number of species of native mussels and aver-

age (mean) density (number/m-) in Lake St. Clair and

western Lake Erie of the Lake Huron-Lake Erie corridor,

1961-92.

Lake/year Total no. of species
Average (mean)

no/m^

Lake St. Clair
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¥i^. 4. Percentage of live and

dead native mussels collected at an

nidex station in western Lake Erie

of the Lake Huron-Lake Erie cor-

ridor of the Great Lakes, 1989-91 .

For further int'urmation:

Don W. Schloesser

National Biological Service

Great Lakes Science Center

Ann Arbor. MI 48105

biological pollution. Exotic species such as

zebiu mussels are being recognized as new and

wide.spread threats to ecosystem stability

throughout North America (Office of

Technology Assessment 1993).
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Aquatic
insects are among the most prolific

animals on earth, but are highly specialized

and lepresent less than 1% of the total animal

diversity (Pennak 1978). Most people know the

12 orders and about 11.000 species of North

American aquatic insects (Merritt and

Cummins 1984) only by the large adults that tly

around or near wetlands.

Aquatic insects are excellent overall indica-

tors of both recent and long-term environmental

conditions (Patrick and Palavage 1994). The

immature stages of aquatic insects have short life

cycles, often several generations a year, and

remain in the general area of propagation. Thus,

when environmental changes occur, the species

must endure the disturbance, adapt quickly, or

die and be replaced by more tolerant species.

These changes often result in an overabundance

of a few tolerant species, and the communities

become destabilized or "unbalanced."

Members of the order Diptera. or true tlies.

are especially good "bioindicators" of aquatic

environmental conditions because, in addition

to the attributes of other aquatic insects, they

occupy the full spectrum of habitats and condi-

tions (Paine and Gaufm 1956: Roback 1957;

Mason 1975; Hudson et al. 1990).

Although considerable information on

aquatic insects and other macroinvertebrates

has been collected since the 1950's. most stud-

ies have been abbreviated surveys. There are

few good examples of long-temi biomonitoring

of aquatic insects in the United States because

of the discontinuance of most routine biomoni-

toring in the 1980's, We present ongoing and

past examples of surveillance monitoring of

aquatic insects of the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers. Our interest here centers on the immature

stages of aquatic insects that, although usually

unnoticed, are part of the framework of natural

ecosystems (Fig. 1 ).

Ohio River Aquatic Insects

During 1963-67. aquatic insects (primarily

midges [Diptera]. caddisflies [Trichoptera].

mayflies [Ephemeroptera]. and stoneflies

[Plecoptera]) and other benthic invertebrates

were monitored at 80-161 km (50-100 mi)

increments along the 1.582 km (963 mi) of the

mainstem Ohio River from Pittsburgh.

Pennsylvania, to Cairo, Illinois (Mason et al.

1971 ). Rock-filled basket samplers were a pre-

liminary collection device in addition to Ponar

substrate grab collections.

In the upper Ohio River from river mile to

260 (418 km) at Addison, Ohio, during 1965-

67. the aquatic insect diversity (Fig. la) and

individuals (Fig. lb) in rock-filled basket sam-

plers were low compared with collections from

downriver sites. The macroinvertehrate fauna

consisted mostly of pollution-tolerant midge
larvae and worms, indicating poor to fair water

quality. In the lower reach from Louisville to

Evansville (distance of about 200 river miles or

322 km) the fauna was double to triple that of
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tlic iipriver stations and contained racnilative

and some ciean-walcr taxa. indicating impiovcd

water quality.

Although the total aquatic insect diversity in

the baskets at river mile 601 (968 km) in 1965

exceeded those at river mile 788 (1,268 km) by

about one-third, during the next 2 years the

diversity at Evansville increased over that at

Louisville by 30%-40%. This significant

increase was probably caused by environmental

changes (e.g.. increased eutrophication that pro-

vided more foods for these insects) that favored

Chironomidac nonbiling midges and

Hydropsychidae net-spinning caddisflies.

During the 3-year period, pollution-tolerant

species replaced some of the clean-water

green" species.

Aquatic in.sects are also useful indicators of

contamination of the sediments and waters that

may have gone unnoticed by routine physico-

chemical measurements. Uptake of toxic sub-

stances, such as heavy metals and organochlo-

rine compounds, causes various kinds of defor-

mities of the larval and pupal Chironomidae

(Hamilton and Saether 1971; Lenat 1993).

Depending on the severity of the pollution, these

deformed individuals do not reach maturity and

the populations are eventually reduced (van Urk

at al. 1992). During the 1963-67 Ohio River

monitoring program. Mason and Lewis

observed larval deformities in samples taken

from the sediments from the upper reaches of

the Ohio River near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

the lower Monongahela River, and Kanawha

River (Mason, unpublished data).

Management Implications

There is a need to establish long-term moni-

toring and reporting on macroinvertebrate popu-

lations such as that carried out during 1963-67. A

monitoring program could evaluate the success

of pollution clean-up and identify biological

indicators to help balance water uses among
urban centers, transportation, industry, and fish-

ing and other recreation. Water chemistry and

physical measurements alone are not sufficient

to determine subtle shifts in aquatic populations.

Locating point sources of contaminants or

thermal wastes so that they discharge directly to

trout streams and lakes usually results in loss of

stonetly populations, which, in turn, adversely

affects fisheries. The effects of aerial spraying

and other types of insecticide applications on

stonefly and other sensitive aquatic organisms

should be considered during site-preparation

planning. Natural resource managers often rec-

ommend set backs, or buffer strips of untilled

land adjacent to streams, as an effective way to

minimize harm from pollution runoff.

6,710 Mostly worms

I 5
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conspicuously rate in the 48-km (3()-mi) reach

downstream from the Twin Cities. There, a

heavy pollutant load caused low dissolved o.\y-

gen levels on the liver bottom for much of the

year. The mayflies were also rare in the upper
reach of Lake Pepin, a large (32-km [20-mi])

natural impoundment farther downstream,

where they had been abundant in years past.

Apparently Lake Pepin was a settling basin for

pollutants and decaying algae caused by over-

fertilization from the Twin Cities area.

A 1986 mayfly survey revealed that recent

pollution abatement measures in the Twin Cities

created favorable conditions for mayflies to

return to densities of the 1950's-60's. The dis-

tribution of Hexagenia species reflects the sta-

tus of aquatic life inhabiting a large river that

was otherwise difficult to monitor effectively or

economically by standard chemical testing

(Fremling 1989. 1990).

Management Implications

As with the Ohio River insects, there is a

need to maintain a network of routine monitor-

ing stations along the 3,218 km (2,000 mi) of

the Mississippi River to learn when atypical

emergences of mayflies and other aquatic

insects occur. This information will allow pub-
lic officials and administrators to pinpoint more

intensive and detailed analytical surveys that

could determine causes of the emergences.

Today, the greatest future threat to the bur-

rowing mayflies in the Mississippi River lies in

accelerated siltation and subsequent filling of the

navigation pools. These filled areas are rapidly

becoming floodplain forests, a conversion that

eliminates them as burrowing mayfly habitat,

thereby reducing food stocks for fisheries.
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Biodiversity
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Preliminary
analysis of the recent collections

of Illinois stoneflies indicates a reduction in

the species richness in Illinois, a reduction in

the spatial distribution of many species, the

dominance of more generalist species more tol-

erant to environmental perturbations, and the

extirpation of several species.

These general trends can be expanded for all

of the central United States. The reduction in

stream flow through the construction of locks

and dams and the resulting effect of increased

sedimentation have severely affected the habitat

and niche selection available to species such as

stoneflies that require rapidly flowing streams.

This situation has been compounded by the ero-

sional effects of deforestation and agricultural

practices, which are maximizing the amount of

land put into cultivation, as well as the

increased problems related to nonpoint pollu-

tion from agricultural pesticides and fertilizers.

To properly delineate these trends, the status of

stoneflies and most other groups of aquatic

organisms in the central United States needs to

be evaluated.
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In Illinois, stonetlies (Insecta: Plecoptera)

were collected extensively from 1926 through
1940 by T.H. Prison (Prison 1929. 1935. 193^7.

1942). with additional winter-emerging stone-

flies collected from I960 to 1970 by H.H.

Ross's "Winter Stonetly Club"' (Ricker and

Ross 1968, 1969: Ross and Ricker 1971 ). From
the thousands of specimens collected, the

Illinois Natural History Survey has an excep-
tional record of species diversity and spatial dis-

tribution of Illinois stonetlies.

In 1990 we began a reevaluation of the

species richness and spatial distribution of

Illinois stonetlies (Webb and Harris 1993). The
focus of this study was to compare current

species richness and distribution patterns with

those determined by Prison, Ross, and Ricker.

To do this, we developed a data base for the

Illinois specimens in the collections of the

Illinois Natural History Survey, and we exten-

sively resurveyed stonetlies in each of the 23

major drainages within the state (Pigure).

Status

We evaluated the status of each stonetly

species on the basis of the locality information

and classified each species as rare, uncommon,
or common (Table). This evaluation revealed

that 39% of the 6 1 species reported were known

Figure. Twenty-tive major river drainages in Illinois.

from three localities or fewer. In addition, we

developed a checklist of the Illinois species and

updated their varied nomenclature.

After 4 years of collecting we consider 1 3

Illinois stonetly species rare (Acwueiiha filicis

Prison; A. perplexa Prison; AUocapniu nivicola

[Fitch]; A. smithi Ross and Ricker; HaploperUi
brevis [Banks]; Isoperla hiirksi Prison;

Nemoiira trispinosa Claassen; Piimgnetiua
media [Walker]; Prosioia completa [Walker[;

Shipsu rotiiiula [Claassen]; Soyciiiini vallictdar-

ici [Wu]; Zealeiictra fra.xina Ricker and Ross;

and Z. nciifl Ricker and Ross). We found that 6

have been extirpated from Illinois {AUocapiua
illiuoensis Prison; Alloperki roherti Surdick;

Amphinemura nigritta [Provancher]; Isoperla

conspicua Prison; /. marlynia [Needham and

Claassen]; Leiictra tenuis [Pictet]); 4 species
have possibly been extirpated (Isogenoides var-

ians [Walsh]; Leiictra sihleyi Claassen;

Nemocapnia Carolina Banks; Paracapnia angii-

lata Hanson), and 1 rare species (Alloperki
caudata Prison) is common. One species.

Soyedina vallicidaria [Wu], has been added to

the state list.

Data from over 50.000 Illinois stonetly spec-

imens in the collections of the Illinois Natural

History Survey are being analyzed to determine

the species richness and spatial distribution of

Illinois stonetlies by drainage basin. This assess-

ment will be based separately on earlier data

(Prison 1929. 1935. 1937, 1942; Ricker and

Ross 1968. 1969; Ross and Ricker 1971) and

will evaluate these data relative to collections

since 1990.

Apparent Trends

In reevaluating the current status of Illinois

stonetlies. our first concern was the status of so

many "rare" species in Illinois. We wanted to

determine if the limited locality records for

these species reflect actual rare distribution in

Illinois, inadequate sampling, or an accidental

occurrence (i.e., the species is not normally a

part of the indigenous Illinois fauna). It is now

apparent that 1 3 of these species are truly rare in

Illinois; many of these are at the edge of their

distributions. The eastern deciduous forest with

its gravel- and cobble-bottomed streams

extends only slightly into Illinois and several of

these rare species are found only in these habi-

tats. Similarly, the limestone and sandstone

outcroppings of the Shawnee Hills in southern

Illinois offer another area of high-quality

streams and are home for several rare species of

Illinois stonetlies. To a very limited extent,

springs in Illinois are a refugia for a few rare

species. For only one species. Alloperki cauda-

ta. does it appear that inadequate sampling dur-

ing April and May produced a biased picture of

Plemiuircys pictetii, one of ttie

largest stonetlies in Illinois, is

common to big rivers. In the

nymphal stage, this species serves

as an imponant food for fish.
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Table . Relative abundance of

Illinois stoneflies. R — rare ( 1-3

localitiesi; U — uncommon (4-14

localities); and C — common
(more than 14 localities).

Surnames within or outside paren-

theses refer to the authors of the

species name.

Species Relative abundance Species Relative abundance

Group Euholognaiha

Capniidae

Capniinae

Allocapnia

forbesi Prison

granulala (Claassen)

illinoer.sis Prison

myslica Prison

nivicola (Fitch)

recla (Claassen)

rickeri Prison

smithi Ross S Ricker

vivipara (Claassen)

Nemocapnia

Carolina Banks

Paracapnia

angulata Hanson

Leuctridae

Leuctrinae

Leucira

rickeri James

sibleyi Claassen

tenuis (Pictet)

Zealeucira

claasseni (Prison)

Iraxina Ricker & Ross

narfi Ricker & Ross

Attaneuria

ruralis (Hagen)

Perlesta

decipiens (Walsh)

Perlinella

Nemouridae

Amphinemunnae

Ampi^inemura
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Illinois. As yel. no cause for lliis reduced distri-

bution has been pioposed. Tiiis is tiie most spec-
tacular example we have discovered, but similar

distribution patterns have been noted in other

species, particularly within the genus
Acroneiiria. Our recent collections reveal that

generalist species
—those tolerant of a variety of

environmental perturbations
—

appaiently are

becoming the dominant species in Illinois.

Allocapnici vivlpani, Tueniopteryx hiirksi. and

Isopcrla hilmeata are examples of this trend: all

are widespread throughout Illinois in many eco-

logical habitats.
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Plants

Overview
This section describes

trends in two of the major

kingdoms of hfe on earth: the green plants of

the Kingdom Plantae and the molds, hchens.

and mushrooms of the Kingdom Fungi.
Members of the plant and fungal kingdoms have

both economic and ecological importance. Plants

transform solar energy into usable economic

products essential in our modem society and

provide the basis for most life on earth by gen-

erating oxygen as a product of photosynthesis.

Fungi not only mediate critical biological and

ecological processes including the breakdown

of organic matter and recycling of nutrients, but

they also play important roles in mutualistic

associations with plants and animals. Members
of the Kingdom Fungi also produce commer-

cially valuable substances including antibiotics

and ethanol, while other fungi are pathogenic
and cause damage to crops and forest trees.

Because fungi and plants play such fundamen-

tal roles in our lives, it is important to have a

comprehensive knowledge of the taxa com-

prising these groups. However, at a time

when we are increasingly recognizing the

importance of these groups, we are impoverish-

ing our biological heritage. Rates of species loss

are reaching alarming levels as ecosystems are

degraded and habitat is lost. This erosion of bio-

logical diversity threatens the maintenance of

long-term sustainable development and protec-

tion of the earth's biosphere.

Questions involving biological diversity are

now of major concern to scientists, the general

public, and government agencies with mandates

for natural resource protection. Much of this

concern has been directed toward tropical forest

systems because of their high levels of biodi-

versity, although other regions, including the

United States, deserve our immediate attention.

Certainly, a first step toward conserving biolog-

ical diversity must be based on a firm knowl-

edge of the numbers and distribution of existing

species. Developing good estimates of species

diversity is also important in describing histori-

cal and cunent trends of species dynamics.

Unfortunately, despite the existence of various

state and regional surveys, the efforts of taxon-

omists and natural historians, and the publica-

tion of various floras, we still do not have pre-

cise estimates of the status of plant and fungal

taxa in the United States. Estimates for vascular

plant taxa in the United States range upward
from 17,000 species (Morin, Morse et al., this

section). In contrast to this well-studied group,

only 5%-10% of an estimated 1 .5 million fungal

species have been described worldwide

(Rossman, this section).

by

Science Editor

Glenn R.

Guntenspergen
National Biological

Service

Southern Science Center

700 Cajundome Boulevard

Lafayette, LA 70506
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Even though the bulk of information about

our native vascular flora was collected in the 19th

and early 20th centuries, significant data about

the status of plants in the United States continue

to be collected as species expand their ranges, as

other species thought locally extiipated are redis-

covered, as poorly surveyed areas are explored,

and as species become extinct. Even in states like

New York, which has a long and cunently active

program of botanical exploration, additional

species of vascular plants continue to be docu-

mented as poorly surveyed areas are given more

comprehensive coverage (Miller and Mitchell,

this section!.

Herbaria and museums continue to be impor-
tant repositories for this information because

collecting by their personnel represents a signif-

icant effort at inventorying plant and fungal

species in this country (Morin, this section).

Unfortunately, their role is increasingly at risk as

support for collecting declines. In other ca.ses, a

shortage of trained specialists will prevent an

adequate inventory of biotic diversity. Although

many regional checklists exist as well as excel-

lent manuals that cover bryophyte systematics,

floristic inventories of bryophytes have been

hampered primarily by a lack of trained profes-

sionals (Merrill, this section).

The flora of the American countryside has

been much changed since European settlement.

Over the past 20 years alone, more than 200

species of non-native vascular plants have been

recorded in New York state; these species repre-

.sent an important risk to native plant communi-
ties (Miller and Mitchell, this section). Human
activities are responsible for the introduction of

these invasive exotics as well as the extinction of

some species with small geographic ranges or

those restricted to unique habitats.

If cuiTent trends in land-use continue, how-

ever, even species with more widespread distri-

butions will be at risk. For example, lichens as a

group are declining in many areas from the

effects of air pollution. It is estimated that as

much as 80% -90% of the original lichen flora

has disappeared from urbanized areas (Bennett,

this section). Likewise, marked declines in

macrofungi have been documented in Europe

although similar trends in this country have not

been published because, in part, of the incom-

plete inventory and lack of monitoring of these

groups in the United States (Mueller, this sec-

tion). Among the more completely documented

vascular plants. The Nature Conservancy reports

that 9.8% of native species have been lost from

at least one state, more than 200 native species
have become extinct in the United States, and an

additional 403 native plant taxa need protection

under the United States Endangered Species Act

(Morse et al., this section).

The articles in this section represent an

important step in describing the status of the

plant and lungal taxa in this country. They pro-

vide a snapshot illustrating our knowledge of

past and current distributions of plants; the

importance of developing a more comprehen-
sive data base for various groups, especially the

fungi; and the need to develop a comprehensive

inventory of the continually changing and evolv-

ing flora of the United States. If we are to under-

stand the causes underlying the changes in pat-

terns of diversity and make predictions about the

threats of anthropogenic (human-caused) activi-

ties, we must have a quantitative understanding
about the nature and distribution of the taxa

composing our flora.

Microfungi:

Molds,

Mildews,
Rusts, and
Smuts

Amy Y. Rossman
U.S. Department of

Agriculture

Fungi
are a group of organisms that exist as a

vast network of tiny threads growing in and

out of all kinds of organic matter. As they grow.
the threads secrete enzymes that break down the

substances around them, releasing nutrients into

the environment. Without fungi, the world would

be completely covered with organic debris that

would not rot, and nutrients would not be avail-

able for plant growth. All plants would die.

Microfungi include the organisms that are

called molds and mildews as well as rusts and

smuts, which cause plant diseases. They grow in

all substrates, including plants, soil, water,

insects, cows' rumen {see glossary), hair, and

skin. Microfungi are said to be small because

only part of the fungus is visible at one time, if

at all. The visible parts produce thousands of

tiny spores that are carried by the air, spreading
the fungus. Most of the fungal body consists of

microscopic threads extending through the sub-

strate in which it grows. The invisible fungal

structure may be extremely large, often extend-

ing for miles as, for example, the "humongous
fungus"" occurring in the north-central United

States (Rensberger 1992).

Among the multitudinous molds are humble

servants such as Penicillutm notatiim, the source

of penicillin, and Tolyposporium niveiim. a pro-

ducer of cyclosporin, the immune-system sup-

pressant used for organ transplant operations. In

sustainable agriculture the fungal performers are

agents of biological control and crop nutrition,

helping the environment through the reduced

use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Fungi
can stop a hoard of locusts by attacking the

chitinous insect exoskeleton or control nema-

todes that destroy the roots of crop plants (CAB
1993). Although strains of fungi can degrade

plastics and break down hazardous wastes such

as dioxin (Jong and Edwards 1 99 1 ), only a frac-

tion of these fungi have been screened as bene-

ficial organisms.
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Microt'ungi can also be harmful, causing the

irritating human aftliction known as athlete's

foot as well as disastrous diseases of crops and

trees. The potato famine in Ireland during the

mid- to late 1800"s was caused by a fungus

called Phytophthom infestans that rotted the

potato crops for several years (Large 1962).

Because of this disease, many Irish immigrated

to the United States. Once the nature of the dis-

ease was determined, a solution based on fungus

control was found. Knowing what fungi exist,

where they occur, and what they do is essential.

Diversity of Microfungi

The microfungi are the most diverse group of

all the fungi but the least understood or docu-

mented. Only about SVc-lO^ of all fungal

species have been described, much less charac-

terized and put to use or controlled.

Investigations to explore the diversity of micro-

fungi have shown that they are much more

diverse than previously thought. Very small sam-

ples of tropical rainforest leaf litter yielded up to

145 different species of microfungi (Bills and

Polishook 1994). About 200.000 fungal species

have been described worldwide (Reed and Fan-

1993). yet an estimated 1-1.5 million species

may exist (Hawksworth 1991; Rossman 1994).

Within the United States, information has

been published about 13,000 species of micro-

fungi on plants or plant products (Farr et al.

1989). probably only a fraction of the species

thought to exist. Specimens of microfungi are

housed in the U.S. National Fungus Collections

and other institutions that serve as reservoirs of

information and documentation about our

nation's natural heritage. By comparing the

species reported in the literature with those rep-

resented in the collections, one can estimate the

number of microfungi known in the United States

at 29.000 species (Farret al. 1989). In areas of the

world where fungi have been well studied, the

ratio of vascular plants to fungi is about 6 to 1.

suggesting that there may actually be 120.000

species of fungi within the United States.

Internet Information

Although the numbers and kinds of fungi in

the United States are not known, information

about the microfungi associated with plants and

plant products in the United Stales is available

over Internet at this telnet address:

FUNGI.ARS-GRIN.GOV. After the word OK
appears on the screen, type login user; when

prompted for a password, type user. By doing

this, anyone can find out what fungi might occur

on the flowers in his or her own backyard. Data

can also be consulted on accurate scientific

names of microfungi. recent literature on

plant-associated fungi, specimens in the U.S.

National Fungus Collections, and records of

microfungi on plants throughout the world. In an

instant, reports of fungi can be consulted by
those making land-management decisions or

helping a farmer control a disease.

Survey and Inventory Needs

Knowing which microfungi occur within the

United States provides infonnation upon which

plant quarantine decisions are made. A wrong
decision allowing entry of a harmful pathogen
can profoundly affect this nation's biological

resources. In the eastern United States, a devas-

tating disease called chestnut blight, caused by

Cryphonectria parasitica and unknowingly

imported from Europe on logs, killed virtually

all the towering chestnut trees that once domi-

nated our forests in the last century

(Anagnostakis 1987). Now on the forest floor

only skeletons of the trees can be seen with

decay fungi rotting the bleached "bones" of these

fallen giants.

Another disease, dogwood anthracnose.

occurs on flowering dogwood trees in both the

eastern and western United States. The causal

fungus, Discula destructiva. was unknown until

199"l (Redlin 1991). Still unknown is whether

this fungus was imported or was already present

in the United States before its appearance as dog-

wood anthracnose. Because microfungi are

small, their existence may not be noticed until

they cause serious diseases.

A program to inventory and monitor micro-

fungi in the United States does not exist at pre-

sent: thus it is impossible to determine if species

of microfungi are increasing or declining. Efforts

to document the biodiversity of microfungi in the

United States are limited to reports by plant

pathologists who encounter disease-causing

organisms or search for useful biological-control

organisms. Information about the occuirence and

biology of microfungi will increase the ability to

make accurate decisions about the importation of

agricultural products, to control microfungi

already present, and to determine if beneficial

microfungi are being lost because of habitat

destruction. With increased knowledge the unex-

plored world of microfungi can be put to work to

solve our most pressing environmental and agri-

cultural problems.
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Macrofungi

by

Gregory M. Mueller

The Field Museum, Chicago

Fig. 1. Enroloma sahnoneum. The

salmon-colored entoloma is a

common recycler of forest litter in

North American forests.

Macrofungi are a diverse, commonly
encountered, and ecologically important group
of organisms. Like most fungi, the major part of

these organisms consists of a mass of thin,

microscopic threads (termed mycelium) grow-

ing in soil, decomposing leaves, and other sub-

strate. They differ from other fungi by forming

large, macroscopic fruitbodies at some time in

their life; the mushrooms sold in grocery stores

are an example of these fruitbodies. This group
of fungi includes all mushrooms (Fig. I),

morels, puffballs, bracket fungi, and cup fungi.

Macrofungi are vitally significant in forests:

many species help break down dead organic

material, such as dead tree trunks and leaves.

into simple compounds usable by growing

plants. Thus, they act as nature's recyclers,

without which forests could not function. Some

species are major plant pathogens (causes of

disease) that cause millions of dollars of dam-

age to U.S. forests each year. Still other species

enter into a necessary, mutually beneficial asso-

ciation with trees such as oaks, pines, firs, and

spruces. In this association (Fig. 2). termed

mycorrhizae. the mycelium of the fungus brings

water and nutrients to the tree in return for tak-

ing excess food from the tree. Neither the tree

nor the fungus can survive without the other.

Finally, some of these fungi form an important

part of the diet of many small mammals and

insects. For example, small truffle-like fungi are

a major food source of the northern flying squir-

rel (Glaucomys sabrinus: see box). Because

macrofungi are an indispensable component of

the forest ecosystem, information on which

fungi occur in the forests and on the specific

Fig. 2. Mycorrhizae formed

between ponderosa pine and

Laccaria laccata in the laboratory.

Note the branched pine roots and

threadlike fungal hyphae.

role that they play is necessary for management
and maintenance of our forests.

Macrofungi also directly affect people.

Though some fungi are deadly poisonous, oth-

ers are prized as edibles. Commercial mush-

room harvesting is a multimillion-dollar-a-year

business in the United States: for example, the

industry added an estimated $40 million to the

Oregon economy in 1993 alone. Additionally,

several thousand amateur mushroom hunters in

the United States collect solely for their own

enjoyment.

Number of Species

Considering the human, ecological, and eco-

nomic importance of these organisms, it is

somewhat surprising that there is not a good
estimate of the number of species of macrofun-

gi that occur in North America. Because there

are neither checklists of North American mush-

rooms and their relatives nor coinprehensive

regional treatments, the best estimates of North

American diversity are based on comparisons
with numbers of these organisms reported from

Europe. More than 3,000 species of mushrooms

and their relatives are reported from western

Europe (Moser 1983), but most scientists who

study fungi (mycologists) would estimate that

far more species occur in North America. For

example, more than twice as many species of

Lciciciriiis. Amanita, and Clitocyhe are reported

from the continental United States (Hesler and

Smith 1979; Bigelow 1982, 1985; Jenkins

1986) than from western Europe (Moser 1983).

Better estimates exist for species diversity of

the other groups of North American macrofun-

gi. Gilbeitson and Ryvarden ( 1986, 1987) treat-

ed more than 400 species of polypore fungi.

Smith et al. ( 1981 ) listed nearly 300 species of

pufttalls and relatives, and Seaver ( 1942. 195 1 )

covered more than 350 species of cup fungi and

other macro ascomycetes. Based on these data.

it is reasonable to predict that there are 5,000-

10.000 species of macrofungi in the United

States. A compilation of herbarium records in

U.S. and Canadian museums and universities

would provide a good first step in predicting the

diversity of these organisms.
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Fiy. 3. L\iniluiii'ilus iibantis. riie chaiUcrclIc i.s one ol llic

iiiipoitanl fungi forming mycorrhizae with pines and oaks

in North American forests.

Declining Fungi

Change in the frequency of occuirence of

macrofungi in Europe is well documented;

many species that form ectoniyconhizae (a kind

of mycorrhizae; see glossary) are showing a

marked decline, and some species involved with

wood decay show a marked increase in fruiting.

More than 30'7r of the reported species of mush-

rooms in Europe occur on at least one country's
"Red List" (see glossary: "red data book")

(Arnolds and de Vries 1993). and once-common

species such as Hydnum repcmdiim and some of

the chanterelles (Fig. 3) appear lost from some

countries. Air pollution, particularly acid rain,

has been implicated in this observed decline in

ectoniycorrhizal fungi fruiting frequency and

diversity in Europe (Fellner 1993; Pegler et al.

1993). Intensive collecting of edible fungi such

as chanterelles, Hydnum. and boletes might also

be negatively affecting fruiting patterns of these

fungi, but additional data are needed to docu-

ment this. In any case, the observed change in

fungal fruiting is correlated with a decline in

forest health, but cause and effect are hard to

document. Rigorous studies to determine if sim-

ilar trends in macrofungi fruiting patterns have

occurred in the United States do not exist.

Current Studies of Diversity

The baseline data necessary for estimating

fungal diversity and for investigating trends in

fruiting patterns and frequencies of macrofungi
in the United States and Canada are not yet

available although various methods are begin-

ning to be used to obtain these necessary data.

For example, studies of species diversity and

frequency of particular fungi in Pacific

Northwest old-growth forests have documented

that while a single season of collecting will

uncover most of the decomposer macrofungi,

mycoiThizal fungi fruit much more enatically

(Vogt et al. 1992). Thus, to develop a reasonable

Most
Americans identify truffles as

expensive. Epicurean delights from

Europe, found with the aid of pigs. Because

truffles are produced belowground, we
remain ignorant of the rich diversity and

importance of truffles in North America.

Truffles (ascomycetes) and the similar-

appearing false truffles (basidiomycetes)

play a major role in determining the struc-

ture and function of forest ecosystems by

providing nutrients to many economically
valuable trees in exchange for carbohydrates
from the trees. This mycorrhizal (fungus

root) symbiosis is obligate; that is, truffles

and trees, especially conifers, cannot survive

without each other One of the problems in

reforesting large areas of the Southwest is

identifying ectomycorrhizal fungi suitable

for inoculation of tree seedlings destined for

sites with calcareous soils.

Truffles and false truffles are food items

for many animals, including many endan-

gered or threatened species. In old-growth

Douglas-fir (PseudoJsuga inenziesii) forests,

truffles not only provide soil nutrients to the

trees controlling forest structure, but they
also are an important link in the food web

supporting the endangered spotted owl.

Northern (lying squirrels {Glaucomys sahri-

ims) glide down to the forest floor at night to

Truffles, Trees, and

Biodiversity

by

Robert Fogel

University ofMichigan

feed on truffles. While feeding on truffles,

flying squirrels becoine vulnerable to preda-
tion from the northern spotted owl (5/n.v

nccidenlalis cauiina), coyotes (Canis

latmns), bobcats (Lynx nifiis), and other

predators.

Given the undeniably important role of

truffles in determining the structure and

function of forest ecosystems, how much is

known about the distribution of truffles and

false truffles'? The paucity of information

and potential iinpact of surveys on our

knowledge base can be illustrated by an

ongoing National Science Foundation-fund-

ed survey of the Great Basin, an area of

712,250 km- (275,000 mi-) between the

Sierra Nevada and Wasatch mountains and

including most of Nevada and parts of

California, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, and

Oregon. No truffles or false truffles had been

reported from the area before the survey.

0\er three summers, the survey produced
1,119 collections of truffles and false truffles

from 40 mountain ranges.

In addition, the survey produced evi-

dence for extinction of many truffles in the

Great Basin. A few truffles obligately asso-

ciated with a single tree species outside the

Great Basin have switched within the Great

Basin to new tree species, providing sup-

porting evidence for extinction of local tree

species. New endemic species have been

found and the geographic ranges of some

species greatly expanded. Populations of

some endemic species are restricted to a sin-

gle mountain range.

Knowledge of truffles is important to the

biodiversity in the United States. Without

such knowledge, there is a danger of losing

or degrading ecosystems through ignorance
about the status of keystone fungal species.

If ecosystems are lost, then species depen-
dent on specific ecosystems will also be lost.
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estimate of species inciiness and dominance,

researchers must sample over several years.

These studies also have documented that certain

collecting techniques work better for some

fungi than others, which emphasizes the need to

develop standardized sampling protocols for

collecting data on fungal species" richness and

fruiting patterns.

Satellite imagery has been ct)mbined with a

long-term mapping program of fungal fruitbod-

ies to assess the relative health and growth of

particular tree-mycorrhiza fungus pairs in

southern Mississippi (Cibula and Ovrebo 1988).

This approach shows great promise for directly

investigating the effect of certain fungi on tree

health. These data, however, are based only on

aboveground information, and there is still

some question about how well the appearance
of fruitbodies growing under a particular tree

predicts what fungi are forming myconhizae
with that tree at that time. To address this ques-
tion, researchers have developed molecular

techniques using DNA amplification proce-
dures to compare the myconhizae on the roots

of certain trees with fungal fruitbodies occur-

ring near the tree (Bruns and Gardes 1993). The

preliminary data documented that there is not

always a one-to-one conelation between fruit-

bodies and myconhizae, and that caution must

be used when using fruitbodies alone.

Further Studies

The studies mentioned in this article illus-

trate the range of work in the United States on

assessing diversity and determining possible

changes in fruiting patterns of macrofungi.
More work is needed to document the status and

trends of macrofungi in North America. These

data are vital because of the integral role that

macrofungi play in forest systems as decom-

posers and recyclers, plant pathogens, mutual-

ists, and food for small mammals, and because

of the growing commercial importance of these

fungi.
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Lichens

by

James P. Bennett

National Biological Senice

Lichens
are a unique life form because they

are actually two separate organisms, a fun-

gus and an alga, living together in a symbiosis.
Lichens seem to reproduce sexually, but what

appears to be a fruiting structure is actually that

of the fungal component. Consequently, lichens

are classified by botanists as fungi, but are given
their own lichen names.

Lichens are small plant-like organisms that

grow just about everywhere: soils, tree trunks

and branches, rocks and artificial stones, roofs,

fences, walls, and even underwater. They are

famous for survivins climatic extremes and are

even the dominant vegetation in those habitats.

Some lichens, however, are only found in very

specialized habitats. The diversity of lichens in

an area, therefore, is highly dependent on habi-

tat diversity. Many special habitats across the

United States are declining or disappearing
because of human activities, and some lichen

species are consequently in decline.

Lichens are very diverse in form: some grow
tlat and appressed to a substrate, others are

more leaf-like and grow free of the substrate,

and yet others have complex filamentous and

blade-like forms.
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Lichens are unique bolunicaliy because they

lack any outside covering, or cuticle, and conse-

quently are directly exposed to the atmosphere,
which they depend upon for their nutrients and

water, neither of which is derived from their

hosts. Moistened lichen tissues act as blotters,

soaking up chemicals or materials deposited on

their surfaces. L'nRirtunately. this feature has

also made them highly susceptible to air pollu-

tants: lichens are perhaps the plant species most

susceptible to sulfur dioxide, heavy metals, and

acid rain.

Lichens play important roles in ecosystems.

They break down rocks and form soil by excret-

ing weak acids, or in arid ecosystems like

deserts, they help bind the soil surface by form-

ing crusts. They are important food sources for

invertebrates and vertebrates, including reindeer

that eat reindeer "moss," which is actually a

lichen (Fig. 1), In addition, some birds depend
on certain lichens for nest-building materials.

Finally, some lichens can fix nitrogen from the

atmosphere and contribute a significant portion
of this to certain forest ecosystems (e,g., the

Pacific Northwest).

A rich lichen flora in a region indicates a

lack of disturbance in the area for two reasons.

First, lichens can only appear in an area if both

the fungus and alga are propagated there and

coincide. Isolation of an area so that propagules
{see glossary) cannot reach the area will slow

down recolonization significantly. Second,

lichens grow slowly, usually only a few mil-

limeters a year. Thus, colonization of an area by
lichen species typically does not occur even

over the span of one human generation.

Status

The best estimates of the number of U.S.

lichen species are between 3.500 and 4,000,

grouped in about 400 genera. The cuiTent

checklist for the United States and Canada is

probably in excess of 3,600 (Egan 1987).

Some species are cosmopolitan and are

found from coast to coast. Most species, how-

ever, are more limited in their geographic distri-

butions. The percentage of species that are rare

nationally is high; about one-third of more than

400 lichens described by Hale (1979) are rare,

and this ratio could probably be applied to the

total number for the United States. Thiity-eight

percent of the lichen flora of Hawaii is consid-

ered endemic. Five lichen species have been

nominated for federal threatened and endan-

gered listing (Pittam 1991). and several states

(e.g.. California, Minnesota, and Missouri) have

listed some species as threatened or endan-

gered.

No state has a complete lichen flora pub-
lished. Incomplete floras or checklists are

known for Alaska. Calilornia. Colorado.

Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Louisiana,

Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, New
Mexico, New York, South Dakota, Tennessee,

Texas, and Washington. Most of the rest of the

country's lichen flora remains unexplored.

Species for these partial checklists number in

the several hundreds, with the exception of

California with 999 taxa. Nationally, centers of

diversity for lichens include the Pacific

Northwest, California, the southern

Appalachians, Florida, and Maine. On a more

local scale, wetlands and tloodplains tend to

have higher numbers of lichen species than

more arid areas. The presence of a bog or a

rocky outcropping in an area will typically dou-

ble the number of species present.

There are about 10 lichen herbarium collec-

tions with active lichen taxonomists in the

United States, and about 5 in Canada. Many of

these collections are poorly funded, not com-

puterized, and stored in inadequate or outdated

facilities. Fewer than two dozen practicing

lichenologists work in the United States and

Canada, and very few graduate students are

being trained in lichenology. Most academic

botany or biology departments do not have

lichenologists.

Trends

About 100 yeai's ago, lichens had disap-

peared from many cities in Europe and Great

Britain and the term "lichen desert" was coined

to describe the phenomenon: these lichen

deserts were caused by air pollution. Here in the

United States, lichen deseils are well known in

our cities and nearby rural areas, but are unfor-

tunately poorly documented. Most information

is anecdotal, but some studies have shown

lichen deserts in eastern Pennsylvania (Nash

1975), the Cuyahoga Valley in Ohio (Wetmore

1989), northern Indiana on Lake Michigan
(Wetmore 1988). Cedar Rapids. Iowa (Saunders

1976). Los Angeles (Sigal and Nash 1983),

Seattle, Washington (Johnson 1979).

Fig. 1. Ckidina mitis and C.

rangiferuHi (reindeer moss),

Vovaaenrs National Park. MN.
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Fig. 2. Documented lichen desert

in the United States and Canada.

Strong anecdotal evidence exists

that lichen deserts also occur in

most major cities.
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Copperhill. Tennessee (Mather 1978). and in

Canada in Montieai (LeBlunc and De Sloover

1970) and Sudbury (LeBlanc et al. 1972) (Fig.

2). In some of ttiese areas, researchers estimate

that as much as 80%-90'7f of the original lichen

flora is gone (Nash 1975: Wetmore l989). Acid

rain has diminished lichen diversity in remote

rural areas such as north-central Pennsylvania
(Showman and Long 1992), central and south-

western Connecticut (Metzler 1980), and south-

western Louisiana (Thompson et al. 1987).

Sensitive species must be studied and moni-

tored to determine the effects of air pollutants.

Some lichens are unique to old-growth
forests. Usnea loiiiiissiina. which only grows in

old-growth spruce forests, has vanished from

many sites in western Europe (Esseen et al.

1992) and may be repeating this pattern in pails

of the United States. Other old-growth forest

lichens, including Alcctoria sanneulosa.

Lobaha scwhiculaui. and Runuilina lliniii.ski.

are now quite rare in the eastern United States

because of habitat destruction and loss.

In addition, .scientific overcollecting may
become a problem for lichens. One species,

Gymnodenna liueare, was overcollected in

Great Smoky Mountains National Park,

Tennessee, in the late 1970's, and is now pro-

posed for federal listing as endangered.

Collecting is no longer allowed in certain areas

(e.g., some national parks and nature preserves),
and both the American Bryological and

Lichenological Society and the British

Lichenological Society do not always permit

collecting at popular sites during their annual

forays. Some hobby overcollecting of lichens

for dye materials or architectural tree models is

thought to be a problem in a few areas, but is not

well documented.

Trends in lichenology in this country are not

encouraging and are at odds with trends in the

rest of world (Galloway 1992). With fewer uni-

versities offering training in the discipline.

fewer surveys and lists of floras being done, less

literature being published, and at the same time

lichens disappearing from our ecosystems, it is

clear that the science is heading the opposite
direction of what is needed. Other countries,

including England, Canada, the Netherlands,

and Japan, are increasing funding for lichenolo-

gy, training more students, publishing more lit-

erature, and conserving their lichen tlora. Given
the problems confronting lichen habitats, the

size of the United States, and the potential flora

it may have, lichen science needs more atten-

tion. A reasonable start would be a preliminary
checklist for every state and an identification of

priority areas for future surveys.
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Bivophytes
(mosses, liverworts, and horn-

worts) are small green plants that reproduce

by means of spores (or vegetatively) instead of

seeds. Most are only a few centimeters high,

although some mosses attain a half meter (20 in)

or more. Although often small and inconspicu-

ous, bryophytes are remarkably resilient and suc-

cessful. They are sensitive indicators of air and

water pollution, and play important roles in the

cycling of water and nutrients and in relation-

ships with many other plants and animals.

Information about bryophytes and their ecology

is essential to develop comprehensive conserva-

tion and management policies and to restore

degraded ecosystems.

There are three main groups of bryophytes:

mosses (Musci); liverworts, also known as hepat-

ics (Hepaticae); and homworts (Anthocerotae).

Bryophytes rank second (after the flowering

plants) among major groups of green land plants,

with an estimated 15.000-18,000 species world-

wide. In North America north of Mexico, there

are 1,320 species of mosses in 312 genera

(Anderson et al. 1990), and 525 species of hepat-

ics and homworts in 119 genera (Stotler and

Crandall-Stotler 1977), or somewhat more than

10% of the world's bryophyte species.

Mosses are most abundant and conspicuous in

moist habitats, but are also found in grasslands

and deserts, where they endure prolonged dry

periods. Hepatics also include some arid-adapted

species, but most are plants of humid environ-

ments. In mosses and leafy hepatics. the conspic-

uous plant body is leafy; in some liverworts and

all homworts, the plant is a flattened, ribbon-like

"thallus" that lies flat on the ground. Bryophytes
have no roots but are anchored by slender threads

called rhizoids, which also play a role in the

absorption of water and mineral nutrients.

Bryophytes have successfully exploited many
environments, perhaps partly because they are

rarely in direct competition with higher plants

(Anderson 1980). For such small organisms, the

climate near the ground (microclimate) is often

very different from conditions recorded by stan-

dard meteorological methods, and shifts in tem-

perature and humidity are often extreme. A
remarkable adaptation of bryophytes is their abil-

ity to remain alive for long periods without water,

even under high temperatures, then resume pho-

tosynthesis within seconds after being moistened

by rain or dew.

Ecological Roles

Most bryophytes appear to absorb water and

mineral nutrients directly into leaves and stems, a

fact that makes them extremely vulnerable to air-

borne pollutants in solution (see references in

Longton 1980). Where abundant, bryophytes

may constitute an important sink for moisture

and nutrients. Mosses are reliable indicators of

soil conditions because they tend to accumulate

chemical elements somewhat indiscriminately.

The analysis of concentrations of pollutants in

older bryophyte specimens could be used to doc-

ument increases in pollution levels over time.

Bryophytes are also closely associated with

organisms as diverse as protozoa, rotifers (micro-

scopic aquatic animals), nematodes, earthworms,

mollusks, insects, and spiders (Gerson 1982), as

well as plants and fungi. Direct interactions of

bryophytes include providing food, shelter, and

nesting materials for small mammals and inverte-

brates; indirectly, they serve as a matrix for a

variety of interactions between organisms.

Bryophytes occur in all types of environ-

ments, except salt water. They occur on both

shaded and exposed soil and rocks, the bark of

living trees, and on decaying logs and litter in

humid forests (evergreen and deciduous). Many
are subaquatic in swamps, bogs, and fens, and

some grow submerged or emergent in streams.

There are no marine bryophytes, but a few grow
on coastline rocks and can tolerate exposure to

salt spray.

Bryophytes

by

Gary L. Smith Merrill

The Field Museum, Chicago

In the moss-caipeted rainforests of the Pacific

Northwest, bryophytes make up a significant pro-

portion of the biomass. Peat moss {Sphciiinum) is

a dominant organism in northem peatland com-

munities and is of some economic importance in

horticulture and as an energy source. Bryophytes

of arid grasslands and deserts are few, but there

are mosses that appear adapted to prairies and to

the periodic intense disturbance of grazing and

tire (Merrill 1991).

Floristics and Distribution

Basic information on the distribution of

bryophytes is available for at least the northeast-

em United States, eastern Canada, and the Pacific

Tlie newly discovered moss genus
,ind species. Ozohryum ogalalense,

IS known only from four localities

Ml northwest Kansas and adjacent

Nebraska (Merrill 1992). The

species fomis soft, compact cush-

ions on exposed lime-rich outcrops

in native prairie pastures. The out-

crops are porous and charged with

moisture, making them a magnet
for several species of bryophytes in

an otherwise hostile environment.

Ozobryiim underscores the fact that

discoveries can still be made in

areas of the country where

bryophytes are poorly known.
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Northwest. Some parts of the continent are less

well known, chiefly remote areas of the Rockies,

the arid Southwest, and the Great Plains. Much

information about the bryophytes of the interior

plains may be "in-etrievably lost since most of the

natural grassland, with whatever mosses it may
have sheltered, is under cultivation" (Schofield

1980, p. 131 ). but fieldwork can still yield impor-

tant discoveries (Merrill 1992) as well as basic

distributional information.

A much-improved picture of bryophyte distri-

bution in North America will emerge as the result

of the preparation of treatments for Volume 1 3 of

Flora North America (scheduled for publication

in 1996), but much of the necessary distribution-

al information is simply not available now.

Status

Some bryophyte species appear to thrive in

disturbed habitats (both "naturally" disturbed and

those due to human activity). Many bryophytes,

however, are quite rare, have extremely local dis-

tributions, and are at risk. Changes in land use and

loss of habitat represent the greatest threat to

bryophyte diversity. Cutting forests, draining bogs

and wetlands, and destroying rock faces by quar-

rying and road building are especially destructive.

Most bryophytes are unlikely to be picked for

their own sake, hut where mosses are particularly

abundant, as in the Pacific Northwest, commercial

harvesting for horticultural purposes can have a

significant effect. The loss of bryophyte habitat is

likely to have a ripple effect, since other organ-

isms closely associated with them are also likely

to be lost. Efforts at habitat restoration must take

into account the difficulty of re-creating the spe-

cialized conditions that many bryophytes require.

Future Needs and Priorities

Basic floristic inventories are an essential part

of any assessment of the role of bryophytes in nat-

ural ecosystems. While checklists are available

that cover the whole of North America (as well as

many states), and floristic works are available that

make the task of identifying species easier, these

do not provide information on the status of indi-

vidual species. Inventories are needed to identify

areas where many rare bryophytes occur; these

areas should be given priority in establishing con-

servation reserves. In addition, trained specialists

are scarce, and their numbers are decreasing. The

advent of modem electronic data-base technology

makes it possible to capture important distribu-

tional infomiation contained in existing collec-

tions, but this also is time-intensive and expen-

sive. Priorities are to support basic floristic

research on bryophytes (and the training of new

bi'yologists and information specialists needed to

deal with the fomiidable task of documenting

bryophyte diversity) and to provide support to

institutions that maintain the major national

resource collections of bryophytes.
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Few
floristic inventories of bryophytes have

been made in the United States, primarily

because of lack of trained personnel. The publi-

cation of modem manuals for the eastern United

States for mosses (Crum and Anderson 1 98 1)

and liverworts and hornworts (Schuster

1966-92) has improved the situation. The pauci-

ty of manuals in the western United States is

especially critical because of the uniqueness of

the western North American flora. Eighty per-

cent of the genera of bryophytes known to be

endemic to temperate North America are con-

fined to the area west of the 1 10th meridian

(approximately the Rocky Mountains and

west), but very few bryologists work there

(Schofield 1980; Schuster 1984).

Mosses

Mosses are the best known of the three

bryophyte groups and have the most species:

1.320 species in 312 genera (Anderson et al.

1990). The only manual of mosses that treats all

of North America north of Mexico is by A.J.

Grout (1928-40), but is now outdated. Although

this flora is unreliable for the mosses in the
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midcontinent, it covers the mosses from the

eastern United States and the west coast regions

well.

The eastern forest region is the strongest

area for moss floristics in the United States. The

United States east of the Mississippi is covered

well by Crum and Anderson's (1981) flora.

Most states there have recent checklists of

mosses. In addition, several regional floras

cover parts of more than one state (e.g.. Crum

[1983] for upper Michigan and nearby areas and

Redfeam [1983] for the Ozark region).

The distribution of mosses in other parts of

the country is not as well known. There are

checklists of mosses for nearly every U.S. state

(Pursell 1982). although many were published

30-40 years ago and are outdated. The

Southeast has the fewest checklists; the north-

em parts of Mississippi. Alabama, and Georgia
and the southern parts of Arkansas are poorly

known.

The Southwest is also one of the least known
U.S. areas. It has great diversity of habitats

including mountains, grasslands, and desert

habitats. Although checklists have been pub-
lished for all of the states and a flora has been

published for Utah (Flowers 1973). the mosses

of Nevada. Arizona. New Mexico, and parts of

Texas are probably still the least known in the

country. The recent publication of the moss

flora of Mexico (Sharp et al. 1994) will consid-

erably aid workers in this region, but much
basic floristic work needs to be done.

Good state checklists exist for the Great

Plains and the Pacific Northwest, wh'ch has

checklists for the entire region as well as a

regional flora (Lawton 1971). The Great Plains

is reasonably well covered with checklists and

two regional floras for all of the midcontinent.

Moss diversity in this region is low, and many
of the mosses are members of the eastern moss

flora. But the mosses in this region have not

been extensively surveyed, and the area contin-

ues to yield surprises such as Ozobryum
ogalalense. a new genus (Merrill 1993).

Alaska has a checklist and work has begun
on a synoptic flora that will cover the Arctic

area (Mogensen 1983). Floristically. however,

the Arctic areas of Alaska are fundamentally
different from the rest of the United States. A
portion of flora can be named by using Arctic

European floras; otherwise, the flora can be

named only by specialists with access to the

scattered literature and a good herbarium.

Liverworts and Hornworts

No part of the United States can be consid-

ered well-inventoried for liverworts or hom-
worts. The eastern half of the country is much
better known than the West. The preparation of

Schuster's manual of the liverworts and horn-

worts of eastern North America (1966-92).

which resulted in the publication of several

dozen new species (mostly from the southern

Appalachians and Florida), has improved our

knowledge of these plants in the East. Many
taxonomic problems still need serious study,

however, and known ranges of distribution are

still incomplete.

Our knowledge of the liverwort and hom-

wort floras in the western half of the country

has improved recently because of a series of

local checklists (mostly of national parks and

similar small floristic units) for the Pacific

Northwest. For large parts of the northwestern

United States, however, we still rely on a few

pioneering studies from 1890 to 1940.

The liverwort Asterella echineUa.

The most poorly known part of the country

is undoubtedly the interior Southwest (New

Mexico, Arizona, and surrounding regions).

Data from this area are so scanty and inadequate

that it is difficult to assess the regional liverwort

and honiwort floras in any meaningful way.

Recent studies, though, describe several new

taxa and some range extensions. For instance.

Mannia fragnms. which seems widespread in

the mountains of the western United States, was

not reported from any state west of Colorado

before 1987. Likewise. Bischler's (1979) revi-

sion of the xerophytic liverwort genus

Phigiochasma increased the number of species

known from the United States from three to five

(adding two widespread Mexican species from
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Te.xas and Arizona). Numerous additions to the

flora can be e.xpected from this part of the coun-

try if intensive fieldwork is conducted.

Study of these plants has been handicapped

by the \iick of identification manuals over much
of the continent. The completion of Schuster's

manual (1966-92) has improved the situation in

eastern North America, but there is still almost

no usable literature from the western half of the

country. Since the first half of the century, there

have been no floristic treatments with identifi-

cation aids of any kind published for any area

west of the 1 1 0th meridian, with the single

exception of the brief checklist of the liverworts

and homworts of Olympic National Park by

Hong et al. (1989). In the whole of this large

area, which makes up more than half of the

country, specimens can only be identified reli-

ably by specialists with access to rare and often

outdated literature. Even in the well-studied

extreme Northeast (i.e.. New England and New
York), new ta.xa continue to be found (for exam-

ple. Pelliii nu'galosponi Schust. was not

described until 1981). Further collection and

study will surely provide many more range

extensions. Likewise, the very distinctive

endemic genus SchoficUlia Godfrey was not

described from western Washington until 1976.

even though it is without close relatives and is

rather common in subalpine sites from north-

western Washington north through the central

part of the Alaska panhandle.
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Information

tin the plants of the United States

can be found in floras, monographs, and var-

ious lists and reports. Herbarium collections

provide an invaluable record of past and current

distributions of U.S. plants and form the basis

for published accounts of the plants such as flo-

ras and checklists. Properly understanding and

managing U.S. plant resources depend on hav-

ing physical samples that document the charac-

teristics and distributions of plants and on the

scientific studies of the relationships, character-

istics, distributions, and physical requirements

of the plants. Although such documentation

exists for some areas of the country, many areas

are still poorly known, and authoritative refer-

ences are still lacking for some.

About 17.000 species of vascular plants (i.e.,

flowering plants, gymnospemis, and ferns)

occur in the contiguous United States and

Alaska (Flora of North America Editorial

Committee 1993): Hawaii is home to more than

1,800 species of flowering plants (Wagner et al.

1990). few of which are found on the North

American mainland. Trees have been most com-

pletely documented, followed by shrubs and

showy herbaceous plants. Known distributions

of rare plants are generally available in comput-
erized data bases, often maintained by state

Natural Heritage Programs. Nationwide data-

base files for rare plants are maintained by The

Nature Conservancy.
Non-natives and inconspicuous natives are

often overlooked by plant collectors and thus

are less well documented. In much of the conti-

nent, and especially in highly populated areas,

however, the native flora has been altered so

completely by humans that "native" or "natur-

al" vegetation is almost beyond conception.

Because of this, the historical portrait of plant

distribution that can be drawn based on herbar-

ium specimens is extremely valuable to under-

stand the pre-Columbian composition of our

tlora and the relation of plants to their environ-

ment. Modern collecting still brings many new
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species to light. Between 1975 and 1989. for

example. 725 new taxa of vascular plants were

reported from the conterminous United States

alone (Hailman 1990).

The following discussions indicate what

published plant information and data bases exist

and describe the level of current and historical

plant collecting in the United States.

Major Plant Groups

Few families or genera in the United Slates

have been studied comprehensively throughout
their range during the past 50 years, and until

now there has been no source that brings togeth-

er the best existing knowledge of U.S. plant

taxa. To provide such a resource, plant taxono-

mists from the United States and Canada have

established the Flora of North America project.

Scientific information on the names, relation-

ships, characteristics, and distributions of all

plants that grow outside of cultivation in North

America noilh of Mexico will be published in

14 volumes and in an online data base over the

next 8 years. To date, two volumes have been

published (Flora of North America Editorial

Committee 1993). As infoimation is synthe-
sized and published, research needs can be

evaluated. Checklists of North American plants

are currently available (Soil Conservation

Service 1982: Kartcsz 1994), and the Soil

Conservation Service maintains a data base of

Plant List of Attributes. Nomenclature.

Taxonomy, and Symbols (PLANTS) for North

America.

Pteridophytes

About 500 species of ferns and fern allies

are found in the United States, excluding
Hawaii where about 200 occur. The most recent

treatment of ferns for North America is in

Volume 2 of Flora of North America (Flora of

North America Editorial Committee 1993).

Recent studies involving DNA analysis,

isozyme work, and modem statistical analyses
have significantly improved our understanding
of genetic relationships among groups of ferns

(Wagner and Smith 1993). Fern groups in the

dry areas of the Southwest especially need

study.

Gymnosperms

Gymnosperms. with 118 species (none

native to Hawaii), include the economically

important conifers. Tremendous research has

been done on conifers, including detailed popu-
lation studies of individual species. The most

recent treatment of gymnosperms for North

America is Volume 2 of Flora ofNorth America

(Flora of North America Editorial Committee

1993). The Atlas of United States Trees (Little

1971). although somewhat outdated, is still the

best source for precise distributional informa-

tion for conifers.

Angiosperms

Most vascular plant species in the United

States are angiosperms. those plants bearing
what are commonly recognized as flowers. The

large sunflower family has been intensively

studied over the past several decades, although
work on this family is hampered by its com-

plexity and the difficulty of identifying individ-

ual plants. In addition, more extensive survey-

ing of the Southwest is needed to understand the

family. An account of Asteraceae for the south-

eastern United States was published in The

Vascular Flora of the Southeastern United

States (Radford et al. 1980): Great Basin

species are treated in Volume 5 of the

Intermountain Flora (Cronquist et al. 1972-94),

and Asteraceae will appear as the final pub-
lished volume of Flora of North America.

The grass family is the most agriculturally

important family in the United States, both for

its forage value and as a source for crop and

rangeland weeds. Researchers coordinated by
Utah State University are revising the Manual

of the Grasses of the United States (Hitchcock

and Chase 1950).

Much work on the complex legume family
has been done by researchers in the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. Genera such as

Astragalus, with more than 325 species, still

require tremendous work to understand: it is

extremely difficult to identify individual

species. An international program to develop a

checklist of species in this family, with distrib-

ution, growth habit, and economic infonnation.

is being carried out by the International Legume
Data Information System (ILDIS): the Missouri

Botanical Garden is the center for North

American information for this project.

The sedge family includes ecologically

important species, especially in wetlands where

sedges dominate. Although sedges are being

intensively studied, individual species can be

difficult to identify; Carex alone contains more

than 400 species. Cyperaceae specialists have

been collaborating on common solutions to tax-

onomic problems in this group: volume 1 1 of

Flora of North America will synthesize the best

information available on the family.

Regional Floras

Hawaii

The Manual of the Flowering Plants of
Hawaii (Wagner et al. 1990) gives excellent

coverage for flowering plants. Two fern tloras

Sclenii cilatu. a meniher ol Ihe

sedge family. Cyperaceae.

The fern Cyrlomium falcatum.
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Bouteloua gracilis, a inemher of

the grass family, Poaceae

(Gramineae).

The fem PoNstichiim lonchitis.

The fem Pityrogramma trifoliata.

are in progress. In addition, the Bishop
Museum, the National Tropical Botanical

Garden, and the National Museum of Natural

History. Smithsonian Institution, are collabora-

tively creating a data base for their flowering

plant specimens from Hawaii, a project to be

completed by 1996. The Bishop Museum has a

checklist data base of native and cultivated

plants in Hawaii, but additional collecting is

needed to document native plants, particularly

on Molokai and Kauai. Collecting is needed

throughout the islands to document the intro-

duction and spread of alien plants. Scientists at

the National Tropical Botanical Garden have

discovered 20 new taxa from Kauai alone since

1990, and some 200 species of naturalized

plants have been discovered in Hawaii in the

past 5 years.

Alaska

Alaska has such a huge area of wilderness

that basic botanical exploration is essential;

Flora of Alaska and Neighborinii Territories

(Hulten 1968) is a useful work. In addition, a

data base for Alaskan plants is maintained at the

University of Alaska Museum in Fairbanks.

Rare plants are tracked by the University of

Alaska, the Alaska Natural Heritage Program,
and the Alaska Rare Plant Working Group (an

ad hoc group of botanists from state and feder-

al agencies, the university, and nongovernmen-
tal organizations).

The West

The western region of the continental United

States is probably the least known. Some areas

(mostly near cities with universities, along high-

ways, and popular camping sites) are relatively

well known, but in less populated areas not near

paved roads, much remains to be explored.

Three excellent floras treat the plants of the

west coast: Vascular Plants of the Pacific

Northwest (Hitchcock et al. 1955-69):

Intermountain Flora (Cronquist et al. 1972-94);

and The Jepson Manual: Higher Plants of

California (Hickman 1993). State floras for

Oregon (Peck 1961), Washington (Piper 1906),

and Idaho (Davis 1952) are out of date and need

to be revised. A revised checklist for Oregon is

in preparation (A. Liston, Oregon State

University, personal communication).

Specimen data bases are being developed for

California, Oregon, and Idaho. California

herbaria have developed a model project

(Specimen Management System for California

Herbaria, SMASCH) to computerize data from

all their California specimens. Specimens

(including lichens and fungi) in Oregon
herbaria are being put into a data base.

The Klamath-Siskiyou area of California

and Oregon, mid-elevation Sierra, and the inter-

mountain portion of California are the most

poorly known regions. For instance, a showy
new species of the genus Neviusia. the

snow-wreath, previously known from only one

species in the southeastern United States, was

recently discovered in 1992 in an accessible

area of northern CalifoiTiia (Shevock et al.

1992). In addition, the rich flora of southwest-

em Oregon is poorly represented in herbaria, as

are several counties in north-central Oregon (A.

Liston, personal communication).

Intermountain Area

The number of collections from the

Intemiountain region has doubled in the past 20

years. The Intermountain Flora (Cronquist et al.

1972-94). which treats Utah, most of Nevada,

southeastern Oregon, southern Idaho, and east-

em Califomia, is comprehensive; five of seven

volumes have been published. An unpublished

flora of Nevada exists (Kartesz 1987).

Nevada is one of the most poorly explored

and documented states. Recent collectors have

concentrated activity in the Great Basin moun-

tains of Nevada and the Colorado Plateau of

Utah. Even in areas seemingly well-collected,

such as Zion National Park in southwestem

Utah, a number of new species have been dis-

covered and described since 1975 (Hartman

1990). A Utah Flora (Welsh 1993) and Atlas of

the Vascular Plants of Utah (Albee et al. 1988)

are modern and thorough treatments.

The Southwest

Although many local floras have been pre-

pared for the Rocky Mountain areas, few have

been published. Data bases on distribution of

species are also being developed for individual

states at the University of New Mexico, Utah

State University, Colorado State University, the

University of Colorado, and the University of

Wyoming, A computerized checklist is being

prepared for New Mexico at New Mexico State

University in Las Cruces. Most of Arizona and

New Mexico have been poorly collected, but

these two states are thought to be the tloristical-

ly richest areas in the United States, and new

and surprising species are being discovered

yearly. References for New Mexico (Martin and

Hutchins 1980-81 ) are outdated or poor. In New
Mexico, for instance, even frequently visited

sites like the Chiricahuas still reveal treasures,

such as Apacheria. a new genus discovered in

1973 (Mason 1975).

Northern Arizona University maintains a

data base on conifers and grasses of the state;

the remainder of its Arizona holdings are also

being entered. In addition, the University of

Arizona has a major data-base project. Areas

needing more collection in Arizona include

north of the Colorado River and parts of the
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Colorado Plateau (L.R. Landrum. Arizona Slate

University, and T.J. Ayers. Northern Arizona

University, personal eomrnunicalion).

Although niueh of Colorado is also poorly
known, all of Wyoming will have been surveyed

by 1998, with recent collection data fully com-

puterized (R. Hartman, University of Wyoming,
personal communication).

The Great Plains

Tlw Flora of tlw Grecit Plains (Great Plains

Flora Association 1986) and its associated Atlas

of the Flora of the Great Plains (Great Plains

Flora Association 1977) are the result of careful

study of the region in the I960's and I970"s.

The University of Kansas herbarium contains

specimens representative of the entire flora:

these specimens have been recently annotated

by e.vperts. This herbarium, in combination with

those at the University of Nebraska, Kansas
State University in Manhattan. North Dakota
State University in Fargo, and the University of

Minnesota (which has specimen data online),

probably has fully covered this region and has

current, active collecting programs. These
herbaria are collaborating to develop a Central

United States Plant Inventory Database (CUS-
PID). South Dakota and the eastern half of

Montana have been undercollected.

Great Lakes

Many poorly known and interesting species
are restricted to the Great Lakes region, and
other typically more northern species occur here

(The Nature Conservancy 1994). Recent floras

are available or are being prepared for Illinois,

Michigan, Minnesota, and Ohio. The floras of

Indiana and Wisconsin need to be updated.
Information from specimens treated in recent

\olumes of the Michigan Flora (Voss 1972) is

being entered into a data base, and the Kent
State University herbarium is computerizing its

collection.

The Eastern Forest

The region covered by the eastern forest has

been settled longer than any other area in the

United States. Habitats here have undergone
tremendous alteration and many introduced

species now dominate the landscape. These

plants should be regulariy inventoried to docu-

ment the occurrence and spread of alien species
and to monitor the effects of environmental

change. For instance, in 1950, 20% of the species
in the northeastern United States were non-native

(Femald 1950); in 1986, 36% of the flora of New
York was non-native (Mitchell 1986).

Regional, statewide, and local floristic stud-

ies and publications are traditional in the

Northeast, but the older work is sometimes ta.x-

onomically and nomenclaturally outdated, and

many areas remain inadequately inventoried.

Two standard references for the vascular plants
of the Northeast are Gray ',v Manual of Botany
(Femald 1950) and the recently revised Manual
of Vascular Plants of Northeastern United
Slates and Adjacent Canada (Gleason and

Cronquist 1991). Seymour's (1982) The Flora

ofNew England is also useful.

Botanists in Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, and Massachusetts are

updating checklists or older floras or preparing
new ones. In New York, an active collaborative

flora project has produced 10 illustrated install-

ments, plus a checklist (Mitchell 1986) and an

atlas of county records (New York Flora

Association 1990). For Pennsylvania, Rhoads
and Klein's ( 1993) recent atlas is available.

A book on the aquatic plants of northeasteni

North America is soon to be published (G.E.

Crow. University of New Hampshire, and C.B.

Hellquist. North Adams State College.
Massachusetts, personal communication). In

addition, the Association of Northeastern

Herbaria, organized in 1991, is coordinating the

preparation of specimen-based electronic data

bases and the sharing of data. Specimen data

from herbaria at the University of

Massachusetts (Amherst), the Buffalo Museum
of Science, the New York State Museum, and
the University of Maine are partly or complete-

ly stored electronically. A large computer-stored
data base also exists for Pennsylvania plants.

The South

The Manual of the Vascular Plants of Texas

(Correll and Johnston 1970) is being updated.
A number of regional floras and checklists have

been published within the last two decades, but

there are no regional floras for the Rolling
Plains or the Trans-Pecos areas. Specimen
records at the University of Texas at El Paso

have been computerized, and type specimens at

the University of Texas at Austin are computer-
ized and online.

In general, local floras, checklists, and
atlases are more commonly available for south-

eastern states than are complete state floras. In

the southeast, Alabama, Arkansas, and

Mississippi are the most pooriy known, and

northern Florida. Georgia, northwestern

Louisiana, and eastern Oklahoma need consid-

erably more study. In Alabama, in particular, the

pooriy collected areas are the Coastal Plain

north of Mobile and Baldwin counties, north to

the Cumberland Plateau. For overviews, see The
Vascular Flora of the Southeastern United

States (Radford et al. 1980), of which two of the

five projected volumes have been published. A
Generic Flora of the Southeastern United States

(Wood and Miller 1958-90), which includes

Fabaceae (Leguniimisae). Haprisii

auslrulis. a member of the legume
family.

The fern Acroslicimm danaeifolium.

The fern Pilyroi'ramma vitlala.
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Picea silchensis, a mcniher of the

pine family. Pinaceae.

The fern PhiuwrophU'lvu luiriculata.

Tlie feni Clenilis slocmei.

The tem Cwnitis subinarvinaUs.

keys to genera and discussions about species
and their distributions in the Southeast, is about

80% finished. The latest complete flora is

Small's (1933) manual. The Manual of the

Vascular Flora of the Carolinas (Radford et al.

1968) is a standard and reliable reference. A
flora of Florida and atlas of the vascular plants
of Florida are under way (R.P. Wunderlin.

University of South Florida, personal communi-
cation). In addition, extensive computerized
data bases on distribution, literatuie. and

nomenclature of Florida plants exist at the

University of South Florida.

In Floiida. the specimen coverage is incom-

plete in sparsely populated areas (e.g., several

eastern Panhandle counties and northeastern

counties). At least one new species per year is

described from Florida and these mostly have

limited distributions and are in imperiled habi-

tats.

Herbaria in the southeastern United States

have formed a consortium (Southeastern

Regional Floral Information System) to com-

puterize specimen records in all southeastern

herbaria. The information from this project is

available online at the University of Alabama.

Invasion of weedy species is one of the most

serious threats to native vegetation in the south-

eastern United States. Much better documenta-
tion of the occurrence and spread of these

species is needed to control these invaders.

Collecting and Monitoring

Active collecting programs document and

monitor changes in distribution of native and

introduced species. Introduced plants and plant

migrations often affect the distribution and

health of native plants. At present, it can take as

long as 20 years after an introduction to collect

and record the species in the literature.

Long-term care of these national collections

is vital; many regional herbaria no longer have

curatorial support, and some have been or are in

danger of being abandoned by their institutions,

which will limit resources and information for

studies.
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Many
of the best-known cases of cata-

strophic decline in trees are hnked to

introduced pathogens that circumvent the

natural defenses of their adopted host, leav-

ing it vulnerable to attack. Notable examples
of such declines include Dutch elm disease

and the chestnut blight. Similarly, numerous

studies have linked environmental degrada-
tion (e.g.. acid rain, ozone depletion, and

global warming I to altered interactions

among species. In the case of plants and

their pathogens, environmental degradation

may result in increased disease susceptibili-

ty and mortality as is true for the general for-

est declines in Europe and the widespread
decline of red spruce {Picea nihens) in the

northeastern United States. Identifying the

specific mechanisms for increased mortality

in nonspecific tree declines is often very dif-

ficult, and debate ensues as to which sources

of mortality are primary disease agents and

which are merely opportunistic.

Both introduced pathogens and altered

environmental conditions have been hypoth-
esized as contributing to the decline of

Torreya taxifclki. a narrowly restricted

endemic conifer The range of the Florida

torreya spans an area of less than 400 km-
(154 mi-) along the Apalachicola River in

northern Florida and adjacent Georgia. In

the 1950's this mid-sized tree species was

struck by a catastrophic decline that has left

it on the verge of extinction in the wild. High

mortality is reducing the population by an

estimated 5% per year. Formerly a common
tree within its range, there are fewer than

1.500 trees left in the wild.

The average height of a Florida torreya is

currently less than 1 m (3.3 ft). The average

age of the oldest stem on trees is less than 15

years. While a handful of trees produces

pollen, there have been no sexually mature

Environmental Change
and the Florida Torreya

by
Mark W. Schwartz

University of California-Davis

Sharon M. Hermann
Tall Timbers Research Station

females observed in the wild for at least 15

years. Syinptoms of disease include needle

spots, needle necrosis, and stem cankers.

Primary stem mortality has reduced the aver-

age height of trees by 10 cm (4 in) during the

past 3 years. Thus, the Florida torreya has

shown no sign of recovery or stabilization

during the 35 years subsequent to the onset

of the species" decline. If current patterns

persist, the Florida torreya is destined for

extinction in the wild.

The search for a cause for the decline of

the Florida torreya began in the 1960"s when
a team of pathologists studying the case

could find no introduced fungal pathogens.

Pathologists studying the problem during the

1990's have shown thai (1) there does not

appear to be any viral or bacterial pathogens
associated with T. taxifoUa; (2) a very com-
mon native fungal endophyte {Peslalotia

milans). often pathogenic in other plants,

does not appear virulent on T. taxifoUa; and

(3) the less common Scytalidium sp., not

typically noted for its pathogenicity, pro-

duces pathogenic symptoms on T. taxifoUa

and was likely introduced to the region dur-

ing the late 1950"s, when slash pine planta-

tions were planted from nursery stock.

Finally, growth experiments have suggested
that environmental stress triggers episodes
of mortality in the trees. Greenhouse experi-

ments on Florida torreya trees derived from

cuttings also suggest the likelihood that

structural changes in the slope forests along
the Apalachicola that have resulted in lower

light levels have also stressed wild popula-
tions of Florida torreya.

The current hypothesis is that the decline

of Florida torreya is a result of facultative

[see glossary) pathogens attacking trees

under conditions of increased environmental

stress. Several potential stress factors,

including fire suppression, climatic changes
such as temperature extremes and drought,

and altered hydrologic regimes in ravine

forests and resultant changes in nutrient flow

have also been hypothesized as contributing

to the species' decline.

Despite extensive research to find a link

between disease agents and environmental

stress, the mechanisms for forest decline

remain rather speculative. Torreya taxifoUa
has such a narrow distribution that a decline

in the populations in the Apalachicola basin

has brought the species to near extinction.

With the increasing magnitude of abiotic

environmental changes, we may expect
more cases that are similar to the decline of

T. tcLxifoUa. Unfortunately, the lack of iden-

tification of specific disease agents and spe-

cific mechanisms has hindered action to cor-

rect potential problems that cause forest

declines. Given the difficulty in delineating

mechanisms for declines, we typically can-

not ascertain exact mechanisms until it may
be too late. Waiting to be absolutely certain

of the triggers for particular forest declines

before corrective action is taken is likely to

be a costly strategy.

For further information:

Mark W. Schwartz

Center for Population Biology

University of Califomia-Davis

Davis, CA 95616

Most
of the familiar flora of the American

landscape, such as trees, shrubs, herbs,

vines, grasses, and ferns, are known as vascular

plants. These plants have systems for transport-

ing water and photosynthetic products and are

differentiated into stems, leaves, and roots.

Nonvascular plants
—the algae, fungi, and

mosses and lichens—are considered in other

articles in this volume. Except in Arctic and

alpine areas, vascular plants dominate nearly all

of Notlh America's natural plant communities.

About 17,000 species of vascular plants are

native to one or more of the 50 U.S. states.

along with several thousand additional native

subspecies, varieties, and named natural hybrids

(Kartesz 1994).

Human activities have expanded the geo-

graphical distributions of many plant species,

particularly fann crops, timber trees, garden

plants, and weeds. When a non-native plant

Native

Vascular

Plants
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Fig. 1. The number of native vas-

cular plant species in each state.

GH/GX G1 G2 G3 G4 G5

Fig. 2. The number of native vas-

cular plant species in the United

States in each global rank. GH/GX
means species is potentially

extinct; Gl to G5 rank the species

from rarest (Gl) to most common

(G5).

species is found growing outside cultivation, it

is considered an exotic species in that area.

About 5,000 exotic species are known outside

cultivation in the United States. While many
exotic plant species are desirable in some con-

texts (such as hoiliculture), hundreds of inva-

sive non-natives have become major manage-
ment problems when established in places val-

ued as natural areas (McKnight 1991; U.S.

Congress 1993). A few particularly troublesome

non-natives are regulated under specific federal

or state laws as noxious weeds.

Geographic Distribution

Western and southern states have the largest

numbers of native vascular plant species in the

country. (Fig. I, revised from Kartesz 1992).

California, with more than 5,000 native vascu-

lar plant species, has almost one-third of the

total number for the entire United States. Texas,

with about 4,500 native species, ranks second.

Arizona, Florida. Georgia, New Mexico, and

Oregon all have over 3,000 native species.

Hawaii, as a remote oceanic island archipel-

ago, has relatively few native species (Carlquist

1970), but nearly all (89'7f) of the native

Hawaiian flowering (angiosperm) species are

endemic to that region (Wagner et al. 1990). A
small number of vascular plants, including a

species of lycopod (Hiiperzia haleakalae). are

native to both Hawaii and the North American

mainland.

In every state, hundreds of plant species are

established as exotics. States with coastal areas,

major agricultural regions, and large cities gen-

erally have the highest numbers of non-native

plants. A modest number of native U.S. species,

such as the northern catalpa iCatalpa specii>sa),

have also spread from cultivation beyond their

native ranges. Some familiar mainland species,

like a wild blackberry {Rnbus argutiis) and a

grass known as broomsedge (Amlropogon vir-

giniciis), have become problem weeds in

kawaii (Smith 1989).

Rare Species

As of February 1994, 403 native U.S.

species, subspecies, or varieties of vascular

plants and one nonvascular plant have been for-

mally protected under the provisions of the U.S.

Endangered Species Act of 1973 (USFWS
1994). Nearly half the 822 native U.S. federally

listed species are plants. The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service considers an additional 1,953

kinds of plants as candidates for such listing

(Federal Register 1993).

The first U.S. national lists of rare plants

depended largely on nominations from special-

ists already familiar with various rare species

and omitted many potential candidates. Many
state-level rare plant lists were also developed
in the 1970"s: these generally addressed species

considered rare in a particular area regardless of

abundance elsewhere.

The Nature Conservancy and the network of

Natural Heritage Programs use a consistent

methodology to inventory natural diversity and

to assess rarity and endangerment for all cur-

rently recognized species of vascular plants in

North America, Hawaii, and portions of Latin

America (Jenkins 1985). By using a five-level

scale from I (rarest and most vulnerable—typi-

cally five or fewer existing occuiTences) to 5

(demonstrably widespread, abundant, and

secure), a global or rangewide rank (Gl to G5)
is determined for each species. With the use of

the same five-level scale, conservation priority

ranks are assigned for national (Nl to N5) and

subnational or state (SI to S5) status. Ranks are

used conservatively throughout the Natural

Heritage Network and are assigned after careful

review of a species" status. Additional ranks are

used to indicate species that occuned historical-

ly within a jurisdiction, but which are not

presently known. A species is presumed extinct

if effoils to relocate it are unsuccessful, if no

suitable habitat remains, or if the loss has been

well documented. Species are considered "his-

toric" (possibly exfinct) if there is reliable evi-

dence from biological surveys that the species

occuiTcd within the past few centuries in a given

area (Snyder 1993).

The Natural Heritage Network has docu-

mented the status of thousands of rare species.

At the same time, plant surveys have shown that

a comparable number of plants are substantially

more common than previously believed.

Species status infoiTiiation from all 50 U.S.

State Natural Heritage Programs is combined

with national and rangewide data in the Natural

Heritage Network's Central Scientific

Databases maintained by The Nature

Conservancy. The inventories and data bases of

the Natural Heritage Network continuously

gather, organize, and revise information on

species rarity and distribution as it becomes

available.

The number of species in the United States

in each global rank is presented in Fig. 2. For

example, more than 4.850 species (about 28%)
of the native U.S. vascular plants are considered

globally rare (ranked Gl. G2, or G3) by The

Nature Conservancy and the Natural Heritage

Network. Of these, about 960 species are

ranked Gl and occur at fewer than five sites

globally or are comparably imperiled.

Globally rare native species of vascular

plants are concentrated in the western and
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southern slates (Fig. 3), with greatest propor-

tions in Arizona. California. Florida. Georgia.

Hawaii. Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah.

In addition to these globally rare species,

about 4,500 other species of widespread or

more common vascular plants (ranked G4 or

G5) are being actively inventoried in at least

one state where they are rare.

Loss of Species

The patterns and causes of plant species"

losses are often important components of state-

level conservation studies. The loss, or suspect-

ed loss, of a species from a portion of the land-

scape is referred to as "extirpation."

A recent study (Kutner and Morse, unpub-
lished report) of the losses of U.S. native vas-

cular plants revealed that about 1,772 (9.8%) of

these species have been lost from at least one

state. Of these species, 438 (25%) may be lost

from the floras of two or more states. The pro-

portion of species potentially extirpated from

each state varies dramatically across the nation

(Fig. 4), with the largest losses reported from

northeastern states and from Hawaii. Delaware

has experienced the proportionately highest

loss from its flora, with more than 15% of its

species potentially extirpated. Many of the

northeastern and mid-Atlantic states have lost

more than 5% of their native vascular plants.

This region of the United States has experi-

enced hinidreds of years of human development
and includes many of the most densely populat-

ed and intensely developed states. Many plants

that have been lost from these states may now
be similarly threatened in portions of their

remaining ranges.

About 28% of the native flora is considered

globally rare (ranked Gl, G2, or G3) by the

Natural Heritage Network, but only 12% of the

potentially extirpated species are globally rare.

Most potentially extirpated species have been

lost from one or two states and are currently

globally common (ranked G4 or G5). In the

United States, 110 of these globally common

species have been lost from three or more

states, and more than 35 species have been lost

from four or more states. Of the most common

species (global rank G5). about 285 have been

lost from two or more states. Common species

that have been lost from many states may not be

as secure from imperilment as previously
believed. Additionally, the effect of species'

losses on other plants and animals in a commu-

nity is often unknown. Rangewide analyses

could indicate species that would benefit from

further research and a better understanding of

potential threats, thus helping prevent subse-

quent losses.

Many species that are endangered, threat-

ened, or formal candidates for federal protec-

tion have also lost parts of their ranges. Nearly
6% of listed and proposed endangered species
and 20% of listed and proposed threatened

species are reported extirpated from at least one

state. About 16% of the category 1 candidate

species (top candidates for listing as endan-

gered or threatened) and almost 1 1% of the cat-

egory 2 candidate species (possibly qualifying
for threatened or endangered status, but more

information is needed) have been similarly

affected.

Some currently rare species had widespread
historical distributions. For example, American

chaffseed {Scliwalhea americuna) is a federally

listed endangered species with a Natural

Heritage rank of G2. The historical range of this

species extended from Mississippi to

Massachusetts; the plant is cunently known
from about 20 populations in five states, mostly
in South Carolina. The most significant threat

to this species is fire suppression, which allows

plant succession to proceed to the point where

there is not enough light for the plant to com-

pete successfully. Habitat loss has also caused

the extirpation of several Schwalbea popula-
tions. For rare species such as S. amehvami,
further state-level extiipations could seriously

affect the species" survival.

Wetland Species

Although there are fewer than 7.000 native

wetland vascular plant species in the United

States, plants that occur mostly in wetlands are

more likely to be extirpated from at least one

state. Based on the USFWS National Wetlands

Inventory (Reed 1988), about half of the poten-

tially extirpated species are either obligate (see

glossary) or facultative (see glossary) wetland

species.

Wetlands and aquatic ecosystems have been

severely affected in the United States; approxi-

mately 53%' of these ecosystems have been

destroyed in the 48 contiguous states (Dahl

1990). Aquatic species frequently have specific

habitat requirements and can be threatened by
both habitat loss and changes in local hydrolo-

gy. In the mid-Atlantic region, several intertidal

vascular plants have been extirpated from the

Delaware River system because of habitat alter-

ation (Ferren and Schuyler 1980).

Possibly Extinct Species

About 90 mainland U.S. and 1 10 Hawaiian

vascular plant species may be extinct, accord-

ing to records of the USFWS and The Nature

Conservancy (Russell and Morse 1992). For

V
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example. Nuttall's mudwort (Micninthcmiini

micranthemoides) has been recorded from

Delaware, the District of Columbia. Maryland.
New Jersey. New York. Pennsylvania, and

Virginia, but despite searches, it has not defi-

nitely been seen since September 1941.

Several species of U.S. plants are extiipaled

from the wild, but still exist in cultivation. Most

familiar of these is the Franklinia {Fninklinia

aUikinuilui). a small tree known historically

only from the Altamaha River in southeastern

Georgia, but which is now widely cultivated as

an ornamental in eastern states.

Ongoing fieldwork has resulted in the redis-

covery of many species. The running buffalo

clover (Trifoliiini stolomfenim) was rediscov-

ered in West Virginia in 1983 (Bartgis 1985)

and has been found subsequently in Indiana.

KenlLicky. Missouri, and Ohio. In Oregon, a

population of Lomatiiim pcckiamtm was located

in 1983 for the first time in more than 50 years.

The discovery of additional populations has

changed the species' federal status from a cate-

gory 1 candidate to a former candidate (Kagan
and Vrilakas 1993). In Montana, several recent

rediscoveries have occurred, including a 1985

rediscovery of Trifolhim niicroceplniliim. a

species of clover not seen since it was first col-

lected by Meriwether Lewis in 1805 or 1806

(Hoy 1993). Likewise, during the 1991 field

season the yellow passionflower (Passifloni

hitea) was located at two sites in Delaware for

the first time since the early 1800"s (Clancy

1993). These examples illustrate the importance

of ongoing inventories as well as the dynamic
nature of local and regional floras.

Threats to Diversity

Habitat alteration and incompatible land use

are the major threats to most rare U.S. plant

species. Apart from certain species of cacti, gin-

seng, and various showy wildflowers. relatively

few rare U.S. plants are primarily threatened by

overcollecting. Global climate change (Peters

and Lovejoy 1992; Morse et al. 1993) and sea-

level rise (Reid and Trexler 1991) may pose
addifional threats to some native U.S. plant

species.

Species at higher risk of extinction usually

include those having small geographic ranges.

narrow habitat requirements, unusual life histo-

ries, or vulnerability to exotic pests or diseases.

In addition, reduced biodiversity of local floras

is of high concern, even if plants lost from a

particular geographical region are common and

secure elsewhere. Finally, depletion of even

widespread species can occur if exploitation or

habitat destruction occurs beyond a sustained-

yield rate.

Assessment of the causes and patterns of

species losses in the United States, combined

with ongoing documentation of natural diversi-

ty and studies of rarity, endangerment. and

threats, will refine conservation priorities by

identifying species or areas that will most bene-

fit from further protection and research.

Analyses of ongoing inventory and monitoring
work could provide early warnings of wide-

spread threats to biological diversity, thereby

perhaps improving the protection of both rare

and more common plants and allowing the

development and implementation of conserva-

tion strategies before crises occur.
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Nc'w
York, the third most populous state, has

highly varied topography, geology, soils,

and climate, and a compie.x history of land use,

all of which are reflected in a rich flora of native,

introduced, and opportunistic species. Large

pails of the .state suppoiT beech-maple, oak-

chestnut (now modified as a result of the elimi-

nation of chestnut), or hemlock-noilhern hard-

wood forest, and there are extensive tracts of red

spruce-halsam t1r forest in the Adirondack and

Catskill mountains. Alpine tundra is present on

the highest Adirondack peaks at elevations above

about 1.372 m (4,500 ft), while salt marshes,

freshwater ponds, and dwarf pine barrens occur

at or near sea level on Long Island. Almost all

land in the state has been glaciated and therefore

available for plant occupation no longer than

18.000 years. In 1880 nearly 789^ of the state's

land was in farms or farni woodlots, but by 1980.

61% of New York was classified as forested.

The flora of New York is an economically

iinportant resource and the foundation of healthy

sustainable environmental systems. The state's

flora and its composition have been studied since

the early ISOO's, allowing researchers to present

trends in the numbers of vascular plant and moss

species. In our work, we have emphasized the

study of voucher (see glossary) specimens,
which allow us and our successors to verify iden-

tifications and evaluate the application of species

concepts of other researchers.

Status

Organized study of the New York flora began
in 1 836 with a botanical survey that was a part of

the New York State Geological and Natural

History Survey, This survey led to the publica-

tion of John Torrey 's A Flora of the State ofNew-

York (Torrey 1843). The state's plant resources

continued to be investigated at the New York

State Museum under government sponsorship
that began in 1867 and continues to the present.

The regionally significant herbarium and exten-

sive data collections that have resulted from this

research and exploration provide the documenta-

tion for this article as well as our ongoing work

and information from other important botanical

collections.

Totals for the major groups of mosses and

vascular plants (as of February 1994) are given in

Table 1, and increases in the numbers of known

species are listed in Table 2, Torrey's 1843 flora

enumerated 1.4.S2 species, while a 1994 com-

pendium (R,S. Mitchell, unpublished data) lists

3.431. an increase of 58%. The differences, in

part, are due to a dramatic increase in the number

of reported non-native species, of which 77%
( 1,122 of 1,449) are naturalized (naturally repro-

ducing and spreading). The differences are also

due to a significant rise in the number of species

recognized as indigenous to the state (an increase

of 7 1 1 ). Native species from other parts of the

United States are listed in the tables as such, even

if they are also known to have been introduced

into New York. Although the number of known
native plant species has steadily increased, the

apparent decrease in the number of native

species from House's to Mitchell's list (Table 2)

was the result of taxonomic reinteipretation that

reduced many taxa (especially species of Ritbiis

and Crataegus) into synonymy over the latter

half of the 20th century.

Plants
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Table 2. Historical documentation

of New York flora.
Plants







Terrestrial Ecosystems

Overview
Whereas several other

sections in this volume

cover individual species or locations, the arti-

cles in this section address the integration of

individual species into communities and

ecosystems {see glossary). Terrestrial ecosys-
tems include a rich variety of community types

and cover a range extending from nearly aquat-

ic wetlands along our coasts and myriad rivers,

lakes, and streams, to mountain tops and arid,

desert locations. The diversity of these ecosys-

tems offers both challenge and opportunity. The

challenge stems from the sheer number of

potential ecosystems to be analyzed. Grossman

and Goodin (this section) discuss 371 imperiled
and critically imperiled communities, and state

that this number represents only 10%- 15% of

all terrestrial communities. This implies a mini-

mum of 2,500-3,500 individual terrestrial com-

munity types. Obviously, a single report cannot

hope to address more than a few of these many
terrestrial communities and ecosystems.

Discussions of biological diversity have tra-

ditionally revolved around the protection of

individual species. More recently, we have

begun to realize that protection of community or

ecosystem diversity is equally important.
Patchwork conversions of natural landscapes for

agriculture, silviculture, and development result

in a fragmentation that leaves small remnant

areas of natural ecosystems (Burgess and Sharpe

1981). As these natural patches become smaller

and more isolated, their ability to maintain

healthy populations of many plant and animal

species is reduced (Harris 1984). As individual

species are lost from each fragment, the com-

munity changes and both species and ecosystem

diversity are reduced. Thus, large numbers of

natural ecosystems are now in danger.

Kendall (this section) discusses one such

imperiled ecosystem. The whitebark pine

{Pimis albicaiiUs) ecosystem of the western

mountains is endangered because of the com-

bined effects of an introduced disease and fire

suppression. The effects of introduced diseases

on natural species and ecosystems have been

well documented. Several species, such as the

American chestnut {Castanea dentata). have

been virtually eliminated and other species have

been greatly reduced by introduced diseases.

The effects on ecosystems where these species

were previously found have been dramatic

(Shugan and West 1977).

Alteration of natural fire regimes has played
a major role in the reshaping of natural ecosys-

tems. In many systems a reduction in fire fre-

quency can lead to invasion by fire-intolerant

species and eventual loss of the original ecosystem.
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This is shown by Henderson and Epstein (this sec-

tion) in their discussion of how fire supression and

other factors caused tremendous losses of oak

savannas throughout the Midwest, hi other sys-

tems, an increase in fire frequency can also lead to

changes in ecosystem structure and function.

Although we now realize that fire is a natural and

necessary part of many ecosystems, it was not

until after the devastating fires of Yellowstone

National Park that the general public was alerted

to the benefits of such fires (Elfring 1989). An
effective fire-suppression program can allow

accumulation of vast amounts of detritus (dead

organic material such as leaves, branches, and

stems). If this material is not consumed period-

ically by small fires burning along the forest

floor, it will accumulate to the point of provid-

ing raw materials for an exceptionally intense

fire that can bum tree crowns and destroy the

existing forest. FeiTy et al. (this section) discuss

four fire-adapted ecosystems that have been

affected by modified fire regimes and conclude,

"Managers must balance the suppression pro-

gram with a program of prescribed fire applied

on a landscape scale if we are to meet our stew-

ardship responsibilities."

Numerous variables in addition to disease

and fire affect our natural resources. These vari-

ables include pollution (Peterson, this section;

Nash et al., this section), conversions to other

uses, harvesting activities such as logging, and

global climate change. Cole (this section)

demonstrates that over the past 5,000 years

change has been a natural part of our terrestrial

ecosystems. Within a given ecosystem some

species decline in importance while others

increase over time, resulting in a change in the

overall character of the ecosystem. A key fea-

ture to stand out in the 5,000-year chronology

developed by Cole is that cunent rates of

change are about 10 times higher than presettle-

nient rates. Human intervention in one form or

another is now the principal agent of change.
Darr (this section) provides a review of U.S.

Forest Service data and discusses changes being

brought about by forestry-management prac-

tices. At a reduced spatial scale, Keeland et al.

(this section) discuss changes within the forest-

ed wetlands of the southeastern United States.

Forested wetlands have been especially reduced

and fragmented as a result of land-use conver-

sions, predominantly to agricultural activities.

A common thread here, as in all sections in

this report, is that if unchecked, human activi-

ties will continue to result in an upset balance of

species interactions, alteration of ecosystems,
and extensive habitat loss.
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wilderness, parks, and other land classifications.

Forest land is widely but unevenly distrib-

uted. North Dakota has the smallest percentage

of forest cover ( 1 % ) and Maine has the greatest

(89%). Forest areas vary greatly from sparse

scrub forests of the arid interior West to the

highly productive forests of the Pacific coast

and the South, and from pure hardwood forests

to multispecies mixtures and coniferous forests.

In total. 52</f of the forest land is east of the

Great Plams states. In the East, the oak-hickory

forest type group is most common, while in the

West, the category referred to as "other soft-

woods" is most common.

U.S. forests provide wildlife habitat and

thereby support biodiversity; take carbon out of

the air and thus serve as carbon sinks; and pro-

vide the outdoor environments desired by many

people for recreation.

Timbeiiand forests are logged for lumber,

plywood, and paper products. This timbeiiand

is generally the most productive and capable of

producing at least 1 .4 m'* of industrial wood per

hectare a year (20 tV'^/acre) and is not reserved

from timber harvest (Powell et al. 1993).

Two-thirds of the nation's forested ecosystems

( 198 million ha or 490 million acres) are classed

as timberland. Because of historical interest in

timber production, more information is avail-

able for the characteristics of timber inventories

on timberland than for other forest land.

Timberland ownership patterns vary through-

out the United States. For the country as a whole,

73% of all timberland is owned by private indi-

viduals and firms. The remaining 27% is in fed-

eral, state, and other public ownerships. Much of

the privately owned land is in the East and much

of the national forest land is in the West (Fig. 2).

Most of the publicly owned land is managed

according to plans that account for the various

uses and values provided by forest cover Forest

industry lands are generally managed with tim-

ber production being the main interest. Other pri-

vate forest lands are managed for a variety of

interests, reflecting the divergent views of the

some 6 million owners in this category.

The nation's timberland contains an estimat-

ed 24.3 biUion m-^ (858 billion ft'' ) of timber, of

which 92% is in growing stock—live, sound

trees suited for roundwood (timber) products.

Softwoods such as pine are generally used to

make lumber and plywood for use in construc-

tion. Hardwoods, such as oak, are used in mak-

ing furniture and pallets. Both softwoods and

hardwoods are used in manufacturing paper

products. The nation's softwood growing stock

volume amounts to 57% of the total, with about

66% of this volume in the West. Total softwood

growing .stock volume has been slightly declin-

ing recently (Fig. 3). By contrast, hardwood

growing sti)ck volume increased 7%- between

1987 and 1992. More than 9()%> of all hardwood

timber volume is in the eastern United States.

Mortality, Growth, Harvest

Mortality is the result of natural causes such

as insects, disease, fire, and windthrow.

Between 1962 and 1986. mortality averaged
122 million m^ (4.3 billion ft'') per year

Mortality increased to 155 million m"* (5.5 bil-

lion ft'') in 1991. but was still less than 1%- of

the U.S. growing stock volume.

Net annual growth, which already has mor-

tality subtracted out, totaled 612 million m-^

(21.6 billion ft-') in 1991—about 2.7% of the

growing stock inventory. Total growing stock

growth declined about 2% between 1986 and

1991 (Fig. 4), the first decline in net annual

growth since 1952. The decline between 1986

and 1991 occurred with softwoods, which

declined 4.4% to 339 million m'* (12 billion

ft''). Net annual growth for hardwoods

increased 0.9%.

Removals from timber inventories are losses

by other than natural causes (mortality) and

include harvest of roundwood products. Timber

removals from growing stock inventory in 1991

totaled 461.5 million m'' (16.3 billion ft'') or

2.1% of the inventory. Average timber removals

have risen each decade since the I950's. Almost

55% of all timber removals came from the

forests of the South, up from 45% in 1970.

Twenty-three percent of all removals came from

Pacific coast forests, 17% from the North, and

5% from forests in the Rocky Mountains.

Softwoods accounted for two-thirds of all grow-

ing stock removals in 1991. Timber removals

continued to be concentrated on private land in

1991.

The growth-removals ratio for the United

States is greater than one for all species (1.3).

for softwoods (l.I), and for hardwoods (1.8),

which indicates that the timber inventory is

increasing. In the 1920's, timber growth was

about one-half the rate of harvest. By the

I940's, improved forest growth rates (partly

because of forest protection from fire), as well

as declines in harvest rates, resulted in timber

growth and harvest coming into approximate

balance.
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Southern
Forested
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Fig. 1. Approximate distribution

of forested wetlands along rivers

and streams in the souttieastem

United States prior to European
colonization (Putnam et al. 1960).

European
settlers in many parts of the south-

ern United States encountered a landscape

largely comprising forested wetlands. These

wetlands were a major feature of river flood-

plains and isolated depressions or basins from

Virginia to Florida, west to eastern Texas and

Oklahoma, and along the Mississippi River to

southern Illinois (Fig. 1 1. Based on the accounts

of pre-2()th-century naturalists such as

Audubon. Banister, John and William Bartram.

Brickell. and Darby, the flora and fauna of many
wetlands were unusually rich even by precolo-

nial standards (Wright and Wright 1932). These

early travelers described vast unbroken forests

of oaks, ashes, maples (Quercus, Fniximis,

Acer), and other tree species, many with an

almost impassable understory of saplings,

shrubs, vines, switch cane, and palmetto. Low

swampy areas with deep, long-term flooding

were dominated by baldcypress (Taxodium dis-

ticlntm) and tupelo (Nyssa aquatica or N. syl-

vcitica var hifloni) and typically had sparse

understories.

Most southern forested wetlands fall in the

broad category of bottomland hardwoods, char-

acterized and maintained by a natural hydrolog-
ic regime of alternating annual wet and dry peri-

ods and soils that are saturated or inundated

during a portion of the growing season.

Variations in elevation, hydroperiod, and soils

result in a mosaic of plant communities across a

floodplain. Wharton et al. (1982) classified bot-

tomland hardwoods into 75 community types,

including forested wetland types such as

Atlantic white cedar hogs {Chamuecyparis thy-

oides). red maple {Acer rubnim var driini-

niondii) and cypress-tupelo swamps, pocosins,

hydric hammocks, and Carolina bays.

Realistic estimates of the original extent of

forested wetlands are not available because

accurate records of wetlands were not main-

tained until the early 20th century, and many
accounts of wetland size were little more than

speculation (Dahl 1990). Klopatek et al. (1979)

estimated the precolonial forested wetland area

of the United States to be about 27.2 million ha

(67.2 million acres), but Abemathy and Turner

(1987) suggested that this figure was low

because it ignored small isolated wetlands.

Status

Estimates of the current forested wetland

area vary. Shaw and Fredine (1956) estimated

that as of the mid- 1950"s, the United States had

about 19.1 million ha (47.2 million acres) of

forested wetlands. Frayer et al. ( 1983) reported
a similar total. 20.1 million ha (49.7 million

acres), as of the mid-1970's. Between 1940 and

1960. the area of southern bottomland hard-

woods increased from about 14.8 to 15.1 mil-

lion ha (36.6 to 37.3 million acres) but declined

to 12.5 to 13.1 million ha (30.9 to 32.4 million

acres) by the mid-197()"s (Hefner and Brown

1985; Turner etal. 1988). By the mid-1980's, an

additional 1.4 million ha (3.5 million acres) of

forested wetlands were lost, mostly from the

southeastern United States.

The Southeast (including Alabama,

Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana. Mississippi. North Carolina. South

Carolina, and Tennessee) makes up only 16% of

the surface area of the contemiinous United

States yet accounts for about 47% of the total

wetland area and 65% of the forested wetland

area (Hefner and Brown 1985). Fifteen percent
of the land surface of the Southeast can be cat-

egorized as wetlands, whereas only 5% of the

land surface on a national basis is wetlands.

Before the mid-l970"s. about 54% of palus-

trine wetland losses on a national basis were in

forested areas. Palustrine wetlands include all

nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs,

persistent emergents. emergent mosses or

lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal

areas where salinity due to ocean-derived salts

is below 0.5 ppt (Cowardin et al. 1979).

Between the mid-l950"s and the mid-1970's,

more than 2.2 million ha (5.4 million acres) of

palustrine forested wetlands were lost within

the Southeast, accounting for 92% of the

national loss for this wetland type (Hefner and

Brown 1985). Since the mid-1970's, loss of

forested wetlands has accounted for 95% of all

palustrine wetland losses (Dahl et al. 1991 ).

Despite dramatic losses since the beginning
of the colonial period, southern forested wetlands

currently account for about 36% of all wetlands

and 60% to 65% of all forested wetlands in the

contemiinous United States (Hefner and Brown

1985; Dahl et al. 1991). Although loss rates

have declined recently, most wetland acreage
lost every year in the United States is from

southern forested wetlands (Alig et al. 1986).

The most dramatic wetland loss in the entire

nation has occurred in the forested wetlands of

the Lower Mississippi River Alluvial

Floodplain (LMRAF). This vast wetland

extends nearly 1.000 km (621 mi) from the con-

fluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers to the

Gulf of Mexico and originally covered more

than 10.1 million ha (25.0 million acres; Hefner

and Brown 1985). About 8 million ha ( 19.8 mil-

lion acres) of this area were forested wetlands in

Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Recent

estimates reveal that fewer than 2 million ha

(4.9 million acres) of forested wetlands remain

in the LMRAF (The Nature Conservancy 1992).

and the remaining portions of the original area

are extremely fragmented (Fig. 2) and have lost
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many of their original functions (Mitsch and

Gosselink 1993). Also, alterations in hydrology
and poor timber management practices have

resulted in a degraded condition of many of the

remaining forests (Alig et al. 1986).

Turner et al. (1988) reported annual loss

rates of 3.1% for forested wetlands in Arkansas,

0.9% for Louisiana, and 0.5% for Mississippi
from 1960 to 1975. Recent U.S. Forest Service

inventories indicate continued annual loss rates

of 0.7% and 1 .0% for the oak-gum-cypress for-

est type in the Louisiana and Mississippi por-
tions of the LMRAF (May and Bertelson 1986;

Kelly and Sims 1989; Vissage et al. 1992).

Causes of Loss

Since colonial times, wetlands have been

regarded as a menace and a hindrance to land

development: wastelands that were valuable

only if drained. During the mid- 19th century.

Congress passed the Swamp Lands Acts of

1849. 1850, and 1860, granting swamp and

periodically flooded bottomlands to the states.

Five southern states received 16.7 million ha

(41.3 milHon acres) for draining. By 1960, over

40 million ha (98 million acres) of former wet-

land area in the United States were under

drainage (Turner et al. 1988). Most wetlands

were drained for conversion to agriculture; such

conversions account for 87% of our national

wetland losses.

Large-scale federal navigation, flood-con-

trol, and drainage projects have played a large
role in these conversions by making previously

flood-prone lands dry enough for planting crops
(USDI 1988). Other losses have resulted from

construction of flood-control structures and

reservoirs, mining and petroleum extraction,

and urban development. A 40% increase in the

population of the South between 1960 and 1980

(Alig et al. 1986) has accelerated wetland

losses.

Future Prospects

A significant future threat is global climate

change; in particular, sea-level rise represents a

direct threat to thousands of hectares of coastal

wetlands (Titus et al. 1984). Although the main
effects of sea-level rise would be seen in coastal

marshes, extensive areas of bottomland hard-

wood and swamp forest in Florida and
Louisiana could be affected by increased flood-

ing and saltwater intrusion (Titus et al. 1984;

Pezeshki et al. 1987; Conner and Brody 1989).

Legislation such as the Clean Water Act and

the "Swampbuster" provision of the 1985

Public Law 100-233 "Farm Bill" has slowed,

but not completely prevented, the loss of forest-

ed wetlands. In the future, however, the amount

of new losses of forested wetlands may be of

less concern than the fragmentation and degra-
dation of the few remaining large wetland areas.

While the amount of forested wetlands in the

South is expected to continue declining, there

are good prospects for restoration in some
areas. Recognition of the scale and effects of

bottomland hardwood los.ses has resulted in

interest in restoration techniques. Serious

restoration began in the mid-1980"s, when state

and federal agencies began reforesting fomier

agricultural lands (Haynes and Moore 1988;

Savage et al. 1989; Newling 1990). The pace of

reforestation picked up rapidly following the

establishment of the Conservation Reserve

Program (CRP) and later the Wetland Reserve

Program, two federal agricultural programs that

provide payment to private landowners who
plant trees on a portion of their land. The com-
bined efforts of the agencies and these two agri-
cultural programs have resulted in the planting
of about 65.000 ha (160,615 acres) of bottom-

land hardwood forests in the southern United

States since 1985. Most restoration has

occurred in the LMRAF.

Prospects for a similar rate of reforestation

over the coming decade appear excellent.

Federal and state natural resource agencies con-

tinue to reforest their lands. In addition, they
have become heavily involved in promoting
reforestation on private lands through initiatives

such as the Wetland Reserve Program, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service's Partners for Wildlife

Program, and the North American Waterfowl

Management Plan.

Partnerships are being sought between the

forest industry, individual landowners, universi-

ties, and several state and federal agencies.

Examples of such partnerships include Scott

Paper Company's enrollment of 27.500 ha

(67,952 acres) near Mobile, Alabama, in the

Gulf Coast Joint Venture of the North American
Waterfowl Management Plan, and a reforesta-

tion research project being initiated in west-cen-

tral Mississippi that involves International

Paper Company, the National Council of the

Pulp and Paper Industry for Air and Stream

Improvement, six federal agencies, and two uni-

versities.

Although there is growing concern that many
reforestation projects have not been fully suc-

cessful, it is clear that when properly done, refor-

estation can yield impressive results in the

LMRAF region (Allen 1990). The technical fea-

sibility of reforestation, along with the current

environment of federal, state, and private coop-
eration in much of the region, suggests that the

LMRAF may be one of the best areas of the

country to seriously attempt a net gain of wet-

lands.

Fig. 2. Distribution of forested

wetlands along the Lower

Mississippi River: (a) Precolonial

extent based on Putnam et al.

( 1960); (b) recent e.xtent based on

1982 data (data source: U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service. Vicksburg.

Mississippi).
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Rare
Terrestrial

Ecological
Communities
of the United

States

by

Dennis H. Grossman

Kathleen Lemon Goodin
The Nature Conservancy

Federal
agencies and conservation organiza-

tions have shifted their focus from manag-

ing individual species to managing entire

ecosystems to protect biological diversity and

conserve natural resources. Although ecologi-

cal communities provide a more appropriate

level of biological organization for character-

izing ecosystems than individual species, the

lack of a standard ecological community clas-

sification has impeded progress for ecosystem

protection and management.
The Nature Conservancy and the

Association of Natural Heritage Programs and

Conservation Data Centers (Natural Heritage

Network) have developed a framework for the

classification of ecological communities. The

first product from this effort is a preliminary

list of rare terrestrial communities across the

conterminous United States. This list was

completed for the U.S, Fish and Wildlife

Service (Grossman et al. 1994). This article

provides a summary of the information from

the Grossman et al, report, including a review

of the status of information concerning rare

communities of the United States, an analysis

of regional patterns of rarity, and a discussion

of the application of this information toward

protection efforts. The use of ecological com-

munities as a coarse conservation unit pro-

motes conservation of the underlying ecologi-

cal processes and biotic interactions that sus-

tain the ecosystems across the landscape and

ensures protection of biological diversity and

rare species.
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The Nature

Conservancy/Natural Heritage
Network Classification System

The basic goal of the comiiuinity classifica-

tion elloit is to piovide a complete listing oi' all

conimunities that represent the variation in eco-

logical systems. The classification hierarchy for

terrestrial communities is based on the biologi-

cal characteristics of existing vegetation types.

These types range from early successional

through climax associations and include serai

stages that are maintained by natural and

human-induced management and disturbance

regimes.
The classification hierarchy is partitioned

into teiTestrial, aquatic, and subterranean "sys-

tems." The upper levels of the terrestrial system
have been derived through the modification of

United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization ( 1973) and Driscoll et al.

(1984) and refer to the physiognomic attributes

(structural) of the vegetation. The two finest

levels of the classification hierarchy are based

on tloristic analysis and are determined through
the identification of diagnostic species

(Westhoff and van der Maarel 1973).

Ranking System

The Nature Conservancy and Natural

Heritage Network rank all elements of natural

biological diversity according to their relative

rarity and vulnerability to aid in ranking critical

areas for conservation. The community ranks

are consistent with the overall conservation

ranking approach applied to all elements of nat-

ural diversity within The Nature Conservancy/
Natural Heritage Network methodology
(Master 1991). The communities described in

this report have been ranked G 1 and G2 accord-

ing to The Nature Conservancy/Natural

Heritage Network ranking system {see Table 1 ).

Listing Globally Rare

Community Types

The development of the list of rare commu-
nities proceeded from the identification of rare

communities at the state level, to the production
of regional classifications of the rare state types,

and finally to the generation of a consistent list

of rare communities at the national level. Most

state heritage programs have developed a classi-

fication system at the state level; these systems
are based on available data and literature, input

from experts, and field verification. State con-

servation ranks have been assigned to most of

these communities based on the analysis of

existing information.

Tal>li' I. The Naliire Conscivaiicy/Natural Heritage Network eonservatioii ranks for rare coiniiuinltles.

Rank Definition

G1 Critically imperiled globally because of extreme rarity Generally five or fewer occurrences or less than about

800 ha (or 2,000 acres) or because of some factor making the community particularly vulnerable to extinction

G2 Imperiled globally because of extreme rarity. Generally 6-20 occurrences or 800-4,000 ha (2,000-10,000

acres) or because of some factor making the community very vulnerable to extinction throughout range.

A preliminary list of GI and G2 communi-
ties was compiled by each of the Nature

Conservancy's science regions (Table 2)

through a detailed evaluation of all rare state

types reported by the state heritage programs in

each region. Each rare state type was reclassi-

fied to conform to the classification and nomen-
clature standards of the national framework.

Rare communities that cross regional bound-

aries were identified and re-classified as neces-

sary to produce the national list of GI and G2
communities.

East
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Figure. Rare terrestrial communi-
ties by region and physiognomic
class. Numbers in parentheses
refer to number of community
types.

these habitats for land conversion or due to

association with naturally rare habitats.

Southeastern Region

The rare communities occurring in the

southeastern region account for about \89c of

the nationally listed types (Patterson et al.

1994). This region is dominated by forest, and

numerous diverse and intact rare forest associa-

tions remain. Most of the rare types fall within

the forest class, followed by the herbaceous and

woodland classes (Figure). The communities
within the herbaceous class remain poorly
defmed throughout this region, but this class

still represents a large portion of the rare types.
We believe that the total number of types and

the number of rare types within the herbaceous

class will increase as additional information

becomes available. Fire suppression has threat-

ened many of the woodland types, and the actu-

al number of rare woodland types is also pre-
sumed higher than now reported.

Midwestern Region

About 19% of the communities in the list of

nationally rare communities occur in the mid-

western region (Ambrose el al. 1994). Although
the proportion of rare community types in this

region is relatively small because of the histori-

cally coarse level of classification for this

region, the magnitude of land conversion to

agricultural production is staggering. The
herbaceous class accounts for 40% of the rare

types in the midwestern region, and the wood-
land and sparse woodland types make up anoth-

er 38% (Figure). The rare herbaceous types
reflect the remnant patches of the once-exten-

sive prairie province. The woodland and sparse
woodland communities have been heavily
affected by the disruption of historical fire

regimes and agricultural development.

Western Region

Most rare and threatened types identified in

the national list of rare communities (about

56%) occur in the western region (Reid et al.

1994). This reflects the region's rich base of

ecological and biological data and the consis-

tent application of a detailed level of communi-

ty classification, as well as a high level of nat-

ural diversity in this large region. Most rare

types in the western region occur within the for-

est class, followed by the woodland, herba-

ceous, and shrubland clas.ses (Figure). Fire sup-

pression as a widespread forest-management

practice over many decades has pushed many
forest types to this status of rarity. Flood-control

and water-diversion projects have similarly
affected many of the forest and woodland ripar-
ian types. The rarity of the herbaceous commu-
nities across the western region is reported to be

primarily the result of overgrazing and, to a

lesser degree, direct agricultural conversion.

No regions reported rare communities in the

nonvascular class and few were documented
within the dwarf shrubland, sparse dwarf shrub-

land, and sparsely vegetated class. This result

may not reflect the actual status of rare commu-
nities in these classes throughout the United

States but rather the shortage of available infor-

mation.

Knowledge Gaps

The rare communities for several states are

not documented at this time. This does not mean
there are no rare communities in those states but

instead indicates the lack of available informa-

tion. These knowledge gaps were documented

during the listing of rare communities.

Information gaps at the state level included

incomplete or overiy coarse classifications, lack

of conservation ranks, and the lack of time and

support for field verification. Those states where

significant work remains are listed in Table 3.

Many communities recognized as rare still

require additional work to complete their classi-

fication, ranking, and description process. The

number of communities in this group presently

totals 482.

Limitations

The number of rare communities varies

among regions, reflecting unevenness in the

quantity and quality of community information

among the regions, along with varying levels of

classification development and subtle differ-

ences in procedures for conservation ranking.
To some extent, the regional variation also

reflects the actual differences in ecological and

biological diversity, the results of landscape

fragmentation, and land-cover conversion.

While rarity of ecological communities is

critical information for biodiversity conserva-

tion and management, appropriate protection
and management activities should be deter-

mined for each individual rare community.
Communities assigned a rank of Gl or G2 are

very rare and occur generally within a restricted

range of environmental conditions. The.se ranks

do not reflect why a particular community is

rare: such analysis, however, is fundamental to

setting guidelines for protection and long-term

management.
Some communities are naturally rare

because of their association with an uncommon
habitat. For example, the rarity of the inland salt

marsh association (Scirpiis maritimus-Athplex

potula-Eleocharis parvuhi herbaceous vegeta-

tion) has been documented, but the community
is not noticeably rarer than it was 100 years ago.
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This kind of coiiinuinity occurs on saturated

saline mud Hats associated with rare inland salt

springs in Illinois, Michigan, and New York

(Ambrose et al. 1994; Anderson et al. 1994).

The environmental characteristics that support

this biological association have similarly

restricted the use of this habitat for agricultural

production and most other types of land conver-

sion, although some communities have been

degraded by salt-extraction operations. Though
this community is unlikely to disappear because

of human-induced disturbance, individual com-

munities should be protected from degradation
due to incompatible land use.

In contrast, the mesic tall-grass prairie asso-

ciation (Andropogon geraidii-Sorghastruin

nutans-Spowholus heterolepis [Liatnis spp.
-

Silphium kiciniatum] herbaceous vegetation) in

the Midwest was common a century ago but is

very rare today. The existing occurrences of this

association type represent remnants of a com-

munity whose acreage has rapidly declined

because of the value of its habitat for agricul-

tural production (Ambrose et al. 1994). It has

also suffered from the large-scale alteration of

historical fire regimes. Rare communities such

as this are quite threatened and require immedi-

ate protection and management.

Future

The list of nationally rare communities will

help ensure their recognition and set priorities

for their protection, an important step for con-

servation. Even if the list of rare communities

were complete, however, it would still be insuf-

ficient to conserve and manage biological diver-

sity. A comprehensive national conservation

strategy for all communities, including common
ones, is necessary to protect and manage the full

spectrum of biological diversity and ecological

systems.
The development of a standard community

classification system has dramatically increased

our capability to make better informed conser-

vation and ecosystem management decisions at

multiple geographic scales. The synthesis of

existing community data on nationally rare

types has identified the strengths and weakness-

es of the existing information base, infomiation

that will help us decide how to accumulate and

analyze data to fill critical gaps in our knowledge.
The acquisition and management of the eco-

logical and biological data needed to complete

Table 3. Knowledgf gaps lelaled lo .slate communlly classification, lanlving. and niventory.

State classification not

completed
No state ranks Coarse state classification Limited inventory

(Maryland

Rtiode Island

South Dakota

West Virginia

California
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Fires
ignited by people or through natural

causes have interacted over evolutionary
time with ecosystems, exerting a significant

intluence on numerous ecosystem functions

(Pyne 1982). Fire recycles nutrients, reduces

biomass. inlluences insect and disease popula-

tions, and is the principal change agent affecting

vegetative structure, composition, and biologi-

cal diversity. As humans alter fire frequency and

intensity, many plant and animal communities

are experiencing a loss of species diversity, site

degradation, and increases in the size and sever-

ity of wildfires. This article examines the role

fire plays in the ecological process around

which most North American ecosystems
evolved.

The five plant communities selected for

study were the sagebrush steppe, juniper wood-

lands, ponderosa pine forest, lodgepole pine

forest, and the southern pineland (Fig. I ). Status

and trends of altered fire regimes in fire-adapt-

ed ecosystems highlight the role that fire plays

in wildland stewardship. Fire regimes are con-

sidered as the total pattern of tires over time that

is characteristic of a region or ecosystem

(Kilgore and Heinselman 1990).

Sagebrush-grass Plant

Communities

Greater frequency of fire has seriously

affected the sagebrush steppe during the last 50

years (Table). One such community, the semi-

arid intermounlain sagebrush (Artemisia

species) steppe, encompasses about 45 million

ha (112 million acres). After repeated fires, non-

native European annual grasses such as cheat-

grass (Bromiis tectonim) and medusahead

[Tacniatherum capiit-mediisae) now dominate

the sagebrush steppe (West and Hassan 1985). It

is unclear whether cheatgrass invasion, heavy

grazing pressure, or shorter fire return intervals

initiated the replacement of perennial grasses

and shrubs by the non-native annual grasses. It

is clear, however, that wildfires aid in replacing

native grasses with cheatgrass, as well as caus-

ing the loss of the native shrub component
(Whisenant 1990). Inventories show that cheat-

grass is dominant on about 6.8 million ha (17

million acres) of the sagebrush steppe and that

it could expand into an additional 25 million ha

(62 million acres) in the sagebrush steppe and

the Great Basin sagebrush type (Reliant and

Hall 1994).

Juniper woodlands

I Lodgepole pine

Fig. 1. Range of: a —sagebru.sti

steppe; b — juniper woodiands;
c — ponderosa pine; d — iodge-

pole pine; and e — soutfiem

pineland communities in ttie

United States.
I Ponderosa pine
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Table. Increase In the number of vvildfues and area

burned on sagebrush sleppe in Idaho (dala from the

Bureau of Land Manasenient. Idaho State Office. Boise)
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recognize how society influences fire as an eco-

logical process. In addition, managers must uni-

formly use information on fire history and fire

effects to sustain the health of ecosystems that

are both fire-adapted and fire-dependent.

Managers must balance the suppression pro-

gram with a program of prescribed fire applied

on a landscape scale if we are to meet our stew-

ardship responsibilities.
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National Parks
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Indiana Dunes

National Lakeshore

Fig. 1. Four national park units

studied.

Natural
ecosystems are always changing, but

recent changes in the United States have

been startlingly rapid, driven by 200 years of

disturbances accompanying settlement by an

industrialized society. Logging, grazing, land

clearing, increased or decreased frequency of

fire, hunting of predators, and other changes
have affected even the most remote comers of

the continent. Recent trends can be better

understood by comparisons with more natural

past trends of change, which can be recon-

structed from fossil records. Conditions before

widespread impacts in a region are termed "pre-

settlement"; conditions after the impacts are

"postsettlement."
Fossil plant materials from the last few thou-

sand years are used to study past changes in

many natural areas. Pollen buried in wetlands,

for example, can reveal past changes in vegeta-

fion (Faegri and Iversen 1989), and larger fossil

plant parts can be studied in deserts where the

fossilized plant collections of packrats, called

packrat middens, have been preserved

(Betancourt et al, 1990).

This article summarizes the rates of vegeta-

tion change in four national park areas over the

last 5,000 years as reconstructed from fossil

pollen and packrat middens. These four national

park areas from different ecological regions (Fig.

1 ) demonstrate the flexibility of these paleoeco-

logical techniques and display similar results.

Northern Indiana Prairie

A 4,500-year history of vegetation change
was collected from Howes Prairie Marsh, a

small marsh surrounded by prairie and oak

savanna in the Indiana Dunes National

Lakeshore near the southern tip of Lake

Michigan. Only 40 km (25 mi) from Chicago,
this area has been affected by numerous impacts

from settlements but still supports comparably

pristine tall-grass prairie vegetation as well as

the endangered Karner blue butterfly
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Coring a small pond at Pictured Rocks National

Lakeshore.

{Lycaeides melissa samiielis). Although this site

has experienced more disturbances than any of

the others described here, it is a most valuable

site because of its many species (Wilhelm 1990)

and its tall-grass prairie vegetation that has been

nearly eliminated elsewhere.

The many historical impacts to this area

make it a good source for studying past

changes. Past amounts of pollen from the pri-

mary plant taxa are illustrated in Fig. 2. Many
changes occurred before settlement, but more

rapid changes occurred in the last 140 years.

Past rates of change in vegetation can be

measured by summing the relative change in

each plant type between successive samples and

then dividing by the number of years between

samples. The technique is similar to that used

by Jacobson and Grimm (1986).

Although these changes had been occurring

throughout the last 4.500 years, the postsettle-

l^xpcnmcntal prairie fire at Indiana Dunes National

Lakeshore.

ment rates of change are at least 10 times

greater than the presettlement rates of change

(Fig. 3a). The rates of change have been declin-

ing over the last 50 years, but are still far greater
than the presettlement rates of change.

Northern Michigan Forest

A similar analysis was carried out on pollen
from a sinall bog (unofficial name: 12-Mile

Bog) surrounded by pine forest along the south-

em shore of Lake Superior (Fig. 3b). This site,

within Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, was
more severely affected by logging and slash

burning in the 1890"s than by the periodic wild-

fires that characterized this forest earlier, but it

has been protected for the last 80 years. The

magnitude of change caused by the crude log-

ging and slash burning of the logging era was
far greater than any recorded during the 2.500

years since Lake Superior receded to create the

forest of white and red pine iPlmis strobiis and

P. resinosa).

As in the Indiana Dunes, rates of change
have declined during the last 60 years, and the

forest is now very similar to the forest of 2,000

years ago. Thus, although the area is still chang-

ing at a rate far above normal, it has begun to

recover through protection.

1,000

•2,000 'S.

3,000

4,000

20 40 60

Pine

20 40 60 20 20 40 20 40 20 20 20 20 40 20 40 1,000 200

Oak Maple Hickory Aspen Walnut Birch Beech Grasses Ragweed Charcoal Fly ash

Pollen (%)

Fig. 2. Selected ta.\a of fossil

pollen recorded from Howes
Praine in the Indiana Dunes. The

percentage of total pollen repre-

senting each plant is graphed

along a vertical time axis. The

dotted line shows the sedimentary
horizon representing settlement of

the region (about A.D. 1850).

Major changes indicated by let-

ters: A — decline in pine and

increases in oak and grasses due

to plant succession and climate

change; B — decline in pine due

to logging of white pine in mid-

1800's; C — increase in ragweed
from cleared farm fields and

increase in fly ash from the devel-

opment of the steel industry in

Gary. IN (22 km away) in the late

1800's (Cole et al. 1990); D —
increase in charcoal particles as

steam railroads ignite nearby
drained wetlands and subsequent
decline in charcoal as steam

power ends and wildfires are con-

trolled; and E — decline in oak as

frequent fires top-kill mature trees

followed by increase in oak as

periodic prairie fires are extin-

guished.
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Forests logged and burned .

Fig. 3a. Rates of change rrom a

tall-grass prairie and oak savanna

in the Indiana Dunes. IN. based on

pollen from tree species.

Fig. 3b. Rates of change from a

boreal pme torest at Pictured

Rocks. MI. based on pollen from

tree species.

Fig. 3c. Rates of change from

coastal sage scrub on Santa Rosa

Island. CA, based on pollen from

an estuary.
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California Coastal Sage Scrub

Fossil pollen was analyzed fiom an estuary

on Santa Rosa Island oft" the coast of southern

California (Cole and Liu 1994). The semi-arid

landscape around the estuary is covered with

coastal sage scrub, chapairal. and grassland.

This site, within Channel Islands National Park,

is one of the least affected areas in this region of

rapidly expanding urbanization, although the

island's native plants and animals were not well

adapted to withstand the grazing of the large

animals introduced with the ranching era of the

1800's. This island, which had no native large

herbi\'ores. became populated with thousands of

sheep, cattle, horses, goats, pigs. deer, and elk.

The National Park Service is removing many of

the large herbi\ ores, although most of the island

remains an active cattle ranch.

All pollen types from 33 samples spread

over the last 4,600 years were analyzed. The

rates of change in the pollen were similar to

those observed from the other sites (Fi2. 3c).

Large grazing

animals introduced

Santa Rosa Island, CA
Channel Islands National Park

Abalone Rocks Marsh

2000 B.C. 1000 B.C. A.D. 1000

Southern Utah Desert

Because fossil pollen is usually preserved in

accumulating sediments of wetlands, different

paleoecological techniques are necessary in arid

areas. In western North America, fossil deposits

left by packrats (Neotoimi spp.) have proven a

useful source of paleoecological data

(Betancourt et al. 1990). Past desert vegetation

can be reconstmcted by analyzing bits of leaves,

twigs, and seeds collected by these small

rodents and incorporated into debris piles in

rock shelters or caves. These debris piles can be

collected, analyzed, and radiocarbon dated.

The vegetation history of a remote portion of

Capitol Reef National Park (Hartnett Draw) was

reconstructed through the analysis of eight

packrat middens ranging in age from to 5.450

years (Cole 1995). The vegetation remained

fairly stable throughout this period until the last

few hundred years. The most recent deposits

contain many plants associated with overgrazed
areas such as whitebark rabbitbrush

(Ch)-ysothamiuis visidiflorus), snakeweed

{Giitterezia sawthrae), and greasewood
{Sairohatus vcnniciilatiis), which were not

recorded at the site before settlement.

Conversely, other plants that are extremely

palatable to grazing animals were present

throughout the last 5.450 years, only to disap-

pear since settlement. Plant species preferred by

sheep and cattle, such as winterfat (Cenitoides

hmala) and rice grass (Stipa hymenoides). dis-

appeared entirely, while many other palatable

plant species declined in abundance after 5,000

years of comparative stability.

The past rates of vegetation change for this

site were calculated in a manner similar to the

fossil pollen records (Fig. 3d). Although the rate

of change calculation is less precise than the

fossil pollen records because there were fewer

samples, the results show a similar pattern. The

rate of vegetation change is highest between the

two most recent records.

Although this area is still grazed by cattle

today through grazing leases to private ranchers

from the National Park Service, much of the

0.4

Large grazing

animals introduced

Capitol Reef National Park. UT

Hartnet Draw

~ 0.2

'I'M''
1000 BC AD 1000

Year

Year

Fig. 3d. Rates of change from desert vegetation at Capitol

Reef, UT, based on plant fossils in packrat middens.
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severe damage was probably done by intensive

sheep grazing during the late ISOO's when the

entire region was negatively affected by open-
land sheep ranching. We cannot yet demonstrate

whether the grazing effects are continuing or if

the site is improving, although reinvasion of

palatable species is unlikely in the face of even

light grazing. Severe overgrazing is required to

eliminate abundant palatable species, but once

they are eliminated. e\en light grazing can pre-

vent their restoration.

Implications

Wise land management decisions are more

likely to be made if land managers understand a

site and are able to place the status quo into a

historical perspective. Because most of the

damage to these four sites occurred before the

20th century, land managers might not even be

aware of the tremendous changes that have

occurred were it not for these fossil records.

Since the ultimate goal for the management of

many areas is to mitigate settlement impacts
and return the land to its presettlement status,

detailed knowledge of the effects of settlement

is imperative.

In all study areas, postsettlement rates of

change were at least 10 times higher than the

presettlement rates of change. Thus, the changes
now being observed in even remote natural

ecosystems are unlike former natural changes.
Some areas are continuing to change at rapid

rates, while other areas, which have not been

disturbed as recently, are stabilizing. The climat-

ic warming projected for the next 50 years may
exacerbate these ongoing changes, but will be

only one of many variables operating in the

unplanned redesign of our natural ecosystems.
Land managers need to understand the nature

and severity of the effects of settlement to return

the land to its presettlement condition.
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Air
pollution poses a threat to forest

ecosystems in several regions of North

America. Although there are isolated

impacts downwind from point sources such

as industrial operations, the major impacts
are from regional-scale exposure to ambient

ozone and acid precipitation. Acidic deposi-

tion (including sulfur and nitrogen deposi-

tion) is fairly high in the northeastern United

States and southeastern Canada, although

symptomatic injury and changes in forest

growth have not been clearly linked to a par-

ticular pollutant. Recent evidence, however,

indicates that long-term inputs of acid pre-

cipitation may be altering the chemical equi-

librium of some soils, which could result in

a nutritional imbalance in trees.

Elevated levels of ozone have resulted in

stress in several forest ecosystems of North

America: ( 1 ) those adjacent to Mexico City

(extensive mortality and reduced growth):

Air Pollution Effects on
Forest Ecosystems in

North America

by
David L. Peterson

National Biological Service

(2) those in mountains of the Los Angeles
Basin in California (mortality and growth
reductions); (3) those in the central and

southern Sierra Nevada (some reduced

growth and widespread symptomatic

injury); (4) those in the Rincon Mountains of

Arizona (some symptomatic injury); and (5)

those in the Great Smoky Mountains (some

symptomatic injury).

Recent growth reductions and changes in

forest health have been reported for several

locations in North America although the role

of air pollution in these "declines" must be

evaluated in the context of a stress complex
that includes climate, stand dynamics, and

site factors. Although some lichens are

known to be sensitive to air pollution, there

is relatively little information on the effects

of air pollutants on forest species other than

trees. Only if monitoring programs are

implemented soon will it be possible to

detect how long-term pollutant deposition

affects forest health and productivity.
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National Biological Service

Cooperative Park Studies Unit

University of Washington
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Seattle. WA 98195
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The
National Park Service (NPS) Organic

Act and the federal Clean Air Act

require the NPS to protect the natural

resources of the lands it manages from the

adverse effects of air pollution. The NPS
established a program to measure ozone—
the air pollutant that is most widespread and

injurious to human health and vegetation
—

at more than 40 monitoring sites within the

National Park System.
NPS sites in southern and central

California, the Great Lakes region, and the

northeast and east-central United States gen-

erally record the highest ozone concentra-

tions in the NPS network. Ozone levels

exhibit strong seasonal and diurnal temporal
trends, and year-to-year variation may be

significant (Figure).

The 1987-91 NPS trend in maximum
ozone concentrations closely resembles the

corresponding trend for the entire nation.

The National Biological Service (NBS)
National Air Quality Research Program

sponsors surveys to document ozone injury

to vegetation. Current monitoring concen-

trates on sensitive indicator plants, including

hardwoods and some herbaceous plants in

the eastern United Stales and conifers in the

West. Controlled fumigation studies have

confinned that elevated ambient ozone lev-

els can cause decreased growth rate,

decreased biomass. and premature defolia-

tion in sensitive species such as black cherry

Air Quality in the

National Park System

by

Bruce Nash

Kathy Tonnessen

National Biological Service

David Joseph

Miguel Flores

National Park Service

(Prunits semtina), American sycamore
{Pkitiinus occidentcdis), yellow-poplar
{Liriodendron lidipifera). and ponderosa

pine {Piiuis ponderosa).
Acid deposition is a regional pollutant

monitored at 30 NPS units as part of the

National Atmospheric Deposition Program
(NADP). Ten years of wet deposition (e.g.,

pollutants that may come down in rain or

snow) data permit researchers to estimate

loading of nitrate, sulfate, and hydrogen ions

to sensitive ecosystems. NADP data show

that the NPS units with the greatest acid

loading are in the eastern United States, with

Acadia, Cape Cod, Shenandoah, and Great

Smoky Mountains national parks showing

annual average wet deposition pH values of

4.4-4.6. These values do not reflect the con-

tributions of cloudwater, fogwater, and dry

deposition (e.g., particles and gases) to the

total loading of acids, nitrogen, and sulfate

to ecosystems that are sensitive to acidic

inputs. NADP samplers do not measure

snow efficiently and do not account for the

effect of snownielt pulses on sensitive alpine

lakes and streams in the spring at high-ele-

vation sites in the Sierra Nevada, the

Cascades, and the Rocky Mountains.

Research at Shenandoah National Park has

shown that deposition-driven episodes in

streams can result in pH levels low enough
to affect native fish species.

Any assessment of ecosystem health

must consider the composition of the atmos-

phere and its interactions with the biological

and physical components of the ecosystem
under investigation. Although we have some

understanding of the biological effects of air

pollution, more studies are necessary to

ensure the protection of our natural

resources.

For further information:
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National Biological Service-AIR

National Air Quality Research Program
PO Box 25287

Denver, CO 80225
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Figure. Highest daily 1-h ozone concentration per month.

Whitebark
Pine:

Ecosystem in

Peril

by

Katherine C. Kendall

National Biological Service

Whitebark
pine (Pimis albicaidis) is well-

suited to harsh conditions and populates

high-elevation forests in the northern Rocky
Mountain, North Cascade, and Sierra Nevada

ranges (Fig. la). Whitebark pine seeds are

unusually large, highly nutritious, and are a

preferred food for grizzly bears {Ursiis arctos)

and many other animals (Kendall and Amo
1990). These pine trees (Fig. 2) are adapted to

cold, dry sites and pioneer bums and other dis-

turbed areas. At timberline, they grow under

conditions tolerated by no other tree species,

thus playing an important role in snow accu-

mulation and persistence. Because few roads

occur in whitebark pine ecosystems and

because the tree's wood is of little commercial

interest, information on the drastic decline of

this picturesque tree has only recently

emerged.

Threats

Whitebark pine is threatened by an intro-

duced disease and fire suppression. In its
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northern range, many whitebark pine stands

have declined by more than QO'/r (Fig. la). The

most serious threat to the tree is from white pine

blister rust (Cromiriiwn ribicola). a non-native

fungus that has defied control. Fewer than one

whitebark pine tree in 10.000 is rust-resistant.

Mortality has been rapid in areas like western

Montana, where 42'/f of whitebark pine trees

have died from the disease in the last 20 years;

89% of the remaining trees are infected with

rust (Fig. 3; Keane and Amo 1993). Although
drier conditions have slowed the spread of blis-

ter rust in whitebark pine's southern range,

infection rates there are increasing and large

die-offs are eventually expected to occur (Fig.

lb).

Before fire suppression, whitebark pine

stands burned every 50-300 years. Under cur-

rent management, they will bum at 3,000-year
intervals. Without fire, serai whitebark pine

trees are replaced by shade-tolerant conifers and

become more vulnerable to insects and disease.

Repercussions

The alarming loss of whitebark pine has

broad repercussions: mast for wildlife is dimin-

ished and the number of animals the habitat can

support is reduced. Such results hinder gri/zly

bear recovery and may be catastrophic to

Yellowstone grizzlies for whom pine seeds are a

critical food. Predicted changes in whitebark

pine communities include the absence of refor-

estation of harsh sites after disturbance and the

Whitebark pine

Major subalpine corrponent

D Minor component

Isolated occurrence

Whitebark pine mortality

51%- 100% dead

@ 21% -50% dead

no%- 20% dead

Whitebark pine infected with

blister rust

51% -100% infected

D 20% - 50% infected

Infection rate unknown for

rest of range.

Fig. 1. (a) Natural distribution of wtiitebark pine (Arno and HolT 1989: Olgilvie 1990) with

mortality zones. Mortality level is the proportion of trees dead from all causes since presettle-

ment. (b) White pine blister rust infection rates in whitebark pine. Blister rust is present but

infection rates are unknown in Canada and the southern l_Inited States.

lowering of treelines. In addition, stream flow

and timing will be altered as snowpack changes
with vegetation.

Implications

Whitebark pine will be absent as a function-

al community component until rust-resistant

strains evolve. Natural selection could be speed-

ed with a breeding program like that developed

Ki'.;. 2. llr.ildiN whitebark pine stand in Yellowstone

Naliun.Ll I'.uk nut yet affected by the introduced disease

white pine blister rust.

Fig. 3. Dead whitebark pine trees

in Glacier National Park.
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for western white pine (P. monticoUi). which

also suffers from rust. In some areas where

whitehark pine is regenerating, its competitors

should he eliminated. To perpetuate whitebark

pine at a landscape scale, fires must be allowed

to bum in whitebark pine ecosystems.

Isolated populations may become e.xtinct

where mountain pine beetle or other agents kill

remaining resistant trees. To prevent loss ot

genetic diversity, seeds of these pines should be

collected throughout the species" range and

stored as insurance against catastrophic events.

To guide restoration efforts, more information is

needed on whitebark pine"s historical distribu-

tion, trends throughout its range, and rust epi-

demic dynamics.
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Oak Savannas
in Wisconsin

by

Richard A. Henderson

Eric J. Epstein
Wisconsin Department of

Natural Resources

Oak
savanna is a term given to a loosely

defined, yet well-recognized, class of

North American plant communities that were

part of a large transitional complex of commu-

nities between the vast treeless prairies of the

West and the deciduous forests of the East. This

system was driven by frec|uent fires and possi-

bly influenced by large herbivores such as bison

and elk. A wide range of community types was

found within this transitional complex: collec-

tively, they represented a continuum from

prairie to forest. The term "savanna" is general-

ly applied to a small group of related communi-

ty types in the middle portion of this continuum.

Savannas all have a partial canopy of open

grown trees and a varied ground layer of prairie

and forest herbs, grasses, and shrubs, as well as

plants restricted to the light shading and mix of

shade and sun so characteristic of savanna.

Oaks were clearly the dominant trees, and.

hence, the common use of the term oak savan-

na. Definitions of savanna tree cover range from

5% to 80% canopy; however, the lower canopy

covers of 5%-50% or 5%-30<7r are more widely

used criteria. Savanna types range from those

associated with dry. gravelly, or sandy soils:

those on rich, deep soils: and those on poorly

drained, moist soils.

Oak savannas have probably been in North

America for some 20-25 million years (Barry

and Spicer 1987), expanding and contracting

with climatic changes and gaining and losing

species (on a geologic time scale) through evo-

lution and extinction. For the past several thou-

sand years, such savannas have existed as a rel-

atively stable band of varying width and conti-

nuity, from northern Minnesota to central Texas

(Figure).

At the time of European settlement (ca.

1830), oak savanna covered many millions of

hectares. It varied somewhat in species compo-
sition from north to south and east to west, but

Figure. Gross range of presettlement oak savanna in cen-

tral North America (adapted from Nuzzo 1986 and Smeins

and Diamond 1986). The shaded area represents the gen-

eral region in which oak savannas occurred, although this

region was not uniformly savanna. Significant blocks of

nonsavanna vegetation, such as prairie or forest, were also

present within it. Nor was oak savanna totally restricted to

this region. Small, disjunct outliers existed as far east as

Ohio and as far west as the Dakotas.

Structure and functions were probably similar

throughout. In the upper Midwest (Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa. Illinois, Indiana,

and Missouri) there were an estimated 12 mil-

lion ha (29.6 million acres) of oak savanna

(Nuzzo 1986). Wisconsin's portion was 2.9 mil-

lion ha (7.3 million acres: Curtis 1959). As the

Midwest's rich soils were used for agriculture

and fire was suppressed, this ecosystem all but

disappeared from the landscape throughout its

range. Today, oak savanna is a globally endan-

gered ecosystem.

Status

In the early to mid- 19th century, the oak

savanna ecosystem was thoroughly fragmented

and nearly totally destroyed throughout its

range. Most of its acreage suffered from clear-

ing and plowing, overgrazing, or invasion by

dense shmb and tree growth caused by lack of

fire, lack of grazing, or btith. Consequently, oak
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savanna now shares equal billing with tall-grass

prairie as the must threatened plant eonimuni-

ties in the Midwest and among the most threat-

ened in the world. Only a little more than 200 ha

(300 acres) of intact examples of oak savanna

vegetation are listed in the Wisconsin State

Natural Heritage Inventory, or less than 0.0001

(0.01%) of the oiiginal 2.9 million ha (7.3 mil-

hon acres)—a fate repeated throughout this

community's entire range (Johnson 1986;

Smeins and Diamond 1986). A tallying of

known oak savanna sites in the upper Midwest

(Missouri northward) in 1985 (Nuzzo 1986)

listed only 133 sites totaling 2,600 ha (6,420

acres), or only 0.0002 (0.027f ) of the estimated

presettlement extent of the community. Most of

what remains are dry and wet savanna types.

Richer, more productive soil savanna is now

nearly nonexistent.

Fortunately, most of the biota that was asso-

ciated with savanna, especially the vertebrates,

have either adapted to the changed landscape or

have managed to survive in suboptimal habitat

(e.g., the fringes of other less devastated com-

munities, such as oak forests). This situation is

precarious for many species, however, and their

long-term future is doubtful. Vertebrates have

been successful because major elements of the

savanna structure are still well represented in

various edge habitats, including wooded pas-

tures, lawns, and woodlots. The fact that the

plant species may be different in surrogate

savannas has not affected savanna vertebrate

species for the most part.

Oak savanna vegetation has not fared as

well. Many species that were probably savanna

specialists are now uncommon and are found

only in the fringes and openings of oak woods,

brushy areas, and lightly grazed pastures. A few

examples are giant false-foxglove (Aitreolarici

grcmdiflora), yellow pimpernel (Taenidia inte-

gerhina), pale Indian-plantain (Cacalia utripli-

cifolia). New Jersey tea {Ceanothiis anieri-

canus). sessile-leaved eupatorium {Eupatonum

sessilifolium), and white death-camas

(Zigademts elegans). Two likely savanna spe-

cialists, purple milkweed {Astlepias purpitms-

cens) and wild hyacinth {Cainassia scilloides),

are now listed as endangered in Wisconsin.

Three others—kitten-tails (Besseya biillii).

cream gentian (Gentiana alba), and Virginia

lespedeza {Lespedeza virginica)
—are listed as

threatened.

Most bird species found in Wisconsin savan-

nas are still doing well today (e.g., American

robin [Tiirdus migratorius]. indigo bunting

[Pusserina cyanea]. and brown thrasher

[Toxostoma riifuiu]). Only one oak

savanna/woodland bird, the passenger pigeon

(Ecopistes migratorius), has become extinct,

and another, the wild turkey (Meleagris gal-

lopavo). was extiipated but is now restored;

however, both of these were lost because of

unregulated hunting and not because of habitat

loss.

Recently, however, a number of savanna

birds have not thrived or have begun to decline

throughout their range, including the northern

nicker (Colapics auratits). red-headed wood-

pecker (Meiaiwrpes eiytlinicephaliis). vesper

sparrow {Pooi'cetes gramiucus), northern bob-

white {Colinii.s virgiiiianiis). warbling vireo

{Vireo gilriis). and field sparrow iSpizella piisil-

la). The orchard oriole {Icterus spurius) and

yellow-breasted chat {Icteria vireiis) are on

Wisconsin's list of special concern. The logger-

head shrike (Laniiis iudoviciaiuis) and bam owl

{Tyto alba) are on Wisconsin's endangered

species list, and Bell's vireo ( Vireo bellii) is now

on Wisconsin's threatened species list (D.W.

Sample and M.J. Mossman, Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources, personal

communication, 1994). Although loss of habitat

has not been the cause of decline in all these

species, it certainly is affecting many of them.

The abandonment and loss of savanna/woodlot

pastures in the past few decades may be playing

a role in some of the recent declines of savanna

bird species.

Most amphibian and reptile species that

were closely associated with the historic oak

savanna in Wisconsin are doing at least moder-

ately well today, although two reptiles associat-

ed with savanna habitat are on the Wisconsin

list of endangered species and are suffering

from habitat loss: the western slender glass

lizard (Opliisaurus atteuuatus) and the eastern

massasauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus).

The eastern massasauga is also under consider-

ation for federal listing.

Our knowledge of oak savanna invertebrates

is limited; we know little about what species

were characteristic or restricted to oak savanna.

Oak savanna.
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let alone their current status. Some reliable sta-

tus information does exist for savanna

Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies), however;

of this group, the Karner blue butterfly

(Lycaeides melissa sanmclis) is listed as feder-

ally endangered while phlox flower moths

iScliinia imlkma) and tawny crescent butterflies

(Phyciodes batesii) are under consideration for

federal listing. The frosted elfin butterfly

iliicisalia ini.s) is listed as threatened in

Wisconsin, and four savanna skippers (Eiynnl.s

persius, Hesperia leonanhis. H. meteci. and

Atrytonopsis hianiui) and the buck moth

{Hemileitca maia) are considered rare in the

state. Other globally rare insects thought to have

been part of the oak savanna ecosystem include

the federally listed American burying beetle

(Nicrophonis amehcamis) and the red-tailed

leafliopper [Aflexia ndvauum). which is under

consideration for federal listing.

Threats

Threats to the future survival of oak savanna

throughout its range can be summarized into

four categories. The first, loss of recovery

opportunities, can be attributed to accelerating

succession to tree and shrub species that pro-

duce dense shade; a lack of recruitment and

eventual death of long-lived plants surviving

now only in suboptimal habitat; changes in pas-

turing practices through either increasing or

decreasing grazing pressure; and an increasing

rate of rural home building in key savanna

areas. The second threat is lack of understand-

ing about the community by the public, profes-

sional resource managers, and scientists.

Resistance to the use of prescribed fire, espe-

cially in wooded areas, and lack of understand-

ing about the importance of fire in maintaining

biodiversity are the third threat; invasion by

aggressive non-natives (i.e., honeysuckle, buck-

thorn, and reed canary grass) is the fourth.

Recovery Potential

In the absence of active management, the

future of oak savanna looks bleak in Wisconsin

and throughout its entire range. The increasing
abandonment of lightly to moderately grazed
wooded pastures and the accelerating succes-

sion of oak woodlots toward heavy shade-pro-

ducing trees and shrubs are likely to lead to the

further decline and possible loss of much of the

remaining savanna flora and fauna, including
eventual declines of the oaks themselves.

If oak savanna habitats are actively man-

aged, however, their recovery potential in

Wisconsin and throughout their range is sub-

stantial (Holtz 1985; Bronny 1989; R.A.

Henderson, Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources, unpublished data). Many degraded
sites in the dry and wet ends of the spectrum can

be recovered with relative ease. Mesic, richer

soil savannas will take more time and work, but

recovery is still feasible. The native species that

formerly inhabited oak savannas can be reintro-

duced with a reasonable amount of effort

(Packard 1988), but the options available are

quickly decreasing.

In Wisconsin alone, hundreds if not thou-

sands of hectares of overgrown but still retriev-

able oak savanna exist on public lands and thou-

sands more on private lands. Although
Wisconsin may be above average in potential

for savanna recovery, similar situations exist in

other states. Much of this land, especially low

productivity sites, could be restored within a

few decades simply by thinning trees, brushing,

and burning. Well-drained, rich soil sites, how-

ever, will require more work and time to restore.

Some plant reintroductions may be necessary,

but much can be accomplished with fire alone.

Light grazing may also have potential as a

savanna management tool.
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Overview
Aquatic ecosystems have

been especially subjected

to the environmental degradation that has

occuned over the last century in this country.

Nearly every activity that occurs on land ulti-

mately affects the receiving waters in that

drainage. Whether it's pesticides and herbicides

applied to crops, silt washed away because of

vegetation removal, or even atmospheric depo-

sition, aquatic ecosystems are a product of all

local disturbances regardless of where they

occur. In addition, waterways have been used

for numerous activities other than providing

habitat to aquatic organisms. They have been

altered for transportation, diverted for agricul-

tural and municipal needs, dammed for energy.

boiTOwed as an industrial coolant, and straight-

ened for convenience. These abuses have taken

their toll as evidenced by worldwide declines in

fisheries, monumental floods, an ever-growing

list of endangered aquatic species, and commu-
nities trying to deal with fmite water supplies.

The traits that make aquatic ecosystems par-

ticularly vulnerable also make them useful for

monitoring environmental quality. Water serves

to integrate these impacts by distributing them

among the elements within aquatic ecosystems.

Although dilution is occurring, subtle changes
can be detected in habitats or organisms over a

much larger area that may be the result of a sin-

gle point source. A clean aquatic ecosystem
with a healthy biological community will be

indicative of the condition of the terrestrial

habitat in the watershed, whereas the reverse

may not necessarily be true.

This section features accounts of the alter-

ations of aquatic habitats and their impacts on

the biota. Evidence is presented documenting
habitat destroyed by dams or channelization

(see this section, Bogan et al.; Wlosinski et al;

and Wiener et al.), contaminants affecting

organism health {see Hesselberg and Gannon:

Lerczak and Sparks), wetlands affected by

water-level control {see Wilcox and Meeker),

reduced water quality {see Charles and

Kociolek), and introductions of exotic species

(see Hansen and Peck; Wiener et al.). These

kinds of changes have caused declining biodi-

versity in many groups of aquatic species rang-

ing from freshwater mussels to waterfowl.

Some encouraging trends are emerging.

Persistent organic contaminants in the Great

Lakes have declined {see Hesselberg and

Gannon), and marginal water-quality improve-

ment has been accompanied by increased

diversity of the fish community (see Lerczak

and Sparks). Despite these achievements, much

needs to be done to effectively manage and con-

serve aquatic resources. As is evident from the

reports on diatoms (see Charles and Kociolek).

by

Science Editor

Michael J. Mac
National Biological

Service
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Habitat loss on a stretch of the

Mississippi River modified for

navigation (shown here) contrasts

with a diverse complex of habitats

on less developed areas of the

Upper Mississippi River (iff plate

previous page).

algae i,see Moe), and protozoa (see Lipscomb),
little is known of the national trends in their

populations, diversity, or biomass. Our knowl-

edge of these groups is poor even though they

provide basic functions of photosynthesis, pro-
duction, and decomposition critical to the nor-

mal functioning of aquatic ecosystems.
Without increased monitoring, some very

basic attributes of aquatic systems may be

unknowingly lost or severely degraded. Groups
of species that seem insignificant actually are

critical parts of a food web that supports valu-

able commercial and sport species. Subtle

changes such as losses of island habitat and

constant water depth or level may lead to dras-

tic declines in productivity or diversity (see

Wlosinski et al.; Wilcox and Meeker). The loss

of some of these integral pieces of ecosystems

may be impossible to restore. The unsuccessful

attempt to restore self-sustaining lake trout pop-
ulations in the Great Lakes, despite massive

efforts, exemplifies this (see Hansen and Peck).

Habitat

Changes in the

Upper
Mississippi
River

Floodplain

by

Joseph H. Wlosinski

Douglas A. Olseii

Carol Lowenberg

Thomas W. Owens

Jim Rogala

Mark iMiistrup
National Biological Service

The
U.S. Congress recognized the Upper

Mississippi River (UMR) as a nationally

significant ecosystem in 1986. The UMR
extends noithward from the confluence of the

Mississippi and Ohio rivers to the Twin Cities.

Minnesota, a distance of more than 1,360 km
(850 mi). The floodplain (area between the

bluffs) of the UMR includes 854,000 ha

(2,1 l(),()()0 acres) of land and water. The

Mississippi River is a major migration corridor

for waterfowl and provides habitat for more
than 150 fish and 40 freshwater mussel species.

Since 1824 the federal government has

implemented numerous changes on the UMR.
The river was first modified by removing snags
and then sandbars, with changes progressing to

rock excavation, elimination of rapids, closing
of side channels, and the construction of hun-

dreds of wing dams. 27 navigation dams, and

hundreds of kilometers of levees. Reservoirs

formed by the navigation dams are known local-

ly as pools (Fig. 1), which are numbered from

north to south. Construction of the dams (most-

ly during the 1930"s) significantly altered the

northern 1,040 km (650 m) of the UMR (north

of St. Louis, Missouri) by increasing the

amount of open water and marsh areas. Wing
dams and levees have altered aquatic habitats

south of St. Louis (the open river) by reducing

open-water habitats and isolating the river from

much of the floodplain. Most of the changes to

the river ecosystem were either designed for

navigational improvements or to control the

movement of river water. Here we investigate

some of the habitat changes at various levels of

resolution.

Spatial data were analyzed by using a geo-

graphic infonnation system (GIS). Floodplain
areas (bluff to bluff) and systemic land-

cover/land-use data were obtained from Landsat

Thematic Mapper data collected in 1989. Land-

cover/land-use data from 1891 were created

Fig. I. The Upper Mississippi River. Numbers indicate

reservoirs formed by navigation dams and known locally as

pools.
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from gitnind surveys conducted by (he

Mississippi River Commission. Higii-iesoiulion

land-cover/land-use data were created from

1:15.000 (scale) color infrared aerial pho-

tographs taken in 1989. Data for 1891 and 1989

were compared for Pools 4. 5. 8, 13. 26. and for

a 64-km (40-mi) stretch of river, near Cape
Girardeau. Missouri, which is not affected by

navigation dams. Historical aerial photographs
from 1939. 1954, 1967. and 1989 were used to

measure island loss in an area just upriver of the

dam in Pool 8.

Long-term daily data at three stations on the

open-liver portion of the UMR were analyzed

to evaluate changes in the relationship between

discharges and water-surface elevations.

Status and Trends

Comparison of the land-cover/land-use data

between 1891 and 1989 in the dammed poilion

of the UMR showed that open water and marsh

habitats generally increased, mostly at the

expense of grass/forb. woody ten"estrial, and

agricultural classes. For example, the combined

classes of open water and marsh in Pool 8 have

increased from 3.600 ha (8.900 acres) in 1891

to 9.500 ha (23.430 acres) in 1989 (Figs. 2a. b).

Similar increases in these two classes were

found at Pools 5 and 13. In Pools 4 and 26

increases were less significant.

In many pools inundation created an

impounded area with a mosaic of islands, open

water, and marsh, which, in general, increased

aquatic habitat for fish and wildlife. Although
dam construction has benefited aquatic habitat

in many pools, the reservoir aging process has

reduced these benefits, especially in areas just

upriver of dams. For example, island areas have

been steadily eroding upriver of the dam in Pool

8 (Fig. 3). The dam that forms Pool 8 began

operating in 1937. and photographs taken 2

years later showed 253 ha (624 acres) of

islands. By 1989 the island area in the same

location was reduced by 79% to 52 ha (129

acres).

Sedimentation is also a major concern on the

UMR; rates of 1 to 3 cm/yr (0.4-1.2 in/yr) have

been measured (McHenry et al. 1984). Erosion

and sedimentation were both detected in com-

parisons between present elevation data and

surveys before dam construction. Erosion was

more prevalent in shallow areas and sedimenta-

fion more prevalent at greater depths. Erosion

and sedimentation converge at depths of

between 0.9 and 1.5 m (3 to 5 ft). This has

resulted in a more homogeneous distribution of

depth, which is dominated by areas 0.9 to 1 .5 m
(3 to 5 ft) in depth. Similar frequency distribu-

tions of water depth were observed for lower

portions of Pools 8 and 13. Comparison of his-

A

torical and present bottom geometry revealed

the loss of elevational diversity.

In areas of the UMR unaffected by naviga-

tion dams (the 40-mi stretch of river near Cape
Girardeau), there was a 28% reduction in open
water and a 38% reduction in woody and terres-

trial habitat between 1891 and 1989 (Figs. 2c.

d). Agricultural areas increased by 6.360 ha

(15.7(M) acres). The 1.900-ha (4.71()-acre)

reduction of open water can be explained by the

construction of levees and wing dams (also

known as pile dikes). One large side channel

that existed in 1891 was cut off by construction

of a levee, reducing the area of water by 550 ha

( 1 .350 acres). In all. nearly 2,000 km ( 1 ,240 mi )

of levees now isolate more than 400.000 ha

(988.000 acres) from the river during all but the

highest discharge rates.

Wing dams and levees, along with other

changes to the watershed, have also had a major
effect on habitats by changing the relationship

between discharge and water-surface elevations.

Wing dams have narrowed and deepened the

main channel so that water elevations at low

discharges are now lower than they were histor-

ically. Levees restrict flows and result in higher

{sf>k:^^r^! vile -r
/

I I Open water

I I Marsh

I I Grasses/lorbs

I I Woody terrestrial

H Sand/mud

I I Agriculture

I I Urban/developed

Fig. 2. Land-cover/land-use com-

parisons for a portion of Pool 8 in

(a) 1891 and(b) 1989. and the

open river near Cape Girardeau,

Missouri, in (c) 1891 and (d)

1989.
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Fig. .V Island loss that has occurred in Pool 8, in the area just upriver of the dani. since construc-

tion of the lock and dam system.
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water elevations during high discharges. Water-

SLiiface elevations at relatively low discharges
(60.000 cfs) have dropped about 2.4 m (8.0 ft)

over the record 133-year period at St. Louis.

Mis.souri. 0.5 m (1 .5 ft) over the 52-year record

at Chester, Illinois, and 1 .5 ni (5.0 ft) over the

60-year record at Thebes. Illinois. Water-sur-

face elevations at relatively high discharges
(780,000 cfs). however, have risen about 2.7 m

(9 ft) over the record period at St. Louis, 1.5 m
(5.0 ft) at Chester, and 1.1 m (3.6 ft) at Thebes.
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The
Mississippi River is one of the world's

major river systems in size, habitat and biot-

ic diversity, and biotic productivity. The naviga-
ble Upper Mississippi River, extending 1,370

km (850 mi) from St. Anthony Falls

(Minnesota) to the confluence with the Ohio

River, has been impounded by 27 locks and

dams to enhance commercial navigation. The
reach between two consecutive locks and dams
is termed a "pool." The upstream portions of

many pools are similar to the unimpounded
river, whereas the downstream reaches are sim-

ilar to reservoirs.

The Upper Mississippi contains a diverse

array of wetland, open-water, and floodplain
habitats, including extensive national wildlife

and fish refuges. Human activities, though, have

greatly altered this river ecosystem; much of the

watershed is intensively cultivated, and many
tributary streams deliver substantial loads of

nutrients, pesticides, and sediment from fami-

land. Pollutants also enter the river from point
sources.

We examine recent temporal trends in the

abundance of several key groups of organisms
in the Upper Mississippi River and show that

certain flora and fauna have declined along sub-

stantial reaches of the river. Our analysis is spa-

tially constrained by available data to the reach

of river extending from Pool 2 (near

Minneapolis-St. Paul. Minnesota) to Pool 19

(near Keokuk. Iowa).

Information on the abundance of selected

riverine biota was obtained by compiling histor-

ical data and by censusing or sampling.

Bottom-dwelling invertebrates, collectively
termed benthic macroinvertebrates, were exten-

sively studied. Some of these organisms are

important in the diets of fish and wildlife and
are useful as biological indicators of toxic pol-
lution. Data on densities of fingernail clams

(Miisculiiim traiisversiim) from 1973 to 1992

were obtained from regional scientists, pub-
lished literature, and sampling (Wilson et al.

1994) in selected pools (pools are numbered

consecutively from upstream to downstream).
In 1992 benthic macroinvertebrates were

sampled in soft sediments of five reaches of the

Upper Mississippi and one reach of the Illinois

River to estimate densides of fingernail clams

and the burrowing mayfly iHe.xtigenia). In 1975

and 1990, benthic macroinvertebrates were

extensively sampled in five habitats (marsh,

bay, open water, side channel, and dredged side

channel) in Pool 8 of the Upper Mississippi
(near La Crosse, Wisconsin) to examine

changes in abundance, biomass, and communi-

ty structure (Brewer 1992). Data on the unionid

mussel fauna in the river were obtained from the

literature and other sources (Shimek 1921;

Grierand Mueller 1922; Ellis 1931a. b; Dawley
1947; Finke 1966; Coon et al. 1977; Fuller

1978, 1979; Mathiak 1979; Peny 1979; Thiel et

al. 1979; Ecological Analy.sts, Inc. 1981; Thiel

1981; Duncan and Thiel 1983; Holland-Bartels

1990).

Wildcelery plants {Vallisiieria americana)
were sampled each August during 1980-84 and

1989-93 in quadrants along 12 0.8-km (0.5-mi)

transects in Lake Onalaska. a backwater lake in

Pool 7. Numbers of canvasback ducks {Aythya
valisiueria) in Pool 7 duiing fall migration were

determined by aerial surveys. Trends in the

abundance of mink (Mustek) rison) were
assessed by examining indices of mink harvest

per unit of trapping effort (total harvest/total

number of trappers) on the Upper Mississippi
River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge and in

states along the river corridor (Dahlgren 1990).

Status and Trends

Benthic Macroinvertebrates

Densities of fingernail clams declined sig-

nificantly (f < 0.05) in five of eight pools exam-
ined (declines in Pools 2, 5, 7, 9, and 19; Figs.

I and 2) along 700 km (435 mi) of river from

Hastings, Minnesota, to Keokuk, Iowa.

Densities in Pool 19. which had the longest his-

torical record on fingernail clams, averaged
30,000/m- (2,800/ft-) "in 1985 and decreased to

zero in 1990 (Fig. 2). In 1992 densiUes of fin-

gernail clams were still low in sampled areas on

the Upper Mississippi and Illinois rivers, aver-

aging 5-94 individuals/m- (0.5-8.7/ft-). Only
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8% of 721 samplL's taken in 1992 had densities

exceeding 100 llngernail clanis/ni- (9.3/t't-).

Corresponding mean densities of burrowing

mayflies in these areas ranged from 10 to 99/m-

(0.9-9.2/ft-).

Wilson et al. (1994) hypothesized that the

declines in fingernail clams in Pools 2 to 9 were

linked to point-source pollution, and that the

declines in Pool 19 were linked to low-flow

conditions during drought. The causal mecha-
nisms by which low flow influences fingernail

clam abundance may involve unfavorable

changes in the chemistry of sediment pore
water.

In Pool 8. the structure of benthic macroin-

vertebrate communities changed between 1975

and 1990 in all five habitats studied. Standing

crop of the benthos decreased significantly in

both open-water and bay habitats, and diversity
and abundance decreased in open-water habitat

(Brewer 1992). These declines suggest that the

standing crop of invertebrates has decreased

substantially in Pool 8 because open-water
habitat was 45% of the total area of the pool.

The biodiversity of the unionid mussel fauna

in the Upper Mississippi River drainage has

declined from about 50 to 60 species in the

early 1920's to about 30 species in the

mid-1980"s. Many of these species are com-

mercially important; others are threatened or

endangered. Unionid mussels are further imper-
iled by the zebra mussel (Dreissena pohmor-
plui). which recently invaded the Illinois and

Upper Mississippi rivers.

Rooted Aquatic Plants

The abundance of submersed aquatic

plants
—

including wildcelery. which produces a

vegetative tuber important as food for certain

migratory waterfowl—declined along extensive

reaches of the Upper Mississippi River in the

late 1980"s. This decline has been attributed to

changing environmental conditions caused by
the severe midwestem drought of 1988-89. In

Pool 7. the abundance of wildcelery was fairly

stable during 1980-84, but declined greatly after

the dry summer of 1988. In Pools 5 through 9,

more than 4,000 ha ( 10,000 acres) of wildcelery
beds were lost (C.E. Korschgen. Upper
Mississippi Science Center, unpublished data).

Overall, the abundance of wildcelery and many
other submersed plants declined along 600 km
(375 mi) of river from Pool 5 to Pool 19.

Coincidentally, the abundance of the exotic

plant Eurasian watermilfoil (MyriophyUum spi-

catiim) has seemingly increased, particularly in

locations formerly occupied by wildcelery or

other native submersed plants.

Migratory Birds

Millions of migratory birds use the

Mississippi River corridor during fall and

spring migration. The river is critical in the life

cycle of many migratory birds because of its

north-to-south orientation and its nearly con-

tiguous habitat. Diving ducks, swans, pelicans,
and cormorants use the river's open waters.

Dabbling ducks, geese, herons, egrets, terns,

bitterns, rails, and many resident and

Neotropical songbirds use the shallow riverine

wetlands. Bottomland forests support migrating
and nesting songbirds, and nesting raptors,

herons, egrets, and waterfowl.

The primary factor affecting the use of the

river ecosystem by birds is the production of

food by various plants and animals. The number
of birds in riverine habitats decreases rapidly if

preferred food resources are unavailable. The
use of Lake Onalaska (Pool 7) by canvasback

ducks (Ayrhya valisineria). for example,
decreased greatly when the abundances of their

preferred foods, wildcelery and benthic inverte-

brates (Korschgen 1989), declined in the late

I980's (Fig. 3). A gradual increase in foods in

1992 resulted in increased use by canvasbacks

(C.E. Korschgen, unpublished data).

Numbers of other migratory waterfowl have

also decreased along the river corridor, reflect-

ing deterioration of habitat on the breeding

grounds and the river. The decrease in the abun-

dance of fingernail clams has adversely affected

watertowl that feed heavily on the small mol-

lusk, particularly lesser scaup {Aythya affiiiis).

The peak number of lesser scaup on Pool 19

during fall migrations, for example, has

decreased from 300.000-500,000 in the 1970"s

to fewer than 25,000 in 1993.

Mink

The abundance of mink (Miistela visoii) on

the Upper Mississippi River Refuge declined

precipitously during 1959-65, remained low

until about 1970, and then began to slowly
increase to numbers that are now less than half

those of the 1950"s (Dahlgren 1990). In con-

trast, mink populations in the adjoining states of

Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin were relative-

ly stable during this period and did not exhibit

the pattern of decline and pailial recovery seen

in populations on the refuge. These patterns
indicate that some factor unique to the river cor-

ridor, not present in the mostly agricultural

watersheds of the adjoining states, caused the

decline of mink populations on the refuge.
The survival and reproduction of mink are

adversely affected by dietary exposure to small

doses of polychlorinated biphenyls, (PCBs;
Aulerich and Ringer 1977; Wren 1991). The

100

50

50

25

Pool 2
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The
Illinois River is formed by the conflu-

ence of the Des Plaines and Kanisakee

rivers, about 80 km (50 mi) southwest of

Chicago. IlHnois. It then flows 439 km (273 ini)

to join with the Mississippi River about 50 km
(31 mi) northwest of St. Louis, Missouri (Fig.

1 ). The Illinois River has been extensively mod-

ified and degraded by industrial and municipal

pollution for most of this century (Mills et al.

1966). The upper river reaches above the

Starved Rock Dam (Fig. 1 ) became the most

degraded because most of this pollution origi-

nated in the densely populated and heavily
industrialized Chicago metropolitan area. In

fact, by the late 1920"s. the upper river was

thought devoid offish (Thompson 1928), Soon
after this period, as pollution-control effoils

began to have an effect, fish gradually returned.

Changes in the composition of a fish com-

munity in a polluted environment can be a use-

ful index for assessing environmental health

and the effectiveness of pollution control

because different fish species vary in their abil-

ity to tolerate effects of pollution. In 1957 the

Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) initiated

an annual electrofishing survey of the Illinois

River to monitor fish populations. A central pur-

pose of the survey was to relate changes in fish

populations to environmental conditions. This

article summarizes trends in fish populations of

the upper Illinois River as determined from

electrofishing catches from 1959 to 1993.

Status and Trends

Fish sampling was conducted at five stations

in the upper Illinois River and at two stations in

the Des Plaines River (Fig. I ) from late August

through October. Data from these seven fixed

stations were combined for analyses. At each

station, fish were sampled by electrofishing for

1 hr; thus, catches are expressed as number of

Brandon Roads

Dresden

Marseilles

Starved Rock

• Sampling station

/ Lock and dam

Fish

Populations in

the lUinois

River

by

Thomas V. Lerczak

Richard E. Sparks
Illinois Natural History

Sur\'ey

Fig. 1. The Illinois River with

locations of navigation locks and

dams. Locations of the Illinois

Natural History Survey's upper
Illinois Waterway electrofishing

stations are also shown.
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Fig. 2. Number of individual fish

obtained per hour of eieclrofishing

from the upper Illinois Waterway
for fish species identified as pollu-

tion indicators. Dashed lines con-

nect data points for years between

which electrofishing was not con-

ducted.

fish obtained per hour of sampling. Fish were

stunned in an electric field, gathered with a net.

measured, checked for externally visible abnor-

malities (sores, eroded fins, etc.), and returned

to the water. The same methods and similar

equipment have been used for all years of the

survey to allow comparability of data among

years.

Fishes of the family Centrarchidae (e.g..

largemouth bass [Micropterus salmoldes],

bluegill \Lcpoiiiis niacmchiriis]) were treated as

a group to simplify data analysis because they

have very similar habitat requirements and are

generally considered intolerant of polluted con-

ditions. (The green sunfish \Leponus cyaneUiis].

howe\'er, is usually indicative of a stressed envi-

ronment |Karr et al. 1986].) Also, because many
of these fishes are piscivorous, their presence or

absence will have a direct impact on overall fish

community composition. Catches of common

caip iCypriiuis ciirpio) and goldfish (Canissiiis

aiinitus). both non-natives to North America,

and their hydrids were analyzed separately.

These two species are omnivorous habitat gen-

eralists that are tolerant of polluted waters.

Centrarchids

No data

T
Carp

"^

§ 0-

Sediments of the upper Illinois River contain

varying amounts of toxic substances (lEPA

1992). which are thought to contribute to the

incidence of abnormalities on fishes that forage

in sediments while minimally affecting fishes

that forage in the water column. To test this

hypothesis, all fishes were assigned to one of

two groups: benthic species that frequently for-

age in bottom sediments (e.g.. common caip)

and pelagic species that usually inhabit the

water column (e.g.. bluegill).

Substantial changes have occuned in catch

rates from the seven upper Illinois Waterway
stations between 1962 and 1993 (Fig. 2).

Catches of centrarchids have increased (D =

327, P < 0.001 ) since the early I960"s, peaking
at 52/lir in 1983. Catches of centrarchids appear
to have stabilized during the last 5 years (Fig.

2). indicating their populations may have

reached carrying capacity. Catches have

decreased for carp (P < 0.001). goldfish (P <

0.001 ). and caip x goldfish hybrids (f < 0.001 )

since the early I960"s. Carp were able to main-

tain their numbers unfil the mid-1980"s (Fig. 2),

as larger, older individuals probably died off

and smaller, younger individuals were more

vulnerable to predation by piscivores. Catches

of goldfish declined rather precipitously from

1963 to 1966 for an unknown reason before

substantial increases in centrarchids.

Data from 1963 and 1992 were chosen for

more detailed examination, those years being

representative of catches from early and recent

years of the electrofishing survey. In 1963.

goldfish accounted for almost one-third of all

fish collected per hour, followed by carp, emer-

ald shiner (Notwpis atherinoides), and gizzard

shad {Dorosomo cepediamim): together these

four species dominated the catch, accounting

for 95.8% of all individuals collected per hour

(Fig. 3). In 1992. 13 species accounted for

95.4% of all fish collected per hour: emerald

shiners were most abundant followed by cen-

trarchids: carp and goldfish were reduced to a

minor component (Fig. 3). The increase in cen-

trarchids and decrease in carp and goldfish

since the early 1960's (Fig. 2) reflect a more

diverse fish community in recent years (Fig. 3).

For all years when data were collected from

1959 to 1993. the percentages offish with exter-

nal abnormalities were higher on benthic fishes

than on pelagic fishes, suggesting that sedi-

ments may contain significant amounts of con-

taminants. In fact, the lEPA (1992) identified

several locations near our electrofishing stations

on the upper Illinois and Des Plaines rivers as

having sediments that contained elevated levels

of toxicants, including mercury, lead, and

PCBs. Brown et al. (1973) reported, however,

that benthic fishes had a higher frequency of
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tumors than pelagic fishes (\.l'^/c and 1.0%,

respectively) even when collected from a rela-

tively unpolluted Canadian watershed. Both

groups of fishes, though, had higher rates of

tumors in the polluted Fox River of northeastern

Illinois (benthic fishes. 1 .Q'^7c: pelagic fishes,

3.0%) than in the Canadian system (Brown et

al. 1973). Hughes and Gammon (1987) noted

that increasing pollution seems correlated with

an increase in the incidence of abnormalities on

fishes of the Willamette River in Oregon.
Likewise. Tyler and Everett ( 1 993 ) reported that

bottom-dwelling barbel (Barbiis barhus) col-

lected from polluted rivers in England had a

higher incidence of abnormalities than those

collected from a clean river. Therefore, the rela-

tionship between a high incidence of abnormal-

ities on fish and polluted waters has been well

established. On the upper Illinois River, there

was a marginal trend of decreasing incidence of

abnormalities against years for pelagic fishes

since the early l960's (D = 3,156: P < 0.05).

coincident with known improvements in water

quality over the same period (Butts 1987), but

not for benthic fishes ^D = 1,937: P = 0.23).

Conclusions

Emerald shiner

(27.1%)

Carp (287%)

Goldfish (32 0%)

Smallmoulh buffalo (0.6%)

Spottail shiner (1.3%)

Channel catfish (21%)

Bullhead minnow (6.0%)

Sand shiner (10.5%)

Blunlnose minnow (14 9%)

Cenlrarchids (20 9%)
• Green sunlish (10 4%)
•
Bluegili (4 6%)

•
Largemoulh bass (3 0%)

• Smallmouth bass (2.9%)

Other (4,6%)

Gizzard shad (9 3%)

Emerald shiner (24 4%)

Carp (5,3%)

Fig. 3. Composition of catches

(%) for tlie upper Illinois Waterway
for 196.^ and 1992. based on num-

ber of individuals collected per
hour of electrofishina.

1963 1992

Long-term trends of fish populations in the

upper Illinois River reflect improved water

quality in recent years as compared with the

early 1960's. This trend is consistent with data

presented in other studies that showed improved
water quality in the upper Illinois River (Butts

1987; Lerczak et al. 1992). The increased inci-

dence of external abnormalities between bot-

tom-foraging fishes compared with pelagic fish-

es suggests contaminated sediments (Essig

1991: lEPA 1992).

Because recovery of fish populations in the

upper Illinois Waterway appears to be a

response to pollution-control efforts, definite

restoration goals should be identified to help

guide further recovery and to determine expec-
tations. In addition, the specific causes for the

high incidence of abnormalities in benthic fish-

es need to be explicitly identified.
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The
Great Lakes region is home to many

large industrialized cities and extensive

agricultural areas that produce and use an array

of potentially toxic cliemicals. Some of these

chemicals entering the lakes" food chain have

been related to environmental health problems

including poor egg-hatching success, reproduc-

tive abnormalities, and birth defects in fish,

fish-eating birds, and mammals. Tumors and

other deformities in some fish and wildlife

species are also attributed to exposure to toxic

contaminants. In addition, fish consumption

advisories are issued annually by the Great

Lakes" states and the Province of Ontario for

certain fish species and larger sizes of Great

Lakes fish that accumulate toxic contaminants.

To measure progress in reducing chemicals

in the Great Lakes ecosystem, the National

Biological Service"s (NBS"s) Great Lakes

Science Center began a contaminant trend-mon-

itoring program in Lake Michigan in 1969. The

program was expanded in 1977 to include all of

the Great Lakes and additional species of fish

through a cooperative agreement between the

NBS Great Lakes Science Center and the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).

Great Lakes National Program Office. Fish are

sampled for this program from 12 sites. All sites

were sampled annually through 1982 and there-

after were divided into odd- and even-year sam-

pling regimes. Results from these long-term

monitoring programs are extremely valuable in

understanding the dynamics of contaminants,

developing predictive models for contaminant

trends, and determining the effectiveness of reg-

ulatory programs.
This article presents data from the top preda-

tors sampled during even years for the

Fig.l

spots"

, Sampling sites for the NBS/LISEPA Fish Contaminant Monitoring Program and "hot

of sediment contamination where tumors and other deformities ha\'e been detected in fish.

NBS/USEPA monitoring program, lake trout

{Salvelinits iiiinuiycusli) or walleye

{Stiz(>s!ccli(m vilrfiiin vitreiiin. Lake Erie only).

In addition, information is presented on loca-

tions in the Great Lakes where tumors and other

deformities in fish have been observed, indicat-

ing potentially contaminated sediments.

Methods

Lake trout from 600 to 700 mm (23.6-27.6

in) total length were collected from Lakes

Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Ontario from

even-year sampling sites by using gill nets (Fig.

1 ). Walleye from 400 to 500 mm ( 15.8-19.7 in)

total length were collected from Lake Erie near

Sandusky, Ohio, by using gill nets I Fig. 1 ). All

fish were stored frozen until analyzed. Fish

were prepared for analysis by thawing, com-

positing fish into five samples, and homogeniz-

ing. Contaminants were extracted and separated

into nonpolar (polychlorinated biphenyls

[PCBs]) and polar (DDT [sum of DDT, DDE,
and DDD] and dieldrin) fractions and analyzed

by a gas chiomatograph equipped with an elec-

tron capture detector. Contaminants were

reported as total DDT. total PCBs. and dieldrin.

Tumor surveys were conducted by the NBS
Great Lakes Science Center and other agencies

in highly industrialized rivers and harbors. Most

of the work focused on the brown bullhead

{Ameiitnis nebulosiis), a bottom-feeding fish

especially exposed to tumor-causing chemicals

in contaminated sediments.

Contaminant Trends

Results of DDT. PCB. and dieldrin trends

during an approximately two-decade period are

presented in Figs. 2-6. Data are from DeVault et

al. 1985; Hesselberg et al. 1990; and DeVault

and Hesselberg. in press. In general, concentra-

tions of contaminants in fish consistently

declined until the mid-l980"s, but since then the

downward trend has leveled off. Similar trends

have been observed in fish in Canadian waters

of the Great Lakes (Baumann and Whittle

1988).

Lake Michigan

Contaminants were higher in Lake Michigan

lake trout than in fish of any of the other Great

Lakes. Both total DDT and PCBs declined (Fig.

2), yet total PCBs did not decline after the vol-

untary contiol in 1972 but did after the manda-

tory ban in 1976.

In lake trout dieldrin reached a high in 1978

and a low in 1987 (Fig. 2). Dieldrin is higher in

Lake Michigan fish than in fish from the other
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Fig. 2. Conlaminant results from Lake Michigan lake trout,

1970-90.

Great Lakes, and changes in fish tissue concen-

trations do not follow use patterns for reasons

that are not well understood.

Lake Superior

Total DDT and PCB concentrations in lake

trout from Lake Superior were the lowest of all

the Great Lakes and generally declined from

1977 to 1990 (Fig. 3). Dieldrin was always low

and varied little from 1977 to 1990.

Contaminant concentrations are lowest in Lake

Superior because of the low density of agricul-

ture and industry in the lake basin.

Lake Huron

Concentrations of total DDT and PCBs in

lake trout from Lake Huron were intermediate

between Lake Michigan and Lake Superior.

Similar trends of declining concentrations of

these chemicals were observed in Lake Huron

(Fig. 4). Dieldrin concentrations were similar to

Lake Superior but declined from a high in 1979

to a low by 1988. With the exception of the

Saginaw Valley, both agriculture and industry
are much less developed surrounding Lake

Huron than Lake Michigan, thereby resulting in

lower containinants in Lake Huron fish.

Lake Ontario

The contaminants in Lake Ontario fish are

relatively high (Fig. 5), second only to Lake

Michigan. Trends in total DDT concentrations

in lake trout from Lake Ontario were fairly con-

stant from 1977 to 1990. Total PCBs in lake

trout declined significantly from a high in 1977

to a low in 1990, a slower decline than in Lake

Michigan. The relatively high contanunant con-

centrations in Lake Ontario fish are a result of

the highly urbanized, industrial, and agricultur-

al basin. In addition, it is the lowemiost of the

Great Lakes, receiving pollutants from

upstream through the Niagara River Dieldrin

concentrations in lake trout from Lake Ontario

reached a high in 1979 and then declined to a

low by 1988r

Lake Erie

Total DDT, PCB, and dieldrin concentra-

tions in Lake Erie walleye (Fig. 6) were lower

and more similar to concentrations in lake trout

in Lake Superior than those of other Great

Lakes. Total DDT and PCBs peaked in 1977

and declined to a low in 1982; no consistent

trend was noted for dieldrin. Low concentra-

tions of contaminants in Lake Erie were similar

to those in Lake Superior even though Lake Erie

is surrounded by the largest urbanized, industri-

al, and agricultural basin of all the Great Lakes.

Lake Erie, however, is the shallowest of all the

Great Lakes and contains the highest amount of

particulate matter Contaminants flush more

quickly through the shallow lake and are

removed from the water column as they adhere

to particulate matter and settle to the bottom.

These factors work together in reducing the

amount of contaminants available to fish in

Lake Erie.

Contaminant Effects

Reduced reproductive success in fish-eating

birds has been linked with DDT and PCBs

(Giesy et al. 1994). As the concentrations of

these contaminants have declined, populations
of fish-eating birds such as the bald eagle

{Haliaeetus leucoceplialus) are beginning to

recover in the Great Lakes basin. In lake trout,

PCBs are also linked to reduced egg hatchabili-

ty and may also be responsible for fry deformi-

ties and mortality (Mac et al. 1993). In spite of

reductions in PCBs in lake trout in all of the

Great Lakes, substantial natural reproduction
occurs only in Lake Superior (Mac and Edsall

1991). The role of contaminants and other fac-

tors in lake trout reproductive problems in the

other four Great Lakes is still under investiga-

tion.

Another fish health problem associated with

toxic chemicals is found in Great Lakes harbors

and tributaries where heavy industry was locat-

ed (Baumann et al. 1991). Bottoin sediments in

these areas are heavily contaminated with poly-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Presence

of liver tumors and other deformities such as lip

papillomas, stubbed barbels, or skin discol-

orations in bottom-feeding fishes, such as the

brown bullhead, have been linked to the

77 78 80 82 84 86 88 90

Year

Fig. 3. Contaminant results from

Lake Superior lake trout. 1977-90.

0,5
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3.0-

— DDT

Fig. 6. Contaminant results from

Lake Eiie walleye. 1977-90.

Fig. 7. Lip tumor and stubbed bar-

bels on a brown bullhead.
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presence of PAH.s in the sediment (Bauniann et

al. 1991: Smith et al. 1994: Fig. 7). Tumors and

other deformities have been detected in 15 loca-

tions (Hartig and Mikol 1992; Fig. 1 ).

Conclusions

The monitoiing program for contaminants in

Great Lakes fish has documented successful

reduction of contaminants in response to usage
bans for DDT and PCBs. Trends in dieldrin are

less clear and concentrations of this pesticide

remain especially high in Lake Michigan in

comparison to the other Great Lakes. Fish com-
munities are rebounding in some Great Lakes

iiarbors. tributaries, embayments, and connect-

ing channels that formerly were so contaminat-

ed that only the most pollution-tolerant organ-
isms could survive. More reductions in contam-

inants are required, however. Monitoring results

clearly indicate that the downward trend in con-

taminants leveled off in the mid-i980's, and

resource-management agencies and research

institutions are investigating the potential to fur-

ther reduce sources of contamination in Great

Lakes fish.

Reproductive problems, tumors, and other

deformities are still being detected in certain

fish and wildlife populations in most of the

Great Lakes. Similarly, consumption advisories

recommending restrictions on eating certain

species and sizes of Great Lakes fish still

remain. The United States and Canada have

agreed upon a virtual elimination policy for

toxic contaminants under the auspices of the

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
Remedial action plans are being developed by
federal and state agencies in cooperation with

local municipalities and local citizens to elimi-

nate beneficial use impairments in the most

contaminated rivers, harbors, and bays in the

Great Lakes. Continued long-term monitoring
of contamination in fish is required to determine

the success of these programs and to guide
where further corrective actions may be neces-

sary.
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Lake
trout (Salvelinus mmuiyciish) popula-

tions in the Great Lakes collapsed cata-

strophically during the 1940"s and 1950"s

because of excessive predation by the sea lam-

prey {Petromyzon marimis) and exploitation by
fisheries. The lake trout was the top-level preda-
tor in most of the Great Lakes as well as an

important species harvested by commercial

fisheries. Interagency efforts to restore lake

trout into the Great Lakes included comprehen-
sive control of sea lamprey populations (Smith

1971 ), regulation of commercial and recreation-

al fisheries, and stocking (Eschmeyer 1968). It

was hoped that without sea lamprey predation
and fishery exploitation, stocked lake trout

could reproduce and eventually restore wild

lake trout populations in each of the Great

Lakes. Lake trout restoration began during the

I950's in Lake Superior (Hansen et al. 1995),

the I960"s in Lake Michigan (Holey et al.

1995), the 1970's in Lake Huron (Eshenroder et

al. 1995) and Lake Ontario (EIrod et al. 1995),

and the 1980's in Lake Erie (Cornelius et al.

1995).
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Long-term nioiiiioring of lake imut popula-
tions relied on ealcli records of commercial

fisheries before the populations collapsed. Later

monitoring of lake trout populations relied on

assessment fisheries to measure the increase in

abundance of stt)cked fish and, subsequently, of

naturally produced fish. At present, natural

reproduction by lake trout has been widespread

only in Lake Superior. In contrast, lake trout

reproduced in only limited areas of Lakes

Huron, Michigan, and Ontario, and only in

Lake Huron have progeny survived to adult-

hood. We describe the historical collapse and

subsequent restoration of lake trout populations
in U.S. waters of Lake Superior. We also

describe the limited natural repri)duction that

has occuiTcd in the other Great Lakes.

We compiled data describing abundance

trends of lake trout in Lake Superior during
1929-93, expressed as the number of fish caught
in a specified length of gill net. Data sources

were for Michigan during 1929-49 (Hile et al.

1951), Michigan and Wisconsin during 1950-70

(Pycha and King 1975), and Michigan and

Wisconsin during 1970-93 (Hansen et al. 1995).

Fishing was by commercial fishers during
1929-58 and by commercial-fisher contractors

or state agencies during 1959-93. Lake trout

populations in Lake Superior during 1929-43

sustained stable yields in commercial fisheries,

providing a benchmark for judging restoration

status. Therefore, lake trout abundance,

expressed as a percentage of the 1929-43 aver-

age, directly compares lake trout abundance

during the various phases of population collapse
and recovery. Hatchery lake trout were all

marked by removal of one or more fins before

stocking. Thus, we show the abundance of

stocked lake trout (one or more fins missing)

separately from that of wild-origin lake trout

(no fins missing). Comparable data are not

available for Canadian waters of Lake Superior.

Status and Trends

Lake Superior

Abundance of wild lake trout in Michigan
declined from stable levels in the 1930's to

nearly zero in the late 1960"s (Figure; Hansen et

al. 1995). In the 1970"s and 1980's, abundance

of wild lake trout increased steadily, but in the

late I980"s and eariy 1990"s decreased slowly
because of increased commercial fishing and

sea lamprey predation. The abundance of

stocked fish increased in the late I960"s well

beyond the 1929-43 average and remained there

during most of the 1970"s.

Abundance of stocked lake trout declined

rapidly in the late 1970's and 1980"s and has

remained less than 10% of the 1929-43 average
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since 1988. Stocked lake trout reproduced in the

late 1960"s and produced an increased abun-

dance of wild fish in the 1970's and 1980's.

The key to this successful natural reproduc-
tion was the presence of abundant inshore

spawning grounds that inexperienced stocked

lake trout easily located. Also, the decline in

abundance of wild lake trout in the late 1970's

and 1980"s was evidently due to the earlier

decline in stocked lake trout. The decline was

less severe, however, because of reproduction

by wild fish, the progeny of the first stocked

spawners.

By 1993. 80%-90% of the lake trout in

Michigan were wild, but abundance of wild lake

trout was only 61% of the 1929-43 average.

Fishery management agencies defened lake

trout restoration in eastern Michigan (Whitefish

Bay) so that court-affirmed Native American

fisheries could maximize their harvest in that

area.

In Wisconsin, abundance of wild lake trout

declined irregularly through 1968 and increased

after that (Figure; Hansen et al. 1995). The

abundance of wild lake trout in Wisconsin, even

at its lowest point, remained higher than in

Michigan in the late I960"s. Increased abun-

dance in the I970"s was mostly of stocked lake

trout, as in Michigan, and peak abundance also

greatly exceeded the 1929-43 average. The

abundance of stocked lake trout declined earlier

than in Michigan, though not as much, and

remained at 19% of the 1929-43 average.

Abundance of wild fish in Wisconsin

increased irregularly from the 1970's through
the early 1990's, but remained lower in 1993

than in Michigan and was only 53% of the

Figure. Abundance of stocked

and wild lake trout {Siilveliniix

iiamayciish) in Michigan and

Wiscon.sin waters of Lake

Superior in 1929-93. expressed as

a percentage of the 1929-43 mean

(from Hansen et al. 1995).
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1929-43 average. Stocked lake trout were less

important in the restoration of wild lake trout in

Wisconsin than in Michigan. Because most

spawning reefs in Wisconsin were farther off-

shore than in Michigan, they were not found by

inexperienced stocked spawners. The increased

abundance of wild lake trout in Wisconsin was

largely due to reproduction by surviving wild

fish in the 1960"sand 1970"s.

Direct measures of historical abundance do

not exist for Minnesota or Ontario. The cunent

abundance of lake trout in Minnesota is below

that in Michigan and Wisconsin, but in Ontario

it is probably similar to Michigan. Lake trout

restoration is progressing in Minnesota but is

behind that in Michigan or Wisconsin. Patterns

of abundance in Minnesota since 1963 are sim-

ilar to those in Michigan since 1959.

Reproduction by stocked lake trout produced
increased abundance of wild lake trout in

Minnesota, as in Michigan (Hansen et al. 1995).

Progress in lake trout restoration in Ontario is

sufficient to elimmate stocking in nu)si areas.

Excessive fishery exploitation in the Michigan
side of Whitefish Bay caused the deferral of

lake trout stocking in the Ontario side. This

defeiTal of lake trout restoration will continue

until fishery management agencies in Michigan
better regulate fishery exploitation.

Lake trout reestablished self-sustaining pop-
ulations in much of Lake Superior, though few

have reached former levels of abundance. Still,

most of these populations are sufficiently large

to support limited commercial and sport fishing.

Current or proposed strategies for restoring wild

lake trout in Lake Superior include controlling

fishery exploitation, reducing sea lamprey pop-

ulations, and reducing or eliminating stocking

where self-sustaining populations exist.

Lake Michigan

Wild lake trout populations collapsed in

Lake Michigan during the 1940"s and the

species became extiipated in the I950"s (Holey
et al. 1995). Stocking began in the 1960"s. The

abundance of stocked lake trout increased in the

late 1970"s. then decreased in the northern part

of the lake because of excessive fishery

exploitation. Scattered evidence of lake trout

reproduction, including eggs deposited on

spawning grounds and newly hatched juvenile

lake trout, has been found since the 1970"s.

although the only production of wild lake trout

more than 1 year old was in Grand Traverse Bay

during the late 1970's and early 1980's.

Unfortunately, excessive fishery exploitation

destroyed the wild lake trout produced in Grand

Traverse Bay. preventing the establishment of a

self-sustaining population (Holey et al. 1995).

Current efforts to restore lake trout to Lake

Michigan focus on stocking a variety of lake

trout strains in offshore refuges that may afford

protection from fishery exploitation, allowing
restoration of wild populations to occur.

Lake Huron

Wild lake trout populations collapsed in

Lake Huron in the 1940"s and the species

became extirpated in the main basin in the

1950's (Eshenroderet al. 1995). Stocking began
in the I970"s. Abundance of stocked fish in

southern Michigan waters increased steadily

during the 197()"s and 1980's. then decreased in

response to reduced stocking. Abundance in

northern Michigan waters increased briefly dur-

ing the late 1970"s and eariy 1980"s. but

decreased slowly after that because of excessive

sea lamprey predation and fishery exploitation.

Natural reproduction occuned in Thunder

Bay, Michigan, and South Bay, Ontario, but

self-sustaining populations have not developed
at either location. Restoration efforts now focus

on reducing the number of sea lampreys and

slocking a variety of lake trout strains on off-

shore reefs and in a refuge. The refuge, located

in the northern part of the lake, may provide

protection from fishery exploitation, and there-

by may allow a self-sustaining population to

become established.

Lake Erie

Wild lake trout populations collapsed in

Lake Erie during the 1920's (Cornelius et al.

1995). Stocking began in the 1980"s.

Abundance of stocked lake trout increased

steadily following initial chemical treatment of

sea lampreys in 1986-87. although abundance

of stocked lake trout decreased after 1990 for

unexplained reasons. Cunent restoration efforts

focus on controlling sea lampreys and stocking

yearling lake trout. Research efforts focus on

identifying causes of declining abundance of

stocked fish and determining whether adult lake

trout will aggregate at suitable spawning loca-

tions and reproduce successfully.

Lake Ontario

Wild lake trout populations collap,sed in

Lake Ontario between 1930 and 1960 (Elrod et

al. 1995). Stocking began in the I970"s.

Stocked lake trout subsequently survived to

maturity, spawned, and deposited eggs that

hatched into juveniles. These juveniles, howev-

er, evidently did not survive to later ages
because fishery biologists have not yet discov-

ered any older, wild-origin lake trout. Current

restoration efforts focus on stocking strains of

lake trout that reproduce most successfully.

Research focuses on evaluating factors that

limit survival of the fry. such as predation and

contaminants.
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Water
levels in the Great Lakes are affected

by variations in precipitation, evapora-

tion, ice build up, internal waves (seiches), and

human alterations that include modifying the

connecting channels between lakes and regulat-

ing the water levels of Lake Superior and Lake

Ontario, Fluctuations in water level promote the

interaction of aquatic and terrestrial systems,

thereby resulting in higher quality habitat and

increased productivity. When the fluctuations in

water levels are reduced through stabilization,

shifting of vegetation types decreases, more sta-

ble plant communities develop, and species

diversity and habitat value decrease (Wilcox

and Meeker 1991, 1992). Although water levels

in Lake Superior are regulated by structures at

the outlet, water-level cycles and patterns

remain fairly similar to natural conditions. Lake

Ontario water levels are also regulated, but high

and low water extremes have been eliminated

since the mid-1970"s. The effects of water-level

history on wetland plant communities under the

two regulation regimes were investigated by

studying wetlands on each lake.

Seventeen sites on Lake Ontario and 18 on

Lake Superior were sampled. Vegetation was

mapped and then sampled along transects thai

followed elevation contours with specific watei

level histories (number of years since last flood-

ed or last dry). The histories and elevations dif-

fered between lakes. Correlations between spe-

cific elevations and accompanying plant com-

munities were assessed across all wetlands sam-

pled in each lake to determine the range of ele-

vations in which the most diverse plant commu-
nities occur; these data were u.sed to create

schematic cross-sections depicting the structur-

al habitat provided by the plant communities

characteristic of each lake.

Vegetation and Water Level

At study sites on both Lakes Ontario and

Superior, wetland plant communities differed at

different elevations; these plant communities

developed as a result of the water-level history

of each elevation that was sampled. In general,

plant communities at elevations that had not

been flooded for many years were dominated by

shrubs, grasses, and old-field plants. If flooding

was more recent, small shrubs that became

established after flooding were present, as were

grasses, sedges, and other nonwoody plants.

The plant communities at elevations that

were flooded periodically at 10- to 20-year
intervals and dewatered for successive years

between floods had the greatest diversity of

Wetlands in

Regulated
Great Lakes

by

Douglas A. Wilcox

National Biological Service

James E. Meeker
Northland College. WI

Small unnamed bay near Bete Grise. Lake Superior. August 1991. Scattered lilies [Niipluir ninc-

gala) with submersed plants adjacent to a fioating bog mat.
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wetland vegetation. Dominants included grass-

es, sedges, rushes, short emergent plants, and

submersed aquatic vegetation. At elevations that

were rarely or never dewatered, submersed and

floating plants were dominant, with emergent

plants also occun'ing at some sites.

Lake Superior

Water levels on Lake Superior have been

regulated for much of this century, although the

range of tluctuations and the cyclic nature of

high and low lake levels have not been altered

183.5

1830

182.5

182

75.0

.9 74.0

73.0

Figure. Schematic cross-sections depicting tlie structural habitat provided by plant communities characteristic of regulated Lakes Superior and Ontario.

Elevations at which vegetation sampling was conducted are shown beneath each cross-section (benchmark: International Great Lakes Datum 1955).
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substantially. More than 275 taxa were recoixled

in a sampling of 18 wetlands along the U.S.

shoreline. 216 of which were obligate (sec glos-

sary) or facultative [see glossary) wetland

species. Vegetation mapping showed the most

prevalent vegetation types to be those dominat-

ed by submersed aquatic vegetation or shrubs,

both of which were present in all sites and aver-

aged about 2y/( of the cover. Vegetation types

dominated by cattails ( Typha sp. or other taxa

plus cattails) occuned in about half the sites but

averaged only about 6% of the cover. Across all

sites, 27 different vegetation types were

mapped.

Lake Ontario

Water levels on Lake Ontario have been reg-

ulated since 1960, when the St. Lawrence

Seaway began operation. Before regulation, the

range of fluctuations during the 20th century

was about 2 m (6.6 ft). After regulation, the

range was reduced slightly between 1960 and

1976, but low water-supply conditions in the

mid-1960's and high supplies in the niid-1970"s

maintained much of the range. Regulation

reduced the range to about 0.9 m (2.9 ft) in the

years after 1976.

The lack of alternating flooded and dewa-

tered conditions at the upper and lower edges of

the wetlands resulted in establishment of exten-

sive stands of cattail (Typha sp.) and domination

of other areas by purple loosestrife (Lythnim

salicaria). reed canary grass (Plmlaris aruiuli-

luicea), and various shrubs. Although more than

250 taxa were recorded in a sampling of 1 7 wet-

lands along the U.S. shoreline, only 151 were

obligate or facultative wetland plants.

Vegetation mapping showed the cattail-domi-

nated vegetation type to be most prevalent,

occurring at all sites and averaging about 329^

of the cover. The submersed aquatic vegetation

type occurred at 75% of the sites and averaged

about 30% of the cover. Across all sites, 20 dif-

ferent vegetation types were mapped.

Habitat Structure

Differences in the species and structural

types of plants at different elevations in wet-

lands of regulated Lakes Superior and Ontario

result in different habitats for faunal organisms
because the greater diversity of taxa and vegeta-

tion types in Lake Superior wetlands provides

more niches for fauna than in Lake Ontario wet-

lands (Figure; Engel 1985; Wilcox and Meeker

1992). The prevalence of dominant cattail

stands in Lake Ontario wetlands reduces habitat

value there (Weller and Spatcher 1965).

Periodic high waters are necessary to reduce

dominant emergent vegetation in Great Lakes

wetlands; low waters are necessary to reduce

dominant submersed vegetation. High waters

followed by low-water years allow a diversity of

plants to grow from seed on the exposed sedi-

ments, reproduce, and replenish the seed bank.

Although competitive species such as cattails

will again become dominant, the next high-

water year will eliminate them again. When
water-level fluctuations are reduced by regula-

tion, the processes for rejuvenating wetland

plant coininunities are lost and habitat values

decrease.
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The
historical freshwater gastropod fauna of

the Mobile Bay basin in Alabama, Georgia,

Mississippi, and Tennessee was the most

diverse in the world, comparable only to the

diversity repotted for the Mekong River in

Southeast Asia. This fauna was represented by 9

families and about 1 18 species. Several families

have genera endemic to the Mobile Bay basin:

Viviparidae: Tiilotoma: Hydrobiidae; Clappia.

Lepyriiim: Pleuroceridae: Gywtoma: and

Planorbidae; Amphigyra and Neopkmorbis. The

greatest described species diversity was in the

Pleuroceridae (76 species). The pleurocerid

genera Pleurocera, Leptoxis, and Elimia had

their greatest radiation in the Coosa River

drainage.

Although this extremely diverse aquatic gas-

tropod fauna received little attention in the past

50 years, it was actively studied during the sec-

ond quarter of this century (Goodrich 1922,

1924, 1936, 1944a, 1944b). During the last 60

years, this unique gastropod fauna has declined

precipitously (Table 1; Atheam 1970; Heard

1970; Stansbery 1971). More recent documen-

tation of the decimation of this fauna was pre-

sented by Stein (1976) and Palmer ( 1986). The

endemic genus Tidotoma (Figs. 1 and 2). for-

merly widespread in the main channel of the

Alabama and Coosa rivers, was presumed
extinct until recently rediscovered (Hershler et

al. 1990). The pleurocerid genus Gywtoma,
restricted primarily to the shoals of the Coosa

Decline in the

Freshwater

Gastropod
Fauna in the

Mobile Bay
Basin
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Table 1. Summary of the aquatic

gastropod fauna of the river sys-

tems in the Mobile Bay hasin.

River, contained six recognized species, all of

which are presumed extinct (Table 2; Fig. 3).

Status and Trends

Literature records were compiled to docu-

ment the gastropod species present historically.

Recent surveys of the aquatic gastropod fauna

of the Coosa and Cahaba river drainages in

Alabama have been conducted by using stan-

dard field techniques (Bogan and Pierson 1993

a. b). Additional unpublished data (Bogan and

Hailfield) are included.

Recent surveys of the aquatic gastropod
fauna at about 800 sites (Table 1) have docu-

mented population declines, decreases in

species' ranges, and the loss of a major portion

of the gastropod diversity, especially in the

Coosa River. The Coosa River drainage had at

least 82 species historically (Table 1 ); today 26

species are presumed extinct in six genera, and

Data'
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Table 2. Freshwater gastropod species presumed extmct

in the Mobile Bav basin.

Family and common name
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TiiloldDhi i)Hii;nifha (Figs. I and 2) is the

only aquatic gastropod now federally listed as

endangered; none is listed as threatened,

although 104 species of aquatic gastropods
from Alabama are on the federal candidate list.

Most are from the Coosa and the Cahaha rivers

(Table I). Conservation and recovery of the

remaining diversity will require immediate

action to prevent further declines and extinc-

tions. This will necessitate action to improve
water quality across the basin and to decrease

the amount of silt entering the streams and

rivers. In addition, the survey of the aquatic gas-

tropod fauna of the Mobile Bay basin is not

complete, and additional fieldwork in the main

channels of the larger rivers is needed, especial-

ly on the vertical limestone wall habitats.
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The
diverse assemblage of organisms that

carry out all of their life functions within

the confines of a single, complex eukaryotic

f\ei' glossary) cell is called protozoa.
Pcinimecium. Euglena, and Amoeba are well-

known examples of these major groups of

organisms. Some protozoa are more closely
related to animals, others to plants, and still oth-

ers are relatively unique. Although it is not

appropriate to group them together into a single

taxonomic category, the research tools used to

study any unicellular organism are usually the

same, and the field of protozoology has been

created to cairy out this research. The unicellu-

lar photosynthetic protozoa are sometimes also

called algae and are addressed elsewhere. This

report considers the status of our knowledge of

heterotrophic protozoa (protozoa that cannot

produce their own food).

Free-living Protozoa

Protozoans are found in all moist habitats

within the United States, but we know little

about their specific geographic distribution.

Because of their small size, production of resis-

tant cysts, and ease of distribution from one

place to another, many species appear to be cos-

mopolitan and may be collected in similar

microhabitats worldwide (Cairns and Ruthven

1972). Other species may have relatively nar-

row limits to their distribution.

Marine ciliates inhabit interstices of sedi-

ment and beach sands, surfaces, deep sea and

cold Antarctic environments, planktonic habi-

tats, and the algal mats and detiitus of estuaries

and wetlands. Our actual knowledge of salinity,

temperature, and oxygen requirements of

marine protozoa is poor (although some groups,
such as the foraminifera. are better studied than

others), and even the broadest outlines of their

biogeographic ranges are usually a mystery. In

general, freshwater protozoan communities are

similar to marine communities except the spe-
cialized interstitial fauna of the sand is largely

missing. In freshwater habitats, the foraminifera

and radiolaria common in marine environments

are absent or low in numbers while testate

amoebae exist in greater numbers. Relative

abundance of species in the marine versus

freshwater habitat is unknown.

Soil-dwelling protozoa have been docu-

mented from almost every type of soil and in

every kind of environment from the peat-rich

soil of bogs to the dry sands of deserts. In gen-
eral, protozoa are found in greatest abundance

near the soil surface, especially in the upper 15

cm (6 in), but occasional isolates can be

obtained at depths of a meter (yard) or more.

Protozoa do not constitute a major part of soil

biomass. but in some highly productive regions
such as forest litter, the protozoa are a signifi-

cant food source for the microinvertebrates,

with a biomass that may reach 20 g/m- of soil

suiface area there.
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Environmental Quality
Indicators

Pe)lluted waters often hu\e a rich and cliai-

acteristic protozoan fauna. The relative abun-

dance and diversity of proto/oa are used as indi-

cators of organic and toxic pollution (Cairns el

al. 1972; Foissner 1987: Niederlehner et al.

1990; Curds 1992). Bick (1972), for example,

provided a guide to ciliates that are useful as

indicators of environmental quality of European
freshwater systems, along with their ecological
distribution with respect to parameters such as

amount of organic material and oxygen levels.

Foissner (1988) clarified the taxonomy of

European ciliates as part of a system for classi-

fying the state of aquatic habitats according to

their faunas.

Symbiotic Protozoa

Parasites

Protozoa are infamous for their role in caus-

ing disease, and parasitic species are among the

best-known protozoa. Nevertheless, our know 1-

edge has large gaps, especially of normally free-

living protozoa that may become pathogenic in

immuno-compromised individuals. For exam-

ple, microsporidia comprise a unique group of

obligate, intracellular parasitic protozoa.

Microsporidia are amazingly diverse organisms
with more than 700 species and 80 genera that

are capable of infecting a variety of plant, ani-

mal, and even other protist hosts. They are

found worldwide and have the ability to thrive

in many ecological conditions. Until the past

few years, their ubiquity did not cause a threat

to human health, and few systematists worked

to describe and classify the species. Since 1985,

however, physicians have documented an

unusual rise in worldwide infections in AIDS

patients caused by four different genera of

microsporidia (Encephalitozoon. Nosema.

Pleistophorci. and Eniewcytozoon). According
to the Centers for Disease Control in the United

States, difficulties in identifying microsporidian

species are impeding diagnosis and effective

treatment of AIDS patients.

Protozoan Reservoirs of Disease

The presence of bacteria in the cytoplasm of

protozoa is well known whereas that of viruses

is less frequently reported. Most of these reports

simply record the presence of bacteria or virus-

es and assume some sort of symbiotic relation-

ship between them and the protozoa. Recently,

however, certain human pathogens were shown
to not only survive but also to multiply in the

cytoplasm of free-living, nonpathogenic proto-

zoa. Indeed, it is now believed that protozoa are

the natural habitat for certain pathogenic bacte-

ria. To date, the main focus of attention has been

on the bacterium Legionella pneumophila, the

causative organism of Legionnaires' disease;

these bacteria live and reproduce in the cyto-

plasm of some free-livint; amoebae (Curds

1992).

Symbionts

Some protozoa are harmless or even benefi-

cial symbionts. A bewildering array of ciliates,

for example, inhabit the rumen and reticulum of

ruminates and the cecum and colon of equids.
Little is known about the relationship of the cil-

iates to their host, but a few may aid the animal

in digesting cellulose.

Data on Protozoa

Bibliography

While our knowledge of recent and fossil

foraminifera in the U.S. coastal waterways is

systematically growing, other free-living proto-
zoa are poorly known. There are some regional

guides and, while some are excellent, many are

limited in scope, vague on specifics, or difficult

to use. Largely because of these problems, most

ecologists who include protozoa in their studies

of aquatic habitats do not identify them, even if

they do count and measure them for biomass

estimates (Taylor and Sanders 1991 ).

Parasitic protozoa of humans, domestic ani-

mals, and wildlife are better known although no

attempt has been made to compile this informa-

tion into a single source. Large gaps in our

knowledge exist, especially for haemogre-

garines. microsporidians. and myxosporidians
"{see Kreier and Baker 1987).

Museum Specimens

For many plant and animal taxa, museums

represent a massive information resource. This

is not true for protozoa. In the United States,

only the National Natural History Museum
(Smithsonian Institution) has a reference collec-

tion preserved on microscope slides, but it does

not have a protozoologist curator and cannot

provide species" identification or verification

services. The American Type Culture Collection

has some protozoa in culture, but its collection

includes relatively few kinds of protozoa.

Ecological Role of Protozoa

Although protozoa are frequently over-

looked, they play an important role in many
communities where they occupy a range of

trophic levels. As predators upon unicellular or
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filamentous algae, bacteria, and inicmftingi.

protozoa play a role both as herbivores and as

consumers in the decomposer link of the food

chain. As components of the micro- and meio-

fauna, protozoa are an important food source

for microinvertebrates. Thus, the ecological role

of protozoa in the transfer of bacterial and algal

production to successive trophic levels is impor-
tant.

Factors Affecting Growth and Distribution

Most free-living protozoa reproduce by cell

division (exchange of genetic material is a sep-

arate process and is not involved in reproduc-
tion in protozoa). The relative importance for

population growth of biotic versus chemical-

physical components of the environment is dif-

ficult to ascertain froin the existing survey data.

Protozoa are found living actively in nutrient-

poor to organically rich waters and in fresh

water varyfng between ()°C (32°F) and 5()°C

(122°F). Nonetheless, it appears that rates of

population growth increase when food is not

constrained and temperature is increased (Lee

and Fenchel 1972; Fenchel 1974: Montagnes et

al. 1988).

Comparisons of oxygen consumption in var-

ious taxonomic groups show wide variation

(Laybourn and Finlay 1976). with some aerobic

forms able to function at extremely low oxygen
tensions and to thereby avoid competition and

predation. Many parasitic and a few free-living

species are obligatory anaerobes (grow without

atmospheric oxygen). Of the free-living forms,

the best known are the plagiopylid ciliates that

live in the anaerobic sulfide-rich sediments of

marine wetlands (Fenchel et al. 1977). The

importance of plagiopylids in recycling nutri-

ents to aerobic zones of wetlands is potentially

great.

Ecological Interactions

Because of the small size of protozoa, their

short generation time, and (for some species)

ease of maintaining them in the laboratory,

ecologists have used protozoan populations and

communities to investigate competition and

predation. The result has been an extensive lit-

erature on a few species studied primarily under

laboratory conditions. Few studies have been

extended to natural habitats with the result that

we know relatively little about most protozoa
and their roles in natural communities.

Intraspecific competition for common resources

often results in cannibalism, sometimes with

dramatic changes in morphology of the canni-

bals (Giese 1973). Field studies of interspecific

competition are few and most evidence for such

species interactions is indirect (Cairns and

Yongue 1977).
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Algae
are an extremely diverse group of pho-

tosynthelie organisms that range from sin-

gle-celled organisms to complex thalli (e.g..

kelps). Benthic algae live attached to the bottom

of a water body or to living or nonliving objects

on the bottom. Planktonic algae live free-tloat-

ing in the ocean and in the largest to smallest

lakes and streams. Algae also occur in such var-

ied places as the surface layers of soils and

porous rocks, on the bark and leaves of trees, in

snow, hot springs, and in symbiotic association

with fungi to form lichens.

These organisms are important as primary

producers (representing the base of the food

chain or pyramid), in contributing to the fertili-

ty of soil, in providing substrate for other organ-

isms, and in defining aquatic environments such

as kelp beds and algal reefs.

The toxicity of certain marine unicellular

algae can limit coastal marine fisheries (e.g..

dinoflagellates in red tide). In fresh water.

blooms tied to nutrient enrichment are often a

major nuisance. A few species of macrophytic

algae (large enough to be seen by the naked eye)
are harvested from the wild for food and indus-

trial purposes.

Knowledge of the algae of the United States

is not uniform across various groups or environ-

ments. Some modern regional floras, or lists of

plants (e.g., California, southeastern coast, gulf

coast), are available for marine benthic macro-

scopic algae (Dawes 1974; Abbott and

HoUenberg 1976; Schneider and Searles 1991),

of which there are approximately 900 species
on the Pacific coast and fewer on the Atlantic

and gulf coasts (approximately 450 for the

northern Atlantic coast, 350 for the southeastern

Atlantic coast, and 300 for the gulf coast). Local

floras are available for many places. Few

species are shared between the Atlantic and

Pacific coasts. Information about marine

microalgae is less accessible.

Local and regional floras are available for

some groups of freshwater algae (e.g., Hoshaw
and McCourt 1988; Dillard 1989; Johansen

1993), but information is absent or has not been

compiled for much of the country. Because no

attempt has been made to produce a national

flora of freshwater algae in this century, it is not

possible to estimate the number of such species.

Many groups of algae are cosmopolitan, how-

ever, and European monographs and floras can

be u.seful.

In general, distribution, status, and trends of

algae, even of conspicuous marine algae, are not

well established. Floras usually provide ranges,
but distribution of many species may be discon-

tinuous, with various causes for the discontinu-

ity. Filling the gaps (or confirming the disconti-

nuities) will require considerable effort.

Although nationwide data on status and

trends of North American algal populations are

not readily available, scientists do know that a

great deal of formerly aquatic habitat has

become unavailable for algae because of landfill,

reclamation, and water diversion. In addition,

other habitat has been altered through farming
and municipal and industrial waste discharge.
In the case of reservoirs, however, one kind of

aquatic habitat has been replaced by another.

Long-term information about phytoplankton
is available for the Great Lakes; this informa-

tion has allowed documentation of water-quali-

ty improvement in Lake Erie and analysis of the

effect of the invasion of the zebra mussel

[Dreisseiui polymorpba: Makarewicz 1993;

Nicholls 1993). Much limnological information

is available for individual water bodies or catch-

ment basins (e.g.. Brock 1985 for Lake
Mendota in Wisconsin), but reconciling the dif-

ferent methods used when comparing separate
studies is a challenge.

Interpretation of marine baseline and trend

data is complicated by differences in communi-
ties over time and space (Foster et al. 1988). An

example of the utility of marine baseline studies

is the census of algae along the coast near Los

Angeles (Dawson 1959) that showed how

sewage discharge reduced algal diversity.

Subsequent resurveys (Widdowson 1971)

demonstrated some improvement after stricter

environmental regulations were enacted.

Long-term studies are available for giant kelp

{Macrocysti.s pyrifera). the economically

impoilant component of southern California

kelp beds. North (1971) and Foster and Schiel

(1985) documented the decline of kelp beds

after sewage was discharged into the ocean.

They also discussed the partly successful

attempts at remediation, which involved trans-

plantation and predator control and which led to

an appreciation of the complexity of organismal
interactions in kelp beds.

Achieving a uniform estimate of the status of

algae in North America will take considerable

original observation and collection. Further-

more, different research approaches will be nec-

essary for freshwater versus marine algae and

for macrophytic algae versus microphytic algae.

To determine status and trends of marine

macroalgae. published literature must be com-

piled and analyzed. In addition, unpublished
information should be obtained from herbaria

and from private collections in the form of spec-

imens, labels, and collectors' notebooks, illus-

trations, and checklists.

This process has been followed for west

coast algae in a project by T. DeCew, the results

of which are available at the Herbarium of the

University of California. This project condenses

Marine and
Freshwater

Algae

by

Richard Moe
University of California
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the lOO-yeai" recofd of west coast phycology

(study of algae) by using a lilei'ature review.

compilation of data from specimens at west

coast herbaria, and original observations. For

each species a tabular representation of geo-

graphic and hydrographic range is provided.
Presence or absence in different precincts along
the coast and details of phenology (relations

between climate and periodic biological phe-

nomena), such as reproductive state throughout
the year, are indicated. The study gives ecolog-

ical information such as requirements for sub-

strate and exposure to waves as well as the pres-

ence of epiphytes and parasites. In addition,

illustrations and references to pertinent taxo-

nomic. chemical, ecological, genetic, and phys-

iological literature are given.

If this kind of project is done on a national

scale, workers must have the necessary taxo-

nomic training and herbarium resources must

be preserved. About 100 American scientists

have algal taxonomy as a principal area of inter-

est (Anonymous 1992). Modem molecular tax-

onomic methods aid in the study of some

groups of algae, but to progress toward a nation-

al inventory, traditional taxonomic methods

must be supported.
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Diatoms
are photosynthetic unicellular

organisms. They are found in almost all

aquatic and semi-aquatic habitats and are of

great ecological importance because they form

an important part of the base of the food web.

Although diatoms are widely distributed as a

group, most species occur only in habitats with

specific physical, chemical, and biological char-

acteristics. Ecologists have long made practical

use of this habitat specificity by collecting and

analyzing individual species and community
data to determine the quality or condition of

aquatic habitats. Both long-term monitoring of

specific lake and stream habitats and analysis of

diatom remains (that become part of the sedi-

mentary record of lakes) allow scientists to

obtain a unique long-term historical perspective

on these ecosystems. This perspective is espe-

cially valuable in assessing the long-term
effects of human activities on aquatic and ter-

restrial ecosystems. Diatoms have been studied

throughout the country, but no reasonably com-

plete compilation or summary of these studies

exists.

Diatoms are divided into two groups based

on overall symmetry of the cell walls; radially

symmetrical forms are informally called "cen-

tric" diatoms while bilaterally symmetrical
forms are referred to as "pennate" diatoms. One
remarkable aspect of these organisms is that

they have cell walls made of glass (silicon diox-

ide). The glass cell walls are perforated and

ornamented with many holes, which are usually

arranged in definite patteiTis. The nature of

these perforations as well as their orientation

and densities help in the identification of diatom

species. Diatom cell walls come in two pieces

that fit together the way a Petri dish or pill box

does. When the.se organisms divide, each half

reproduces a "daughter" half that, because of

the rigidity of the glass walls, must be smaller

than the original half

Despite the important roles diatoms play in

aquatic ecosystems and their utility in evaluat-

ing and monitoring environmental change in

these systems, intensive tloristic or taxonomic

studies on freshwater diatoms in North America

have been limited. A two-volume work entitled
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The Diatoms of the United States (Patrick and

Reimer 1966. 1975) considered a selected num-

ber of genera, and in those genera treated only

those species reported from the United States up
to 1960. There are only a few regional or

statewide taxononiic treatments of diatoms in

the United States. The focus has been on specif-

ic habitats; areas receiving the most attention

have been the Northeast, upper Midwest, the

Great Lakes, and isolated areas in the West.

Only a few checklists of diatom taxa exist.

Fifteen centric and 63 pennate diatom gen-

era have been repotted from fresh water. No
exact species counts have been made, but about

4.()()() species have been described in the litera-

ture. This number is undoubtedly a conservative

estimate because in two areas where intensive

research has been conducted, in Dickinson

County. Iowa (around the Iowa Lakeside

Laboratory), and the Laurentian Great Lakes,

about 1.200 and 2.000 species, respectively,

have been recognized. In the Great Lakes, near-

ly 10% of those species are new to science.

There is still a great need to document the vari-

ety and distribution of freshwater diatoms in the

United States.

Diatom assemblages provide the basis for

many important assessments of trends in the

status of freshwater ecosystems. These versatile

indicators tell us about the acidification {see

glossary) of lakes caused by acidic deposition,

the eutrophication {see glossary) of lakes

caused by human impacts and changing land

use. improvements and declines in the quality of

our rivers and streams, and changes in climate

over the past thousands of years. Because

diatoms are important components of the bio-

logical community and food web and are sensi-

tive to changes in water quality, they provide

information on both the biological integrity of

the ecosystem and those factors likely to be

causing any observed changes. Researchers are

rapidly developing new techniques for using

diatoms to provide even more quantitative and

accurate inferences of ecosystem condition, and

diatoms are being included in a growing num-

ber of local and regional-scale monitoring pro-

grams.

Lake Acidification

The extent, magnitude, timing, and causes of

lake acidification in acid-sensitive regions of

the country have been inferred from analysis of

diatom assemblages in the stratigraphic record

of dated lake sediment cores. These paleolim-

nological studies show, for example, that about

25%-35% of the lakes in the Adirondack

Mountains with the lowest ability to neutralize

acids (acid neutralizing capacity < 400 |.teq/L)

have become more acidic since preindustrial

Examples of diatoms (top to

bottom):

Aulacoseira sp..

Tcibellaria sp..

Gomplionema sp.. and

Sleplumanodisciis sp.
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times (Gumming et al. 1992). Lakes in other

regions of the country have also acidified but

not to the same extent (Charles et al. 1989). The

amount of acidification inferred from diatoms is

related to the level of atmospheric loading of

strong acids and the ability of watersheds to

neutralize those acids. Analysis of diatoms and

sedimentary remains of other biological groups

(e.g.. chrysophytes, chironomids. Cladocera)

reveals that acidic deposition has had significant

effects on aquatic communities in many lakes.

Numbers of taxa are reduced, but some acid-tol-

erant taxa have significantly increased in abun-

dance.

Lake Eutrophication

Population estimates of the numbers of lakes

in New England and New York that are more

eutrophic now than in presettlement times are

being obtained from analyses of diatom assem-

blages from recent and preindustrial levels of

sediment cores taken as part of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency's Surface

Water component of the Environmental

Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP:
Dixit and Smol 1994). The approach of examin-

ing lake eutrophication by using diatom assem-

blages has been widely applied in North

America and throughout the world.

Rivers and Streams

Many long-term diatom data sets exist that

can inform us about trends in water quality. The

monitoring program conducted by the Federal

Water Pollution Control Agency in the 1960's

tracked the status of major rivers throughout the

country (Williams and Scott 1962). Monitoring
of diatom assemblages in rivers and streams is

just beginning as part of the U.S. Geological

Survey's National Water Quality Assessment

(NAWQA) and of the Environmental

Monitoring and Assessment Program. The

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
has long-term records for several rivers in the

eastern United States. Many of these records

show that the quality of water downstream from

industrial effluent outfalls and sewage treatment

plants has improved markedly, but others show

worsening conditions, often due to the

increased number of sources of stress along the

river or in the watershed. Much more could be

learned about trends by simply analyzing the

immense data that already exist, especially by

using new quantitative techniques developed in

the past 5-10 years.

Climate Change

Diatom assemblage composition is sensitive

to changes in water level, salinity, ice cover,

wind-mixing patterns, and other characteristics

directly and indirectly affected by climate.

Paleolimnological studies of sediment cores are

providing valuable data on climate change over

the past hundreds to thousands of years, which

are essential for understanding the nature and

magnitude of ecosystem change that can be

expected in future years.

Conclusions

The ability to infer ecosystem status and

trends from diatoms is largely dependent on the

availability of ecological data for the species

occuiTing at study sites. The amount of such

data is accumulating at an increasingly rapid

rate, but it is in many separate data bases. These

need to be coordinated so that users will have

easier access to the data that already exist.
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Coastal & Marine Ecosystems

Overview
The quantity and health of

the nation's coastal and

marine resources have declined over historical

time at the species, community, and ecosystem
levels. All articles in this section implicate
human activities as contributing to these

declines. Human impacts on the coastal and

nearshore marine zone include urbanization

(direct loss of habitat, lowered water quality),

shoreline modification (dredging and filling,

diking and impoundments), overfishing, and

high-density recreational use.

Some portion of the overall downward trend

is directly attributable to natural processes.
Hurricanes and coastal storms can have signifi-

cant negative impacts on both barrier islands

(Williams and Johnston) and seagrass beds

(Handley, Onuf). Rising sea level and coastal

subsidence—natural processes that are likely

being accelerated by anthropogenic (human-
cau.sed) activities—are responsible for coastal

wetland loss in Louisiana (Johnston et al.).

Rising sea level is also implicated in the erosion

of barrier islands (Williams and Johnston). The

inescapable conclusion is, however, that even

where natural processes play a role, human

impact is of equal or greater importance to the

long-term health of these resources.

Despite overall declines in coastal and
marine resources, there is some room for cau-

tious optimism. Some coral reefs are far enough
from human habitation that they are probably
stable and not declining (Jameson). Despite

changes in the relative abundances of native fish

species and the introduction of exotic species in

the tidal portion of the Hudson River, no native

fish species have beeen extiipated within the

period of record (1936 to 1990) (Daniels). The

population trend for manatee {Triclwcluis man-

atus) in Florida appears stable and perhaps

slightly increasing (Lefebvre and O'Shea).
Recent local reversals in the decline of sea-

grasses have occurred in Chesapeake Bay
(Pendleton) and in lower Tampa and Little

Sarasota bays (Handley). These successes, how-

ever, are tempered by the realization that human

populations in coastal states are projected to

substantially increase soon.

It is clear from these articles that the quality

and extent of our information bases forjudging
status and trends of our coastal and marine

resources are often inadequate. Whereas the

areal coverage of some ecosystems can be

judged by comparison of remotely sensed data

(e.g., coastal wetlands), gathering analogous
information on other ecosystems or components

(e.g., fishes on coral reefs) requires much small-

er scale, more labor-intensive efforts. In their

review of Florida Keys reef fishes. Smith-Vaniz

et al. were forced to rely on a combination of
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human population trends and the status of Keys"
reefs combined with information collected from

commercial fisheries' landings lo infer the

health of reef fishes: no single reef site has ever

been repeatedly surveyed for fish abundance

over time. This example clearly demonstrates

that to better judge the status of our coastal and

marine resources in the future, carefully chosen
and designed long-term monitoring is required.

Nearshore
Fish

Assemblage of

the Tidal

Hudson River

by

Robert A. Daniels

New York Stale Museum

Biological Surrey Laboratory

Painting of pumpl^inseed

(Lepomis gibbosus). a persistent

species of the Hudson River.

Courtesy NY Environmental Conservalion Depanment

The
Hudson River drains about 43,000 km"

(17,370 mi-), most of it in eastern New
York. Although this is a young river with a rel-

atively small watershed at higher latitudes, the

Hudson and its tributaries support a rich fish

fauna of more than 200 species (Smith and Lake

1990). This fauna is a diverse mixture of native

and exotic freshwater species, diadromous

(migratory between fresh and salt waters) fish,

and marine strays (Barnhouse et al. 1988). More
than 150 of these species are reported from the

tidal portion of the river that extends 243 km
(151 mi) from the Battery on Manhattan Island

to the Troy Lock (Fig. I); of these, about 80

species are freshwater or diadromotis forms and

50 species occur regularly in nearshore areas

(Smith 1985). During the last half-century, the

nearshore fauna of the tidal portion of the river

has undergone two types of changes: species
have been added to and deleted from the fauna

and the relative abundances of the dominant

species have changed.
I explore differences in the nearshore fish

assemblages of the Hudson River by comparing
infonnation on the distribution and abundance
of fish collected between 1936 and 1990. This

comparison offers only a coarse look at change
in the fish assemblage and provides little infor-

mation on trends. The nearshore fish assem-

blage of the Hudson River is dynamic and

changes on a daily, seasonal, and annual basis.

Surveys of Fish Fauna, 1936-92

The study of Hudson River fish dates to

Samuel Mitchilfs publication on the fish of

New York (Mitchill 1815). DeKay (1842) and

Bean ( 1903) also provided information on fish

in the Hudson River, but the first synoptic sur-

vey of the fish in the river system was not

undertaken unfil 1936 (Greeley 1937). The
watershed surveys of New York conducted

between 1926 and 1939 included a detailed sur-

vey of fish distribution and abundance in the

lower Hudson River drainage. Fish collected

during these surveys were vouchered; speci-
mens are housed at the New York State Museum
(NYSM). Beginning in the eariy 1970"s, interest

in the fish of the Hudson River increased dra-

matically (Limburg et al. 1986), and several

long- and short-term monitoring programs
began. Data collection continues in many of the

long-term programs.

flutist )n Ri\cr

To examine change in the nearshore fish

assemblage of the Hudson River, I used select-

ed information from the 1936 watershed survey;
NYSM surveys conducted between 1990 and

1992; intensive site surveys conducted between

1976 and 1979 by Lawler. Matusky and Skelly

Engineers (LMS); and surveys supported by
Con Edison between 1974 and 1989. Because

techniques and equipment vary among the sur-

veys, I have included in the analyses only infor-

mation collected by workers using seines. Still,

the size of the seines used, the mesh size, and

the area sampled differ among the surveys and

contribute a bias not easily quantified. Because

this analysis is relatively coarse, any biases that

may exist in the data should be masked.

Furthermore, in most of the analyses I have

made comparisons within data bases.

Comparisons between data bases are used pri-

marily with presence and absence applications.

The 1936 watershed survey collected infor-

mation on fish from 112 sites in the tidal

Hudson River (Fig. 1 ). All sampling was con-

ducted during summer. Fish collected during
this survey were identified and counted or

ranked; the ranking system may have varied

among the crews. To compare abundance. I

assigned numbers to the ranks in the fieldbooks

and compared my assigned number to the actu-

al number of preserved fish. In 20 comparisons
of each of the five ranks, the assigned number

equaled or undenepresented the number pre-

served 73% of the time; therefore, the abun-

dance estimates should be conservative.

Between 1990 and 1992, I collected infor-

mation on fish abundance and distribution from

several sites on the tidal portion of the Hudson
River. Most information discussed here is from

work done at four sites during the summer of

1990 (Fig. 1 ). These sites typified the nearshore
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habitats present along the entire main channel.

LMS intensively collected fish from four sites

between 1976 and 1979 (Fig. 1). Day and night

sampling, using seines to collect fishes at week-

ly or biweekly intervals, began early in spring

Table 1. Fresliuater and diadronioiis fishes collected from

nearshore areas of the Hudson River. 1936-92. Records

from 1 9.'!fi are from the watershed survey of the lower

Hudson River, with identifications verified, and specimens
vouchered. Records from 1974-89 are from the Con
Edison data base, no specimens vouchered. Records from

1990-92 are from New York State Museum (NYSM) sur-

veys and other additional specimens, vouchered.
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Table 2. The relati\e abundance of

resident fishes (percentage) in
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species are often inadequate, rare, or nonexis-

tent. Early or baseline data are often incompati-

ble with modem surveys, and long-term data

bases, although growing, are still in their early

years.

Some changes appear to be trends. First, the

number of fish species in the Hudson River

appears to be increasing. The presence of recent

entrants into the river—such as gizzard shad,

rudd. grass carp, central mudminnow {Uiuhni

limi), white bass {Moiviw chrysups), and fresh-

water drum—may create management concerns

in the future.

Second, another group of fish appears to be

declining, although it seems that only a few

species, if any. have been extiipated. This group
consists of fish that were common in the 1936

survey of the river but rare in all recent collec-

tions, including the bridle shiner {Nolropis

bifrenatus). common shiner (Luxihis conmtits).

comely shiner (Notropis amoemis), spotfin

shiner {Cyphnella spiloptera). creek chub

{ScDiotilits atmmavidatiis). noilheni hog sucker

{Hypt'iiiclliini nigricans), and creek chubsucker

(Erimxzon oblongiis). These fish remain com-

mon, or at least present, in tributaries to the

lower Hudson River. Their absence from the

main channel may result from increasing devel-

opment and loss of riparian vegetation at the

mouths of many tributaries, which may isolate

tributary populations from those of the main

channel and lead to the creation of sub- or new

populations.
The third apparent trend is that, although

richness is increasing, diversity (an expression

that includes the number of species and their

relative abundance) in the nearshore fish assem-

blage has declined because of the increase in

population size of the dominant species.

Studies that allow a better assessment of

trends in the Hudson River fish assemblage will

provide broad-based benefits. Management
agencies, commercial fishing operations, and

individual anglers, for example, all have an

interest in the fisheries and fish of the river.

Other river users, such as municipal planners

and utility companies, also will gain from

increased knowledge of the population trends of

river-dwelling organisms because the trends

retlect changes in water-quality conditions.
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The
Chesapeake Bay is the nation's largest

estuary; its watershed covers 165,760 km-

(64,000 mi-) and is occupied by 13 million peo-

ple. By the 1980's, the bay's waters were

enriched with nutrients from agriculture and

loaded with pollutants from urban and suburban

areas. The bay's submersed grasses were disap-

pearing, fisheries 2 centuries old were in serious

decline, and wetlands and other natural habitats

were under continuing threats of development

(Flemeretal. 1983).

^

In 1983 the federal government. Virginia.

Maryland. Pennsylvania, the District of

Columbia. and the Chesapeake Bay
Commission formally declared their intent to

work cooperatively to restore the natural

resources of the bay. Their partnership, known

as the Chesapeake Bay Program, attacked

water-quality problems by adopting measures to

reduce inputs of nitrogen and phosphorus from

urban, industrial, and agricultural sources and

to increase levels of dissolved oxygen in bay
waters. Simultaneously, scientists and managers
determined the status of bay species and natur-

al habitats and began to track historical and

ongoing trends.

Status and trends assumed special relevance

as they were incorporated into managerial

objectives and goals, or as indices of the success

of programs and policies (Chesapeake Bay

Implementation Committee 1988). Trends for

three habitats—submersed aquatic vegetation

beds, wetlands, and forests; four key aquatic

species
—

oysters (Crassoslrea virginica), blue

crabs (Callinectes sapidiis). striped bass

(Morone saxatilis), and American shad (Alosa

sapidissima): and waterfowl are summarized

below. These trends represent a mixture of mod-

erate successes and continuing challenges for

managers of the bay.

Natural

Resources in

the

Chesapeake
Bay
Watershed

by

Edward Pendleton

National Biological Service
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Status and Trends

The status and trends of key habitats and

species in the Chesapeake Bay are based on

multiple annual surveys conducted by state and

federal agencies. Perhaps the most comprehen-
sive is a survey of the bay's submersed aquatic

plant community; each year, the extent of sub-

mersed aquatic vegetation (SAV) is estimated

by aerial photography of the entire bay and the

tidal ponions of its major tributaries (Orth and

Moore 1983). Wetland areas are likewise esti-

mated from aerial photographs and have been

extrapolated for the watershed from a finite

number of sites in various geographic strata for

three time periods (Tiner and Finn 1986; Tiner

et al., U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpub-
lished data). Approximately every 8 years,

forested areas are estimated for each state in the

bay watershed by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Forest Service's Forestland

Inventory from satellite imagery (Chesapeake

Bay Program 1993).

Many aquatic animal species that are sur-

veyed annually (including those addressed here)

support commercial and recreational fisheries

or hunting and bird watching. Oyster, blue crab,

striped bass, and American shad populations are

estimated from commercial landings, and are

augmented at times with surveys that are inde-

pendent of fishery statistics, such as numbers of

oyster spat that set each year, estimates of the

biomass of spawning striped bass, or numbers

of juvenile striped bass per seine haul (the

young-of-year index). Waterfowl have been

counted during their wintering season on the

bay by the aerial Midwinter Surveys since the

I940's.

Submersed Aquatic Vegetation (SAV)

Beginning in the late 1960's and continuing
into the 1970's. the distribution and abundance

of a community of 20 species of submersed

grasses declined throughout the bay because of

nutrient enrichment, increased loads of sus-

pended sediments, and other factors (Stevenson

and Confer 1978; Orth and Moore 1983). In

1978 the first aerial survey estimated 16.500 ha

(40.700 acres) of SAV in the bay (Anderson and

Macomber 1980). The next year. 15,400 ha

(38.000 acres) were documented (Orth et al.

1985); since that time, annual surveys have

shown modest but continual increases in SAV

coverage to an estimated 28,600 ha (70.600

acres; Orth et al. 1993; Fig. 1). Recent increas-

es represent gains in brackish mid-bay regions

and are teinpered somewhat by slow or no SAV

recovery in freshwater areas in the upper bay
and by the spread of the exotic species hydrilla

(Hydhlla verticillata) in the tidal freshwater

poilions of the Potomac River.

Wetlands

The status and trends for more than a million

acres of wetlands in the Chesapeake Bay water-

shed have been estimated over two time peri-

ods, from the mid-1950's to the late 1970's and

early I980's (Tiner and Finn 1986). and from

this period to 1989 (Tiner et al, USFWS,
unpublished data). Dominant wetland types
include nontidal forested wetlands (60% of total

wetlands), nontidal shrub-scrub wetlands

(10%), and salt and freshwater marshes (10%
each).

Losses occurred in all of these wetland types

during the period from the mid-1950"s to late

1970""s and early 1980's. About 9% of the

watershed's salt marshes were lost to dredging,

impoundment, and filling. Nontidal wetlands

declined by nearly 6% as a result of being
drained and converted to agriculture or

impounded to form ponds, lakes, and reservoirs.

During the 1980's, losses continued; the rate of

marsh loss declined, while forested wetland

losses increased. Overall, there was an estimat-

ed net loss of 0.5% of estuarine wetlands and a

net loss of 2.0% of palustrine wetlands (rough-

ly equal to tidal and nontidal wetlands) during

the I980's. These trends mirror historical losses

over the past 200 years (Dahl 1990).

Forests

An estimated 95% of the Chesapeake Bay
watershed was forested before European settle-

ment; around 58% remains today (Chesapeake

Bay Program 1993; Fig. 2). This percentage is

declining for the first time in over a century

because of recent forest clearing for urban and

suburban development. Forest clearing has pro-

ceeded unevenly over the watershed, with some

drainages intact and others as much as 85%
cleared.

Oysters

Oyster landings in Chesapeake Bay have

experienced a 95% decline since 1980 and are

estimated to be at their lowest recorded level

(Kennedy 1991; National Marine Fisheries

Service. Annapolis. Maryland, unpublished
data; Fig. 3a). Although reproductive success of

the oyster remains high (as measured by larval

oyster, or spat, set on oyster reefs and other suit-

able substrates; Maryland Department of

Natural Resources. Oxford, Maryland, unpub-
lished data), populations have suffered from

harvest to low levels, two parasidc diseases

(Dermo and MSX), habitat loss (including

decreased water quality), and predation.

Blue Crabs

Blue crab populations in the Chesapeake

Bay, as indicated by commercial landings data.
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vary from year to year, making trends less

apparent than those of other bay species

(Lipcius and Van Engel 1990: National Marine

Fisheries Service. Annapolis. Maryland, unpub-
lished data; Fig. 3b). Populations appear to fol-

low a 7-12 year cycle and may be in the

"trough" of this cycle at present. This percep-

tion and increasing annual harvests as fishery

efforts shift to crabs from other species have

prompted Maryland and Virginia to begin to

regulate the blue crab fishery.

Striped Bass

Probably the most monitored fish species in

the bay, striped bass populations have increased

about 25% a year since 1984, after falling to

low levels in the early 1980"s (Gibson 1993;

Fig. 3c). Increases are at least partially attrib-

uted to a moratorium on harvest from 1985 to

1989 to allow improvement of the age and sex

structure of the spawning stock. The 1993

young-of-the-year index, a measure of numbers

of juvenile fish entering the population, is the

highest on record (National Marine Fisheries

Service, Annapolis, Maryland, unpublished
data) and may he related to the timing of high
freshwater flows, nutrient inputs, and increases

in planktonic prey (Blankenship 1994), which

may interact to allow large numbers of young
fish to survive after hatching.
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Fig. 3a-d. Commercial landings in the Ctiesapeake Bay of (a) oysters, 1880-1992; (b) blue crab. 1880-1992 (population increases in the 1980's are partially due

to mandatory catch reporting requirements); (c) striped bass, 1887-1992; and (d) American shad, 1880-1992,
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Geese

Diving ducks

Dabbling ducks

Swans

Sea/river ducks

Year

Fig. 4. Trends in waterfowl abun-

dance in the Chesapeake Bay,

based on 5-year running means,

1959-93,

Table. Trends for waterfowl in

Chesapeake Bay, based on 5-year

running means from 1959 to 1993

(USFWS. Chesapeake Bay Field

Office. Annapolis. Maryland,

unpublished data).

American Shad

Like striped bass, American shad have

declined in Chesapeake Bay in recent decades;

unlike the stripers, this species has not shown a

strongly positive population response despite

moratoria on fishing in Maryland and Virginia.

Long-term trends show a drastic decline in fish-

ery landings to the point of almost total disap-

pearance in the bay (National Marine Fisheries

Service. Annapolis. Maryland, unpublished

data; Fig. 3d), This decline has been related to

blockages of spawning streams by dams, over-

harvest, and pollution (Blankenship 1993),

Population estimates in 1992 and 1993 for the

upper bay. where shad are counted during their

upstream migration to the Susquehanna River.

show a reversal of a recent positive trend, for

reasons yet unknown.

Waterfowl

Midwinter surveys estimate an average of

more than one million waterfowl along the

Atlantic Flyway winter in Chesapeake Bay each

year (USFWS. Chesapeake Bay Field Office.

Annapolis. Maryland, unpublished data). Of the

28 species of ducks, geese, and swans repre-

sented in this total, some are declining in abun-

dance, whereas others show increasing or vari-

able trends in abundance (Fig. 4; Table). In gen-

eral, duck numbers declined and goose popula-

tions increased since the late 1950"s as sub-

mersed aquatic vegetation and other duck foods

dwindled and changing farming practices left

more grain in fields for geese. Recently, geese

Group
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The
endangered Florida manatee {Triclwcluis

mauatus lalimstris) is a survivor. It is one of

only tiiree living species of manatees which,

along with their closest living relative, the

dugong (Diiiioiii^ chii^(in). make up the Order

Sirenia. This taxonomic distinctiveness reflects

their evolutionary and genetic uniqueness.

Sirenians are the only herbivorous marine mam-

mals; manatees feed on seagrasses; freshwater

plants, including nuisance species such as

hydrilla and water hyacinth; and even some

shoreline vegetation. Because manatees depend
on marine, estuarine. and freshwater ecosys-

tems, our efforts to protect them necessitate pro-

tection of aquatic resources.

Life-history Research

Major efforts have concentrated on better

quantification of Florida manatee populations,

emphasizing reproduction, population size, and

mortality. Most of the information on manatee

Table. Estimated population traits of the Florida manatee

based on long-term life-history research (data are from the

National Biological Service and the Florida Department of

Environmental Protection).

Life-history trait
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Fig. 2. Number of manatee deaths

from watercraft collisions and

number of Florida registered ves-

sels from 1976-93 (data from

National Biological Service and

Florida Department of

Environmental Protection).

Estimates of manatee reproductive traits are

similar across study sites (Table), despite large

habitat differences among study areas. There is

also agreement in reproductive estimates

obtained from salvaged carcasses (Marmontel
in press), indicating that Florida manatees have

probably achieved a maximum level of repro-

duction (O'Shea and Hartley in press).

Aerial Surveys

The population of Florida manatees cannot

be directly estimated because they are often dif-

ficult to .see. They occupy waters that may be

turbid or obscured by overhanging branches;

they can move long distances between counting
areas over a short time; and many environmen-

tal factors, particularly temperature, influence

their distribution and behavior (Lefebvre et al.

in pi'css).

Three statewide aerial surveys, coinciding
with maximum manatee use of winter aggrega-
tion sites, resulted in counts of 1.268 (January

1991), 1,465 (February 1991). and 1.856

(January 1992; Ackerman in press). The differ-

ences in these counts are thought to retlect the

influence of different environmental conditions,

not changes in population size. Manatee pres-

ence at winter aggregation sites varies within

and between winters, depending upon the pat-

tern and severity of winter cold fronts.

Garrott et al. (1994) developed a population
index by using a temperature co\ariate to model

a simple linear trend in annual aerial survey
data from the winters of 1977-78 through 1991-

92. Their analyses showed an increasing trend

m the temperature-adjusted counts of 7%-12%

annually on the Atlantic coast, but the degree to

which these increases are related to true popula-
tion growth is unknown. No pronounced tempo-
ral trend was detected at the largest aggregation
site on the southwest coast.

While this result seems promising because it

shows no evidence for major declines, it is tem-

pered by other factors. The number of human-

related manatee deaths on the Atlantic coast is

more than twice as high as on the gulf coast

(Ackerman et al. in press). This fact is reflected

in the lower survival rate of adult manatees on

the Atlantic coast than at Crystal River and Blue

Spring (O'Shea and Langtimm in press).

Reynolds and Wilcox (1994) found that the

number of calves sighted at winter aggregation
sites has decreased since 1982. and that in three

recent winters, the percentage of manatees

sighted that are calves has also decreased. They
note that mortality of calves at or near time of

birth is the fastest-growing type of manatee

mortality, thus the downward trend in aerial sur-

vey calf counts is a cause for concern and fur-

ther investigation.

Recovery Criteria

Species recovery criteria for the Florida

manatee are three-fold: the population trend

must be stable or increasing; moilality must be

stable or declining; and threats to manatee habi-

tat must be under control (USFWS 1989).

Better population and life-history data suggest a

greater potential for increase and higher num-
bers than previously recognized, and strong

steps taken by local, state, and federal govern-
ments are increasing the number and area of

sanctuaries and slow boat-speed zones. These

steps may reduce mortality if they are continued

and expanded, allowing the population to recov-

er more quickly.

Management has focused on ways to reduce

human-related mortality. Of greatest concern

has been an increase over the years in the num-
ber of human-caused deaths, particularly those

caused by collisions with boats (Fig. 2). Boat

strikes account for 78% of human-related man-

atee mortality and 23% of all documented

deaths (Wright et al. in press). A moderate

reduction in the number of boat-related deaths

in the last 2 years caused optimism; however,

watercraft collisions accounted for 49 manatee

deaths in 1994, almost matching the record

number of 51 in 1991 (Fig. 2).

Habitat Threats

Habitat threats are far from under control,

however. Florida has one of the fastest-growing

human populations in the nation, with an esti-

mated net gain of close to 1 ,000 people per day
(Fernald et al. 1992). Much growth has

occurred along the coast, with inevitable conse-

quences for coastal habitats. For example, about

a third of the 600,000 ha ( 1.5 million acres) of

seagrass meadows present in coastal Florida in

the 1940"s no longer exist (Lewis 1987). One of

the most important regions for manatees on the

Atlantic coast is the Indian River Lagoon. Over

the past 20 years, losses of submerged aquatic

vegetation in some areas of the lagoon have

exceeded 95% (Busby and Vimstein 1993).

Submerged freshwater plants have also been

affected adversely by increases in turbidity and

nutrients.

Debris, particularly monofilament line, plas-

tics, and unattended fishing nets and ropes,

directly threatens manatees, who may ingest or

become entangled in these materials (Beck and

Barros 1991). Manatees are also vulnerable to

natural and human-caused catastrophes, such as

disease and oil spills, particularly when the ani-

mals are concentrated at winter aggregation
sites.
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Future

Population and life-history information sug-

gests that the potential long-term viability of the

Florida manatee population is good, provided
that strong efforts are continued to curtail mor-

tality, habitat quality is maintained or improved,
and steps are taken to offset potential catastro-

phes.
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The Gulf of Mexico's coastal wetlands are of

special interest because the gulf is an excep-

tionally productive sea that yields more than 1 . 1

billion kg (2.5 billion lb) of tlsh and shellfish

annually and contains four of the top five fish-

ery ports in the nation by weight (U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency 1988). The

volume of commercial shrimp landings in the

gulf has been statistically related to the areal

coverage of gulf coastal wetlands (and seagrass

beds) that provide crucial nursery habitat to the

young (Turner 1977), Coastal wetlands (partic-

ularly salt marshes and mangroves) and associ-

ated shallow waters function similarly in sup-

port of many fish species of commercial interest

(Seaman 1985). The gulf wetlands are also well

known for their large populations of wildlife,

including shorebirds, colonial nesting birds, and

75% of the migratory waterfowl traversing the

United States (Duke and Kruczynski 1992). The

extensive coastal wetlands that remain along the

gulf make up about half of the nation's total

wetland area (NOAA 1991).

General Trends

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA 1991) examined the

areal extent and distribution of gulf coast

coastal wetlands in the mid-1980's by using aer-

ial photographs and maps from 1972 to 1984

(28% from 1979 and 42% from 1980 or later).

Summaries of NOAA's data are shown in the

Table for three wetland categories: marshes

(fresh, brackish, and salt marshes), estuarine

Gulf of

Mexico
Coastal

Wetlands:

Case Studies

of Loss Trends

by

James B. Johnston

Mary C. Watzin

John A. Barras

Lawrence R. Handley
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Table. Total area (hectares) of

selected vegetated wetlands by

state for the Gulf of Mexico (from

NOAA 1991),*

shrub-scrub (mangroves), and freshwater

forested/shrub-scrub wetlands. Even though

wetland area has diminished greatly along the

gulf coast during the last 30 years, about 1 .3

million ha (3.3 million acies) still remain in

these three categories.

Louisiana has the greatest area of coastal

wetlands with 55% of the total, followed by

Florida (18%), Texas (14%). and Mississippi

(2%). Louisiana contains 69% of the marshes,

while Florida has 97% of the estuarine scrub-

shrub, most of which is mangrove. Of the three

wetland types, 80% is marsh. 19% estuaiine

scrub-shrub, and 1% forested wetland.

State Marsh
Estuarine

scrub-shrub

Fresh forested and

scrub-shrub
Total % of total"

Texas
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The Baratciria and Tenebonnc hasins suffer

the highest land loss rates (all land but mostly

wetlands) m Louisiana (2.880 hii/yr [7,120

acres/yr] and 2.630 ha/yr [6.500 acres/yr],

respectively), accounting for 64% of all land

loss in the 1978-90 period. In contrast, this area

accounted for only 43% of all loss in the 1956-

78 period. The Mennentau and Sabine basins

(Fig. 2) have the next highest loss rates ( 1.080

h;i/yr [2,670 acres/yr] and 660 ha/yr [1.630

acres/yr]), with losses largely confined to the

northern and central portions, except for shore-

line erosion along the Mennentau Basin's

coastline. Loss rates within the Teche-

Vermilion. Mississippi, Breton Sound, and

Pontchartrain basins (Fig. 2) are all less than

930 ha/yr (2,300 acres/yr). which seems to indi-

cate more stable environments. The Atchafalaya
and Pearl River basins (Fig. 2) experienced
losses of less than 130 ha/yr (321 acres/yr). In

summary, land loss rates in coastal Louisiana,

although decreasing, remain high for the 1978-

90 period.

The National Biological Service is providing
future land loss updates for coastal Louisiana by

using Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite

imagery on a 3-year basis.

Mobile Bay

Non-freshwater marshes surrounding
Mobile Bay declined by more than 4.047 ha

(10,000 acres) from 1955 to 1979, representing

a loss of 35% (Roach et al. 1987). Freshwater

marshes in all of coastal Alabama declined by
about 69% from 1955 to 1979. More than 2.500

ha (6.200 acres) were lost during that time

(Roach etal, 1987).

When comparing these data to 1988 wetland

habitat maps prepared for upper Mobile Bay, it

appears that in this portion of the bay no addi-

tional net loss of non-freshwater marsh has

occurred since 1979. Some marsh has obvious-

ly continued to be lost in certain areas, primari-

ly because of dredge disposal associated with

navigation and industry. These losses, though,

seem to have been offset by the growth of emer-

gent marsh in existing spoil sites (Watzin et al.

1994).

The Southern Science Center's 1988 areal

estimates show a substantial increase of 189 ha

(467 acres) in freshwater marsh from 1979 to

1988 in upper Mobile Bay. Further investigation

revealed that some of this gain was the result of

the growth of emergent vegetation in existing

disposal areas and in ditches along railroads and

highways. Because of disparities in photointer-

pretation between dates, it is also quite likely

that some of these differences are simply due to

mapping errors and differences in mapping

technique (Watzin et al. 1994).

As a result of mapping errors associated

Louisiana

with interpreting forested and scrub-shrub wet-

lands in the 1956 photographs. Roach et al.

(1987) had little faith in the quantitative esti-

mate of change between 1956 and 1979 for

these wetland types. The Southern Science

Center's 1988 wetland area figures for forested

wetlands appear relatively accurate; they indi-

cate that about 486 ha ( 1.201 acres) of forested

wetlands (2.7%) were lost in upper Mobile Bay
between 1979 and 1988. These losses can be

attributed to conversion of forested habitats to

scrub-shrub areas (e.g.. clearcutting associated

with timber harvest), small impoundments, and

commercial and residential development
(Watzin et al. 1994).

Tampa Bay

Haddad (1989) reported emergent wetlands

decreased from 29.000 ha (71.700 acres) in the

1950's to 23.900 ha (59.100 acres) in 1982.

about an 18% loss. Mangroves decreased from

8.629 ha (21,320 acres) to 8.032 ha (19,847

Fig. 1. Locations of wetland loss

study sites along the Gulf of

Mexico recion.

\ Calcasieu

Sabine

Terrebonne

Barataria

Mississippi River

acres), a decline of about 7%. Salt marshes

declined from 2,063 ha (5,097 acres) to 1,423

ha (3,538 acres), or a loss of 30%. Freshwater

wetlands decreased 21% from 18,335 ha

(45,305 acres) to 14,440 ha (35,681 acres).

Lewis et al. (1985) estimate that 44%. of the

salt marsh and mangrove has been lost in Tampa
Bay since the late 1800's. Although their num-

bers and those of Haddad ( 1989) are not readily

Fig. 2. Coastal Louisiana basins as

defined in the Coastal Wetlands

Planning. Protection, and

Restoration Act Plan.
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Fig. 3. Coa-ital landlo.ss in

Louisiana and elsewhere is ana-

lyzed by using conipulerized geo-

graphic infonnalion systems that

produce graphics such as this map.
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comparable because of dit'Feiences in time

frame, methodology, vegetation classification,

and area mapped, the results taken together con-

fmii that significant losses of wetland habitat

have occuiTed. Marsh and mangrove losses are

the product of dredge and fill activities that are

now under strict regulatory control; although

permitted dredging continues, protective mea-

sures e.xist to minimize loss that is not for pub-
lic benefit.

Future Concerns

To protect the future of gulf coastal wet-

lands, status and trends over time must be con-

tinually recorded and noted in the scientific and

public literature. Preliminary data from selected

coastal areas studied in the I980"s show a

reduced rate of wetland loss compared with ear-

lier decades. While this is good news, the pres-

sures of a continuously expanding human pop-
ulation make it unclear whether this trend will

continue into the 21st century. Only additional

monitoring data can answer this question.
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Seagrass
ecosystems are widely recognized

as some of the most productive benthic habi-

tats in estuarine and nearshore waters of the gulf
coast. Seagrass meadows provide food for win-

tering waterfowl and important spawning and

foraging habitat for several species of commer-

cially iinportant finfish and shellfish. Physical
structure provided by seagrasses affords juve-
niles refuge from predation and allows for

attachment of epiphytes and benthic organisms.

Seagrass communities also support several

endangered and threatened species, including
some sea turtles and manatees. Changes in sea-

grass distribution can reflect the health of a

water body, and losses of seagrasses may signal

water-quality problems in coastal waters.

Losses of seagrasses in the northern Gulf of

Mexico over the last five decades have been

extensive—from 20% to 100% for most estuar-

ies, with only a few areas experiencing increas-

es in seagrasses.

Although often considered continuous

around the entire periphery of the gulf, sea-

grasses exist only in isolated patches and nar-

row bands from Mobile Bay. Alabama, to

Aransas Bay. Texas (Figure). This pattern of

occurrence results from a combination of low

salinities, high turbidity, and high wave energy
in shallow waters. Seagrasses are more exten-

sively developed from Mobile Bay to Florida

Bay (Figure). Although freshwater submerged
aquatic vegetation also occurs throughout gulf
coast estuaries and river deltas, its distribution

is not considered in this article.

Seagrass habitats in the Gulf of Mexico have

declined dramatically during the past 50 years,

mostly because of coastal population growth
and accompanying municipal, industrial, and

agricultural development. Although proximate
causes of local declines can sometimes be iden-

tified, most habitat loss has resulted from wide-

spread deterioration of water quality (Neckles

1993).

The total seagrass coverage in the shallow,

clear waters in protected estuaries and

nearshore waters of the Gulf of Mexico coastal

states is estimated to be 1.02 million ha (2.52

million acres: Duke and Kruczynski 1992).

About 693,000 ha (1.71 million acres) of sea-

grasses occur in waters of the Florida Big Bend
and Florida Bay (Figure). The remaining
324,000 ha (800,000 acres) are within gulf estu-

aries, with about 95% in the estuarine areas of

Florida and Texas. Florida Bay seagrass mead-
ows occupy about 550,000 lia ( 1 .36 million

acres), while the seagrass meadows of the

Florida Big Bend area cover about 300,000 ha

(740,000 acres; Zieman and Zieman 1989).

Six species of seagrasses occur in the Gulf

of Mexico: turtle grass (Thalassici testudinum).

shoal grass (Halodide wrighiii). manatee grass

{Syriugodiiim fdifoniie). star grass (Halophda
cni>elmaimi). Halophila decipiens, and widgeon
grass (Ruppici imiiitima). The latter has a distri-

bution in water with lower salinity, but is com-

monly reported in association with the seagrass-
es throughout the gulf coast.

Case Histories

Sarasota Bay

Between 1948 and 1974, South Sarasota and

Roberts bays lost 193 ha (477 acres) or 25%:

Dryman, Blackburn, Dona, and Roberts (a dif-

ferent Roberts Bay) bays lost 31 ha (77 acres) or

29%: and Lemon Bay lost 55 ha (136 acres) or

21% of seagrasses (Evans and Brungardt 1978).

Losses have been attributed mainly to dredge-
and-fill activities and decline in water quality

(Wolfe and Drew 1990). Improved water quali-

ty in Little Sarasota Bay caused seagrasses to

increase between 1948 and 1974 by 14 ha (34

acres) or 9%.

Tampa Bay

In Tampa Bay (Figure), turtle grass and

shoalgrass are dominant, and widgeon grass,

manatee grass, and star grass are also found. A
historical estimate places 30,970 ha (76,527

acres) occurring within the shallow- water mar-

gins of Tampa Bay before human influence (ca.

1876: Lewis et al. 1985). Based on 1981 esti-

mates of seagrass coverage, a reduction of 81 %
of seagrasses has occurred in Tampa Bay: 5,750

ha (14,208 acres) were present in 1981. The
most striking decrease occuned between 1940

and 1963, when about 50% of the grass beds

were lost (Lewis et al. 1985). During this peri-

od, Hillsborough Bay alone lost 94%- of its

grass beds. Old Tampa Bay lost 45%, and

Tampa Bay proper lost 35%. These losses have

been attributed primarily to direct dredging of

grassbeds and major shoreline modifications

through filling and siltation (Wolfe and Drew

Seagrass
Distribution in

the Northern
Gulf of

Mexico

by

Lawrence R. Handley
National Biological Service

Figure. Study sites along the Gulf of Mexico region.
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1990), which reduced light penetration and pro-

duced bottom sediments that are not conducive

to seagrass growth and development.

Since 1963. grass beds have continued to

decline in the upper bays of Tampa Bay to a

point where Hillsborough Bay has lost the

remaining 139 ha (343 acres) and Old Tampa

Bay has lost nearly 60% (Figure). In lower

Tampa Bay. grass beds have regained some

area, increasing about 14% or 435 ha (1,075

acres). Tampa Bay as a whole has lost 5,984 ha

(14.786 acres), or 51% of seagrasses between

1940 and 1983.

Perdido Bay

In Perdido Bay (Figure), widgeon grass and

shoal grass are the predominant species. They

grow in large and small beds, in numerous

patches along shallow sandy reaches of the

shoreline, and in large shallow Hats in the lower

bay and outlet. From 1940 to 1987. changes in

the upper and middle parts of the bay consisted

mainly of shifts in the locations of small mead-

ows, with only minor changes in density. In the

lower bay. some shifting of locations and

changes in density occuired. and the coverage

of seagrasses declined from 486 ha (1,201

acres) in 1940-41 to 251 ha (619 acres) in 1987.

While the loss of seagrasses for the whole area

was nearly 48%. some areas in U.S. Geological

Survey quadrangles lost as much as 82%' of the

seagrasses delineated between 1940-41 and

1987. The changes in the extent of seagrasses

are due to increased turbidity caused primarily

by channel dredging and boat traffic: shoreline

modifications; decreasing water quality and

sedimentation from increasing farmlands and

residential, commercial, and industrial develop-

ment: and the high wave energy, overwash. sed-

imentation, erosion, and runoff from Hurricane

Frederick in 1979.

Mississippi Gulf Coast

Along the Mississippi gulf coast, the Gulf

Islands National Seashore includes most of the

state's barrier islands (Figure). Manatee grass

and shoal grass are the dominant seagrasses

found in the shallow water on the nonheni side

of the barrier islands, where they are protected

from the high wave energy of the open gulf.

Between 1956 and 1987. 416 ha (1,029 acres)

of seagrasses declined to 140 ha (345 acres), a

loss of 66%. The largest concentration of sea-

grasses was found on the north side of Horn

Island, where 169 ha (417 acres) in 1956

declined to 56 ha (138 acres) by 1987. and to 6

ha (,14 acres) by 1992.

Coastal Louisiana

Coastal Louisiana has a large amount of sub-

merged aquatic vegetation but only a small por-

tion is seagrasses (5.657 ha [13,974 acres] in

1988). Since the mid-l950"s Louisiana has lost

all of its seagrass in Lake Pontchartrain. in the

Mississippi River Delta, behind the south coast

barrier islands and Marsh Island, and in the

coastal lakes (White, Calcasieu, and Sabine).

The only remaining seagrass beds in coastal

Louisiana exist in Chandeleur Sound behind the

Chandeleur Islands. Turtle grass, shoal grass,

manatee grass, widgeon grass, and star grass are

present in the sandy sediments of the shallow

hackbarrier lagoon. These seagrass beds are vir-

tually unaffected by human impacts because of

their distance from the mainland, and they are

controlled by high waves from chronic frontal

passages and hurricanes causing overwash, ero-

sion, sedimentation, changes in water depth,

and turbidity. For example. Hurricane Camille

in August 1969, with a storm surge of nearly 1 1

m (36 ft) on the Mississippi mainland, caused a

loss of 530 ha ( 1 .310 acres), or 22% of the sea-

grasses, on the North Islands (USGS 1:24,000

quadrangle), and a loss of 303 ha (749 acres) or

54% of the seagrasses, on Chandeleur Light

(USGS 1:24.000 quadrangle).

The Chandeleur Islands (Figure) have been

intensively mapped for wetland and seagrass

habitats for 1978, 1982, 1987, and 1989. The

areal extent of seagrasses for the Chandeleur

Islands has remained relatively constant over

the 11-year period, from 6,409 ha (15,831

acres) in 1978 to 5,657 ha (13,974 acres) in

1989. This constitutes a loss of only 12% of the

seagrasses from 1978 to 1989, a period that had

two huiTicanes, two tropical storms, and count-

less cold fronts that influenced these islands.

Galveston Bay

In the Galveston Bay estuary (Figure), the

distribution of seagrasses, predominantly shoal

grass and widgeon grass, decreased in areal

extent from more than 2,024 ha (5,000 acres) in

the mid-1950"s to about 283 ha (700 acres) in

1989, a loss of 1,471 ha (3,635 acres) or about

85% (White et al. 1993). The most significant

losses were along the margins of western

Galveston Bay and were related to the effects of

subsidence and Hunicane Carla in 1970. In

West Bay nearly 890 ha (2,200 acres) of sea-

grasses were completely lost, primarily through

human activities including industrial, residen-

tial, and commercial development: wastewater

discharges: chemical spills: and increased tur-

bidity from boat traffic and dredging (Pulich

and White 1991 ). In Christmas Bay, which has

the largest concentration of seagrass beds in the
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Galveston Bay cstuarine system, seagrass areal

extent deelined from 121 ha (300 aeres) in 1975

to 81 ha (200 acres) in 1987, but increased to

156 ha (385 acres) by 1989.

Conclusions

Losses of seagrasses in the northern Gulf of

Mexico have been extensive over the last five

decades, with losses varying 20%- 100% for

most estuaries of the northern Gulf of Mexico.

Only a few locales have experienced increases

in seagrasses. The high productivity of the Gulf

of Mexico seagrass beds as spawning, nursery,

food, and shelter areas increases the importance

of the loss of this valuable habitat far beyond
the areal extent of the resource. Regionwide, the

loss of seagrasses is attributable to natural caus-

es (hurricanes, cold-front storms, and increased

or decreased salinities) and human-induced

effects (increased turbidity and decreases in

water quality resulting from dredging, boating

activities, and other development pressures),

which work in concen to deterioriate the envi-

ronmental quality of the habitat.
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Aseries of lagoons forms an almost continu-

ous fringe of water behind coastal baniers

for 500 km (310 mi) from Galveston Bay,

Texas, to the Mexican border (Fig. 1). At the

northeast end, where river discharge and precip-

itation greatly exceed evaporation from the

embayments, fringing marshes are the dominant

wetland type. Toward the southwest, freshwater

inputs decrease, fringing marshes are replaced

by wind-tidal flats that support highly produc-

tive algal mats during periodic inundation, and

seagrasses dominate the shallow waters of the

embayments (Table).

Seagrasses are so prevalent in Laguna Madre

that they defme the structure of the physical

environment, as well as being the source of bio-

logical production for the ecosystem.

Consequently, seagrass meadows serve a criti-

cal nursery function in support of the region's

rich fisheries, and one waterfowl species has

established an exclusive dependence on Laguna
Madre and its most common seagrass. More

than 75% of the world population of redhead

ducks {Aytliya americana) winters in the greater

Laguna Madre ecosystem (inclusive of the

Bay system
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Fig. 2. Dominant cover types in

the continuously submerged por-
tions of upper (a) and lower lb)

Laguna Madre.

Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas. immediately
south of tlie delta of the Rio Grande in Mexico;
Weller [1464]) and feeds alinost exclusively on

one species of seagrass while in residence

(shoal grass. Halodide wiightii). Because of the

degree of dependence of the redhead population
on the laguna and reports of major disruptions
to the laguna's seagrass community, the

National Biological Service began a research

program in coastal Texas.

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
inventoried aquatic vegetation in Laguna Madre
in the 1960"s (Texas Parks and Wildlife

Department 1965-67). In 1988 the National

Wetlands Research Center (now the Souhern

Science Center) resurveyed the laguna

(Quammen and Onul' 199.^).

Distributional Patterns

Seagrass meadows are undergoing profound

change in Laguna Madre. The area of vegetated
bottom in upper Laguna Madre has increased

130 km- (50 mi-), from 120 km^ (46 mi-) to

250 km- (97 mi-) between 1967 and 1988

(Quammen and Onuf 1993). an amount exceed-

ing the total area of seagrass meadows in bays
of the middle and upper Texas coast (Adair and

Moore 1990; Adair et al. 1994). Concurrently,

seagrass cover in lower Laguna Madre
decreased by an even larger amount. 140 km-
(54 mi-), from 620 km- (^239 mi-) to 480 km-
( 185 mi-), confined to deeper areas (Quammen
and Onuf 1993).

Changes in the species composition of sea-

grass meadows affected even larger areas of the

lower laguna (Fig. 2). Shoal grass covered 82%
of the bay bottom in 1965 compared to 33% in

1988. Over the same period, cover of bay bot-

tom by manatee grass (Syrini>()diiim filiforme)

increased from 9% to 27% and by turtle grass
(Thalassia testiiJiiuiiin from 1% to 7%.

Factors Responsible

Processes responsible for the loss of sea-

grass from deep areas are different from those

for the other changes. The loss of seagrass has

resulted from reduced light reaching the bottom

in deep areas near navigation channels because

of increased turbidity cau.sed by maintenance

dredging. In 1988-89, waves generated by fre-

quent episodes of high winds resuspended fine

materials from dredge deposits and increased

light attenuation for more than a year after a

dredging project was completed (Onuf 1994).

Since the interval between dredging projects is

2 years, the reduction in available light is essen-

tially permanent.

Hydrological modifications of the laguna are

most likely the primary cause of the expansion

of .seagrass cover in upper Laguna Madre and

the shift in the composition of surviving sea-

grass meadows in lower Laguna Madre.

Historically, a 20-km ( 12.4-mi) expanse of usu-

ally emergent fiats separated the two sections of

the laguna. Salinities greater than 60 ppt in the

lower laguna and greater than 100 ppt in the

southern pail of the upper laguna were not

unusual.

In 1949 the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway was

completed, providing a continuous water con-

nection between the two pails of the laguna.

improving exchange with the Gulf of Mexico
and moderating the salinity regime of the lagu-
na. Since completion of the waterway, salinities

have seldom reached 50 ppt in the lower laguna
and 60 ppt in the upper laguna. even during
extreme drought (Quammen and Onuf 1993).

Isolation from source populations of sea-

grass probably accounts for the slower colo-

nization of the upper laguna than the lower

laguna. after the environment became tolerable.

The displacement of shoal grass by manatee

grass and turtle grass after salinity moderation

is consistent with the relative intolerance of

those species to hypersalinity (high salinity) and

their superior competitive capabilities under

benign conditions. The current distributions of

the three species are consistent with their rela-

tive colonizing abilities since salinity modera-

tion: shoal grass is most widespread, manatee

grass is intermediate, and turtle grass is most

closely confined to its point of origin at the

south end of the laguna (Quammen and Onuf
1993).

Management Implications

The dramatic decrease of shoal grass in the

lower laguna is a particular concern to natural

resource managers because redheads feed

almost exclusively on shoal grass while in win-

ter residence. Historically, there were several

other important wintering areas for these ducks,

such as Chesapeake Bay. Pamlico Sound, and

Galveston Bay. The possibility existed that

other areas could absorb additional birds if

habitat quality in Laguna Madre deteriorated.

Now. none of the alternative areas support sig-

nificant winter populations of redheads, and few

others do either, making the condition of

Laguna Madre all the more critical for red-

heads.

Changes in the upper laguna since 1988 are

almost certain to worsen the problem of redhead

habitat deterioration. Whereas increases in the

upper laguna compensated for about 40% of the

losses of shoal grass in the lower laguna over

the period of this analysis, a persistent phyto-

plankton bloom known as the brown tide has

been resident in the upper laguna since 1990.
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The bloom is so dense in some locations that it

reduces light penetrating 1 m (3.3 ft) by more

than 5U9f (Dunton 1994). This light reduction is

leading to loss of shoal grass in the deep areas

most influenced by the brown tide.

Displacement of shoal grass by manatee

grass was not evident in the upper laguna in

1988 but is now. In all likelihood, the same

processes responsible for the profound changes
in the composition of seagrass meadows in the

lower laguna will now take hold in the upper

laguna. The greater isolation of the upper lagu-

na from a source population of the invader prob-

ably accounts for the much later initiation of the

replacement process than in the lower laguna.

A final factor further magnifies the impor-
tance to redheads of these changes in seagrass-

es of the Laguna Madre of Te.xas. The Laguna
Madre de Tamaulipas. just south of the delta of

the Rio Grande, is an integral part of the winter

life-suppon system of redheads. In most years,

more redheads overwinter in Texas than

Mexico: however, in years of drought in Texas,

more ducks continue south into Mexico. The

large geographic extent of available habitat

apparently buffers the population by increasing

the probability that suitable conditions prevail

somewhere in the system eveiy year. The gov-
ernor of the State of Tamaulipas, however, is

now promoting the extension of the Gulf

Intracoastal Waterway through the Laguna
Madre in Mexico. In all likelihood, this devel-

opment will reduce the support capacity of the

laguna in Mexico for redheads, further increas-

ing the reliance of the ducks on the laguna in

Texas.

Modification of dredging practices in Texas

and planning of waterway construction in

Mexico hold the most promise for sustaining

.seagrasses and habitat for redheads to the max-

imum extent possible. At present, most dredge

disposal is to submerged receiving areas along
the channel, where bay resources are directly

affected and wave-caused resuspension some-

times impairs water clarity for long periods
after dredging. Land-based or deep-sea disposal

would alleviate these problems. In Mexico, con-

ducting an inventory of key resources, promi-

nently including seagrasses and redheads, rout-

ing the waterway to avoid concentration areas,

and implementing environmentally sound con-

struction and disposal practices will ensure the

greatest security for the wintering habitat of

redheads and other resources linked to seagrass
meadows.
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The
conterminous United States has nearly

142,000 km (88,182 mi) of tidal shoreline

that exists in a delicate balance with the forces

of nature (CuUiton et al. 1990). Much of this

shoreline and the coastal barriers in particular

are experiencing greatly increased pressures as

a result of rapid population growth and accom-

panying development. Although coastal areas

are highly desirable for their abundant natural

resources and habitability, they are also

extremely dynamic environments in which con-

ditions hazardous to humans (e.g., erosion,

Hooding, pollution) may be present. In many
regions, these hazards, which threaten not only
humans but also valuable marine resources and

even entire ecosystems, are increasing at alarm-

ing rates as coastal development, recreation,

and waste disposal increase, often in direct con-

flict with long-term natural coastal processes.
This article defines coastal barriers, summarizes

their changes, and discusses the U.S.

Department of the Interior's (DOI) Coastal

Barrier Resources System (CBRS).

Coastal Barriers Defined

Coastal barriers are geologically recent

depositional sand bodies that are highly variable

in shape, size, and their response to natural

processes and human alterations. They may
stretch many kilometers in length and contain

high sand dunes—such as the Outer Banks of

North Carolina—or they may be small and iso-

lated islands, so low in relief that they are rou-

tinely overwashed by spring tides and minor

storms. Their dynamic nature means coastal

barriers are constantly shifting and being modi-

fied by winds and waves, but scientific field

investigations over the past several decades are

revealing some disturbing trends.

Coastal

Barrier

Erosion: Loss

of Valuable

Coastal

Ecosystems

by
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U.S. Geological Survey
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Figure. Classification of annual

shoreline change around the

United States (modified from U.S.

Geological Survey 1985).

Table 1. Primary factors (geologic

and human ) affecting coastal areas

ranked by decreasing relative

importance (modified from

Williams et al. IMQlb).

Long-term survey data by the U.S.

Geological Survey and others, based on analy-

ses of archive maps, reports, and aerial pho-

tographs, demonstrate that coastal erosion is

affecting each of the 30 coastal states (Figure;

William's et al. 1991a). About 80% of U.S.

coastal barriers are undergoing net long-term

erosion at rates of less than I m (3.3 ft) to as

Undeveloped Coastal Barriers

Since 1982 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (and now the National Biological

Service) has been conducting inventories of the

CBRS along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico

coasts and the Great Lakes, as defined by the

Coastal Banner Resources Act of 1982 (Public

much as 20 m (65.6 ft) per year. Natural

processes such as storms, rise in relative sea

level, and sediment starvation (a reduction in

volume of sediment transported by rivers reach-

ing the coast), which may also be a result of

human interference, are responsible for most of

this erosion; but human factors such as mineral

extraction, emplacement of hard coastal-engi-

neering structures, and dredging of sand from

navigation channels are now recognized as hav-

ing major effects on shoreline stability (Table

1).

Primary factors affecting coastal areas

Land subsidence (sediment compaction)

Storm impacts

Coastal processes (waves, winds, tides)

Eustatic sea-level change

Sand supply al the coast

Human activities: dredging, dams, mining, engineering structures, with-

drawal of fluids (e.g., oil, gas, and water)

Regional tectonic movements

Law 97-384) and the Coastal Barrier

Improvement Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-

591 ). (The Pacific undeveloped coastal barriers

are under review by DOI as required by Section

6 of Public Law 101-591.)

The photographic inventories from aerial

color infrared photographs (scales 1:12.000 to

1:65.000) provide a precise visual identification

for each unit within the CBRS. Undeveloped
coastal barriers are defined as areas that have

less than one structure per 2 ha (4.9 acres) of

fastland (areas suitable for building structures).

Additionally, there are no areas in CBRS that

are less than 0.4 km (0.25 mi) long. The entire

barrier coastline was reviewed for inclusion into

the CBRS system; inclusion into the CBRS
means that the areas were ineligible for direct or

indirect federal financial assistance that might

support or encourage development.
The total shoreline length of the CBRS sys-

tem for the United States is 2,055 km (1,276

mi), encompassing an area of about 537,000 ha

(1.3 million acres; Table 2).
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Table 2. Suniniarv nt undeveloped coastiil haniers (F.

McGilvery, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington.

DC. and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, unpuhlished report).

State
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Coral
reefs are one of the most diverse,

complex, and beautiful ecosystems on

earth. Coral reef ecosystems benefit humans

commercially, recreationally. and environ-

mentally (Laist et al. 1986). The abundant

biological diversity of the coral reef ecosys-

tem not only includes coral and the commer-

cially important species associated with the

reef but also thousands of other plant and

animal species. Thus, the status and trends

of this ecosystem are not easily evaluated.

Historically, most coral reef surveys have

been limited to discrete reefs or species or

have been time-limited (Rogers 1985;

Dustin and Halas 1987; Bythell et al. 1992;

Porter and Meier 1992; Ginsburg 1994). The

status and trends of complete coral reef

ecosystems around entire islands or reef

tracts (e.g.. the entire Florida reef tract) have

never been comprehensively evaluated

because of the complexity, length of time,

and cost of such endeavors. Because of this

lack of a comprehensive understanding of

the status and trends of coral reef ecosys-

tems under U.S. jurisdiction, this article

looks at broad patterns in the status and

trends of these ecosystems today with the

hope of providing a useful focus for future

ecosystem-based National Biological

Service (NBS) coral reef endeavors.

Status and Trends

Coral reef ecosystems under U.S. juris-

diction are located in waters throughout the

world (Figs. 1 and 2). These reefs can be

divided into two broad categories, pristine

and al risk. For references on specific areas,

please contact the author.

Pristine Coral Reef Ecosystems

Pristine coral reef ecosystems are in

remote locations with little or no human

threats to ecosystem health. By definition,

the status of these ecosystems is good and

the trend in health is steady. Areas under

U.S. jurisdiction with pristine coral reef

ecosystems include the Flower Garden

Banks in the Gulf of Mexico; the northwest

Hawaiian Islands (uninhabited); Wake

Island; the Northern Mariana Islands

(excluding Saipan); Palmyra Island and

Kingman Reef: Howland Island; Baker

Island; and Jarvis Island in the Pacific Ocean

(Figs. 1 and 2).

Coral Reef Ecosystems at Risk

Coral reef ecosystems at risk are near

human populafion centers with some or all

reefs experiencing local anthropogenic
stress. Some important sources of stress

include nutrient enrichment from sewage
and agriculture, overfishing, and stress from

high sedimentation caused by deforestation,

agriculture, vessel traffic, and coastal runoff.

Coral Reef Ecosystems

Stephen C. Jameson
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration

The status and trends of many coral reef

resources within these areas are poor (D'Elia

et al. 1991; Ginsburg 1994). In addition, it is

impossible to know the status and trends of

these ecosystems on an island-wide or reef

tract basis because of our lack of under-

standing of these ecosystems in any compre-

hensive way. Within U.S. jurisdiction, the

coral reef ecosystems at risk include the

Florida Reef tract, Puerto Rico, and the U.S.

Virgin Islands in the western Atlantic and

Caribbean; and the main Hawaiian Islands

(inhabited). Johnston Atoll, Saipan

(Northern Mariana Islands), and American

Samoa in the Pacific Ocean (Figs. 1 and 2).

Future

The United States has abundant coral

reef ecosystems. Pristine coral reef ecosys-

tems are especially valuable as "natural"

laboratories and control sites that can help us

eventually understand the evolution and

function of healthy coral reef ecosystems.

We will not be able to clearly evaluate the

status and trends of unhealthy ecosystems

until we better understand prisune coral reef

ecosystems. It is vital that adverse effects to

these pristine areas are avoided.

Figs. 1 and 2 show that over half of all

U.S. coral reef ecosystems are at risk, and

some are nearly dead because of human per-

turbations. Swift legislative efforts and pub-

lic works programs to reduce nutrients and

Atlantic

Ocean

Fig. 1. Coral reef ecosystems under U.S. jurisdiction in the western Atlantic Ocean. Gulf of Mexico,

and Canbbean Sea. Coral reef ecosystems are found on or around the Florida Reef tract. Flower

Garden Banks. Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands. Coral reef ecosystems al risk are indicated by an

asterisk.

Northern Mariana Islands

< Saipan

Wake Island p
Johnston . Main

'^'°"
Hawaiian

^

Palmyra Island & .
Islands

*

'
Kingman Reef

Rowland Island,

Baker Island" ^^"'^ 's'^nd .

American Samoa ,

Fig. 2. Coral reef ecosystems under U.S. jurisdiction in the Pacific Ocean. Coral reef ecosystems are

found around the northwest and main Hawaiian Islands, Wake Island, Johnston Atoll, Northern

Mariana, Guam, Palmyra Island and Kingman Reef. Howland Island. Baker Island. Jarvis Island, and

American Samoa. Coral reef ecosystems at risk are indicated by a red asterisk.
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sediments may be the only way to save many
of these national treasures.
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(Gilbeft 1973) and the variety of habitats. More

fish species have been reportetJ from Alligator

Reef in the upper Keys than at any single loca-

tion in the Western Hemisphere (Starck 1968).

These fishes consist piimarily of continental,

warm-temperate species characteristic of the

northern Gulf of Mexico, and tropical

Caribbean species, especially on the Atlantic

side of the Florida Keys. Mixing of the warm-

temperate and tropical Caribbean species

occurs from north to south with distribution

limits of individual species determined by sea-

sonal temperature variations and the exchange
of Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean waters in

nearshore habitats in the middle to lower Keys.

The key silverside (Menidia conchonim) is the

only fish confined to the Florida Keys. It is not

as rare as had previously been thought, and a

recommendation has been made to change its

official state listing from "threatened" to "spe-

cial concern" (Gilbert 1992),

Two studies of single sites indicate the total

diversity of Floiida Keys fishes, Longley and

Hildebrand (1941) listed 442 species from the

Dry Tortugas, 300 of which are closely associ-

ated with coral reefs. Starck (1968) recorded

517 fish species from Alligator Reef, including

389 considered members of the reef communi-

ty. The category "coral reef fish" is arbitrary,

however, because a continuum exists from

obligate {see glossary) species that spend their

entire adult lives largely hidden within recesses

of the reef, to opportunistic species that use

many habitats. Also, most economically impor-

tant reef fish are dependent on seagrasses and

mangroves along the Keys and in Florida Bay
for critically important nursery habitat. The

availability of such habitats permits a higher

density of organisms and a more complex reef

community (Parrish 1989).

As more researchers, anglers, recreational

scuba divei-s, and snorkelers have visited the

Keys, an appreciation of the complex nature of

reef fish communities has increased (Sale

1991). Research that uses visual census tech-

niques has focused on the more common and

readily observable reef fish. The most compre-
hensive census study to date (Bohnsack et al.

1987) provided a detailed quantitative descrip-

tion of the fish fauna of Looe Key National

Marine Sanctuary for depths less than 13 m (43

fi). Quantitative studies of this kind serve as

essential baseline references required for moni-

toring and detecting future changes in reef fish

abundances and distributions. That study, with

additional data from Key Largo, showed that

fish faunas of the outer reefs in the Keys are

diverse and complex, and their community
structures are similar to well-developed reefs

throughout the Caribbean.

Influences and Trends

As one of the most heavily fished areas in

Florida, the Keys support extensive commercial

and recreational fisheries for food, sport, and

the marine aquarium trade (Bohnsack et al,

1994). A major management goal is ensuring

continued sustainability of limited resources

and traditional activities under rapidly increas-

ing hutnan population growth and exploitation

of the reef fisheries. Excessive use and fishing

may cause long-term harm to individual

species, disrupt reef ecosystems, and damage
the area's overall economy.

Demand and use of resources have increased

(Fig. 2) with the growing number of residents

and tourists (White 1991; Bohnsack et al.

1994). The number of registered boats has

increased more than sixfold since 1965 while

the number of commercial and partyboat ves-

sels has remained stable (Bohnsack et al. 1994).

Fishing success has increased, however,

because of more accurate navigational aids,

inexpensive electronic fish-finding equipment.
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Fig. 1. The upper, inidiile. and

lower Florida Keys. National
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national wildlife refuges, and

aquatic preserves ;u-e also shown

(modified from maps provided by

James A. Reed 11, Florida Marine

Research Institute). Various colors

used simply to delineate designat-

ed areas.

and improved fishing gear and vessel technolo-

gy. Although fishing can directly reduce stocks,

other human activities also can damage
resources and affect fish, including pollution,

sedimentation, habitat loss from land-use prac-

tices, and vessel groundings. For example, habi-

tat changes in Florida Bay have been attributed

to water management and land-use practices in

southern Florida (Mclvor et al. 1994).

Fig. 2. Extensive use of resources

in the Florida Keys: Looe Key

(spur and groove zone).

Because of insufficient data, population

trends and stock condition are impossible to

determine for many species. Few fishery-inde-

pendent data exist and fishery-dependent data

have been limited to a relatively few years, to

certain species, or to specific fishery compo-
nents. Analyses are complicated because of the

many species targeted, the large number of fish-

eries operating out of different ports, the num-

ber of different fishing methods used, and the

many different fishing objectives, especially

within the recreational fishery.

Some fishery trends are apparent despite

data limitations. King mackerel (Scomher-

omoms cavalki) stocks collapsed in the early

1980's, but recovered somewhat after manage-

ment measures were implemented. Pink shrimp

(Peuaeus duomntm) and grouper (Serranidae)

landings have declined, and fisheries for queen

conch (Strombiis gigas). Nassau grouper

(Epinephelus striatus). and jewfish

(Epinephehis itajara) were closed because of

reduced stock size. Increased landings reported

for greater amberjack (Seriola dumerili). stone

crab (Menippe mercenaria). blue crab

(Callinectes sapidus), and yellowtail snapper

(Ocyunis civysiinis) mostly reflect increased or

redirected fishing efforts. For example, amber-

jack became commercially targeted only in the

mid-1980"s after king mackerel and red snapper

{Lutjaniis campechamts) landings declined.

Landings of some species such as mutton snap-

per (L. analis), gray snapper (L griseiis}, and
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West Indies spiny lobster {Fiiniilirus arfiiis)

have generally remained stable, despite large

increases in effort (Bohnsack et al. 1994).

There is no guarantee, however, that any of

these trends will continue, especially if fishing

efforts increase or habitats become further

impaired. For example, annual pink shrimp

landings from the Dry Tortugas fluctuated

around 4.5 million kg (9.9 million lb) for about

40 years before plummeting to less than hall

that level in the mid-198()"s. Some of this

decline may be a result of environmental

changes caused by reduced freshwater inflow to

Florida Bay (Mclvor et al. 1994). Sponge and

seagrass die-offs in Florida Bay may eventually

reduce lobster and other fishery landings

because of lost juvenile habitat. Fishery landing

data will not necessarily reveal the full impact

of those removals on the ecosystem or its sus-

tainability. This is particularly true in complex

tropical ecosystems such as the Florida Keys

(Knowlton 1992). The annual removal of mil-

lions of kilograms of shrimp and spiny lobster is

expected to affect their fish predators, while the

removal of large numbers of predators may
affect abundances and interactions of their prey.

Fishing is a particular concern because it tends

to target top predators, which are often the key-

stone species important for maintaining com-

munity structure (Knowlton 1992).

The widespread ecosystem changes docu-

mented in the Florida Keys and elsewhere in the

Caribbean are of special concern to the long-

term status of coral reef fish communities

(Richards and Bohnsack 1990; Hallock et al.

1992). These changes include unexplained sea

urchin mass mortalities, major coral loss and

coral bleaching, shifts from coral- to algal-dom-

inated substrates, extensive algae blooms, and

numerous fish kills. Porter and Meier (1992)

reported a loss of coral diversity between 1984

and 1991 at six locations and a decrease in

abundance at five locations in protected areas

between Miami and Key West. Although Porter

and Meier ( 1992) could not determine the spe-

cific causes responsible for the changes, they

noted that continued equal rates of loss over

long periods would not allow the historical

coral reef community structure of the Florida

Keys to be sustained.

Algal fouling that may be related to leaching

of nutrient-enriched groundwater (NOAA
1995) has recently caused severe damage to

Algae Reef off Key Largo, and may be spread-

ing to nearby Horseshoe Reef. Whether caused

by increased nutrient enrichment, human alter-

ation of historically freshwater runoff from the

Everglades, reduced natural flushing effects

associated with humcanes during the last 20

years, or a combination of factors, continued

deteriorauon of Florida Bay water quality ulti-

mately will seriously alter the fish community
structure of the bay and affect the Florida Keys

ecosystem as well.

Recommendations

Realistic goals and objectives must be estab-

lished to protect and restore Florida Keys

ecosystems and their fish resources to allow

optimal sustainable economic use while pre-

serving biodiversity. Research efforts should

focus on obtaining a better understanding of

ecosystem dynamics and the effects of human

interactions in order to generate and test predic-

tive management models. Marine sanctuaries

should have scientific reference sites and be

used to develop strategies to reduce user con-

flicts. To be effective, management efforts must

be international and must include cooperation

between all levels of government and users.

Because it is possible to love a reef to death

(Fishman 1991), increased public education,

understanding, awareness, and appreciation of

the complex nature of reef fish communities

and the effects of human activities within the

Florida Keys ecosystem are especially impor-

tant. Although efforts are needed to restore

habitats, primary emphasis should be to prevent

further habitat degradation from human activi-

ties.

Objective measures of fish populations,

habitat conditions, and ecosystem function

should be developed and monitored. Standard

measures are needed to compare ecological

impacts of dift'erent fisheries (Bohnsack et al.

Florida Keys habitat showing rep-

resentative reef fishes.
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1994). including better fisheiy and habitat data

and more precise stock assessments. There is

also an urgent need to develop nondestructive

methods of collecting fishery-independent data.

Cryptic, obligate reef fish, which have received

the least attention, are likely among the best

indicator species of environmental degradation
because they are more sensitive to environmen-

tal changes. A comprehensive inventory of the

cryptic reef fauna of the Florida Keys is also

needed for baseline data in conjunction with

establishment of long-term monitoring stations

throughout the Keys.
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Riparian Ecosystems

Overview
The strict definition of

riparian is "streanibank,"

but riparian ecosystems are often broadly defined

to include riverine tloodplains. In the broad

sense, the riparian zone is both a transition and

interface between riverine and upland systems.

Functionally and structurally, riparian areas are

different from surrounding uplands because of

proximity to a water course. In the eastern United

States, the upland landscape is generally moist

enough to support woody vegetation while the

often extensive bottomland forests comprise only

those plants able to tolerate flooding and exces-

sive moisture. In much of the West, areas near

water courses are often the only places with suf-

ficient moisture for trees. Thus, western riparian

ecosystems are often relatively narrow ribbons of

trees in a generally unforested landscape.

We lack good estimates of the status or histor-

ical changes in area for riparian ecosystems of the

West as a whole, although we do know that they

have always represented a very small fraction of

the land area because of their dependence on

water in a dry region. Their importance stems

from the unique features that they provide, repre-

senting desirable habitat for a variety of species.

Many of the same features that make these sys-

tems relatively rare and important also make

them relatively sensitive.

Western riparian systems have been massive-

ly altered in the last 200 years; the history of

development in the West is to a large extent one

of water development. As the articles in this sec-

tion illustrate, it is hard to make a hydrologic

change without also altering the associated ripar-

ian ecosystem. Busch and Scott (this section)

show how hydrologic changes can influence the

long-term species composition by altering soil

salinity and changing the nature of disturbances

that create opportunities for regeneration. Some

changes described in Roelle and Hagenbuck's
article (this section) on the Middle Rio Grande

are relatively straightforward: riparian vegetation

is inundated by a reservoir or a channel narrows

with lower streamflow. Other effects of hydro-

logic alteration are more complex and may be

played out over many decades. As the authors

note, the absence of a change in net area may
mask dramatic shifts in the location of different

vegetation types.

Although hydrology is the dominant factor

shaping these ecosystems, it is not the only one.

In all the riparian systems described in the fol-

lowing articles, invasions of non-native plants

have changed the composition of the communi-

ties and the way the systems will likely respond

in the future. Timber clearing, overgrazing by

livestock, agricultural conversion, and urban

growth are other important causes of change in

these ecosystems.
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In
much of western North America, riparian

(streamside) environments are the only pail of

the landscape moist enough to allow survival of

trees (Fig. 1). Riparian landscapes are usually
defined as ecotones or corridors between terres-

trial and aquatic realms (Malanson 1993). In

spite of their limited areal extent, riparian

ecosystems are essential habitat for many verte-

brate species and provide critical physical and

biological linkages between terrestrial and

aquatic environments (Gregory et al. 1991).

Because of their association with scarce sur-

face water resources, western riparian ecosys-
tems have long been influenced by human activ-

ities. Human-caused perturbations can alter

energy and material flow in riverine ecosys-

tems, thus modifying riparian plant communi-
ties (Brinson 1990). Among the most serious

impacts to riparian ecosystems are water

impt)undmcnt and diversion, groundwater

pumping from alluvial aquifers, livestock graz-

ing, land clearing for agriculture or to increase

water yield, mining, road development, heavy
recreational demand, fire, the elimination of

native organisms (e.g., beaver [Caslur canaden-

sis]) or the introduction of exotics, and overall

watershed deeradation (Stromberc 1993).

Fig. 1. A cottonwood-willow riparian ecosystem illustrat-

ing how trees are closely associated with a water source in

an and landscape. Arikaree River. Colorado.

Riparian ecosystems along most major west-

em rivers have changed as the result of water

development and flood control. Losses of ripar-

ian forest downstream of dams have been

reported from throughout western North

America (Rood and Mahoney 1990). In con-

trast, woodland expansion in other dam-regulat-
ed riparian ecosystems provides evidence that

the inteiTelationships between plant communi-
ties and hydrogeomorphic processes are com-

plex (Johnson 1994). As the result of wide-

spread, human-induced changes in hydrology
and land use. native cottonwood-willow stands

are being replaced by non-native woody species
such as Russian olive (Elaeagmis angustifolia)
and tamarisk (Tamarix mmosissima) throush-

out the West (Olson and Knopf 1986; Knopf
and Scott 1990; Stromberg 1993).

In this article, we contrast the roles played

by natural and human-induced disturbances in

structuring western riparian ecosystems. Our

approach draws heavily on data from the lower

Colorado and upper Missouri rivers, two large,

diverse systems that showcase a range of natur-

al and human factors intlueiicing riparian

ecosystems throughout western Noilh America.

We also focus on how water and land-use man-

agement may threaten these valuable ecological
resources.

Most of the Missouri Rivet, through the

Dakotas to its confluence with the Mississippi
River, is controlled by a series of large dams
and reservoirs constructed between the 1930's

and 1950's. These dams radically altered the

magnitude, timing, and frequency of flood

flows that formerly promoted regeneration and

maintenance of extensive riparian cottonwood

{Popiilus (leltoides) forests (Johnson et al. 1976;

Johnson 1992). Here, we examine the impor-
tance of flow variability and channel processes
in creating and maintaining riparian cotton-

wood stands in one of the last relatively natural-

ly functioning reaches of the upper Missouri

River in Montana.

The lower Colorado River riparian ecosys-
tem (Nevada. California, and Arizona) has also

been affected by hydrologic change resulting
from human activities. Declines in riparian for-

est dominated by cottonwood {Populus frenum-
tii) and willow {Sali.x gooddingii) have been

attributed to change in the physical environment

and to the extensive invasion of tamarisk. Our
evaluation of the Colorado River ecosystem
centered on an investigation of surface water-

groundwater linkages and how hydrologic fac-

tors affect water uptake and use in riparian trees

and shrubs. We also examined how hydrologic

perturbation and alteration of natural distur-

bance processes affect riparian community
structure along the lower Colorado River.

Methods

Upper Missouri River

We intensively sampled nine sites between

Fort Benton, Montana, and Fort Peck Reservoir.

Sites were selected primarily to represent the

range of geomoiphic {see glossary) conditions

observed within this reach. Channel movement
is variously constrained through this portion of

river; in some reaches the channel meanders

whereas in other reaches lateral movement is

limited to a narrow valley floor. Previous work

demonstrates that the age structure of cotton-

wood populations is strongly influenced by
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aspects of How ihal promole successful estab-

lishment. We deleniiineti the precise age and

elevation of establishment of 151 plains cotton-

wood stems in the study site and related their

years of establishment to the How record from

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gauges.

Lower Colorado River

We established three sites for an intensive

ecophysiological analysis of riparian plant com-

munities on the Havasu National Wildlife

Refuge in the lower Colorado River floodplain.

Our analyses were confined to stands of ripari-

an vegetation that had been classified as cotton-

wood-willow habitats (Anderson and Ohmart

1984; Younker and Andersen 1986).

Hydrology and Riparian

Ecosystem Dynamics

Reproduction and growth of riparian plant

species are closely associated with peak flows

and related channel processes such as meander-

ing. Successful establishment of such plants

typically occurs only in channel positions that

are moist, bare, and protected from removal by

subsequent disturbance (Sigafoos 1964; Everitt

1968; Noble 1979; Bradley and Smith 1986;

Stromberg et al. 1991; Sacchi and Price 1992;

Johnson 1994). If streamflow is diverted, young
trees may die (Smith et al. 1991). Studies of

plant water uptake in floodplain ecosystems
indicate that maintenance of cottonwood and

willow populations depends on groundwater
moisture sources which, in turn, are closely

linked to instream flows (Busch et al. 1992).

Thus, the establishment and maintenance of

riparian plant communities are a function of the

interplay among surface water dynamics,

groundwater, and river channel processes.

Maps and notes from the journals of Lewis

and Clark (1804-06) suggest that the present

distribution and abundance of cottonwoods

along the Missouri River within the study reach

are generally similar to presettlement condi-

tions. Although flows through this reach are

influenced by Canyon Feiry Dam on the main-

stem and Tiber Dam on the Marias River, the

gross seasonal timing of flows and the magni-
tude and frequency of daily maximum flows

have not been greatly altered by dam opera-
tions. This is due in part to the dam's relatively

small storage capacity and the presence of a

number of unregulated tributaries below the

dams. Thus, the study reach represents one, if

not the last, semi-naturally functioning reach

along the entire Missouri River.

In the Colorado River, the link of floodplain

groundwater with instream flows is illustrated

by the association of river discharge and fluctu-

ations in water table depth in the adjacent

floodplain (Fig. 2). Further evidence for this

linkage comes from daily fluctuations in water

table depth, which coiTelated closely with the

Colorado River hydroperiod (Busch. unpub-
lished data). Colorado River floodplain soils

were dry. Volumetric soil nmisture in the upper
1 m (3.3 ft) of the Colorado River soil prollle

averaged less than 4%. while that of the nearby
and less heavily impacted Bill Williams River

averaged 13*7^. Incision of stream channels,

through either natural or human-induced caus-

es, can lead to the depression of floodplain
water tables (Williams and Wolman 1984).

Channelization of the lower Colorado River

appears to have led to floodplain groundwater
declines, and this has tended to isolate riparian

vegetation from its principal moisture source at

or near the water table (Busch et al. 1992).

Salinity and Alteration of

Riparian Ecosystem Processes

In regulated rivers, a lack of flooding or

infrequent groundwater incursion into surface

soils can result in altered nutrient dynamics.
The lack of an aqueous medium for salt disper-

sal may result in the elevation of soil salinity to

levels that are stressful to some of the trees and

shrubs native to southwestern riparian ecosys-
tems (Busch and Smith 1995). Colorado River

soils were significantly (P < 0.05) more saline

than soils in the adjacent Bill Williams River

floodplain. Salinities in Colorado River soils

exceeded levels shown to inhibit germination,
reduce vigor, and induce mortality in seedling

cottonwood and willow (Jackson et al. 1990).

Salt-tolerant species could thus benefit from

elevated alluvium salinity. Evidence for salinity

tolerance in both native and exotic halophytes

(plants growing in salty soils or a saltwater

environment) shows that arrowweed [Tessaria

scricea) and tamarisk had significantly (P <

0.05) higher leaf tissue sodium concentrations

(11.2 and 18.1 mg/g (ppt], respectively) than

did cottonwood (1.1 mg/g [pptj) and willow

(0.7 mg/g [ppt]).
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Fig. 2. Streamllow in the lower

Colorado River and water table

depth fluctuations in the adjacent

floodplain.

Colorado River study site with

willow (note stress-induced

canopy die back) and exotic

tamarisk.

I Constrained reach of the Missouri

S River. Montana.
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Establishment Patterns of

Riparian Tree Populations

The structural diversity of riparian cotton-

wood and willow stands is a function of spatial

and temporal patterns of occurrence. These pat-

terns are largely determined by events during

the establishment phase (Stromberg et al. 1991;

Scott et al. 1993). Where stream regulation lim-

its flooding and channel movement (e.g.. the

lower Colorado River), opportunities for seed

gennination are limited. In such systems, com-

munity structure may become less dynamic
unless novel forms of disturbance such as fire

increase in importance relative to the natural

disturbance regime.

The magnitudes of flows associated with

Cottonwood establishment are intluenced by

local channel processes. Along the upper

Missouri River, sections of meandering channel

alternate with sections where lateral migration

does not occur In meandering sections, suc-

cessful establishment occurs at relatively low

elevations above the channel (Fig. 3a). produc-

ing several bands of even-aged trees ( Bradley

and Smith 1986).

If. however, lateral movement of the channel

is constrained by a narrow valley, successful

establishment occurs only at high elevations,

often producing a single, narrow band of trees

(Fig. 3b): seedlings initially established at lower

positions are removed by water or ice scour.

Where the channel is free to move, plant estab-

lishment occurs relatively frequently in associa-

surface
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Fig. 3. Cross section in the la) meandering ctiannel reacti, Missouri River, Montana, and (b) the

constrained channel reach. All seedlings established within 10 cm (3.9 in) of the present surface

(from Scott et al. 1994). For (a), at 160 m (525 ft) six trees were aged, but depth to establishment

surface was measured for only one.

tion with both moderate and high river flows,

but where the channel is constrained, plant

establishment is associated with infrequent high

Hows in excess of 1,400 m% (50.000 ft-Vs).

Elimination of such high flows would largely

eliminate cottonwood and willow stands from

the constrained reaches of the upper Missouri

River and decrease the frequency of stand estab-

lishment in the meandering reaches. From a

water-management perspective, then, it is

important to recognize how flow variability,

including infrequent large flows, shapes the dis-

tribution and abundance of riparian tree popula-

tions.

Meandering reach of the Missouri River, Montana.

Disturbance Regimes and the

Invasion of Non-native Species

Riparian ecosystems are dependent upon
disturbance caused by occasional high flows.

Along rivers where these flows have been

reduced in frequency and magnitude, natural

riparian ecosystems are being lost along with

associated invertebrate and vertebrate species.

Resource managers concerned with maintaining

floodplain ecosystems need to consider ways of

preserving flows that produce establishment,

growth, and survival of native riparian species.

If not, species such as tamarisk can exploit

resources more efficiently than native riparian

species, thereby altering whole ecosystem prop-

erties (Vitousek 1990). Thus, as Hobbs and

Huenneke (1992) suggest, modification of the

historical disturbance regimes will result in a

decline in native species diversity. Although

successful plant invasions are often associated

with increased disturbance (Hobbs 1989;

Rejmanek 1989; Hobbs and Huenneke 1992;

Parker et al. 1993), in situations where the fre-

quency or intensity of a natural disturbance is

decreased, the invasion of competitively superi-

or non-natives may be promoted (Hobbs and

Huenneke 1992).
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Although most riparian plants are adapted to

flooding, the frequency, liming, and duratiim of

floods may be highly altered on regulated

stream reaches. Fire appears to have increased

in importance relative to flooding as a form of

disturbance affecting regulated southwestern

rivers, including the Colorado. Colorado River

Cottonwood and willow canopy cover decreased

only slightly following tire, but burned cotton-

wood-willow stands had significantly greater

cover of both anowweed and tamarisk (P <

0.005). Efficiency in water uptake, transport,

and use are among the mechanisms responsible
for superior post-fire recovery of halophytic
shrubs compared with trees native to the

Colorado River ecosystem (Busch and Smith

1993).

As the result of ecosystem change over the

last century, cottonwoods have become rare

along the lower Colorado River, and most

remaining stands are dominated by senescent

(i.e., in decline) individuals (Fig. 4). Although a

senescent segment was also a substantial por-

tion of the willow population, this species is still

relatively abundant in stands classified as cot-

tonwood-willow habitat. Even so, salt-tolerant

or water stress-tolerant shrubs such as tamarisk

and arrowweed now dominate these habitats.

Similar to tamarisk, the non-native Russian

olive is a shrubby tree that has become natural-

ized throughout the western United States

(Olson and Knopf 1986), forming extensive

stands in some areas (Knopf and Olson 1984;

Brown 1990), particularly where historical river

flow patterns have been altered by water devel-

opment, such as along the Platte River in

Nebraska (Currier 1982) and the Bighorn River

in Wyoming ( Akashi 1988). Such conversion of

riparian vegetation from native to non-native

species may have profound wildlife manage-
ment implications. Bird species richness and

density, for example, are higher in native ripar-

ian vegetation than in habitats dominated by
tamarisk or Russian-olive (Knopf and Olson

1984; Brown 1990; Rosenberg et al. 1991).

Future

The health of natural riparian ecosystems is

linked to the periodic occurrence of flood flows,

associated channel dynamics, and the preserva-
tion of base flows capable of sustaining high

floodplain water tables. The establishment of

native riparian vegetation is diminished when
the frequency and magnitude of peak river

flows are reduced. Water uptake and water-use

patterns indicate that native trees are replaced

by non-native species in riparian ecosystems
where streamflows are highly modified.

Although riparian ecosystems are most directly

affected by altered streamflow, additional fac-

tors threaten their integrity, including ground-
water pumping (Stromberg et al. 1992), grazing
(Armoin- et al. 1991), timber harvest and land

clearing (Brinson et al. 1981), and fire (Busch
and Smith 1993). Studies are under way to eval-

uate whether exotic plants will encroach further

into riparian ecosystems, given conditions pre-

dicted under global climate change scenarios.
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Floodplain,
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Riparian
(streaniside) vegetation communi-

ties piovidc valuable habitat for wildlife,

pailicularly in the arid and semi-arid Southwest,

where such communities make up less than 1%
of the landscape (Knopf et al, 1988).

Agricultural conversion, urban and suburban

expansion, water development, recreation, and

invasion by non-native species such as Russian

olive (Elaeaguiis augustifolia) and saltcedar

(Tamaiix spp.) have severely reduced the extent

and quality of these habitats. Despite such

impacts, the tloodplain of the Rio Grande in

central New Mexico supports one of the most

extensive cottonwood (Populus fremontii)

gallery forests (bosque) remaining in the

Southwest (Howe and Knopf 1991). and inter-

est in ensuring the long-term health and viabili-

ty of native communities along the Rio Grande

has been steadily increasing (Crawford et al.

1993). This article documents changes between

1935 and 1989 in cover types of the tloodplain
of the Rio Grande in central New Mexico.

Study Area

The study area covers the historical tlood-

plain of the Rio Grande from Velarde. New

Mexico, to the narrows at Elephant Butte

Reservoir. New Mexico, a distance of nearly

250 river mi (402 km; Figure). The historical

tloodplain in this reach encompasses more than

95.000 ha (nearly 236,000 acres); about 9.650

ha (24,000 acres) were omitted from the analy-
sis because 1989 photography was unavailable.

Classification

Wetlands were classified according to the

system used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service's (USFWS) National Wetlands

Inventory (Cowardin et al, 1979). Wooded

riparian (nonwetland) areas were classified

according to an unpublished system developed

by the USFWS and the Arizona Riparian
Council, The remaining uplands were classified

according to a system developed by the U.S.

Geological Survey (Anderson et al. 1976).

These classification systems provided more

than 160 cover classes, an unmanageable num-

ber for an analysis of change. Thus, we aggre-

gated the original classes in our geographic
information system (GIS) into 1 1 broader types.

Expansion of saltcedar is of great concern in

the Rio Grande valley in New Mexico, and
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The Great Plains

Overview
The Great Plains of North

America are grasslands or

former grasslands that occupy more than 200

million ha (500 million acres) of land from cen-

tral Alberta, Canada, to the Texas Panhandle

and eastern New Mexico and from the front

range of the Rocky Mountains to the forest edge
in Minnesota, Missouri, and Oklahoma. The

natural plant communities dominating this land-

scape are known as grasslands or prairie

(French for meadow) and they are composed of

a rich complex of gras.ses and forbs. The cli-

mate, soils, and topography of the eastern Great

Plains are suitable for agriculture, and conse-

quently most of the original prairie has been

converted to row crops or pasture. In the west-

em Great Plains, large areas of intact grassland

are used as rangeland. Researchers estimate that

less than 1% of the original grasslands remains

undisturbed by human activities (Klopatek et al.

1979).

Articles in this section focus on the effects of

more than 100 years of postsettlement manipu-
lation of the Great Plains ecosystem. For exam-

ple, fire was undoubtedly an important ecologi-

cal force in maintaining historical grassland

landscapes and species distributions. Following
fire suppression, woody plants have invaded

grasslands from adjacent forest and wooded

stream valleys. In addition, water management

practices and the planting of farm and ranch

shelterbelts have resulted in the encroachment

of trees into grassland habitat. In many parts of

the Great Plains today, far more woody plants

exist than before agricultural development. As

endemic grassland birds have declined, they

have been replaced by eastern forest species

moving into newly wooded habitats (Knopf: Igl

and Johnson, both this section).

Native prairie fishes also have experienced

significant losses in their historical distribu-

tions. Impoundments constructed on many
rivers and streams of the Great Plains have frag-

mented populations and eliminated colonization

of vacant habitat. Several prairie fishes, includ-

ing the Arkansas River shiner {Notropis girardi)

and the Arkansas River speckled chub

{Macrhyhopsis aestivalis tetraiieimis). have

shown significant declines in their distributions

and abundances (Echelle et al., this section).

The fragmentation of native grassland due to

agricultural encroachment as well as the elimi-

nation of keystone species, such as bison [Bison

bison) and the white-tailed prairie dog

(Cynoinys leiiciinis). have led to a general

decline in prairie wildlife, although some

species have adapted to human-induced

changes and some have even increased in
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numbers. For example, native grassland birds

iiave shown steeper, more consistent, and more

geographically widespread declines than any
other avian group, including Neotropical

migrants (Knopf, this section). Species such as

mallard {Anas plaTyrhynchos). blue-winged teal

(/4. discors). and northern pintail {A. acuta) are

now at or near the lowest numbers ever record-

ed (Shaffer and Newton, this section). The pri-

mary reason for these declines in numbers is

low nest success due to predation by common

species such as red fox { Viilpes viilpes: Shaffer

and Newton, this section). In other species, such

as American coot (Ftdica aineiicana). drainage
of wetlands compounded by severe drought

may have played a role in depressing popula-
tions (Igl and Johnson, this section). In contrast

to waterfowl, the coyote {Canis latrans) is

increasing its range. Historical and recent trends

in coyote populations and diet may reflect a

response to land-use changes, especially agri-

cultural changes and shifts in human popula-
tions on the Great Plains (Gipson and Brillhail.

this section).

The Great Plains are becoming increasingly

rural because of emigration of people and a shift

of human populations away from farms to urban

centers. Although the Great Plains encompass
about 20% of the land mass of the lower 48

states, the population is only about 2% of the

U.S. total. Federal agricultural land-retirement

programs, such as the Soil Bank Program and

the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).
devised to mediate tluctuations in the farm

economy, may also help slow or reverse the

declines of some grassland species. For exam-

ple, recent field surveys have shown that sever-

al grassland birds that had declined in the Great

Plains are much more common on CRP habitat

than in cropland (Johnson and Koford, this sec-

tion). In recent years numerous small to medi-

um tracts of native grassland have been desig-

nated as preserves. These areas plus changes in

agricultural practices that promote natural

resource conservation (e.g.. CRP) are important
to protect the remaining biodiversity of the

Great Plains.
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Declining
Grassland
Birds

by

Fritz L. Knopf
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Native
grasslands represent the largest vege-

tative province of North America. Almost

1.5 million km- (0.6 million mi-) of grasslands

historically occurred on the Great Plains.

Although the Great Plains played a inajor role

in the evolution of North American forest birds

(Mengel 1970). the grassland avifauna itself is

relatively poor with only 5% of all North

American bird species believed to have evolved

within the Great Plains. That group includes 12

species of birds that are considered endemic

(i.e., evolved specifically within) to the grass-

lands, along with 20 others that have centers of

evolution on the grasslands but range more

widely into contiguous vegetative provinces.

The landscape of the Great Plains has under-

gone significant alteration from descriptions

provided in early accounts. The influences have

been varied with many (e.g.. urbanization, min-

eral exploration, and defense installations) hav-

ing primarily local effects on the native birds.

Activities with more universal effects on the

landscape have included transformation of the

native grazing community, cultivation of grains

and tame grasses, draining of wetlands, and

woody development in the form of tree plant-

ings in the dry central and western Great Plains

(Knopf and Samson, in press). Also, ecological

invasions following fire suppression in the east-

em and central plains and water developments
in the western plains have drastically altered

historical landscapes.

Of the 435 bird species breeding in the

United States. 330 have been recorded on the

Great Plains. Current avian assemblages on the

grasslands reflect two broad patterns of change
that have occurred in the last century: native

endemic species have declined in numbers

(Table) while simultaneously (and rather inde-

pendently) alien species have expanded their

ranges (Knopf 1994).

Methods

Information on the annual status of endemic

grassland birds was obtained through the

Breeding Bird Surveys (1966-91). which are

conducted annually during the bird breeding
season at numerous sites across the nation.

Status and Trends

During the last 25 years, grassland species

have shown steeper, more consistent, and more

geographically widespread declines than any
other behavioral or ecological guild of North

American birds, including Neotropical

migrants. Continental population trends of

many indiv idual species of grassland birds also

declined. Excluding the wetland-associated

marbled godwit (Limosa fedoa) and Wilson's

phalarope (Phalarapus tricolor), 7 of the 10

endemic grassland species showed population
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declines during the last 26 years. Population

declines of four species (mountain plover

[CliarciJriiis montaniis]. Franklin's gull [Lcmis

pipixcaii]. Cassin's sparrow [Aiwophila

cassinii]. and lark hunting [Calamospiza

mekmocorys]) are statistically significant.

Similarly. 14 of the 20 more widespread

species that evolved primarily on the Great

Plains declined during this period, with the

declines in the eastern meadowlark (Sturuclhi

magna) and 5 sparrows (grasshopper

[Aminodramus savanmirum], Henslow's [A.

henslowii], lark [Chondestes grammacus].
Brewer's [Spizella hreweri], and clay-colored

[S. pallida]) being statistically significant.

Across all grassland species, populations of

only the upland sandpiper (Bartramia longicaii-

da) and McCown's longspur {Calcariiis

mccownii) have increased significantly since

1966.

Patterns of Bird Declines

Reasons for population declines among
species within the grassland avifauna are diffi-

cult to assess. Through examining trends for

those species where declines are supported sta-

tistically, the declines appear to be localized for

Franklin's gull, dickcissel, Henslow's and

grasshopper sparrows, lark bunting, and eastern

meadowlark; these species show a significant

difference in the proportion of surveys with

increasing versus decreasing populations. This

pattern of significant local declines for species

that also are declining continentally reflects a

pattern of loss of local breeding habitats.

Declines in populations of mountain plover

and Cassin's and clay-colored sparrows were

universal across their respective geographic

ranges. The seasonal distributions and ecology
of these spaiTows are poorly understood. The

plover is now rare on its former wintering areas

in southern Te,\as and has a fragmented winter-

ing distribution in California. Ongoing research

on plovers indicates that declines of these

species may be attributable to decline or degra-

dation in the quality of habitats available for

wintering.

Population trends for a third group of grass-

land species (feiTuginous hawk [Buteo regalis];

Mississippi kite [Ictinia mississippiensis];

upland sandpiper; short-eared owl [Asia flam-

meiis]: horned lark [Eremophila alpestris]:

western meadowlark [Sturnella neglecta]: and

vesper [Pooeceles gramineiis], savannah

[Passerculus saiidwichensis]. and Henslow's

sparrows) show significant changes in relative

abundance among surveys, even though conti-

nental numbers are stable. The geographic dis-

tributions of these species appear to be chang-

ing at present.

Species
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At one location. Crook, Colorado. 83 species of

birds in tiie vicinity included only 6 representa-

tives of the Great Plains avifauna, of which only
3 species bred locally (Knopf 1986). None of

those three species bred in the riparian vegeta-
tion. That riparian forest developed since 1900.

and almost 90% of the native birds cunently

breeding in northeastern Colorado have colo-

nized in recent times.

Causes of Declines Unknown

Ecological processes driving population
trends of North American grassland birds are

undescribed. As a group, grassland birds have

declined more than birds of other North

American vegetative associations. Unlike

Neotropical migrants, which have experienced
declines primarily in the northeastern deciduous

forests (Robbins et al. 1989). declines in grass-

land species are occurring at a continental scale.

For example, the decline in numbers of the

mountain plover. Cassin's sparrow, and lark

bunting are occumng across their ranges. The
lack of understanding of the wintering ecology
of grassland birds precludes optimistic projec-

tions, especially for these species experiencing

widespread, geographic declines.
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Migratory
Bird

Population

Changes in

North Dakota

by

Lawrence D. Igl

Douglas H. Johnson
National Biological Service

The
status of migratory bird populations in

North America has received increased

attention in recent years. Much of this consider-

ation has been on Neotropical migrants, espe-

cially those associated with eastern forests. The
status of migratory bird populations in the Great

Plains has received far less attention. During the

past quarter-century, populations of many
species of birds that breed in the northern Great

Plains have increased or declined, as indicated

by trends from the North American Breeding
Bird Survey.

In 1967 Stewart and Kantrud (1972) con-

ducted a survey of breeding bird populations

throughout North Dakota. This study offered a

rare glimpse of bird populations breeding in the

northern Great Plains as well as important base-

line data on breeding bird populations. These

data help us evaluate relationships between birds

and habitat conditions. We repeated the survey
to compare bird populations in North Dakota

during 1967 with those in 1992 and 1993.

Study Areas and Methods

To aid in a direct comparison, the same 130

legal quarter-sections (64.7 ha. 160 acres) sur-

veyed in 1967 were visited again in 1992 and

1993 (Figure). Surveys of breeding birds were

conducted as similarly as possible to the meth-

ods used by Stewart and Kantrud ( 1972).

Each bird species was classified into one of

three groups according to its migratory strategy:

pennanent resident (present in North Dakota

year-round), short-distance migrant (winters

north of the U.S.-Mexico border), and long-dis-

Figurc. Distribution of the original 1 30 quarter-sections

in North Dakota.

tance migrant (winters south of the U.S.-

Mexico border). In addition, each species was

categorized to a prefeired breeding habitat: wet-

land/wet meadow, grassland/open habitat, open
habitat with scattered trees, woodland/wood-

land-edge, shrubland, residential/liabitat gener-

alist. and other. Within each group, a mean pop-
ulation size was calculated and expres.sed as the

number of indicated pairs per 100 ha (247

acres).

Status and Trends

Data were obtained on 160 breeding bird

species within the 128 quarter-sections that we
received permission to survey in all 3 years

(Table 1 ), including 129 species in 1967, 144 in

1992, and 152 in 1993. Thus, about 72% of the

known breeding avifauna of North Dakota

(Faanes and Stewart 1982) were identified.

Songbirds were the most common group.
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Table 1. Dislribution of species observed on 128 random-

ly selected quarter-sections in North Dakota in 1967. 1992,

and 1993 by breeding habitat and migratory strategy.

Breeding habitat
Permanent Sliort-distance Long-distance

migrant migrant
Total

Wetland/wet meadow
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Table 3. Mean number of inJieal-

ed breeding pairs in 128 randomly

selected quarter-sections in North

Dakota by year, migration strategy,

and preferred breeding habitat.

For further information:

Lawrence D. Igl

National Biological Service

Northern Prairie Science Center

8711 37th St. SE
Jamestown, ND 38401

Migration and habitat
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Fig. 1. Areas of the Prairie Pothole region and time peri-

ods for which estimates of duck nest success were made.

See Fig. 2 for abbreviations.

Mallard nest success was relatively steady

from 1966-74 to 1980-84. but increased from

1980-84 to 1985-89. In 1985-89, mallard nest

success was still less than 15% in two of four

regions where data were available. Predation

was the major cause of nest failure, accounting

for 85% of mallard nest failures in North

Dakota.

Blue-winged Teal

Data for 9.819 blue-winged teal nests

revealed that nest success of blue-winged teal

ranged from 12% to 29% (Fig. 2). Thekvel of

nest success needed to maintain stable numbers

of blue-winged teal is believed to be 20% (Klett

et al. 1988). Nest success of blue-winged teal

was generally below this level, except in South

Dakota.

Nest success increased slightly from 1980-

84 to 1985-89, but was still generally less than

20%. Predation. the principal cause of blue-

winged teal nest failures, accounted for 92% of

the failed nests in North Dakota.

Gadwall

Data on 3,782 gadwall nests showed that

their average nest success ranged from 1 1% in

western Minnesota ( 1980-84) to 26% in central

South Dakota (1966-74; Fig. 2). Nest success

was generally below 20%, the minimum level

believed necessary to sustain populations (Klett

etal. 1988).

Gadwall nest success increa.sed from 1980-

84 to 1985-89 and reached or exceeded 20%

during 1985-89 in North and South Dakota.

Predation was the primary cause of nest failure,

accounting for 90% of failed gadwall nests in

North Dakota.

Northern Shoveler

Nest success in 1,212 shoveler nests ranged
from 5% in western Minnesota (1980-84) to

35% in central South Dakota ( 1966-74; Fig. 2).

Nest success was generally below 20%, the

minimum level believed necessary to sustain

populations (Klett et al. 1988). In western

Minnesota and eastern North Dakota, nest suc-

cess was less than 10%, but it was greater than

20% in central North and South Dakota.

Shoveler nest success increased from 1980-

84 to 1985-89, but was still much less than 20%
in western Minnesota and eastern North

Dakota. Predation was the primary cause of nest

failure in all regions, and in North Dakota

caused 88%' of shoveler nest failures.

Northern Pintail

Data for 1,633 pintail nests revealed that

their success ranged from 5% to 20%^ (Fig. 2).

Fifteen percent is the minimum level of nest

success believed necessary to sustain pintail

numbers (Klett et al. 1988), Only 2 of 14 nest

success estimates reached or exceeded 15%;

these were for central South Dakota (1966-74)

and central North Dakota (1985-89).

Within each region, pintail nest success was

generally lowest in 1966-74 and highest in

1985-89. Even in 1985-89. however, nest suc-

cess was much less than 15% in all regions

where data were available, except central North

Dakota. Predation was the major cause of nest

failure; for example, in North Dakota it

accounted for 81% of pintail nest failures. In

addition, because pintails nest more frequently

in cropland than other species (Klett et al.

1988). fanning operations were also an impor-
tant cause of nest failure, accounting for 16% of

pintail nest failures.

Trends

Our results suggest that nest success of the

five species of ducks considered here was and

probably still is too low to maintain stable num-

bers of breeding ducks in most areas of the

Prairie Pothole region. For example, even

though nest success increased from 1980-84 to

1985-89, it was still below the level needed to

sustain populations for most species in most

regions. Except for pintails, whose nest success

generally increased, we observed no consistent

increases or decreases in nest success across

periods. In central South Dakota in the 1966-74

period nest success was much higher than in

other regions, exceeding the level needed to

sustain populations. This region likely con-

tributed a "surplus" of ducks in 1966-74 that

helped make up for the "shortage"" of ducks pro-

duced in other regions. Unfortunately, no data

for central South Dakota have been available

since then.

Predation was the piimary reason for the low

nest success we observed. Predator species such

Central North Dakota (NDC)

Eastern North Dakota (NDE)

Central South Dakota (SDC)

(limited data available)

Eastern South Dakota (SDE)

Minnesota (MN)

Mallard N = 4.093

Blue-winged teal N = 9.819

Gadwall N = 3,782

N shoveler 1.212

35-

30-

25-

20-

15-

10-

5-

0-

N- pintail

66-74 75-79 80-84 85-89

Year

Fig. 2. Nest success (%) by peri-

od for five areas in the Prairie

Pothole region for fi\'e duck

species. Dashed line = level of

nest success believed necessary for

a stable population.
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US reti fox [Vulpes viilpes). striped skunk

(Mephitis mephitis), and raccoon iPraiyoii

lotor) are common or numerous throughout the

region (Sargeant et al. 1993). Both red foxes

and striped skunks are important predators of

duck nests (Johnson et al 1989). and red foxes

also take many female ducks during the breed-

ing season (Sargeant et al. 1984).

More than two-thirds of the Prairie Pothole

region is in Canada. Greenwood et al. (1987)

studied mallard nest success in that portion of

the region from 1982 to 1985. Their findings

were similar to ours: mallard nest success aver-

aged 12% and only 7 of 31 estimates on indi-

vidual areas reached or exceeded 15%.

Predators caused most nest failures. The authors

concluded that nest success in much of Prairie

Canada in 1982-85 was too low to maintain sta-

ble numbers of breeding mallards.

The status of duck nest success in the recent

past in the Prairie Pothole region seems clear.

Nest success was too low for duck populations
to sustain themselves. Unless steps are taken to

improve duck nest success in the future, we will

likely see further declines in numbers of these

and possibly other waterfowl species.
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Conservation

Reserve

Program and

Migratory
Birds in the

Northern
Great Plains

by

Douglas H. Johnson

RolfR. Koford
National Biological Service

U.S.
Depailment of Agriculture programs

have mediated supply and demand of com-

modities and maintained the agricultural indus-

try, but several programs have also offered vari-

ous kinds of con.servation benefits. The 1985

Food Security Act (Farm Bill) featured the

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), which

paid farmers to plant perennial cover on highly

erodible lands and to leave this land intact for a

10-year contract period. During that period we
conducted two studies to determine the value of

CRP fields to breeding birds in the northern

Great Plains.

Methods

In one investigation, we censused breeding
birds on about 400 fields in nine counties in

eastern Montana. North Dakota, South Dakota,

and western Minnesota (Johnson and Schwartz

1993). These four states have about 4 million ha

(9.9 million acres) of CRP land, which is near-

ly 30% of all land included in the program.
Most of these CRP fields were planted to mix-

tures of native and introduced grasses and

legumes. We compared the average estimated

density of breeding pairs in CRP fields in North

Dakota with the density in croplands in a ran-

dom sample of quarter-sections surveyed in the

state (see Igl and Johnson, this section). We
believe this is an appropriate comparison
because nearly all CRP lands would have been

in cropland without the program. In addition.

North Dakota is the only state with comparable
information about bird populations in cropland.

Results are available for 1992 and 1993.

In a second investigation, we examined daily

survival rates of nests (eggs and young), a key

component of reproductive success, on 1 1 CRP
fields in North Dakota and Minnesota in 199 1

-

93. For comparison with CRP fields, we also

studied an alternative habitat with a similar

breeding-bird community. We studied 1 1 idle

grassland fields on upland pans of federal

Waterfowl Production Areas (WPAs): their veg-

etation typically is planted to mixtures of

legumes and to gras.ses.

Bird Populations and

Reproductive Success

Seventy-three different species were counted

in the first study, most of these species were far

more common in CRP fields than in cropland

(Table 1). Differences were especially great for

several grassland species that had declined

markedly in the Breeding Bird Survey's Central

Region of North America between 1966 (when

the surveys began) and 1990. For example, lark

buntings (Calamospiza melanocorys) and

grasshopper sparrows {Ammodramus savan-

narum), whose numbers fell by about two-

thirds during that period, were about 10 and 16

times more common in CRP habitat than in

cropland.
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The most recent Breeding Bird Surveys indi-

cate that these grassland species, which had

been declining for a long time, appear to be

increasing (Reynolds et al. 1994).

Overall, daily survival rates of nests were

similar in CRP fields and WPA fields (Table 2).

In North Dakota there was some indication that

nests of grasshopper span'ows and western

meadowlarks (Stiimella neglecta) had higher

daily survival rates in CRP fields than in WPA
fields. Differences between states and among
years, however, make generalizing difficult.

Predation caused 80% of the nest failures.

Implications

These studies show that federal agricultural

programs can have an enormous effect on

wildlife resources over broad areas. In addition,

with the restoration of suitable habitat, in this

case mostly a mixture of introduced grasses and

legumes rather than native prairie, populations
of grassland birds can flourish. The similar

daily survival rates of nests in CRP and WPA
fields indicate that the habitat quality of CRP
fields and WPA fields is roughly comparable.

More information is needed to provide a

fuller picture of how the CRP is affecting trends

in grassland birds. Information on temporal and

spatial effects is especially useful. As CRP
fields age, their attractiveness to certain species

may change. Daily survival rates of nests also

may change. Spatial effects are apparent in our

censuses and undoubtedly e.xist on a wider

scale. Finally, we need to integrate results from

field studies with trend data from the Breeding
Bird Sur\ey.

Table 1. Densities (pairs per 100 tia) of most common birds in Cc

llelds and in cropland fields in North Dakota, 1992-93. and trends

lor the Central Reaion of North America. 1966-90.

inservation Reserve Program
from the Breeding Bird Survey

Species
CRP fields

1992 1993

Cropland

1992 1993
Trend

Lark bunting (Ca/amosp/zame/anoco/ys) 24 54 9 14 2,01

Red-winged blackbird {Agelaius phoeniceus) 21 .50

Grasshopper sparrow (/Immodramus sai/annawm) 21 14

Savannah sparrow {Passerculus sandwichensis) 7.28

Brown-headed cowbird {Mololhrus alef) 7 11

Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzimrus) 7.74

Western meadowlark {Stumella neglecta) 5 43

Clay-colored sparrow {Spizella pallida) 5.07

Common yellowthroal (Geolhlypis Inchas) 2,49

Horned lark (Eremophila alpestris) 2.38

Sedge wren {Cislolttorus plalensis) 0,73

Dickcissel {Spiza americana) 1 .37

Baird's sparrow {Ammodramus bairdii) 0,26 0,68 0.34

Upland sandpiper (6a*am;a tong/cauda) 0.40 0.13 0.92

10.90
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Fig. 1. Historical occurrences of

the Arkansas River sliiner from

collections before 1989 and cur-

rent occurrences from 19S9 lo

1991.

1985. but relative abundances varied widely. In

three main tributaries of the Arkansas River

(North Canadian River. Cimanon River, and

Salt Fork of the Arkansas River), the shiner

declined markedly between 1983 and 1985. and

no specimens were collected after 1990. Our

sampling between 1989 and 1991 indicated that

native populations were common only in the

South Canadian River in Oklahoma, Texas, and

New Mexico. An introduced population (per-

haps a result of bait transport) ticcurs in the

Pecos River. New Mexico, southwest of the

shiner's nomial distribution (Bestgen et al.

1989). Overall, the shiner has been extirpated

from about 75% of the river reaches in its his-

torical range (Fig. 1 ). That, coupled with the

speed with which populations became extinct in

the mid-1980"s. prompted action to list the shin-

er as threatened.

Fig. 2. Historical occurrences of the Arkansas River speckled chub from collections before 1992

and current occurrences from 1992 to 1993.

Arkansas River Speckled Chub

Historically, the speckled chub occurred

throughout the Arkansas River, including the

main tributaries in Arkansas. Colorado. Kansas,

New Mexico. Oklahoma, and Texas. Our sein-

ing collections between 1991 and 1993, howev-

er, resulted in capture of speckled chubs at only
22 of the 159 sites sampled, indicating a marked

reduction in distribution (Fig. 2). Only six

stream reaches in Kansas, New Mexico,

Oklahoma, and Texas support speckled chub.

We believe that the species is extirpated from

Arkansas and Colorado, the North Canadian

and Deep Fork rivers in Oklahoma, the Salt

Fork of the Arkansas River and Medicine Lodge
River in Kansas, and parts of the South

Canadian River. Its population in the Cimarron

River in Oklahoma varied from very common in

collections before 1950, absent from 1984 to

1991, and rare in 1992 and 1993.

River Flows and Reproduction

We examined duration curves of river flows

from three time periods (before 1950, 1950-69,

and 1970-88). Our analyses indicated that May-

September river flows at most sampling sites

were depressed from 1970 to 1988. Overall, 17

of 21 (81%) significant differences among river

flows involved depressed flow levels from May
to September.

Reproductive activity of the Arkansas River

shiner extends from early May to August. The

highest reproductive activity in shiners collect-

ed in 1989 occuiTed in June and was coincident

with peak river flows. Reproductive activity in

shiners in 1989 decreased as river flows

declined throughout the summer. Although we
do not have comparable reproductive data for

the speckled chub, it is clear that it is as affect-

ed by river flows (Bottrell et al. 1964) as the

shiner.

Both the shiner and the speckled chub have

experienced sizeable losses (ca. 75%) in their

historical distributions. Local abundances of the

shiner have declined since at least the mid-

1960's. The shiner and speckled chub now
occur together only in the South Canadian River

between two reservoirs in Texas and New
Mexico and possibly in the Cimarron River in

Oklahoma. Declines of these two species paral-

lel similar declines in other native prairie fishes,

such as the plains minnow {Hyhognathus plac-

itiis; Cross and Moss 1987).

Reproduction in these two species appears

dependent on periodic and intensive river flows

during spring and summer when buoyant eggs
are deposited directly into the current. Eggs
drift in the current and hatch in 2-4 days (Moore
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1944; Bottiell et al. 1964; Cross et al. 1985). In

general, the south-central Great Plains is char-

acterized by low but intense rainfall, high evap-
oration rates, and periodic drought (Zaie et al.

1989). Such conditions likely cause great popu-
lation changes year-to-year and may even cause

local extinctions.

Extensive agricultural activities and resul-

tant demands for irrigation water, coupled with

the construction of numerous reservoirs in the

Arkansas River basin, have degraded and

restricted habitats of the shiner and speckled
chub and likely other prairie fishes (Cross and

Moss 1987). Successful reproduction or recruit-

ment seems to have been impaired.

Impoundments have fragmented once contigu-
ous populations of the shiner and speckled chub

to restricted river reaches with suitable habitat,

effectively eliminating movements between

populations and colonization of vacant habitat.

Although altered flow regimes may be the ulti-

mate explanation of the declines of these and

other species, the actual pattern of decline dif-

fers between species. Overall, these declines

indicate that human activities have degraded

aquatic prairie ecosystems to the point of

endangering parts of endemic tlsh assemblages.
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Increases

or declines in wildlife populations
are often the first noted indicators of wide-

spread environmental change. Behavioral

changes such as diet shifts or habitat-use also

may provide sensitive indicators of environ-

mental change. The coyote (Canis latrans) is an

example of an oppoilunistic wild animal that

may show both numerical and beha\ioral

responses to environmental change.
Recent trends in populations and diets of

coyotes and other canids (e.g., wolves, foxes,

dogs) may reflect changes in land use, especial-

ly agricultural changes, and shifts in human

populations. This article reviews both published
accounts and original research to summarize
how coyotes appear to have responded to

changes in human populations and land use on

the Great Plains.

Methods

Data presented in this paper were taken from

many published sources (Sperry 1941; Young
and Jackson 1951; Fichter et al. 1955; Gier

1968; Johnson and Sargeant 1977; Socolofsky
and Self 1988) and from original research on

coyote diets (Brillhart 1993). Although most of

these studies were conducted on specific bio-

logical or social issues, we compare them to

help understand human and wildlife population

changes through time.

Human Population Changes

Two large-scale movements of people into the

central Great Plains, from Nebraska south

through Kansas and Oklahoma, occurred during
the 1800"s. The first large influx took place dur-

ing the late 1820"s, 30's, and 40's, as displaced
Native American tribes were moved to the region.

Information about wildlife before 1850 is

limited, but accounts suggest that bison {Bison

hisou). other big game, and wild canids were

abundant when eastern Native American tribes

moved into the region (Allen 1874; Cragin
1885; Mead 1899; Choate and Fleharty 1975;

Bee et al. 1 98 1 ). Native Americans on the Great

Plains lived a subsistence lifestyle dependent

upon these game animals, but even when rela-

tively large numbers of Native Americans were

moved to the region, they generally left the

prairies and wildlife populations intact.

The second major influx of people occurred

from 1860 through the 1880's when thousands

of settlers from eastern states and Europe came
to homestead or to buy land from the railroads.

Settlers and market hunters killed tens of thou-

sands of bison yearly; several million bison

hides were shipped from Dodge City and other

railroad communities (Socolofsky and Self

1988). Before the turn of the century, bison and

elk (Cemis elaphiis) were extirpated from the

region. European settlers converted the prairies

into farms, ranches, and towns. They also
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replaced big game with cattle, sheep, hogs, and

poultry, and later waged poisoning campaigns

against wolves {Cauis luints). coyotes, and

other predators.

Since the late 1 800's, a steady shift in human

populations from famis to urban centers has

occurred on the Great Plains. In some plains

states, these changes have resulted in more peo-

ple living in urban centers than in rural areas.

For example, in 1880. about QO^r of the Kansas

population lived on farms, but by 1930, farm

residents accounted for 60% of the total popula-

tion (U.S. Department of Commerce 1993).

Since that time, there have been further decreas-

es in the proportion of the rural population: by
1990 about 30% lived on farms.

In addition, most famis have become larger

and more highly mechanized than those 40-50

years ago. Changes also have occurred in pro-

duction of domestic animals, with fewer farms

today raising cattle, hogs, sheep, and chickens.

Further, livestock and poultry are better cared

for now and often are raised in confinement

where they are unavailable to coyotes (Robel et

al. 1981).

Canid Population Changes

Populations of wolves, coyotes, red foxes

(Viilpes viilpes), swift foxes (V; velox). and dogs
{Cnnis familiaris) on the Great Plains probably
were relatively stable until settlers began arriv-

ing in the I860's. Wolves dominated the canid

social system except for the immediate area

around villages, where village dogs probably
dominated (Fig. 1 ). Because wolves are aggres-

sive toward coyotes, coyote numbers probably
were depressed (Young and Jackson 1951:

Mech 1970). Mech (1994) and others have

shown that the buffer zones that exist between

adjacent wolf packs (about 6-7 km wide) pro-

vide refugia for deer and other animals. Coyotes

may have occupied these buffer zones as well.

Red and swift foxes were locally common dur-

ing the 1800"s, and there was probably little

conflict between wolves and foxes. Because

coyotes are aggressive toward foxes, fox num-

bers likely declined as coyote numbers

increased (Johnson and Sarseant 1977).

Fig. 1. Presettlement spatial rela-

tionships among home ranges of

three packs of wolves, two fami-

lies of coyotes, and two families of

foxes near a Native American vil-

lage with free-ranging dogs.
Buffer zones and boundaries of

wolf pack territories are dynamic,

changing with availability of food

and composition of wolf packs.

Village

and dogs
Woll pack

home range

Coyote

family
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1968). Similar patterns in consumption of rab-

bits, rodents, and domestic animals were evi-

dent in Nebraska, with livestock and poultry

occurring in a third of all samples (Fichter et al.

1955).

Recent studies of coyote diets on the Great

Plains also have shown the importance of

rodents and rabbits as coyote prey (Brillhart

1993). In contrast to earlier studies, however,

domestic livestock and chickens are eaten infre-

quently (Fig. 2); other common coyote foods

today include certain in.sects, fruits, and wild

birds.

Conclusions

CircuiTistantial evidence and prevailing pro-
fessional opinion support our hypothesis that

populations and diets of canids have changed in

response to changing agricultural practices and

shifts in human populations on the Great Plains.

Because direct evidence is lacking to confirm

these associations, research with specific
testable hypotheses is needed.

Widespread changes in agricultural practices
are inevitable and corresponding changes in

wildlife populations should be expected. Recent

changes in agricultural practices that are likely

to result in changes in wildlife populations
include a shift to dryland farming in formerly

irrigated areas because of groundwater deple-
tion, government regulations, and increasing

energy prices. Agricultural set-aside programs
authorized by the 1985 Food Security Act are

positively influencing many wildlife popula-
tions, and future programs of a similar nature

may benefit wildlife populations further.
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Interior West

Overview
The articles in this section

reveal the critical need for

ecosystem science to direct ecosystem manage-
ment in areas ranging from the Colorado

Rockies, south to the Colorado Plateau, west to

the Great Basin and the Pacific Northwest, and

north to the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

Ecosystems in the hiterior West are challenged

by severe climatic fluctuations superimposed on

rapidly changing land-use patterns and anthro-

pogenic (human-caused) threats. Because sci-

entists and resource managers now recognize

the prohibitive cost and difficulty of a species-

by-species approach to biological conservation

and wise stewardship, their efforts are moving

increasingly toward an ecosystem and land-

scape approach to conservation.

My colleagues and I begin this section by

identifying and quantifying anthropogenic
threats to ecosystem integrity in Rocky
Mountain National Park and the Colorado

Rockies (Stohlgren et al.). The article by

Schullery continues this common theme by

describing alarming trends in plant and animal

populations in the Greater Yellowstone

Ecosystem. By taking a broad view of sub-

alpine forest dynamics in the Pacific Northwest,

Peterson shows that treeline communities may
be adversely intluenced by rapid environmental

change. Warshall examines the southwestern

sky island ecosystems (the mountaintops of the

Great Basin) with respect to threats from non-

indigenous species, recreation and military

practices, and fire-management activities.

The status and trends of many plant and ani-

mal populations are uncertain in the Interior

West. Scoppettone and Rissler. however, report

successful population increases of the endan-

gered cui-ui fish (Chasmistes cujus) in Pyramid
Lake, Nevada: the population has doubled

between 1990 and 1993. Mueller and Marsh

focus on how loss of critical riparian habitat

through water development, pollution, and the

introduction of nonindigenous species have

caused population declines of the threatened

and endangered razorback sucker {Xyraiicheu

te.xaniis) and bonytail {Gila elegans) in the

Colorado River Basin. The article by Drost and

Deshler on the diversity of reptiles and amphib-
ians on the Colorado Plateau reminds us that

much inventory and monitoring work lies

ahead. Van Riper III et al. also remind us that

human activities in the past (e.g., pesticide use,

water diversion, and the introduction of non-

indigenous trout) continue to affect the status

and trends of bald eagle {Haliueetiis leiico-

cephalus) populations on the southern Colorado

Plateau. And, Willey demonstrates that 90% of

the threatened Mexican spotted owl (Sirix occi-

dentalis litcida) habitat on the Colorado Plateau
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is on timber-management sites.

The last two articles focus on restoring

ecosystem integrity by reintroducing extiipated

species. Singer reports that the success of

restoration efforts of bighorn sheep (Oris

caiiMlensis) in the Rocky Mountains is influ-

enced negatively by their proximity to domestic

sheep and by small, translocated groups of

bighorn sheep that are too genetically similar.

McCutchen discusses the history and status of

deseil bighorn {O.c. iwlsoni) and shows that

sheep translocations have been fairly success-

ful, except in New Mexico and southern

California.

It is important to note the overriding theme

in this section: modem humans continue to alter

ecosystem components and processes. To man-

age natural resources in a sustainable way to

meet the needs of the American people, we
must first understand the inseparable link of

human and resource ecology. The perpetuation
of biological diversity in the Interior West

depends largely on coordinated, multiscale

ecosystem science, and resource inventory and

monitoring efforts.

Ecosystem
Trends in the

Colorado
Rockies

by

Thomas J. Stohlgren

Jill Baron
National Biological Service

Timothy G.F. Kittel

University Corporation for

Atmospheric Research

Dan Brinkley
Colorado State Universitv

-.r....«i=:

Fig. 1. Drastically increased

urbanization in Estes Park/Rocky
Mountain National Park. 1921

(above) to 1986 (below). The pho-

tographs also show, however, for-

est recovery from tum-of-the-cen-

tury logging and human-caused

fires (Veblen and Lorenz 1991 ).

Biological
conservation is increasingly mov-

ing toward an ecosystem and landscape

approach, recognizing the prohibitive cost and

difficulty of a species-by-species approach
(LaRoe 1993). Also, statewide (e.g.. Gap
Analysis Program) and national surveys (e.g..

Environmental Monitoring and Assessment

Program or EMAP) are conducted at a scale and

level of resolution that do not meet the needs of

most small land-management units that require

detailed information at the ecosystem and land-

scape scale (Stohlgren 1994). The Colorado

Rockies are an ideal outdoor laboratory for

ecosystem science and management. The esca-

lating environmental threats described in this

article compelled us to design a landscape-scale

assessment of the status and trends of biotic

resources.

Our guiding principle is that a strong ecosys-

tem science program provides crucial informa-

tion for ecosystem management and wise stew-

ardship. We define ecosystem science as the

long-term, interdisciplinary study of ecosystem

components and processes and their interac-

tions at multiple spatial, temporal, and organi-

zational scales, to meet management needs.

About 76% of the land adjacent to Rocky
Mountain National Park is federal land. While

the area has not received as much attention as

the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, there may
be as many internal and external threats to the

natural resources in the area. The Colorado

Rockies are an archetypal ecosystem under

siege. Like many national parks, wilderness

areas, wildlife refuges, and other natural areas,

common threats include encroachment from

urbanization and development, habitat fragmen-
tation, fire suppression, nonindigenous species"

invasion, and global change (e.g., climate

change, bordering land-use changes, and air and

water pollution). Since all these threats tran-

scend ownership or stewardship borders, so

have interagency concerns for conservation,

inventory and monitoring, and research.

Here we identify and quantify trends that

threaten ecosystem integrity in Rocky Mountain

National Park and the Colorado Rockies. Our

specific objectives include presenting qualita-

tive information on vegetation change over the

past 65 years, documenting quantitative trends

of an ecosystem under siege, showing prelimi-

nary results of a long-term global change
research program, and discussing the role of

ecosystem science in assessing long-term trends

in ecosystem condition.

Status and Trends

There is little doubt that the ecosystems of

the Colorado Rockies have been altered signifi-

cantly by humans. The density of ponderosa

pine woodlands has increased (Fig. 1) as has

suburban development (Veblen and Lorenz

1991). These qualitative changes are suppoHed

by qualitative measures (Fig. 2). The response
of the forest from turn-of-the-century logging

and fires showed a 5-fold increase in ponderosa

pine bole (see glossary) biomass. In addition,

the human population in Estes Park and the

number of visitors in Rocky Mountain National

Park have almost doubled since 1960. Urban

development throughout the Front Range of

Colorado has resulted in increased air pollution.

Annual wet deposition values for nitrate,

ammonium, and sulfate in the Loch Vale water-

shed of Rocky Mountain National Park are sig-

nificantly greater than the average values of 2-4

kg/ha (about 2-4 lb/acre) in remote areas of the

world (Fig. 2).

Elk and moose populations continue to

increase in the park (Fig. 2) for many reasons

including reduced predation (wolves have been

extirpated) and hunting as well as diminished

habitat and migratory comdors outside the

park. Researchers are now quantifying ungulate

(hooved herbivores) habitat relationships and

aspen-willow community conservation.

Although agricultural land use in Larimer

County has declined slightly in recent years

(Fig. 2). landscape and ecosystem integrity is
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Rocky Mounlain

National Park visitation

Fig. 2. Trends in Rocky Mountam National Park visitors,

agricultural impacts, moose invasion, elk population, for-

est recovery, air pollution. Estes Park population, and

global change in carbon dioxide.

challenged by fire suppression. nonintJigenous

species' invasions, weather modificalion (i.e.,

cloud seeding), and global climate change

(Stohlgren et al. 1993)."

Just as a species-by-species approach to con-

servation biology is prohibitively expensive, a

complex of ecosystem threats cannot be

addressed one by one. Our interdisciplinary

approach in the Colorado Rockies is based on

developing pailnerships. consolidating and eval-

uating the status and trends in existing data, and

developing a biogeographical, long-term, multi-

ple spatial-scale monitoring program that fills

infomiation gaps and provides a scientific basis

for sound ecosystem management. Preliminary

results from the National Biological Service

global climate change research program show

significant interactions of climate, hydrological,

and vegetation systems.

Mesoscale (I- to 100-km grids) climate

modeling in the Front Range of the Colorado

Rockies demonstrated that changes in land

cover (e.g.. wild prairie to irrigated agricultural

land) can lead to significant and perhaps unex-

pected changes in mesoscale climate. Computer

modeling results indicate that the severity of

summer thunderstorms in Rocky Mountain

National Park is influenced by spatial patterns

in albedo (see glossary) and surface roughness
of farmlands several kilometers away (Pielke et

al. 1993).

Quantifying trends in mountain hydrology
and vegetation change caused by global climate

change and assessing the effects of nearby cloud

seeding require the development of new predic-

tive models (Baron et al. 1994). Hydrological

Agricultural impacts
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models are proving effective at estimating

stream discharge and regional water supply.

In our long-term forest plots, we found the

old-growth spruce and fir forests of the central

Rocky Mountains range in biomass from
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150.000 to more than 320.000 kg/ha (133.828-

285.500 lb/acre) in standing biomass. and annu-

al tree growth remains relatively high in these

ancient forests. We are finding that ecotones are

sensitive indicators of forest change: the forest-

tundra ecotone (transitional area between dis-

tinct habitats or ecosystems) in Rocky
Mountain National Park has been undergoing
substantial directional change for some time

(Baker et al. 1994). There is substantial evi-

dence of seedling and sapling invasion within

some previously unforested areas within the

ecotone, patlicularly in wet areas in the patch

forest zone. This filling in of the ecotone could

substantially alter the ecotone environment

(Baker et al. 1994). There is little evidence,

however, of upward establishment of trees into

tundra. To synthesize the vegetation change

data, we are developing predictive vegetation

change models by using geographic informa-

tion systems. Our long-term study plots and

tran.sects will validate future models.

Implications

This interdisciplinary approach can be wide-

ly applied to most U.S. Department of the

Interior land units and most ecosystems and will

be an essential link to large-scale inventory and

monitoring programs (e.g.. Gap Analysis

Program and EMAP). Ecosystem science is the

most logical approach to determine the status

and long-term trends of selected resources, pop-

ulations, and ecosystems. This approach fosters

discovery, standardization, linkages, and part-

nerships as well as coordinated inventory, mon-

itoring, and research. New, standardized sam-

pling protocols are being developed to accurate-

ly assess vascular plant species richness, an

index of biodiversity (Stohlgren 1994).
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The Greater

Yellowstone

Ecosystem

by

Paul Schullery
National Park Service

Greater
Yellowstone is described as the last

large, nearly intact ecosystem in the north-

em temperate zone of the earth (Reese 1984;

Keiter and Boyce 1991 ). Conflict over manage-
ment has been controversial, and the area is a

flagship site among conservation groups that

aggressively promote ecosystem management
(Greater Yellowstone Coalition 1992). The

Greater Yellow Ecosystem (GYE) is one of the

world's foremost natural laboratories in land-

scape ecology and geology and is a world-

renowned recreational site (Knight 1994).

History

Yellowstone National Park (YNP) bound-

aries were arbitrarily drawn in 1872 in hopes of

including all regional geothermal basins. No
other landscape considerations weie incorporat-

ed. By the I970's, however, the grizzly bear's

{Ursiis arctos) range in and near YNP became

the first informal minimum boundary of a theo-

retical Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem that

included at least 1,600,000 ha (4,000,000 acres;

Schullery 1992). Since then, definitions of the

GYE have steadily grown larger (Fig. I ). A
1994 study listed the GYE size as 7,689,000 ha

(19,000,000 acres; Clark and Minta 1994),

while a 1994 speech by a Greater Yellowstone

Coalition leader enlarged that to 8,000,000 ha

(20,000,000 acres; Wifcox 1994).

In 1985 the House Subcommittees on Public

Lands and National Parks and Recreation held a

joint subcommittee hearing on Greater

Yellowstone, resulting in a report by the

Congressional Research Service (1986) outlin-

ing shortcomings in interagency coordination

and concluding that the area's essential values

were at risk.

Ecosystem Management by

Species

The GYE concept has been most often

advanced through concerns over individual
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species rather than over broader ecological prin-

ciples. GYE managers must keep at least two

types of "long-term" status in mind. One is the

known, or at least probable, trend of a species

based on historical and prehistorical informa-

tion. The second type is that which has existed

since the beginning of fonnal scientific study.

Though 20 or 30 or even 50 years of informa-

tion on a population may be considered long-

term by some, one of the important lessons of

GYE management is that even half a century is

not long enough to give us a full idea of how a

species may vary in its occupation of a wild

ecosystem.
For example, anecdotal information on griz-

zly bear abundance dates to the mid-l800"s

(Schullery and Whittlesey 1992), and adminis-

trators have made informal population estimates

for more than 70 years (Schullery 1992). From

these sources, we know the species was common
in the GYE when Europeans arrived, and we
know that the population was not isolated before

the I930"s, but is now. We do not know if bears

were more or less common than now.

A 1959-70 bear study suggested a grizzly

bear population size of about 175, later revised

to about 229 (Craighead et al. 1974). Later esti-

mates have ranged as low as 136 and as high as

540 (Schullery 1992): the most recent is a min-

imum estimate of 236 (Servheen 1993).

Although the GYE population is relatively close

to recovery goals, the plan's definition of

recovery is controversial (Mattson and Reid

1991; Schullery 1992). Thus, even though the

population may be stable or possibly increasing

in the short term, in the longer term, continued

habitat loss and increasing human activities

may well reverse the trend.

Yellowstone cutthroat trout (Oncorhynclnis

clarki bouvieri) have suffered considerable

declines since European settlement, but recent-

ly began flourishing (Varley and Schullery

1983) in some areas. Especially in Yellowstone

Lake itself, long-term records indicate an

almost remarkable restoration of robust popula-

tions from only three decades ago when the

numbers of this fish were depleted because of

excessive harvest (Gresswell and Varley 1988).

Its current recovery, though a significant man-

agement achievement, does not begin to restore

the species" historical abundance.

Early accounts of pronghom {Antllocapra

amehcana) in the GYE described herds of hun-

dreds seen ranging through most major river

valleys (Schullery and Whittlesey 1992). These

populations were decimated by 1900, and

declines continued among remaining herds. On
the park's northern range, pronghom declined

from 500-700 in the 1930's to about 122 in

1968 (Houston 1982). By 1992 the herd had

increased to 536 (J. Mack, National Park

Service, personal communication).

Among plants, whitebark pine [Piiius ulhi-

caulis) is a species of special interest, in large

part because of its seasonal importance to griz-

zly bears, but also because its distribution could

be dramatically reduced by relatively minor

global warming (Blanchard and Knight 1991;

Romme and Turner 1991; Fig. 2). In this case,

we do not have a good long-term data set on the

species, but we understand its ecology well

enough to project declining future status.

Estimates of the decline of quaking aspen

(Populus tremuloides) on YNP's northern range

since 1872 range from 50% to 95% (Houston

1982; Kay 1993), and perhaps no controversy

underway in the GYE more clearly reveals the

need for comprehensive interdisciplinary

research. Several factors are suspected in the

Fig. 1. Progressively lighter shad-

ing is used around the edges of a

recent map of the Greater

Yellowstone Ecosystem to illus-

trate the uncertainty that still

plagues definitions of the ecosys-

tem.
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Fig. 2. Top: Current distrihution

of whitehark pine portrayed by a

computerized geographic Intornia-

tion system (GIS). Bottom:

Distribution of whitebark pine pro-

jected by GIS analysis under a

modest increase in wamith and

dryness, showing a decrease of

approximately 90%. (Derived from

Romnie and Turner
1
1991

1 by the

Yellowstone CIS Laboratory.

Yellowstone National Park.)
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aspen's changing status, including Native

American influences on numerous inanimal

species and on fire-retuiTi intervals before tiie

creation of the park in 1872: European intlu-

ences on tire frequency since 1886: regional cli-

mate warming; human harvests of beaver and

ungulates in the first 15 years of the park's his-

tory and of wolves and other predators before

1930: human settlement of traditional ungulate

migration routes north of the park since 1872:

ungulate (especially elk) effects on all other

parts of the ecosystem since 1900: and human

influences on elk distribution in the park

(Houston 1982: Schullery and Whittlesey 1992:

Kay 1993).

Conclusions

Research is but one component of land-man-

agement decisions (Varley 1993). While in

some respects the GYE has fulfilled the promise
of early scientists who described it as one of the

foremost natural laboratories on earth, both

managers and researchers need more informa-

tion to deal with the increasing demands on the

region's resources, either in temis of raw infor-

mation or in terms of an ecosystem-level under-

standing. In YNP, a landscape model is being

developed based on a computerized geographic
infomiation system that will integrate, analyze,

and display information from many disciplines

(Shovic et al. 1993). Through this level of syn-

thesis we may be able to better understand

trends in the GYE.
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Subalpine
Forests of

Western North
America

by

David L. Peterson

National Biological Service

Subalpine
forest and meadow ecosystems are

important, climatically sensitive components
of mountainous regions of western North

America (Peterson 1991). Changes in tempera-

ture, precipitation, snowpack, storm frequency,

and fire all could affect the growth and produc-

tivity of these systems, resulting in substantial

shifts in the location of ecotones (see glossary)

between subalpine and alpine zones and montane

and subalpine zones (Canaday and Fonda 1974).

Subalpine forests of western North America

provide an excellent opportunity to examine

response to past climate variation. Trees in the

subalpine zone are frequently more than 500

years old and respond to climatic variations

over annual to centuries-long time scales. The

magnitude of climatic variation these forests

have experienced may be compared with pro-

jections of future climate resulting from

increased concentration of greenhouse gases.

The population dynamics of subalpine tree

species can be used to interpret climatic condi-

tions under which trees have regenerated and

can indicate how subalpine forest and meadow
ecotones changed in the past. Preserved pollen

and plant fossils can be used to examine sub-

alpine vegetation distribution during different

climatic periods of the Holocene (since the last

ice age).

Recent literature on the potential effects of
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climate change has focused on changes in the

growth and distribution of low-elevation foiests

(e.g.. Woodman 1487; Davis 1989). In western

North America, most low-elevation forests are

sensitive to soil moisture deficits during rela-

tively dry summers (Peterson et al. 1991;

Grayhill et al. 1992). Although subalpine

forests have been the subject of considerably

less study, it appears that snowpack is an impor-
tant limiting factor to growth, with respect to

length of growing season (Graumlich 1991;

Peterson 1993). Duration of snowpack also lim-

its seedling establishment in subalpine mead-

ows (Fonda 1976) and after disturbance by fire

(Little et al. 1994). Summer temperature also

positively affects the growth of mature sub-

alpine conifers (Graumlich 1991; Peterson

1993) and negatively affects the seedlings" sur-

vival (Little et al. 1994).

Several reports document recent increases in

the growth of subalpine conifer species in west-

em North America (Innes 1991) as well as

recent increases in the abundance of subalpine

conifer populations at several locations. This

article reviews recent reports of changes in the

growth and distribution of subalpine conifers in

western North America and discusses some

possible causes.

Tree Growth

The first prominent report of a recent

increase in growth of subalpine coniferous

species was published by LaMarche et al.

( 1984). who reported dramatic increases in the

growth rate of bristlecone pine {Piiuis longaeva.

P. aristata) and limber pine (P. fle.xilis) in

California and Nevada. The extreme age of

these trees, combined with the fact that radial

growth has increased since 1850. makes this a

particularly interesting result. The authors sug-

gested that elevated levels of carbon dioxide

associated with fossil fuel combustion may
enhance the growth and productivity of these

trees, perhaps through increased water-use effi-

ciency. A more recent examination of these data

corroborates the growth increase and restates

that carbon dioxide fertilization is the hypothe-
sized cause of the increase (Graybill and Idso

1993). Some disagreement exists about the fac-

tors causing the growth increase and whether

the increases in growth found in these studies

(which included sampling of strip-bark trees)

are representative of the populations as a whole

(Cooper and Gale 1986).

A subsequent study of basal area growth
trends of lodgepole pine {P. contorta) and

whitebark pine {P. albicaiilis) at sites above

3.000-m elevation in the east-central Sierra

Nevada of California also revealed that a high

proportion of trees has had recent growth

Miiny .subalpine forests in western

Nortli America, sucti as ttiis site in

(he Olympic Mountains, are cur-

rently protected in national parks

and wilderness areas. Some of

these areas have been experiencing

increased tree growth and rapid

establishment of young trees dur-

ing the past century.

increases (Peterson et al. 199(J), with the onset

of the increase normally between 1850 and

1900. as found by LaMarche et al. (1984).

Growth was particularly rapid during the past

30 years or so.

There are other reports of recent growth
increases in subalpine conifers of western North

Ameiica (Innes 1991). Jacoby (1986) found

radial growth increases in lodgepole pine in the

San Jacinto Mountains of southern California,

but did not identify a strong causal factor

despite detailed climatic analysis. Graumlich et

al. (1989) found increases in the growth and

productivity of Pacific silver fir (Abies ama-

hilis) and mountain hemlock (Tsiif^a iiicrteu-

siana) in the Cascade Mountains of Washington
State, and suggested that these trends were

related to increased temperature.

Recent growth increases have also been

reported in European conifers (Innes 1991),

such as Norway spruce (Picea abies; Kienast

and Luxmoore 1988; Briffa 1992) and silver fir

(Abies alba: Becker 1989), although these

species are generally found below the subalpine

zone. Both increased carbon dioxide (Kienast

and Luxmoore 1988) and temperature (Becker

1989; Briffa 1992) have been suggested as

potential causes for increased growth.

Not all studies of subalpine conifers have

found recent increased growth, however.

Graumlich (1991). for example, did not find

increased radial growth in foxtail pine (Pinus

balfoiirianci), limber pine, and western juniper

(Jiiniperiis occidentalis) in the Sierra Nevada. It

is difficult to compare the various studies of tree

growth discussed here because the studies
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employed a diversity of sampling and analytical

techniques to evaluate growth patterns.

As noted previously, there are several poten-
tial explanations for recent increased growth in

subalpine conifers. The possibility of carbon

dio.xide fertilization has been supported by

experimental studies (Graybill and Idso 1993).

but is extremely difficult to demonstrate for

mature trees in the field. Increased temperature
is another potential cause, but its relationship

with growth is correlative and also difficult to

demonstrate for mature trees. Changes in snow-

pack duration, which affects length of growing
season, are a more likely cause of growth
increases. Unfortunately, the long-temi rela-

tionship of snowpack to tree growth has not

been adequately investigated because snowpack
data are often difficult to obtain.

Fertilization through nitrogen deposition
could be another cause of growth increases.

Although nitrogen deposition is relatively low

in western North America, it is probably some-

what higher now than in the past because of the

combustion of fossil fuels. Many subalpine
forests are in sites with shallow soils and rela-

tively low fertility, so even a small increase in

nitrogen input could have some effect over sev-

eral decades. Finally, the growth increases may
simply be the result of normal forest stand

dynamics because relatively little is known
about the growth and ecological characteristics

of subalpine forest ecosystems. Although the

observed increases appear abnomial compared
to lower elevation species, they may in fact be a

normal phenomenon that reflects the natural

range of variation in growth of subalpine

species. Growth response to climate or other

factors likely varies considerably by region

(e.g., the Rocky Mountains have a continental

climate, the Siena Nevadas a Mediterranean cli-

mate) and by microsite (north aspect versus

south aspect).

Patterns of Establishment

Recent increases in tree establishment in

subalpine meadows have been documented in

mountainous regions throughout western North

America (Rochefort et al. 1994). Most locations

show an expansion of the forest margin after

1890. with establishment peaks between 1920

and 1950. Additional establishment peaks have

been identified on a local basis. Most investiga-

tors have concluded that increases in tree estab-

lishment are the result of a warmer climate fol-

lowing the Little Ice Age (Franklin et al. 1971;

Kearney 1982: Heikkinen 1984; Butler 1986). It

is unclear if establishment patterns signify a

long-term directional change or short-term vari-

ation in relatively stable ecotones, regardless of

the potential causes.

Most studies on subalpine tree establishment

have been conducted in the Pacific Northwest in

British Columbia in Canada and Washington
and Oregon (Woodward et al. 1991; Rochefort

et al. 1994) where tree invasion in subalpine
meadows is widespread. Trees in this area are

rapidly becoming established (Rochefort and

Peterson 1991; Woodward et al. 1991), espe-

cially in meadows dominated by ericaceous

species (species in the heath family such as

heather and huckleberries). Much of this estab-

lishment is occuiTing in concavities and other

places where snow would nomially accumulate

and inhibit germination and survival (personal

observation). As trees become established, tree

clumps act as black bodies to increase the

absorption of radiation, snowmelt occurs pro-

gressively earlier, tree canopies intercept (and

allow sublimation of) snow, and tree survival

adjacent to the tree clump is further enhanced.

This progression of events is termed "conta-

gious dispersion" (Payette and Filion 1985).

Eight separate studies in the Pacific

Northwest have documented large increases in

populations of subalpine fir {Abies lasiocarpa).

Pacific silver fir. mountain hemlock, subalpine
larch {Lari.x lyallii). and Alaska yellow-cedar

iChainaecyparis nootkatensis). All these species

experienced increases in establishment between

1920 and 1950. This was generally a period of

lower snowpacks. which probably allowed

seedlings to become established during a longer

growing season. Winter precipitation limits sub-

alpine tree growth and establishment in the

Pacific Northwest, which has a maritime climate

with wet winters and dry summers; high summer

temperature can also limit tree establishment

because shallow-rooted seedlings are subject to

soil moisture stress (Little et al. 1994).

Increases in establishment of three species

have been documented in the Sierra Nevada and

White Mountains of California: foxtail pine,

lodgepole pine, and bristlecone pine. Soil mois-

ture stress is clearly a limiting factor in this area,

which is dominated by a Mediterranean climate

with very dry summers. Temporal patterns of

establishment are inconsistent among the differ-

ent locations in this region, and there has been lit-

tle documented establishment during the past 20

years.

Studies conducted in the Rocky Mountains

have documented increases in subalpine tree

establishment for subalpine fir, lodgepole pine,

and Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii).

This region is dominated by a continental cli-

mate, with low precipitation and cold winters.

Temporal patterns of establishment were more

consistent in the Rocky Mountains, especially

during 1940-50, a period with a warmer, wetter

climate.

It is unclear whether observations of sub-
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alpine tree invasions are isolated events or part

of a broad pattern in western North Ameriea.

There are insufficient data from locations other

than the Pacific Northwest to speculate about

the geographic extent of this phenomenon.

Future Changes

Data on subalpine tree growth for western

North America are too sparse to infer that

growth increases are a broad regional phenom-
enon. Additional data from other sites are need-

ed to quantify growth trends in subalpine

species. Furthermore, consistent sampling and

analytical methods should be applied so that

different data sets can be compared.
Sufficient information exists, however, about

long-term growth trends and shorter-term

response of growth to climate to make some

general predictions about potential growth
under future climate scenarios. If the climate

becomes warmer and drier, as predicted by gen-
eral circulation models, growth rates of sub-

alpine conifers will probably increase. This

growth increase would depend on the seasonal-

ity of precipitation. A decrease in snowfall

would be particularly beneficial to species such

as subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce (Ettl and

Peterson 1991; Peterson 1993), although
warmer summer temperatures could cause sum-

mer soil moisture deficits that would be detri-

mental to growth. It is unknown how future

growth patterns will be influenced by increased

concentrations of carbon dioxide. Any potential

growth changes must, of course, be considered

with respect to the effects of climate change on

interspecific competition and disturbance, as

well as deposition of nitrogen or other nutrients.
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Southwestern

Sky Island

Ecosystems
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Peter Warshall
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The
"'sky islands" of Arizona and New

Mexico in the southwestern United States

form a unique complex of about 27 mountain

ranges whose boundaries, at their lowest eleva-

tion, are desert scrub, grasslands, or oak wood-

lands (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1). Since the last

glaciation, these forested mountain ranges have

become relatively isolated from each other

Expanding desert grasslands and desert scrub in

the valleys ("the sea" between the sky islands)

have limited genetic interchange between popu-
lations and created environments with high evo-

lutionary potential. The resulting sky island

ecosystems support many perennial streams in
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number of sites for rare or insular plants, their

abundance at each site, and other species diver-

sity indices are lacking for many species of

concern. The areal extent, age class, stmctural

characters, and regeneration rates of the five or

six biotic communities on the sky islands are

poorly known, especially for oak woodlands

(McPherson 1992).

Fungi have been intensely inventoried on

the Chiricahuas. though only partial inventories

exist for ranges of mycorrhizal hypogeous

fungi, truffles, and false truffles (States 1990;

Nishida et al. 1 992 ). The lichen flora, one of the

most diverse and complex in western North

America, is poorly inventoried for almost all

the sky islands.

The highest sky islands, except the

Peloncillos and the Animas, have been intense-

ly inventoried for all groups of insects (C.

Olson. University of Arizona, personal commu-

nication). Spider and pseudoscorpion distribu-

tion is poorly understood. The larger millipedes
and scorpions have been extensively collected,

but the micro-millipedes, the insular flightless

beetles, and the flightless grasshoppers in the

upper elevations are poorly known. For

instance, a 6-week survey on top of the

Pinalenos yielded three new species of flight-

less beetles (Warshall 1986).

The land moUusks have been inventoried

(Bequaert and Miller 1973), though their range
extensions and laxa need review. The cienaga

(wetland) mollusks are being studied by the

Smithsonian. Fish, birds, amphibians, reptiles.

and mammals are well-inventoried and yield

continuing surprises such as the recent discov-

ery of the Ramsey Canyon leopard frog {.Rami

OPOSURA

siihaqiiavocalis). Specific inventory and moni-

toring gaps in frequency and abundance of sen-

sitive species remain.

Flora and Fauna

A major dividing line between the flora and

fauna of southern and northern origins occurs in

the sky island ecoregion. The sky island com-

plex harbors more than 2,000 plant species. Of
the more than 190 snail species in the

Southwest, the sky islands support 3 endemic

genera, and over 60 endemic species, including
the genus Sonorella and the monotypic genus

Mountains
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Table 2. Selected sensitive, rare, and endangered plants of the sky islands.
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fish species are considered vulnerable,

including 9 federally listed and 7 li\ing in sky

island drainages (Table 3). Within this national

forest, there are 1 1 amphibians whose popula-
tion viability is of concern, though none is on

the federal list; 8 dwell in the valleys or lower

drainages of the sky islands. They are sensitive

to upstream watershed alterations. Fourteen sky
island reptiles are considered sensitive but not

federally listed. There are about 55 bird species

of concern. 5 federally listed, and about 20

whose population viability is of significant con-

cern (Table 3). About 30 mammals are of con-

cern, 4 federally listed. The grizzly bear, jaguar,

ocelot. Tarahumara frog, and gray wolf have

been extirpated from the sky island archipelago.
Not counting the extirpated species and the 1 1

bats of concern, there are 1 3 mammal species

and subspecies dwelling on the sky islands that

have low populations of concern (Table 3).

Distribution

Some of the most interesting aspects of sky
island ecosystems and history are why some
mountains lack a particular species ("holes"),

why some species skip mountain ranges or

appear as an exception in an otherwise species-

poor flora or fauna ("outliers"), and why some

species, even mobile animals such as birds, end

their distribution on a particular sky island

(Warshall 1986). For example, why are there no

chipmunks on the Huachucas? Why does the

Mexican chickadee i Pants scUiteri) stop on the

Chiricahuas. but only 35 mi away the mountain

chickadee {P. gambeli) inhabits the Pinalenos?

Why are there no voles on the Catalinas?

Colonization of the sky islands by exotic

species is increasing with over 60 non-native

plants having established regenerative popula-
tions in the Arizona sky islands. Major issues

include limiting introductions of buffel grass

(Penuisetwu cilaris) and exotic lovegrasses

(Eragrostis spp.) by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, as well as controlling and restoring

habitats swamped by exotic forbs such as

Euryops mithifida on the Pinalenos and

Catalinas. Fifteen non-native fish species have

been added to the five or six native freshwater

fish families, with consequent hybridization,

predation. and competition throughout springs
and drainages. The Central Arizona Project has

become a new corridor for exotic fish, some of

which are invading the last strongholds of

natives.

Three feral exotic mammals may have colo-

nized the sky island complex. The opossum
(Didelphis spp.) colonization is believed to be a

mix of released Virginia opposum (D. virgini-

mui and range-expanding Mexican opossum {D.

marsiipialis). It has been reported but not con-

firmed that the European ferret (Mitstela piito-

rlits) has become feral in the Huachucas. Over
the last 50 years, about 12 birds and mammals
of southern origin have been recorded coloniz-

ing more northern sky islands. No animal

species is known to have retreated south except
the extiipated jaguar, ocelot, and thick-billed

paiTot. A few species such as the Abert's squir-

rel iSciuris aberti) have been introduced for

hunting and have then expanded their range.
The monitoring of these changes will be an

important barometer to how habitat changes,

species introductions, and climate interact with

ecosystem management practices.

Vertical Migration

Each sky island has a unique ecosystem with

a stack of life zones ranging from arid to boreal

(Fig. 2). Many species migrate vertically to feed

and breed at various elevations. The Pinalenos

contain the most stacked life zones in the short-

est vertical distance of any mountain in North

America. By traversing five biotic communities

in a few hours, bears can feed on Opiintia

(prickly pear cactus) fruit in the morning and

grass roots growing in semi-alpine meadows in

the afternoon. Assuring minimal viable habitat

size and the appropriate forest age-class struc-

ture to support animal populations with vertical

migration is an unstudied aspect of forest

ecosystem management.
In addition, various biotic communities are

remnants of colder climates with small relict

acreage. For instance, only about 243 ha (600

acres) of spruce-fir (Picea engelimiimii-Abies

lasiocarpa) forest are left within the sky island

complex. This forest type, found only on the

Pinalenos, is critical habitat for the endemic and

federally listed endangered Mt. Graham red

squiiTcl, which also inhabits the transition to

mixed conifer forests (Douglas fir-white fir;

Pseiidotsuga menziesii-Abies ctmcolor) at lower

elevations. These two plant associations, heavi-

ly logged and cleared, will not become mature

enough to supply the minimum viable habitat to

ensure the squirrel population's survival for 2

centuries. Annual growth rates, seeding rates,

and regeneration cycles have become less pre-

dictable with the unknown effect of global

warming and fire risk, requiring rethinking of

the minimum size required for viable habitats.

Special Habitats

Special habitats and plant associations (e.g.,

high-elevation cienagas, limestone outcrops,

perennial streams, talus slopes) create islands of

habitat within the sky island ecosystem,

increasing biological richness. For instance,

talus slopes support a series of endemic land

snails; the rock cliffs and outcrops support plant

species such as the fleabanes Erigeron lem-

numii, E. heliographis. and E. pringlei. found
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nowhere else in the weirld. The perennial
streams support seven rare native fish species.

or the special habitats, the cienagas (swampy.

marshy cover) and perennial streams require the

most monitoring, protection, and restoration.

Special Interest Game

The densest populations of most game
species are found on the sky islands. For

instance, the densest populations of black bear

(Ursiis americaniis) and mountain lion {Fclis

concolor) south of the Mogollon Rim are on the

Pinalenos. In general, over a 2()-year period,

both species increased with population troughs

occurring from rancher depredation and

drought. White-tailed deer (Odocoileiis virginl-

(iniis) populations have increased, while mule

deer are less stable. Javelina (Tayassii hijacii)

are stable or declining, having suffered from

canine distemper after the drought of 1989.

Band-tailed pigeon (Columba fasciata). a

species dependent on sky island forests, has had

a long-term decline as have two subspecies of

turkey.

Corridors

For many land animals, corridors of animal

movement between sky islands have been

through riparian zones. Increasing habitat frag-

mentation from increased subdivisions around

the base of the sky islands is further isolating

some populations, especially in the Tucson area,

which separates the Santa Catalina and Rincon

mountains from the Tucsons and the Santa

Ritas. This structural change in migration pat-

terns has not been studied but is believed to be

the most significant threat to "safe passage"
corridors between sky islands.

In summary, the single best indicator of

ecosystem management has been the increasing
number of threatened and endangered popula-
tions (USFS 1993). This trend requires increas-

ing acreage of critical or otherwise protected
habitat: increased monitoring and control over

the introduction and spread of exotic grasses,

fish, and gamebirds, and the reintroduction of

locally extirpated mammals and tree species in

restoration projects.

Other Issues

Fire management is planned to reduce cata-

strophic tires from fuel build ups. to allow nat-

ural bums required by certain species, and to

increase fire suppression to maintain remnant

old-growth forest biodiversity. Experimentation
and debate about tire management are wide-

spread, however. Another trend is toward the

restriction of cattle to prevent overgrazing and

trampling, to protect sensitive plant species, and

to protect and promote recovery of wetland and

riparian habitats. A third trend is toward

upstream rehabilitation in specific watersheds

where flooding endangers sensitive plants.

In addition, there is increasing urban pressure
on the Forest Service to clear more habitat for

recreation such as camping and skiing (on the

Catalinas) and to expand roads into the sky
islands for greater access and uses that can con-

flict with habitat protection (USFS 1993).

Managing land use on private inholdings, on

properties adjacent to public land, and on proper-
ties bordering intermountain corridors will be

increasingly important.

The final trend is the unknown impact of

global warming on the biseasonal (winter and

summer) rainfall pattern of the southwestern

sky islands. This trend is of special importance
because of the large number of relict and insu-

lar species and subspecies in the region.

Because of the geological, topographic, and

biological uniqueness of each sky island, the

policies for each mountain range will need to be

custom-designed on a watershed by watershed

basis.
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Cui-ui
(Chasmistes ciijiis) is a large plank-

ton-feeding fisli that only occurs in

Pyramid Lake, Nevada. It was put on the feder-

al endangered list in 1967 based on declining

piipulaiion and absence of reproduction. A lake

dweller, cui-ui is a stream spawner. Most of this

century, this sucker species was unable to

access the Truckee River, Pyramid Lake's only

perennial tributary, to reproduce. Water diver-

sion from the Truckee River, as a result of the

nation's first Bureau of Reclamation project

(Newlands Project), reduced the lake elevation

and, in most years, caused an impassable delta

to form at the mouth of the Truckee River Cui-

ui live more than 40 years; it is this longevity

that has allowed the species to persist for as

many as 19 years with virtually no recruitment

(see glossary) to the adult population

(Scoppettone 1988).

Cui-ui is one of three remaining species of

the genus Chasniistes. Of the three, its habitat is

most intact, and it thus has the best opportunity
for recovery (Scoppettone and Vinyard 1991).

Each spring, cui-ui adults, most of which

mature at 8-12 years of age, migrate to the

mouth of the Truckee River at the south end of

Pyramid Lake, where they aggregate, awaiting
environmental cues and sufficient stream flow

to enter the river (Scoppettone et al. 1986). This

behavior provides an excellent opportunity to

capture the adults for estimating population
numbers and year-class (year hatched) struc-

ture. In this ailicle we report changes in adult

cui-ui population number and year-class struc-

ture from spring 1983 to spring 1993.

Status and Trends

Each spring, cui-ui are captured, anchor-

tagged, and released for recapture. The propor-
tion of tagged to untagged fish is used to esti-

mate population number. Virtually all mature

adults enter the prespawning aggregate each

Cui-ui iCIwsinisles eiijus) witli dorsal radio tag.

year (Scoppettone. unpublished data): thus an

estimate of the number of adults entering the

aggregate is an estimate of the entire adult pop-
ulation. We provide data of 4 select years (1983,

1991, 1992, and 1993) to illustrate trends

between 1983 to 1994.

Captures of cui-ui from the prespawning

aggregate have been successful enough to give
us reliable estimates of the adult population. In

1982 and 1983, 3.000 adults were captured and

tagged. From 1989 through 1993, captures
increased markedly because of a change in cap-
ture gear and increased population. More than

100,000 cui-ui have been captured, and tags

were applied to 60% of these. By spring 1993,

tag returns were close to 4% of the fish captured.

The adult cui-ui population has increased

10-fold from 1983 to 1993 (Fig. 1 ), an increase

attributed in part to unusually wet years from

1980 to 1986. During these years more than

65,000 adults entered the lower Truckee River

to spawn, and produced more than 250 million

cui-ui larvae for Pyramid Lake. In contrast, vir-

tually no spawning occurred in the Truckee

River from 1988 through 1992, a fact that will

probably be reflected later in this decade as a

downward trend in the number of adults.

Adult Year-class Structure

To understand cui-ui demographics and why
the species is still considered endangered, it is

necessary to understand its year-class structure.

In 1983 when there were about 100,000 adult

cui-ui in Pyramid Lake, almost 90% were from

a single year class produced in 1969: the second

predominate class represented about 5% of the

population and was hatched in 1950 (Fig. 2).

From 1950 to 1968 and from 1970 to 1979, very
little recruitment occurred. The situation has

improved: in 1991. the 1981 year class replaced
the 1969 in predominance, and it remained so

through 1993. In 1993, 400,000 of the estimat-

ed 1 million adults were fish that had been

hatched in 1981. The dramatic increase in the

spawning population from 1991 to 1992 is

assumed to be those fish that hatched in 1981,

1982, and 1983 and finally reached adulthood.

These improvements in population numbers

and year-class structure are partly attributed to

several extraordinarily wet years: similar condi-

tions may not occur with sufficient frequency to

assure species recovery or preclude extinction.

In addition to the prespawning aggregate,

the adult and ju\enile populations have been

sampled around Pyramid Lake throughout the

year. Our results suggest that few juveniles

hatched after 1986, and thereby provide testi-

mony to inconsistency in cui-ui recruitment.

Endangered
Cui-ui of

Pyramid
Lake, Nevada

by

G. Gary Scoppettone

Peter H. Rissler

National Biological Senuce

i 6

Fig. 1. Estimated population of

adult cui-ui in spring 1983. 1991,

1992, and 1993.
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Future Outlook

The cui-ui has an excellent prognosis for

recovery. It has an approved recovery plan and

supporting legislation (P.L. 101-616). which

provide for acquisition of water and water rights

to elevate Pyramid Lake, improve fish passage
over the delta, and enhance spawning tlows.

Plans to acquire water for Pyramid Lake and

cui-ui are being developed. Cui-ui population

trends over the past 10 years demonstrate the

rebound potential of the species when it is pro-

vided with passage and sufficient water for

reproduction. Because limited water is a\ailable

for acquisition, however, Truckee River flows

required for cui-ui recovery need to be precise-

ly determined. Our monitoring of the adult cui-

ui population is part of a cui-ui population

dynamics study aimed at calibrating an existing

Truckee River water-management model being

used for cui-ui recovery. Monitoring will con-

tinue through the 1998 spawning season, at

which time sufficient information should have

been generated to calibrate the model.
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Fishes Recovery Team was formed. The

Colorado River Fishery Project was established

in 197S to recover threatened and endangered

fish in 965 km (600 mi) of the upper Colorado

and Green rivers. Recovery efforts intensified in

1987 with the Recovery Implementation

Program. These and other projects have funded

major research on the biology and habitat needs

of these species.

Bonytails were historically common in the

mainstem Colorado, Green, Gunnison, Yampa,
Gila, and Salt rivers before the construction of

large dams. Bonytail became rare in the lower

river system by 1935 and suffered similar

declines farther upstream by the mid-1960"s.

The last confirmed bonytail taken from any

river was in 1985. Bonytail continue to be cap-

tured in low numbers from Lake Mohave in

Arizona and Nevada, a reservoir on the

Colorado River downstream of Hoover Dam.

Razorback suckers were historically com-

mon to abundant in the Colorado mainstem and

portions of the Green. San Juan, Animas.

Duchesne, Gila, Salt, and Verde rivers.

Razorback suckers also had begun declining in

the lower river by 1935, but were commercially

harvested near Grand Junction. Colorado, and

Phoenix, Arizona, until 1950. Numbers dramat-

ically declined in the upper Colorado River dur-

ing the I970"s and I980's, and today the fish is

very rare. The largest river population is in the

Green River, Utah, and is estimated (1993) at

fewer than 500 adults.

Large populations of razorback sucker

developed in some newly created reservoirs in

the lower river before fish predators became

abundant. For example, populations that num-

bered into the hundreds of thousands became

established in the Salton Sea, Roosevelt Lake,

Saguaro Lake, Lake Havasu, Lake Mead, Lake

Mohave, and Senator Wash Reservoir.

Predation by non-native fishes eventually

proved overwhelming, and, without recruitment

(addition of individuals to a population through

reproduction and immigration), populations dis-

appeared after 40 to 50 years.

Razorback suckers are now rare except in

Lake Mohave, which supports the last large

population. Spawning is successful there, but as

was true at older reservoirs, young razorback

suckers are eaten by sunfish. bass, and other

fish. The reservoir population declined by 60%
between 1988 (59.500) and 1991 (23.300).

Remaining suckers are expected to die by the

end of the decade.

It is unlikely that the bonytail and razorback

will survive in the wild. No measurable recruit-

ment is evident in any part of the drainage and

old individuals are reaching the end of their life

span. Bonytail are found in less than 2% of their

former range, and razorback sucker in less than

25% of their fonner range (Fig. 3).

Reasons for Decline

The Colorado River ecosystem has been dra-

matically altered by water development that

transformed an erratic and turbulent river sys-

tem into a series of calm reservoirs and chan-

nelized river reaches. Eight dams were built

across the lower 563 km (350 mi) of the river by
1950. The historical habitat of these fish is now

controlled by 44 large dams and is being

drained by hundreds of miles of diversion

canals. Nursery areas, critical for early life

stages, have been flooded by reservoirs, and

upstream migration is physically blocked by
dams. Seasonally wami and turbid fiows of the

natural hydrology of the basin were replaced by

cold, diminished reservoir releases governed by

hydroelectric and downstream water demands.

Although physical habitat changes have

been dramatic, subtle ecological changes may
have been even more damaging. Reservoirs and

cold tailwaters presented favorable conditions

to develop recreational fisheries. Although the

bonytail and razorback sucker were once valu-

able food sources, they became viewed as trash

fish when more desirable sportfish (e.g.. trout,

catfish, and bass) became established. Resource

agencies stocked and promoted recreational

fisheries, often at the expense of native fishes.

For example, in 1962. 723 km (450 mi) of the

upper Green River was poisoned to improve

trout production. Today, over 90% of all fish

found in the river system are species introduced

for recreational fishing. Uncounted other aquat-

ic plants and animals, pathogens, parasites, and

--~-4__
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chemical contaminants were introduced and

have changed the river's delicate ecosystem.
The dramatic dechne prompted the listing of

the bonytail as endangered in 1980. and a simi-

lar listing for the razorhack sucker followed in

1991. Although both fishes are federally pro-

tected and recovery programs began over 15

years ago, these species continue to edge toward

extinction. The problem lies in the complexity
of the environmental and legal issues, combined

with possible contlicts in land-, water-, and fish-

eiy-management philosophies. Controversy and

debate have slowed, stalled, and complicated

recovery effort. While sociopolitical issues of

recovery are debated, old relict populations are

not being aggressively protected through man-

agement and they continue to die off.

Recovery and Management

The goal of recovery is to reestablish species

or enhance their ability to maintain self-peipet-

uating populations in native habitat, which may
require both physical and biological habitat

restoration. Many scientists believe recovery of

bonytail and razorback sucker will take an

aggressive and long-term commitment.

Recovery efforts in the upper river are being
intensified to restore adequate spring flows and

develop nursery habitat. Stocking of bonytail

and razorback sucker is being postponed until

these habitat changes are made, and guidelines

for stocking recreational species and possibly

reducing their populations are being negotiated.

Whether these actions will be sufficient to

recoser these fish is unknown.

While bonytail and razorback sucker are not

being stocked in the upstream recovery pro-

gram, they are being stocked farther down-

stream. A 10-year stocking program reintro-

duced razorback sucker into Arizona streams,

but although nearly 15 million razorbacks were

stocked between 1981 and 1990. the effort

failed because most small suckers were believed

to have been eaten by catfish and other non-

native fishes. This emphasizes the need for

predator removal or the stocking of larger fish.

Removal of non-native species is virtually

impossible and sometimes undesirable. Larger

bonytails and razorback suckers are being
stocked by the Native Fish Work Group to

attempt to maintain the Lake Mohave popula-
tion by replacing the old population with young
adults that exhibit the genetic characteristics of

the remnant population. Bonytail and razorback

suckers are being raised in isolated coves where

other fish have been removed. Fish grow to

about 30 cm (12 in) in length in a year and are

then released into the reservoir. At this size,

many should escape predation and could poten-

tially survive 40 to 50 years.

Stocking is not an alternative to recovery,

but if done properly, it can be used to maintain,

expand, or reestablish long-lived endangered
fish populations. Lake Mohave is not pristine

habitat: however, maintenance of its population
can help preserve genetic diversity, enhance

species diversity in the reservoir, help ensure

against catastrophic loss of hatchery brood

stocks, and provide opportunities to study these

fish in the wild.

Aggressive management of remaining popu-
lations is essential to provide the time to com-

plete and test habitat restoration programs. If

remnant populations are not saved, we stand to

lose important pieces of a very complex ecolog-

ical puzzle.
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Amphibian
and Reptile

Diversity on
the Colorado
Plateau

by

Charles Drost

Elena Deshler

National Biological Service

The
Colorado Plateau region is an area of

high uplands, cut by the dramatic canyons
of the Colorado River system in northern

Arizona, northeastern New Mexico, eastern

Utah, and western Colorado (Figure). Habitats

within the region range from upland desert in

the lower stretches of the Colorado River to

small areas of alpine tundra on the highest

peaks. The amphibian fauna is relatively small

and dominated by species adapted to dry condi-

tions such as toads (genus Bufo) and spadefoot
toads (genus Scaphiopiis). Reptile species are

more numerous and varied, with the spiny
lizards (Sceloporus), whiptail lizards {Cneini-

dophorus). and garter snakes (Thamnophis)

well-represented. The reptiles and amphibians

of the area have not been well-studied, although

several species are known or suspected to have

suffered recent declines.

As part of an overall project to assess the

completeness of biological inventory informa-

tion on National Park Service lands (Stohlgren

and Quinn 1992), we compiled information

from species lists, literature reports, and limited

field work to prepare a preliminary data base of

amphibian and reptile occurrence on 25 park
areas in National Park Service lands on the

Colorado Plateau.

Status and Trends

The quality and completeness of amphibian
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and reptile inventory int'ormation for Colorado

Plateau parks vary. Grand Canyon National

Park has received moderately thorough survey

effort along the Colorado River coiridor (Miller

et al. 1982). but the canyon rim areas have

received relatively little study. Parts of Glen

Canyon National Recreation Area were sur-

veyed by the University of Utah (Woodbury
1959), but this information is now 35 years old.

Most other parks have had little or no thorough

survey work and a few, such as Rainbow Bridge
National Monument, have no inventory infor-

mation at all. The information for many park

species lists is based on large-scale range maps
or unverified records. We found incoiTcct iden-

tifications or outdated taxonomy on about 1 iWc

of the species recorded. The generally poor and

sometimes unreliable state of inventories in

many parks echoes the results of Stohlgren and

Quinn ( 1992) in a larger study.

Sixty-two reptile and 18 amphibian species

are known from the Colorado Plateau as a

whole. Most occur in one or more of the nation-

al park areas. The few species that apparently

do not live in any parks, such as the mountain

treefrog (Hyla eximia). Chiricahua leopard frog

[Raiia chiricahuensis). and narrow-headed

garter snake (Thaumophis nifipunctatiis). are

primarily found in the area of the precipitous

Mogollon Riin in north-central Arizona, which

fomis the southern boundary of the plateau. The

most widespread species in the region include

Woodhouse's toad {Bujo woodhousii: 20 areas).

tiger salamander (Ambystoma rigriuiini: 16

areas), eastern fence lizard iSceloporus iiiulula-

tus\ 22 areas), tree lizard (Uwsaunis onuitiis:

21 areas), side-blotched lizard (Vta stausburi-

amr. 22 areas), striped whipsnake (Masticophis

taeniatiis; 21 areas), pine snake {Pituophis

melanoleiictis: 22 areas), and western rat-

tlesnake (Crotahis viridis; 22 areas). Some
other species are much more limited; for exam-

ple, the Jemez Mountains salamander

(Plethodon neomexicanus) is known only from

a small area of north-central New Mexico,

including Bandelier National Monument. The

painted turtle {Chrysemys pitta) is apparently

rare in the region and may have declined fur-

ther; there have been no recent reports of this

species from Glen Canyon National Recreation

Area, where it formerly occurred. Other

species, like the desert iguana (Dipsosaurus

dorsalis) and the Gila monster {Heloderma sus-

pectiim), only have a small portion of their

range on the Colorado Plateau (although they

occur within the geographic boundaries of the

area, some of these species are restricted to

habitats not representative of the plateau, such

as the Sonoran Desert).

Four of the 62 reptile species (7%) are listed

as threatened or endangered by either individual

NV
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Table. Threatened and endangered species of the Colorado Plateau. An X indicates that a

species is listed as threatened or endangered by particular states or by the U.S. Department of the

Interior.

Common name Scientific name
Threatened or endangered status

AZ CO NM UT Federal

Amphibians

Jemez Mountains salamander

Western toad

Chiricahua leopard frog

Relicl leopard Irog

Spotted frog

Plelhodon neomexicanus

Bulo boreas

Rana chiricahuensis

Rana onca

Rana pretiosa

Reptiles

Desert tortoise

Chuckwalla

Gila monster

Narrow-headed garter snake

Gopherus agassizii

Sauromalus obesus

Heloderma suspecturn

Thamnophis rutipunctalus
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Future Needs

In the arid Southwest, plant and animal com-

munities depend on the same scarce water

resources as human populations, agriculture,

and industry. Amphibians and some reptiles,

such as garter snakes, are directly dependent on

free-flowing water and aquatic habitats.

Amphibians are of further concern because of

recent, unexplained losses in many areas

(Barinaga 1990; Blaustein and Wake 1990). A
thorough understanding of the present status,

population trends, and requirements of native

species is essential to avoid or lessen conflicts

among competing natural resource demands.

This ongoing project provides an assessment of

our current knowledge, baseline information on

distribution, and a starting point for intensive

studies of rare and declining species. The devel-

opment of an adequate inventory, coupled with

long-term population studies of particular

species of concern, forms the basis for informed

protection and management of local natural

communities.
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Bald Eagles

Along the

Colorado
River

Corridor

by

Charles van Riper III

Mark K. Sogge
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Timothy T. Titbits
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The
construction and operation of reservoirs

have had a dramatic influence on wintering

and migrant bald eagles {Haliaeetus leuco-

cephalus: Southern 1963; Spencer 1976;

Steenhof 1978; Stalmaster 1987). In contrast to

reservoir-induced destruction of riverine habitat

upon which many wintering bald eagles have

traditionally relied, reservoirs may harbor, in

some instances, new or alternative food sources

(Spencer 1976; Jenkins 1992). In addition to

hunting the shorelines and surface waters of

reservoirs, eagles congregate below some dams

in winter to feed on fish that are killed or

stunned while passing through the turbines or to

hunt in ice-free water (Steenhof 1978).

Commercial river guides on the Colorado

River first noted winter bald eagle concentra-

tions on the southern Colorado Plateau below

Glen Canyon Dam at Nankoweap Creek in the

early 1980's (Fig. 1). Before this, bald eagles

were considered uncommon along the Colorado

River in Grand Canyon National Park (Brown et

al. 1987). A preliminary study by Brown et al.

( 1989) concluded that wintering bald eagles had

increased in numbers, particularly below Glen

Canyon Dam, because of a combination of reg-

ulated discharge of cold water from the dam and

the introduction of rainbow trout

{Oncorhynchiis mykiss). Although trout were

introduced bv the National Park Service into

tributaries of the Colorado River in the 1920's,

it was not until after the dam was completed

(1963) that trout numbers increased in the

Colorado River. By 1988 the mouth of

Nankoweap Creek had become a concentration

ID
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point for foraging because of the ease with

which spawning trout could be obtained by

eagles.

The concentrations of wintering and migrant
hald eagles at Nankoweap are analogous to how-

eagles formerly concentrated at McDonald
Creek in Glacier National Park. Montana

(McClelland 1973). There, the introduction of

non-native kokanee salmon (Oiicorhynchus
ncrka) eventually attracted hundreds of migrant
bald eagles (McClelland et al. 1982). The^sub-

sequent introduction of exotic zooplankton into

Flathead Lake recently caused the collapse of

this salmon population and ended the concen-

tration of wintering eagles. In Grand Canyon
National Park, it was felt that if the number of

spawning trout remained high in the Colorado

River tributaries, bald eagles might continue to

concentrate there for food, as happened along
McDonald Creek at Glacier National Park.

This article outlines the 1989-94 status of

wintering bald eagles along the Colorado River

corridor, from the Glen Canyon Dam through
Grand Canyon National Park. We also discuss

the trends of bald eagle numbers as determined

from monitoring eagle and fish populations

throughout the river conidor.

We determined the annual status of bald

eagles from 1990 to 1994 by direct ground
observations from the river bottom at the con-

fluence of Nankoweap Creek and the Colorado

River, and from aerial censusing flights from

January through April.

Trends

Aerial Surveys

Wintering bald eagles were present each

year along the Colorado River comdor from

late fall (October-November) through early

spring (March-April). During the 1990-91 aeri-

al censusing surveys, peak numbers occuned in

January and February, so aerial surveys in sub-

sequent years were confined to December

through March (Fig. 2). Eagles were observed

on every flight, with numbers ranging from 2

(in March 1993) to 23 (in February"l991 ). Bald

eagles were generally distributed evenly along
the river corridor except in January and

February, when conditions were suitable and

rainbow trout were spawning in tributaries

(Leibfried and Montgomery 1993). During
these 2 months birds concentrated at the small

tributaries.

Ground Surveys at Nankoweap

The trend of bald eagle numbers at

Nankoweap Creek was for birds to clo.sely par-

allel spawning trout numbers (Fig. 3). During
1990-91 we recorded the highest known bald

eagle concentration at Nankoweap Creek with

up to 26 eagles present on a peak day (Fig. 4).

About 70-100 individuals were documented

during the eagle concentration (when at least 10

eagles were present each day) from 8 February
to 8 March 1 990. The previous high of 1 8 win-

tering eagles was recorded at Nankoweap in

February "l 988 (Brown et al. 1989). The trend

was for fewer numbers of trout and birds in fol-

lowing years (Fig 3). For example, in 1993

when spawning was extremely low in

Nankoweap Creek, there were concomitantly
low numbers of eagles. In 1994 spawning trout

numbers were also low in the creek and few

bald eagles were found in the area.

Other Areas of the Plateau

During 1992-94 when the numbers of win-

tering bald eagles along the Colorado River

were low (Fig. 3), concentrations of bald eagles
were reported at other locations on the southern

Colorado Plateau. For example, in 1992.

Bureau of Reclamation pilots (personal com-

munication) noted eagle concentrations at the

junction of the Green and Colorado rivers (Fig.

I). During 1993 the Arizona Game and Fish

(personal communication) reported up to 20

eagles at Lake Mary, just east of Flagstaff,

Arizona. These birds were feeding on some of

the thousands of rainbow trout the agency had

stocked into the lake during the winter. In 1994,

another year of low bald eagle numbers along
the Colorado River corridor, we received

numerous reports from state and federal agency

biologists of small eagle concentrations at elk

and deer carcasses over the southern Colorado

Plateau.

Status

The status of bald eagles along the Colorado

River, especially in portions of Grand Canyon
National Park and Glen Canyon National

Recreation Area, has been improved by an

increase in numbers of introduced rainbow trout.

For example, at Nankoweap Creek, the trend

went upward from a few birds starting in the

mid-1980's to peak numbers in 1 990-9 f. In fol-

lowing years (1992-94), poor rainbow trout

spawning resulted in low numbers of bald eagles

in this region. Creek morphology and flow con-

ditions varied among years and influenced the

availability of trout, and thus eagle numbers.

Bald eagles at Nankoweap. however, can be

the largest such concentration in the southwest-

em United States. The 70-100 individual eagles

recorded during 1990 represent what is believed

to be one-fourth of the entire population of bald

eagles wintering to the south of the Grand

Canyon (in Arizona and northern Mexico). We
expect that wintering eagles will continue to

25-
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Fig. 2. Average number of bald

eagles detected each month ( 1990-

94) during aerial surveys along the

Colorado River from the junction

of the Little Colorado River north

to Glen Canvon Dam.
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Fig. 3. Average daily numbers of

rainbow trout and bald eagles at

Nankoweap Creek in Grand

Canyon National P;irk. AZ. 1990-

94.
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Fig. 4. Bald eagle abundance at

Nankoweap in 1990. 91. and 93.
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frequent this region if annual spawning trout are

present.

Bald eagle counts along the Colorado River

coiTidor during the winters of 1990-94 mirrored

the bald eagle numbers at Nankoweap Creek.

Their numbers peaked during late February and

early March and varied greatly among years.

Higher concentrations of bald eagles noted in

other areas of the southern Colorado Plateau,

when lower numbers were recorded along the

Colorado River, suggest widespread eagle
movements over the region. Bald eagles appear
to concentrate in areas that have the most abun-

dant and available food resources, and these

locations change annually.
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Mexican

Spotted Owls
in Canyonlands
of the Colorado

Plateau

by
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National Biological Sen'ice

Fig. 1. Distribution of Mexican

spotted owls in the southwestern

United States.

In
response to perceived threats to critical

nesting habitat and lack of adequate protec-

tive regulations, the Mexican spotted owl {Stri.x

(iccidcntiilis lucida) was officially listed as a

threatened species under the Endangered
Species Act in 1993 (Federal Register 1993).

Limited information is available on the distrib-

ution of Mexican spotted owls inhabiting arid

canyonlands throughout the southwestern

United States (Ganey and Balda 1989). Though
widely distributed, the Mexican spotted owl

apparently occurs in isolated populations
restricted to habitat islands (Fig. 1 ). Here 1

report findings from spotted owl surveys con-

ducted throughout the northwest portion of the

Colorado Plateau in Utah,

The Colorado Plateau Physiographic
Province consists of extensive sandstone

canyons interspersed by eroded valleys,

upwarped plateaus, and isolated mountain ranges

(Thonibury 1965), Prolonged erosional dissec-

tion produced a maze of complex watersheds

within the Colorado Plateau region (Youngblood
and Mauk 1985). Agency lands encompassed by
the Colorado Plateau include extensive U.S.

Department of Agriculture national forests and

U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) areas, seven National Park

Service national parks, two national recreation

areas, several national monuments, and state-

administered lands, all in the Four Comers

region (Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and

Utah) of the southwestern United States.

These lands may function as biological refu-

gia, providing dispersal corridors and habitat

islands joining occupied and potentially suit-

Mevican spotted owls (5;//.v occidentalis lucida) roosted in

canyonlands in southern Utah.

able spotted owl habitat. In the Four Comers

region, spotted owls are associated with rocky

canyon terrain (i.e., canyonlands) and could be

negatively affected by such activities as timber

harvesting, mining, and recreation (Ganey
1988), Long-term study of spotted owl distribu-

tion and habitat use is necessary to provide
information on the potential effects of human
activities and to develop ecologically based

conservation plans (Gutieirez 1989),

Surveys

Information on Mexican spotted owl distrib-

ution within canyonlands of the Colorado

Plateau was gathered by using published

species accounts and conducting field surveys.

During the field surveys, individuals and
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pairs of owls were located by imitating their

calls with the human voice or using taped
broadcasts of their calls to elicit a response from

the owls (Forsman 1983). The surveys were

conducted during each breeding season ( 1

April-31 August) from 1989 through 1993.

Target areas were visited four times during the

breeding season to search for owls. Spotted owl

callers ("hooters") conducted searches by

"hooting" at stations located on night-time sur-

vey routes placed within search areas. Hooters

conducted daytime visits to sites where spotted

owls were heard at night in order to find nests

and count young.

Historical Records

Historical records of Mexican spotted owls

on the Colorado Plateau date back to the 192()"s

(McDonald et al. 1990). The earliest record in

the canyonlands was from Zion National Park

in June 1928. A single owl was reported in

August 1957. in Davis Gulch, a tributary of the

Escalante Riser in southern Utah. Three birds

were seen in July 1958, in a small side canyon
of Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, and

another was observed at the mouth of the

Escalante River. The most northerly occunence

of a spotted owl on the Colorado Plateau was

recorded in September 1958, in the Book Cliff

Mountains. Spotted owls have been observed

occasionally since the early 1970's throughout
the canyonlands of southern Utah. Kertell

(1977) detected spotted owls at six locations in

Zion National Park in the early I970"s. The

species accounts suggest that spotted owls were

widely dispersed throughout the canyonlands of

the Colorado Plateau, especially in deeply erod-

ed sandstone gorges.

Field Survey Results

About 202,500 ha (500,000 acres) were sur-

veyed from 1990 to 1993 on U.S. Forest

Service lands, and more than 483 km (300 mi)

of BLM canyons were surveyed from 1991 to

1993. Surveys were also conducted in portions

of Grand Canyon, Capitol Reef, Canyonlands.
and Zion national parks, as well as Natural

Bridges and Navajo national monuments.

Seventy-six spotted owls (26 pairs and 24 single

adults) were detected at 50 locations: 6 on U.S.

Forest Service lands, 12 on BLM lands. 1 on

state lands, and 31 on National Park Service

lands (Fig. 2).

Groups or subpopulations of owls were dis-

tributed among several landscape areas spread
across the northwest portion of the Colorado

Plateau including the greater Zion National

Park area: the greater Capitol Reef area: the

Dirty Devil River watershed: Canyonlands
National Park: and near Elk Ridge and Dark

Canyon on the Manti LaSal National Forest.

Mexican spotted owls were widely distrib-

uted and appeared coincident with canyon habi-

tat. Canyon habitats on the Colorado Plateau are

discontinuous and reflect the naturally frag-

mented topographic conditions of the plateau

region. This patchy landscape could explain the

patchy locations of surveyed spotted owls. A
study conducted in Zion National Park found

owls nesting and roosting in humid, nanow

canyons with dense understories (Rinkevich

1991). Since many owls on the Colorado

Plateau were found in similar habitat, the owls

may be selecting these canyons because of their

unique habitat features: large cliffs that provide

escape cover to avoid predation, shaded roost

sites to avoid high summer temperatures, patch-
es of forest vegetation, and a\ailability of suit-

able prey.

Relatively few owls were found in the

canyonlands area compared with forest sites in

Arizona and New Mexico; thus, canyonland
owl sites may need special protection. Further

surveys should be conducted across USDI lands

to more accurately assess distribution and habi-

tat of spotted owls.
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Ciinent
numbers of bighorn sheep {Ovis

ciiiuich'iisis) are probably only 2%-8% of

their numbers at the time of European settle-

ment. The Rocky Mountain subspecies {O.c.

camulcnsis) and the California subspecies {O.c.

califomiana) combined may have numbered

roughly 1 million, and the desert subspecies

{O.c. nc'Isoni) of the southwestern United States

and Mexico also likely numbered about 1 mil-

lion (Buechner 1960: Wishart 1978; Bleich et

al. 1990). Unregulated harvesting, habitat

destruction, overgrazing of rangelands. and dis-

eases contracted from domestic livestock all

contributed to drastic declines, the most drastic

occurring from about 1870 through 1950.

Bighorn exist mostly in small, isolated pop-

ulations within their former vast range. Thome
et al. (1985) found that b49c of 166 populations

in the western United States contained fewer

than 100 individuals. In Arizona, 88% of the

populations (52 of 59) contained fewer than 100

individuals (Krausman and Leopold 1986).

Small populations of animals may be at

higher risk of extirpation (Gilpin and Soule

1986). The negative effects of small population

size on bighorn were documented by Berger

( 1990). who reported that no indigenous popu-

lations of fewer than 50 animals survived for 5

decades, whereas all populations numbering

more than 100 animals survived for the same

period. Berger's (1990) published review did

not consider national park populations of

bighorns.
Restoration of bighorn sheep has been pur-

sued actively by many state and federal agen-

cies since the I940"s. although these efforts

have met with only limited success, and most of

the historical range of bighorns remains unoc-

cupied. Human encroachments near bighorn

populations are severe enough in some areas

that the peninsular population of desert

bighorns in California has been proposed for

federal threatened status.

This article reviews the status of bighorns of

three subspecies, the desert. Rocky Mountain,

and badlands (O.c. audohonii). in 17 national

park service units in the Rocky Mountains.

Factors contributing to the success of 1 15 trans-

plants of bighorn sheep that occurred over the

past five decades in six Rocky Mountain states

are also reviewed.

Information on the status and restoration of

bighorns in the National Park Service units

came from published accounts, university the-

ses, unpublished park records, and a question-

naire mailed to state wildlife agencies and land

managers in Colorado, Montana. North and

South Dakota. Wyoming, and Utah. Only popu-
lations that had been translocated at least 10

years were included in the analysis.

Status in National Parks

Eighteen national park units historically

contained populations of bighorn sheep. Native

populations of bighorns were extirpated in all

but five of the units, and populations were great-

ly reduced in four of these five. Only the

Yellowstone's ranges remained fully occupied

by bighorn during this period. Native bighorns

survived but were greatly reduced in Grand

Teton, Canyonlands, Glacier, and Rocky
Mountain parks. The Badlands subspecies was

eliminated about 1921. This subspecies origi-

nally inhabited clay badlands and low river

breaks in the Dakotas, including Badlands and

Theodore Roosevelt national parks.

Restoration efforts of bighorns into park

units began in the late 1940"s in 11 national

park units where bighorns had been extiipated.

Augmentations or translocations of additional

subpopulations occurred in three of five nation-

al park units where bighorns had not been com-

pletely extirpated. Bighorn ranges are now con-

sidered fully or very fully occupied in two of

these units. Rocky Mountain and Canyonlands

parks.

Restoration of bighorns into other national

park units has had only limited success. Ten

national park units support persisting popula-

tions (numbering 100 or more sheep the previ-

ous 4 years): five park units have populations

estimated to exceed 500 animals: and five other

park units have populations of 100-200. Five

other park units have fewer than 100 individu-

als, and two of these units support populations

on the verge of extirpation (only 6-14 animals).

Translocations

Only 39% of 115 bighorn transplants in six

Rocky Mountain states were rated as persisting

(Figure). Sixty-four percent of transplants locat-

ed more than 32 km (20 mi) from domestic sheep

were persistent, but only 44% of those bighorn

populations located 16 to 32 km from domestic

sheep were persistent (Figure). In addition, near-

ly twice as many transplanted populations that

were sedentary failed than populations that

migrated to separate winter and summer ranges.

Most translocated populations do not regain the

historical migration patterns of the extirpated

native population: instead, many spend the sum-

mer and winter on the same small ranges.

Limited evidence suggests that threshold

population size or genetic diversity is related to

persistence of bighorn transplants. Transplant

persistence and genetic diversity were positive-

ly correlated to initial founder group size (the

number of animals moved in the initial translo-

cation), to multiple (versus single) source
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populations represented in the initial toiindcr

group, to tiie use of native populations as a

source, and to sheep interaction with other near-

by subpopulations (Fitzsimrnons 1992).

Implications

Restorations into national park units are. as

yet, incomplete. At present, bighorn sheep occur

in small, widely scattered populations, with the

smallest groups (fewer than 50 animals) seem-

ingly at highest risk of extirpation. Thus, to

achieve larger, more secure populations, restora-

tion is necessary. To improve the chances for

successful translocations, greater care must be

taken; only about one-third of past transloca-

tions were persistent. Our analysis suggests that

a population distant from domestic sheep

improved the probability of its persistence more

than any other factor. Larger founder sizes, mul-

tiple versus single sources of founders, native

source groups, interactions with nearby subpop-
ulations. and migratory tendencies also may
contribute to continued persistence of translo-

cated sheep and should be considered during

translocations. Habitat suitability assessments

before translocations would also probably con-

tribute to sheep restoration success and are rec-

ommended as an integral part of any restoration.
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Desert
bighorn sheep (Oris caiuulenxis spp.)

are subspecies of concern in the continen-

tal United States. Populations declined drasti-

cally with European colonization of the

American Southwest beginning in the l.'iOO's

(Buechner I960). At present, deseil bighorn
numbers are extremely low, although the overall

population trend has increased since 1960.

Desert bighorn are considered good indica-

tors of land health because the species is sensi-

tive to many human-induced environmental

problems (McCutchen 1981). In addition to

their aesthetic value, desert bighorn are consid-

ered desirable animals by hunters.

The Rocky Mountain and California races of

bighorn occupy the cooler western and north-

western regions of the United States. In con-

trast, the desert sheep races are indigenous to

the hot desert ecosystems of the Southwest.

Population Trends

The number of desert bighorn in North

America in pristine times is unknown but most

likely was in the tens of thousands (Buechner

1960). Seton (1929) estimated the pre-

Columbian numbers of all subspecies of

bighorn in North America (United States,

Canada, and Mexico) at 1.5-2 million. By
1960, however, the overall bighorn population

in the United States, including desert bighorns,

had dwindled to 15,000-18,200 (Bu'echner

I960). Buechner documented major declines

from the 1850"s to the early 1900"s. These

declines were attributed to excessive hunting;

competition and diseases from domestic live-

stock, particularly domestic sheep; usurpation

of watering areas and critical range by human

activities; and human-induced habitat changes
(Buechner 1960: Graham 1980; McCutchen

1981).

These declines were followed by a period of

population stabilization that Buechner ascribed

to conservation measures. The decline of desert

bighorn probably niirroied the pattern of

decline of the overall bighorn population.

Desert bighorn population trends have been

upward since the 1960's when Buechner (1960)

estimated their population at 6.700-8.100. In

Desert

Bighorn Sheep

by

Henry E. McCutchen
National Biological Service

Desert bighorn sheep (Ovis

canadensis nelsoni).
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1980 desert bighorn populations were estimated

at 8.415-9.040 fWishart 1978). Weaver (1983)

conducted a state-by-state survey a few years

later and estimated the U.S. desert bighorn pop-
ulation at 1.S.980. The 1993 estimate of the pop-
ulation is 18,96,5-19.040 (Table).

Table. Status and trends ot desert

highom sheep in the (Jnited States

I96()-9.V Estimate for I960hy
Buechner ( 1960). Esthiiates for

199."? from state wildhfe ageney
status reports presented to the

Desert Bighorn Council, Moab.

lltah, 1994.

State
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of animals originally tVoiii ArizAina and Nevada

(Wolfe 1990: V. Graham. Colorado Division of

Wildlife, unpublished data).

Nevada

Desert bighorn {O.c. nelsoni) historically

occupied the central and southern portions of

Nevada (McQuivey 1978). Hunting the animals

was prohibited from 1901 to 1952.

Transplanting programs have been successful:

between 1968 and" 1988 more than 800 de.sert

bighorn were transplanted. From these animals.

21 transplanted herds have been established

(Delaney 1989).

Buechner ( 1960) estimated the Nevada pop-
ulation at 1.500-2.000 in 1960. The state began
annual population trend counts in 1969. In 1993

the population was estimated at 5,294 animals,

occupying 45 mountain ranges (P. Cummings,
Nevada Division of Wildlife, unpublished data).

New Mexico

Although desert bighorns (O.c. me.xicaua)

historically occupied mountain ranges and

canyons in the southern part of New Mexico, by
1930 the animals were restricted to only four

mountain ranges, and by the late 1940"s were

found in only two (Weaver 1985).

In 1972 the state constructed the 300-ha

(741 acres) Red Rock propagating enclosure

and added brood stock. Transplants from the

captive herd were subsequently made into the

Big Hatchet, Peloncillo. and Alamo Hueco

mountains (Sandoval 1979).

The San Andres Mountain population was

formerly the state's largest, but declined from

200 to fewer than 25 by 1991 (Clark and Jessup

1992) because of psoroptic scabies [Psoroptes

spp.).

Buechner estimated the New Mexican popu-
lation at 400-500 in 1960. In 1993 the estimat-

ed population was 295. of which 100 were at

Red Rock (A. Fisher. New Mexico Department
of Game and Fish, unpublished data).

Texas

Desert bighorn {O.c. mexicana) appear to

have occupied all the mountains in southwest

Texas west of the Pecos River (Carson 1941). In

1880 the population was estimated at 1.500 ani-

mals (Kilpatric 1982): some populations still

existed in the late 1930"s. By the mid-1950's all

bighorns had become extirpated except for a

small herd of 25: excessive hunting and compe-
tition with domestic livestock are believed to

have been major factors in the final decline

(Buechner 1960).

In 1957 the Texas Game and Fish

Department began a highly successful captive

breeding and release program. By 1993 the

free-ranging population was estimated at 310:

91 other sheep were in captivity (G. Calkins.

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, unpub-
lished data).

Utah

Historically, desert bighoni {O.c. nclsoiii)

occupied canyons and ranges in southern and

eastern Utah. Significant population declines

occurred in the 1870"s (Buechner 1960). and the

state did not permit hunting of bighorn from

1899 to 1967.

In 1967 limited hunting began, and in 1973

the state started an active transplant program.
Between 1973 and 1990. over 250 desert

bighorn sheep were transplanted, establishing at

least nine populations that augment four addi-

tional areas containing native populations

(Crestoetal. 1990).

Buechner (1960) believed that only remnant

populations persisted in the state. Utah, which

has conducted aerial trend counts on bighorn
since 1969 (Cresto et al. 1990), documented

increasing populations statewide. Individual

populations, however, have exhibited large

increases and sudden declines. In 1993 the

desert bighom population was estimated at

2,200-2.250 (N. McKee and J. Kaipowitz, Utah

Division of Wildlife, unpublished data).

Future of Desert Bighorn

Since 1960 bighom have increased in num-

bers, but their population levels are still low

when compared with the estimates of pre-

European numbers and the amount of available

unoccupied habitat. The number of sheep in

individual populations has fluctuated greatly.

Population monitoring and efforts to restore

desert bighorn must continue to ensure viable

future populations.
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Overview
The Alaskan ecoregion
has many immense, most-

ly pristine ecosystems including marine waters

and islands; the Arctic Coastal Plain and the

Brooks Range; taiga forests and interior rivers;

the extensive, treeless lowlands and deltas of the

Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers; the rugged coast-

line with glacier-capped mountains and numer-

ous fjords and tidewater glaciers; and coastal

rain forests, bogs, and alpine tundra communi-
ties on numerous islands. This section high-

lights the status and trends of selected mammals
and fish that inhabit these pristine ecosystems.
Waterfowl, shorebirds, and seabirds are dis-

cussed in a separate chapter.

Caribou (Rangifer taraiulus), muskox

(Ovibos iiioschatus). and large mammalian

predators such as the gray wolf (Caiiis lupus)
and brown bear are vital components in the

coastal plain tundra of the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge. All mammal populations on
the refuge appear stable and healthy (McCabe^ _

al., this section). Since 1989 the intemation^j^^j^
shared (Canada and the United Stales)

Porcupine caribou herd, which uses the narrow

coastal plain for calving in June and July, has

remained near 160,000 animals. The resident

muskox population, reintroduced after being
hunted to extinction in the late 1800"s, now

numbers nearly 720. Almost 100 brown bears

{Ursu.s arctos) and 43 wolves live on the north

slope of the refuge in relatively stable popula-
tions.

Arctic fisheries, of little significance in

terms of commercial harvest and economic

value, constitute a significantly large, locally

important contribution to rural economies and

provide valuable food for Alaskan Natives.

Thorsteinson and Wilson document the status of

Arctic Cisco {Coregonus autwnnaUs). broad

whitefish (C nasus). least cisco (C. sardineUa).

and Dolly Varden char (Salvelimis malma) in

the nearshore Beaufort Sea north of Prudhoe

Bay.
Pacific salmon have always played a major

role in the history and economy of Alaska and

its commercial, sport, and subsistence fisheries.

Burger and Wertheimer (this section) analyze
historical and recent salmon harvest informa-

tion to explore status and trends of Pacific

salmon in Alaska. Total salmon harvest in

Alaska was estimated at 56.000 salmon in 1878.

but rose to over 21 million in 1900. After sub-

stantial population declines in the 1920's,

I960"s, and 1970"s, harvests in most Alaskan

populations rebounded, and populations are

healthy. Only populations of pink salmon

(Oiicorhynchiis gorbitscha) in Prince William
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Sound and chLim salmon (O. keia) in the

Kuskokwim Ri\er in western Alaska are experi-

encing major declines and need attention.

There is a long history of biological studies

in Denali National Park and Preserve. Wolves,

caribou, brow/n bears, moose (Alves alces). and

Dal! sheep ((9\;.v dalli) all live in this large

ecosystem. The park provides scientists the

opportunity to study the natural interactions of

these species and serves as a baseline for com-

parison with areas where hunting occurs.

Adams and Mech (this section) document the

natural fluctuations expected in species inhabit-

ing such a dynamic and variable environment.

Brown bears on the Kodiak Archipelago are

renowned for their large size and dense aggre-

gations along salmon-spawning streams. Barnes

et al. (this section) estimate a population of

more than 2.800 bears on the archipelago.

Through intensive management by Alaska and

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the status of

the Kodiak bear population is better now than in

the early 1900"s.

Populations of the three marine mammals
for which the Department of the Interior has

management authority
—

polar bears (Ursus

mantimus). Pacific walrus (Odobenus wsmanis

divergens). and sea otters (Enhxdra liiths)—are

healthy. The estimated population of polar bears

along Alaska's north coast and the Beaufort Sea

is nearly 2.000 and probably larger compared to

the early 1900's (Amstrup et al., this section).

About 250 years ago. more than se\eral hun-

dred thousand sea otters were continuously dis-

tributed from Baja California, north and west

along the Pacific Rim to Kamchatka, and south

along the Kuril Islands to northern Japan. When
the Russian fur harvest was halted in 1911. only
a few survivine colonies, likelv numberins a

few hundred animals or less, remained. Now.
Bodkin et al. (this section) estimate more than

100.000 sea otters living throughout about 75%
of their original range, illustrating the healthy

recovery of a species after protection and active

management.
Pacific walruses in the Bering and Chukchi

seas of Alaska and Russia are an important
source of meat and ivory for Native peoples of

Alaska and the Chukotka Peninsula of Russia

(Gamer, this section). These marine mammals
are also a highly visible indicator of the health

of the Arctic marine ecosystem. Cooperative
U.S.-Russia surveys conducted at 5-year inter-

vals since 1975 provide estimates ranging from

246.000 walruses in 1980 to 200.00(nn" 1990.

Even though the survey estimates have large

confidence intervals, some researchers believe

these surveys indicate a general decline in num-
bers between 1975 and 1990.

The Mentasta caribou herd, a small herd that

lives in and around Wrangell-St. Elias National

Park and Preserve, exhibits typical population
trends and management problems found in

many mountain herds in central Alaska and the

Yukt)n Territory of Canada. This herd increased

from about 2.000 caribou in the early 1970's to

3.200 in the early 1980's (Jenkins, this section).

From 1989 to 1993. the herd decreased to 900

caribou, about a 24% decrease per year.

Klein (this section) documents the distribu-

tion and abundance of the tundra or Arctic hare

(Lepiis timidus) in western Alaska. The Arctic

hare has long been used for food and clothing

by indigenous people living in western Alaska.

Arctic hares have declined in number through-
out much of their range, though biologists are

not sure why.

The Arctic

Tundra

Ecosystem in

Northeast

Alaska

by

Thomas R. McCabe
National Biological Service

Donald P. Garrett

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Don Russell

Canadian Wildlife Service

Ken Whitten

Alaska Department of Fish

and Game

The
tundra of the coastal plain of the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR: Fig. 1)

represents nearly pristine, intact Arctic ecosys-
tem. It is unique because of the close arrange-
ment of the plants and animals occurring
between the Brooks Mountains and the

Beaufort Sea (Fig. 2). The Porcupine caribou

{Raiigifer tummlus) herd (PCH). which ranges
between Canada and Alaska, uses the narrow

Coastal Plain for calving after migrating hun-

dreds of kilometers from its winter habitat. A
now healthy muskox (Ovibos moschatus) popu-
lation was reintroduced in 1969 after being
hunted to extinction in the late 1800"s. Large

predators including gray wolves (Canis lupus).

brown bear (.Ursus arctos). and golden eagles

{Aquila chrysaetos) are also important compo-
nents as well as sensitive measures of ecosys-
tem health.

Extensive cooperative U.S. and Canadian

biological research has occurred on the Coastal

Plain during the last decade because it overlies

a potentially large and economically productive

oilfield. The biological information resulting

from these cooperative efforts will guide

Congress in its decision to develop the oilfield.

The information also provides an excellent

measure of the status and trends of key animals

in a near-pristine Arctic ecosystem (McCabe et

al. 1992).

Monitoring the Ecosystem

We monitored the status and trends of cari-

bou, muskox, and large predators to enhance

our understanding of the important relation-

ships of the Arctic ecosystem and to identify

and predict the potential impacts of oil and gas

development on that system.
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Caribou

We periodically photographed and censused

the PCH in July from 1972 to 1992. To deter-

mine when the caribou were optimally aggre-

gated for photographing, we monitored the for-

mation and distribution of large postcalving

aggregations by using intensive aerial recon-

naissance, radio tracking, and satellite teleme-

try.

We estimated the sex and age structure of the

PCH during the postcalving aggregation period
from aerial and ground counts in 1988, 1989,

1990, and 1992. We estimated annual survival

of cows and calves by using aircraft and satel-

lites to periodically track a sample of animals

fitted with radio transmitters.

Muskox

We closely monitored the distribution, com-

position, and size of the muskox population by

using radio transmitters, tags, and intensi\e aer-

ial and ground surveys. We surveyed muskox at

4-8 week intervals in 1987-93 to determine their

locations. An average of eight flights per year
were tlown. We conducted no tlights from late

November to late January because of severe

winter weather and low light conditions.

We also determined sex and age composition
from the ground counts. We conducted total

counts of the population annually from 1972 to

1993 during aerial surveys and ground counts.

Q:

Q

CD>
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Fig. 3. Pholocensiis results for the

Porcupine canhou {RaiiKifer taraii-

diis) herd. 1972-92.
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Predator.s

We determinetJ the number of brown bears

on the Coastal Plain portion of the refuge from

densities recorded during extensive aerial sur-

veys in 1983. Subsequent trends in the popula-

tion were based on composition counts and sur-

vival estimates obtained from monitoring radio-

tagged bears.

We located wolf dens and packs by monitor-

ing radio-tagged animals and aerial surveys. In

1984. we made a minimum estimate of the pop-

ulation by recognizing individual wolves. We
based trends in pack size and composition on

ground observations collected at the den site.

We completed aerial surveys of golden eagle

nest sites twice each year from 1988 to 1990 to

monitor trends in nest occupancy and nestling

production.

Status of the Arctic Ecosystem

Caribou

The PCH increased from an estimated

lOO.OOO animals in 1972 to peak at 178.000 in

1989. then dropped to 160.000 in 1992 (Fig. 3).

The growth rate averaged 4.89f/year from 1979

to 1989. Since 1989 the population has either

stabilized or declined. Ratios of calves to 100

cows ranged from a low of 38 in 1971 to a high

of 73 in 1983. This trend in herd productivity

generally agrees with the trends in population

growth.
We observed no consistent trends in the esti-

mates of annual survival of adult females. The

population dynamics of the PCH aie similar to

the longer term cycles observed in other barren-

ground caribou herds.

Muskox

The muskox population on the Coastal Plain

increased an average of 20%/year (Fig. 4). After

1986 numbers of muskox in ANWR decreased

and then stabilized at about 350 animals, and

numbers of muskox east and west of the refuge

increased. In 1993 we observed 720 muskox,

including 370 on the ANWR Coastal Plain.

Annual productivity for the muskox popula-

tion on ANWR has averaged about 48 calves

per 100 cows since 1985. In the highly produc-

tive years of 1984, 1985, and 1988, calf-to-cow

ratios were greater than 70:100 and calves

accounted for more than 21 % of the total popu-

lation. Age at death for five known-age cows

averaged 13.8 years (range: 9-19) and annual

survival averaged 88% for adult cows and 77%-

78% for yearlings and calves. Changes in distri-

bution occuned during years following winters

in which biologists observed lower productivity

and survival of young animals and adult cows.

The dynamics and behavior of the population

are typical of animals reintroduced into suitable

habitat.

Predators

In 1983 we estimated that there were 108

brown bears on the north slope of ANWR.
Between 1983 and 1993 estimates of survival

and reproductive rates of the bear population

were stable and distribution and movements of

bears were consistent. This consistency sug-

gests that the bear population is stable.

In 1984 we estimated that a minimum of 34

wolves occurred on the north slope of ANWR.
A mean litter size of 4.2 during 1988-90 was

consistent with the 3.0 reported for ANWR in

1984 and 4.3 in 1985. Population size appears

stable.

ANWR West of ANWR — NE Canada

500-

Year

Fig. 4. Growth and stabilization of the pioneering muskox

(Ovihos mosclmtus) population within the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge and adjoining areas.

Between 1988 and 1990 we observed 31

nesting attempts by golden eagles on the noilh

slope of the ANWR between the Canning and

Kongakut rivers. Twenty-seven of the 31 (87%)

breeding pairs produced 33 young, resulting in

1 .22 young per successful pair. The number of

young remained constant from 1988 to 1990,

suggesting that the ANWR eagle population is

also stable.
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Today,
more than 25 years after the discov-

ery of oil in Prudhoe Bay. it is hydrocarbon
resources, and not fish or wildlife, that most

Americans equate with Alaska's North Slope.

From national and statewide perspecti\es,
Arctic fisheries are of little significance in

tenns of total landings and economic worth.

But small, northern fisheries contribute to rural

economies and provide necessary sources of

protein for Alaska's Native people. As such, the

welfare of exploited fish populations and pro-

tection of regional lifestyles are dominant envi-

ronmental and sociological themes associated

with the industrialization of Arctic coastlines.

Fully one-third of adult Inupiat Eskimos parti-

cipate in subsistence fisheries. They capture
about 96.000 kg (210.000 lb) of fish annually,

an ainoLuit that rivals the yearly Native harvest

of bovvhead whales. Commercial fishermen

harvest another 40.000 fish in a fall-w inter fish-

ery.

The continued development of the Prudhoe

Bay oilfields in Alaska required the construc-

tion of two solid-fill gravel causeways (West

Dock in 1974-75, e.xtended in 1976 and 1981:

Endicott Causeway in 1984-85) extending sev-

eral kilometers offshore (Fig. 1). These cause-

ways can cause transient changes in local fish

habitat. Biologists are concerned that fish pop-
ulations may be negatively affected when

causeway-induced changes in habitat quality,

quantity, or availability combine with regional

fishery removals. Because nearshore water cir-

culation is wind-driven, these changes vary
with wind speed, direction, and duration.

Arctic Cisco (Coregonus autnmnalis). broad

whitefish (C. nusiis). least cisco (C scinlincUa).

and Dolly Varden char (Salveliniis malnui) are

the fish of primary concern. These anadromous

species have life cycles that include annual

migrations from winter habitats in fresh water

to summer feeding habitats in salt water.

Summer habitats are in coastal environ-

ments, which are vulnerable to industrial devel-

opments. The species have adapted to Arctic

conditions through strategies that promote their

welfare, including complex migrations, vari-

able freshwater rearing periods, being long-
lived with late maturity, and having low recruit-

ment rates.

Fish Monitoring

Inventories offish habitats, populations, and

fisheries in the Alaska Beaufort Sea began in

earnest during the mid-1970"s. The construc-

tion of the West Dock and Endicott causeways

required environmental monitoring and other

research to evaluate the effects of these struc-

tures. The study area included Prudhoe Bay and

120 km (75 mi) of adjacent coastline between

the Colville and Sagavanirktok river deltas

(Fig. 1).

Biologists initiated fish-monitoring studies

around causeways in 198 1 . For monitoring they

incorporated common fishery techniques used

to estimate population health and size (Norton

1989; Benner and Middleton 1991). Their sam-

pling included live captures of fish along the

coast, standard biological measurements, and

physical assessments of fish habitat. They con-

ducted their fieldwork between June and mid-

September. Biologists have also compiled
annual fishery statistics from the Colville River

since 1967.

We examined three data sets: season-aver-

aged catch rates: season-long estimates of pop-
ulation size from mark-recapture studies: and

effort-adjusted catch rates and total harvests

from the commercial fishery. Because sampling
effort varied each year, we derived coastal

indices of abundance from five permanent sta-

tions established in 1985. We based our counts

of small Arctic ciscoes and broad whitefish on

all available catch records.

We defined groups of fish of the same

species that comprise the same age or size

ranges (called cohorts). For Arctic cisco and

broad whitefish: cohort I—age (young-of-

the-year), cohort II—age 1, cohort III—ages 2

and 3. and cohort IV—age 4 or older. For least

cisco: cohort I less than 180 mm (7.1 in) long
and cohort II at least 180 mm (7.1 in) long. For

Dolly Varden char: cohort I
—less than 350

mm (13.8 in) long, and cohort II—at least 350

mm (13.8 in) long.

Arctic Fish Species

Arctic Cisco

Biologists believe that Arctic cisco inhabiting

the central Alaskan Beaufort Sea originate in the

Anadromous
Fish of the

Central

Alaska
Beaufort Sea

by

Lyman K. Thorsteinson

National Biological
Service

William J. Wilson

LGL Alaska Research

Associates, Inc.

Colville River

1
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,-\rctlc I.ISCO i(_'iirt\^iinu\ aitiiun-

IUltl\\ Courtesy R West, USFWS

Small Arctic cisco.

Courtesy W,J Wilson, LGL Research Alaska, Inc

Broad uhitefish iCoregomis
naSIIS)- Courtesy n west, USFWS

Least ci.sLO {Corf!>imus sanlinel-

la)- Courtesy R West USFWS

Dolly Varden char {Salvelinus

nialnia}.

Courtesy WJ Wilson, LGL Research Alaska, Inc

Fig. 2. Season-averaged catch

rates (catch-per-unit-effort. CPUE)
for (a) Arctic cisco (Coregonus
autunmalis) cohorts I-IV. (b) broad

whitefish (C. nasus) cohons I-IV.

(c) least cisco (C sardinella)

cohorts I and II. and (d) Dolly
Varden char {Salvelinus malma)
cohorts I and II. in the Prudhoe

Bay study area, 1985-93 (Endicott

Fish Monitoring Program. BP
Exploration [Alaska]. Inc.).

Mackenzie River. Canada. Upitii emergence,

Noung fish are swept downstream and transport-

ed along the coast with prevailing nearshore cur-

tents. During years when easterly winds prevail.

cun-ents cany juveniles westward into Alaskan

waters. Their migration is passive and recruit-

ment varies annually. Juveniles in Alaska

become mature after 7-9 years. They then return

to spawn in the Mackenzie system. In Alaska,

fish winter in the Colville River, and to a lesser

extent, in the Sagavanirktok River deltas. Each

June, young t'lsh move to the coastal sea and are

common in Prudhoe Bay. The commercial gill-

net fishery is selective for 5- and 6-year-old fish.

Trends in abundance for four age groups of

Arctic cisco captured in Prudhoe Bay since 1985

illustrate the cyclic nature of the species abun-

dance by cohort in northern Alaska (Fig. 2a).

The size and age structure observed in the popu-
lation before 1985, and after causeway construc-

tion, generally follow predicted patterns expect-
ed from historical wind records.

The annual commercial catch of Arctic cisco

from the Colville River fishery has ranged from

9,000 fish in 1979 to 72,000 in 1973 (Fig. 3).

During the same period mean catch-per-unit

effort (CPUE) ranged from 12 fish/net/day in

1979 to 19.5 fish/net/day in 1986. Biologists
think that the availability of harvestable fish is

due to natural mortality and interannual varia-

tions in numbers of misrants from Canada.

a) Arctic Cisco CPUE, by cohort,

Prudhoe Bay study area, 1985-93
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c) Least cisco CPUE, by cohort,

Prudhoe Bay study area, 1985-93
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Broad Whitefish

Broad whitefish are indigenous to the

Sagavanirktok and Colville rivers. Monitoring
concentrated on the Sagavanirktok's population
because of causeway construction in the river

delta. Cohort analysis shows low catch rates in

Pmdhoe Bay from 1985 to 1987, followed by
annual increases that peaked in 1990, and declin-

ing abundance thereafter (Fig. 2b). The existing

data suggest a cycle of strong year-class success

followed by several years of poor juvenile sur-

vival, which probably results from adult displace-

ment of juveniles from optimal winter habitats.

A 10-year population cycle is suggested,

underscoring the critical, if not limiting, nature of

freshwater habitat for broad whitefish. Without

long-term monitoring, the reduced abundance of

juveniles in the late 1980's would have been

attributed to causeways and not competition
between fish at freshwater wintering sites.

Least Cisco

The center of distribution for least cisco in

the Alaskan Beaufort Sea is the Colville River.

Biologists have captured all cohorts of least

cisco in Prudhoe Bay. No trends in CPUEs are

apparent from cohort analysis (Fig. 2c), although
catch rates were high in 1990. possibly because

of prevailing west wind conditions that year.

Least cisco are of secondary importance in the

b) Broad whitefish CPUE. by cohort, n [a
Prudhoe Bay study area. 1985-93 1 1 11 H I m i IV

CD
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Colville River fishery. Annual CLilci:es have

ranged from 6,000 fish in 1993 to 38.000 in 1983

(Fig. 3). Biologists believe that the annual vari-

ability observed in the catches reflects population

fluctuations associated with natural mortality and

fishing effects. The apparent decline in numbers

of least Cisco since 1991 cannot be explained by
the existing data, and consequently residents of

the North Slope Borough are closely monitoring
this fishery.

Dolly Varden Char

Major populations of Dolly Varden char occur

in the mountain streams and rivers of the eastern

Brooks Range. The char is growing in impor-
tance as a recreational species; an estimated

1.000-3,500 fish are harvested annually (Alaska

Department of Fish and Game 1993).

There are no apparent trends in population

abundance (Fig. 2d). The Dolly Varden char is a

highly mobile and tolerant species that uses

freshwater, estuarine. and marine habitats.

Catches tend to be highest during early and late

summer when the fish are migrating near river

mouths. Recent findings show that char from the

eastern Alaska Beaufort Sea and Canada are pre-

sent in Prudhoe Bay during summer.

Conclusions

These fish differ in their susceptibility to

causeway changes in Prudhoe Bay. The broad

whitefish is highly susceptible because of its

more limited distribution and habitat preferences

in the Sagavanirktok River delta. Young-of-the-

year Arctic cisco must cross the Pnidhoe Bay
area to reach prime overwintering habitat; they

80
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forage m these coastal waters for several years

thereafter. Continued exposure to habitat

changes that affect summer habitat quality,

access, or migrafion poses moderate risks to this

species. Much of the study area is at the eastern

limits of the Colville River population of least

Cisco and thus, at present, this species is consid-

ered at low risk from the existing causeways.

Similarly, Dolly Varden char are probably at low

risk because of their ability to use more offshore

marine waters for feeding and migration.
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Fig. 3. Total annual commercial

harvest of Arctic cisco (ARCS)
and least cisco (LSCS) for the

Colville River. 1967-93 (Endicott

Fish Monitoring Program, BP

Exploration [Alaska]. Inc.).
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Pacific
salmon (Salmonidae) have played a

major role in the history and economy of

Alaska and its commercial, sport, and subsis-

tence fisheries; Alaska cunently produces about

80% of all salmon harvested in the western

United States and Canada. Before commercial

exploitation in the late 1800's, salmon were a

main food source for Alaska's Native peoples,

who subsisted by using an estimated 12 million

salmon annually (Pennoyer 1988). By the end

of the century, the total commercial harvest in

Alaska had expanded to an estimated 56,000

salmon in 1878 but rose to more than 21 million

by 1900 (Rigby et al. 1991). Since 1980 the

annual commercial harvest has exceeded 100

million salmon in all but one year and is

presently at a record high of more than 190 mil-

lion (Fig. I ). The annual sport harvest of salmon

in Alaska has averaged about 1 million fish over

the past several years (Mills 1993), as has the

subsistence harvest (INPFC 1992).

Science-based management, "limited-entry"

fishing, effective law enforcement, and estab-

lishment of fixed escapement goals for specific

rivers are among the factors responsible for

increased salmon abundance.

Apart from their economic, recreational, and

subsistence importance, salmon are a vital link

in various Alaskan ecosystems. Large popula-
tions of bears (Ursidae) and eagles

(Accipitridae) in some parts of Alaska, for

example, depend on late-spawning salmon as a

food source before winter. Also, the carcasses of

spawned-out salmon are a key element in other-

wise nutrient-poor lakes and rivers. Because

Alaska has a comparatively greater amount of

unaltered habitat and a larger number of wild

salmon stocks than do other parts of the

Northwest, monitoring population status and

trends is particularly important to aleil man-

agers to probleins before irreversible losses

occur.

We summarize trends in harvest and escape-

ment (fish that survive sport, commercial, and

Pacific Salmon
in Alaska

by

Carl V. Burger
National Biological Service
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Fig. 1. Statewide commercial

salmon harvest for all species of

Alaskan salmon lexcluding hatch-

ery-produced fish), 1891-1991

(Ricby etal. 1991).

91 Western Central

subsistence fishing) tor five species of salmon

in Alaska: pink (Oncorhynchus gorhiisclui).

chum {O. keta). sockeye {O. nerka). chinook

(O. tshawytsdui). and coho salmon (O. kisiitch).

We present historical records and data for three

major regions of the state: southeastern, cen-

tral, and western (Fig. 1). This summary is

based on data from similar efforts completed or

in progress by the Alaska Chapter of the

American Fisheries Society, the Alaska

Department of Fish and Game, the National

Marine Fisheries Service, and the U.S. Forest

Service.

The data we present originate from the

Alaska Department of Fish and Game (various

Area Management Repoits). Information on the

annual status of Alaskan salmon populations

comes lix)m numerous state and federal publica-

tions and is presented in three ways. First, we
tabulate the trends in salmon escapement by

species. This tabulation was done for species in

central and western Alaska from 1968 to 1984

(Konkel and Mclntyre 1987), for pink and chum
salmon in southeast Alaska from 1960 to 1993

(Wertheimer in press), and for southeast sock-

eye, chinook, and coho stocks from I960 to

1992 (C. Halupka. U.S. Forest Service, person-

al communication). These trend summaries do

not include all populations, but are limited to

those for which escapement data are readily

available in a usable format.

Second, we graph the historical harvest for

each species from 1891 to 1991 (Rigby et al.

1991). Because of Alaska's limited-entry fish-

ing policy (since 1975) and the use of fi.xed-

escapement goals, these summaries of commer-

cial harvest may be a useful indicator of popu-
lation trends.

In our third approach, we graph the escape-

ments of pink, sockeye, chinook, and chum
salmon (data for coho salmon were inadequate)

in key areas of Alaska based on Department of

Fish and Game Annual Management reports

(1960 to 1992). This method provides an inde.x

of salmon abundance and is particularly rele-

vant in determining sockeye salmon trends

because management of this species is often

based on in-season escapement enumeration. It

also allows us to compare a species escapement
trend in a specific area (for example. Prince

William Sound) with its overall trend in other

areas of Alaska. Because many Alaskan stocks

are managed to meet a target escapement goal,

however, a decreasing trend may not indicate a

decrease in overall productivity.

Population Trends for Five

Species

Pink Salmon

The trend summary for pink salmon was

limited to the southeast and central regions of

Alaska, where much of the harvest occurs. Most

populations showed either no significant trend

or were increasing in size (Table).

The plot of statewide harvest of pink salmon

over time (Fig. 2a) was similar to the lOO-year

statewide harvest totals for all species (Fig. I ).

Hatchery production of pink salmon is consid-

erable in the central portion of Alaska and may
account for up to 31% of the catch (Wertheimer

in press). Statewide, a record catch occurred in

1991. when 93 million wild pink salmon and 35

million hatchery pink salmon were harvested

(Fig. 2a; Weilheimer in press).

Table. Summary of trends in escapement for populations

of Pacific salmon in Alaska by species and region over

time. Escapement trends were classified as increasing or

decreasing if the slope of the regression of escapement
over time was significantly different (P<0.05) from zero.

(NA— not available.)

^<^'''
Years

"
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Pink salmon management in Prince William

SoLMid is extremely complex. Record harvests

of pink salmon (30-30 million fish) in Prince

William Sound during 1990 and 1991 declined

to 9 million in 1992. The decline in catch and

recent declines in escapement (Fig. 3a) may be

a result of density-dependent mortality from

increased hatchery releases, environmental

alterations, or changing oceanic cuiTents. It

should be noted, however, that the pink salmon

escapements in Prince William Sound. Cook

Inlet, and Kodiak increased in 1993 (Fig. 3a).

The 1 989 peak in the combined escapements for

pink salmon in Cook Inlet and Kodiak retlects

fishery closures related to the Exxon Valdcz oil

spill.

Chum Salmon

The trend summary for chum salmon was

available for all regions of Alaska. Decreasing
trends were more common than increases

(Table). The statewide harvest of chum salmon

attained record levels through the mid-1980's

(Fig. 2b) and has generally increased in all areas

of Alaska since the mid-1970's. Although the

catch in western Alaska is almost all from wild

populations, hatchery contributions are now
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Fig. 3 a-d. Salmon escapements
over time in select areas of Alaska.

(BB—Bristol Bay; CI—Cook
Inlet; K—Kodiak: PWS—Prince

William Sound; Y—Yukon.)

about 1 2% of the catch in the central region and

about 33% in southeastern Alaska (Wertheimer

in press).

Chum sahnon escapements (1979-93) in

central and western Alaska (Fig. 3b) have gen-

erally declined, as have the escapements of fall-

run chum salmon in the Yukon River. These

declines have directly affected western Alaska

commercial and subsistence users who depend
on the chum salmon resource. Several factors

could be responsible for this decline, including

oceanographic change, density-dependent com-

petition at sea with large numbers of chums
released by hatcheries in Russia and Japan
(Ishida et al. 1993). and interception by high
seas drift-net fisheries (Olsen 1994). In addi-

tion, fishing effort has increased in recent years

from expanding in-river commercial and subsis-

tence chum salmon fisheries.

Sockeye Salmon

A trend summary was possible for sockeye
salmon in all regions of Alaska. Most popula-
tions were either stable or increasing (Table).

Statewide sockeye salmon harvest is at a record

level (Fig. 2c). and the catch throughout Alaska

has risen substantially since the early 1970"s

(Wertheimer in press). Escapement also appears
to be increasing for most populations (Fig. 3c).

In addition to the few stocks in southeast Alaska

that have declined, a decline in Cook Inlet sock-

eye salmon is predicted over the next 2 years.

After many spawning adults escaped harvest

when fisheries were closed in 1989 because of

the Exxon Valdcz oil spill, too many fry were

produced to be supported by their habitat (D.

Schmidt, Alaska Department of Fish and Game,

personal communication). The resulting
increase in fry mortality will probably be a fac-

tor in the abundance of Cook Inlet sockeye
salmon in the immediate future.

Chinook Salmon

The trend summary for chinook salmon sug-

gests that most populations are either stable or

increasing (Table). Although present commer-
cial harvest of chinook salmon statewide is

slightly lower than the average historical level

(Fig. 2d), the catch appears to be more stable

than for all species combined (Fig. 1 ). A recent

decrease in the quota for southeastern Alaska

troll fisheries may be a factor in the stable catch

of chinook salmon. Sport harvest of chinook

salmon has increased substantially over the past
several years (Mills 1993) and now exceeds

10% of the commercial catch (Wertheimer in

press). Catches of chinook salmon declined in

nearly all regions of Alaska in the early 1970's,

rebounded through the early 1980"s. and have

begun to decrease since that time. High seas

drift-net and trawl fisheries that target other

Sockeye salmon return to spawn in numerous Alaskan

streams each summer

species may be factors in the minor decline in

chinook salmon harvest in western Alaska

(Olsen 1994; Table). When actual e.scapements
are plotted for several areas of Alaska, however,

the trends are generally increasing (Fig. 3d).

Coho Salmon

A trend summary was possible for coho

salmon stocks only in the southeastern and cen-

tral regions of Alaska (Table). Overall, fewer

data have been collected for coho than for other

species of salmon because of their late run tim-

ing, smaller population sizes, and use of remote,

heavily vegetated watersheds. Most populations

analyzed in southeastern Alaska showed no

trend: some increased and some decreased

(Table). Of the eight populations examined
from central Alaska, half increased and none

decreased.

Statewide harvest of coho salmon is at a

record level (Fig. 2e). as is the catch in all

regions of Alaska (Wertheimer in press). Data

were insufficient to plot coho salmon escape-
ments in key areas of Alaska. Based on catch

data alone, abundance of coho salmon is gener-

ally increasing (Wertheimer in press). For some
of the populations that are declining in south-

eastern Alaska (Table), habitat effects associat-

ed with logging may be a factor; however, an

equal number of declining populations in south-

east Alaska are in pristine areas (C. Halupka,
U.S. Forest Service, personal communication).

Conclusions

The population trends and escapements of

pink, sockeye. chinook, and coho salmon in

Alaska are generally stable or increasing based

on the data analyzed. A recent decline in chum
salmon escapements has occurred in central and

western Alaska, the cause of which may be

related to density-dependent factors and ocean-

ic change in the marine environment. In many
Alaskan streams, salmon abundance has not
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been determined or analysis of data is incom-

plete.
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Management
of gray wolves (Ctiuis lupus)

and their prey in interior Alaska has been

controversial for three decades (Harho and

Dean 1983). Recently, debate was rekindled

with renewed interest in wolf control to bolster

two populations of caribou (Rangifer tanmdus).

Our research in Denali National Park provides

insights into the declines in caribou numbers

over the last few years that are the basis of

recent wolf control proposals. Our observations

of fluctuating populations also illustrate the

complexity of managing these predator-prey

systems to meet a diverse array of public inter-

ests.

Wolves and caribou are two components of

the large mammal community of Denali

National Park that also includes grizzly bears

(UrsHs arctos). moose (Alces alces). and Dall

sheep (Ovis dalli). With the 1980 park expan-
sion to more than 18.800 km- (7,300 mi-) of

central Alaska, this large mammal system
became the only one of its kind that is virtually

unaffected by human harvest. Therefore.

Denali provides a unique opportunity to under-

stand the natural interactions of these species

and serves as a baseline for comparison with

areas where hunting or other active wildlife

management occurs.

We have studied Denali"s wolves and cari-

bou since 1986 to detennine their numbers and

status and understand their natural interactions

in this protected subarctic ecosystem. Our stud-

ies began near the end of more than a decade of

mostly light winter snowfalls of around 100 cm
(39 in)/yr. Since winter 1988-89. we have expe-
rienced five consecutive winters with above-

average snowfalls, including two record-setting

years. During winters 1990-91 and 1992-93,

more than 390 cm (154 in) of snow fell, four

times as much as in the early years of our study.

This change in snowfall had profound effects on

the wildlife in central Alaska. The population
trends of Denali's caribou and wolves are strong

evidence of the natural fluctuations to be

expected in species inhabiting such dynamic
and variable environments.

Counting Caribou and Wolves

Our research has relied heavily on

radiotelemetry to study the dynamics of the

wild caribou and wolf in Denali. We can easily

find our radio-collared study animals by using

signal-receivers mounted in small airplanes

(Mech 1975). Locating radio-collared wolves

allows us to count their packmates. determine

the number of pups bom to each pack, gain

information on survival and dispersal, deter-

mine the size and location of each pack's terri-

tory, and estimate the total number of wolves in

our study area (Mech 1973). Regular monitor-

ing of radio-collared caribou provides informa-

tion on calf production, survival, and seasonal

distribution of the herd, and makes it easier to

complete aerial surveys to estimate herd size

and composition (Adams et al. in press).

Population and Weather

The Denali caribou herd grew from about

1,000 in 1975 to 2,500 by 1986, during a decade

of mostly below-average snowfalls, and was

increasing at about 1% per year in 1986 when

Wolves and
Caribou in

Denali

National Park,
Alaska

by
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Wolf carrying week-old caribou
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Figure. Wolf and caribou popula-

tion trends in Denali National

Park, Alaska, 1984-93.
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our research began (Adams et al. in press;

Figure). About 46 wolves inhabited the 1 ().()()()-

km- (3.860-mi-) range of the caribou herd in the

early years of our study (Meier et al. in press).

The nuinber of wolves was lower than we

expected based on the abundance of large prey

species in Denali. Light snowfalls were favor-

able to caribou, and few died. Wolves preyed

primarily on moose; the few caribou they took

were usually very young or very old (Mech et

al. in press). Times were tough for wolves, with

poor production of pups and high dispersal rates

for young wolves. Also, fights between packs

resulted in the deaths of several wolves.

With the onset of more severe winters,

beginning with winter 1988-89, wolf numbers

rapidly increased to 81 wolves in just 2 years

(Meier et al. in press; Figure), primarily because

of higher pup production and less dispersal of

young wolves. Caribou were more vulnerable to

predation in the deep snow and replaced moose

— Caribou— Wolves

ii; Above-average snowfall
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as the most important prey species for wolves.

Losses of adult cows increased eight-fold to

nearly 20% per year. Fewer than 9% of the

calves survived to 4 months old, compared to

nearly 60% following the light snow winters

(Adams et al. in press). The caribou herd

stopped growing in 1990 at about 3,300 and

plummeted to KTOO by 1993, a 50% decline in

only 3 years (Figure). With declining prey, the

wolves also declined to about 60 wolves within

the caribou herd's range, a 23% reduction

between March 1990 and March 1993.

The fluctuations in wolf and caribou num-

bers observed in Denali National Park are prob-

ably indicative of normal adjustments to the

highly variable winter weather of the region.

Within 8 years, the caribou herd increased by
36% and declined by 50%. At the same time,

the wolves almost doubled in number and then

declined halfway back to their original num-

bers.

The trends noted for the Denali caribou herd

are representative of population trends of sever-

al mountain caribou herds throughout central

Alaska, including ihc Chisana and Mentasta

herds in the Wrangell Mountains, and the Delta

and Macomb herds east of Denali Park in the

Alaska Range. Unlike the Denali herd, which

has been closed to hunting for nearly 20 years,

these other caribou herds are important
resources for subsistence and sport hunters

alike. Hunting seasons have been closed for all

four caribou herds because of the declines in the

last few years.

These reductions in hunting opportunities

have led to debates over the merits of wolf con-

trol to provide more caribou for human harvest.

Arguments regarding allocation of harvestable

wildlife between subsistence and sport hunters

will intensify when hunting seasons are

reopened. Although the future of wolves and

caribou in interior Alaska is secure, natural tluc-

tuations like those described here can be expect-

ed to generate continued controversy over the

management and allocation of these important

wildlife resources.
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Brown
hears (Ursus iirctos middemtorffi) on

the Kodiak Arcliipelago are famous for

their large size and seasonal concentrations at

salmon streams. Sport hunting of Kodiak bears

has been popular since World War II. Their

value as captivating subjects to observe or pho-

tograph is a more recent development that is

increasing rapidly: visitors from around the

world come to experience brown bears on

Kodiak. adding substantially to Alaska's econo-

my.
An equally important contribution of brown

bears is their value as an indicator of ecosystem

vitality. Despite high population numbers,

Kodiak bears are vulnerable to the environmen-

tal effects that have seriously depleted brown

bear populations in Europe and parts of North

America (Cowan 1972; Servheen 1990). They
are long-lived mammals that require large

expanses of land to meet biological needs, and

their low reproductive rate limits population

recovery. Energy development, depletion of

salmon resources, and recreational growth are

factors that can adversely affect bears and. in

doing so. signal a loss of environmental quality

affecting many species.

Management of Kodiak brown bears is

directed at maintaining cuiTent density, distri-

bution, and habitat-use patterns. This goal is

challenged by growing levels of commercial

and private use throughout the region. An
immediate concern is cabin and lodge develop-
ment on 121,500 ha (300.000 acres), formerly

part of the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge,
that were deeded to Alaska Natives via the

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Much of

that Native-conveyed land is coastal or riparian

habitat especially important to brown bears dur-

ing summer and fall. ConcuiTently. recreational

use of the Kodiak refuge is increasing about

10% annually (USFWS^ 1987). Sport fishing,

bear photography, and deer and elk hunting
often put bears and humans in direct contlict

(Smith etal. 1989).

Timber harvest on Afognak Island, uncertain

trends of salmon populations due to natural oi

human-caused events (e.g.. Exxon Valdez oil

spill), and hydroelectric development (Smith

and Van Daele 1990) could impose additional

long-term effects on localized bear populations

Population Monitoring

Sport harvest records, available since 1950

(Troyer 1961 ). provide the most comprehensive
information on Kodiak brown bears. In addi-

tion, biologists use aerial surveys to monitoi

population and habitat-use trends of brown

bears on southwest Kodiak Island, an area that

supports the highest bear densities and approxi-

mately 15% of Kodiak Island's bear population
(Barnes etal. 1988).

We assessed status of the Kodiak bear popu-
lation from estimates of density for representa-
tive study areas on northern, southwestern, and

eastern Kodiak Island. We radio-collared a sam-

ple of bears on each area and estimated bear

density using ratios of marked and unmarked

bears observed from small aircraft (Miller et al.

1987). Brown bear abundance on other geo-

graphic units of the Kodiak Archipelago was
estimated by comparing those units with the

study areas.

Status and Trends

Sport Harvest Records

Excessive and localized harvest of brown

bears in the mid-1960"s (Fig. I) prompted biol-

ogists to impose restrictions (season length,

area closures) that dramatically reduced har-

vest. A sharp rise in hunting in the early 1970's

produced another increase in harvest. In 1976

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game began
an area permit system that distributed hunting
more equitably throughout the archipelago.
Since 1980 the harvest pattern has been rela-

tively stable, with an average annual take of 163

animals (Fig. I ).

Sex composition of the sport harvest has

remained relatively stable despite fluctuations

in yearly harvest. From 1987 to 1993 the female

portion of the harvest has ranged from 32% to

38%.

Age and skull measurements of harvested

bears provide further evidence of population

stability. Mean ages of males and females taken

during 1981-93 (7.3 and 7.4 years, respectively)

were slightly higher than during 1969-80 (6.3

and 6.8 years, respectively), but we attribute this

difference to sampling variation (Fig. 2). Skull

, *j»f;'Vy36f..
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Adull hinwn bear on Dog Salmon Creek, Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge, kodiak island, AK.
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Fig. 1. Annual sport harvest of

Kodiak brown bears, 1961-93.
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Fig. 2. Mean age of Kodiak

brown bears harvested by sport

hunters, 1969-92.
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Fig. 3. Maximum counts from

aerial surveys of brown bears con-

centrated along salmon-spawning
streams on southwest Kodiak

Island, 1982-93.
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measurements (length plus width) of harvested

bears, which generally indicate hear size (Glenn

1980), have remained consistent over time.

Collectively, sport hunting records point to a

stable bear population on the Kodiak

Archipelago. A comparison of average annual

harvest and estimated population size indicates

that harvest is at or near the ma.ximum sustain-

able level (Miller 1990). and managers should

closely monitor additional effects on the bear

population arising from increased mortality or

other factors.

Aerial Stream Surveys

Adjusted maximum counts from stream sur-

veys ranged from 47 to 87 bears per survey over

the past 12 years, but there has not been any
consistent trend in the counts during this period

(Fig. 3). The stream survey counts are used as

an index to population size, but they are affect-

ed by many other factors such as timing of the

surveys relative to peak bear concentrations and

strength of salmon runs.

We consider estimates of composition based

on the stream surveys more reliable. Annual

estimates of the proportion of maternal females

have varied little from the overall mean of 24%

during this period. Taken together, the count

and composition data suggest that the brown
bear population in this area remains relatively

stable.

Population Abundance

Estimates of brown bear density on three

study areas on Kodiak Island ranged from 0.29

to 0.35 bears/km- (0.75 to 0.91 bears/mi-).

Habitats represented by the areas included pre-

cipitous mountain terrain, shrub-covered slopes,

riparian zones, coastal habitat, and extensive

bog and heathland flats. Extrapolating those

density estimates to comparable habitats on

other geographical areas provided an estimate

of 2,842 bears for the Kodiak Archipelago or

about 0.23 bears/km- (0.60 bears/mi-). Bear

density was highest at Karluk Lake (0.42

bears/km- [1.09 bears/mi-]) and lowest on

small, isolated islands (0.04 bears/km- [0.10

bears/mi-^]).

Management Considerations

Available information suggests that the sta-

tus of the Kodiak brown bear population is bet-

ter now than in some earlier periods. In the early

1900"s bears were commercially hunted for

their hides or indiscriminately killed as com-

petitors of fisherman and ranchers (Troyer

1961; Smith et al. 1989). During the 1960's

bears were killed in a controversial control pro-

gram undertaken to reduce conflicts with live-

stock on nonheast Kodiak Island (Eide 1965),

and excessive sport harvest occurred on parts of

southwest Kodiak Island. These events

undoubtedly affected bear distribution and

abundance in local areas. However, future man-

agement of brown bears and their habitat will

face new problems, including accelerated tim-

ber harvest, construction of cabins on bear habi-

tat, and additional hydroelectric development.
Added to all these threats is the long-term prob-
lem of expanding recreational use. Effective

management of the bear population in upcom-
ing years will depend on inventory methods that

can detect population change in a timely man-
ner.
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The
polar bear (Ursiis maiitimus) is the top

predator of the Arctic marine ecosystem.
Polar bears prey primarily on ringed seals

(Plioca hispida) and bearded seals (Erignathus

barhatus). which live exclusively on the sea ice

(Smith and Stirling 1975: Stirling and

Archibald 1977: Smith 1980), but they also can

kill larger prey such as walruses (Odobemts ros-

nuiriis) and white whales {Delphmapteriis leii-

cas: Kiliaan and Stirling 1978: Fay 1982:

Calvert and Stirling 1990: Stirling and Derocher

1990).

Polar bears move several thousand kilome-

ters annually and over years occupy areas that

can exceed 500,000 km- (nearly 200,000 mi":

Gainer et al. 1990: Amstrup and Dumer, unpub-
lished data: Fig. 1 ). Polar bears are circumpolar
in the northern hemisphere, but they live in sev-

eral largely discrete subgroups, rather than one

homogeneous pan-Arctic population

(Harington 1968). We used radio telemetry to

show that two partially discrete subpopulations
live adjacent to Alaska (Fig. 2). One subpopula-
tion occurs largely in the Beaufort Sea of

Alaska and neighboring Canada. Animals from

this Beaufort Sea stock appear to spend about

25% of their time along the Chukchi Sea coast

of northwestern Alaska (Amstrup and Durner,

unpublished data). The Chukchi Sea subpopula-
tion winters in the northern Bering Sea and

southern Chukchi Sea adjacent to Russia and

western Arctic Alaska, and its members seldom

enter the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 2).

Low reproductive rates make polar bears

vulnerable to excessive hunting. Yankee

whalers, local resident Native people, and aeri-

al hunters reduced numbers and local distribu-

tions of polar bears in many areas (Leffingwell

1919: Hanna 1920: Lono 1970: Mowat l984:

Amstrup et al. 1986). Polar bears are also poten-

tially vulnerable to industrial developments and

other human activities that have increased in the

Arctic recently (Lentfer 1983: Amstrup et al.

1986). Polar bears and the seals on which they

prey may also be among the first species to

show effects of climate warming and other

global changes (Stirling and Derocher 1993).

In 1973 the five nations within whose
boundaries polar bears occur negotiated the

International Agreement on Conservation of

Polar Bears. The agreement, ratified in 1976,

prohibited the taking of polar bears by hunters

in aircraft or large motor vessels, creating a de

facto sanctuary in active offshore ice habitats.

The agreement required each nation to conduct

a research program and coordinate management
and research, with other jurisdictions, for popu-
lations that overlap international boundaries.

In the United States, the agreement was

implemented by enactment of the Marine

Mammal Protection Act of 1972. Under the act,

only Native people living along the Alaska coast

were allowed to take polar bears. The act, how-

ever, removed restrictions on the take of cubs

and females with cubs and the mandatory

reporting requirement of the state's manage-
ment program. Despite elimination of many
management tools, the act required the

Department of the Interior to manage polar

bears within the bounds of optimum sustainable

population levels.

Counting Polar Bears

We captured polar bears and marked them

with ear tags and tattoos. Selected adult female

polar bears also were fitted with radio collars.

Captured bears were weighed and measured,

and a vestigial premolar tooth was removed for

age detennination (Stirling et al. 1975: Hensel

and Sorensen 1980). Each year, we tallied new

captures and recaptures, and updated capture
and reproductive histories of previously marked

animals. We constiucted life tables from the

capture data (Seber 1973: Caughley 1977), and

estimated survival rates from radio-collared

bears and their young (Kaplan-Meier method:

Pollock et al. 1989). We examined patterns of

population size with matrix models (Leslie

1945, 1948).
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Population Estimates

Recaptures were too few in the Chukchi Sea

to evaluate population status for that subpopula-
tion. Many data were available from the

Fig. 1. Outlines of the annual

activity areas for one radio-col-

lared polar bear (Ursus maritimus)

monitored during 4 consecutive

years. The boundaries of the mul-

tiyear activity area enclosed

.SI 7.000 km- (about 200,000 mi-).
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Fig. 2. Apprcixiniate bounds of

the Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Sea

polar bear populations. The con-

tours for each population surround

959c and 5(Y'c of the radio reloca-

tions that were nearest the har-

monic mean center of the distribu-

tion of relocations.
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Chukchi Sea. there is a pressing need tor devel-

opment of new methods for determining num-

bers and trends. This need appears more urgent

in view of the hkehhood that the ban on polar

bear hunting in Russia, in effect since 1956. will

be lifted. The bounds of optimum sustainable

population levels are not known in the Beaufort

or Chukchi seas, and interactions between polar

bears and their prey and polar bears and sea ice.

which establish these levels, are not understood.

If managers are to keep polar bear numbers at

optimum sustainable population levels in the

face of increased harvests and other local and

global perturbations, they will need more accu-

rate and precise population estimates and an

understanding of the ecosystem forces that limit

polar bear population size.
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About
250 years ago sea otters (Enhydru

liitris) were distributed continuously from

central Baja California, north and west along
the Pacific Rim to Kamchatka Peninsula in

Russia, and south along the Kuril Islands to

northern Japan (Kenyon 1969: Fig. la). Several

hundred thousand sea otters may have occurred

in the north Pacific region when commercial

hunting began in the 1 8th century ( Riedman and

Estes r99(i').

At least two attributes of the sea otter have

influenced humans likely for as long as they

have resided together along the coast of the

north Pacific Ocean. First, sea otters rely on a

dense fur, among the finest in the world, for

insulation in the cold waters of the Pacific

Ocean. The demand for sea otter fur led to their

near extinction in the 1 9th century. The fur har-

vest, begun about 1740 and halted by interna-

tional treaty in 1911, left surviving colonies,

each likely numbering less than a few hundred

animals, in California, south-central Alaska,

and the Aleutian, Medny, and Kuril Islands (Fig.

la). These individuals provided the nucleus for

the recovery of the species. Today more than

100,000 sea otters occur throughout about 75%
of their original range (Fig. lb). Immigration
has resulted in near-complete occupation of the

Aleutian and Kuril archipelagos and the Alaska

Peninsula. Successful translocations have

resulted in viable populations in southeast

Alaska, Washington, and British Columbia.

Large amounts of unoccupied habitat remain

along the coasts of Russia, Canada, the United

States, and Mexico.

The second potential source of conflict

Sea Otters in
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Fig. la. Distribution of sea otters

before fur hardest began in 1741

and populations that sur\'ived the

harvest, providing the nucleus lor

recovery of the species. Width ol

shaded area is not relative to sea

otter habitat.

Fig. lb. Current distribution of

sea otters including locations ol

successful translocations.
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between sea otters and humans is that sea otters

prey on and often limit some benthic inverte-

brate populations. Because some of these inver-

tebrates are also used by humans (Estes and

VanBlaiicom 1985). human perceptions about

the effects of sea otter foraging on invertebrates

sometimes differ. By limiting populations of

herbivorous invertebrates (e.g.. sea urchins

[Echinoidea]) otters help maintain the integrity

of kelp forest communities. At the same time,

sea otter predation on other marine inverte-

brates can lead to direct competition with

humans for resources. These interactions add

complex dimensions to the conservation and

management of sea otters, in large pail because

of wide-ranging social, ecological, and eco-

nomic consequences of sea otter foraging.

Long-term data on abundance and distribu-

tion are available for relatively few sea otter

populations. Here we summarize such data

from three populations: Bering Island. Russia;

Prince William Sound, Alaska: and Olympic
Peninsula. Washington. The Bering Island pop-

ulation resulted from natural emigration and

represents complete recovery. Prince William

Sound represents near recovery of a remnant

population, whereas the Washington population

was established via translocations from Alaska

and is just beginning to recover. We will com-

pare growth rates and current status among
these populations. Because of its unique status

and growth characteristics, the California sea

otter is not treated in this article.

Population Surveys

Annual skiff surveys were conducted at

Bering Island from 1979 to 1993 (except 1990;

Burdin et al. in press). Surveys from skiffs, air-

planes, and helicopters were conducted in 1950,

1959, 1972, and 1984-85 in Prince William

Sound (Johnson 1987: Irons et al. 1988). In

Washington, skiff surveys augmented with

ground counts were conducted from 1977

through 1987, and aerial surveys augmented
with ground counts were conducted from 1989

to 1993 (Jameson et al. 1986; Jameson 1993).

Instantaneous growth rates were calculated by

regressing the natural logs of survey counts over

time.

Population Status

Bering Island

Bering Island was recolonized by sea otters

from nearby Medny Island about 1970. Growth

occurred by progressive expansion around the

island, with complete occupation of available

habitat by 1983. The abundance of sea otters

increased at an average of 22% per year, from

500 sea otters in 1979 to an estimated 3,835 in

1990 (Fig. 2). More than 20% of the population

died at Bering Island during the winter of 1990-

91 (Burdin et al. in press), suggesting that the

number of sea otters exceeded available food

resources. Little opportunity exists for emigra-

tion as the nearest unoccupied habitat is several

hundred kilometers from Bering Island.

Prince William Sound

Although no surveys were conducted before

1959, at least 150 sea otters were observed in

southwestern Prince William Sound in 1951

(Lensink 1962). Sea otters had spread through-

out all available habitat in the sound by 1985,

although growth was still apparent in the east-

ern part of the region (Johnson 1987). The over-

all growth rate in Prince William Sound

between 1911 and 1985 was on average about

8% per year (Fig. 2). No density-dependent

mortality event, such as observed at Bering

Island, has been documented for Prince William

Sound. Limited unoccupied habitat that could

provide space for dispersing animals is still

available both to the east and west of Prince

William Sound.
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Washington

In 1969 and 1970, 59 sea otters were

released along the outer eoast of Washington.

Mortality was high, with 16 carcasses recovered

after the first release (Jameson et al. 1982).

Between 1977 and 1993, the population grew at

an average of about 20% per year. Between

1989 and 1993, however, the average annual

growth rate has been lower (12%). Unoccupied
habitat currently occurs north, south, and with-

in the present range, and continued growth is

likely.

Predicted Trends

Sea otters illustrate the healthy recovery of a

species following protection and active man-

agement. Rates of increase in most populations

with unoccupied habitat available to them have

been l7%-20% per year (Estes 1990a). As

unoccupied habitats become limiting, however,

density-dependent mechanisms may dramati-

cally reduce sea otter abundance. As geograph-

ically separate populations reach equilibrium

densities or as populations become so large as

to create long dispersal distances to unoccupied

habitats, we anticipate declining growth rates,

increased mortality, and numbers of otters sta-

bilizing near an equilibrium density. The

observed trend in virtually all persisting popula-

tions since 1911 has been one of growth, with

declines observed only as populations exceeded

available resources (Estes 1990a, 1990b).

Continued growth is expected, pailicularly in

Washington and southeast Alaska and along the

Kamchatka Peninsula.

The long-term exponential growth in many
sea otter populations has allowed us to describe

the process of sea otter recovery. However, as

populations attain equilibrium densities and

growth rates decline, evaluation of future trends

will become more difficult. In addition, possi-

ble short-term changes, such as those resulting

from human impacts, may remain difficult to

detect. Thus, describing future population

trends will require improved population- or

individual-based assessment models.

At least two issues are currently relevant to

sea otter conservation and management. One is

competition between sea otters and humans for

shellfish resources. As otters continue to reoc-

cupy former habitat, the commercial, recre-

ational, and subsistence harvest of species such

as crabs (Crustacea), clams (Bivalvia), abalone

(Gastropoda), and urchins, can be expected to

decline.

Another cunent issue is the extent of the

legal and illegal harvest for sea otter fur. Both

the legal harvest by Alaska Natives and an ille-

gal harvest in Russia have recently increased

(A. Burdin, Russian Academy of Science, per-

sonal communication). Reasonable harvest

guidelines and adequate inventory and monitor-

ing programs should be established in areas

with harvested populations.

Neither of these conservation issues current-

ly appears to be precluding the continued

growth of sea otter populations, but the poten-

tial to overharvest this species has been well

demonstrated. Conservative management
should ensure continued growth through com-

plete recovery.
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Pacific

Walruses
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Gerald W. Garner
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Figure. Distribution of Pacific

walruses in the Bering and

Chukchi seas of Alaska and Russia

(Fav 1982).

Pacific
walruses {Odohcnus niMininis cliver-

i>ens) live in tiie Bering and Chukchi seas of

Alaska and Russia (Figufe). The population is

subject to a Native subsistence harvest in Alaska

and a commercial and subsistence harvest in

Russia. Total annual harvest ranges between

5.500 and 10.300 walruses (Fay et al. 1989).

The Marine Mammal Piotection Act requires

management of the population within an opti-

mal sustainable population range, and the sub-

sistence harvest by Alaskan Natives cannot be

regulated unless the population is declared

depleted.

Pacific walruses are an important source of

meat and ivory for Native peoples of Alaska and

the Chukotka Peninsula, Russia. The species is

long-lived, has a relatively low reproductive

rate, and occupies a position near the top of the

marine food chain. Thus, besides being a very
\ isible species, the walrus may be an indicator

of the health of the Airtic marine ecosystem.
The United States and the fomier Soviet Union

initiated cooperative surveys throughout the

entire range of the shared population in 1973

and have since conducted periodic surveys at 5-

year intervals.

^jy

U.S.-Russian Walrus Surveys

Walruses are gregarious and often form large

groups when resting on sea ice or land. This

behavior is called "hauling-out," and land sites

where large groups traditionally congregate to

rest are commonly called "haul-outs." The

cooperative U.S,-Russian surveys used aerial

counts of walruses on sea ice in the Russian and

U.S. sectors, aerial and photographic counts at

Russian land haul-outs, and ground and aerial

counts at U.S. land haul-outs (Estes and Gilbert

1978: Estes and Gol'tsev 1984). Aerial surveys
were conducted in the U.S. sector during 1975,

1980, and 198.S, and were extended to include

sea ice within the Russian sector during 1990

(Gilbert et al. 1992). Biologists altered each

subsequent aerial survey to increase the preci-

sion of the estimates (Johnson et al. 1982;

Gilbei-t 1986. 1989; Hills and Gilbeil 1994).

Because of the ongoing efforts to improve
the surveys, specific techniques varied among
years but the basic design was to fly a series of

north-south transects beginning at the edge of

the polar ice pack and ending where concentra-

tion of ice was sufficient to exclude walruses.

Transects were arranged systematically and

stratified to achieve maximum coverage of the

Chukchi Sea. Transects were located approxi-

mately between Pt. Barrow, Alaska, and the

mternational border in 1975. 1980. and 1985.

and throughout the entire Chukchi Sea during
1990. Most land haul-outs also were surveyed
from aircraft, either by counts made directly by
observers or from photographs. Some haul-outs

were visited and counted by observers on the

ground.
Biases were evident in the survey data, and

lack of precision was common in all surveys

(Estes and Gilbert 1978; Johnson et al. 1982:

Gilbert 1989; Gilbert et al. 1992). Surveys,

however, were continued because biologists

believed that, despite these faults, the surveys
would indicate population trends and were the

best available method for assessing population
size (Johnson et al. 1982: Gilbert 1986). Also,

researchers recognized that an unknown and

variable part of the walrus population was not

available for counting because the number of

walruses that were hauled out on land or ice var-

ied significantly from day to day (Estes and

Gilbert 1978; Gilbert 1989; Gilbert et al. 1992).

None of these surveys used a con'ection factor

for this unobserved fraction, and no attempts
were made to classify walruses by age or sex.

Even though population trends cannot yet be

reliably determined by these surveys,
researchers believe that long-term data from the

surveys will eventually provide more definitive

information about the status and trends of wal-

rtis populations.
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Walrus Population Estimates

The point estimates for walrus population

size were 221,000 for 1975. 246.000 for 1980.

234.000 for 1985. and 201.000 for 1990. Even

though confidence intervals of these estimates

were large, these estimates are considered the

best infomiation available to assess the status

and trends of the Pacific walrus (Hills and

Gilbert 1994). Estimates from sea ice exceeded

those from land haul-outs except during 1990.

when the ice pack receded much farther north

and over deeper water than in most years.

Because most of the large land haul-outs were

in Russia, estimates there are higher than in the

Llnited States. Although these data indicate a

general decline in numbers of walrus between

1975 and 1990, some biologists question the

validity of this apparent decline (Hills and

Gilbert 1994). Other researchers believe the

population may be declining, based on various

biological indices (Fay et al. 1989).
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The
Mentasta caribou (Rangifer taramliis)

herd, a small herd that lives in and around

Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve.

Alaska, experiences population trends and man-

agement problems that are typical of many
mountain herds in central Alaska and the Yukon

Territory of Canada. Traditionally, the herd has

been important for sport and subsistence hunt-

ing, but a recent decline in numbers led to sus-

pension of hunting in 1992. The Alaska

National Interest Lands Conservation Act

authorizes the National Park Service to allow

subsistence hunting throughout Wrangell-St.

Elias. and sport hunting on preserve lands, pro-

vided that hunting is consistent with sound

wildlife management principles and conserva-

tion of natural and healthy populations. Even

though the National Park Service allows hunt-

ing, other agency mandates do not allow preda-
tor control or habitat management to enhance

declining populations for hunting.

Sound information on caribou populations,

gathered every year, is used to determine when

hunting seasons are allowed and how many
caribou can be taken by hunters. The collection

of reliable data will help minimize contTicts

between the dual objectives of providing hunt-

ing opportunities and maintaining natural char-

acteristics of wildlife populations. Infonnation

on wildlife populations in national parks also

provides important insights on natural popula-
tion fluctuations for comparison with more

actively managed wildlife on adjacent lands.

Biologists have monitored population size

and composition of the Mentasta herd routinely

since 1973 to provide basic information for

management. They expanded monitoring and

research in 1992 to improve their understanding
of population-limiting factors during a period of

rapid population decline.

Surveys of the Caribou Herd

Biologists have estimated the size of the

Mentasta herd nearly each year since 1973 from

aerial surveys conducted after the calving sea-

son. During late June, caribou congregate in

high-mountain habitats or snow fields, where

they are most readily visible from airplanes, and

are counted by biologists.

Biologists also determine the population

composition of the herd twice annually: after

calving season in late June and during breeding
season in early October. They classify caribou

as calves, cows, or bulls. The counts in late June

provide an index of early calf survival; counts in

early October provide an index of summer sur-

vival of calves and proportions of bulls in the

population.
In 1992 and 1993, biologists determined

birth rates of cows to see whether low calf-to-

cow ratios in late June resulted from low pro-

ductivity. They determined birth rates by

inspecting cows at close range from a helicopter

Mentasta
Caribou Herd

by

Kurt Jenkins
National Biological Service
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during the peak nf calving; observers looked for

presence ot calves or swollen udders, indicating

cows had or would soon produce calves.

In 1993 biologists measured survival rates of

calves and adult cows to help interpret causes of

the rapid population decline observed in the

early 199()"s. They measured survival rates by

fitting 39 calves and 41 adult cows with radio-

collars containing mortality sensors. They
located these radio-collared caribou daily dur-

ing the calving season in 1993. weekly during
the remainder of summer, and once every 2

months throughout winter. When biologists

located carcasses of dead caribou, they inspect-

ed them as soon as possible to determine the

cause of death.

Population Trends

The Mentasta herd increased from about

2.000 caribou in the early 1970's to 3,200 in the

early 1980"s. an increase of about 5% per year

(Fig. I). Since 1989 the Mentasta herd has

decreased to a low of around 900 caribou in

1993, a decrease of about 24% per year.

Between 1992 and 1993 alone, the herd

decreased by one-third.

This population decline appears related, in

part, to changes in calf survival or production
between the I980"s and 199()"s. The proportion

of cows with calves in late June declined from

39 calves to every 100 cows in the late I970's

and early 1980's (including a high of about 50

calves to 100 cows in 1979), to only 6 calves to

every 100 cows in the early 1990"s (Fig. 2).

Similarly, estimates of calf-to-cow ratios in

October have decreased about 90% since the

1980"s.

Recent surveys of birth rates indicate that

rapid declines in calf-to-cow ratios were not

related to poor productivity of cows. In 1992 an

estimated 81% of cows produced calves: in

1993, 70% did. Although birth rates were below

average in 1993, producti\ity was sufficient for

the herd to grow in the absence of high calf loss-

es.

By intensively radio tracking newborn

calves, biologists showed that the low calf-to-

cow ratios were related to high death rates of

calves. Of 39 calves radio-collared at birth, only
1 (2.5%) survived the summer. The rest were

lost to predation by gray wolves (Canis lupus).

grizzly bears (Ursus arctos), and wolverines

(Gulo gulo), or they died from unknown causes.

3.500

500-
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Year

Fig. 1. Recent trends in size of the Mentasta caribou

herd. 197.1-4.V

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93

Year

Fig. 2. Recent trends in calf production (June) and num-

ber of calves (October) in the Mentasta canbou herd,

1973-93.

Survival rates of adult cows also were low.

Of 41 cows radio-collared at the beginning of

the study, only 83% (34 cows) survived 1 year.

By contrast, generally 88%-96% of adult cows

survive each year in stable or increasing herds.

Ongoing monitoring will increase under-

standing of natural tluctuations of the herd and

provide information for incorporating fluctua-

tions into a scheme for determining harvest

quotas. Currently, biologists propose to allow

annual harvests equal to a small percentage of

the number of calves in the herd each fall, a

good index of population trends. This proposal

will link the harvest to patterns of herd growth
and incorporate the objectives of natural popu-
lations and resource use into one workable man-

agement model.
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The
tundra or Arctic hare {Lepus otims: sys-

tematic studies are being conducted because

some researchers classify the hare as Lepus
timidiis) now has a restricted distribution in

western Alaska (Figure). It occurs in tundra

habitats and also in shrub communities along

streams. Its primary foods are willows, grasses,

and herbaceous plants. Indigenous people, par-

ticularly in the coastal tundra of the Yukon-

Kuskokwim Delta regions, the Seward

Peninsula, and the Kotzebue Sound drainages.

have a long history of using the tundra hare for

food and clothing. The hare has declined in

number throughout much of its range: biolo-

gists do not know what has caused its reduced

distribution or the decrease in numbers.

Distribution Records

We obtained information on the former and

present distribution and numbers of the tundra

hare from historical records and reports and

from interviews of state and federal wildlife

biologists and local residents (Bee and Hall

I956rMurie 1959: Anderson 1974). Biologists

conducted limited reconnaissance surveys on

the Alaska Peninsula during 1990 and 1991, in

the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta region in 1973,

and on the Seward Peninsula and in the

Kotzebue region dunng 1985, 1986, and 1993.

Field surveys continue on the Seward Peninsula

arid near Kotzebue. along with studies of the

habitat requirements of these hares. A mail sur-

vey to determine population status throughout
their distribution is being initiated through the

University of Alaska-Fairbanks.

Status

Historically, the tundra hare was present in

the Alaskan Arctic north of the Brooks Range
(the "North Slope") from the Colville River

westward (Bee and Hall 1956). but there have

been no records of hares in that reaion since

1951 (Figure). Circumstantial evidence sug-

gests that the tundra hare may have declined

after the arrival of the snowshoe hare (Lepus

lunericanus), which was not present there early

in this century. The relationship may be direct

thixHigh food or parasites and disease, or indi-

rect through increased numbers of predators

during snowshoe hare population highs.

The northern limit of tundra hare distribu-

tion in the coastal area of western Alaska has

shrunk southward, and the hare is now absent or

extremely rare north of Kotzebue. Centers of

abundance are the western Seward Peninsula

Tundra or

Arctic Hares

by

David R. Klein

National Biological Service

Current distribution

Historical distribution outside

of present range

Tundra hare {Lepus othiis).

and the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta region,

although numbers have remained low there

since population highs in the 197()'s.

Throughout its southern distribution on the

Alaska Peninsula, tundra hare densities are cur-

rently low: high densities were last reported

there in the winter of 1953-54 (Schiller and

Rausch 1956). Researchers at the University of

Alaska-Fairbanks are attempting to explain rea-

sons for the tundra hare's decline.
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Hawaii

Overview
Of the thousands of

islands in the world's

oceans, none has captured the fancy and dreams

of adventure more than those in the central and

south Pacific. Even among those magical

islands, however, the Hawaiian Archipelago
stands out. Mark Twain remarked in Roughing
It. "They are the loveliest fleet of islands that

lies anchored in any ocean."

The Hawaiian Islands are geographically

diverse. Stretching over some 2,200 km (364

mi) of ocean, they vary in size from hectares to

thousands of square kilometers and in elevation

from sun-drenched atolls less than 6 m (20 ft)

above sea level up to snow-capped peaks 4,270

m (14,000 ft) high. Rainfall ranges from less

than 50 cm (20 in) to more than 1,140 cm (450

in) per year. This diversity of environments and

the islands' extreme isolation (more than 4,000

km [2,490 inij to the nearest continent) have

resulted in a spectacular variety of species. The

Hawaiian Islands are a true showcase of evolu-

tion that has resulted in degrees of endemism

(species restricted to a particular area)

unmatched anywhere else in the world. Studies

show that on Hawaii 46% of mosses, 70% of

ferns, 91% of flowering plants, 91% of gym-

nosperms, 99% of tenestrial mollusks and ter-

restrial arthropods, 100% of land mammals, and

8 1 % of birds are endemic at the subspecies level

(Gagne 1988).

Unfortunately, loss of species in the islands

has been staggering, and what remains often

occupies but a fraction of its historical range.

Seventy percent of the extinctions known to

have occuned in the United States took place in

Hawaii. The islands have lost more than 50% of

their birds (Scott et al. 1986: Scott et al. 1988:

Olson and James 1991: Pyle, this section:

Jacobi and Atkinson, this section): perhaps 50%
of their plants, 90% of their native land snails,

and an unknown percentage of their terrestrial

insects. Flora and fauna that evolved over mil-

lions of years have been devastated in less than

2.000 years since the arrival of humans. But

despite huge losses, what remains is spectacu-

lar.

Today's unique assemblage of species is

rapidly being lost. Twenty-five percent of the

U.S. endangered taxa occur in the islands. The

reasons for their endangerment are many, but

loss of habitat and introduction of non-native

species are prominent factors. Both are the

result of a steadily increasing human population

and the more than 4 million tourists that visit

the islands annually. Few visitors realize that

the lush lowland vegetation and colorful llowers

they marvel at are not native to the islands, but
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In
1992 the Hawaii Slate Legislature estab-

lished a biological survey at Bishop
Museum. Hawaii's Museum of Natural and

Cultural History. The survey conducts an

ongoing natural history inventory of the

archipelago and locates, identifies, evalu-

ates, and maintains the reference collections

of all native and non-native species of flora

and fauna within the state. The survey works

in cooperation with other agencies, includ-

ing the Hawaii Heritage Program, various

state agencies, and the National Biological

Service.

More than 14.000 terrestrial. 300 fresh-

water, and 4,000 marine species inhabit

Hawaii (Table 1 ). Bishop Museum maintains

the world's largest biological collections

for Hawaii (ca. 4,000.000 specimens; Table

2). Through the Hawaii Biological Survey

program, and in cooperation with many part-

ner organizations, the museum is organizing

information from these collections and asso-

ciated literature into comprehensive comput-
erized data bases and conducting field sur-

veys to document distributions of these

organisms. The resulting information base

Tabic 1. Teneslrial ;ind freshwater plant and

animal species in Hawaii. In addition, another

4.000 marine organisms inhabit Hawaiian

waters. Species at risk include those on the fed-

eral lists of endangered, threatened, and candi-

date species (not including marine).

Taxon
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a review). To gain more inrormation about

Hawaii's resources, the state legislature Ibrmed

the Hawaii Biological Survey in 1992, whose

mission and scope are described in this section

(Allison et al.).
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The
Haleakala silversword (Argymxiphiwu

samhriceuse ssp. macwcephalum) was near

extinction in the I920"s because of human van-

dalism and browsing by goats and cattle. The

plant has increased under protection and

deserves attention as the most dramatic conser-

vation success story of the Hawaiian Islands.

The silversword is a distinctive,

globe-shaped rosette plant with rigid (sword-

like), succulent leaves densely covered by silver

hairs. When a plant flowers at the end of its life,

it produces a spectacular flowering stalk

0.5-2.0 m (1.6-6.4 ft) tall, typically with hun-

dreds of maroon sunflowerlike flower heads.

This plant receives more attention from visitors

to Haleakala National Park than any other plant

or animal because of its striking appearance and

restricted distribution.

The Haleakala silversword is endemic to a

I.OOO-ha (2,471-acre) area at 2.100- to 3.000-m

(6.890- to 9,843-ft) elevation in the crater and

outer slopes of Haleakala "Volcano, within

Haleakala National Park. Maui. Hawaii. It is the

most famous member of the endemic Hawaiian

silversword alliance, perhaps the premier exam-

ple of evolutionary adaptive radiation in plants.

This moiphologically diverse group comprises

28 species of herbs, vines, shrubs, trees, and

rosette plants in three genera that evolved in the

Hawaiian Islands from a North American tar-

weed (Asteraceae: Madiinae) ancestor

(Robichaux et al. 1990; Baldwin et al. 1991).

The monocaipic (flowers only once, at the end

of its lifetime) silversword matures from seed to

its final flowering stage in about 15-50 years.

The plant remains a compact rosette until it

sends up an erect, central flowering stalk, sets

seed, and dies.

In 1992 this taxon was given threatened sta-

tus by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

because of its extremely limited range and pre-

carious life cycle. The other subspecies of A.

sandwicense (ssp. sandwicense). endemic to

Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii, is federal-

ly listed as endangered, with fewer than 100

naturally occurring individuals.

Population Trends

The strikingly beautiful Haleakala silver-

sword has always aroused the curiosity of

human visitors to Haleakala Volcano. In

pre-park days, plants were often removed by
travelers to Haleakala "Volcano as proof that the

party had reached the summit, a practice that

eventually seriously affected the silversword

population. Browsing by feral goats and domes-

tic cattle was also a significant factor in the sil-

versword decline, but it was not a species pre-

ferred by these animals. By the 1920's, silver-

sword numbers were so depleted that the Maui

Chamber of Commerce sent a petition to

Washington. DC, requesting that a serious effort

be made to save the species (Loope and

Crivellone 1986).

The first reliable quantitative information on

silversword numbers is from the summer of

1935. In that year. Ranger S.H. Lamb tallied

1.470 plants (88 of which were flowering) on a

single cinder cone (Ka Moa o Pele) within

Haleakala Crater (Lamb 1935). Because about

217 plants were flowering within the crater at

that time (Lamb 1935). a reasonable estimate of

the total population is about 4,000 individuals.

Because silversword plants occur on other-

wise banen cinder, fairly accurate counts are

possible. Two studies since 1935 illustrate the

trend of the silversword population over about

60 years of protection. Methods are described in

the original reports (Kobayashi 1973, 1993;

Loope and Crivellone 1986).

On Ka Moa o Pele, a single cinder cone

where the largest number of plants were in

1935. the silversword population had increased

from 1.470 to 6,528 plants as of 1991 (Fig. I).

Elsewhere in Haleakala Crater, the silver-

sword has increased in numbers and extent,

large local populations having developed in

areas where few plants occurred in 1935. A cen-

sus of the entire silversword population has been

attempted four times since 1971, with the fol-

lowing results: 1971: 43,262 (Kobayashi 1973);

1979-80: 35,000 (Kobayashi 1993); 1982:

47,640 (Loope and Crivellone 1986); and 1991:

Haleakala

Silversword

by

Lloyd L. Loope

Arthur C. Medeiros

National Biological Service

Haleakala silversword

{Argyroxiphium sandwicense ssp.

macrocephalum).
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Fig. 1. Number of silversword

plants counted by investigators on

a single cinder cone, Ka Moa o

Pele. within Haleakala Crater

ILoope and Crivellone 1986;

Kobayashi 1993).
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Fig. 2. Number by diameter class-

es of Haleakala silversword in

fixed monitoring plots. 1982-89.

Summary of data from eleven 5 m
X 20 m (16.4 X 65.6 ft) plots in

representative sites in Haleakala

Crater (Loope and Medeiros

1994).
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64.800 (Kobayashi 1993). The cunent popula-

tion of Haieaivala silversword is about 16 times

larger than the estimated population in 1935.

Annual trends in 1 1 fixed plots, 5 m x 20 m
(16.4 X 65.5 ft), from 1982 through 1989, sug-

gest occurrence of substantial annual fluctua-

tions in the recruitment and survival of

seedlings (Loope and Crivellone 1986: Loope
and Medeiros 1994; Fig. 2).

Data on Silversword Flowering

The Haleakala silversword flowers from June

to September, with annual numbers of flowering

plants varying dramatically from year to year.

Reliable counts of flowering plants were inade in

1935 (217 flowered) and in'^1941 (815 flowered;

Loope and Crivellone 1986). Numbers recorded

in recent years have ranged from zero in 1970 to

6.632 in 1991. The environmental stimulus for

flowering or nontlowering of silversword within

a given annual flowering season is still

unknown. An apparent relationship of the 1991

mass flowering event to stratospheric alteration

by the eruption of Pinatubo Volcano in the

Philippines is intriguing.

Threats

As a result of management within Haleakala

National Park, the most serious former threats

to the Haleakala silversword have been virtual-

ly eliminated: human vandalism and browsing

by goats and cattle. To date, no introduced plant

species competes significantly with silver-

sword. Cooperative interagency efforts are

being made to exclude the non-native mullein

(Verhasciim thapsus) and fountain grass

{Pennlsi'titm setaceiim) from becoming estab-

lished on Maui; since these plants occupy simi-

lar habitat on other Hawaiian Islands, they

might compete with silverswords.

The greatest threat to the silversword

appears to be potential loss of endemic pollina-

tors because of the invasion of silversword habi-

tat by the Argentine ant Uridomynnex luiniilis).

This ant species occupies two disjunct areas

between 2,070 m (6,792 ft) and 2,850 m (9.351

ft) elevation in Haleakala National Park, with a

total area of 175 ha (432 acres; Cole et al.

1992). Because queens are unable to fly. the

spread of this species is relatively slow. This

alien ant species negatively affects the locally

endemic arthropod fauna (Cole et al. 1992).

including pollinators that evolved in the absence

of ant predation. A marked expansion in the

ant's range was noted in 1993, especially at

higher elevations (Medeiros et al. 1994). Unless

this ant species is controlled, it could cause

potentially catastrophic effects on locally

endemic biota, including the silversword, which

is associated with several endemic insect

species (Loope and Crivellone 1986) and which

requires cross-pollination for successful seed

set (CaiT et al. 1986). Experimental control

effoils are under way.

Trends

Recovery of the Haleakala silversword is one

of the most dramatic single-species conservation

success stories known. The primary factor con-

tributing to its decline, human vandalism, was

effectively addressed by the National Park

Service beginning in the 1930's. Over the past 60

years the species has steadily recovered through

protection within Haleakala National Park. It is

increasing in numbers and expanding its range.

Continued protection from human vandalism and

feral ungulates, such as goats and cattle, is essen-

tial, and potential threats from the Argentine ant

and alien plants must be addressed. Given the

plant's limited range and precarious life cycle,

the long-term prognosis for survival of this

species appears remarkably favorable.
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Insects

are the dominant animals in most ter-

restrial ecosystems, especially on isolated

oceanic islands where many larger animals are

absent. In Hawaii, many of the original coloniz-

ing species evohed into perhaps 10,000 or more

new species and adapted to live in the diverse

island habitats. In addition to their importance as

pollinators of native plants, recyclers of nutri-

ents in ecosystems, and food for native birds and

other animals, insects are also excellent subjects

for evolutionary research. The isolation and

habitat diversity of the Hawaiian Islands make
them wonderful natural laboratories for studying

ecology and evolution. Many important research

projects have featured Hawaiian insects, such as

the native Drosophila {see Foote and Carson,

this section) and crickets (Otte 1989).

Because insects are important components
of ecosystems, insect surveys can be used to

assess the health of native ecosystems, and

reserve managers often need to be able to deter-

mine the status of insects to properly manage
other natural resources. Such assessments, how-

ever, are daunting tasks: although about 5,100

native insect species have been described in

Hawaii, probably at least as many more remain

undescribed or unknown. In addition, about

2,600 insect species have been established

through human activities. Many native species

are declining from the combined effects of inva-

sive non-native organisms and human alteration

of habitats.

Information on the status of Hawaiian

insects came from a data base compiled at the

Bishop Museum of all published records on the

taxonomy, biology, and distribution of

Hawaiian arthropods (Nishida 1992). Further

infomiation on the status and trends of selected

rare species was obtained from label data of

preserved specimens, especially those in the

research collections at Bishop Museum and

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, as well as

from personal communications and observa-

tions of researchers in the field. Population sur-

veys are in progress to determine the status and

trends of a few insect groups such as the dam-
selflies (Megalagriorr. Polhemus 1993) and

cave species.

Insects of Hawaii

Only 16 out of 30 insect orders recognized
worldwide are represented in the native fauna.

Another 1 1 orders have become established

through human activities (Figs. I and 2). The
beetles (Coleoptera), flies (Diptera), bees and

wasps (Hymenoptera), and moths (Lepidoptera)
are the largest groups in the Hawaiian Islands.

Most native species are found on the high, main

islands, but each of the northwest Hawaiian

Islands harbors a few interesting species (Fig.

3). Oahu currently has the most known species,
but this stems from collecting bias because most

entomologists have lived and worked on Oahu.

Maui and Kauai, in particular, should have com-

parable numbers. Western Maui, for example,
was missed in the early insect surveys, and its

insect fauna remains poorly known. About 63%
of the species occur on only one island, and

many have extremely restricted ranges within

their island. This limited distribution and lack of

information on how many species there are and

where they survive have important conse-

quences in planning for their conservation.

Trends

Profound changes are occurring in the

Hawaiian insect fauna. Increasing contact with

the outside world has broken the isolation that

allowed the evolution of native species. The

changing composition of the Hawaiian insect
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Fig. 1. Comparison of native and

non-native insects in the larger

orders (i.e., represented by more

than 75 species) in Hawaii.

Source: Hawaiian Terrestrial

Arthropod Database. February
1994.

Fig. 2. Comparison of native and

non-native insects in the smaller

orders (i.e., represented by fewer

than 75 species) in Hawaii.

Source: Hawaiian Terrestrial

Arthropod Database. February
1994,
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biological-conlrol introductions in the demise

of tiiese native bugs. Recent observations sug-

gest that small populations of the koa bug still

survive on most of the major islands, but quan-
titative status surveys and protection for this

insect may need to be initiated to ensure its con-

tinued existence.

These examples suppoil the arguments of

Gagne and Howarth (1985) and Howarth ( 1991 )

that alien parasitoids are the major factor con-

tributing to the decline and extinction of many
native insect species. Lepidopteran caterpillars

were an important food source for native forest

birds and other native organisms; thus, their

decline may affect other parts of the forest com-

munity. The ability of non-native arthropods to

invade intact native communities demonstrates

that conservation efforts aimed at habitat

preservation, or the selection and management
of nature reserves based on plant diversity or

endemism. may not provide sufficient protec-

tion for some insects and their associated biota

because of the continued emphasis on biologi-

cal control and insufficient quarantine control in

Hawaii. The effect of invasive alien arthropods
means that we could save the forest and still

lose the bugs, but we would eventually lose the

forest as well because of the loss of pollinators

and other functional groups of insects.

Extinctions

With at least 30% of Hawaii's native birds

(Stone 1989) and mollusks (Solem 1990)

extinct, it is likely that Hawaii has also lost a

significant proportion of its terrestrial arthropod
fauna. While 36 arthropod species are recog-
nized as extinct by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, populations of two species, a damseltly

(Megalagrion nesioles) and a sphinx moth

(Maudiica hiackhunil). have recently been

redi.scovered. The lack of intensive surveys for

most of Hawaii's rare arthropods makes their

status equivocal and weakens arguments for the

allocation of conservation resources for these

animals.

One of the few areas in Hawaii where

arthropod extinctions are reasonably well docu-

mented is on Laysan Island in the northwestern

part of the chain. While only 3.8 km^ (1.5 mi-)
in size, it harbored at one time a native arthro-

pod fauna of at least 77 taxa with at least 14

endemic species (Conant et al. 1984). With

intensive surveys during the 1960's and 1980's,

we now know that 35% of Laysan's endemic

species are extinct. Other evidence of arthropod
extinctions comes from those species associated

with endangered or extinct plants. In 1917 a

new species of Proterhimis weevil was collect-

ed from the last remaining tree of

Hibiscadclplms giffardiamis on the island of

Hawaii. While the tree has been given a reprieve
from extinction by propagation of individuals

from seed, the weevil, which breeds in dying
branches, was doomed with the death of the last

wild tree. Many Hawaiian insect groups are

similarly extremely host-specific; for example,
some species of long-horned beetles

{PUigitliniy.siis), with 139 known species, and

leaf bugs (Nesiomiris), with 50 species, occur

on rare hosts and face a similar fate.

Survey Needs

Waiting for confirmations of extinctions or

the di.scoveries of relict populations is inetfec-

tive. reactive conservation and will not preserve
Hawaii's remaining ailhropods. We need to

identify species early in their decline or at least

before they slide beyond recovery (Howarth and

Ramsay 1991). This report is limited to the

insects, but other native invertebrates deserve

mention, including the spiders and relatives

(arachnids), sandhoppers and relatives (crus-

taceans) (Howarth and Mull 1992; Nishida

1992). and mollusks (Solem 1990; Cowie et al..

in press). The worms and smaller invertebrate

groups are even less well-known than the

arthropods.

The urgency and effectiveness of status sur-

veys are exemplified by one being conducted

for Hawaii's damselflies. On the island of Oahu

alone, two damseltly species are believed

extinct, and three additional taxa are severely

reduced from their historical ranges and in dan-

ger of extinction. For example, sometime

between 1983 and 1985. Megalagrion nigro-

luunatiim mgwlineatitm disappeared from its

usual haunts along streams near Honolulu.

Surveys begun in 1990 have found it in only
three isolated localities near the headwaters of

Oahu streams. This represents a greater than

99% reduction in range in a decade. Most of its

former habitat still appears suitable and the rea-

sons for its decline are uncertain, but

researchers suspect the decline results from the

effects of non-native species, as well as habitat

destruction (Polhemus 1993).

Status surveys of additional selected groups
of arthropods should be a top priority so that

appropriate conservation measures can be

planned. Studies on the systematics of

Hawaiian biota, including descriptions of new

species, are also urgently needed. Whether a

population represents a native or non-native

species or 1, 10, or 20 closely related species

has bearing on effective conservation strategies

in reserves (Howaith and Ramsay 1991).
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Most
of the world's named species of plants

and animals are insects, which are the

dominant component of the biological diversity

of most terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems
(Hammond 1992). In Hawaii, there are proba-

bly more than 10,000 native insect species,

whose functions in Hawaiian ecosystems
include prey for forest birds, pollinators of

native plants, and decomposers associated with

the cycling of plant nutrients.

The population trends and distributions for

most Hawaiian insects are unknown and cannot

possibly be determined for more than a small

minority of species. To successfully develop

management strategies to monitor and preserve

our biological heritage, focal taxa or "indicator

species" need to be identified and used to devel-

op the biological information necessary for

making management decisions (Quinn and Kan-

1993), The data discussed here demonstrate

how one well-studied group of Hawaiian

insects, the Hawaiian Drosophila (Pomace

flies), may serve as a focal insect taxon. The

species diversity, underlying genetic diversity.

and evolutionary history of this group have been

described in detail. Their sensitivity to direct

and indirect environmental change has also

been demonstrated. These attributes make them

an ideal model species to monitor and under-

stand changes in patterns of biological diversity

associated with human impacts on native

ecosystems in Hawaii,

Background

Hawaiian Drosophila and. in particular, the

large "picture-winged" species within the

genus, are unique among living organisms
because different levels of biological diversity

within a single large, closely related group of

species can be characterized by researchers.

Polymorphisms {see glossary) due to inverted

chromosomal segments have been used to

assess genetic variation within and between

species. The banding patterns of all five major
chromosome arms among 106 species of

Hawaiian picture-winged Drosophila have

yielded a 5 million-year-old phylogeny (see

glossary) that is rooted to species on the island

of Kauai (Carson 1992). This work on the evo-

lutionary history of Hawaiian Drosophila aug-

ments an extensive systematic treatment of the

genus (Hardy 1965: Kaneshiro 1976).

More recent genetic surveys have comple-
mented research on chromosome variation.

These include the description of nuclear and

mitochondrial DNA sequences and extensive

fieldwork that describes genetic variation with-

in and among populations and species of

Hawaiian Drosophila for allozymes (see glos-

sary) and quantitative traits (Carson et al. 1981;

DeSalle and Hunt 1987). Attention has focused

on characters thought to play an important role

in speciation. the process underlying the diver-

sification of Drosophila in Hawaii.
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Molecular and cytological (see glossary)
research has been paralleled by ecological
research on the natural breeding sites of these

species on specific Hawaiian plants, such as

olapa (Araliaceae) and ohawai (lobelioidsl

Extensive surveys have determined that

Hawaiian Divsophila are specialized microbi-

vores {see glossary) that complete their lite

cycle in the decaying tissue of over 40 families

of Hawaiian plants (Carson and Kaneshiro

1976). This ecological infomiation is the most

detailed for any group of native Hawaiian

insects, and the combined phylogenetic and

ecological data provide a firm foundation for

further study of the position and function of

these insects in ecosystems.
Current ecological studies focus on quanti-

fying species diversity over ecosystem gradients
and evaluating long-term trends in population
sizes (Carson 1986; Foote and Carson, unpub-
lished data). Among the patterns observed are

changes in Drosophila community structure

associated with invasions of nonindigenous

plants and animals in Hawaii. One dominant

trend is the increasing representation of the

recently introduced cosmopolitan species of

Drosophila in wet forest communities disturbed

by feral pigs and alien weeds. A second pattern
is the apparent decline of certain guilds of

endemic picture-wing Drosophila and their

host plants over a 20-year period of observation.

Close to one-fifth of the world's known

Drosophila fauna are endemic to Hawaii.

Invasions by nonindigenous Drosophila are

adding to the diversity of the group. This abun-

dance of species is increasingly useful for track-

ing biological diversity at several levels, from

changes in chromosome inversion frequencies
over altitudinal dines to the measurement of

long-term changes in community structure.

Status and Trends

Methods

Beginning in 1971, as part of the

International Biological Program, the relative

frequencies of populations of 14 species of pic-

ture-wing Drosophila were measured in the

Olaa Forest at Hawaii Volcanoes National Park

on the island of Hawaii (Fig. 1 ). The fly popu-
lations were surveyed earlier by using baits

placed on tree trunks, vines, and tree ferns, but

the most recent survey (1992-93) used tree fern

stipes exclusively. Since 1980 the surveys have

employed nondestructive sampling where indi-

viduals are identified by unique wing and tho-

rax markings in the field (Carson 1986; Foote

and Carson, unpublished data).

Since 1982 four fenced feral pig exclosures

have been constructed in rain forests where

Drosophila surveys have been undertaken.

These exclosures average about 300 ha (740

acres) in size. The impact on Drosophila com-
munities of removing non-native pigs has been

evaluated through the comparison of recently
introduced cosmopolitan and endemic tlies

attracted to baits in different-aged exclosures

and adjacent forest where feral pigs are still

acfive (Foote et al.. unpublished data).

Llsing Chromosomes To Trace Evolutionary
History

There are 491 described Hawaiian species in

the family Drosophilidae. Most of the species

belong to one of two genera, Drosophila and

Seaptomyza. Among the Hawaiian species, 124

have been genetically surveyed, including 106

of 1 1 1 picture-wing species in the genus

Drosophila (Carson 1992). Most species are

single-island endemics, reflecting the forces of

geographical isolation imposed by this volcanic

archipelago.

Inversion polymorphisms {see glossary)
have been detected within or between popula-
tions of about one-third of the species and their

frequencies have been measured over environ-

mental gradients in several well-studied species
on the island of Hawaii (Carson 1992).

Variations in the frequency of different poly-

morphisms along a gradient are used as an indi-

cator of the role of natural selection in main-

taining genetic variation. One such genetic gra-

dient occurs among populations of Drosophila

kn endemic Hawaiian picture-

wing Drosophila (D. conspicita-

left) perched on a Clermoitlia fruit

next to a cosmopolitan member of

the species complex that includes

D. simiilan.', (right), one of the

common non-indigenous species

in Hawaiian rain forests. The pic-

ture-wings are close to the size of

common house flies, giants in

comparison to their mainland rela-

tives.

Pacific Ocean

I I Montane rain forest

Fig. 1. Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park, including the Olaa Forest,

where population surveys of pic-

ture-wing Drosophila have been

carried out.
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1,0-

Picture-wings

Other endemics

Cosmopolitans

Inside

exclosure

Fig. 2. A conipanson of the a\'er-

age relative frequencies of

Hawaiian picture-wing tlies, other

endemic Dnisuplula. and recently

introduced cosmopolitan species

inside and outside of a 7-year-old

24()-ha (593 acre) fenced pig

exclosure in Hawaii Volcanoes

National Park. Frequencies are

based on observations at 837 bait

stations set up over five survey

periods in 1992 and 1993 along

four 2.400-m (7.875-ft) transects.

The data are e.xpressed as a per-

centage of total observations with-

in a survey period.

silvestris above Kilauea Volcani) and lenects

the recolonization of habitat destroyed by two

explosive emptions within the last 2.100 years.

The surfaces of Kilauea Volcano are covered by
new lava flows at a rate of about 90*^ per 1 .000

years. The population biology of Hawaiian

Diosopliiki and other endemic insects has been

one of continual local extinction of and recolo-

nization by populations on single volcanoes

over thousands of years (Carson et ai. 1990).

Dominance of Cosmopolitan Drosophila in

Disturbed Habitat

The dominance of non-native plant and ani-

mal species in Hawaii associated with human

activity and the subsequent loss of endemic

species have long been recognized (Perkins

1913). Rain fores^ts above 1.000-m (3.280-ft)

elevation provide habitat for much of the

remaining native biota. Most of these wet

forests occur on the "Big Island" of Hawaii

where about 30% of the 5()().0()0 ha ( 1 .2 million

acres) of upland native woodland is rain forest

(Jacobi and Scott 1985). While this wet forest

vegetation is among the most intact in the state,

invasions by alien species have seriously

degraded components of the understory.

Non-native ungulates (cattle, goats, pigs,

etc.) cause major problems. Feral pigs, in par-

ticular, feed upon and uproot native tree ferns,

shrubs, and herbs. They also actively consume

tleshy fruits of non-native plants and thereby

spread their seeds. As a consequence, feral pigs

help establish non-native plants that can perma-

nently alter native communities (Cuddihy and

Stone 1990: Stone et al. 1992).

Twenty-five years ago fenced feral ungulate

exclosures were first tested by Hawaii

Volcanoes National Park as a method of pro-

moting natural wet forest restoration. In the

park, including approximately one-third of the

Olaa Forest, exclosures encompassing as much
as 800 ha ( 1,980 acres) are now used to manage
tracts of montane wet forest (Stone et al. 1992).

When intensive research on Hawaii

Drosophila was initiated over 30 years ago. it

was apparent that habitats altered by human

activity had greatly reduced populations of

endemic Drosophila (Carson 1967). The con-

struction of large fenced feral pig exclosures

has provided an opportunity to measure changes
in Drosophila community composition associ-

ated with this one particular agent of distur-

bance in wet forests. A significant increase in

the frequency of cosmopolitan species of

Drosophila has been measured in wet forest

habitat disturbed by feral pigs and associated

non-native plants (Fig. 2). In areas with high pig

densities, many host plants for endemic

Drosophila are reduced to those few individuals

growing as epiphytes above the reach of pigs.

In contrast, many alien plants that thrive in

pig-disturbed areas are species that produce

tleshy fruits eaten by the pigs. These fruit-bear-

ing non-native plants, such as banana poka
iPdssiflora iiiollissiiiia) and yellow Himalayan

raspbeny {Riihus t'llipticiis). also support large

populations of introduced cosmopolitan

Drosophila. such as D. iniinigrans. D. siimtlans.

and D. suzukii (known collectively to geneti-

cists as "yellow flies"), that breed primarily on

rotting fruit (Foote et al.. unpublished data).

Long-term Changes Among Populations of

Picture-wing Drosophila

Changes in the relative proportions of differ-

ent species of endemic picture-wing flies in

Olaa Forest between 1971 and 1993 are shown

in Fig. 3. These proportions are based upon
observations of individual picture-wings, total-

ing 1.222 in 1971, 1,467 in 1981, and 1,294 in

1992. A general decline in overall picture-wing

diversity is suggested by the observation that 4

species out of 14 were missing from one or

more of the more recent surveys. There has also

been a change in the relative abundances of

species within the group. For example, two of

the most common species of picture-wing flies

from the original survey, D. murphyi and D.

setosimentiwu are now much less common.

15 -

10

,Jki- fcp Jj m J^I
t

E

Fig. 3. A comparison of the relative frequencies of 14

endemic species of picture-wing DrosophiUi over three

periods of observation from 1971 to 1993 In Olaa Rain

Forest in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. The data are

expressed as a percentage of total observations within a

suney period.
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Population lieiids are suggested by analysis

of guilds of picture-wing tlies that breed on spe-

cific host plants. One example is the increase in

the relative frequency of observations of D.

sproati, a species that appears to breed exclu-

sively in rotting bark of one of the most com-

mon trees in this rain forest, the endemic mem-
ber of the Alalia family. Olapa {ClicinHlciulrun

trigyniiw). In contrast, a long-term decline is

evident in the guild of four species that breed

primarily in rotting bark of native lobelioids in

the genus CIcnnontia. There has been a concor-

dant reduction in frequency of all four species

over the last two decades and two of the four

species are now missing from this site (Fig. 4).

There is historical evidence that the decline

in the latter group is a consequence of the

reduction of host plant populations. For exam-

ple, an important host of the two picture-wings
that appear locally extinct. Clenmmtia luurai-

ic'iisis. has been extirpated from at least one

nearby forest with a long history of disturbance

by feral pigs and cattle.

Another factor may have been the invasion of

Olaa Forest by alien western yellowjackets

{Vt'spiila pensylvanica) in the early I980"s. The

wasps have become dominant predators of other

insects and may have contributed to the decline

of picture-wing Drosophila by feeding on larvae

that are particularly exposed on Clcnuoiuia

(Carson 1986; Foote and Carson, unpublished

data). These and other potential causative agents

of the changes in the community structure of

Drosophila need further investigation.

Drosophila as a Focal Taxon To Monitor

Ecosystem Change

Because of the extensive data that exist on

the population genetics and evolutionary rela-

tionships within the picture-wing Drosophila.
the potential consequences of disruption of the

Drosophila community can be examined at sev-

eral levels. For instance, the loss of a local pop-
ulation of Drosophila silvestris (one of the four

species that breeds in Clermontia) occurs at the

lower end of an altitudinal cline in inversion fre-

quencies among populations that extend above

Kilauea Volcano (Carson et al. 1990). A contin-

ued decline of D. silvestris populations at lower

elevations has the potential to change inversion

frequencies. Such long-term data may prove
useful in evaluating why different populations
or species may not respond similarly to green-

house stresses associated with global climate

change (Hoffman and Blows 1993).

The potential influence of species extinc-

tions of picture-wing Drosophila on specific

lineages of subgroups (Fig. 2) can also be eval-

uated. For example, the guild of lobelioid-asso-

ciated picture-wing tlies undergoing a decline

in Olaa Forest is made up of species from three

separate lineages of Hawaiian Drosophila.

Among fossil records of Hawaiian birds, an

analogous situation may have occuncd with the

extinction of several groups of flightless geese
and geeselike terrestrial herbivores (Olson and

James 1991 ). The monitoring of focal groups of

Hawaiian insects may well complement our

understanding gained from vertebrates on how

changes in Hawaiian ecosystems selectively

favor certain taxa that make up the contempo-

rary species diversity found in the islands.

Lastly, data from active resource manage-
ment programs, such as the construction iif feral

pig exclosures at Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park, suggest that the population declines of

certain Hawaiian Drosophila are reversible,

even in the case of local extinction. Many host

populations are recovering in Olaa Forest fol-

lowing removal of pigs, and nearby populations

of many of the missing picture-wing species

persist. This is a rain forest that has twice been

devastated by volcanic eruptions and has recov-

ered. We are testing an old evolutionary tradi-

tion on these islands as we encourage the recol-

onization of this protected habitat by its former

occupants from nearby populations.

The 30 years of intensive research on

Hawaiian Drosophila will not be readily repeat-

ed for even a small fraction of the remaining

species that make up the biological diversity pre-

sent in Hawaii. The fact that Hawaiian

Drosophila flies have received so much attention

is due in part to the fact that Drosophila are read-

ily observed and sampled (at baits) in native

forests. The sensitivity of such groups to a wide

range of human impacts needs to be evaluated.

Taxa, such as Hawaiian Drosophila. that can be

monitored in a cost-effective manner and yield

statistically reliable data need to be exploited as

potential indicators of the impact of environmen-

tal change on the vast majority of species about

which we know too little to manage intelligently.
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Birds of

Hawaii

by

Robert L. Pyle

Bishop Museum, Hawaii

The
wild birds inhabiting Hawaii are unique

and known worldwide. Native breeding

birds rank among the world's highest in

endemism, endangerment. and e.xtinction, and

Hawaii's total bird life contains a higher pro-

portion of non-native species than perhaps any

other area of comparable size. Interest in

Hawaii's birds centers on the status and trends

of its populations, understanding their ecologi-

cal requirements, and developing measures to

protect and conserve their remaining popula-

tions, which are dwindling at an alamiing rate.

The unique nature of Hawaii's bird life

results primarily from isolation. The Hawaiian

Islands, a linear archipelago extending some

2.650 km (1.646 mi) from Kure to Hawaii, is

4.000 km (2,484 mi) from the nearest point in

North America and 3.400 km (2,1 1 1 mi) from

Asia. The wild colonizers, individual birds or

small groups out over the ocean, were the first

to stumble on Hawaii, where they remained to

live and breed. This process has been going on

for millions of years, with two species repeating

the same process within the past 15 years. Then

came evolution of new species in situ, as many
of these original colonizers changed through

adaptation and tilled unused ecological niches

in these young islands. During the past 2,000

years, humans began inhabiting the islands,

bringing with them some birds that otherwise

would never have reached Hawaii on their own.

In addition, some strong-flying species that reg-

ularly migrate long distances have found

Hawaii and developed annual migration pat-

terns that bring them to the islands for part of

each year during the nonbreeding season.

Current Status

It is convenient to categorize the wild birds

of Hawaii into residents and visitors. Resident

species remain permanently in Hawaii; visitors

regularly come to Hawaii for only part of each

year. Each group can be further divided.

Residents are either native species that arrived or

evolved here naturally or alien species brought

in by humans. Visiting birds either come to

Hawaii to breed or breed elsewhere and come

during nonbreeding season. True pelagic

species, which spend all their time at sea except

when breeding, are considered to have visited

Hawaii if they have occurred in Hawaii's off-

shore waters within the 200-nautical mile zone.

Native Residents

Native resident species may be either indige-

nous, meaning that others of the same species or

subspecies reside elsewhere in the world, or

endemic, meaning that they are found nowhere

else. The latter may be endemic at subspecies

level, at species level, or at genus or higher level.

For example, endemic at subspecies level means

that others of its species are found elsewhere,

but the subspecies occurs only in Hawaii.

Alien Residents

Polynesians first settled in Hawaii roughly

2,000 years ago (Kirch 1982), Only one bird

species brought by the early Polynesians still

survives in Hawaii as an established alien

species, the red junglefowl (Gallus galhis),

ancestor of the domestic chickens. The
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Hawaiians called it iikhi. not to be confused

with the huge, extinct, flightless birds in New
Zealand of the same name. How many other

bird species may have been brought by the

Polynesians and failed to become established is

unknown.

Since Captain Cook first visited Hawaii in

1778. alien bird species have been brought to

the islands in a steady stream. Only a few have

been successful in establishing a continuing

breeding population. Of the 54 alien species

now considered to have established populations,

fully half have origins in Asia (Fig. I). Fewer

are from North America and Africa; a few have

come from Australia and South America.

Among the continents, only Antarctica is not

represented by an established alien species.

Penguins have indeed been brought to Hawaii,

and one thriving population is in captivity

today. But were they to escape, they would not

find sufficient krill and ice to maintain a wild

population in the islands.

Fig. 1. Origins of ttie 54 alien species establisiied in

Hawaii.

Breeding Visitor Species

Visiting species that come to Hawaii to

breed are basically pelagic, that is, living on the

open ocean. They come to land to breed, but

depart again as soon as parental duties end.

Many go to the food-rich boundaries of ocean

currents just north of the equator, but some

species range throughout the North Pacific (Fig.

2). None appears at any other land during non-

breeding season. First-year birds of most

species remain at sea for 3 years or more before

returning to breed. Breeding visitors are the

albatrosses, shearwaters, petrels, terns, and

some tropicbirds. Other seabird species, includ-

ing boobies, frigatebirds, and noddies, are

classed as residents since they remain based at

their breeding areas throughout the year, going
to sea usually for only a few days at a time.

Nonbreeding Visitor Species

A great many birds that breed elsewhere

depart their nesting grounds after chick rearing

is finished, some wandering freely and others

following traditional migration routes. Some

species, notably the familiar Pacific golden-

plover (PJiivialis fulva) and some other shore-

birds and ducks, have developed migration pat-

terns that bring large numbers to Hawaii regu-

larly each year, with some individuals even

coming to the same plot of ground each winter

(Johnson et al. 1981). For other species, just a

few individuals turn up each year. For still oth-

ers, an individual or two may be reported in

only a few years out of ten. A number of species

have been recorded in Hawaii fewer than a

dozen times, perhaps only once or twice. All

regular visitors and most others are strong fly-

ers, accustomed to making long migration

flights annually, or are larger birds able to store

enough energy to reach Hawaii on their own.

Almost all are waterbirds. Only nine species of

passerine landbirds are known to have straggled

to Hawaii, and most of these have been record-

ed only one or two times each. Note that

absolutely no species of small landhird

migrates regularly to Hawaii, either for breed-

ing or in nonbreeding season. Virtually all non-

breeding visitor species nest in the northem

hemisphere, most of them in the far north (Fig.

3). A few shearwaters and petrels, a skua, and

the great crested tem (Sterna hergii) are the

only exclusively southern hemisphere nesters

that have straggled to Hawaii.

Fig. 2. Dispersal of the 13 breed-

ing visitor species when not breed-

ina.

Fig. 3. Origins of the 155 visitor

species that do not breed in

Hawaii.
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272 species

All Species

Of the 272 species resident now or recorded

as visitors (Pyle 1992). roughly 40<7f are perma-

nent residents, about equally divided between

native and alien species (Fig. 4). The breeding

visitors, all seabirds. are relatively few. The

remaining 55% of the species are nonbreeding

visitors. This large percentage for nonbreeding

visitor species is not surprising, since these

include many species that have wandered to

Hawaii as individual stragglers. But in terms of

total individuals, the picture is reversed. The

nonbreeding visitor species account tor proba-

bly the fewest individuals, while the breeding

visitor seabirds have much larger populations in

their huge nesting colonies in the unpopulated

Nonhwest Hawaiian Islands. But the largest of

all in total population are the alien residents,

which include the ubiquitous Japanese white-

eye (Zostewps japoiiiciis). zebra dove

(Geopelia striata), and other residents found

almost everywhere in the main populated

islands.

Birds known to have been in Hawaii in the

past, but which are no longer there, can be sum-

marized as follows: 16 species (resident-native)

have become extinct since Captain Cook's visit:

35 or more species (subfossils, probably native

residents) were extinct before Captain Cook's

visit: and about 150 species are alien introduc-

tions not established. Adding these to the 272

species here now constitutes about 475 species

of birds known to have occurred in Hawaii.

Trends

l^:Sl Resident species
- native

Hi Resident species
- alien

^1 Visitor species
-
breeding

^H Visitor species
•

nonbreeding

Fig. 4. Bird species currently resi-

dent in or visiting Hawaii.

Native Landbirds

Meaningful estimates of total populations of

landbirds in Hawaii are difficult to derive.

Native species have been confined, at least since

Captain Cook's visit, to thickly vegetated and

wet higher elevation forests on sleep slopes or

occupied by deep muddy bogs. Not surprising-

ly, naturalists over the years could make no real

estimates of landbird populations for the island

group or even for an individual island, despite

the relatively small total areas that were occu-

pied by many of these endemic species.

It was not until the Hawaii Forest Bird

Survey in the late 1970"s to early 1980"s that

thoroughly planned fieldwork was conducted,

leading to the first comprehensive population

estimates for native Hawaiian landbirds.

Pioneering techniques for field surveys in such

terrain and for statistical analysis were used to

obtain population estimates for the native land-

bird species on all forested islands except O'ahu

and Ni'ihau (Scott et al. 1986. 1988). For O'ahu

Island, Shallenberger's surveys during the latter

1970's in the Koolau Mountains (Shallenberger

and Vaughn 1978) and in the Waianae

Mountains (unpublished) have been the most

comprehensive.
More recently, Ellis et al. ( 1993) estimated

populations for each native forestbird on each

Hawaiian island, based on information available

at the end of 1992. These are not directly com-

parable with the earlier estimates derived from

field surveys. However, these estimates and

numerous other less comprehensive surveys

over the years involving some species on some

islands do reinforce a general consensus that

Hawaiian forestbirds have declined steadily

both in the long term during the past century

and in the short temi in the past decade.

Resident Waterbirds and Visitors

The Hawaii Division of Forestry and

Wildlife has conducted statewide counts of wet-

land birds semiannually during recent decades.

These have included resident wetland species

(not the seabirds) and nonbreeding visitor

species. Variations in these population counts

over the years rellect changes in available wet-

land habitat, thoroughness of coverage, and

possibly some irregular interisland movements.

Engilis and Pratt (1993) analyzed these

statewide counts for the resident species during

1978-87. Data from earlier surveys covering

only certain islands and using less rigorous

counting techniques are not readily comparable.

Longer-term historical trends in populations of

four endangered wetland species are being

examined for the Hawaii Wetland Bird

Recovery Plan now in preparation by the

Recovery Team for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (A. Engilis. personal communication).

The breeding visitor seabirds gather to nest

in large colonies in the Northwest Hawaiian

Islands. Gross estimates of population numbers

for these species made in the 1960's and again

in the late 1970's are not comparable for trends

analysis because of varying techniques used in

attempting to arrive at meaningful numbers in

these huge colonies totaling in the millions.

Harrison" (1990) discussed the difficulties

involved in making representative counts and

finds no evidence of long-term trends in species

numbers, although some wide fluctuations

occurred earlier this century. One notable fea-

ture has been the return of the Laysan albatross

(Diomedea immutabilis) as a breeding visitor to

Kaua'i and O'ahu in the main Hawaiian Islands.

Since 1977. a steady increase in numbers now

measured in the hundreds has local interest but

has had a rather small effect on the total

statewide population of millions.
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Extinction

The rate of extinction within Hawaii's

endemic birds is by far the highest in the United

States and is approached worldwide only with-

in a few other isolated island groups. At the time

of Captain Cook's visit in 1778 some 93

species and subspecies of native birds were

breeding in Hawaii, as determined by subse-

quent discovery and scientific description. In

the ensuing two centuries, at least 23 of these

have gone extinct (A.O.U. 1983) and another 13

are imperiled. Recent discoveries of the bones

of prehistorically vanished species now reveal a

vast anay of former birds that became extinct

long before Captain Cook arrived. Thirty-five of

these have already been scientifically described

(Olson and James 1991) and must represent

only a small fraction of the fonns of birds that

existed prehistorically in Hawaii.

Extinctions over the past 200 years (Fig. 5)

show a disproportionate number of bird species

vanishing during the 1890's, a decade conclud-

ing a period of intense discovery and collecting

of Hawaii's birds. A similar large decline in the

1980's represents nine forms not reported since

then. Ralph and van Riper ( 1985) discussed the

factors that have contributed to the decline in

Hawaiian bird populations since the arrival of

the Polynesians.

Aliens

An early listing of the alien species in Hawaii

was that of Caum (1933), who identified 92

species as alien introductions. These may be cat-

egorized as established, not established, or uncer-

tain. Most (75%) of the alien species established

in 1933 are still present (Pyle 1992). Few of those

deemed uncertain or not established in 1933 have

persisted until today. Introductions continued

during the I940's and 1950's but thereafter were

severely curtailed by stronger governmental
restrictions on importation of wild birds. Of the

54 alien species considered established in Hawaii

today, 31 (57%) had been introduced more than

60 years ago, and 23 (43%) have been introduced

and have become established since 1933.

Conclusion

Hawaii's birds comprise four groups: native

and alien resident species, and breeding and

nonbreeding visitor species. Factors affecting

population levels differ markedly among the

groups. Although current status of species with-

in all groups is fairly well understood, assessing

meaningful trends for species is difficult for

lack of comparable quantitative data on

statewide populations over time.
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Fig. 5. Extinction of native breed-

ing birds since 1778. Steps mark

the decade of the last record for

each form considered extinct

(A.O.U. 1983). The 70 forms

shown as currently existing

include 13 in peril, with steps

marking the decades of their last

known records. Yellow represents

prehistoric forms.
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Hawaii's

Endemic Birds

by

James D. Jacobi

Carter T. Atkinson

National Biological Ser\'ice

Fig. 1. Current status of endemic

Hawaiian bird species known to

exist at the time of Western con-

tact (1778).

The
endemic landbirds of Hawaii, particular-

ly the Hawaiian honeycreepers. an endemic

subfamily of the cardueline finches, are one of

the world's most dramatic examples of adaptive

radiation and speciation (see glossary) in island

ecosystems (Freed et al. 1987; Scott et al.

1988). From what is believed to have been a sin-

gle successful colonization of the Hawaiian

Archipelago by an ancestral species from North

America, the honeycreepers evolved into a

diverse array of species and subspecies of birds

with bills ranging from thick, seed-eating beaks

of the palila (Loxioides bailleiii), to small insec-

tivorous bills as seen on the "amakihi

(HemigiuitliHs vireiis). woodpecker-like adapta-

tions of the 'akiapola'au (//. mimnn). and large,

decurved nectar-feeding bills of the "iMvvi

( Vestiaria coccinea).

In addition to the honeycreepers, the histoii-

cally documented endemic Hawaiian avifauna

included three seabirds, several waterfowl, two

raptors, and perching birds that include a

species of crow, and representatives of Old

World flycatchers, honeyeaters. and thrushes. In

all, at least 71 endemic species and subspecies

of Hawaiian birds existed at the time of Captain
Cook's anival in the Hawaiian Islands in 1778.

Now, however, 76% of the Hawaiian birds are

either extinct or endangered, and several of the

remaining unlisted species are showing signifi-

cant population declines.

The arrival of humans to the Hawaiian

Islands—starting with the Polynesians more

than 1,500 years ago and continuing following

European contact—drastically changed many
natural ecosystems, leading not only to the

extinction of many plant and animal species, but

also to a significant reduction in both range and

abundance for many other taxa. Originally, the

Hawaiian birds were found in all habitat zones

on each island, but today few native forest birds

are found below 610-m (2.000-ft) elevation, and

many of the wetland areas that once provided
abundant habitat for waterbirds have been

destroyed.

Of the historically documented 71 taxa of

endemic Hawaiian birds, 23 are now extinct,

and 30 of the remaining 48 species and sub-

species are listed as endangered or threatened

by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS
1992), many with few or only single popula-
tions remaining (Fig. I; Table I: Table 2).

Studies of recently discovered fossil bird bones

have further identified nearly 40 addidonal

species of Hawaiian birds never seen alive by
the post-Cook naturalists: many of these

became extinct after the Polynesians arrived

(Olson and James 1982; H. James. Smithsonian

Institution, personal communication).

Table 1. Historically known endemic Hawaiian birds that

are now extinct.

Common name
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Table 2. Continued.
Species
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by MoLiiilainspnng and Scott (1983) lound a

ncgali\'e association between several native and

introduced bird species pairs, much more work

is needed to understand the significance of these

relationships. Similarly, preliminary evidence

suggests that arthropods such as the introduced

yellowjacket wasps iVi'spiiUi spp.) and several

species of ants may seriously deplete the resi-

dent arthropods that many native birds eat, par-

ticularly during nesting (P. Banko. NBS. per-

sonal communication).

Current Status

Table 2 summarizes the most recent infor-

mation on the status of endemic Hawaiian bird

species. The population size for many forest

birds conies from the Hawaii Forest Bird

Survey. 1976-81 (Scott et al. 1986). While most

of these numbers are more than 13 years old.

they represent a distribution and abundance

baseline upon which subsequent surveys can be

based. The trend infomiation in Table 2 is based

on population surveys conducted during the

past 13 years.

Seabirds

Three seabird species are endemic to

Hawaii: the endangered dark-rumped petrel

(Ptewdroma phaeopygia saiuhvichensis). the

threatened Newell's shearwater {Puffinus

uewclii). and the Hawaiian noddy (Anoits minii-

tus melanogenys). The first two relatively rare

species nest in upland forest or subalpine and

alpine sites. As with all of the ground-dwelling
or nesting birds, the dark-njniped petrel and

Newell's shearwater are extremely susceptible

to predation by cats. dogs, rats, and mongooses

during their long nesting period. A successful

predator-control program in nesting areas for

the dark-rumped petrel in Haleakala National

Park on Maui has resulted in a significant

increase in petrel productivity. Recently discov-

ered nesting areas for the dark-rumped petrel

and Newell's shearwater on the island of Hawaii

offer similar opportunities to use predator con-

trol to reestablish significant breeding colonies

for these species in upland habitats.

Waterbirds

Historically, the Hawaiian avifauna includes

six waterbird species, five of which are typical-

ly found in and around fresh-, brackish-, and

saltwater impoundments and estuaries (Engilis

and Pratt 1993). The sixth species, the nene or

Hawaiian goose (Branta sandwichensis).

though occasionally found around water, most

typically occurs in upland sites.

Continued loss of habitat and predation are

the two biggest threats to the remaining
Hawaiian waterbirds. Although the Hawaiian

coastal zone formerly contained many large

wetland areas, few remain. For example, the

resort area known as Waikiki Beach was an

extensive wetland that was drained in the early

I9()t)'s. Because introduced predators are a

major threat to waterbirds in Hawaii, predator

control has become essential in all waterbird-

management programs.
An intensive captive propagation and release

program has kept the nene from extinction. This

ground-nesting goose, however, is extremely
vulnerable to predation by introduced mon-

gooses, cats, dogs, and possibly rats and is not

able to sustain wild populations in most areas

(Stone et al. 1983). A recently established pop-
ulation on the island of Kauai appears to be

thriving, probably mostly because of the

absence of mongooses on this island.

Both duck species endemic to Hawaii are

endangered. The Laysan duck (Anas laysanen-

sis) is known only from Laysan Island, a small

atoll about halfway up the northwest Hawaiian

Island chain. Although population levels have

been as high as 600 birds over the past 23 years,

they dropped to fewer than 50 during 1993 (T.

Work, NBS, personal communication). Species

confined to such a small geographical area are

extremely vulnerable to natural disasters (e.g.,

hurricane damage) or human-related impacts

(e.g., introduction of disease or predators to the

island).

The koloa or Hawaiian duck {A. wyvilliciiui).

formerly found on all major Hawaiian Islands,

is now relatively rare, with small populations on

Kauai. Oahu, and Hawaii. It, too. is extremely

vulnerable to predators. Additionally, because

koloa on Oahu are hybridizing with feral popu-
lations of the closely related mallard (A.

pkityrhynchos; Engilis and Pratt 1993), a mal-

lard-control program has been recommended to

protect the native koloa populations from genet-

ic alteration.

• T'iwi {Vestiaria coccinea). Ttie
"

long sickle-bill of the
'

i" iwi

» enables it to feed on nectar from

g flowers and to probe for insects.
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Fig. 2. Summary of status of

endemic forest birds on the major

Hawaiian Islands.
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Hawaii thrush (M. obscunis) has relatively

rdhust populations on the windward side of the

island of Hawaii, but is extiipated in the wet

forests of both the leeward (Kona) side of the

island and in the Kohala region.

Conservation Outlook

While the prospects for survival of all

remaining Hawaiian bird species appear limit-

ed, conservation efforts to further the chances of

survival of even some of the rarest species can

be enhanced by using techniques such as

translocation, predator and disease vector con-

trol, and captive propagation in conjunction

with habitat-management prt^grams.

Kajai Oahu Lanai Molokai Maul Hawaii Avian Disease Research and Management

In addition to the waterhirds, the two rail

species endemic to Hawaii are now extinct. One

species, the Laysan rail (Porzana palineri).

known only from Laysan Island, became extinct

after introduced rabbits nearly totally defoliated

this small atoll in the early IQOO's (Berger

1 98 1 ). The other rail species endemic to Hawaii

[P. samhvichcnsis) was extremely rare in the

late 17(J0's when Western naturalists first began

to document the Hawaiian birds. This species

was probably extinct by the early 1900"s

(Berger 1981).

Forest Birds

Forest birds constitute the largest group of

Hawaiian birds, with 60 species and subspecies

described since Western contact. Several

species of passerines known from the

Northwest Hawaiian Islands are also included

with the forest bird group, although none of

these atolls has any forest habitat.

Both the greatest number of species and the

number of losses of species of Hawaiian birds

are found in the forest bird group. Of 60 endem-

ic species and subspecies of Hawaiian forest

birds, 22 are believed extinct, an additional 23

are endangered or threatened (USFWS 1992),

and 4 are candidate species for listing (Table 2).

Thirteen of the endangered forest birds have

estimated populations of less than 50 individu-

als; 10 of these species have not been sighted

during the past 10 years and may be extinct. The

island of Kauai, which seemed to be the only

island with all historically known bird species

still extant, now has five species that may be

extinct (Fig. 2). Surveys in 199.3 and 1994

resulted in finding only one of the endangered

forest bird species, the puaiohi or small Kauai

thrush (Myadestes palineri).

Only 1 1 Hawaiian forest bird taxa are con-

sidered relatively stable, but several populations

of these species, particularly the iiwi, have

experienced recent declines. The "oma'o or

Since 1992 the National Biological Service's

disease studies have focused on determining the

effect of pox and malaria transmission on the

island of Hawaii and whether significant

changes in the prevalence and distribution of

these diseases have occuned since van Riper

and colleagues completed their work in the late

1970"s. Major new efforts to develop strategies

for monitoring transmission of these diseases in

remote forest habitats and for controlling vector

populations are in progress.

In 1992 NBS scientists witnessed a major

pox and malaria epidemic in midelevation for-

est birds on the island of Hawaii. These birds

are highly susceptible to malaria. Results of

experimental infections with isolates of malaria

from wild birds demonstrated that a minimal

infective dose, equivalent to the bite of a single

malaria-infected mosquito, was sufficient to kill

90% of juvenile 'i~iwi under experimental con-

ditions. The high susceptibility of this species

could explain its disappearance during the past

20 years from many midelevation forests where

it was previously common.

Strategies for breaking the cycle of vector-

transmitted diseases include intensive environ-

mental management to reduce mosquito breed-

ing sites, chemical and biological control

agents, genetic manipulation of the vector pop-

ulation, and release of sterile male mosquitoes.

In addifion, removal of feral ungulates from

critical forest habitats may reduce available

breeding sites and mosquito densities to levels

too low to support disease transmission, but this

needs to be evaluated under controlled condi-

tions. Efforts by land managers in Hawaii to

fence and control feral ungulates will provide

an opportunity to coordinate disease research

with management.

Additional Research and Management

Conservation programs in Hawaii need to

have both species and ecosystem components.
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Species actions iiickide intensive site-manage-
ment programs (e.g.. predator control, disease

and vector control, food supplementation,
detailed ecological research, nest manipula-
tion), coupled with translocation and state-of-

the-art captive propagation and reintroduction.

These strategies are being applied to the criti-

cally endangered alala or Hawaiian crow

(Con'us hawaiiensis). During 1993 the remain-

ing wild population of 12 "alala was augmented
with the release of 5 juvenile birds hatched in

captivity from eggs removed from wild nests.

Limited nesting success in the remaining three

wild pairs prompted a "double-clutching" (see

glossary) strategy to increase egg productivity
and allow for artificial incubation and hatching.
Two other birds hatched from artificial incuba-

tion of wild-laid eggs were added to a captive

breeding flock; the 1994 season yielded five

chicks from wild nests and four new birds from

captive breeding.
Habitat and ecosystem management are also

essential to conserve the remaining Hawaiian

birds, as well as for recovery of rare and listed

species. Unless we can better protect the natur-

al ecosystems in Hawaii today, the already enor-

mous list of endangered and extinct species
known from the Hawaiian Islands will grow and

species that are still common will also decline.
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Palila [Loxioides l^ailleid) perched
in a mamane iSophora cliiysoplnl-

la) tree. This endemic forest bird

feeds primarily on the immature

seeds of the mamane.
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Global Climate Change

Overview
Scientists have long rec-

ognized climate, especial-

ly temperature and precipitation, as one of the

major ecological forces affecting the abun-

dance, location, and ecological health of living

organisms. This relationship is so strong that in

many cases, if biologists know what plants and

animals are present in an area, they can approx-
imate the climate of the area. Quantifying these

relationships will allow scientists to predict the

ecological consequences of global climate

change.

Recently the scientific community reached a

remarkable consensus on the likelihood and

magnitude of global climate change, describing
a likely scenario of a 3°C (5.4°F) average glob-
al warming, significant changes in the patterns
and abundance of precipitation, and 0.6-m ( 1 .9-

ft) sea-level rise in the next 60 years (Houghton
et al. 1990; LaRoe 1991). These changes will

occur faster than previous change in geologic

history and are therefore expected to have

greater ecological impact.
Because of the strong relation between cli-

mate and ecosystem health and distribution, the

U.S. Global Change Research Program has as a

major component the monitoring of plants and

animals to detect, understand, and ultimately

predict the effects of global climate change on

living resources (CEES 1990). The National

Biological Service's research includes several

projects to monitor the effects of climate change
on animal and plant populations and ecosys-
tems. Not only will the results of these projects

allow a better understanding of the ecological

effects of climate change, but they will also give
an early, clear indication of the onset and mag-
nitude of climate change because living

resources may be sensitive indicators of global

change.

Determining if long-term change in a

species' population abundance or distribution

was caused by specific climate changes is an

extremely difficult scientific problem for two

reasons: first, both climate and biological fac-

tors vary greatly from year to year, and these

annual variations often mask long-term trends,

making them difficult to detect. Second, several

factors such as habitat loss, hunting pressure,

competition with other native species and non-

native species, and contaminants are simultane-

ously affecting species" population size and dis-

tribution along with climate change so that it is

difficult to determine definitively the effect of

any one cause.

Some species of plants and animals already

may be affected by one type of global climate

change: global warming. Much of the evidence

Edward T. LaRoe
Senior Science Editor

National Biological
Service
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for this, however, is anecdotal or poorly docu-

mented. For example, some cold-intolerant

species such as opossums (Didelplii.s spp.) and

armadillos (Dasypiis novemcwctiis) have

expanded their range significantly northward

during the last 50 years, and some heat-sensitive

species, such as white birch {Bctula

papyrifem), have receded northward during the

same peiiod. Data from some recent studies

also suggest that global wanning may be influ-

encing the distribution or physiology of other

plants and animals. Although these data are not

sulTicient to determine cause and effect rela-

tionships, they are intiiguing enough to identify

future research needs.

The articles that follow all investigate inter-

esting trends between one aspect of climate

change
—

global warming—and plant and ani-

mal behavior. Root and Weckstein document

long-term change in the winter distribution of

some birds: global warming is one possible

explanation for these changes. LaRoe and

Rusch's article shows change in onset of hatch-

ing behavior in selected populations of geese;

and Oglesby and Smith's contribution shows a

long-term trend in migratory behavior of some

birds and in blooming of some plants. Finally,

Morse et. al. use existing models to provide a

preliminary assessment of patterns of plant vul-

nerability to climate change.

All four articles are subject to the complexi-
ties common to most work on global change; all

the trends show dramatic year-to-year variation

in response to short-term temperature changes
and all have multiple possible explanations; and

while all show intriguing statistical correlations,

none demonstrates a cause-and-effect relation-

ship. Moreover, these trends do not affect all

species, because different species have different

sensitivities to temperature and because global
climate change is not the only factor affecting

species. As discussed in Root and Weckstein's

ailicle, a number of competing hypotheses can

be used to explain these changes. Nonetheless,

together these articles suggest that global wann-

ing should be considered as a contributing fac-

tor.
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Changes in

Winter Ranges
of Selected

Birds, 1901-89

by

Terry L. Root

Jason D. Weckstein

University of Michigan

Over
time the ranges of species expand and

contract, and abundance patterns shift.

Ranges can expand when suitable new habitat

becomes available or when population pressure
forces migration to new areas. Contractions can

occur when populations decline and individuals

abandon less-than-ideal habitats, which are

often along the edges of species' ranges.

We wish to compare historical and recent

range and abundance patterns of selected win-

tering birds, categorize the type of changes that

occurred, and speculate on possible causes of

the changes. We found range expansions in

most birds examined; only a few species exhib-

ited contractions, and patterns of abundance

shifted in almost all species.

Sources of Data

We used data collected by volunteers for the

National Audubon Society's Christmas Bird

Counts. Wing (1947) summarized data from

1901-40 (from winter 1900-01 to winter 1939-

40), which included 6,853 censuses. We
obtained data for 32,167 censuses from the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service for 1960-89, exclud-

ing those for 1969, which were not available at

time of analysis. For more information on how
we used these data, see Root and Weckstein

(1994).

Changes in Ranges

We found extensive changes in the ranges
and abundance patterns of the birds we exam-

ined. Environmental changes that facilitate

learrangements in species' ranges and abun-

dances can be due to natural factors, such as

hunicanes transporting cattle egrets (Bubulcus

ibis) to North America (Bock and Lepthien

1976). In the fairly recent past, however, such

changes have been primarily precipitated by
humans, including breaking sod in the prairies

for fanning, which allowed the western spread
of American robins {Tunius migratorius: Bent

1949). and building cooling ponds for waste

heat from power plants, which provided open
water for various wintering ducks in the north-

em states (Root 1988a).

Over the last several decades most ecologi-

cal studies examining range and abundance

changes have focused primarily on investigating

direct natural and human-induced effects of

habitat change. Consequently, by reading the
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literature one gets the impression that such

changes are the most common and most impor-
tant.

hidirect effects of habitat change, however,

are probably just as common and important, and

perhaps even more so. although obtaining clear

obvious evidence for indirect effects is diftlcult

given the fact that other factors are changing at

the same time. One such effect is the biotic

response to the abiotic changes induced by
human disturbance. A good example is changes
in birds" ranges in response to increasing tem-

perature.

Range Expansion

One way to examine the possible importance
of global wanning on changing ranges is exam-

ining possible physiological mechanisms con-

straining birds" ranges to warm areas. Previous

work has shown that 50 species of songbirds

(e.g., sparrows and warblers) have range bound-

aries apparently dictated by average minimum

January temperatures (Root 1988b). Ongoing
studies of a few of these key species have shown

significant changes in the location of northern

range boundaries from year to year, and these

correspond to annual climate changes.

Preliminary studies on noilhern cardinals

(Carcliiuili.s cunllnalis) suggest that the lack of

stored fat, which is needed to fuel increased

metabolic rates in colder areas (Root 1991 ), is

the primary factor restraining this bird's range.

Consequently, as the earth warms, we expect
birds with ranges restricted by low temperatures
to readily expand their ranges. Such expansions

may indeed be already occurring.

Successfully managed birds show extensive

range expansions. Up to 1940, the mute swan

(Cygiius olor) was recorded only in

Pennsylvania and Michigan (Fig. la), but since

then, programs to introduce and establish it
—

primarily in parks
—have allowed it to spread to

19 states (Fig. lb).

The wild turkey {Meleagris gaUopavo)
shows even a more dramatic change (Fig. 2). It

originally occurred in the Southwest and in all

the states east of the 100th meridian, except for

North Dakota (Schorger 1966). Hunting pres-

sures, habitat loss, and disease spread by
domestic poultry all contributed to its dramatic

range contraction (Schorger 1966: Hewitt 1967;

Lewis 1973). Froin 1901 to 1940 it was record-

ed in only 10 states (Fig. 2a). Turkeys were rein-

troduced into all but three states within its orig-
inal range and introduced into all the states out-

side its original range (Fig. 2b). Obviously,

management has had a major effect on this

gamebird.

Similarly, people may have contributed to a

change in both ranges and abundances of vari-

ous seed-eating birds (Fig. 3). On average, a

Mule swan

^^

0,71-1,00

m 0.46 - 0,70

0,26 - 0,45

0,11-0.25

0.01-0,10

No data

M
Fig. 1. Range and abundance pattem.s of the mute swan, (a) Data Irom 1901 to 1940. (b) Data

froni 1460 to 1989 (except l%9).

third of the households in North America pro-
vide about 60 lb of bird food a year, with the

average being even higher in New England
(Ehrlich et al. 1988). Consequently, feeders

may have contributed to the expansion of win-

ter ranges of some birds into the northeastern

part of the country (e.g., mourning dove

[Zcnaiclci macroiira] Fig. 3; tufted titmouse

[Parus hicolor]: noilhern cardinal; and evening

grosbeak [Coccothrauste.s vespertiiiiis]).

Habitat change due to logging may have

contributed to the extensive and recent range

changes of the barred owl (Stri.x varia; Fig. 4),

which tends to prefer mixed-aged forests.

Before 1972 no northern populations of this owl

were reported west of the 100th meridian (Root

1988a). The recent expansion is of concern

because this owl's range is now partly sympatric
with that of the endangered northern spotted
owl (iS. occidentalis caitrina), which prefers

ancient forests. The consequences of competi-
tion between these two species are not under-

stood well yet, but nesting sites, foraging, and

diet are similar, particularly in the Northwest

(Taylor and Forsman 1976). Anecdotal evi-

dence, however, suggests the larger, more

aggressive barred owl may be able to displace
the smaller spotted owl (Sharp 1989).

Other raptors (e.g., northern hairier [Circus

cyaneus] and feiTuginous hawk [Biiteo regalis])

have also significantly expanded their ranges. In

particular, the golden eagle (Aqiilla cluysaetos)
has moved east, while the bald eagle
{Haliaeetus leucoceplialus: Fig. 5) has spread
into the center of the continent.

Over the years humans have strongly influ-

enced the expansion of the bald eagle's range

through water-management programs (Root

1988a). Large lakes and impoundments built in

the 1930's, locks placed on major waterways.

Barred owl

Wild turkey

Fig. 2. Range and abundance pat-

terns of the wild turkey, (a) Data

from 1901 to 1940, (b) Data from

1960 to 1989 (except 1969).

Mourning dove

Fig. 3. Range and abundance pat-

terns of the mourning dove, (a)

Data from 1901 to 1940. (b) Data

from 1960 to 1989 (except 1969).

Fig. 4. Range and abundance patterns of the barred owl. (aj Data from 1901 to 1940. (b) Data

from 1960 to 1989 (except 1969).
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AS part of the joint United States-Canada

eft'oils to monitor populations of Arctic

geese and to provide data necessai7 to set

hunting regulations, scientists have recorded

not only goose population levels, but also

nesting behavior. Maclnnes et al. (1990)

analyzed data from four long-term studies of

five different Arctic goose populations.
These studies documented the date the eggs
hatched and the clutch size (number of eggs

per nest) over 35 years (Fig. I ).

The dates of nest initiation and hatch are

clearly affected by climate and are delayed

by cold weather. The records not only show

wide fluctuations from year to year in

response to annual variations in climate, but

also demonstrate a consistent trend toward

Fig. 1. Location of four monitoring sites. Sites

chosen represent localities with information for 5

or more years. Site 1-McConnell River

(60° 50'N. 94' 25"W; snow goose \Chen

caerulescens] and small Canada goose [Bninto

canadensis]): 2- La Perouse Bay (?S" 24" N. 94

24'W; snow goose); .^-Cape Churchill (58" 25'N.

93°W; medium Canada goose); and 4—South-

hampton Island (63° 60'N, 86°W; .snow goose).

Changes in Nesting
Behavior of Arctic Geese

by
Edward T. LaRoe
Donald H. Rusch

National Biological Service

earlier hatching over the period (Fig. 2).

Young Arctic geese today, on the average.

hatch about 30 days earlier than they did .35

years ago; during the same time, average
clutch size has shrunk (Fig. 3). Maclnnes et

al. ( 1990) suggest the change in nest date is

a result of climatic amelioration, that is.

- Southhampton snow goose

La Perouse Bay snow goose

warming (although whether from a long-

term trend or short-term cycle is unclear),

and the change in clutch size is a result of

habitat deterioration.

Reference
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goose nesting dates in the Hudson Bay Region.
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Fig. 2. Date of first egg. Although all sites displayed large fluctuations

the mean (average) hatch date became significantly earlier during the period 1951-86. There were no

significant differences in the slopes of trends among sites or species.
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Canada goose (Branta canadensis). Fig. 3. Clutch size of nests of snow and Canada geese at Hudson Bay.
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and numerous hydroelectric plants built with

cooling ponds provide open water in winter,

which this eagle needs for hunting (Southern

1963).

The winter abundance of the bald eagle

throughout most of the contiguous United

States dropped by about a third from 1957 to

1970 because of the use of persistent insecti-

cides (e.g.. DDT) and habitat destruction

(Brown 1975). Since World War II. population
declines in the East have been blamed on habi-

tat destruction due to human disturbances

(waterfront housing and outdoor recreation;

Sprunt 1969). Shooting by ranchers from small

planes from the late 1930's to the early 1960"s

could have depressed their abundance during
this period and later (USFWS 1992).

Range Contractions

Of the 58 species examined, only 4 showed

range contractions. This result could have been

partly an artifact of our sample: we did not

examine species that have very restricted

ranges. It may also be due to our methods of

examination because species had to abandon

entire states, not just part of them, before we
recorded a contraction. Of the four species

showing range contractions, one is the brown-

headed cowbird (Molotbrus ater) and the other

three depend on open water: pied-billed grebe

(Podilymbus podiceps), northern pintail {Anas

acuta), and common merganser (Mergus mer-

ganser).

The contraction of the northern pintail is of

particular concern (Fig. 6). This game species
has been extensively managed, yet estimates of

its breeding population have shown a fivefold

decrease since the mid-1900"s (USFWS 1992).

The reasons for this large decline are not yet
understood.

Conclusion

The data collected by volunteers for the

National Audubon Society's Christmas Bird

Counts provide excellent information to exam-

ine the ranges and abundance patterns of win-

tering North American birds over both a very
broad spatial scale and a long temporal scale.

The changes that we found were primarily due

to human activity, both purposeful (e.g., man-

agement of game species) and accidental. Some
of these changes could be viewed as being ben-

eficial (e.g., water management programs

increasing bald eagle numbers), while others

could be viewed as negative (e.g., logging
allowed barred owls to invade spotted owl terri-

tories).

Bald eagle

Northern pintail

0.71-1.00

0.46-0.70

m 0.26-0,45

0-11—0,25

C.01-0,10

No data

Fig, 5, Range and abundance patterns of the bald eagle, (a) Data from 1901 to 1940. (bl Data

from 1960 to 1989 (except 1969).
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Climate

Change in the

Northeast

by

Ray T. Oglesby

Charles R. Smith

Cornell University

Fig. 1. New York locations from

which phenological data were

obtained. I -Allegheny Plateau

(birds); 2-Cayuga Lake basin,

Ithaca (birds); and 3-Hudson

Highlands (flowering plants and

birds).

Fig. 2. Trend for hepatica

{Hepatica aculiloha) from the

Hudson Highlands (Mohonk

Preserve) of southeastern New
York, showing tendency for earlier

spring blooming. The negative

slope of the trend is significant at

P < 0.05.

Climate
is a principal lieterminant of biolog-

ical (distributions and of patterns that char-

acterize the seasonal physiology and behavior

of many oiganisms (Gates 1993). Consequently,
a changing climate should elicit responses in

these biological properties. Detecting and char-

acterizing such changes are logical early steps

in assessing the significance of climate change
to species and ecosystems (Schwartz 1990).

Most published work on this subject involves

species and ecosystem modeling based on

known physiological and behavioral traits of

selected species. This article presents evidence

froiTi an aiTay of phenological data suggesting
that climate change is occuiring and that its bio-

logical effects may already be of considerable

magnitude. (Phenological data are those associ-

ated with the relationship between climate and

periodic phenomena like bird migration and

flowering.)

Most research intended to explore possible
effects of climate change on vegetation has

understandably focused on agricultural and for-

est plants. Our approach, however, focuses on

examining historical trends at the regional level

and identifying species of potential value as cli-

mate change indicators. With the assumption,
based on climate niodels. that unidirectional

warming is already occurring and will probably
accelerate over the next few decades, we began
to search for evidence of biological responses

among very different groups of organisms.
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Specifically, dates of the first return of spring-

migrating birds and of the first bloom of spring
wildflowers in the Northeast were sought in

long-term (50 or more years), continuous, reli-

able records.

We computerized and analyzed two major
and several minor long-term data sets from

handwritten lecords from three New York State

locations (Fig. 1 ). An especially rich source was
records from the Cayuga Biid Club at Ithaca.

Highly reliable observers recorded first spring

sightings of migratory birds from 1903 to the

present in the Cayuga Lake basin of central

New York as delineated by Wiegand and Eames
(1925). A second source of extensive, high-

quality information was records for dates of

first spring airival for migrating birds and dates

of first bloom for spring wildflowers at the

Mohonk Preserve, an upland site in the mid-

Hudson Highlands region of southeastern New
York; these records extend from the late I920's

onward. Both sites are expected to continue

generating comparable data sets. A third data

set includes dates of first spring arrival for

Louisiana waterthrush (Seiunis motacilla) and

solitary vireo (Vireo solitarius) in western New
York (1952 to present) on the Allegheny
Plateau.

Our general approach to data analysis has

been in the form of species plots with date of

first arrival or first bloom as the vertical axis

and sequence of years as the horizontal axis

(Figs. 2-4).

Status and Trends

Flowering Plants

Phenological data were examined for 15

species of spring wildflowers on time of first

blooming at the Hudson Highlands site (Fig. 2).

Six species of wildflowers all exhibited signifi-

cantly earlier (P < 0.05) rather than later bloom-

ing (averaging -19.8 days/50 yr: /?- = 0.26). The

remaining nine species showed no significant

patterns of change. We only can speculate why
six species exhibited such a pionounced change
and nine others did not. Clues may be obtained

when existing data for other plant species at this

site are examined. For example, the set of

species showing earlier blooming appears to

include plants typically found in more open
locations where soil temperature would show
the earliest and most rapid response to warm-

ing. One woody shrub, common witch-hazel

(Hciinanielis virginiana). which blooms in early

fall, also showed a significant trend toward ear-

lier bloom.

95
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Potential

Impacts of

Climate

Change on
Nortli

American
Flora

by
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Lynn S. Kiitner
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John T. Kartesz

North CaroUna Botanical

Garden

Climate
change is a natural phenomenon that

has occurred throughout the history of the

earth. The frequency and magnitude of climate

change have varied substantially during and

between glacial periods, and temperatures on

both global and local scales have been both sub-

stantially warmer and colder than present-day

averages (Ruddiman and Wright 1987; Pielou

1991; Peters and Lovejoy 1992). While poten-

tial magnitudes of local and global climate

change are of concern, it is the predicted rate of

temperature change that poses the greatest

threat to biodiversity. The ability of species to

survive rapid climate changes may partially

depend on the rate at which they can migrate to

newly suitable areas.

In the next few centuries climate may
change rapidly because of human intluences.

The concentrations of "greenhouse"" gases in the

atmosphere are being altered by activities such

as carbon dioxide emission from burning fossil

fuels. Models of climate change (IPCC 1990.

1992) predict an increase in mean global tem-

perature of about 1.5-4.5°C ( 2.7-8.Vf) in the

next century. Temperature changes suggested

by general circulation models would present

natural systems with a wanner climate than has

been experienced during the last I ()().()()() years.

While this would be a substantial change from

the current climate, the rale of climate change is

the greatest determinant of the impact on bio-

logical diversity. Future climate change due to

human inlluences could occur many times

faster than any past episode of global climate

change (IPCC 1990, 1992; Schneider et al.

1992).

The strong association between distributions

of plant species and climate suggests that rapid

global climatic changes could alter plant distri-

butions, resulting in extensive reorganization of

natural communities (Graham and Grimm
1990). Climate changes could also lead to local

extirpations of plant populations and species

extinctions. The effects of global climate

change are likely to vary regionally, depending
on factors such as proximity to oceans and

mountain ranges. Alteration of the amount and

timing of precipitation and evaporation would

affect soils and habitats; freshwater ecosystems
are likely to be vulnerable to these changes in

hydrology (Carpenter et al. 1992). Even minor

fluctuations in the availability of water can rad-

ically affect habitat suitability for many wetland

plant species. Rapid, large-scale shifts in tem-

perature, precipitation, and other climate pat-

terns could have broad ecological effects, pre-

senting major challenges to the conservation of

biodiversity.

Analysis of Potential Effects

An analysis conducted by The Nature

Conservancy on the potential effects of climate

change on the native vascular tlora of North

America (Morse et al. 1993) provides a prelim-

inary assessment of patterns of plant species"

vulnerability. For this preliminary analysis, we
made several simplifying assumptions about the

relationships between plants and climate to esti-

mate the viable climate "envelopes'" for each of

over 15.000 native vascular plant species in

North America recognized in the checklist by
Kartesz (1994).

The principal assumptions are that climate

determines the range of plant species; mean
annual temperature adequately approximates
climate; species distribution appears to be in

equilibrium with present climate; and a species"

cunent climate envelope is equivalent to its tol-

erance of climate variation. Together, these

assumptions state that the current distribution of

each species is greatly influenced by climate

and that temperature adequately represents cli-

mate.

Clearly, each of the above assumptions are

not actually met for all native vascular plant

species. For example, precipitation and soil

moisture are extremely important determinants

of range limits in some regions. These simpli-

fied temperature envelopes, however, allow the

initial identification of broad patterns of

species" vulnerability to cliinate change.
In the analysis, the mean temperature was

uniformly increased in 1°C (1.8°F) increments

up to an increase of 20°C (36°F) above current

mean annual temperatures (Fig. 1). Many
species would be vulnerable to climate change
in all scenarios of uniform temperature
increase. With a mean global warmina of 3°C

100-

6 8 10 12 14

Temperature increase (°C)

Fig. 1. Tlie proportion of native vascular plant species that

were entirely out of their climate envelopes as a function

of the increase in temperature above mean annual temper-

ature. Three methods were used to determine climate

envelopes (A. B, C).
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(5.4°F), 1% to 11% of 15.148 native vascular

plant species in North America (about 1.060 to

1 .670 species) could be entirely out of their cli-

mate envelopes. These species would thus be

vulnerable to extinction unless they can migrate

rapidly enough or can persist despite climate

change. In comparison, about 90 plant species

in North America are believed to have gone
extinct in the last two centuries (Russell and

Morse 1992).

Rarity and Vulnerability

Of the native vascular plant species studied,

about 4.100 (27%) are considered rare by The

Nature Conservancy {see article by Stein et al..

p. .^99. for definitions of ranking system for rar-

ity). These species occur at fewer than 100 sites

or are comparably vulnerable. Our analysis

shows that these rare plants are likely to be fur-

ther affected by climate change. In this analysis,

about 10%- 18% of the rare species would be

vulnerable to a mean 3°C (5.4°F) temperature

increase. In contrast, only 1 % to 2% of the com-

mon species appear vulnerable under these con-

ditions. These results imply that numerous rare

vascular plant species could be additionally

threatened by climate change. Early warnings
of species" vulnerability to a rapidly changing
climate might allow the development and

implementation of new conservation strategies

before a crisis occurs, thus improving the suc-

cess rate for the protection of rare plants while

minimizing the cost.

Regional Patterns of

Vulnerability

Based on the uniform 3°C (5.4°F) mean

increase in temperature used for this prelimi-

nary climate change impacts analysis, there

appear to be regional patterns to the proportion

of potentially vulnerable species in each state or

province (Fig. 2). In this initially simplified

analysis, the southeastern states have the high-

est percentage of species out of their climate

envelopes, while the Great Plains states and

provinces may experience proportionally fewer

species losses. The relatively high proportion of

species vulnerability in the Southeast may be

due in part to the presence in state floras of

Appalachian Mountain species at their southern

range limits. Many of these species are already

rare in states along their southern range limits

and are likely to be lost from the local floras if

the climate warms.

Global warming models, however, suggest

that the temperature and precipitation changes
in the interior of the continent will be far greater

than in coastal regions. In the Great Plains,

some models suggest increases in summer tem-
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flora
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1.1-5%

0.1 - 1%

0%

Incomplete

data

peratures by 4-7°C (7.2-12.6°F). accompanied

by dramatic decreases in precipitation. Future

analyses that incorporate regional changes in

climate projected by models will further refine

our understanding of regional patterns of plant

species" vulnerability to climate change.

Dispersal and Persistence of

Vascular Plants

The survival of species during periods of

changing climate will be determined in part by
their abilities to disperse to new sites or to per-

sist in place. For this analysis, a dispersal-abili-

ty .scale was used to assess the potential for dif-

ferent species to migrate. The scale is based on

characteristics important to species mobility

such as pollination mechanisms, dispersal

mechanisms, reproductive characteristics,

degree of self-compatibility, growth form,

trophic type, and number of populations.

Biological factors likely to increase species

mobility include wind pollination, at least par-

tial self-compatibility, dispersal of propagules

by wind or birds, and a short generation time.

Characteristics such as dependence on specific

pollinators (e.g., yucca and yucca moth), dis-

persal by ants, or a long generation time reduce

the chances for successful rapid dispersal and

establishment. By using these criteria, most of

the species studied appear to have an intermedi-

ate dispersal potential.

The species in this analysis that would be

vulnerable in a -i-3°C (5.4°F) climate appear to

have characteristics that limit long-distance dis-

persal (Fig. 3). This suggests that the plants

potentially most vulnerable to climate change

may be those forced to adapt in place to new

conditions. In general, rare plants and narrow

endemics will be particularly endangered by

climate change. These plants often have restrict-

ed ranges, a reduced seed source, and may
depend on specific microclimatic conditions for

Fig. 2. The proportion of species

that would be out of their climate

envelope in each state or province

with a +3°C (+5.4''F) temperature

change.
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Fig. 3. The proportion of species

on the dispersal-ability scale that

are out of their climate envelopes

(vulnerable) or in their climate

envelopes (not vulnerable) with a

+3°C (+5.4°F) temperature

change. Full data were available

for 8.668 species.

3 4 5

Dispersal ability

7 High

survival. Rate plants would thus potentially

have tiouble niigiating to comparable new sites,

regardless of their ability to disperse. For exam-

ple. Boott's rattlesnake-root (Prenanlhes hoot-

tii) and mountain avens {Geum peckii). endem-

ic to alpine habitats in the northeastern United

States, would be pai'ticularly sensitive to global

warming.

Migration Rate

During the warming at the end of the last

glacial period, plant migration rates, as calculat-

ed from the fossil pollen record, ranged from

about 5 to 130 km (3-90 mi) per century

(Shugart et al. 1986). Human-caused climate

change may occur at rates more than five times

faster than any changes since the last glacial

maximum, including the period of most rapid

deglaciation (Oveipeck et al. 1991). Various

studies have suggested that such rapid climate

changes would require shifts of plant ranges of

up to 500 km (300 mi) within the next century,

exceeding the known rates of migration for

many plant species (Davis 1984; Davis and

Zabinski 1992).

Since species respond individually to cli-

mate change, migration rates will vary within

and among natural coinmunities. It is unlikely

that entire biological communities would move

together in response to climate changes
(Graham and Grimm 1990). Some plants may
respond rapidly to changes: others may survive

for several generations in place or persist as

long-lived clones despite significant climate

change. The fossil record provides evidence of

decade- or even century-long time lags in

species migration (Davis 1989). The process of

changing community composition in response

to climate change has been documented in the

fossil record through the disassociation and

reassembly of plant and aniinal taxa (Graham

and Grimm 1990). This variation in species

assemblages displays the transitory nature of

former as well as existing and future communi-

ty types.

Temperature extremes and changes in the

frequency and .severity of local disturbances

may have a greater influence on the survival of

plant species at particular locations than small

shifts in the average climate. More frequent

droughts, fires, and pest and pathogen outbreaks

are predicted to act in conjunction with climate

change to significantly transfomi the landscape

(Peters 1992). This prediction is supported by

paleoecological evidence that altered distur-

bance regiines can intensify the effects of cli-

inate change on plants and increase the amount

of overall vegetational change (Davis 1989).

Threats by Weedy Exotics

With global climate change, some exotic

weeds may be favored over native species.

Many weeds are able to expand relatively

quickly, posing serious threats to existing

species and overall biodiversity (Schwartz

1992). Many weedy species are widespread,

prolific, fast-growing annuals capable of estab-

lishing in disturbed habitats and are often

favored by disturbances. Climate-induced

changes could expose native plants to non-

native competitors for the first tiine (Peters

1992). stressing the balance established

between native plants and their habitat. Exotic

weeds may become a greater problem in the

management of many preserves and natural

areas.

Landscape Fragmentation

The potentially rapid rates of warming, com-

bined with habitat loss and fragmentation from

human development, suggest that many species

will not adjust as successfully to climate change
as in the past. Most native plant species exist in

a highly fragmented landscape that further sep-

arates appropriate habitat patches, increasing

the dependence of many species on relatively

rare events of long-distance dispersal.

Furthermore, species often must disperse across

hostile habitats, including I'oads. cities and sub-

urbs, and farmland (Peters 1992). Finally, plants

would need to establish themselves in land-

scapes where many of the open or disturbed

areas have been colonized by aggressive weedy
exotics.

Climate Change and
Conservation Planning

Rapid climate change could place novel

demands and constraints on plant species con-

servation. Vulnerability to climate change could

affect selection and design of new preserves and

management procedures in existing preserves,

especially in southern or low-elevation portions

of species" ranges. Management of species

threatened by climate change could involve
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restoration and transplantation of species

among preserves or into new locations. Actions

such as removal of exotic species or hydrologi-

cal controls may not be qualitatively different

than those that are currently required of land

managers, but climate change may increase the

intensity and frequency of threats from exotic

species, drought, and tire. In view of the unpre-

dictable and potentially devastating effects of

global climate change on species" viability and

distribution, conservation strategies such as

propagation of critical species outside of their

natural range to provide materials for reintro-

ductions are likely to become increasingly

important to preserve biological diversity.
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Human Influences

Overview
The following articles are

directed at neither a spe-

cific species nor an ecosystem, but at human
activities that affect living resources nationally

and internationally. These broad-scale effects

on, and changes in. ecosystem health are fre-

quently the result of local or regional actions

and land-use practices that collectively have

effects across the nation.

The first article (Stein et al.) examines the

significance of federal lands as refugia for the

protection and conservation of endangered

species. Stein et al. (box) then describe a system
used to rank species by their need for conserva-

tion measures to prevent their endangerment
and future extinction. In the article by Friend,

we leam about the history of diseases in water-

fowl, the trends in disease outbreak, and how
the loss of wetlands and the discharge of water

can be associated with these disease outbreaks.

Dein et al. describe the use of propagation and

translocation (transplanting species to a certain

area) to recover or augment threatened or

endangered species as well as recreational

species. Dein et al. also examine the secondary

consequences of such efforts on the transfer and

spread of disease to wildlife, domestic animals,

and humans. Cumulatively, these articles broad-

en the focus of status and trends assessments

beyond individual species and ecosystems, and

begin to reveal the interrelatedness between

species, ecosystems, and human activities.

The remainder of the articles focus on the

effects of pollution that results from human
activities such as agricultural, industrial, and

municipal development. The articles pay special

attention to monitoring of pollution because the

effects of pollution are excellent examples of

the links between ecosystem health and the

health of organisms, including humans, that

depend on those systems.

The first article on pollution (Turgeon and

Robertson) describes toxic contaminants in fish

and mollusks from U.S. coastal waters. Next.

Schmitt and Bunck describe the trends of chem-

ical residues in fish and wildlife from across the

nation during the past 25 years. The note by
Glaser emphasizes how birds are being affected

by the "'new family" of pesticides in use across

the United States.

Schreiber discusses the adverse impacts of

acid deposition (acid rain) on sensitive species

and ecosystems and the influence of recent reg-

ulatory efforts to control this form of pollution.

Everson and Graber describe the results of a

long-term study on the effects of acid rain on

forest watersheds, the secondary impacts on

water chemistry because of leaching of nutri-

ents from soils, and the influence of a forest fire

on the process. Allen discusses the agricultural

Service

1849 C St. NW
Washington, DC 20240
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effects on wildlife habitat.

Overall, these varied articles introduce the

ways in which large-scale as.sessments of status

and trends in the health and condition of biota

also provide an excellent indication of overall

ecosystem health, particularly in relation to the

less visible effects such as long-term, subtle

declines due to diseases and pollution.

Significance of

Federal Lands
for

Endangered
Species

by

Bruce A. Stein

The Nature Consenancy

Tom Bredeii

Association for Biodiversity

Information

Richard Warner
The Nature Conservancy

^1 90% or more ol occurrences

I I 50% or more of occurrences

^1 Occurring at least once

^1 Not recorded on federal lands

^1 Total listed species

The
federal government has overall trust

responsibilities for species listed as threat-

ened or endangered under the Endangered

Species Act (ESA). The options available for

managing and protecting these species, howev-

er, are directly related to the ownership of the

lands on which the species are found. This arti-

cle provides information about the presence and

numbers of federally listed species on federal

lands and the responsibility of federal land man-

agers to care for these species. Our analysis

helps evaluate the potential and actual role of

federal land-management agencies in the over-

all protection of threatened and endangered

species (Natural Heritage Data Center Network

1993).

Natural Heritage Programs—a partnership

between state and federal agencies and The

Nature Conservancy—gather and manage a

variety of information linking both biological

and nonbiological factors of relevance to bio-

diversity conservation. Central to this effort is

the inventory of all known occurrences for

species of conservation concern, including all

federally listed endangered or threatened

species. An occuirence is defined as an example
of a species at a specific location representing a

habitat capable of sustaining the survival of that

species. What constitutes an occurrence

depends on the biology of the particular species,

but most often reflects a mappable and geo-

graphically distinct population or subpopula-
tion. Pertinent information is documented for

each occurrence, such as the biological health

and population trends of the occurrence, habitat

quality, protection or management status, and

land ownership.

Heritage Programs in all 50 states queried
their data bases for all documented occun-ences

Fig. 1. Listed species occurring
on federal lands.

Karncr hllK' tiLl(lcrtl\ (IahicuIcs nulissti saniucli.^). an

endangered species found partially on federal lands.

Vertebrates Plants

of federally listed species in their jurisdiction

and reported the class of landowner or type of

tnanaging agency. (Note: "Species"" under the

ESA includes subspecies as well as full species;

in the strictest taxonomic sense these collective-

ly would be referred to as "'taxa."") Only occur-

rences observed since 1973 were included in the

analysis.

While the Heritage Programs are the most

comprehensive source for such locality infor-

mation on rare species and reviewed about

350,000 occurrence records for this analysis,

this information is incomplete for four reasons:

( 1 ) Heiltage Programs may not be aware of all

occurrences, and indeed, many populations for

species of concern may yet be discovered; (2)

most programs have a data-entry backlog; (3)

not all data centers have completely recorded

the land ownerships for all their occuiTcnce

records; and (4) species occurrences in lakes

and rivers are generally not recorded as under

the jurisdiction of a federal agency except
where they are entirely included in such areas as

national parks or wildlife refuges. On the other

hand, in many states more is known about the

status of listed species on federal lands than on

state or private lands. This imbalance in the

available data, largely the result of federally

funded inventories on federal lands, will tend to

overstate the proportion of a species" range or

population on federal lands.

Species on Federal Lands

This analysis includes 344 plant, 254 verte-

brate, and 1 30 invertebrate species found in the

50 United States that as of March 1993 were
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Resources
available for conservation of

species and ecosystems invariably are in

short supply relative to the needs for those

resources. Targeting conservation and man-

agement actions toward those species and

ecosystems in greatest need, and where

opportunities for success are greatest,

requires clearly established priorities.

Accordingly, setting priorities is a necessary

prerequisite for effective biodiversity con-

servation and ecosystem management.

Many systems and methods for setting

priorities and determining endangerment sta-

tus have been developed, including those

used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

the lUCN (World Conservation Union; for-

merly International Union for the Conserv-

ation of Nature and Natural Resources), and

many individual states. Among the most

widely applied systems is the biodiversity

status-ranking system developed and used by
the Natural Heritage Network and The Nature

Conservancy (Master 1991; Morse 1993;

Stein 1993). This ranking system has been

designed to evaluate the biological and con-

servation status of plant and animal species

and within-species taxa as well as ecological

communities. For status-ranking purposes,

collectively these are all referred to as "ele-

ments" of natural diversity (Jenkins 1988).

Status ranks are based primarily on objec-

tive factors relating to a species' rarity, popu-
lation trends, and threats. Four aspects of rar-

ity are considered: number of individuals,

number of populations or occurrences, rarity

of habitat, and size of geographic range.

Ranks are assigned according to a rigorous

and standardized process, with all supporting
information documented in Heritage Program
data bases. Ranking is based on an approxi-

mately logarithmic scale, ranging from (1)

critically imperiled to (5) demonstrably
secure (Table). Typically species with ranks

from one to three would be considered of

conservation concern and broadly overlap
with species that might be considered for

review under the Endangered Species Act or

similar state or international statutes.

For conservation priorities to be set at

Table. Definition of biodiversity status ranks.

Rank Definition

GX Presumed extinct; not located despite searches

GH Of fiislorical occurrence; possibly extinct but some

expectation of rediscovery

G1 Critically impenled; typically 5 or fewer occurences or

1.000 or fewer individuals

G2 Imperiled; typically 6 to 20 occurrences or 1 .000 to

3,000 individuals

G3 Rare or uncommon but not imperiled: typically 21 to

100 occurrences or 3,000 to 10,000 individuals

G4 Uncommon but not rare: apparently secure, but v»ith

cause for some long-term concern; usually more than

100 occurrences or 10,000 individuals

G5 Common; demonstrably widespread, abundant, and

secure

Status of U.S. Species:

Setting Conservation

Priorities

by

Bruce A. Stein

Lawrence L. Master

Larry E. Morse

Lynn S. Kutner

Melissa Morrison

The Nature Conservancy

local as well as rangewide scales, ranking is

carried out at three hierarchical levels: subna-

tional (e.g., state), national, and global. Thus, a

species may be relatively common and secure

globally (G4), but within a given state may be

critically imperiled (SI). The combined rank

within that state (G4/S1) allows local priori-

ties to be set within a global context.

GH/GX HGI ^62 G3 MG^ HGS
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A summary of status ranks is presented in

thie Figure for the approximately 2.500

species of native U.S. vertebrates, for more

than 1,200 invertebrate species from several

groups for which complete data sets are avail-

able (butterflies, crayfish, and freshwater

mussels), for the approximately 16,300

species of native U.S. flowering plants, and

for the approximately 675 species of ferns

and conifers native to the United States.

These ranks are the result of collaborative

work with Heritage Programs, conservation

data centers. The Nature Conservancy's sci-

entific staff, and many other state, federal,

and private cooperators.
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All listed species

n Listed plant species

Listed invertebrate species

Listed vertebrate species

Fig. 2. Listed species occurring by

jurisdiction on federal land.

USPS—U.S. Forest Service:

DoD—Depailment of Defense:

BLM—Bureau of Land

Management: NPS—National Park

Service: USFWS—U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service.

Other public and

private land — 64
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Federal agencies can also provide substan-

tial, permanent conservation of the listed

species that have more than halt ot all occur-

rences on their lands. For example, most popu-
lations of both the white-haired goldenrod

(Solidago alhopilosu) and white birds-in-a-nest

(Machridca alhci) are on national forest lands.

For many listed species with less than 50%
of their occuiTences on federal land, federal

agencies may still be able to provide important

protection and recovery opportunities. For

example, the Karner blue buttertly (Lycaeules

melissa samiielis). with less than one-quarter of

its occurrences on federal lands, still can sub-

stantially benefit from federal management
actions, such as restoration of the pine and oak

savanna habitat on which this butterfly depends.
This study found, however, that fully 50% of

federally listed species are not known to occur

on federal lands, and that for all listed species,

64% of known occurrences are on nonfederal

lands. This strongly points to the need for devel-

oping and strengthening federal efforts for pro-

tecting these species through cooperative efforts

and incentive programs with state and local

agencies, private conservation organizations,

and private landholders.
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Changes
in disease patterns and trends retlect

changing relationships between the affected

species (host) and the causes of disease (agent).

Host-agent interactions are closely linked to

environmental factors that either enhance or

reduce the potential for disease to occur. As a

result, wildlife disease patterns and trends are,

to a substantial extent, indicators of environ-

mental quality and changing host-agent interac-

tions within the environment being evaluated.

The types, distribution, and frequency of dis-

eases causing major avian die-offs have

changed greatly during the 20th century. Too lit-

tle is known to assess the changes of most avian

diseases that result in chronic attrition rather

than major die-offs, or about those that affect

reproductive success, reduce body condition, or

affect survival in other indirect ways.
Nevertheless, the changing patterns and trends

in highly visible avian diseases provide notice

of problems needing attention.

Information on the status of disease in wild

birds was obtained from National Wildlife

Health Center (NWHC) evaluations of the

cause of death for more than 30,000 carcasses

from across the United States during the past

two decades, reports of avian mortality received

from collaborators, the scientific literature, and

NWHC field investigations of bird mortality.

Comprehensive assessments of causes of wild

bird mortality, magnitude of losses, and geo-

graphic distribution of specific diseases are not

possible from these data, although we can iden-

tify general relationships for waterfowl and

some other species.

Changes in Disease Patterns

The occurrence of disease involves three fac-

tors: a susceptible host, presence of an agent

capable of causing disease, and suitable envi-

ronmental conditions for contact between the

host and agent in a manner that results in dis-

ease. Environment is often the dominant factor

in this relationship (Fig. 1 ).

Avian Botulism

The most dramatic example of geographic

expansion of a noninfectious indigenous disease

is avian botulism, caused by the bacterium

Clostridium botulimtm. In 1914 a Bureau of

Biological Survey researcher began investigat-

ing catastrophic die-offs that had begun in 1910

and in which millions of waterbirds along the

Great Salt Lake, Utah, had died. Later studies

revealed that avian botulism was responsible for

those die-offs. Historically, avian botulism was

referred to as "western duck disease" because of

its rather limited geographical distribution of

occurrence (Kalmbach and Gunderson 1934;

Fig. 2)

Increased

Avian Diseases

With Habitat

Change

by

Milton Friend

National Biological Service

Fig. 1. Common factors required for disease to occur. Environmental factors greatly influence

occurrence of disease by changing the amount and type of host-agent interactions.
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Avian botulism now occurs all over the

United States (Fig. 2) and in many other cotin-

tries as well. Because of the visibility of mas-

sive die-offs. avian botulism is probably the

best-documented nonhunting waterfowl mortal-

ity (Stout and Coniwell 1976). The continued

reporting of avian botulism die-offs since the

early I900"s makes researchers suspect that

much of the disease's geographic expansion is

of recent origin. Also, most (13 of 21) initial

outbreaks of avian botulism in countries other

than in North America have occuned since

1970.

Avian Cholera

Avian cholera, caused by the bacterium

Pasteiirella imiltocida, has been recognized as

Fig. 2. Known distribution of "western duck sickness" (avian botulism) in North America.

(Kaimback and Gunderson 1934). and from 1975 to 1993.

19.U

Fig. 3. Geographic distribution of avian cholera in wild waterfowl within the United States,

before 1960 (first outbreak in 1944). dunng the 1960's. and after 1970, when disease spread
(National Wildlife Health Center files).

an important infectious disease of domestic

poultry in the United States since at least 1867

(Rhoades and Rimler 1991). Therefore, it is

noteworthy that a 1930 evaluation of the status

of waterfowl commented on the lack of docu-

mentation of avian cholera in wild waterfowl

(Phillips and Lincoln 1930). In 1944, however,

the disease was documented in wild waterfowl

in the United States (Quortrup et al. 1946).

Limited geographical expansion of avian

cholera in wild waterfowl occurred during the

1940"s and 1950"s, and sporadic occurrences

were documented at a few new locations during
the 1960"s (Fig. 3). By the end of the 1960"s,

though, avian cholera was reported as estab-

lished in the Central and Pacific tlyways.
Outbreaks in the Mississippi Flyway were

unusual, and only two outbreaks had occurred

in the Atlantic Flyway. With the exception of a

single instance during the breeding season, out-

breaks occurred in winter (Stout and Comwell

1976). During the 1970"s, avian cholera became
established as a major cause of waterfowl mor-

tality in all four flyways within the United

States and as a recurring cause of waterfowl

mortality in Canada (Fig. 3). Geographic expan-
sion of die-off locations continues, and out-

breaks now occur during all seasons of the year

(Friend 1987).

Duck Plague

Duck plague is another emerging disease of

North American waterfowl. This heipesvirus
infection first appeared on the North American

continent in 1967 when it caused large-scale

losses in the domestic duck industi7 and losses

of a small number of wild waterfowl (Leibovitz

and Hwang 1968). The first major die-off

involving wild waterfowl occurred during

January 1973 at the Lake Andes National

Wildlife Refuge in South Dakota (Friend and

Pearson 1973). Duck plague has expanded

throughout North America since the initial out-

break, along with an increasing number of out-

breaks in each decade (Fig. 4). Nearly all occur-

rences of duck plague have involved nonmigra-

tory waterfowl (captive, tame, and resident

waterfowl that do not undergo traditional

migratory movements). A February 1994 out-

break in the Finger Lakes region of New York

State involving mallards (Anas pUnyrliynchos)
and American black ducks (A. nibripes) is the

first major outbreak involving migratory water-

fowl since the January 1973 Lake Andes out-

break.

Other Diseases

Other diseases affecting wild birds are newly

recognized, are occurring with increasing fre-

quency, or have expanded their geographic
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Disease Cause Species
First occurrence in species Major

Location expansionYear
Current status

Avian botulism
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Table 3. Geographn. distiibulion (if niunir (>5(J0 birds) die-offs of wild hirds by cause, 1983-93.

Disease Cause
States (number of events)

5-9 >9

Aspergillosis

Avian botulism
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Captive
piopagation, introduL-tion. and

iranslocation (relocation) programs lor

many animals have been undertaken by federal,

state, and private agencies for more than 20

years. These programs help aid the recovery of

endangered and threatened species, reestablish

lost species, augment declining populations,

increase recreational opportunities, reduce nui-

sance species, and introduce non-native species,

Davidson and Nettles ( 1992) discuss transloca-

tion as a component of successful early restora-

tions of game species including wild turkey

(Meleagris gallopavo) and white-tailed deer

(Ociocoih'us virginiaiuis). and recovery of

endangered species such as the peregrine falcon

(Falco peregrimis). Despite some successes,

the total number of translocations that occur

yearly is unknown, as is the success and effects

of these programs, because there is rarely

appreciable monitoring after release (Griffith et

al, 1989; Gogan 1990), This report focuses on

trends in the use of translocation programs and

disease transmission following translocation of

wildlife vertebrates other than fish.

In the absence of a national data base on

wildlife translocations, a search for publications

with information on translocations was per-

fomied by using Wildlife Review and the U,S,

Fish and Wildlife Reference Service CD-ROM
data bases for the 20-year period, 1971-91. In

addition, personnel from multiple federal, state,

and private agencies that conduct propagation
and translocation programs were contacted for

supplemental information and literature.

Increasing numbers of books (Neilsen and

Brown 1988), journals (Ullrey 1993), and meet-

ings (Junge 1992; Wolff and Seal 1992) discuss

wildlife translocations and many contain infor-

mation on the effects of translocations on ani-

mals and their environment.

Trends

Of 292,628 citations reviewed, 1.431

addressed translocations. There were relatively

high percentages of citations that included

translocation programs in the early I970"s and

again in the late 1980"s with a general increas-

ing trend overall (Fig, 1). Although the number

of publications probably underestimates the

true extent of translocation programs, it does

demonstrate the trend of continued interest,

research, and publication over the past 20 years,

Griffith et al. ( 1989) published a comprehen-
sive survey that estimated an average of 5 1 5

translocations per year (414 programs) of ter-

restrial vertebrates occurring in the United

States. Canada. New Zealand, and Australia

between 1973 and 1989; 98% were conducted

in the United States and Canada. Birds were

most frequently (59'7r) translocated (Fig. 2);

92% of the translocations involved game
species, 7% endangered and threatened species,

and 1% nongame species (Griffith et al. 1993),

Of the 261 translocations in the United States

reported by Griffith et al. (1993), wild species

were most frequently translocated, and the

Southeast had the greatest number of transloca-

tions (Table I ).

In 1985 Boyer and Brown (1988) surveyed
the 50 state conservation agencies; 29 con-

firmed they were translocating mammals (56%
native game species, 5% nongame species, and

5% endangered species). In addition, 19 states

reported that mammals were translocated by

private agencies in their states.

A 1993 follow-up to the Griffith et al. (1993)

survey suggests that many of the 414 programs

originally surveyed were still releasing animals

(C. Wolf, University of Wisconsin, unpublished

data). The average duration of these transloca-

tion programs was 4.8 years, an increase from

Captive

Propagation,

Introduction,
and
Translocation

Programs for

Wildlife

Vertebrates

by

Joshua Dein

Kathryn Converse

National Biological Service

Christy Wolf

University of Wisconsin

Captive-reared whoopmg crane chicks released in kissimmee Praine, Flonda, 1993.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of cita-

tions relating to transloca-

tions, 1971-91. Sample size

= 292,628.

the 3 years estimated by Gfiffith et al. (1989).

Boyer and Brown ( 1988) reported that 40 states

projected either no change or an increase in

translocation activity.

It is impossible to estimate the total number
of animals released throughout the United

States, but Maryland provides an example of an

ongoing and intensive propagation and release

program for mallard ducks to augment the nat-

ural population. The state released 409.838 mal-

lards from 1967 to 1991. An estimated 100.000-

150.000 ducks per year are also released in

Maryland by private parties onto regulated

shooting areas (L. Hindman, Maryland

Department of Natural Resources, personal

communication).

Table 1. Percentages of translocations by geographic area

and source of translocated animals, 1973-86 (Griffith et al.

1993).
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Year

Disease

Every animal represents a living micro-

ecosystem containing bacteria, viruses, fungi,

and parasites. Wildlife scientists now recognize
the translocation of a wild animal never repre-

sents movement of a single species (Davidson

and Nettles 1992). Unless health-monitoring

programs for source populations are in place,

the risk is greater that hazardous disease agents

may be moved and released into new environ-

ments along with the species of interest.

Geographic area

U.S. regions
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Contaminants
in Coastal

Fish and
Mollusks

by

Donna Turgeon

Andrew Robertson

National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration

Table. Chemicals measured in tiie

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's National Status

and Trends Program.

Historically.

U.S. coastal fish and shellfish

have been plentiful, supporting native car-

nivores such as ospreys. bald eagles, striped

bass, sharks, sea lions, poipoises. and whales in

ecosystem food webs. Since the I960"s. howev-

er, the capacity of coastal ecosystems to pro-

duce abundant fish and shellfish has declined.

Increasingly frequent reports of closures of

shellfish beds and bathing beaches, contamina-

tion of living resources and habitats by toxic

chemicals, decreases in commercial fish stocks,

shallow-water strandings of porpoises and pilot

whales, losses of wetland habitat, and spread of

toxic and nuisance algal blooins indicate there

has been widespread environmental degrada-

tion.

As part of the national response to concerns

over the deteriorating health of our coastal

ecosystems, several federal and state programs
monitor changes in the levels of toxic chemicals

in select organisms at coastal sites. In general,

contaminant levels have been found to be hold-

ing steady or. in the case of several contami-

nants, decreasing in coastal areas over the past

few years, reversing the trends of contaminant

increases that occurred in the first two-thirds of

this century.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) initiated its National

Status and Trends (NS&T) Program in 1984

Chemicals measured
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callforniciiius). and the Great Lakes zebra mus-

sel species (Drt'lsseini polymoplut). The six pri-

mary fish species monitored nationwide are

winter tlounder {Pleunmcdcs amcricainis),

spot (Leiostomus xuiitliunis). Atlantic croaker

{Micropogonias unditlatus). tlathead sole

{Hippoi>lossoides ekissodon). white croaker

{Geiiyoncwiis lineatiis). and starry flounder

(Platichthys stellalus).

Status and Trends

Contaminants in Sediments (1984-90),

Bivalves (1986-90), and Fisli (1984-88)

Nationwide, the highest concentrations of

the chemicals measured in coastal sediments

were found near urbanized areas of the

Northeast (New York City. Boston, and

Baltimore) and the west coast (San Diego. Los

Angeles, and Seattle). An NS&T inventory

revealed that more than 90% of the coastal and

estuarine areas have concentrations below

"High" (the geometric mean plus one standard

deviation of all NS&T site means). The greatest

number of sites with concentrations greater than

five times the "High" ("5 x High") was near

densely populated areas in poorly flushed water

bodies (e.g.. harbors and intracoastal water-

ways) of the Northeast and Gulf of Mexico. The

most common chemicals in the inventory at

these "5 x High" levels were metals in decreas-

ing frequency: mercury, cadmium, tin. and sil-

ver. Total PAH was the organic compound

group most commonly found in the "5 x High"

range, a finding important to the consumption
of fish and mollusks taken near highly contam-

inated sites. According to the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency. 22 states had

advisories warning against consumption of fish

and shellfish from coastal waters in 1992 (Fish

Consumption Database 1993).

Mollusks accumulate many organic and

inorganic contaminants. Although tissue con-

centrations of organic contaminants did not

vary by species, tissue concentrations of several

inorganic contaminants were species-dependent

(O'Connor 1993). Mercury was used to illus-

trate the national spatial distribution of contam-

ination in mollusks because differences in tissue

concentrations are not species-dependent (Fig.

2). Mercury concentrations in mollusks from

sites with corresponding high sediment concen-

trations off Texas. Florida, and California were

among the highest measured. The highest con-

centrations of organic contaminants in moUus-

can tissues were found at sites with con'espond-

ing high sediment concentrations, near Boston.

New York City. Mobile. San Diego. San

Francisco, and Los Angeles (O'Connor 1992).

Levels of silver, lead, and the organic com-

pounds (total DDT. total chlordane. and total

PCBs) in fish livers have been found to be pos-

itively conelated with sediment concentrations

(i.e.. high levels of contaminants in sediments

and high levels in fish livers from the same site;

Turgeon et al. 1993). Figure 3 illustrates the dis-

tribution of mean concentrations of lead and

total DDT in the livers of fish from sites along

the east. Gulf of Mexico, and west coasts.

Concentrations of lead were highest in winter

flounder from Casco Bay in Maine, in Atlantic

croaker from the Elizabeth River in Virginia,

and in white croaker from San Diego and San

Pedro bays in California. Concentrations of

total DDT were highest in white croaker from

San Pedro Bay and winter flounder from the

Hudson-Raritan Estuary in New York and New

Jersey.

Contamination assessments have been made

for selected regions and compared with sites

nationwide (e.g.. Turgeon et al. 1989; Gottholm

and Turgeon 1992; (5ottholm et al. 1993). For

example, mean concentrations of total DDT in

sediment from 213 sites, mussel tissue from 1 1 1

sites, and fish liver from 1 18 sites nationwide

were compared to mean concentrations at 14

Hudson-Raritan Estuary and coastal New Jersey

sites (Gottholm et al. 1993). Among these sites,

concentrations in sediments were all above the

national median, whereas concentrations in

mussel tissues were at or above the median at

most sites. Advisories (Fish Consunipdon
Database 1993) were in effect warning against

consumpdon of fish and shellfish collected

from much of the Hudson-Raritan Estuary area.

NS&T-sampled sites with high levels of con-

taminants were within the fish-consumption

advisory area (Fish Consumption Database

1993) and a health advisory area (New York

State Department of Health 1993).

Fig. 1. The National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's

National Status and Trends

Program monitors more than 350

sites nationwide for chemical con-

laminanls in fish livers, bivalve

molluscan tissues, and associated

sediments. Yellow symbols depict

Mussel Watch Project (molluscan

and sediment monitoring) and red

symbols depict National Benthic

Surveillance Project (fish and sedi-

ment monitoring) sites.
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Fig. 2. Mercury in molluscan tis-

sues from the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration's

National Status and Trends

Program coastal sites. Bar graphs

are 5-year ( 1986-901 mean con-

centrations (mercury measure-

ments in micrograms per gram

dry weight) and standard devia-

tions ("T" symbols on bars).
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Coastal sites

Contaminants in Surface Sediments,

Bivalves, and Fish

Recent national and regional trends for cer-

tain contaminants have been identified in data

from tlsh livers (McCain et al. 1992), surface

sediments (O'Connor 1990: Wade et al. 1992),

and molluscan tissues (O'Connor 1992). A sta-

tistical test (Spearman rank-correlation) was

used to detect trends in annual mean concentra-

tions of 14 chemicals at 141 sites with 4 or 5

years of molluscan monitoring data (O'Connor

1992). Among 1.974 chemical-site combina-

tions, there were 239 occunences ( 152 decreas-

ing and 87 increasing) with strong correlations

between those concentrations and time. The

hypothesis was offered that similar trends

among sites in an area corroborate that the trend

is real and areawide. For example, at nine Long
Island Sound (New York) sites, decreases

occun'ed in copper at six sites, cadmium at five,

silver at four, and zinc at three. An apparent 20-

year decreasing trend in annual concentration of

total PCB in mussels has been recorded at Palos

Verdes, California.

Contaminants Determined from Dated

Sediment Cores

Trends in contamination can also be detect-

ed from contaminant profiles in dated estuarine

and coastal sediment cores. Since 1989 the

NS&T Program has sponsored projects that use

sediment cores to reconstruct the history of con-

tamination in U.S. coastal waters (Hudson-

Raritan Estuary. Long Island Sound, Chesa-

peake Bay, Savannah River, southern California

Basin. San Francisco Bay, and Puget Sound). In

1994 sediment cores were analyzed for sites in

the Mississippi River Delta and Galveston Bay.

Generally, results show a slow increase in con-

tamination in the late 1800's. followed by an

acceleration of pollution in the mid-1900's.

Maximum contamination was reached around

the mid-1970"s, and in most areas a decrease

has been observed for anthropogenic contami-

nants (e.g.. antimony, lead. DDT. and PCBs;

Valette-Silver and O'Connor 1989; Valette-

Silveretal. 1994).

Selected Studies in Highly Contaminated

Coastal Areas

Liver neoplasms (cancerous tumors) were

found in 10 fish species collected from 1984 to

1988 from sites near urban centers along the

west and northeast coasts (Turgeon et al. 1992).

Scientists concluded that the contaminants most

likely to be factors in the development of these

tumors were the PAHs. PCBs, and DDTs

(Myers etal. 1993).

Although incidences of cancerous tumors

are generally low in fish from U.S. coastal

waters, other liver disease conditions, some of

which may progress to neoplasms, occur more

frequently in areas where contaminants are

high. Neoplasms and pre-neoplasms (pre-can-

cerous tumors) were found in up to 15% of the

winter flounder from sites in Boston Harbor

(Murchelano and Wolke 1991 ). Along the west

coast, neoplasm incidences are well below 10%
in most fish species (Myers et al. 1993).

Relatively high incidences of nontumorous dis-

ease conditions occur in fish from contaminated

sites. For example, in English sole (Parophrys

vetuhts) from Elliott Bay. Washington, inci-

dences of 42% for specific degeneration and

necrosis (SON) of liver cells and 13% prolifer-

ative disorders (cells duplicating out of control)

have been recorded; and in white croaker from

San Pedro Outer Harbor. California, 22% SDN
and 7% for proliferative disorders have been

found (Varanasi et al. 1989; Myers et al. 1993).

At Morris Cove, a highly contaminated site in

New Haven, Connecticut, up to 90% of the cells

in winter flounder livers have been found to be

vacuolated cells (large areas of apparently

empty, nonfuncfioning cells; Gronlund et al.

1991).

Although fin erosion (fish with reduced fins

or in extreme stages of disease with no fins) has

been found in all species at all sites, this condi-

tion is still unusual, except in a few highly con-

taminated areas. Eroded fins occurred in 27% of

the black croaker iCheilotrema satunmm) and

22% of barred sand bass (Pandabrax nebiiUfer)

from the West Harbor site in San Diego Bay,

California (McCain et al. 1989). Up to 90% of

Atlantic croaker, 100%f of sand seatrout

(Cynoscion arenariiis). and 17% of spot sam-

pled from the Houston Ship Channel at Green

Bayou, Texas, experienced fin loss due to dis-

ease (P. Hanson, National Marine Fisheries

Service, personal communication).
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The
publication of Sileni Spring (Carson

1962) highlighted the potential for

dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane (DDT) and

other pesticides that persist in the environment

to accumulate in and to harm tlsh. wildlife, and

the ecosystems upon which they depend. The
federal government responded in the mid-

1960's by establishing a multi-agency program
to monitor the concentrations of pesticides and.

later, other long-lived toxic contaminants in all

segments of the environment.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(USFWS) participated in this program by peri-

odically measuring contaminant concentrations

in freshwater fish and birds (Johnson et al.

1967). Fish were selected for monitoring aquat-
ic ecosystems because of their tendency to

accumulate pesticides and other contaminants.

The European starling iStiiniiis vulgaris) was

selected for monitoring contaminant levels in

terrestrial habitats because of its varied diet and

wide geographic distribution. Following a suc-

cessful pilot study (Heath and Prouty 1967). the

wings of hunter-killed ducks were used to mon-
itor contaminants in duck populations of the

major flyways, and thereby to also provide an

assessment of contaminant levels in wetlands.

The USFWS maintained this National

Contaminant Biomonitoring Program into the

1980's, with the objective of continuing the

documentation of temporal and geographic
trends in contaminant concentrations (Prouty
and Bunck 1986; Bunck et al. 1987; Schmitt

and Brumbaugh 1990; Schmitt et al. 1990).

Status and Trends

During the two decades spanned by USFWS
contaminant monitoring, the use of persistent

insecticides such as DDT was greatly curtailed,

and concentrations in fish and wildlife declined.

In the environment. DDT breaks down gradual-

ly into several different toxic metabolites, of

which dichlorodiphenylethylene (DDE) is the

most stable and most toxic. A downward trend

was clearly evident for DDE in all three net-

works (Fig. 1), indicating that the total DDT
burden in North America declined. In fish.

DDE increased from about 70% of total DDT in

1976 to about 147c in 1986 (Fig. 2).

As existing DDT is metabolized, DDE
increases proportionally if DDT inputs are

reduced: the proportional change evident in fish

therefore provides additional evidence of

reduced inputs to North American ecosystems.
A similar trend toward increasing percentages
of DDE relative to DDT has been noted else-

where (Aguillar 1984), indicating that the glob-
al DDT burden is also declining.

In the United States, the bioaccumulation

{see glossary) of DDT led to eggshell thinning
in fish-eating birds such as the bald eagle
{Haliaeelus leucocephalus). The resulting
decline in recruitment of young to bald eagle

populations caused the near extirpation and sub-

sequent listing of this species as endangered in

the conterminous states (Federal Register
1978). The downward trend of DDT concentra-

tions docuinented in fish, starlings, and duck

wings (Figs. 1 and 2) was paralleled by declin-

ing DDE concentrations in bald eagle eggs, and

eagle eggshell thickness increased (Wiemeyer
et al. 1993). Corresponding increases in recruit-

ment have led to bald eagles repopulating many
areas (Fig. 2), and reclassification of the bald

eagle from endangered to threatened has been

proposed for most of the conterminous states

(Federal Register 1994).

In addition to the effects of DDT and its

metabolites on eggshell thickness, these com-

pounds, as well as PCBs (polychlorinated

biphenyls) and other contaminants, are reported
to interfere with other reproductive and matura-

tion processes in fish and wildlife (e.g.. Fry and

Toone 1981). Although overall concentrations

have declined, residues of DDT, other insecti-

cides, and PCBs remain widespread, and prob-
lem areas are still evident. In the United States,

concentrations ofDDT (mostly as DDE) remain

highest in fish and wildlife from areas in the

South, Southwest, and Northwest where DDT
was used to protect cotton and orchards from

insects; in the Northeast, where it was used to

control mosquitos; and near former centers of

DDT production and formulation. Areas affect-

ed by former production centers include north-

ern Alabama, near the former Red Stone

Arsenal—now Wheeler National Wildlife

Refuge (O'Shea et al. 1980); and the Arkansas,

Tombigbee, Alabama, and Tennessee rivers

(Fig. 31
Concentrations of other persistent insecti-

cides that are no longer in widespread use, such

as heptachlor, dieldrin, endrin. and chlordane.

have also declined in all three networks (Prouty
and Bunck 1986; Bunck et al. 1987; Schmitt et

al. 1990). Nevertheless, residues of chlordane

remain sufficiently high in fish from some areas

of the Midwest to warrant the issuance of

human consumption advisories by state health

agencies. Concentrations are also high in

Hawaii, where chlordane and other chemically
similar compounds were used against termites

and agricultural pests, as they were in the

Midwest.

Chlordane is a mixture of structurally simi-

lar compounds that decompose at different rates

over time. The composition of the chlordane

mixture present in fish has changed during the

1980's in a manner indicative of an overall

Persistent

Environmental
Contaminants
in Fish and
Wildlife

by

C.J. Schmitt

CM. Bunck
National Biological Service
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Fig. 1. Mean concentrations of

DDE in U,S, Fisli and Wildlife

Service monitoring networks: (a)

fish and starlings and (b) flyway

populations of mallards and

American black ducks.
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Fig. 2. Mean concentrations of

DDT and its primal^ metaholites,

DDEaiidDDD(TDE^
dichlorodiplienyldichloroethanel,

and of total polychlonnated

biphenyls (PCBsl. in fish,1970-86.

Also shown are the estimated

number of bald eagle pairs in the

conterminous United States during

the same period (Federal Register

14Q4).

I I <010ppm

r~l 010-018ppm

19-0 56ppm

0.57 - 68 ppm

I I >2 4 ppm • Collection sites

Fig. 3. Geographic distribution of

DDE residues in starlings collect-

ed in 1985. Also shown are bound-

aries of the 5-degree (latitude and

longitude) sampling blocks and

collection sites.

(decline (Schmitt et al. 1990). Concentrations of

toxaphene, an insecticide that replacetJ DDT in

cotton farming and many other applications,

have also declined in fish since 1980. when its

registration was canceled (Schmitt et al. 1990).

Toxaphene does not accumulate in birds and

was not measured in either starling or duck-

wing samples.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBsl are also

complex mixtures of chemicals. Compiising as

many as 209 different compounds, various PCB

formulations were used historically as lubri-

cants, hydraulic fluids, and fire retardants; as

heat transfer agents in electrical equipment,

including fluorescent light ballasts; and as a

component of carbonless copy papers. Much

like DDT, many PCBs are persistent and toxic.

Large quantities were discharged directly to

waterways, including Lakes Michigan and

Ontario and the Hudson, Mississippi, Kanawha,

and Ohio rivers. PCBs are also often present in

landfills and urban runoft". These discharge and

disposal patterns are reflected in the geographic

trends evident for PCBs in fish and wildlife;

greatest concentrations generally occur in the

urban-industrial regions of the Midwest and

Northeast (Fig. 4). By 1980, the direct dis-

charge of PCBs to waterways had been greatly

restricted, and total PCB concentrations gener-

ally declined in U.S. fish and wildlife (Bunck et

al. 1987; Schmitt et al. 1990). Residual PCBs

nevertheless remain a problem in some areas, as

evidenced by human consumption advisories in

effect for fish from the Great Lakes, Lake

Champlain, the Hudson River, and elsewhere.

Some highly toxic PCBs are long-lived and

are selectively accumulated by aquafic organ-

isms. Fish samples collected in 1988 from some

regions, especially the Great Lakes, still con-

tained toxic PCBs at concentrations great

enough to be harmful to fish-eating birds (C.J.

Schmitt, National Biological Service, unpub-

lished data, 1993). Indeed, PCBs and other con-

taminants in Great Lakes fish are believed to

limit the reproduction of bald eagles and other

fish-eating birds, mink (Mustela vison). and

river otters {Liitni caiuidensis) in coastal areas

of the Great Lakes (Wren 1991; Giesy et al.

1994). PCBs, along with DDE and other con-

taminants, including chlorinated dioxins, may
also be involved in the failure of lake trout

{Salvelinus luwuixciish) to reproduce naturally

in Lake Michigan (USFWS 1981; Spitsbergen

et al. 1991). In spite of discharge restrictions,

the concentrations of PCBs and chemically sim-

ilar compounds in the Great Lakes will likely

remain elevated because of atmospheric trans-

port and the internal cycling of contaminants

already present in the lakes.

The primary sources of mercury to U.S.

waters were discharges from chemical facilities

that manufactured caustic soda (sodium hydrox-

ide). These discharges have been regulated

since the 1970"s. Other historical sources

included paper mills, gold and silver mines, and

the production and use of mercury-containing

pesticides. Concentrations of mercury in fish

declined significanfly from 1969 through 1974

as a result of restrictions on these historical

uses, but concentrations have not changed

appreciably since 1974. Concentrations in fish

from heavily contaminated waters, such as Lake

St. Clair, declined the most (Schmitt and

Brumbaugh 1990). Despite these declines, fish

consumption advisories remain in effect for

some waters. Recent findings have highlighted

the importance of atmospheric transport and the

accumulation of mercury in natural sinks, such

as Lake Champlain (e.g., Driscoll et al. 1994)

and the Everglades, in the maintenance of ele-

vated concentrations (Zillioux et al. 1993).

Lead concentrations in fish declined from

1976 to 1986 (Schmitt and Brumbaugh 1990),
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paralleling a trend reported for U.S. rivers

(Smith et al. 1987). This decline has been attrib-

uted to reductions in the lead content of gaso-

line and to discharge restrictions at smelters and

other industrial sources (Smith et al. 1987).

Selenium is a trace element required by

plants and animals; it is toxic at high concentra-

tions. Concentrations of selenium in fish

declined in some areas of the United States. In

some parts of the West, however, where concen-

trations were historically elevated, levels either

increased or remained unchanged (Schmitt and

Brumbaugh 1990). Selenium is a natural com-

ponent of soils and is present at high concentra-

tions in some arid areas of the U.S. West. The

dissolution of selenium and other potentially

toxic elements from soils and their accumula-

tion in ecosystems are accelerated by irrigation.

Elevated selenium concentrations, induced by

irrigation, are responsible for the widely publi-

cized wildlife deaths and deformities at

Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge in

California (Lemly 1993).

In general. U.S. concentrations of persistent

contaminants that accumulate in fish and

wildlife are lower now than at any time for

which accurate data exist, although problem
areas remain. These results imply that direct

inputs of many toxic substances to the environ-

ment have been reduced through the regulation

of industrial discharges and pesticide use.

Declining concentrations of DDT and other

contaminants in North America have permitted
the return of predatory birds, such as bald

eagles, to some areas from which they had been

eliminated (Fig. 2).

The persistence of contaminant problems,

despite curtailment of direct discharges to

waterways and restrictions on the uses of per-

sistent pesticides, has highlighted the impor-
tance of global and ecosystem processes such as

atmospheric transport and internal cycling. The

accumulation of selenium in California, and

mercury in the Everglades, has resulted from

natural processes
—the leaching of elements

from soils and vegetation. The rates of these

processes have been accelerated by irrigation

and other activities associated with agriculture.

Atmospheric transport also represents an

important source of PCBs to the Great Lakes; it

has also been linked to the accumulation of

mercury in Lake Champlain [see Glaser, this

section; Baker et al. 1993) and other northeast-

em lakes (Driscoll et al. 1994).

The exposure of migratory birds such as

peregrine falcons {Fcdco peregrimis) to contam-

inants on their wintering grounds outside of the

United States (Henny et al. 1982), where DDT
and other persistent compounds are still used,

also remains a problem. Moreover, the curtail-

ment of organochlorine pesticide use in Nonh

I I <0,05ppm

I I 05-0 07ppm

I I
08-0 15ppm

^1 >0.25ppm

• Collection site

America has led to increasing reliance on so-

called soft pesticides
—

highly toxic organo-

phosphate, carbamate, and synthetic pyrethroid

compounds—that are difficult to monitor

because they are short-lived and do not accu-

mulate. Evidence of the increasing use and

potential adverse effects of these chemicals is

highlighted by increasing occurrences of

wildlife mortality attributable to them (see

Glaser, this section). Additionally, chemical

analysis has demonstrated the presence of high-

ly toxic contaminants such as the chlorinated

dioxins. No long-term monitoring data exist for

these compounds, which may affect fish and

wildlife at extremely low concentrations (Giesy
et al. 1994). New approaches and technologies,

capable of detecting chemical exposure and its

effects at all levels of biological organization,

will be required to monitor and as.sess highly

toxic chemicals and those that do not accumu-

late in fish and wildhfe before concentrations

reach harmful levels.

Fig. 4. Geographic distribution of

PCB residues in U.S. Fisli and

Wildlife Service monitoring net-

worlcs: (a) PCB concentrations in

fish collected in 1986 from the

indicated sites. Not shown are sta-

tions in Alaska and Hawaii, at

which PCB concentrations were <

1 .5 parts per million (ppm) at all

sites; (b) PCBs in starlings col-

lected in 1985. Also shown are

boundaries of the 5-degree (lati-

tude and longitude) sampling
blocks and collection sites.
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Organophosphorus
(OP) and carbamate pes-

ticides are used widely in agricultural and

residential applications as insecticides, herbi-

cides, fungicities. and rodenticides. This family

of chemicals replaced the organochlorine pesti-

cides banned for use in the United States in the

1970"s. Unlike organochlorine pesticides,

which are long-lived in the environment and

cause biological damage when they accumulate

in an organism's system over time. OP and car-

bamate pesticides are short-lived in the environ-

ment and fast-acting on their "target pest."

Direct mortality of wildlife from organochlo-

rine pesticides was uncommon (Hayes and

Wayland 1975): however, mortality is the pri-

mary documented effect on wildlife from OP
and carbamate pesticides (Grue et al. 1983).

Organophosphorus and carbamate pesticide

toxicity is not specific to a target "pest," and

lethal effects are seen in nontarget organisms:

birds appear to be the most sensitive class of

animals affected by these pesticides.

Organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides

primainly affect the nervous system by inhibit-

ing acetylcholinesterase (AChE) enzyme activi-

ty. This enzyme's main function in the nervous

system is to break down the neurotransmitter

acetylcholine. When AChE is altered by OP and

carbamate pesticides, it cannot perform this

breakdown function and acetylcholine accumu-

lates. Acetylcholine accumulation increases

nerve impulse transmission and leads to nerve

exhaustion and. ultimately, failure of the ner-

vous system. When the nervous system fails,

muscles do not receive the electrical input they

require to move. The respiratory muscles are the

most critical muscle group affected, and respi-

ratory paralysis is often the immediate cause of

death.

Documentation of Poisoning

Virtually no reported findings of dead or

affected birds are based on planned surveys or
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follow-ups to specific pesticide applications. In

fact, there is often no suspicion of OP or carba-

mate pesticide poisoning because it is only after

necropsy and laboratory testing that the poison-

ing is revealed. A cholinesterase (ChE) screen-

ing test compares brain ChE activity (primarily

acetylcholinesterase activity) in a bird suspect-

ed of being poisoned with the ChE activity of

normal birds of the same species. Enzyme activ-

ity reduced HWr or more is considered evidence

of exposure to a cholinesterase-inhibiting com-

pound; a reduction greater than 50% is evidence

of lethal exposure (Ludke et al. 1975). In these

incidents the cholinesterase-inhibiting com-

pounds are OP and carbamate pesticides, and

specific OP and carbamate compounds may be

identified by chemical analysis of esophagus or

stomach contents.

Effects on Wildlife

Wildlife mortality attributed to OP and car-

bamate pesticides has been documented for at

least two decades, and the number of incidents

recorded since 1980 is increasing (Fig. 1). In

this article, 207 separate mortality incidents

related to an OP or carbamate pesticide are

described. These incidents occuiTed in nonen-

dangered wildlife from 1980 to 1993. Of the

207 mortalities, a specific chemical compound
was identified as the cause of death in 124 inci-

dents and 19 different compounds were detect-

ed. Of the specific compounds identified. 4

were carbamates and 15 were OP compounds
(Table). Carbamates were responsible in 31

mortalities while OP compounds were responsi-

ble in 93. On the basis of inhibited ChE activity

in the brain, carbamate and OP pesticides were

suspected as the cause of 64 additional inci-

dents. In 19 unconfirmed reports, 5 had 20%-
40% brain ChE inhibition, exposure levels not

considered high enough to be lethal. The

remaining 14 had a histoid suggesting pesticide

Table. Specific compounds identified in organophospho-
rus and carbamate pesticide-related wildlife mortality inci-

dents, 1980-93.
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1991; Hart 1993); preliminary findings indicate

that OP and carbamate pesticides cause alter-

ations in behavior and physiology and could

affect survival in the wild. The total effect of

carbamate and organophosphorus pesticides to

wildlife is still unknown.
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Acidic
deposition, or ""acid rain,"' describes

any foi'm of precipitation, including rain,

snow, and fog. with a pH of 5.5 or below (Note:

pH values below 7 are acidic: vinegar has a pH
of 3). It often results when the acidity of normal

precipitation is increased by sulfates and
nitrates that are emitted into the atmosphere
from burning fossil fuels. This form of airborne

contamination is considered harmful, both

directly and indirectly, to a host of plant and
animal species.

Although acid rain can fall virtually any-
where, ecological damages in environmentally
sensitive areas downwind of industrial and
urban emissions are a major concern. This

includes areas that have a reduced capacity to

neutralize acid inputs because of low alkalinity
soils and areas that contain species with a low
tolerance to acid conditions. To determine the

distribution of acidic deposition and evaluate its

biological effects, research and monitoring are

being conducted by the federal government
with support from states, universities, and pri-

vate industry.

The national extent of the acid rain problem
has been estimated by sampling water from

3.000 lakes and 500 streams (Irving 1991 ). rep-

resenting more than 28,000 lakes" and 56.000
stream reaches with a total of 200.000 km
(125,000 mi). Some particularly sensitive areas.

such as the Adirondack Mountain region, have
been more intensively sampled and the biota

e.xamined in detail for effects from acidity.

To identify trends in aquatic ecosystems,

present and historical survey data on water

chemistry and associated biota are compared. In

lakes, the chemical and biological history and

pH trends may be infen'ed or reconstructed in

some cases by e.xamining assemblages of fossil

diatoms and aquatic invertebrates in the sedi-

ment layers. In terrestrial ecosystems, vegeta-
tion damage is surveyed and effects of acidic

deposition to plants and animals are determined
from laboratory and field exposure experiments.
Natural variation in populations and the com-

plex interactions between acidity and other

ecosystem components make it difficult to

extend many of the research findings to popula-
tions or communities. Acidity can also modify
ecosystem processes such as decomposition and
the flow of nutrients. Therefore, models are

ofien used to predict such effects by combining
information on individual species" effects, pop-
ulation distributions, and the patterns and
amounts of acidic deposition.

Status and Trends

Aquatic Species

Research in the United States. Scandinavia,

and Canada has demonstrated that acidity
affects the physiology, reproduction, food

resources, and habitat of aquatic species.

Laboratory experiments and field surveys have

shown that sensitive aquatic species, ranging
from plankton and aquatic invertebrates at the

bottom of the food chain to fish at the top

(Figure), decrease in numbers with increased

acidity (i.e.. decreased pH). Some reductions in

sensitive species may be partially offset by
increases in more acid-tolerant species, result-

ing in little change in the total number of organ-
isms in the community even though the diversi-

ty of species may change.

Melting snow, which accumulates the win-

ter's deposition of acidic materials, and

episodes of spring rainfall can be especially

damaging to sensitive streams and lakes. The

acidity that flushes from the surrounding land-

scape often enters the aquatic ecosystem at a

time of important reproductive activity in fish

and invertebrates. Acid conditions leach alu-

minum from the watershed soils, creating toxic

levels for aquatic organisms in the lakes and

streams that receive the runoff. Acidity also

increases the availability and toxicity of other

metals, such as mercury, that may be present in

the aquatic environment (Longcore et al. 1993).

The Adirondack region of New York, one of

the most extensively studied areas in the United

States, has exhibited some of the most evident
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Rainbow Irout
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Table. Bird species studies that eitlier did (yes) or did not (no) yield evidence that acidic deposi-

tion affected the birds (modified from Longcore el af 1943).

Species
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In
mSl ;i long-term, cooperative study of

ecosystems in the southern Siena Nevada was

begun to address concerns over high levels of

air pollutants. Atmospheric pollutants are gen-

erated throughout California and because of

topography, wind patterns, and a Meditenanean

climate, they eventually concentrate in the San

Joaquin Valley, west of the study area. Baseline

ecosystem data—chemical and biological
—

were collected to determine basic system struc-

ture and function. This collection was followed

by long-term measurements of pollutants to

assess their present and potential effects on ter-

restrial and aquatic ecosystems. Studies includ-

ed measurement of precipitation chemistry, dry

deposition, stream hydrology, aquatic chemistry

and biology, soil chemistry, meteorology, nutri-

ent fluxes, watershed response to fire distur-

bance, and vegetation structure and dynamics.

Methods

Research was designed to take advantage of

the striking elevation gradient by including

measurements at three core areas:

Elk Creek is a low-elevation. 75()-m (2.460-

ft) foothill site dominated by chamise chaparral

(Adenosumui fascictdatuni). Precipitation aver-

ages 66 cm (36 in) annually, nearly all falling as

rain in winter Precipitation chemistry and vol-

ume are collected weekly from a site at Ash

Mountain, 3 km ( 1.9 mi) south of the site. An
intermittent first-order tributary, Chamise

Creek, is sampled when possible.

Log Creek is a mid-elevation 2,100-m

(6,890-ft) montane mixed conifer forest site

dominated numerically by white fir (Abies con-

color); however, giant sequoia (Sequoiadendnm

giganteiim) contribute the greatest basal area.

Mean annual precipitation is 100 cm (39.4 in);

more than 85% falls as snow during the winter

Precipitation chemistry and volume are collect-

ed weekly. Paired watersheds. Tharp's and Log
creeks, are sampled biweekly.

Emerald Lake is a subalpine 3.000-m

(9,840-ft) cirque {see glossary), largely treeless

but including lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta),

western white pine {Pinus monticola), foxtail

pine (Pinus halfouriana). and red fir (Abies

magnifica). Annual precipitation varied

between 70 cm (28 in) and 300 cm (118 in) in

the past decade, nearly all as snow during the

winter Precipitation depth is estimated by using

snow-water equivalents; precipitation chemistry
is collected as the opportunity arises.

Inputs

Precipitation and discharge at all three sites

vary greatly from year to year As a result, annu-

al ion input and export also vary considerably in

each watershed. There was a general increa.se in

precipitation and a decrease in ion concentra-

tion with elevation. Most precipitation falls dur-

ing the winter as snow above 1 ,800 m (.5.900 fi ).

LInlike the eastern United States, where the

major source of acidification of lakes and

streams is sulfur deposition, the southern Sierra

Nevada is considered to be most exposed to

nitrogen. At the Log Creek and Elk Creek sites,

over the sampling period the mean loading of

nitrogen, expressed as NO, . was 16.77 kg ha''

yr' with 74% contributed from wet deposi-

tion. The mean loading of sulfur (S). expressed
as S0_^- . was 5.24 kg ha" '

yr'
'

. with bl% con-

tributed by wet deposition (Table). The dry

deposition input estimates are conservative

because the dry deposition sampling site

appears more shielded from pollutant inputs

than the wet sampling site.

The mean precipitation pH at the Log Creek

site was 5.25. and at the Elk Creek site 5.37;

there is not a chronic acid rain problem in the

area. The frequency and volume of summer

storms were fairly constant. Wet-deposition ion

loading at Log Creek and Elk Creek was simi-

lar Elk Creek, a somewhat more polluted site,

received 57% as much precipitation as Log
Creek, but ions were proportionately more con-

centrated (Blanchard and Tonneson 1993),

yielding equivalent loading. Dry deposition

loading in the Elk Creek site was not measured.

Emerald Lake received about 99% of its pre-

cipitation in the form of snow, with a mean pH
of 5.3. meaning the site is only slightly acidic.

Concentrations of individual ions were

extremely dilute, usually less than 5 pEq L'.

Mean wet deposition loading of nitrogen and

sulfur, expressed as NO, and SO^- . was 2.15

kg ha' '

yr"
' and 0.78 kg ha" '

yr"
'

. respectively

(estimated from Dozieret al. 1987). No reliable

estimate of annual dry deposition tTux is avail-

able at Emerald Lake. Like Log Creek. Emerald

Lake has no chronic acid precipitation problem.

Atmospheric
Deposition
and Solute

Transport in a

Montane
Mixed-Conifer
Forest System

by

Daniel A. Everson

David M. Graber
National Biological Service

Table. Log Creek site inputs of

nrtrogen and sulfur (lig ha"' yr'').

Year'
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Trends in Input

Between 1981 and 1989. 29 precipitation

events were highly acidic (pH values less than

4.5), with 22 of these events occuning in low-

volume summer storm events from May
through September. Since 1989 only one storm.

in November 1991. had a pH below 4.5. A rise

in mean precipitation pH was also recorded dur-

ing this period at both the low-elevation and

mid-elevation sites. The Elk Creek site mean

precipitation pH rose from 5.23 before 1989 to

5.68, while the Log Creek site rose from 5.12 to

5.39. A beneficial downward trend in the total

annual loading of sulfur occurred (Table).

which was poorly explained by variation in pre-

cipitation (;• = 0.397). The frequency of storm

events with very high (> 2 mg L"' ) concentra-

tions of sulfur was also reduced from 25 events

from 1983 to 1988 to 6 events in the following
5 years. No apparent trend for nitrogen was

seen. Emerald Lake precipitation chemistry
data are insufficient to infer trends.

lowing the fire, increasing from a pre-bum
mean of 0.35 kg ha"' yr'' to over 6.63 kg ha '

yr"
'

. Acid-neutralizing capacity also rose from

a pre-bum mean of 2 1 . 1 6 kg ha" '

yr"
'

to over

37.16 kg ha"' yr"'.

At the Elk Creek site, mean alkalinity (or

ANC) expressed as HCO3 was 310.0 pEq L"'

with a mean stream pH of 6.61 (neutral). The
creek flows intermittently, mostly between

January and March. The water is cloudy with

suspended clay particles, and debris Hows are

common after heavy rains.

The outflow of Emerald Lake had a mean

pH of 6. 17 (neutral) and mean HCO^, of only
30 pEq L" '

. Episodic acidification on the order

of days to weeks was recorded at Emerald Lake

under two scenarios: ( 1 ) during dirty summer
storms, when buffering capacity was over-

whelmed by low-pH stomiwater flashing into

the lake, and (2) durina snowmelt, when NH ,*,

NO^. and SO^- were preterentially eluted

from the snowpack, causing an acidic pulse

(Williams and Melack 1991 )?

Effects on Stream and Lake

Chemistry

Stream discharge peaks in February at the

Elk Creek site, April at Log Creek, and June at

Emerald Lake. The first is a direct response to

maximum rainfall; the other two discharges
reflect the peaks of snowmelt.

In the mixed-conifer Log Creek site, more

than 99% of the nitrogen deposited was con-

served. Mean discharge of nitrogen, expressed
as NO3, is 0.09 kg ha"' yr"', virtually all of

which was derived from the melting snowpack.

Seventy-four percent of the annual loading of

sulfur was conserved, with a mean discharge,

expres.sed as SO_j- , of 0.93 kg ha" '

yr"
'

. again

mostly derived from melting snowpack. Acid-

neutralizing capacity (ANC), expressed as

HCO:, (bicarbonate), was many times greater

than annual acidic loading at a mean of 320 pEq
L" '

. At these levels, most sulfur and nitrogen

are being conserved by the biota in the ecosys-

tem, and the ecosystem's ability to neutralize

acid is generally good except when extreme

events occur.

Tharp's Creek, one of the paired watersheds

in the mid-elevation Log Creek site, was burned

by prescription in October of 1990, producing

striking changes in stream output chemistry that

continued through 1993. Although net retention

of NO3 continued, discharge of NO, increased

from a pre-bum mean of 0.04 kg ha" '

yr"
'

to

1.59 kg ha"' yr"' in the 3 years following the

bum. Thus, the ability to retain nitrogen was

decreased, and the system leaked nitrogen and

sulfur. The SO^- outputs exceeded inputs fol-

Discussion

We have found no long-term chronic acidifi-

cation of lakes and streams in our study area,

even though the hundreds of lakes in the region
are considered to be the most poorly buffered in

the western United States (Landers et al. 1987).

Emerald Lake, typical of subalpine lakes in

the region. cuiTcntly generates enough ANC,

mostly through cation exchange (Williams et al.

1993a), to buffer two to five times the current

annual acidic inputs (Sickman and Melack

1989). Very clean winter air and the large-vol-

ume, extremely dilute snowpack it produced
were significant factors in maintaining the

buffering capacity. Dirty summer storms and

spring snowmelt that concentrate NO, and

SOj- and deliver them quickly to the lake have

caused episodic acidification, a phenomenon
that we are studying. An increase in the fre-

quency of storm events during the summer and

fall would likely be hamiful to subalpine lake

basins if the chemistry of these events were to

remain the same.

The low concentrations of nitrogen and sul-

fur in stream water indicate that neither reached

saturation in soils and plants of the mixed-

conifer forest (Williams et al. 1993b). The

buffering capacities of low- and mid-elevation

sites were many times greater than acidic

inputs. But human-caused nitrogen and sulfur

have been shown to stimulate the growth of

ponderosa pines (Pimis ponderosa). which in

turn increases vulnerability to high local ozone

levels and potential for damages (Temple et al.

1992).
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Precipitation and snowmelt pH levels were

not low enough to mobilize aluminum (Do/ier

et al. 1987). Bradford et al. (1992) found that

present pH levels in Sierran lakes and streams

are not sufficient, directly or through aluminum

mobili/ation. to affect indigenous amphibians.
The measured reductions in sulfur loading

and decrease in frequency of low-pH storm

events suggest that reduced pollutant emissions

may be having a positive effect on the air qual-

ity of the southern Siena Nevada. Continued

monitoring and further research will be needed

to determine if this trend will continue, given

the tremendous rate of population growth in

California.
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Approximately
45% of the U.S. land area is

used for agricultural purposes, with 191

million ha (472 million acres) in cropland and

238 million ha (587 million acres) in range or

pasture (Knutson et al. 1990). American agri-

culture has become the most productive in the

world based on technology and increased spe-

cialization. Energy, machinery, agrochemicals.
and irrigation are principal components of mod-

em American agriculture, all of which poten-

tially affect farm and off-farm environmental

quality. In addition, government policies have

pervasively affected U.S. agriculture, often pre-

cluding producers from responding to changing
market conditions or affecting adoption of farm

practices that potentially improve environmen-

tal quality (National Research Council 1989;

Reichelderfer 1990).

Energy and technology have propelled
American agriculture from pioneering conver-

sion of the landscape to intensive, high-yield,

monocultural production. The composuion of

agriculture in terms of farm numbers, size, and

methods of production have changed dramati-

cally throughout this century. The effects of the

agricultural industry on the diversity, distribu-

tion, and abundance of wildlife continue to be

profound.

Larger, more economically efficient produc-
ers that could tolerate smaller profit margins
have absorbed the assets of smaller, less suc-

cessful operations. In 1991 the U.S. human pop-
ulation on farms was less than one-tenth of what

it was in 1920 (Haynes 1991), As the number of

farms decreased by two-thirds during this same

period, farm size increased. In response to

fewer farms and the need to increase production

efficiency, fields have become larger, crop

diversity has decreased, crop rotation patterns

have become simpler and less frequent, and

agrochemicals play a major role in crop produc-
tion. Over the last 30 years, these elements have

had significant effects on environmental quality

within agricultural ecosystems.
The Conservation Title of the Food Security

Act of 1985. commonly referred to as the Farm

Bill, was fomiulated in a time of commodity

surpluses, economic stress within the agricul-

tural community, and increasing public concern

about environmental quality. The Conservation

Reserve Program (CRP). a cornerstone of the

1985 Farm Bill, was enacted to remove highly

erosive cropland from production. This legisla-

tion reflects an effective integration of econom-

ic support to the agricultural community with

environmental policies advocated by a strong

coalition of organizations representing a wide

spectrum of the American public. The CRP has

provided substantial benefits to wildlife popula-

tions across the nation. To appreciate the CRP's

significance to wildlife, we must remember that

tremendous changes in agriculture have influ-

enced the abundance and quality of habitat in

this century (Soil and Water Conservation

Society 1994).

World War II. for example, brought an

increased demand for American agricultural

products. New technologies adopted in the

Agricultural

Ecosystems

by

Arthur W. Allen

National Biological Service
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post-war period reduced production costs and

further escalated farm output. Tractors and fami

machinery became more powerful and efficient.

Time and energy savings decreased the amount

of human labor needed to work larger fields.

Advances in biological and chemical technolo-

gies further increased agricultural efficiency

and crop yields. The use of nitrogen fertilizer

increased from 197 million metric tons (217

million tons) in 1940 to 6,765 million metric

tons (7.459 million tons) in 1970 (Haynes

1991 ). By the early 1970\. crop yields had sky-

rocketed to new records.

American agriculture entered the world mar-

ket in the 1970"s in response to increased glob-

al demands for agricultural products. American

farmers expanded production by cultivating

existing croplands more intensively and bring-

ing new, less fertile and more fragile lands into

production. The 1980"s arrived with the farm

industry in crisis due to overproduction,

increased costs for fuels and fertilizers, elevated

interest rates, declining land values, and

decreased demand for export sales. The agricul-

tural economic predicament, as well as height-

ened public concern about environmental quali-

ty, set the stage for the 1985 Farm Bill and

establishment of the CRP.

Agricultural Effects on Wildlife

Habitat

The effects of modem agriculture on wildlife

are indisputable, ranging from habitat elimina-

tion to long-term effects of agrochemicals on

water quality and reproductive success of

ground-nesting birds (Capel et al. 1993).

Habitat diversity in agricultural ecosystems has

Fig. 1. Percentage of county area enrolled in the Conservation Reservation Program (CRP)

through July 1992.

declined drastically as a consequence of the

elimination of hay and pasture needed by draft

animals and a shift to crop monocultures. In

many regions, wetland drainage, consolidation

of fields and farms, and elimination of

fencerows and idle areas have reduced habitat

diversity even further, thereby diminishing the

ability of agricultural ecosystems to sustain

viable populations of wildlife. The amount of

undisturbed grass-dominated cover and non-

cropped areas has decreased, resulting in lower

availability of habitat and higher losses to

predators for many nongame and game species

of wildlife. In many agricultural regions, crucial

wildlife habitat components such as undis-

turbed grassland have become dissected into

small, isolated patches, or spatially segregated

tracts. Increased agrochemical use has been

implicated in the long-term decline of species

such as the northern bobwhite {Colinus virgini-

aniis).

Monocultures, with minimal rotations

between crops, have accelerated soil erosion

and led to a greater dependence on chemical

fertilizers and pesticides (Bender 1984) result-

ing in surface and groundwater contamination

(Ribaudo 1989). Larger, heavier equipment
used for tillage, planting, application of agro-

chemicals, and harvesting contributes to

increased soil compaction and decreased soil

tilth (suitability), further contributing to ero-

sion. Agriculture has become the largest single

nonpoint source of water pollution, delivering

not only soil particles but also absorbed and dis-

solved nutrients and pesticides (National

Research Council 1989).

The Conservation Reserve

Program (CRP)

About 14.7 million ha (36.4 million acres)

were removed from production for a minimum

of 10 years during the 1 2 sign-up periods of the

CRP (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1993).

The percentage of each county area enrolled in

the CRP is illustrated in Fig. 1. Grasses repre-

sent the vast majority of cover established on

retired acres (Table). The most significant ben-

efit to wildlife from the CRP is the more than 13

million ha (32 million acres) of grass inter-

spersed with lands remaining in production.

This grass cover has enhanced the quality and

distribution of habitat for nongame and game

species in both tenestrial and aquatic ecosys-

tems. To document CRP-derived benefits to

habitat quality, a cooperative study between the

International Association of Fish and Wildlife

Agencies and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

was initiated in 1987 (Fanner et al. 1988).

From 1987 to 1993 fish and wildlife agency

personnel from 31 states collected vegetation
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Table. Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) acres con-

tracted in dominant conservation practices Ihrotigh the

12lh sign-up period (U.S. Department of Agriculture

IW.ii.

Conservation practice
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greater dependence on annual set-aside pro-

grams that potentially have drastic negative

effects on wildlife and environmental qtiality.

The CRP has provided environmental bene-

fits, particularly in terms of water quality stem-

ming from reduced amounts of soil erosion and

reduced applications of agrocheTiiicals.

Agricultural production, environmental quality.

and viable populations of wildlife in agricultur-

al ecosystems are not mutually exclusive objec-

tives. The Food Security Act of 1983 and the

CRP have successfully integrated environmen-

tal and agricultural policies, providing public

benefits on a national scale. Recent surveys

indicate that most lands enrolled in the CRP
will return to crop production upon the pro-

gram's termination in 199? (Dicks 1994). If this

does occur and if remaining lands are subjected

to uncontrolled haying and grazing, the many
benefits to wildlife and environmental quality

realized over 10 years will be lost.
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Non-native Species

Overview
Introduced species evolved

elsewhere and have been

transported and purposefully or accidentally dis-

seminated by humans. Many synonyms are used

to describe these species: alien, exotic, non-

native, and nonindigenous. The spread of non-

native species during the last century has been

unprecedented in Earth's history, with the speed
and scale of these infestations more rapid than

natural invasions. The spread of non-native

species in human-disturbed habitats reflects a

deterioration of the North American landscape.

Introduced species disrupt the functioning of

native ecosystems upon which humans depend.

Many non-native species become pests by

rapidly dispersing into communities in which

they have not evolved, and by displacing native

species because of evolutionary mismatches.

For example, non-native species contributed to

68% of the fish extinctions in the past 100

years, and the decline of 70% of the fish species

listed in the Endangered Species Act (Lassuy

1994).

As several articles indicate, the economic

cost incuned because of non-native species

reaches millions, or even billions, of dollars.

Non-native species damage agricultural crops
and rangelands. contribute to the decline of

commercially important fishes, spread diseases

that affect domestic animals and humans, and

disrupt vital ecosystem functions.

Some species that have become pests were

first introduced to "create" a desired landscape;

these non-natives include exotic game animals,

fish, and decorative plants. Mack and

Thompson (1982). for example, traced the

widespread dissemination of 139 weedy, non-

native plants in the United States to seed cata-

logues and the commercial seed trade of the

19th century. Similarly, feral (wild) domestic

animals such as mustangs are a major problem
on public lands, and sound management of such

animals has been impeded by romantic images
of America's past.

Accidental introductions through human
travel is a theme repeated in several articles,

indicating that cargo traffic (ship. air. land) is a

major vector of non-native species and should

be monitored as world trade increases. The

zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) is the

most notorious hitchhiker, but introductions

through ballast water are not isolated to the

Laurentian Great Lakes. My colleagues and I

recently found that 1 1 exotic benthic inverte-

brates have become established in Oregon estu-

aries. Similarly, dinoflagellates causing red tide

toxins have spread into Australian waters

through cargo traffic. The importation of raw
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logs from New Zealand and Siheiia endanger
Pacific Northwest forests through forest pests

hitchhiking in the bark and wood (J. Lattin.

Oregon State University, personal communica-

tion). It is clear that international cargo traffic

must be monitored to reduce the spread of non-

native species.

Although this section only briefly mentions

disease, it may be one of the most important

problems caused by non-native species. After

Columbus landed in the New World, for exam-

ple, 95% of the Native tribes became extinct

because their people were susceptible to

European microbes (Diamond 1992). Likewise,

exotic diseases have devastated populations of

aquatic organisms worldwide, killed many
native trees, and exterminated much of Hawaii's

avifauna. Non-native species are the primary
vector for these diseases; for instance, the

spread of fish diseases worldwide resulted from

the unprecedented transfer of non-native fishes

for hatchery production.

It is clear from the small sampling of articles

here that changes caused by non-native species
are widespread and profound. We present dif-

ferent case histories representative of a myriad
of management problems today. New problems

continually arise, however, because humans

deliberately and accidentally release non-native

species and encourage their invasion through
massive disturbances of the landscape, thereby

mitigating against native species" resistance to

invaders by stressing native populations. These

articles should make it clear that although non-

native species are costly to manage, manage
them we must.
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Since
the European colonization of North

America, many non-native aquatic species
have been introduced into the United States and

adjacent waters. The harm caused by recent

introductions, particularly by the zebra mussel

(Dreissemi polymorpha). and concern about a

possible increase in the number of unintention-

al introductions resulted in passage of the

Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention

and Control Act of 1990. This statute mandates

development and implementation of a compre-
hensive national program to prevent and

respond to problems caused by the unintention-

al introduction of nonindigenous aquatic

species into waters of the United States. This

article presents an overview of nonindigenous

aquatic species, a summary of potential path-

ways of introduction, and response strategies.

Presence and Distribution

Non-native aquatic species in the United

States and coastal waters include species from

many plant and animal taxa and span the entire

country (Figure). That this problem is extensive

is clear by the numbers: 139 nonindigenous

species are now established in the Great Lakes

(Mills et al. 1993): 32 species of nonindigenous
marine organisms were collected from one

small Oregon estuary (Carlton 1991); 96 non-

indigenous sponges, worms, crustaceans, and

other invertebrates are now found in San
Francisco Bay (Carlton 1979); and more than

half of Hawaii's free-living species are non-

indigenous (U.S. Congress 1993). The rate of

nonindigenous species" introductions into the

Great Lakes has increased in spurts since 1810,

largely in response to an expanding human pop-
ulation, development in the basin, and increased

transoceanic shipping.

Benefits and Costs

Nonindigenous aquatic species have been

both beneficial and problematic. Beneficial

aspects include enhancing recreational opportu-
nities such as sport-fishing; providing reliable,

high-quality food via aquaculture and maricul-

ture; and aesthetically improving the human
environment via the aquarium industry.
Recreational fishing contributed an estimated

$24 billion in expenditures and $69.4 billion in

economic output in 1991 (SFI 1994).

Problems associated with nonindigenous

aquatic species are priinarily related to ecologi-
cal issues, such as their effects on indigenous

species, and financial issues, such as economic

losses caused by biofouling of water-intake

pipes. For example, nonindigenous species
were cited as a contributing cause in the extinc-

tion of 27 species and 13 subspecies of North

American fishes over the past 100 years (Miller

et al. 1989). Federal, state, and local govern-
ments, as well as industry, have often borne sig-

nificant costs related to nonindigenous aquatic

species. From 1906 to 1991. estimated losses

associated with 79 aquatic and terrestrial non-

indigenous species were roughly $97 billion

(Table 1), and worst-case estimates for 15

potential high-impact nonindigenous species

project future economic losses of another $134
billion (U.S. Congress 1993).
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Tiibli' I. Kslimaled iiimulalive losses to the United States

from selected categones of harmful nonindigenous

species. 1906-91 (U.S. Congress 1993).

Category
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100% effective and can never eliminate all

threats from nonindigenous aquatic species.

Therefore, rapid response and control tech-

niques must be identified and in place to control

and limit damages caused by nonindigenous
ANS. This approach is being used to control

ruffe.

Control is intended to reduce the effects of

nonindigenous aquatic species through eradica-

tion, reduction in numbers to tolerable levels,

and exclusion from sensitive areas. Three gen-

eral control methods exist to prevent the spread

of these species: chemical, biological, and phys-

ical. Proper evaluation and use of selective

chemicals may provide effective cimtrol of non-

native aquatic species with an apparent mini-

mum of ecological hazard or other side effects.

Increasing concern exists, however, about the

long-term environmental safety and impacts of

chemicals used to control nonindigenous aquat-

ic species. Efforts to control sea lamprey

(Perromyzon marimis) in the Great Lakes are a

prime example of chemical control. This control

has been highly successful in reducing the pop-
ulation size of an invading species, but carries

an enormous price tag: more than $10 million

annually (U.S. Congress 1993).

Carefully planned biological-control pro-

grams may provide rapid, cost-effective control

and pose negligible ecological problems. The

success rate for biological-control programs

typically ranges from 16% to 36% (Meyers et

al. 1989) and improperly screened biological-

control agents have themselves become nui-

sance species in the past (e.g., blue tilapia

[Tilapia aiirea]; McClelland 1992).

Although often very expensive, physical

control of aquatic nuisance species can be an

appropriate technique in certain circumstances.

Physical control has been used to control nui-

sance aquatic weeds like Eurasian watermilfoil

{Myriophylhim spicatum ).

Since no single method is likely to provide
the necessary level of control, a comprehensive,

integrated control strategy combining tech-

niques is usually necessary for an effective con-

trol program. Few, if any, control methods are

without some environmental risk. When proper-

ly used, and with continual monitoring for

effectiveness and ecological side effects, envi-

ronmentally sound control of at least some

aquatic nuisance species can be achieved, as in

the Great Lakes sea lamprey control program.
Detection and monitoring strategies serve as

early warning systems that first identify new
invasions and then track ranges and popula-
tions. This strategy complements or integrates

prevention and control to allow for early inter-

vention and assessment of management actions.

The capability for early detection of new inva-

sions will allow managers to implement strate-

gies for limiting their spread and reducing neg-
ative effects. Timely detection of non-native

aquatic species that are or could become nui-

sances can also help identify gaps in prevention

procedures. Monitoring of those organisms will

not only allow rapid response if harmful situa-

tions arise but will also allow verification or

repudiation of assumptions that may have been

made during assessments before intentional

releases.

Because of extremely limited resources,

cooperative ventures and collaborations

between agencies are essential for collecting

monitoring information. The Detection and

Monitoring Committee of the ANS program is

developing a national network to coordinate and

provide infonnation regarding occuri'ences of

known nonindigenous aquatic species. This net-

work is intended to provide managers and

researchers with an important tool for determin-

ing the status of a particular nonindigenous

aquatic species, its potential and known effects,

and proven or potential control techniques.

By and large, three interrelated problems
associated with nonindigenous ANS remain

unsolved: (1) detennining levels of acceptable

risk; (2) setting thresholds or other variables

above which more formal decision making and

costly approaches for control are invoked; and

( 3 ) identifying trade-offs in terms of costs and

economic ramifications in the face of uncertain-

ty as to probable success in controlling ANS.
Current federal methods and programs to iden-

tify risks of potentially harmful nonindigenous

aquatic species have many shortfalls—includ-

ing long response times.

Summary

Nonindigenous aquatic species are wide-

spread in the United States. While many of

these organisms have been intentionally intro-

duced, many others dispensed via unintended

introductions. The potential for ecological and

economic harm resulting from introductions of

nonindigenous aquatic species can be large. For

example, zebra mussels seem to be jeopardizing
a number of native North American mussel

species (Williams et al. 1993) and could result

in economic losses in excess of $3 billion (U.S.

Congress 1993). The actual extent of problems
associated with non-native aquatic species

remains largely unknown. The ability to detect

new species and limit their dispersal before they

become problematic is critical if we are to limit

future nonindigenous species problems.
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Within
the United States alone, humans

have intentionally or unintentionally
intioduced mote than 4,300 species of tenestri-

al and aquatic species to areas outside their his-

torical range (U.S. Congress 1993). Although

many terrestrial introductions are viewed as

beneficial to humans because of economic and

social considerations, all but a few intentional

aquatic introductions have proven to be mixed

blessings (Courtenay and Williams 1992;

Steirer 1992; U,S. Congress 1993). No uninten-

tional aquatic introductions have been consid-

ered beneficial (Steirer 1992); instead, their

environmental consequences are generally
hannful and sometimes catastrophic (Taylor et

al. 1984; U.S. Congress 1993).

Both intentional and unintentional introduc-

tions have enabled nonindigenous fish to

become temporary, and often pemianent, resi-

dents in neariy every U.S. aquatic system.

Complete eradication or exclusion is neither

economically plausible nor socially justified

(U.S. Congress 1993); therefore, nonindigenous
fish are and will continue to be components of

these aquatic systems. Because nonindigenous
fish have the potential to alter significantly the

U.S. aquatic ecosystems during the next centu-

ry and beyond, their interactions within the

aquatic community must be monitored and ana-

lyzed to ensure that effective management
actions are taken before a crisis arises.

To help document the consequences of non-

indigenous fish introductions, the National

Biological Service monitors the status and dis-

tribution of these organisms in U.S. waters

(Williams and Jennings 1991). Since 1978,

reports and specimens of various nonindigenous
fish have been collected, verified, and entered in

a geographic information system, which is a

computerized mapping and data base system.

Obtaining qualitative and quantitative infor-

mation on nonindigenous fish for a national

assessment requires cooperation by many agen-
cies, organizations, and individuals (Boydstun
and Benson 1992). We collect much of our eco-

logical and geographical data using a voluntary

reporting form. Historical accounts are gathered

through review of both scientific and other liter-

ature, including natural resource agency publica-
tions that often provide accounts of nonindige-
nous fish, stockings, and discoveries. For our

purposes, we established a historic cut-oft' date

for usable nonindigenous fish reports at 1800.

We limited this analysis to only reports of

nonindigenous fish from open waters identifi-

able to species level and recognizable non-

indigenous hybrids.

Status of Nonindigenous Fish

We have collected more than 1 1,000 reports
that document 404 unique fish species or

hybrids introduced outside their native ranges
within U.S. waters. This diverse group of 67

families of fish includes species from every
continent except Antarctica. Of the 404 species,

252 (62%) are native to the United States but

found outside their native ranges, and 152

(38%) are from other countries. Nonindigenous

hybrid fish represent roughly 5% (19) of the

total 404 nonindigenous fish species.

Our total is considerably higher than the 1 27

nonindigenous fish (70 U.S. and 57 non-U. S.)

reported in the United States in 1992 by the

Office of Technology Assessment (U.S.

Congress 1993). Courtenay and Williams

( 1992) reported 99 exotic (non-U. S.) nonindige-
nous fish species in the contiguous U.S. waters

in 1992. of which 46 were established as sus-

taining populations. The di.sparity between our

Nonindigenous
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results and these estimates is most influenced

hy our intent to include all reported nonindige-

nous fish that have been found within the

United States since 1800, regardless of their

cuiTent status.

Game and associated forage fish are the

most widely distributed nonindigenous fish.

These include the salmonids (salmon and trout),

ictalurids (catfish), centrarchids (hass and sun-

fish), percids (walleye and sauger), and

cyprinids (minnows). The two most widely dis-

tributed nonindigenous fish species are goldfish

{Carassiiis auratus) and common carp

{Cxprinus carpio). Both have been reported or

collected from all states except Alaska (Table).

Goldfish introductions are the result of the

release of bait and aquarium fish and forage fish

stocking for game fish. Widespread distribution

of common caip is primarily due to the stocking

program of the U.S. Fish Commission in the

late I800"s and early 1900"s and later use of

juvenile carp as bait.

Reported Occurrences

All 50 states have reponed nonindigenous
fish from their open waters (Fig. 1 ). When con-

sidering total diversity of nonindigenous fish

species, the top five states are California (114),

Texas (96), Florida (96), North Carolina (83),

and Nevada (82). In fact, of the total 404

species, 312 (77%) are reported as occuiring or

having been found within the 1 1 states crossing

or below the 35th parallel (e.g., Hawaii.

California, Arizona. New Mexico, Texas.

Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana. Alabama.

Georgia, and Florida). Although Hawaii was

historically without any native freshwater fish,

it now has 52 nonindigenous freshwater fish

species.

Table. Nonindigenous fish introduced into 10 or more

states, l.sr)()-iW4.

Common name (scientific name)
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bass, American shad, yellow perch, catfish,

bullheads, sunfish. black bass, and crappies.

Most of these introductions resulted in estab-

lished populations that still persist today. At this

same time brown trout, tench, and carp were

being stocked throughout the country. A resur-

gence of stocking occurred around \^)50 when

many state agencies began stocking game tlsh.

The popularity of home aquaria and the avail-

ability of foreign fish have also contributed to

an increase in the number of species introduced

in the past 40 years (Courtenay and Williams

1992: Fig. 2).

The Future

The presence of nonindigenous fish will

continue to alter U.S. aquatic resources. These

species compete with or prey on native game
and nongame fish, often with sexere negative
effects on aquatic ecosystems. Nonindigenous
fish that survive the initial introduction and sub-

sequently become established are often tolerant

of adverse or altered environmental conditions,

including habitat disturbance. This tolerance

has been used to justify nonindigenous fish

introductions rather than to restore disrupted
environments. The environmental tolerance of

nonindigenous fish combined with increasing
habitat disruption in streams and lakes assures

their continued dispersal into formerly unoccu-

pied areas. If the introduction and establishment

of nonindigenous fish continue at their present
rates, distribution and survi\al oi' native aquatic

organisms could be drastically affected. These
introductions can also profoundly change bio-

logical diversity and composition of habitats

and ecosystems, which could result in substan-

tially increased rates of extinction of native

aquatic species.
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Interest

in established, non-native species of

reptiles and amphibians in the United States

(including territories and possessions) has been

increasing the past quarter-century. Concerns

regarding the interactions of introduced and

native species have driven this interest (Wilson

and Porras 1983). Most successful introductions

have taken place in the southern tier of states

(California to Florida) and on islands. This suc-

cess rate is probably due. in pan. to favorable

environmental conditions. Movements by

indigenous peoples to islands also may have

substantially augmented existing faunas. For

example, in American Samoa, virtually the

entire terrestrial reptile fauna may have been

introduced by the original human colonizers

(T.D. Schwaner, Alabama School of Science

and Math, personal communication). Since

many species of reptiles and amphibians on

islands could be considered as introduced, the

scope of this report, for islands, is restricted to

those introductions that occurred after contact

with western societies and for the mainland

United States, within the past century. A review

of both successful and unsuccessful reptile and

amphibian introductions in North America is

presented by Smith and Kohler (1977).

Of the documented 53 established non-

native amphibian and reptile species (Table), at

least 3—spectacled caiman iCuiniaii croco-

cliliis). marine toad (Biifo marimts). African

clawed frog (Xenopus laevis). bullfrog (Rcma

catesheiana). and brown tree snake (Boiga

irregularis)
—have been established at least 30

years and have been sufficiently monitored to

enable preliminary assessment of impacts on

the native biota. The marine toad is established

in Florida, Hawaii, the Temtories of Guam,
U.S. Virgin Islands, and American Samoa, and

the Commonwealths of Puerto Rico and of the

Northern Mariana Islands, where it is regarded
as a nuisance species. The spectacled caiman is

established in Puerto Rico and Florida, where it

may be negatively affecting vertebrates. The
African clawed frog is established in Arizona

and California, but is not demonstrating any

apparent negative effects on native vertebrates.

The bullfrog is widely established in western

North America, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, and is

implicated in restricting the range of native

North American ranid frogs and the Mexican

garter snake (Thamnophis eqiies). The brown

tree snake is established on Guam and is identi-

fied as the agent in the extirpation of native for-

est-dwelling birds and small reptiles.

Non-native
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Marine toad (Bufo manin
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Table. Established exotic species

of amplnibians and reptiles in the

United States (including territories

and possessions).

Scientific name (common name) Area (reference)
^

Frogs and toads

Bufo marinus (marine toad)''

Dendrobales auratus (poison-dart frog)

Eleutherodactylus coqui (common coqui)

E planirostris (greenhouse frog)

Liloria lallax (eastern dwarf treefrog)

Osleopilus septenlrionalis (Cuban freefiog)

Rana catesbeiana (bullfrog)''

R pipiens (nortfiern leopard frog)''

R. rugosa (wrinkled frog)

Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog)

FL (Ashton and Asfiton 1988; Wilson and Porras 1983). I^P (Rodda et al,1991).

GU McCoid 1993). HI (McKeown 1978), AS (Amerson et al 1982), PR^, VI'

HI (l^cKeown 1978)

FL, U, VI (Conant and Collins 1991)

FL, LA (Conant and Collins 1991)

GU, MP'(McCoid1993) -y'X J;>"

FL (Asfiton and Ashton 1988, Conant and Collins 1991)

HI, PR, western U,S, except ND and MN (Conant and Collins 1991; McKeown 1978)

CA (Stebbins 1985)

HI (McKeown 1978)

CA, AZ, NC'g.VA?! (McCoid and Fritts 1980b)

Salamanders

Ambystoma tigrinum (tiger salamander)'' CA, AZ (Stebbins 1985)

Lizards

Ameiva ameiva (Soulfi Amencan

ground lizard or giant ameiva)

Anolis carolinensis (green anole)''

A. chlorocyanus (Hispaniolan green anole)

A crislellalus (Puerto Rican crested anole)

A. cybotes (large-headed anole)

A dislichus (bark anole)

A. equestris (knight anole)

A garmani (Jamaican giant anole)

A. sagrei (brown anole)

Basiliscus vittalus (brown basilisk)

Carlia fusca (brown four-fingered skink)

Chamaeleo /achsonii (Jackson's chameleon)

Cnemdophorus lemniscalus (South American whiplail)

Cyrlopodion scabrum (roughtail gecko)

Clenosaura pectinala (Mexican spiny-tailed iguana)

Gekko gekko (lokay gecko)

Gonaiodes albogularis (yellow-headed gecko)

Hemidactylus Irenalus (house gecko)

H. garnolii (fox gecko)

H mabouia (cosmopolitan house gecko)

H. turcicus (Mediterranean house gecko)

Iguana iguana (green iguana)

Lamprolepis smaragdina (green tree skink)

Leiocephalus cannalus (cannate curly-tailed lizard)

L schreibersii (Schreiber's curly-tailed lizard)

Lampropholis delicala (rainbow skink)

Phelsuma sp. (day gecko)

Phrynosoma comulum (Texas horned lizard)'

Podarcis muralis (common wall lizard)

Ps/ct//a (Italian wall lizard)

Sphaerddactylus argus (ocellated dwarf gecko)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

CA (Bury and Luckenbach 1976), GU (McCoid 1993), HI (McKeown 1978), MP (Rodda et

al 1991)

FL9

FL (Ashton and Ashfon 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988, Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991
)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

FL, TX (Ashton and Ashton 1988: Conant and Collins 1991), LA (Thomas et al. 1990)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conanf and Collins 1991)

GU (McCoid 1993), MP (Rodda et al. 1991)

HI (McKeown 1978)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1986; Conant and Collins 1991)

TX (Conant and Collins 1991)

FL, TX (Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988, Conanf and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

GU (McCoid 1993), MP (Rodda ef al 1991). HI (McKeown 1978),

AS (Amerson ef al 1982), FL(Meshaka elal 1994).

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Bufterfield et al 1993; Lawson ef al 1991)

AZ (Stebbins 1985). MM (Painter ef al. 1992), AR (Paulissen and Buchanan 1990),

NV (Saelhre and Medica 1993), FL (Ashfon and Ashfon 1988),

TX, OK, U, AL, MS, GA, PR (Conant and Collins 1991)

FL (Conanf and Collins 1991), HI (McKeown 1978), PR'

MP (Rodda et at 1991)

FL (Ashfon and Ashfon 1988, Conanf and Collins 1991)

FL( Conant and Collins 1991)

HI (Baker 1979)

HI*"

LA, FL, GA (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conant and Collins 1991)

OH (Conanf and Collins 1991)

NY, KS (Conanf and Collins 1991)

FL (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Conanf and Collins 1991)

S. elegans (ashy gecko)
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Case Studies

Spectacled Caiman

The spectacled caiman has been estabUshed

in southern Florida for about 30 years (Eihs

1980). There are few pubUshed accounts of this

species in Florida, but one (Ellis 1980) indicat-

ed that these animals eat fish, amphibians, and

mammals. This information, coupled with the

species" ability to tolerate crowding in bodies of

water and relatively rapid maturation, suggests
that impacts on native alligators (Alligator inis-

sissippiensis) might be expected (CM. Sekerak,

University of South Florida, personal communi-

cation). Studies in the species" native range (J.

Dixon. Texas A&M University, personal com-

munication), however, suggest that the specta-
cled caiman does not co-occur with larger

species of crocodilians. perhaps because of their

predation on the smaller caimans. Since the

American alligator reaches a larger size than the

spectacled caiman, it is possible that the

American alligator will deter the caiman from

substantially expanding its range.

Marine Toad

The marine toad, native to the tropical New
World, is widely introduced and now has a vir-

tually circumtropical range (Zug and Zug
1979). Populations were originally established

for insect control, but the species itself became
a pest. Information from Australia (Tyler 1989)

indicates that ingestion of marine toads,

because they have highly toxic skin glands,
results in deaths of native reptiles, birds, and

mammals. Observations on Guam, where the

marine toad has been established since 1937

(McCoid 1993), indicate that poisonings of pet

dogs and cats by biting or mouthing marine

toads are relatively common (R. Dorner.

Marianas Veterinary Clinic, personal communi-

cation). On Guam, the island-wide decline of a

large varanid lizard is attributed to its predation
on the introduced toad (McCoid et al. 1994). In

Florida, where the marine toad has been estab-

lished since 1955. poisonings of pets (Ashton
and Ashton 1988) and declines of nadve

amphibians in areas of co-occurrence with the

marine toad are reported (J. Rossi. Jacksonville

University, personal communication). In a labo-

ratory situation, a native toad {Biifo ameri-

canus) was behaviorally dominated and exclud-

ed from feeding by marine toads (Boice and

Boice 1970). There is a literature survey on the

marine toad that includes information on

extralimital populations (Lawson 1987).

African Clawed Frog

Despite initial fears of the effect of the

African clawed frog on aquatic California ver-

tebrates (St. Amant 1975). a subsequent study
(McCoid and Fritts 1980a) indicated that these

fears may be unwarranted because the only ver-

tebrates found in stomach analyses were imma-
ture African clawed frogs and an introduced fish

species. Other studies (McCoid and Fritts

1980b. 1993) characterize populations as living

primarily in temporary and artificial bodies of

water, where most native aquatic vertebrates are

expected to be absent. Recently, populations in

southern California may have declined because

of drought (McCoid et al. 1993). Although
African clawed frogs have been established in

California since the mid-1960"s (McCoid and

Fritts 1980b). impacts on native invertebrates,

their primary food source, are unassessed.

Bullfrog

Although precise dates of introductions of

the bullfrog into many areas of western Noi1h

America are not well known (Bury and Whelan

1984). the earliest introduction occurred in

1896 (Hayes and Jennings 1986). Impacts on

native ranid frogs, however, are well document-
ed and may account for range restrictions of

native ranids (Moyle 1973; Hayes and Jennings
1986: Stuart and Painter 1993). Recent infor-

mation indicates that the Mexican garter snake

is also declining because of predation by bull-

frogs {see Rosen and Schwalbe, this section).

Brown Tree Snake

Since the introduction of the brown tree

snake on Guam about 40 years ago. the snake

has reached enormous densities (Rodda et al.

1992) and is implicated in the demise of the

entire native forest-dwelling bird community
(Savidge 1987) and some of the larger lizard

species (Rodda and Fritts 1992). Additional

impacts include disniption of electrical power
(Fritts et al. 1987). predation on domesticated

animals (Fritts and McCoid 1991). and human
health risks (Fritts et al. 1990, 1994). There are

several overviews of the brown tree snake prob-
lem on Guam (Fritts 1988; McCoid 1991: also

see Fritts and Rodda, this section).

Discussion and Summary
Exotic species of reptiles and amphibians

are established in the following areas of the

United States (Table): Florida (30 species),
Hawaii ( 12), Guam (9), Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands (8), California (6),

Louisiana (5). Puerto Rico (5). Texas (4), and

Arizona (3). All other areas combined have 9

species. Many of these introductions are due to

released or escaped pets.
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The ability to assess impacts of exotics on

native species may be related, in part, to the

length of time that the exotic has been estab-

lished. For example, deleterious impacts by the

brown tree snake on Guam were not noticed by

biologists until about 25 years after initial colo-

nization (Savidge 1987). Thus, short-term stud-

ies of many non-native reptiles and amphibians

may not reveal impacts on native biota. Of the

five long-term infestations discussed earlier,

only the African clawed frog seems to have not

affected the native vertebrate biota. The four

detrimental case studies suggest, however, the

trend that introduced reptiles and amphibians,
like many other introductions, negatively affects

established biota. Importantly though, popula-
tions of most introduced species of reptiles and

amphibians remain unstudied and long-term
effects are largely unassessed.
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TWO
of the three most common nesting

species in North America today are birds

whose ancestors were brought here from

Europe. Some non-native birds are more con-

spicuous than others, so comparisons are only
relative, but according to the two largest conti-

nental surveys, non-native species (excluding
house finches) constitute, on average, about 6%
of the bird population during the summer
months (Breeding Bird Survey [BBS]) and

about 8% in winter (Christmas Bird Count),

Percentages vary considerably by habitat and

geographic location.

Many exotic bird species were introduced to

the United States by European colonists who
missed the familiar birds of their homeland and

tried to establish populations of familiar Old

World species. Farmers also saw opportunities
for pest control by birds such as starlings and

house sparrows, but they did not anticipate the

degree to which these exotic species would out-

compete native birds for nesting sites. Most

introductions, however, were by sporting or

hunting organizations and state game depart-
ments that wished to provide more hunting

opportunities.

Competition between exotic and native

species has been particularly severe on islands.

In the Hawaiian Islands, introduced songbird

species far exceed native ones. Visitors to

Honolulu, for example, see only exotic song-
birds unless they hike mountain trails in search

of the few remaining endemic species.

MacArthur and Wilson ( 1 967 ) predicted that for

every new species colonized or introduced on

an island, an average of one species will

become extinct. Even Puerto Rico has breeding

populations of about 20 kinds of exotic song-
birds, far outnumbering the endeinics.

The best-known introductions in North

America are those that were highly successful:

the house sparrow (Passer domesticiis),

European starling (Stunuis vulgaris), rock dove

or common pigeon (Columba livia), ring-
necked pheasant (Phasianus colcliicus), mute
swan (Cygnus olor), gray or Hungarian par-

tridge (Perdi.x perdi.x). and the chukar (Alectoris

chukar). They readily adapted to their new envi-

ronments, and most have prospered here for

more than 100 years.

Data Sources

Before the mid-20th century, information on

the distribution and population trends of exotic

birds came primarily from scattered accounts in

the literature, from state bird books, and from

the Audubon Christmas Bird Count (CBC),
Since 1966 in the eastern states and Canada,
and 1968 in the West, the BBS (Robbins et al,

1986) has provided information on geographic
distribution, relative abundance, and population
trends for all but the rarest species. A condensed

summary of BBS trends of exotic species

(Table) based on as many as 2,500 fifty-stop

roadside transects per year is presented for the

three major regions of the continent.

History and Status

Cattle Egret (Bubulcus ibis)

The only records of intentional release of

this African species in the United States are

from Hawaii, where the bird was deliberately

introduced on five major islands in July and

August 1959 to control flies around homes and

cattle (Breeze 1959). These birds were obtained

in Florida, where they arrived in the early

1940"s from South America by way of the West

Indies. The species had been known from

British Guiana since the 1870's (American

Ornithologists" Union 1983), but no firm docu-

mentation of its arrival there from Africa is

known. The species' spread across the continen-

tal United States is well documented by the

BBS (Table) and the CBC. The cattle egret is

highly migratory, and many of the American

birds winter in Latin America. Cattle egrets

feed primarily in pastures with cattle.

Concerns that cattle diseases might be carried

across international boundaries have so far

lacked documentation, but populations are

being monitored and movements of banded

birds are being tracked.

Waterfowl

Many species of exotic waterfowl have

found their way into the wild through inten-

tional introductions and by escaping from cap-

tivity. The large, heavy-bodied muscovy duck

(Cairina moschata) from Mexico, in both nat-

ural and white plumage, is a common sight in

Non-native

Birds

by

Chandler S. Robbins
National Biological Service
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Table. Population trends from the

Breeding Bird Survey. 1466-92.

Dashes under "Population trend"

indicate insufficient data; dashes

under "Significance" indicate no

significant chaniies.

many city parks, but is less commonly found in

the wild where it must forage for itself. Many
European and some Asiatic ducks, and even a

few exotic geese, escape from private collec-

tions, especially during stomis. Because the

number of these individuals is small, their pop-
ulations have not been monitored.
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and has been found as tar north as Louisiana

and Georgia. Its rapid spread across Europe in

the past tew decades suggests its potential tor

rapid expansion in America.

Parrots

Many species of parrots imported for the

cagehird trade have escaped, especially at ports

of entry. The budgerigar (Melopsittucus uudiiki-

tits) from Australia and the canary-winged para-

keet (Bwtogcris versicoliirus) from South

America have established populations in south-

em Florida and Puerto Rico, while the parakeet

has become established in Los Angeles County.
California. Of greater concern to orchardists has

been the survival and reproduction in more

northern states of monk parakeets (Myiopsitia

monachiis) from temperate South America (Bull

1975). Control measures have eliminated most

populations of this exotic species in the United

States.

Songbirds

Berger ( 1981 ) includes accounts of 37 exot-

ic songbird species that maintain breeding pop-
ulations in Hawaii, and Raffaele (1989) lists 19

that are breeding or probably breeding in Puerto

Rico. Fewer nest on the U.S. mainland. The two

most notorious species that dominate the envi-

ronment and have negative effects on native

species are the house sparrow and European

starling, both of which compete with native

birds for nesting cavities.

One hundred house sparrows from England
established the first breeding population in New
York City in 1851-52. Additional introductions

helped the population spread westward to the

Mississippi River by 1870. and by 1910, this

species was established across the continent

(Robbins 1973). Their numbers continued to

expand until the automobile replaced the horse

and the supply of waste grain was markedly
reduced. Their decrease since the mid-1960's is

well documented by the BBS (Table).

Sixty European starlings released in New
York City in April 1890 (Cruickshank 1942)

were the ancestors of the millions that now

occupy the American countryside. Although
these birds consume enomious quantities of

noxious insects and weed seeds, they are seri-

ous competitors with native species for nesting

cavities and food. Fortunately, their populations
seem to have peaked and are now declining

(Table).

The house tlnch (Carpodacus mexicamis),

native to the western states, is an adaptable

species that has rapidly colonized the East since

the illegal release of the species on Long Island,

New York, in the early 1940"s. The birds now
breed in every eastern state.

Migratory Immigrants

In addition to birds intentionally relea.sed in

North America, two migratory species, the cat-

tle egret (already discussed) from Africa and the

parasitic shiny cowbird {Molothrus bonari-

eii.sis) from South America, have invaded via

the West Indies in recent decades. Shiny cow-

birds, which lay their eggs in the nests of other

songbirds, may be as real a threat to the repro-

ductive success of native North American

species as they have been to the yellow-shoul-
dered blackbird {Agelaiiis .\au!hi}nuis) in Pueilo

Rico (Wiley 1985). Shuiy cowbirds have been

found as far north as Maine and as far west as

Texas and Oklahoma.

Future Concerns

The North American avifauna has developed
over millions of years, changing as climatic

conditions altered habitats. New species

evolved; others became extinct. Today, human
influences are speeding extinction rates without

any comparable increase in evolution of new

species. Introducing aggressive exotic species

often results in unforeseen problems, including

extinction of native species.
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Animals on
Public Lands
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Non-native
plants and animals have become

part of our surroundings, in cities, agricul-

tural areas, and wildlands. While there are many
beneficial purposes for non-native animals,

such as for food and sport hunting and as agri-

cultural animals, the introduction of some has

had major negative economic consequences
(Palmer 1899), and adverse effects on native

wildlife, plants, and habitats. The British ecolo-

gist Charles Elton, in a major review of intro-

duced species, described the increasing number

of invasions as constituting "one of the great

historical convulsions in the world's flora and

fauna" (Elton 1958, p. 31).

Non-native species are significant problems
on large areas of state and federal public lands,

and areas set aside to protect native plant and

animal communities are not immune to such

hami. Science and conservation journals have

devoted entire issues to the threats posed by
non-native plants and animals in nature reserves

(e.g.. Usher et al. 1988). In a compilation of

threats to U.S. national parks, non-native plants

and animals were the inost often reported threat,

and were reported by the most areas: feral cats

(Fells catus). feral dogs iCaiiis faniiliaris). and

wild pigs (Siis scrofa) were the non-native ani-

mals cited most often (NPCA 1977).

Non-native species present serious threats, but

at the same time, coordinated eft'orts on public

lands offer the best possibility for controlling

some harmful non-native species, and protect-

ing both native plant and animal communities

and human interests and needs.

We compiled information on non-native ani-

mals on public and private land-management
areas by conducting a mail survey to assess

their occurrence and management status in

land-management areas. Survey results repre-

sent contributions from 937 national parks,

national forests, national wildlife refuges.

Bureau of Land Management field areas, and

state and private land-management areas. The

results reflect those species that land managers
considered of greatest concern, and their gener-
al distribution on public lands. Non-native

invertebrate animals, particularly forest insects

and agricultural pests, cause severe economic

and environmental damage as well (OTA 1993).

but were not the focus of this survey.

Distribution and Effects

The forests, parks, refuges, and other areas

that responded to the surveys identified 205

non-native animal species as species of man-

agement concern. As a group, non-native mam-
mals were most often reported by land man-

agers as problem species, accounting for 60%
(823 of 1,370) of the reports received (Table 1 ).

Twenty-eight non-native mammal species were

listed for the areas surveyed, with feral cats and

dogs and wild pigs reported most often (Table

2). Feral cats and dogs are nearly ubiquitous

(Figure) and are of concern because they prey
on native birds and mammals (Van't Woudt

Table 1. Non-native species reported from U.S. national

forests, parks, refuges, and other land-management areas.

"Species introduced" is the total number of non-native

species of each group that are known to have been brought
into the United States (fish from Courtenay and Stauffer

1984; amphibians and reptiles from Smith and Kohler

1977: birds from Long 1981; mammals from Lever 1985).

"Established" is the number of species that have estab-

lished successful long-term populations. "Species report-

ed" is the number of species noted in mail surveys sent to

U.S. land-management areas, and "Number of reports" is

the number of areas reporting each species.
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1990). Wild pigs were reported primarily in the

southeastern United States, California, and

Hawaii; despite their status as game in most

areas, they pose serious threats to native plant

communities and rare plant species by their for-

aging and digging (Singer 1981; Stone and

Loope 1987). Wild horses {Eqiiiis caballus) are

primarily present in the western United States

and on the barrier islands of the east coast.

Although they may damage native vegetation,

wild horses are generally protected as part of

the historic scene.

After maminals. non-native fish were listed

most often as problem non-native species. For

all areas combined, we received 272 reports

representing a total of 40 non-native fish

species. Non-native trout (introduced to aug-

ment local fisheries) and common carp

(Cyprinus carpio) were reported most.

Introduced trout include species from other

parts of the United States (e.g.. eastern brook

trout, Salvelinus fontinaUs. introduced in many
areas of the West) and species from other areas

of the world (primarily European brown trout.

Salmo tnitta). Introduced trout may decimate

susceptible native fish populations, lead to the

loss of native varieties through interbreeding,

and deplete amphibians and aquatic inverte-

brates in waters originally without fish (Taylor

et al. 1984; Larson and Moore 1985). Most

areas reporting problems or threats from

non-native trout are in the western United States

(Figure). Carp have been introduced in waters

throughout much of the United States, but most

areas reporting them as serious pests were wet-

land-management districts and wildlife refuges

along the Mississippi. Missouri, and Columbia

river systems.
We received 245 reports of non-native birds

from survey respondents. Although many bird

species have been introduced into the United

States (Table 1 ). many failed to become estab-

lished or remained restricted to areas where

introduced. Only 19 species were reported as

causing significant damage. European starling

(Stumits vulgaris) and rock dove (common

pigeon, Coliimha livia) were reported most

often, primarily in developed areas.

Only three non-native amphibian species

and four non-native reptiles were reported.

The.se species (e.g.. marine toad. Biifo iiiarinus)

are primarily a problem in tropical and subtrop-

ical areas of southern Florida and Hawaii and

some U.S. territories.

Seventy-three of the species identified in the

surveys had been targeted for control or eradi-

cation. Feral cats were the subject of the great-

est number of management projects (138 areas).

Seventy-eight areas were conducting or had

completed projects to control wild pigs, while

60 areas listed management for feral dogs, 41

for wild horses, 35 for cows {.Bos laiinis). and

35 for feral burros (Eqiius asimis).

Non-mammalian species were less often tar-

gets for control. Thirty-four areas, primarily

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service areas, listed con-

trol or eradication programs for carp. Other fish

subject to control were introduced rainbow trout

(Oncorliynchus mykiss: 22 areas) and brook

trout (20 areas) in streams in western North

America. Fewer projects were listed for birds.

European starlings were the target of most con-

trols ( 15 areas). A few areas listed control pro-

jects for non-native invertebrates. Most com-

mon were fire ants (Soleiiopsis spp.. 14 areas)

and gypsy moths (Lymantria dispar; 9 areas).

This survey highlights widespread and seri-

ous concerns about the effects of introduced

species on native plant and animal communi-

ties. Geographically, this was true for areas

across most of the United States except Alaska,

where survey respondents generally reported

few problems with non-native species, possibly

because of the extreme climate of that area.

Even there, however, non-native species can be

a serious threat in local areas; some nesting

waterfowl and seabirds on island wildlife

refuges are severely affected by predation from

introduced Arctic foxes (Alopex kigopiis).

Some of the greatest adverse impacts of

non-native species have been in freshwater

communities and on islands. Introduced fish

have caused calamitous changes in the Great

Lakes, decimating both the natural community
of the lakes and the commercial fishery that

depends on these inland seas (Lawrie 1970; Eck

and Wells 1987). Adverse effects of introduced

fish, especially predaceous species, on native

tlsh. amphibians, and invertebrates are a recur-

rent pattern (Taylor et al. 1984; Moyle 1986).

Introduced brown trout, in particular, are seri-

ous predators on native salmonids in the United

States. In spite of their small size, introduced

western mosquitofish {Gambiisia affinis) may
eliminate other small, native fishes through

competition or predation; they may also prey

heavily on the young of food and game fish and

also on aquatic amphibian larvae (Meffe et al.

1983).

Non-native species introduced to islands

have caused the greatest hami to terrestrial plant

and animal communities. Areas specifically

responding to our surveys included the national

seashores on the barrier islands of the east coast

and Gulf of Mexico, the National Park Service

on the California Channel Islands, and national

parks and wildlife refuges on the Hawaiian

Islands. It is generally considered that long-iso-

lated island plants and animals are poorly adapt-

ed to cope with introduced predators, competi-

tors, and disease organisms, and all of these

island areas have suffered serious damage from

Feral dog

Non-native trout

Wild horse

Figure. Distribution of several

non-native animal species on pub-

lic lands as reported by land man-

agers responding to mail surveys:

feral cat, wild pig. feral dog. non-

native trout, carp, and wild horse.
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intnidiiccd herbivoies such as goats iCapni liir-

cus). pigs, and Old World rabbits {Orycinlaiiiis

ciiniciilus). and introduced predators such as

feral cats, rats, and mongooses (Herpestes

iiunipiiiictatus: Stone 1985: Brockie et al.

1988). At the same time, these island areas have

had some of the greatest success at controlling

and managing non-native species. Feral goats,

pigs, rabbits, and cats have been eliminated

from some of the Channel Islands, allowing

native plant and animal communities to begin to

recover, and Hawaiian parks and refuges have

successfully protected parts of their unique

flora and fauna through aggressive and innova-

tive control and exclusion measures against

non-natives (Stone and Loope 1987).
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Global
transfer of exotic organisms is one of

the rnost pervasive and perhaps least recog-

nized effects of humans on aquatic ecosystems

of the world. Such transfers to new environ-

ments may lead to loss of species diversity and

the extensive alteration of the native communi-

ty. These changes, in turn, may have broad eco-

nomic and social effects on the human comniu-

nities that rely on the system for food, water, or

recreation. Here we describe the exotic aquatic

species that have become established in the

Great Lakes and discuss their entry mechanisms

or routes, the timeline of introduction, their geo-

graphic origins or sources, and their effects on

the ecosystem of the Great Lakes. A recent

review (Mills et al. 1993) provides the basis for

much of this report.

Introductions of Species

Since the early 1800's, at least 139 new

aquatic organisms have become established in

the Great Lakes (Fig. 1); most are aquatic or

wetland plants (42%), fishes (18%), and algae

{\T7c). Introduced species of mollusks,

oligochaetes, crustaceans, flatworms, bry-

ozoans, cnidarians, and disease pathogens coin-

bined represent 22% of the total. All entered the

Great Lakes basin by major mechanisms or

routes (Fig. 2) including shipping (41 exotic

species); unintentional releases (40 new

species): ship or barge canals, along railroads or

highways, or deliberate releases (17 species):

unknown entry vectors (14 species): and multi-

ple entry mechanisms (27 species).
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The rate of introduction of exotic species

increased markedly since the 1800's. as human

activity in the Great Lakes basin increased.

Almost one-third of the introductions to the

Great Lakes were reported in the past 30 years.

The first introductions of aquatic plants

occuned when ships discharged solid ballast in

the late I800"s. The opening of the St.

Lawrence Seaway in 1959 greatly increased the

number of ocean-going vessels entering the

Great Lakes and dramatically increased the

entry of exotic species by ships. Deliberate

releases declined after the 1800's. and entry by
canal increased slightly through 1959; entry by
railroad and highway occuixed mostly in the

1800"s, and unintentional releases were consis-

tently high since the late 1800's.

Origins of Introduced Species

Although most exotic species established in

the Great Lakes are native to Eurasia (55%) and

the Atlantic coast (13'7f). Great Lakes popula-

tions of many of these exotic species may have

been established from sources outside their

original native range. Purple loosestrife

{Lythmm salicario). Eurasian watermilfoil

(M\ii<>jih\lliim spicatum). and the Asiatic clam

{Corbiciila fhiininea) are examples of Eurasian

organisms that invaded the Great Lakes from

source populations established outside their

native ranges. Invading Atlantic coast species.

such as sea lamprey iPetroinyzon Diariniis) and

white perch [Morone americana) probably
entered through the Erie and Welland canals.

Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchiis spp.), rainbow

trout (O. niykiss). brown trout (Salino tnttta),

alewife (Alosa pseudoharengiis). and rainbow

smelt (Osmenis mordax) are examples of

species that were introduced directly into the

Great Lakes basin from populations in their

original native ranges.

Effects of Introductions

The ecological and economic effects of the

introduced fish species have been large. Of the

25 introduced fish species established in the

Great Lakes, nearly half have had substantial

effects. The extension of the range of the sea

lamprey since the 1830's contributed to the

decline of several fish species and severely

damaged the sport and commercial fisheries of

the Great Lakes. Millions of dollars are spent

annually on sea lamprey control. The lake trout

was the major predator species in the four

lower Great Lakes, and its extermination by the

sea lamprey allowed the alewife to move quick-

ly through the lakes and experience almost

unrestrained population growth. This growth

was followed by massive die-offs of alewives,

which polluted shorelines and blocked the

intake pipes of water treatment plants and other

industries. The alewife probably also sup-

pressed native coregonines (Coregonus spp.).

yellow perch {Perca fhivescens). emerald shiner

{.Notropis aiheriuoides). and rainbow smelt.

Eventually the alewife became an important

prey for trout and salmon.

The ruffe (Gymnocephahts ceruuus). a

small, perchlike fish, reached the St. Louis

River estuary in Lake Superior in ballast water

in the early to mid-1980's. Ruffe abundance

increased rapidly and in 1993, 61% (by num-

ber) of the fish caught in 440 bottom-trawl tows

in the estuary were ruffe (J.H. Selgeby, National

Biological Service, personal communication).

The ruffe is spreading to other parts of the lake

and has the potential to occupy at least 6.6 mil-

lion ha (16.3 million acres) of Great Lakes'

habitat that is suitable for use by native percid

fishes, including the economically important

walleye iStizostedion vitreiim) and yellow perch

(Edsall et al. 1993). The effect of ruffe on native

Great Lakes percids has not been demonstrated,

but yellow perch numbers in the St. Louis River

estuary declined markedly as ruffe abundance

increased. There is concern that the ruffe has the

potential to adversely affect percid abundance

in other areas of the Great Lakes.

The common carp (Cypriiius carpio) was

stocked in the 1870's. but it never becaine pop-
ular and by the 1890's was considered a prob-

lem because of its negative effects on more

favored fish species and on waterfowl habitat.

The stockings of Pacific salmon and rainbow

and brown trout had profound and permanent

ecological effects on the fish fauna through

competition and predation. These salmonids

now support a major element of the fishery in

the Great Lakes, valued at more than $6 billion

annually (GLFC 1992).

Of the fish disease pathogens introduced

into the Great Lakes, Gliigea liernvigi. a proto-

zoan, caused extensive mortality in rainbow

smelt in Lakes Erie and Ontario in the 1960's

59
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Introduced aaualic soecies

Fig. 1. Inlroduced aquatic species

established in the Great Lakes. The

number of species in each category
is given above the bars.
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and 1970"s. A second pathogen, bacterial kid-

ney disease, has been implicated in the massive

moilalities of Pacific salmon in Lake Michigan
in recent years (MDNR 1992). Two other intro-

duced pathogens cause salmon whirling disease

and furunculosis. but they occur mainly in fish

hatcheries where crowding makes fish vulnera-

ble to outbreaks of disease.

The anival of the zebra mussel (Dreissemi

polymorpha) in Lake Erie in 1986 (Leach 1992)

set the stage for long-term changes in pelagic

and benthic comiiiunilies in the Great Lakes and

in the economic and social future of lake users.

The zebra mussel may cause substantial

changes in the food chain, resulting in a proba-
ble reduction in the overall production offish in

the Great Lakes. Zebra mussels also foul private

vessels and structures, and nautical and littoral

structures, including water intakes, in the Great

Lakes. The zebra mussel has spread to southern

Ontario in Canada; its westward range exten-

sion includes the Mississippi River and some of

its tributaries from the river's headwaters near

St. Paul. Minnesota, to its mouth at New
Orleans, Louisiana. Negative ecological, eco-

nomic, and societal effects are expected from

these and future range expansions.
Introduced plant species outnumber all other

groups of introduced organisms, but the effects

of only a few of these are known. Purple looses-

trife has spread throughout the Great Lakes

basin and is replacing the cattail (Typha lati-

folia) and other wetland native plants. Purple
loosestrife has no food value for wildlife and is

making wetlands less suitable as wildlife habi-

tat. Eurasian watermilfoil has also had a sub-

stantial effect in lakes in the Great Lakes basin.

Massive beds of the plant often make boating
and swimming impossible and reduce fish and

invertebrate populations. Some introduced

species of algae have become dominant mem-
bers of the algal community of the Great Lakes.

Their ecological impacts are generally
unknown, but one. Stepluinodisciis hiiulemniis,

has caused water-quality problems on several

occasions.

The ecological effects of the introduced

crustaceans, oligochaetes, bryozoans, cnidari-

ans, and tlatworms are largely unknown.

Historically, the ecological and economic risks

associated with these groups have not been as

high as those posed by other plants and animals.

The recently introduced spiny water flea

(.Bythotrephcs cederstroemi). a predatory zoo-

plankter, has rapidly expanded in the Great

Lakes. Its ecological effect is unknown, but its

establishment in Lake Michigan coincided with

observed changes in the zooplankton communi-

ty characteiistic of those caused by an inverte-

brate predator.

Conclusions

The ecological, social, and economic effects

of exotic species in the Great Lakes continue to

be enormous. Serious effects have been docu-

mented for only a fraction of the species intro-

duced into the Great Lakes. However, most

introduced species have not been thoroughly
studied to detemiine their effects on the ecosys-
tem. Introduced species exist at almost every
level in the food chain, and their effects must

certainly pervade the entire aquatic community
of the Great Lakes. We believe that as long as

human-mediated transfer inechanisms persist

and habitat alterations that stress native aquatic
communities are allowed to occur, the Great

Lakes ecosystem will also be at substantial risk

from new, undesirable, exotic species.
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The
zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) is

a European species that was accidentally

introduced into North America. It has had a

tremendous impact on freshwater ecosystems of

the United States and Canada. Since the zebra

mussel was first discovered in Lake St. Clair in

1988, it has spread to each of the Great Lakes

and to the major river systems of central and

eastern United States. Communities along the

affected lakes and rivers rely on these waters for

drinking, industrial water supplies, transpoila-

tion, commercial fishing and shelling, and

recreation. Rapidly expanding populations of

zebra mussels could ultimately affect many of

these activities, in addition to changing the

structure of the ecosystem.

By firmly attaching to hard surfaces, zebra

mussels have closged water-intake and-&&-" — — pipes
fouled hard-shelled animals such as clams and

snails. In addition, zebra mussels have reduced

plankton populations as colonies of mussels fil-

ter large volumes of water for food (e.g.,

Holland 1993), potentially depleting food

resources of larval and planktivorous fishes

such as smelt, chub, and alewife (Alosa pseiido-

harengus). Transfer of suspended material to

the lake bottom in mussel waste products also

leads to increased water clarity (Reeders et al.

1992) and increased growth of aquatic plants, a

phenomenon already observed in some of the

shallower harbors of Chicago. Although clear

water is often considered aesthetically pleasing,

this clarity indicates that drastic changes have

occurred at the base of the food web and that

energy flow through the ecosystem has been

altered.

The first live zebra mussel was discovered in

Lake Michigan near Chicago in 1989. We doc-

umented the subsequent establishment of the

zebra mussel in southern Lake Michigan by

monitoring larval and adult zebra mussels in

1991-93. Monitoring was conducted primarily

along the Illinois and Indiana shorelines: limit-

ed sampling occurred along the southern

Wisconsin shoreline. We also quantified the

initial effects of the invasion on water clarity

and native fauna.

Zebra Mussel Densities

Larval zebra mussels were present at all

sampling locations during 1991-93; however,

the number of sampling locations decreased

from 8 to 3 over the 3 years. Peak numbers were

collected each year at Burns Harbor, Indiana,

where the highest average density was 37,044

veligers/nr'' n,049/ft-'')^in 1991; 74,493/m-^

(2.109/ft-'') in 1992; and 42,099/m-'' (1,192/ft'')

in 1993.

Attached zebra mussels were found in quite
low numbers (less than 130/m- or 14/ft-) in

1991 at one Wisconsin and four Illinois loca-

tions sampled by divers. The maximum density
in 1991 (up to 2,389/m- or 222/ft-) was record-

ed on concrete blocks in the intake channel of

an Indiana power plant inaccessible to divers.

By 1992, sampling at 2 Wisconsin and 4 Illinois

sites revealed that the population had exploded,
with a minimum averase densitv of 57,1 15/m-

Zebra Mussels
in

Southwestern

Lake

Michigan

by

Tammy Keniry

J. Ellen Marsden
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Survey

Zebra mussel {Dreissena polymor-

pha) on fragile papershell mussel

( Leptodea fragilis).

Passage
of the Nonindigenous Aquatic

Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of

1990 called for a national program to control

and reduce the risk of further introductions

of nonindigenous aquatic nuisance species.

This legislation specifically addressed the

non-native zebra mussel (Dreissena polx-

morpha), which is expected to affect two-

thirds of the nation's waterways.
The zebra mussel, a European species,

was first discovered in Lake St. Clair in June

1988 and is now well established in North

America. Zebra mussel introductions through
ballast water may be responsible for many
other introductions to the Great Lakes as well.

Aside from economic impacts, there

could also be severe biological impacts.
Plankton populations are directly affected by
zebra mussels because of the tremendous fil-

tering capacity of large mussel colonies; this

could potentially shift sy.steni energetics and

reduce available food resources for higher

organisms. Biologists in the Great Lakes

region believe that zebra mussels have

already had an effect on the ecology of Lake

Invasion of the Zebra
Mussel in the United

States

by

Amy J. Benson

Charles P. Boydstun
National Biological Service

St. Clair (Griffiths 1993); increased water

clarity there potentially could cause a shift in

the fish species composition. There has also

been a detrimental effect on native mussel

populations in Lake Erie since the arrival of

zebra mussels (Masteller and Schloesser

1991 ). Native freshwater mussels are affect-

ed when zebra mussel larvae settle and

attach on native mussels, covering them so

completely that they can no longer carry out

life processes. In addition, zebra mussels

reduce the amount of food and possibly oxy-

gen available to native mussels.

One important part of the nonindigenous

program is to monitor the zebra mussel's

distribution and provide technical assistance

to other federal agencies, states, and the pri-

vate sector. The National Biological
Service's Southeastern Biological Science

Center (SBSC) in Gainesville. Florida, mon-
itors the zebra mussel as part of this pro-

gram. By using the zebra mussel as a proto-

type species, personnel at SBSC also began

developing a national geographic informa-

tion system (GIS) to organize a coherent set

of nonindigenous aquatic species data.

Federal, state, and pri\'ate cooperators

supplied us with information, resulting in

the most complete digital data set of zebra

mussel sightings in North America

(Boydstun and Benson 1992). The locations

of sightings were then entered into a data

base. Since July 1991, between the United

Stales and Canada we have collected more

than 1,000 records of zebra mussel occur-

rences going back to their discovery in 1988

in Lake St. Clair.
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Types of Observations

Zebra mussels are observed and collect-

ed by artificial substrate samplers, plankton

nets, and inspection of pipes and water

intakes. In the Great Lakes pipes and water

intakes at power plants, water-treatment

facilities, and various industries pump lake

water into their plants. Zebra inussels clog

these water pipelines, causing serious

mechanical problems. The U.S. Coast Guard

found zebra mussels on navigational buoys
in the Great Lakes during routine inspec-

tions; these buoys now .serve as an artificial

substrate sampler, giving us hundreds of

records each winter. Zebra mussels have

also been collected inadvertently while sam-

pling for fish when using gill nets or when

collecting native mussels. The incidental

finds account for many important sightings

in newly expanded areas.

Range Expansion

Since the first zebra mussel was sighted

in 1988 (Fig. I), the species quickly colo-

nized regions in all five Great Lakes by

1990. Currently, they have been reported in

the waterways of 19 states and 2 Canadian

provinces (Fig. 2). They are established in

the Great Lakes and the following rivers:

Mississippi, Arkansas, Illinois, Ohio,

Tennessee, Cumberland. Hudson,

Susquehanna, Ottawa, Niagara. Mohawk,
Genesee, Kanawha, and St. Lawrence.

Established colonies exist throughout the

lower Great Lakes (Erie, Ontario, and St.

Clair) wherever there is suitable habitat.

Lake Huron has populations in Saginaw Bay
and at the southern end of the lake where it

flows into the St. Clair River. There are also

a few isolated populations around the lake

and in the Georgian Bay area. Zebra mussels

are abundant in most of the southern portion

of Lake Michigan's shoreline froin

Sheboygan, Wisconsin, to Frankfort,

Michigan. The northern portion of the lake

has populations in Green Bay. Traverse Bay.

1988
• Sighting CZI Stales affected

Fig, 1. States with zebra mussel sightings in

inland or adjacent waters. 1988. In 1989, they

spread to Lake Superior. Lake Michigan, and

Lake Ontario (National Biological Service,

unpublished data).

89 92 9390 91

Year

Fig. 2. Numbers of states affected by zebra mus-

sels since their arrival in the United States in the

mid-1980's.

and in the lake at Escanaba and St. Ignace,

Michigan. Zebra mussels have also been

found in 1 1 inland lakes in Michigan. Lake

Superior is the only Great Lake where zebra

mussels are not spreading quickly. Since the

first sightings in Duluth Harbor in October

1 989, they have been found only in Thunder

Bay (Canada), Sault Ste. Marie, and

Marquette, Michigan.
The first sighting in the Mississippi

River was in Alton, Illinois, on 10

September 1991. Two days later a single

zebra mussel was found about 764 km (475

mi) upstream at La Crosse, Wisconsin. In

January 1992, mussels were found at

Clarksville, Missouri; Oquawka, Illinois;

and Genoa, Wisconsin. In July 1992, mus-

sels were reported near Winona, Minnesota.

By early 1993 (Fig. .3), almost every lock

and dam in the Upper Mississippi River

north of Dubuque, Iowa, had zebra mussels.

The Lower Mississippi River was colonized

more recently in the later part of 1992 and

early 1993. Mussels were collected in the

river at Greenville and Vicksburg,

Mississippi, in 1992. By the end of June

1993, zebra mussels were collected in

Louisiana at Shaw, Lettsworth, St.

Francisville, New Orleans, and Berwick.

Vectors

It is important to be aware of the spread

of nonindigenous species, especially ones

with the potential to be an ecological men-

ace such as the zebra mussel. The natural

means of dispersal is larval drift down-

stream. Aside from natural mechanisms,

canals and barge traffic in navigable rivers

are suspected as major vectors for dispersal.

In April 1992, a barge dry-docked for

repairs at Hartford. Illinois, had more than

1 ,000 zebra mussels attached to a section of

exposed hull (Keevin et al. 1992). The total

number of zebra mussels on the entire hull

could not be determined. The barge's log

book showed that it had traveled 20,558 km
(12,777 mi) up and down the Mississippi

Fig. 3. States with zebra mussel sightings in

inland or adjacent waters in 1993. The range has

extended west of the Mississippi River into

Oklahoma by way of the Arkansas River

(National Biological Service, unpublished data).

River from Minnesota to Louisiana in just

over I year before dry-docking. This docu-

mented long-distance transport of live mus-

sels gives credibility to the assumption that

barge traffic has been a primary dispersal

mechanism in navigable waters. Zebra mus-

sels can also be dispersed overland, espe-

cially by human activities such as recre-

ational boating. Dead zebra mussels from

Lake Erie were found on a boat trailer enter-

ing California (D. Peterson, California

Department of Water Resources, personal

communication).
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(5,306/ft-) near Glencoe. Illinois. The iiiaxi-

miiin average density in 1992 was 267.885/m-

(24.885/ft-) at a Waukegan site that 1 year pre-

viously had only 25 mussels/m- (2/ft-)

(Marsden et al. 1993). Densities at two Illinois

locations remained high in 1993. with average
densities of 224.428/m- (20.838/ft-) "at

Waukegan and 52.428/m- (4.87()/t't-) at Lake

Forest.

High reproductive success during 1991 was

clearly responsible for the huge increase in the

number of attached mussels during 1992. It is

interesting that although 1992 levels of repro-

duction were generally twice as high as in 1991 .

the population increase did not continue in 1993

at the two locations sampled.

Water Clarity

Water visibility (using a secchi disk)

increased from a maximum depth of 4 m ( 13 ft)

in 1990. to 6 m (20 ft) in 1991. to 10 m (33 ft)

in 1992. Water remained clear in 1993. with a

maximum depth at disappearance of 9.5 m (31

ft). At the site for which data are most consis-

tently available (Waukegan). minimum water

visibility measurements during 1991-93 were

higher than any measured values during 1990.

This trend should be interpreted with caution

given the natural variability in water clarity val-

ues. The data suggest, however, that the water

clarity of southern Lake Michigan may be

increasing due to colonization of the lake by
massive numbers of zebra mussels. This trend

has been documented in other recently colo-

nized lakes, such as Lake Erie (Leach 1992).

Impacts on Snails

Most native snails we collected were colo-

nized by one or more zebra mussels. Sragiiivola

was the most common genus collected in non-

quantitative samples. In 1991, 72% of these

snails had attached zebra mussels, with an aver-

age of 1.6 mussels per snail. By 1992, 999^ of

Stagnicola were fouled, with the average num-
ber increasing to 3.7 zebra mussels per individ-

ual snail. Eliinia snails dominated the quantita-
tive samples from rocky areas. In 1992, 99% of

94 Eliiiiiu were fouled with mussels; in 1993

divers failed to find any live Ellniia at the

Waukegan reef.

Conclusions

In the Great Lakes and associated river sys-

tems, populations of native clams are threatened

because of the colonization of their shells with

massive numbers of zebra mussels (Mackie

1991). Our data indicate that snails are also

being used as substrate for mussel attachment in

Lake Michigan. As grazers, snails are an impor-

tant part of the bottom community. They are

also a source of food for tlshes such as yellow

perch { Perca flavescens), sunfish, and whitefish

(Scott and Grossman 1973). Given the limited

knowledge of the role of snails in Lake

Michigan and other large lakes, it is not possi-

ble to fully anticipate the effects of reduced or

decimated snail populations.

The rapid increase in zebra mussel densities

we observed in the open waters of the lake was

retlected in their colonization of municipal and

industrial water-intake pipes. In 1991 and 1992

facilities drawing raw water from Lake

Michigan began treatment programs to reduce

infestation of intake pipes. The cost of retro-

fitting plants in Chicago and northern Illinois

shoreline communities had totaled $1,778,000

by 1992 (Nelson 1992). This value does not

include chemical costs, or increased personnel
costs as workers dealt with mussel-related prob-
lems. In addition to economic costs of retro-

fitting and chemical treatments. Lake Michigan
has an increased ecological risk of accidental

chemical spills or leakages.

Zebra mussels also affect the aesthetic and

recreational value of the lake. Boat owners are

concerned about zebra mussels fouling boat

hulls and engine cooling systems, and

windrows of broken shells have begun to appear

along Lake Michigan beaches.

The economic impact of zebra mussels is not

limited to industrial and recreational interests,

however. Native clams from the Illinois River

are shipped to Japan for use in the cultured pearl

industry; in 1991 the value of this resource was

$1.4 million annually. The infestation of clams

by zebra mussels has increased dramatically,

resulting in significant clam mortality.

Commercial shelling on the Illinois River was

recently banned, following a drop in harvest

from over 454,000 kg ( 1 million lb) in 1991 to

67,646 kg (149,000 lb) in 1993 (Don Duffeil,

Illinois Department of Conservation, personal

communication).

Zebra mussels are a permanent addition to

the Lake Michigan ecosystem and connected

waters. Chemical and mechanical controls for

zebra mussels are only useful in localized areas

such as intake pipes and other artificial struc-

tures, but not in the open waters of the lake.

Ultimately, zebra mussel populations will

exceed the capacity of the environment to sup-

port them, after which their numbers will likely

decline. Native predators such as freshwater

drum (Aplodinotiis gninniens), diving ducks,

and crayfish may also keep mussel populations
in check in some areas. The adverse effects of

zebra mussels on human activities and native

aquatic species will never be totally eliminated,

but eventually they may become a more tolera-

ble nuisance.
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The
honeybee genus Apis likely ha.s the

greatest breadth of pollen diet of any insect

and. because of its human-caused cosmopolitan
distribution, the species directly affects the

reproductive biology of about 25% of the

world's flowering plants (Schmalzel 1980;

Buchmann et al. 1992). This situation has pro-

found consequences for agribusiness, native

plants and animals, and ecosystems. In 1956.

bee geneticist Warwick E. Kerr imported queen
bees of an African race (Apis meUifera scutella-

ta) into Brazil to breed a more productive hon-

eybee that was better adapted to the Neotropical

climate and vegetation (Kerr 1967). The follow-

ing year, 26 of Kerr's Africanized honeybee

queens were inadvertently released into the sur-

rounding forest (Winston 1987). Since then, the

Africanized hybrids have been expanding their

range northward, with an average rate of

between 330 and 500 km (200 and 300 mi) each

year (Fig, 1).

The first U.S. Africanized honeybee colony
was reported in October 1990, at Hidalgo.

Texas, along the international boundary. By fall

1993, Africanized honeybees (AHBs) had

extended their territory north and west into

numerous counties of Arizona. New Mexico,

and Texas (Fig. 2). Since the first U,S, AHB
swarm was detected, the rate of spread has

accelerated to over 600 km (375 mi) per year in

the southwestern United States (Guzman-
Novoa and Page 1994),

European honeybees (EHBs) were intro-

duced into North America as early as the 16th

centui7 by Spanish conquistadors and mission-

aries (Brand 1988), Today, one of the three most

common subspecies or races of the EHB. the

Italian honeybee (A.m. ligiistica). is nearly pan-
demic throughout North America because of its

popularity with professional and hobbyist bee-

keepers. As a consequence, these non-native

bees have become naturalized and have been a

part of the North American arthropod biota for

about 3,500 bee generations, or at least the past

Africanized honeybees svvami outside a trap in Costa Rica.

200 years (Buchmann et al. 1992). European

honeybees are commonly seen visiting agricul-

tural food crops, cultivated flowers, and road-

side wildflowers to gather nectar and pollen.

They are even common in areas far from human

population centers. These bees are also the pre-

ferred, "managed" pollinator for over 100 U.S.

agricultural crops (e,g,. fruits, vegetables, and

some nuts), most of which depend on or benefit

from insect pollination. The value of these pol-

lination services by EHBs is estimated at $5-

$10 billion annually in the United States

(Southwick and Southwick 1992).

Africanized and European honeybees repre-

sent divergent subspecies within the meUifera

species of the genus Apis. Both have nearly the

same biochemistry, morphology, genetics, diet,

and reproductive and other behaviors. Their

diet includes pollen and spores from most seed

plants. Both EHBs and AHBs are social bees

living in perennial colonies. They are active on

most days collecting nectar, water, pollen, and

plant resins for their subsistence. These honey-
bees "hoard" excess honey as energy-rich car-

bohydrate reserves in hexagonal wax combs.

Energy from honey consumption partially sup-

ports brood-rearing and. most importantly, sup-

plies the energy necessary for foraging flights

by thousands of adult worker bees.
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Africanized and European honeybees exhib-

it different foraging strategies (largely tropical

versus temperate attributes). Africanized honey-
bee colonies in Africa, and now in much of the

Neotropics. are attuned to finding and exploit-

ing isolated mass-tlowering tropical trees, and

also use pollen and nectar from the nocturnal

flowers of bat-pollinated flowering plants.

Some tropical Apis species even migrate to fol-

low nectar and pollen flows across the floral

landscape. Consequently, these bees depend on

increased colony mobility (reproductive swann-

ing and abandoning the hive) as behavioral

responses to seasonal tloral richness or dearths.

EHBs are better at hoarding vast amounts of

honey and surviving long, cold winters.

Although preliminary evidence for behav-

ioral differences between the two races have

been documented in the Neotropics (French

Guiana, Venezuela, Panama; see reviews by

Taylor 1977: Seeley 1985; Roubik 1989). the

behavioral ecology of AHBs and their interac-

tions with EHBs and thousands of species of

native U.S. bees remain largely unknown.

Africanized honeybees have slightly shorter

developmental times than do European bees,

enabling them to produce more bees per unit

time compared with EHBs. Africanized bees

will also accept smaller cavities to nest in than

European bees. This behavior increases poten-

tial competition for nesting sites with birds and

other animals and also increases the potential

for greater numbers of honeybee colonies in an

area. Africanized honeybees commonly aban-

don their hives, often 15%-30% annually or

even much greater in some localities.

Absconding colonies may travel as far as 170

km (about 100 mi) before selecting a new nest-

ing site (USDA 1994). Thus they have been able

to rapidly colonize new areas in the Neotropics.
The most often-discussed characteristic sep-

arating the two races is the AHBs" propensity to

vigorously defend their colony and nest site.

Although all honeybees respond to threats to

their colonies, AHBs respond more quickly and

in much greater numbers than do EHBs. In

comparison to EHBs, greater numbers of AHBs
will pursue intruders for much greater distances

to defend their colonies. Recent research report-

ed that 3 to 4 times as many AHBs responded
and left 8 to 10 times more stings in a black

leather measuring target in stinging experiments

(USDA 1994).

Biochemical comparisons of AHB and EHB
venoms indicate they are nearly identical.

Nineteen stings per I kg (2.2 lb) of human vic-

tim body weight is the predicted median lethal

dose (Schumacher et al. 1992). Massive sting-

ing incidents by AHBs are more likely to result

in toxic envenomation. Reported 1993 stinging

incidents in Mexico have involved more than 60

1994 United States

Texas

Venezuela

Guyana
^

/ Surinam

Ffencli Guiana

human fatalities (one death per 1.4 million).

From 1988 to 1992, the Mexican national

African Bee Program eliminated 1 17,000 AHB
swarms in densely populated urban areas

(Guzman-Novoa and Page 1994). To date, the

worst U.S. stinging incident occurred in July

1992, when a 44-year-old man mowing his lawn

experienced a massive bee attack resulting in

800-1,000 stings (McKenna 1992).

Ecological Implications

Competition among nectar- and pollen-feed-

ing invertebrate and vertebrate pollinators,

resource partitioning, insect and plant commu-

nity interactions, and ecosystem processes are

affected by introduced EHBs and AHBs, with

important short- and long-term ecological and

perhaps evolutionary consequences. The influ-

ence of exotic honeybees on individual species

or communities of native tropical (or temperate)

plants or animals can only have one of three

outcomes: the native species will suffer, bene-

fit, or remain more or less unaffected. The key
to understanding these seemingly obvious out-

comes is, however, based on obtaining suffi-

cient information to delineate the very complex
short- and long-term competitive dynamics
between introduced bees, native bees and polli-

nators, and native plants in diverse, interacting,

natural communities.

Fig. 1. Migration of Africanized

honeybees.

Counties having AHBs

n AHB-infesled counties

Fig. 2. Confirmed presence of

Africanized honeybees in (colored)

counties of Arizona. New Mexico,

and Texas, January 15, 1994.
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^1 Rocky Mountain Alpine

^1 Rocky Mountain Subalpine Conifer

^1 Rocky Mountain Cornier Forest

^1 Great Basin Conifer Woodland

^1 Madrean Evergreen Woodland

H Mogollon Interior Chaparral

^1 Rocky Mountain Subalpine Forest

^1 Plains and Desert Grassland

[ I
Semidesert Grassland

I

I Mo|ave Desertscrub

^1 Cfiihuatiuan Desertscrub

I I
Sonoran Desertscrub Arizona Lowland

H Sonoran Desertscrub Anzona Upland

• Domestic honeybee colonies

•^^Africanized honeybee colonies

Fig. 3. Known honeybee locations in Arizona displayed

with vegetation classes; derived from Brown et al. ( 1979).

One observational and manipulative compe-
tition study between honeybees, bumblebees,

solitary bees, and ants was at midelevations in

the Santa Catalina Mountains in the Sonoran

Desert near Tucson. Arizona (Schaffer et al.

1983). Dramatic shifts in abundance of ants and

bumblebees were detected when honeybees
were present (introduced) or sealed inside their

hives. The researchers suggested that direct

competition between introduced honeybees and

native hymenopteran tloral visitors was caused

by honeybees numerically dominating the site.

Initial evidence seems to indicate that honey-
bees seek out and preempt the most profitable

habitats and partially exclude native bees indi-

rectly by rapidly reducing the standing crop of

plant nectar and pollen {Agave in this study).

Both species of non-native bees forage vast

expanses of tenitory containing native and non-

native floral resources. Estimates of the amount

of terrain foraged annually by an average-sized

honeybee colony in New York hardwood forests

(Visscher and Seeley 1982) are 80-100 km-

(30-40 mi-). Forage area estimates for AHB
colonies living in lowland Panamanian rain

forests (Roubik 1989) are 200-300 km- (75-1 15

mi-), although 90% of these foraging flights are

completed within 5 km (3 mi) of the nest

(Visscher and Seeley 1982). Even given this

restrictive caveat, the amount of "bee pasture"

grazed by these aerial herbivores is immense.

In studying honeybee colonies foraging in

temperate forests in New York State, Visscher

and Seeley (1982) found that these cold-hardy

EHB colonies amassed 15-30 kg (33-66 lb) of

pollen and 60-80 kg ( 1 32- 1 76 lb) of honey each

year. To collect this amount of food, a colony
must dispatch tens of thousands of foragers on

many millions of foraging bouts with the bees

Hying 20-30 million km (12-19 million mi)

overall. Similar studies of AHBs in Panama

(Roubik 1989) determined that AHBs placed

more emphasis on pollen collection. The

Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico and south-

ern Arizona is perhaps one of the richest areas

in the world in floral resources because of the

relative high plant diversity and the many fair-

weather days for worker-bee foraging.

Many important nectar- and pollen-produc-

ing plants visited by AHBs bloom at night and

arc pollinated by bats. Africanized honeybees
find and exploit these rich flowers at first light,

and we predict that saguaros and other colum-

nar cacti will be heavily used as food plants for

AHBs in Arizona. Early Arizona data for AHB
colonies illustrate that most AHB colonies have

been found in the subtropical climate zones in

Sonoran desertscrub.

Determining which plants are used primari-

ly for nectar versus pollen, or both, depends on

direct observations of bees on flowers or indi-

rectly by identifying pollen grains in stored nest

samples of honey. In Panama, Roubik (1989)

found that AHB colonies harvested pollen from

at least 142-204 flowering plant species in a for-

est containing about 800-1,000 species.

European honeybees collected pollen or nectar

from about 1 85 plant species from a secondary

forest and agricultural area in Mexico

(Villanueva 1984). These studies suggest that

honeybees are using about 25% of the local

flora, but intensively use far fewer species at

any given time (Roubik 1989). In Arizona

EHBs will often harvest pollen from more than

60 species annually, but of these, only 10-15 are

harvested heavily and consistently from year to

year (Buchmann et al. 1992). Because of their

pollen herbivory and reproductive contact with

so many plants, there can be serious long-temi

ecological and evolutionary consequences of

these interactions that we simply do not yet

understand.

Ecological Monitoring

Although we have made a case for potential

serious, competitive displacement of food
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resources by honeybees to the exclusion of

some native bees and poUinators, there is a lit-

tle-appreciated yet unique ecological applica-

tion for using EHB colonies [A. mellifcni) as

short- and long-term local and regional moni-

toring devices of vegetation diversity, plant pro-

ductivity, flowering phenology, precipitation.

climate, and general ecosystem health. No

expensive equipment is required since the bees

do all the "fieldwork." In addition, floral

changes in landscapes can be determined from

the rich "fossilized" source of pollen dietary

information in old, dark brood combs or in 75-

to lOO-year-old "debris middens" in the

Sonoran Desert (Buchmann et al. 1992).

Long-term records (some spanning decades) for

certain beekeeping locations are invaluable aids

to beekeepers, ecologists, and resource man-

agers for ecological evaluation and monitoring.
To validate any AHB range-expansion pre-

diction or to measure potential effects on native

pollinators or ecosystem components, we must

monitor the bees and evaluate habitats on

national and local scales. Information must be

collected, integrated, and shared by researchers,

individuals, and agencies. Public-and-private-

sector partnerships have been developed to

exchange AHB information and develop moni-

toring protocols.

Researchers use geographic information sys-

tems (GIS) and global positioning systems

(GPS) technologies to track the locations of

known AHB and EHB colonies: delineate hon-

eybee habitat parameters such as preferred veg-
etation community, climatic zone, elevation,

and distance to water; investigate potential eco-

logical consequences to native bees and other

nectar-dependent species; monitor and detect

habitat productivity changes; and develop com-

puter models to illustrate and predict preferred

AHB habitats and potential ecological conse-

quences (Fig. 3).

The Future

Knowing how far north AHBs will spread is

critical in predicting their ecological effects.

There is general agreement that they have a cli-

matic limit, but precise limits of their U.S. range

expansion is disputed. Some researchers sug-

gest that AHBs will disperse almost as far north

as Canada; others propose that they will go no

farther than the U.S. southwestern and south-

eastern comers. In all likelihood, AHBs will

become established as a dominant ecosystem

forager in the southern third of the United

States, where EHB overwintering behavior is

less critical for survival. If conditions are favor-

able, however, the AHBs may expand into mar-

ginally productive or colder habitats in higher

latitudes or elevations.

While the ecological range limits and eco-

nomic consequences of non-native AHB migra-
tion into the United States are not precisely

known, researchers agree that honeybees are

economically important, and that sufficient bio-

logical information exists to develop adequate

inventory and monitoring programs. Added
benefits to honeybee monitoring programs are

also important because bee colonies can also

serve as excellent indicators of flowering plant

productivity, ecosystem stability, and relative

ecological health.
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Fig. 1. The worm has turned! In

this unstaged photograph taken at

Parker Canyon Lake, Cochise

County, Arizona, 1964, an intro-

duced bullfrog is swallowing a

Mexican garter snake, normally a

frog-eating species. Such preda-
tion appears to be destroying

remaining populations of this

garter snake in the United States.

In
the American Southwest, much oi the native

fish fauna is facing extinction (Minckley and

Deacon 1991); frogs in California (Fellers and

Drost 1993) and frogs and garter snakes in

Arizona (Schwalbe and Rosen 1988) are also in

critical decline. Habitat destruction and intro-

duced predators appear to be primary causes of

native frog declines (Jennings and Hayes 1994),

and habitat modification often yields ponds and

lakes especially suitable for introduced species.

Introduced bullfrogs {Rami catesbeicma) have

been blamed for amphibian declines in much of

western North America (e.g., Hayes and

Jennings 1986: Leonard et al. 1993; Vial and

Saylor 1993). E.xtensive cannibalism by bull-

frogs renders them especially potent predators

at the population level. The tadpoles require

only perennial water and grazeable plant mater-

ial; hence, transforming young can sustain a

dense adult bullfrog population even if alternate

prey are depleted. This may increase the proba-

bility that native species may be extirpated by

bullfrog predation.

Introduced predatory fishes are apparently an

important cause of frog declines (Hayes and

Jennings 1986). They have been strongly impli-

cated in one important case of decline of native

ranid frog (family Ranidae, the "true"" frogs;

Bradford 1989). Some introduced crayfish may
also be devastating in some areas (Jennings and

Hayes 1994). In our study region, however, nei-

ther introduced fishes nor crayfish are dominant.

We present results that sustain a "bullfrog

hypothesis" for some native ranid declines, and

we present our study as an example of how evi-

dence accumulates to support such a hypothesis.

In 1985 we began documenting historical

localities for wetland herpetofaunas (reptiles

and amphibians), based on museum records and

personal interviews, then revisited these and

additional areas to detennine current species"

status. Results of this process, plus circumstan-

Ual evidence, suggested that the bullfrog was a

primary cause for declines of leopard frogs and

garter snakes in southern Arizona (Schwalbe

and Rosen 1988).

In 1986-89 and 1992-93 we conducted

removal censuses of bullfrogs at San

Bernardino National Wildlife Refuge
(SBNWR), Cochise County. Arizona. We
simultaneously monitored native Chiricahua

leopard frogs [R. cliiiicalniensis) and Mexican

garter snakes (Tluiinuophis eqiies) at the sites of

bullfrog removal. A control site, with no bull-

frog removal, was established in comparable
habitat at Buenos Aires National Wildlife

Refuge (BANWR), Pima County, Arizona.

Evidence for Bullfrog Effects

Bullfrogs ate garter snakes, including
Mexican garter snakes (Fig. 1), as well as

numerous frogs, including young bullfrogs and

the last observed leopard frogs on our intensive

study areas. In addition, these frogs ate other

frogs and snakes, lizards, fish, birds, and mam-
mals in addition to many invertebrates (see also

Bury and Whelan 1984).

We currently know of no examples of over-

lap between populations of the native leopard

frogs R. chiricalnieiisis and R. yiirapaiensis and

bullfrogs in southern Arizona. Leopard frogs

were abundant at both SBNWR and BANWR
before bullfrog proliferation, and as recently as

1981, bullfrogs and leopard frogs were both still

widespread at SBNWR (D. Lanning, The

Arizona Nature Conservancy, unpublished

data). Leopard frogs apparently were extirpated

from our SBNWR^study area by 1989,

In 1993-94 relict populations of Chiricahua

leopard frogs (2-20 adults each) were found 5,

10, and 19 km (3.1, 6.2, and 11.8 mi) east of

SBNWR. These populations are in areas not

occupied by bullfrogs in habitats that may dry

too frequently for non-native predators (person-

al observations), as seen in native frogs of the

central valley of California (Hayes and Jennings

1988). These recent findings near SBNWR fur-

ther support the bullfrog hypothesis in south-

eastern Arizona.

Checkered garter snakes {Tliamnophis mar-

ciainis) are semi-terrestrial and coexist in abun-

dance with bullfrogs. The highly aquatic

Mexican garter snake, however, has only small,

apparently declining populations where its

habitat overlaps with that of bullfrogs. Because

the bullfrog is also highly aquatic, its effects on

the Mexican garter snake have been greater than

on the checkered.

Although Mexican garter snakes do repro-

duce where they occur with bullfrogs, few

young survive (Fig. 2). Once the young snakes

outgrow vulnerability to bullfrog predation,

they survive well; young adults marked in 1986-

88 have been recovered at ages 7-10 in 1993,

equaling and exceeding known ages for garter
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snakes in ihe wild (Fitch l%5). All of the larg-

er, older Mexican gailer snakes have damaged
tails from repeated bullfrog bites, and the

largest and oldest one was found dying in 1993

with gross intlammation of the tail. It appears
that without successful reproduction by some of

these old snakes, the study population will

shortly disappear.

Bullfrog Removal Experiments

Before 1993 intensive bullfrog removals

were conducted two to three times per year at

SBNWR. At one study pond, 854 large (80+

mm body length! bullfrogs had been removed

from about 0.2 ha (0.5 acre) of habitat. After the

3 to 4 active-season months between removals,

we saw a 50^-80% rebound toward preremoval
numbers, and we observed weak evidence of

positive effects on native leopard frogs and

garter snakes (Schwalbe and Rosen 1988).

Because a bullfrog can have as many as 20,000

eggs per clutch and has multiple clutches each

year, the bullfrog was clearly uncontrollable at

our initial level of effort.

Starting in 1993, we increased our efforts to

remove bullfrogs from SBNWR by eliminating
adult bullfrogs and catching juveniles as they

matured.

Discussion

If adult-free bullfrog populations are attained

at SBNWR during 1994, we predict that this will

result in successful recruitment of juvenile
Mexican garter snakes. We propose to translo-

cate leopard frogs from nearby areas into fenced,

newly created, bullfrog-free ponds. A primary

objective is to have at least one natural area to

save genetic stock of the local leopard frogs.

The SBNWR, with its numerous highly pro-

ductive water sources, was probably a historical

regional metapopulation (a set of populations
connected by immigration and emigration) cen-

ter (Gilpin and Hanski 1991) for leopard frogs.

During times of drought, it was likely the main-

stay of the species in the San Bernardino Valley

system. Some of the unexplained frog declines

in western North America (Gary 1993) may ulti-

mately be traceable to catastrophic, localized

extinctions in such refugia (Sjogren 1991;

Bradford et al. 1993). An observation of proba-
ble rapid migratory spread by an introduced

leopard frog species in Arizona ( 1 2 km/yr: Platz

et al. 1990) suggests that individuals do disperse

enough to consider metapopulation models.

Information related to metapopulation phenom-
ena could markedly enhance management for

leopard frogs.

It is notable that the checkered garter snake,

with an evolutionary background of geographi-

cal overlap with bullfrogs, succeeds with intro-

duced bullfrogs in the West. Similarly, the acci-

dentally introduced and rapidly spreading Rio

Grande leopard frog {Rana herUindieri) in

Arizona (Platz et al. 1990) also evolved with

bullfrogs. In fact, this leopard frog is spreading
into areas where the endemic Yavapai leopard

frog (/?. yavupciiensis) has been extirpated,

probably by introduced predators as well as

habitat alteration (Vitt and Ohmart 1978;

Jennings and Hayes 1994).

Conclusion

Introduced predators such as the bullfrog

can have devastating effects on faunas that

evolved without equivalent predatory types. The

bullfrog, as an exotic in the absence of key orig-

inal enemies (the basses, pikes, snapping tur-

tles, and water snakes of the eastern United

States), attains tremendous population densi-

ties. Such non-native predators, in core popula-
tion areas of native species, can lead to regional

extinctions, and may account for some unex-

plained amphibian declines.

We now have abundant documentation that

introduced predators, especially fish, crayfish,

and bullfrogs, have caused major declines of

frogs and other species in western North

America. In Arizona, cuirent trends suggest that

inaction could lead to disappearance of three of

five native leopard frog species within a decade.

We urge, in addition to simply monitoring

declines, active management where appropriate,

within a controlled and documented frainework.

There is a pressing need for a practical, suc-

cessful, and vigorously supported management

strategy to preserve genetic stocks and restore

habitats of native ranid frogs.
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Fig. 2. Population structure of the

Mexican garter snake. Numerous

young snakes (200-700 mm, 1-3

years old) show successful repro-

duction in apparently intact popu-
lations (top), whereas bullfrog-

affected populations (bottom) are

composed mainly of older (700-

1 ,000 mm. 3+ years old) snakes.
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the Brown
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Brown tree snake [boii^a irregu-

laris).

Counesy G,H RoMa

Afound 1950, populations of the biovvn tree

snake (Boii^a invi;uluris) were introduced

on Guam, a previously snake-tree island. This

introduction was the result of post-World War II

tiaffic carrying military materials from the

South Pacific region (Savidge 1987; Rodda et

al. 1992). It resulted in major ecological

changes and the loss of several bird and lizard

species from the island starting in the I970"s

and e.xtending to the late 1980"s, The severity of

ecological damages resulting from this intro-

duced snake may have been increased by the

presence of other nonindigenous species, which

served as alternative prey as native species
declined.

The brown tree snake dispersed throughout
Guam in the 1950"s, 196(rs. and 1970"s, reach-

ing high populations that resulted in devastating
levels of predation on most native and intro-

duced vertebrates (Savidge 1987: Engbring and

Fritts 1988; Rodda et al, 1992). At the peak of

the snake's in'uption on Guam, densities proba-

bly exceeded 100 snakes/lia (40 snakes/acre).

but following depletion of many of Guam's
birds and mammals, snake densities appear to

have fallen to 20-50 snakes/ha (8-20

snakes/acre; Rodda et al. 1992).

In the face of the loss of native forest birds

and drastic reductions in other bird, mammal,
and reptile species, the snake subsisted on

smaller lizard prey and on introduced species,

including lizards (Hemidactybts fremitus and

Carlia cf. fusca), domestic poultry and cage
birds, rodents (Rattus spp. and Mus miisculiis).

house shrews {Suncits iiiurinus). Eurasian tree

sparrows {Passer luontaniis). and Javanese tur-

tle doves iStreptopelia bitorquata). Thus, the

reduction of snake densities that might have

been expected after the loss of native prey

species was limited because the snake could

subsist on alternative introduced prey.

Species Lost from Guam

Since the airival of the snake on Guam, the

island has lost most of its indigenous forest ver-

tebrates (Fig, 1). Too few baseline data are

available to unequivocally determine the degree
to which the snake is responsible for these loss-

es, but several kinds of evidence create a strong

case for the snake's role in the e.xtiipation of

many bird species (Savidge 1987, 1988; Corny
1988; Engbring and Fritts 1988) and several

lizard species (Rodda et al. 1991 ), Additionally,

some evidence exists that the snake played a

role in the disappearance and decline of Guam's
native mammals, three bat species (Wiles

1987). but no direct information is available for

the two bat species that disappeared before

1980, The evidence clearly shows, however,

that Guam has experienced a remarkably com-

plete loss of its vertebrate fauna.

Even with all of the vertebrates at risk from

the snake, the pattern of species' losses has fol-

lowed a size gradient that is consistent with the

snake's dietary habits (Engbring and Fritts

1988; Fritts 1988). Small birds, small mam-
mals, and medium-sized lizards disappeared
first and seem to have been most heavily affect-

ed. Contrary to what might have been expected,
the most abundant bird species were affected

first. We cannot determine if the abundance of

the prey led to more effective search images for

the snakes or if the ecological characteristics of

the species and the habitats occupied con-

tributed to this prey difference. The surviving
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native species and those that lasted the longest
in the wild all exhibited extreme sizes (i.e..

larger or smaller than those most affected) or

some other trait that has minimized their \ul-

nerability to snake predation.

Examples of these traits include large size:

Mariana flying fox {Pteroptis iiuiiiannus).

Marianas crow iCorvus kiiluiiyi). and Indian

monitor lizard (Varaniis indicus): urban

dwellmg: Micronesian starling (Aplonis opacci).

mourning gecko {Lepidodactyliis lugubris). and

stump-toed gecko (Gehyni niiililata): cavity

nesting: Micronesian starling and Micronesian

kingfisher {Halcyon cinmimomimiY. cave ceil-

ing roosting: gray swiftlet {Aewdrainiis vaniko-

rensis); and extremely small size: mourning

gecko and Marianas blue-tailed skink (Eiiioici

caendeovauda). All surviving endotherm popu-
lations (birds and mammals) consist of fewer

than 1.000 individuals, and long-term popula-
tion \iabilities are in doubt for most of these

groups on Guam.
Small lizards are much more numerous and

have better long-term prospects even though
evidence exists of localized extinctions caused

by temporary surges in snake populations. The

big tree gecko {Gehyni occaiiicci) has virtually

disappeared since 1985, but its smaller con-

gener (species in the same genus), the stump-
toed gecko, persists in forested habitats in low

numbers (Rodda et al. 1991 ). Some small intro-

duced lizard species (mourning gecko, common
house gecko. Hemidactyhts fremitus, and brown

four-fingered skink, Ccuiia cf. fiisca) have

expanded into new habitats in the absence of

other species; they therefore maintain larger

population levels on Guam even though they

experience heavy predation by snakes.

The relative abundance of the Marianas blue-

tailed skink has dropped markedly as the brown

four-fingered skink increased after its arrival in

Guam in the early 1950"s (Fig. 2). Effects of pre-

dation by the snake and interactions between

introduced lizards are evident in the relative

abundances of lizard families, with the primari-

ly arboreal gekkonids declining while the pri-

marily terrestrial and more predation-resistant

skinks have increased. Even introduced rodents

and shrews show declines due to predation by
snakes; trapping success for rodents and shrews

was significantly reduced in 1984-85 compared
to that of 1962-64 (Savidge 1987).

Risks of Dispersal from Guam

The many brown tree snakes on Guam make
it probable that they may disperse as passive

stowaways in ship and air traffic to other islands

and the U.S. mainland (Fritts 1987, 1988;

McCoid and Stinson 1991). To date, stowaway
brown tree snakes have airived in the northern

Marianas Islands (Saipan, Rota, and Tinian);

Marshall Islands (Kvvajalein Atoll); Cocos
Island near Guam; Okinawa; Diego Garcia in

the Indian Ocean; Oahu Island. Hawaii; and

Coipus Chrisli. Texas (Fritts 1988; unpublished

manuscript). Verified and probable sightings of

brown tree snakes span 1949-94 and show that

dispersal of the brown tree snake is not uncom-
mon. The apparent surge in the I990"s probably
reflects better reporting of stowaway incidents

rather than increased dispersal.

Risks of Damages from Further
Colonizations

The islands adjacent to Guam are the north-

ern Marianas, which have vertebrate faunas that

are similar to Guam's, including some of the

same introduced species. Like Guam, the north-

em Marianas have no native snakes. Thus, prey
bases similar to those on Guam and capable of

supporting high population levels of brown tree

snakes exist in the northern Marianas, and

species losses can be anticipated if the snake

becomes established. For example, of 27 native

resident bird species on the main islands of the

northern Marianas (Saipan, Tinian. and Rota).

20 are shared with the original fauna of Guam
and an additional 7 species are closely related to

birds known from Guam. Guam and the north-

em Marianas also share five introduced bird

species (Engbring et al. 1986). Six species of

birds are federally listed as endangered or

threatened in the northern Marianas, and all of

these are conspecific (of or relating to the same

species) or closely related to birds that have dis-

appeared from Guam or declined significantly

there (Engbring and Ramsey 1984; U.S.

Department of the Interior 1990). Of 20 species
of terrestrial amphibians and reptiles presently
or fomierly known from Guam and Cocos

Island, 15 are shared with the northern

Marianas, 8 native and 7 introduced (Rodda et

al. 1991). Thus, the northern Marianas not only
share the ecological vulnerabilities that led to

mass extirpations on Guam, but also the bulk of

the remaining habitat for Marianas' native

species is on islands that have received stow-

away snakes from Guam.
Hawaii suffered major losses in its verte-

brate fauna after the arri\'al of the Polynesians
and again after contact with Europeans. The
state originally had 59 passerine bird species,

but only 38 survived into historical times. Fifty

species of passerines have been introduced in

Hawaii, and those birds make up most of the

land birds present today. At least 30 species of

birds native to Hawaii are federally listed as

threatened or endangered. One bird species

native to Guam, the gray swiftlet. is established

on Oahu (Moulton and Pimm 1986). Of the 14

Birds

Mammals

Reptiles

Due to snake

^ Safe O Endangered I Extirpated

Fig. 1. Status in 1993 of Guam's

native forest vertebrates (those pre-

sent in 1950) with estimates of the

degree to which dechne was due to

the introduction of the brown tree

snake.

1940 50 60 70 80 90

Fig. 2. Changes in the proportions

of specimens of two common
skinks in museum collections from

Guam in four samples spanning
1945-90: Marianas blue-tailed

skink {Emoki caendeocauda) and

brown four-fingered skink (Carlia

cf. fiisca).
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reptile species present in Hawaii (all intro-

duced). 8 are known as native or introduced

species on Guam. Many of these introduced

species are locally abundant and attain high

population levels in Hawaii. All these factors

show how capable the brown tree snake is in

exploiting elements of the native and introduced

fauna of Hawaii and in attaining high popula-

tion levels in Hawaii and on other Pacific

islands on which it may become established.

The effects of the brown tree snake extend

beyond ecological damages; the snakes fre-

quently climb on electrical transmission lines

causing faults and disrupting electrical supplies,

enter urban and residential areas where they

consume poultry and pets, and bite humans

causing trauma and serious health risks for

small children (Fritts 1988).
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Wild Horses

and Burros on
Public Lands

by

Tom Pogacnik
Bureau of Land Management

On
December 15, 1971, Congress passed

legislation to protect, manage, and control

wild horses (Equus cahaUus) and burros (£. asi-

luts) on public lands. The Wild Free-Roaming
Horses and Burros Act (Public Law 92-193)

described these animals as fast-disappearing

symbols of the historic and pioneer spirit of the

West. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
and the U.S. Forest Service are charged with

administering the law, which specifies how wild

horses and burros are to be managed on the

range and how excess animals are to be dis-

posed. Section 3. (a) requires the Secretary of

the Interior to manage wild free-roaming horses

and burros in a manner designed to achieve and

maintain a thriving natural ecological balance

on public lands. This section also specifies

requirements for inventorying, monitoring,

establishing appropriate management levels,

making removals, placing excess animals, and

establishing criteria for destruction of animals.

Although these animals were once consid-

ered endangered by the nearly unrestrained

onslaught of the mustangers and others, they

have thrived under federal protection (Fig. I).

With few predators and with protection from

humans, wild horse and burro populations on

BLM-administered lands (where most of the

animals are located) quickly grew until control

of the populations and the effect on their habitat

became a major concern.

Wild horses (Equus caballus).

The act requires that BLM maintain a cur-

rent inventory of wild horses and burros on cer-

tain public lands. At present, BLM censuses

each of the 196 herd-management areas on a

rotating basis, usually every 3 years, using cen-

sus techniques based on research published by

the National Academy of Sciences (1982).

Censuses in 1993 identified a nationwide popu-
lation of 46,500 wild horses and burros (Fig. 2),

Accuracy for the 1993 census ranged from 85%
to 99% on wild horses and 75% to 88% on wild

burros.
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Annual population growth in wild horse

herds varies from 5% to 259^. depending on

range and environmental conditions, with 15%

being a long-term average. At this rate of

increase, wild horse populations may double in

5 years. The annual growth in wild buno popu-
lations has not been determined, but their repro-

ductive capacity may be similar to that of wild

horse herds.

The act specifies that wild horses and burros

may be managed only on lands where they

existed on December 15. 1971. the time of the

act's passage. The population of wild horses

and burros within those 1971 areas of use was

estimated at 17,000 animals; however, at that

time no formal inventory policies or procedures
existed to census populations. The BLM now
has 269 herd areas. 196 within which wild hors-

es and bunos are managed to some extent and

7.^ from which all wild horses and buiTos will

be removed.

Wild horse and burro herd areas occupy
almost 43 million acres (17.4 million ha) of

public and prixate land in Arizona (about 4 mil-

lion acres or 1.6 million ha). California (6 mil-

lion+ acres or 2.4 million ha), Colorado

(800,000-F acres or 324.000 ha). Idaho

(450.000-1- acres or 182,250 ha), Montana

(55,000-1- acres or about 22,275 ha), Nevada

(nearly 19 million acres or nearly 8 million ha).

New Mexico (nearly 150.000 acres or 60,750

ha), Oregon (nearly 4 million acres or 1.6 mil-

lion ha). Utah (2.5 million acres or 1 million

ha), and Wyoming (nearly 6 million acres or 2.4

million ha)' (BLM 1993).

Within most herd areas, wild horses and bur-

ros graze with domestic livestock and a variety

of indigenous wildlife species. Because they are

generalist species, wild horses and burros

inhabit a variety of habitats and vegetative com-

munities.

The BLM's land-use planning process and

evaluation of cunent inventory and monitoring
data are used to detemiine a population level

that maintains a thriving natural ecological bal-

ance with other uses. The act directs BLM to

achieve appropriate population levels by
removals, humane destruction, or other options,

including antifertility methods.

BLM no longer destroys healthy excess wild

horses and buiTos. Since 1973. when the first

removals occurred. BLM has removed 141,762

wild horses and burros from public land and

placed 122,627 animals into private care

through the Adopt-A-Horse program.

Removing excess animals from populations
that exceed appropriate numbers is expensive,

has restricted BLM's attempts to pursue other

management alternatives, and therefore has

often allowed populations to increase dramati-

cally. When populations reached crisis propor-

tions, funding was increased and large numbers

of excess animals were removed from the range
and placed with private citizens through the

adoption program. The number of animals

removed often was greater than the number that

could be adopted, resulting in high costs for

feeding and veterinary services while animals

were held pending adoption.

In June 1992 the Director of BLM approved
the Strategic Plan for the Management of Wild

Horses and Bunos on Public Lands (BLM
1992). This plan represents BLM's first com-

prehensive policy for addressing wild horse and

buiTO management. To reduce the frequency of

removals, the plan recommends the use of

antifertility management to slow population

growth to a level where removals are only

required on a cycle of 5 or more years instead of

the current 3-year cycle. Pending the availabili-

ty of practical and cost-effective fertility-control

techniques, selective removal of animals based

on age or sex is being used to reduce the growth
rate in wild horse populations. The negative

aspects of selective removal include the diffi-

culty of predicting results through computer

modeling and the extensive monitoring needed

to ensure that age and sex ratios have not been

altered to a level that could threaten the herd.

Selective removals for controlling population

growth are considered a temporary management

option until research on immunocontraception
is completed and can be implemented.

The BLM supports research on the use of

immunocontraception for controlling wild

horse population growth. Successful immuno-

contraceptive antigens have been developed;

researchers are now trying to develop a system
that would inhibit reproduction for 2 to 3 years

(J.F. Kirkpatrick. Deacones Medical Research

Institute. Billings, personal communication).

Before the passage of the act, wild horses

and bunos were often captured and destroyed as

nuisances or were sold for profit, chiefly for use

in commercial products. The methods

employed in their capture and destruction were

often less than humane. As public awareness of

these animals grew, so too did support for fed-

eral legislation to protect them from inhumane

treatment.

Public interest in the wild horse and burro

program continues to direct implementation of

the act. Since the act's passage in 1971, there

have been 44 district court suits and in excess of

200 appeals of BLM decisions to the Interior

Board of Land Appeals.
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Purple loosestrife [Lyihnim salicaria).

Puq^le
loose.stiit'e {Lythruni sulicaria) i.s an

exotic wetland perennial introduced to

Nortii America from Europe in the early 19th

century (Stuckey 1980). By the 1930"s, the

plant was well established along the New

England seaboard. The construction of inland

canals and waterways in the 1880"s favored the

expansion of purple loosestrife into interior

New York and the St. Lawrence River Valley

(Thompson et al. 1987). The continued expan-
,sion of loosestrife has coincided with increased

development and use of road systems

(Thompson et al. 1987), commercial distribu-

tion of the plant for horticultural puiposes, and

regional propagation of seed for bee forage

(Pellet 1977). The plant now occurs in dense

stands throughout the northeastern United

States, southeastern Canada, the Midwest, and

in scattered locations in the western United

States and southwestern Canada. Newly created

irrigation systems in many of the western states

have supported its further spread.

Puiple loosestrife is a classic example of an

introduced species whose distribution and

spread have been enhanced by the absence of

natural enemies and the disturbance of natural

systems, primarily by human activity. Although
noted for the beauty of its late summer tlowers.

which also provide a nectar source for bees,

loosestrife has few other redeeming qualities.

Its invasion into a wetland system results in sup-

pression of the native plant community and the

eventual alteration of the wetland's structure

and function (Thompson et al. 1987). Large,

monotypic stands not only jeopardize various

threatened and endangered plants and wildlife,

such as Long's bulrush iScirpiis loiiiiii) in

Massachusetts (Coddington and Field 1978).

small spikerush {Eleocharis pan'ida) in New
York (Rawinski 1982), and the bog turtle

(Clemmys muhlenhergii) in the northeastern

United States (Bury 1979), but they also elimi-

nate natural foods and cover essential to many
wildlife, including waterfowl (Rawinski and

Malecki 1984).

Purple loosestrife has many traits that

enabled it to become a nuisance in North

America. A single, mature plant can produce
more than 2.5 million seeds annually; these

seeds are long-lived (Welling and Becker 1990)

and easily dispersed by water and in mud.

adhering to aquatic wildlife, livestock, and peo-

ple (Thompson et al. 1987). Established plants
are tall (about 2 m or 6.5 ft) with 30-50 stems

fomiing wide-topped crowns that dominate the

herbaceous canopy. A strong rootstock serves as

a storage organ, providing resources for growth
in spring and regrowth if the aboveground
shoots are cut. burned, or killed by application
of foliar herbicides. No native herbivores or

pathogens in North America are known to sup-

press puiple loosestrife (Hight 1990).

No effective method is available to control

loosestrife, except in small localized stands that

can be intensively managed. In such isolated

areas, the plant can be eliminated by uprooting

by hand and ensuring that all vegetative parts

are removed. Other control techniques include

water-level manipulation, mowing or cutting,

burning, and herbicide application (Malecki and

Rawinski 1985). Although these controls can

eliminate small and young stands, they are cost-

ly, require continued long-term maintenance,

and in the case of herbicides, are nonselective

and environmentally degrading.
The most promising control measure for

puiple loosestrife is the application of classical

biological weed-control procedures that use

natural enemies like insects, mites, nematodes,

and pathogens to reduce weed densities to toler-

able levels. Results of insect surveys and

screening tests conducted with the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's Agriculture
Research Service and the International Institute

of Biological Control in Europe have identified

five beetle species as potential control agents
for purple loosestrife. Each species showed

enough host specificity for purple loosestrife to

be introduced with no ill effects to native North

American plants.

Efforts are under way to rear large numbers

of these insect species for further distribution

and establishment in other states and provinces.
A petition to introduce two of these beetles is

under review by the USDA's Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Service. Initial collection of

these insects in Europe for release into the

United States is planned for 1994.

A cooperative state and federal program for

the biological control of purple loosestrife

focuses on an international environmental weed

problem that cannot be controlled by conven-

tional means. With support from federal and

state agencies we have brought together an
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international scientific advisory sialT to partic-

ipate in and oversee tiie selection, screening,
and introduction ol' an insect predator commu-

nity that will provide a long-lasting biological
control mechanism for loosestrife, and which

will also develop a corresponding program of

research and evaluation.

Puiple loosestrife is now a naturalized weed
that always will he a part of most North

American wetlands. Researchers hope that

introducing select insects will result in replac-

ing monotypic stands of loosestrife by native

vegetation and an overall decrease in the occur-

rence of the plant. We predict a reduction of

puiple loosestrife abundance o\er the next \5-

20 years to about 10% of its current level over

about 90% of its North American range
(Maleckiet al. 1993).
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Habitat Assessments

Overview
Articles in tiiis section

address the development,

interpretation, and analysis of ecological infor-

mation over very large geographic regions and

are characterized by the huge undertaking to

assemble and manipulate the data required.

These articles illuminate the imperative need

for infonnation at multiple levels of both geo-

graphic scale (site, small watershed, state,

regional, national) and biotic organization (pop-

ulation, species, natural community, landscape,
and biome).

A systematic approach toward the develop-
ment of science-based ecological information at

multiple scales and across large areas has been

lacking from our management of natural

resources. Significant gains in achieving an

environmentally sustainable society with an

acceptable standard of living can be had by

addressing this issue, and the articles in this sec-

tion point the way.
Edwards and Stoms and Davis present some

early results of the National Gap Analysis

Project (see box by Scott et al.. this section).

Edwards shows that less than 10% of the vege-
tation cover types in Utah are represented with-

in conservation lands. There is no assurance

that the 90% of vegetation types (or habitat

types) not represented in conservation lands

will not be eliminated by changes in land use.

In a world where the demand for raw materials

is increasing and the rate of land-use change is

rapid, adequate representation of habitat types
in conservation lands is important if we are to

prevent extinctions. The lack of adequate rep-

resentation of habitat types in conservation

lands is also the situation described by Stoms

and Davis in the next article. They show that

while almost 10% of the total surface area of

southwestern California is managed to protect

native biological diversity, most of this land is at

high elevations. Natural coinmunities at low

elevations, such as coastal sage scrub and

California walnut woodlands, are in consider-

able danger of extinction.

Shaw and Jennings describe the Multi-

Resolution Land Characteristics Database,

which is the first effort to provide consistent,

direct, and integrated observations of large-area

ecosystems, producing basic as well as inter-

preted information for a range of purposes.
This effort includes the land-cover types of agri-

cultural and urban areas as well as natural areas.

With access to these data sets, policy decisions

as well as daily management choices may, for

the first time, be regularly examined in a bio-

geographic context covering the entire distribu-

tion of a natural feature of concern (such as a

Michael D. Jennings
National Biological

Service

Idaho Cooperative Fish

and Wildlife Research Unit

University ofIdaho

Moscow, ID 83843
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particular habitat type). Some of these data are

already available in digital format over the

Internet.

Loveland and Hutcheson compare the most

cuiTcnt picture of general vegetation patterns

(taken from the weather satellite, which is at an

altitude of 833 km. or 5 1 7 mi. above Earth) with

a map of what the vegetation may have been

like before European settlement. In addition to

providing some idea of the difference between

the land cover of today and. hypothetically. pre-

settlement land cover, they show conceptually
the value of being able to make these kinds of

comparisons. The authors carefully point out

the limitations of each of the maps they use.

then they walk the reader through how such a

comparison is made. Because of the coarse

geographic scale used, only general patterns can

be shown and the results of this comparison are

more meaningful when used to estimate large-

area carbon tlux, for example, than for calculat-

ing changes in biological diversity. The impor-
tance of this article is not in the results of the

comparison but in the concepts of using large-

area land-cover data to assess the past and pre-

sent trends of landscape-level ecological condi-

tions and processes.

Wilen"s article cites studies showing that

half of the nation's wetlands have been convert-

ed to uplands since colonial times. He demon-
strates that the apparent slowing trend in overall

wetland loss is deceptive because qualitative

changes that do not show up as a net loss of wet-

lands are occurring in different types of wet-

lands. For example, in recent times, vast tracts

of forested wetlands have been converted to

other wetland forms, such as wet meadows.

This is especially important because of their

complex functions, such as Hood control and

pollution abatement, as well as their providing
critical wildlife habitat. By using data from the

National Wetlands Inventory, Wilen shows that

overall, wetlands are losing their diversity.

Without systematic science-based efforts like

the NWI to map our natural resources, there can

be no meaningfully coherent information for

making decisions about how to manage them.

Because the dynamics of larger systems

(e.g., landscapes) constrain the behavior and

occurrence of the smaller systems that they

encompass (e.g., populations or species), by
means that are independent of the smaller sys-

tems, conservation efforts implemented at the

levels of populations or species cannot be effec-

tive when systemwide changes are occurring at

the landscape level. Environmental changes
that were formerly limited to affecting popula-
tions and species are now manifest at scales by
which natural community and landscape sys-

tems function. Therefore, if we are to make sig-

nificant progress in slowing the loss of our bio-

logical heritage, the basis for solving problems
and implementing decisions must be predicated
on information derived from multiple scales of

geographic resolution as well as of biotic orga-
nization.

The
Gap Analysis Program (GAP) is an

approach to protecting the nation's bio-

logical diversity based on a collaborative

effort among citizens, businesses, nonprofit

groups, universities, and local, state, and

federal agencies. More than anything. GAP
is a method of developing information about

biological diversity that will enable individ-

uals, planners, managers, and policy makers

to make informed decisions. Species and

habitats not adequately represented within

conservation areas constitute gaps in pro-

grams meant to prevent species from becom-

ing extinct. By providing information before

extinction crises, GAP seeks proactive rather

than reactive solutions.

The questions that GAP asks are: How
can we prevent the components of biological

diversity from becoming endangered with

extinction before they reach social and eco-

nomic crises? What is the present conserva-

tion status of all species and their habitats,

not just those currently endangered?
To answer these questions on a state-by-

state basis, people with expertise in geogra-

phy, sociology, economics, zoology, botany,

statistics, and ecology cooperate in mapping

Gap Analysis: A
Geographic Approach to

Planning for Biological

Diversity

by
J. Michael Scott

Edward T. LaRoe
Michael D. Jennings

National Biological Service

the distributions of dominant natural vegeta-

tion (as habitat types), and the distributions

of each vertebrate species. Nationwide stan-

dards are used so that the maps of one state

will fit with the maps of adjacent states.

Because these maps are standardized across

the United States, yet based on state and

local information, they provide a critical

framework for ecosystem management that

is integrated across the private and public

sectors. For example, these maps help define

areas with the highest species diversity as

well as how these areas match up with pre-

sent conservation areas.

In the process of mapping land cover,

GAP provides most states not only with

computerized maps of existing conditions

throughout the state (most for the first time

ever), but also with maps of these same con-

ditions across contiguous states, thereby

providing context for what occurs within the

state. The GAP is not a substitute for

detailed studies of any particular site;

instead it provides infomiation. focus, and

direction for management decisions at the

ecosystem level. GAP is now under way in

33 states and consists of more than 200

cooperating organizations nationwide. It is

coordinated by the National Biological
Service.

For further information:

Gap Analysis Program
National Biological Service

Idatio Cooperative Fish and Wildlife

Research Unit

University of Idaho

Moscow, ID 83843
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FLirlheriiKire, the mechanisms, or the "emer-

gent properties." by which an ecological system

operates cannot be identified by a simple aggre-

gation of its smaller components nor by a reduc-

tion of its larger components (Allen and Stan

l982;0"Neiiretal. 1986). To adequately char-

acterize an ecosystem, it must be observed as a

functioning whole rather than only inferred by

reducing it to its component parts and then re-

aggregating the information discovered about

the components. For ecosystems that cover

large areas, observation is difficult, perhaps

impossible, without using aerial photography
and satellite imagery along with computerized

systems that can handle the large amounts of

information lor analysis.

There are four requisites to the effective

management of biological diversity, soil, water,

and natural processes across large landscapes:

standardized definitions of the resources:

replicative scientific methods for inventories

that must go beyond lists of species to include

natural communities and their processes; a

high-quality environmental infonnation system
with easy access for all: and the expertise to

usefully synthesize the information (Jennings
and Reganold 1991). The National Wetlands

Inventory. Gap Analysis, and the Multi-

Resolution Land Characteristics Database are

achieving the.se requisites.
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Maintaining
biological diversity must be

done at all levels of an ecosystem, not just

for endangered species (Noss 1991; Scott et al.

1991 ). The Gap Analysis Program is one proac-
tive approach for assessing the cunent status of

biodiversity at all levels. By using computerized

mapping techniques called geographic informa-

tion systems (GIS) to identify "gaps" in biodi-

versity protection, gap analysis provides a sys-

tematic approach for evaluating how biological

diversity can be protected in given areas. If

problems are identified through gap analysis,

appropriate management action can be taken,

including establishing new preserves or chang-

ing land-use practices (Edwards et al. 199,^:

Scott et. al 1993; Edwards and Scott 1994).

Our gap analysis includes three primary GIS

layers: distribution of actual vegetation cover

types; land ownership; and distributions of ter-

restrial vertebrates as predicted from the distri-

bution of vegetation and from observations. By
using the GIS. map overlays of animal distribu-

tion and land ownership are compared to esti-

Table 1. Management status codes applied to Utah land

ownership (Scott et al. 199.^).

Code Description

1 An area having an active management plan in operation to

maintain a natural stale and within »»hich natural disturbances

(e.g., fire, floods) are allowed to proceed without interference or

are mimicked through management.

2 An area generally managed for natural values, but which may receive

use that degrades the quality of existing natural communities.

3 IVlost nondesignated public lands Legal mandates prevent the

permanent conversion of natural habitat types to anthropogenic

habitat types and confer protection to federally listed endangered

and threatened species

4 Private or public lands without an existing easement or irrevocable

management agreement to maintain native species and natural

communities and which are managed for intensive human use.

mate the relative extent of protection afforded

each vertebrate species. Gap analysis functions

organize biological information by using the

data base to provide the context for other, more

detailed studies.

In this article, we apply gap analysis to

assess the protection status of mapped vegeta-

tion cover types in Utah. We briefly describe the

process used to model and map vegetation cover

types and how this process was linked with land

ownership to provide an estimate of the level of

protection afforded each vegetation cover type

in Utah. A central tenet of gap analysis is that

the degree of conservation protection afforded a

given area can be determined by ownership and

management. To assess protection, we used

land ownership maps; each ownership was

assigned one of four management status codes

(Table 1). For Utah. 38 vegetation cover types

and land-cover classes were modeled by using
Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite data (Table

2). How much land is necessary to protect bio-

diversity or certain species is problematic. We
arbitrarily define adequate protection as requir-

ing at least 10% of a vegetation cover type in

status category 1 or 2.

Status of Lands

State and federal public lands make up

roughly 71% of the 21,979.000 ha (54,288.130

acres) of Utah (Table 3). Land protection status

reflects this public control over lands (Table 3).

Only 1,554 ha (3,833 acres) of the state's land

are considered status I lands; these are owned

exclusively by The Nature Conservancy. The

area in status code 2 is 874,736 ha (3.98%;

2,160,605 acres); the area considered status

code 3 is 15,464,474 ha (70.36%; 38,197.251

Protection

Status of

Vegetation
Cover Types
in Utah

by

Thomas C. Edwards, Jr.

National Biological Senice
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Table 2. Protection status of
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The
Gap Analysis Program (GAP), coordi-

nated by the National Biological Service,

provides a regional screening of elements of

biodiversity (plant communities and wildlife

species) to identify elements most at risk and to

identify general areas of highest concentrations

of the at-risk elements. Data collection and

analysis have been completed for southwestern

California, the first of 10 regions to be analyzed
in the state. This region covers roughly 8% of

the land area of California, spanning the south-

ern coast from Point Conception to the

U.S.-Mexico border and from the western edge
of the Sonoran and Mojave deserts to the Pacific

Ocean. Urban growth has been exceptionally

rapid in this region at the expense of species and

habitats, particularly in the Coastal Plain. This

article summarizes the gap analysis of this

region and identifies plant communities and

wildlife species considered at risk. Further

details can be found in Davis et al. ( 1994).

Land Management Status

hi this analysis we defined three levels of

management to determine the protection status

of elements of biodiversity. Level I represents
areas managed for the long-term protection of

biodiversity, such as wilderness areas, research

natural areas, state parks, and some private pre-

serves. Level 2 includes publicly owned lands

not specifically designated for Level 1 manage-
ment, and Level 3 contains lands with no formal

management for biodiversity.

The amount of Level 1 areas managed to

preserve biodiversity is 9.6% of the region,

mostly in national forest wilderness areas.

Other public lands managed at Level 2 account

for another 30%, while the remaining 60% is

private land. Lower elevations, where most

urban and agricultural development occurs, are

predominately private land. Government agen-
cies manage most higher elevation lands, that is,

lands at l,500-2,500^m (4,920-8,200 ft), 25% of

which is managed at Level L

Vegetation Status

A team from the University of California,

Santa Barbara (UCSB) produced a map of actu-

al vegetation. The California Natural Diversity
Data Base staff has identified some plant com-
munities of special concern; they generally have

less than 10% of their distribution in Level 1

areas or over 70% of the mapped distribution in

privately owned Level 3 areas. We used these

criteria to identify other plant communities that

are at risk.

Communities restricted largely to the lower

elevations, like coastal sage scrub (Figure) and

non-native annual grasslands, are at consider-

able risk (Table I ). Although grasslands are

dominated by non-native species, they can be

rich in native plant species and are habitat to

many animal species. Roughly 88% of areas

below 500 m (1.640 ft) have no fonnal protec-
tion status; most low-elevation land has already
been converted to agricultural or urban uses.

and most remaining low-elevation land is

zoned for future urbanization.

Especially alarming is the condition of the

California black walnut woodlands. The south-

ern variety of this species is endemic to this

region and its current distribution is highly frag-

mented and reduced compared with its original

distribution. Sagebrush steppe shrubland,

although widespread elsewhere in California,

appears vulnerable in this region. A significant

proportion of the sagebnash steppe habitat is on

Level 2 lands, and conservation concern for

these communities can probably be adequately

Biodiversity in

the

Southwestern

California

Region

by

David M. Stoms

Frank Davis

University of California-
Santa Barbara

Figure. Gap analysis of coastal sage scrub in Ihe southwestern region of California. Highlighted
are landscapes where coastal sage scrub is the primary and secondary upland vegetation type.

Table 1. Natural communities

identified as at risk by using

Gap Analysis Program criteria.

The list is ordered from highest

to lowest percentage of the com-

munity that occurs on Level 3

private lands.

Natural community
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Table 2. Wildlife species consid-

ered al risk based on Gap Analysi

Program criteria.

addressed by the public kind managing agen-
cies. Many oak woodlands appear to be at risk

now or will be within the next one or two

decades. Most of the chapaiTal communities

seem reasonably secure: they are generally
found on steeper slopes, largely on public lands,

and in areas with 10'7f-2()9f Level 1 status.

Wildlife Status

Detailed field-based maps of the distribution

of wildlife do not exist for all species and would

be too difficult to compile in the time available.

Biolocists do know, however, what habitats

For further information:

Da\ id M. Stoms

University of California

Department of Geography
Santa B;irbara. CA 93106

Scientific name
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At
the federal level of government, there is a

clear need for developing comprehensive
and consistent land-cover and land-characteris-

tics information for the United States. Increased

attention to environmental research and plan-

ning that addresses spatial context and relation-

ships requires baseline land characteristics

across a range of spatial and temporal scales.

The demand for this information parallels

advances in computer and other technologies,

such as geographic information systems (CIS)

and remote sensing, which permit the process-

ing, analysis, and management of this type and

volume of data.

To initiate this effort for the federal govern-
ment, four ecological and environmental

research and monitoring programs have formed

a pailnership with the U.S. Geological Survey's

(USGS) Earth Resources Observation System
( EROS ) Data Center to design, develop, and test

a Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics

(MRLC) monitoring program. The overall

objective of MRLC is to develop a land-charac-

teristics monitoring system that provides a base-

line of multi-scale environmental characteristics

and mechanisms for monitoring, identifying,

and assessing environmental change. In addi-

tion, the MRLC program is developing a nation-

al land-cover data set based on Landsat

Thematic Mapper satellite imagery. Partners of

the MRLC program are described below.

EPA: EMAP
The Environmental Monitoring and

Assessment Program (EMAP). managed by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Office of Research and Development, is a

research, monitoring, and assessment effort to

report on the condition of our nation's ecosys-
tems. The EMAP is developing and using eco-

logical indicators for wetlands, surface waters,

the Great Lakes, agroecosystems, arid ecosys-

tems, forests, and estuaries. For the EMAP.
land-cover information is critical to determine

sample locations, resource extent, and potential

human-caused stress. When fully implemented,
the EMAP will provide comparable, high-qual-

ity data on the condition of our nation's ecolog-
ical resources at regional and national scales.

NBS: GAP
The National Biological Service's (NBS's)

Gap Analysis Program (GAP) provides a

regional and national overview of the distribu-

tion and protection status of biological diversity

by producing comprehensive and synoptic bio-

geographic data. Analysis involves using GIS

technology to compare the distributions of

vegetation and native vertebrate species with

land ownership and management. One of the

central questions GAP addresses is how well

native species are represented in areas managed
for their long-term sustainability.

USGS: NAWQA
The National Water Quality Assessment

(NAWQA) program of the USGS is designed to

describe the status and trends in the quality of

the nation's groundwater and surface-water

resources and to link these status and trends

with an understanding of the natural and human
factors that affect water quality. The program

integrates information about water quality at a

wide range of spatial scales, from local to

national, and focuses on water-quality condi-

tions that affect large areas of the nation or that

occur frequently within small areas.

USGS: EROS Data Center

The EROS Data Center is a data-manage-
ment, systems-development, and research cen-

ter of the USGS. Established in the eariy 1 970's

to receive, process, and distribute data from the

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion's experimental Landsat satellites (Fig. 1), it

houses the world's largest collection of space
and aircraft imacerv of the Earth. It manaces

Federal Data
Bases of Land
Character-

istics

by

Denice M. Shaw
Environmental Protection

Agency

Michael Jennings
National Biological Service

Fig. 1. Landsat Thematic Mapper image of Philadelpliia and New ^uik Citv. taken May 20. 1991.
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Fig. 2. Land-cover reqiiiremenls

of the Multi-Resolution Land

Characteristics consortium land

For further information:

Denice M. Shaw

EMAP Center/EPA

MD75
RTP.NC 27711

EMAP
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produced by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS; Loveland et al. 1991). The USGS land-

cover data were inteipreted from 1990 satellite

imagery from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor

aboard the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's polar-orbiting meteorological
satellites. The USGS map of land cover is lim-

ited
in its use for local applications because of

thf coarse ground resolution of AVHRR data

and its subsequent inability to distinguish vege-
tation structure, serai stages, and exotic versus

natural vegetation. It does, though, provide a

picture of vegetation and land-cover patterns at

the national level. For example, in the lower 48

states, about 38% of the land is forested, 29%
is rangeland or grassland, and 23% is agricul-

tural land. While the USGS land-cover study

did not identify urban lands, information from

the Defense Mapping Agency's Digital Chart of

the World shows that at Teast 14.500 km- (3,655

mi-) or 1 .0% of the conterminous United States

is urbanized (Danko 1992).

It must be noted that a comprehensive
assessment of accuracy of the 1990 land-cover

map has not been completed, although an inde-

pendent study shows that the classification of

forest lands is within 4%- of the estimate of the

U.S. Forest Service (Turner et al. 1993).

Comparisons with selected state land-cover

maps and U.S. Department of Agriculture crop
area statistics have also shown general corre-

spondence between land-cover estimates at the

national level (Merchant et al. 1995).

Change in Natural Vegetation

The estimated extent of change in the natur-

al vegetation since European settlement is

derived by comparing Ktichler's potential natur-

al vegetation (Kiichler 1964) with the 1990

land-cover data set produced by the USGS
(Loveland et al. 1991). Both potential natural

vegetation (Fig. 1 ) and 1990 land cover (Fig. 2)

have been generalized to show six vegetation

groups: needleleaf forest, broadleaf forest,

mixed forest, grassland, shrubland, and grass-

land-shrubland. Note that the 1990 land-cover

classification does not distinguish between nat-

ural and altered vegetation (e.g., an even-age
tree plantation is mapped as forest even though
it does not have the ecological value or function

of a natural forest). The 1990 land-cover map
(Fig. 2) also includes four additional categories:

urban areas, cropland, cropland-woodland
mosaics, and cropland-grassland mosaics.

A representation of the percentage of land

modified from its natural state by either cultiva-

tion or urban development was produced by cal-

culating the percentage of 1990 agriculture and

urban lands found within each Kiichler

i ^ Needleleaf forest

I J Broadleaf forest

C3 Mixed forest

I Shrubland

Grassland

L; Grassland/stirubland mix

Kiy. I. (InHipciK.iic'jiiiics ol pnicmi.ii n.itui.il XL-yciation aggregated from Kiichler (1964).

^ Urban

[; Cropland
en Cropland/woodland mosa c

^ Cropland/grassland mosaic

tm Needleleaf forest ;._ Slirubland

CD Broadleaf forest ; r Grassland

1=1 H/lixed forest cd Grassland/stirubland mix

Fi);. 2. (iniiipod categories ol I'Wd land ciuer depicting 1990 conterminous U.S. land cover that

was developed from 1990 AVHRR imagery.

I 0-10% en 51-60"

111-20 c 61-70

121-30 --71-80
s 31-40 r_ 81-90

c:341-50 c;i91 too

Fig. 3. Percentage of Ktichler's potential natural vegetation types (Kiichler 1964) that have been

converted to agricultural and urban land cover. The lighter tones represent the higher levels of

human modification. Percentages of modification are displayed as deca-percentiles.
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Landsat
Multispectral Scanner (MSS)

images of the Dallas-Fort Worth area in

1974 and 1989 indicate that in this region

urbanization has been the cause of land-

cover change (Fig. 1 ). The population of the

metropolitan area grew by an estimated 1.25

million during this 15-year period. The sub-

stantial conversion of cropland, woodlands.

Landsat MSS Images

and grasslands to urban land uses resulted

from the trend toward migration to sun belt

cities and increased job opportunities.

Landsat MSS images can also display

landscape transformations resulting from

natural events such as the eruption of Mount
Saint Helens in southern Washington and the

subsequent recovery of vegetation (Fig. 2).

The 1973 image represents the region in its

"original state." The 1983 image displays

the large denuded landscape north of the

Fig. 1. The 1974 and 1989 Landsat MSS images of Dallas-Fort Worth. Texas. Expanded urban areas are clearly identifiable in the 1989 image and are

particularly evident around Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport in the center of the image.
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volcano shortly after its eruption May 18,

1980. The 1988 image shows revegetation of

the northern slopes, and a landscape gradu-

ally recovering to a new "natural" state. A
feature of this set of images is the small

bluish rectangular patches surrounding

Mount Saint Helens, representing areas that

have been logged by clear-cutting.

Fig. 2. Landsat MSS images of the Mount Saint Helens area in southern Washington in 1973. 1983, and 1988. The 1973 image shows the area before

eruption. The area north of the crater in the image with the bluish color was most devastated by the 1980 eruption. In the 1988 image the light pink color in

the blow-out area shows vegetation regrowth.

vegetation type (Fig. 3). Although more than

61% of the conterminous United States is cov-

ered with the same dominant vegetation as

KiJchler suggests, the percentage varies consid-

erably by region. Almost 92% of the western

forests region remains covered with tree

species, while only 29% of the central and east-

ern grasslands region remains as grasslands.

It must be understood that a low percentage
of agricultural or urban lands in a region does

not imply that the landscape exists in a pristine,

natural state. In some cases, the "natural" vege-

tation may be altered substantially by local

land-use practices such as grazing and logging
or changed by the introduction or invasion of

non-native vegetation. Kiichler (1964) recog-
nized overgrazing as having long altered the

central grassland. He also mentioned Kentucky

bluegrass (Poa pratensis) as an exotic that has

become the dominant grassland in regions

including the Black Hills of South Dakota. As a

result, many areas that are not affected by agri-

culture or urbanization are far from their natur-

al state and do not perform the same ecological

role as did the original ecosystem. The coarse

nature of the AVHRR data and the lack of

detailed baseline data on original vegetation

conditions do not allow for the detection of

these important landscape qualities. While

these assessments have limitations, the compar-
isons represent the type of analysis and moni-

toring that can be done with a properly designed

operational vegetation monitoring system.

The areas with the highest percentage of

land modified from its natural condition are in

the central United States. With one exception,

the most intensively cultivated areas coincide

with Klichler's grassland or mixed grassland-
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Table 1. Kiichler vegetation types

least modified by urbanization and

agricultural developments.

Table 2. Kiichler vegetation types

most affected by urbanization,

their locales, and associated urban

areas.

Table 3. Selected grassland types

arranged by percentage cultivation.

Type and location
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Future Possibilities

The vignettes presented here illustrate both

the potential and the limitations associated with

modeling and monitoring of environmental con-

ditions and processes with satellite images.

Clearly, baseline data are an essential starting

point for these applications. Also needed is a

sound framework from which baseline data can

be collected, calibrated, and used in a monitor-

ing system to target and assess environmental

changes.

Remote-sensing images from orbiting satel-

lites can play an important role in the collection

of baseline vegetation data and in monitoring

their status. Coarse-resolution data such as 1-

km (0.62-mi) AVHRR imagery offer a means to

view landscapes with daily frequency, thereby

allowing the monitoring of vegetation condition

both within a growing period and between

years. Over a long period, AVHRR may provide

a means for monitoring the subtle changes in

the vegetation that may relate to such events as

long-term drought. AVHRR data are not ade-

quate for assessing the effects of more local

changes. Landscape changes at the local level

will be better understood with higher resolution

imagery such as that provided by Landsat sys-

tems. Improved data from the sensors planned
as part of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's (NASA) Mission to Planet

Earth's Earth Observing System will likely pro-

vide even better remote sensing systems for

environmental monitoring.

Many components needed for a national

environmental monitoring system already exist.

A robust system that provides mechanisms for

targeting and quantifying changes in the land-

scape will need to include both the synoptic

overview capabilities from Earth-orbiting satel-

lites and detailed site-specific observations of

biological processes. The National Biological

Service's Gap Analysis Program (GAP) pro-

vides an essential high-resolution inventory of

habitat and natural vegetation for the United

States by using Landsat Thematic Mapper

imagery with 30 m x 30 m (98 ft x 98 ft) reso-

lution along with substantial amounts of ancil-

lary information such as field reconnaissance

and air photos (Scott et al. 1993). Regional

monitoring of the stressors to the natural sys-

tems is needed to improve the predictive capa-

bilities of an operational monitoring system.

Those systems, tied together with an integrated

sampling and assessment framework, could

provide a synergistic means for long-term envi-

ronmental monitoring.
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The
national interest in wetlands is set forth

in the findings of the Emergency Wetlands

Resources Act of 1986:

The Congress finds that wetlands play an inte-

gral role in maintaining the quahty of life

through material contributions to our national

economy, food supply, water supply and quali-

ty, flood control, and fish, wildlife, and plant

resources, and thus to the health, safety, recre-

ation, and economic well-being of all citizens

of the Nation.

The act requires the Secretary of the Interior

to map the nation's wetlands, develop a nation-

al digital wetlands data base, and report to

Congress on the status and trends of wetlands

within the contemiinous United States. The

U.S. Fish and WildHfe Service (USFWS) has

delivered three reports to Congress (Frayer et al.

1983: Dahl 1990: Dahl and Johnson 1991). The

reports show that half of the nation's wetlands

have been converted to uplands since colonial

times (Dahl 1990), and that although the rate of

The Nation's

Wetlands

by

Bill O. Wilen

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Fig. 1. Surface-area percentage of

wetlands in each state: I780's

(Dahl 1990).

Fig. 2. Surface-area percentage nf

wetlands in each state: 1980's

(Dahl 1990).

0.0 - 4 (Millions ot acres)

0.4-1,0

1.0-3.0

SI 3.0 -5.0

5.0 -10.0

Fig. 3. Wetland acreage loss by
state (Dahl 1990).

0% - 20%

20% - 40%

40% - 60%

S 60% - 80%

80% -100%

Fig. 4. Surface-area percentage of

wetland base loss by state (Dahl

1990).

convei'sion has slowed, wetland losses continue

to outdistance gains (Fiayer et ai. 1983; Dahl

and Johnson 1991).

The quality of the remaining wetlands con-

tinues to be an unanswered question.
Presidential candidate George Bush's 1988 No-

Net-Loss campaign promise was adopted hy the

federal government as a policy goal. It was

expanded by President Clinton in his August 25.

1993. policy statement. "Protecting America's

Wetlands: A Fair. Flexible, and Effective

Approach." to include a long-temi goal of

increasing the quality and quantity of the

nation's wetlands resource base. Here we pre-

sent a brief overview of wetlands, their defini-

tion, distribution and abundance, dynamics,
functions, values, and future.

Wetland Descriptions and
Definitions

The United States encompasses an area of

about 931 million ha (2.3 billion acres) extend-

ing from above the Arctic Circle to the Virgin

Islands and spanning the North American conti-

nent, and includes the Hawaiian Islands as well

as Puerto Rico. Within this broad area, regional

variations in climate, topography, hydrology,

geology, soils, and vegetation create diverse

wetland habitats ranging from the tundra in

Alaska to the tropical rain forests of Hawaii to

isolated wetlands in the arid Southwest.

Cowardin et al. ( 1979) defined wetlands as

lands where saturation with water is the domi-

nant factor determining the nature of soil devel-

opment and the types of plant and animal com-

munities living in the soil and on its surface.

The single feature that most wetlands share is

soil or substrate that is at least periodically sat-

urated with or covered by water The water cre-

ates severe physiological problems for all

plants and animals except those that are adapt-

ed for life in water or in saturated soil. (p. 3)

There are three widely used definitions of

wetlands. All use three parameters: hydrology,

hydric soil (wetland soils), and hydrophytic

vegetation (wetland plants). The USFWS's def-

inition is ecological whereas the definitions

used by the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers,
and the Soil Conservation Service are regulato-

ry. All three, however, endorse and use the same

interagency wetland plant list. National List of
Plant Species Thai Occur in Wetlands (Reed

1988), and wetland soils list, H\dric Soils of the

United Slates (SCS 1991).

Regulators are concerned with establishing a

definitive line to delineate wetlands from

uplands and with placing the wetlands into

administrative or regulatory categories. In con-

trast, the USFWS and the National Biological
Service (NBS) are concerned with ecological
characterization and mapping the biological

extent of both vegetated and nonvegetated wet-

lands found on soils and substrates. The biolog-
ical extent of wetlands should be established by
scientists using biological criteria. Likewise,

policy makers should establish regulations for

the subset of wetlands that needs regulating.

The subset of wetlands to be regulated and the

degree of regulation have changed and will

change over time based on our understanding of

the functions and values of wetlands, wetlands

scarcity, our ever-changing social values, and

the political climate.

The USFWS classification system was

developed to provide uniformity in concepts
and terminology for wetlands. It is hierarchical,

moving from systems at the broadest level

through subsystems, classes and subclasses, to

modifiers describing hydrology (water regime),

soils, and water chemistry, and special modi-

fiers relating to human activities.

These categories are used to form wetland

types for mapping. More than 2,500 wetland

types are commonly used on National Wetlands

Inventory maps nationwide. Counties will have

from 10 to 400 types, with an average of 100.

These wetland types describe ecological units

that have certain homogeneous natural attribut-

es. The USFWS's National Wetlands Inventory

maps are available for 84% of the conterminous

United States. 28% of Alaska, and all of Hawaii.

Distribution and Abundance

The distribution of wetlands has changed

dramatically since the 1780's (Figs. 1 and 2). In

addition, the percentage of the landscape occu-

pied by wetlands varies markedly from state to

state (i.e.. Alaska, where 43.3% of the land-

scape is covered by wetlands as compared with

nine states where I % or less of the landscape is

covered by wetlands). The wetland areal loss by
states tells one story (Fig. 3) and the percentage
of the wetland base lost by states tells another

(Fig. 4). Wetlands occupy 11.9% of the land-

scape of the United States, which is about 5% of

the conterminous United States, 43% of Alaska,

and 1% of Hawaii.

Wetland Dynamics

The three status and trends reports to

Congress provide estimates of net wetland gains

or losses: they do not examine wetland quality

as a result of disturbance. Wetlands are con-

stantly being disturbed. Even when a wetland is

not converted to upland, its successional stage is

often pushed back to an earlier stage. For exam-

ple, between the mid-1970's and mid-1980's.
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forested wetlands sut'fered tremendous loss

from agriculture and "other" uses. (The catego-

ry of ""other" includes all wetland areas convert-

ed to upland where the ultimate land use could

not be determined.) Thousands of hectares of

forested wetlands were converted to emergent,

scrub-shrub, and nonvegetated wetlands.

Likewi.se, thousands of hectares of scrub-shrub

wetlands were converted to the ""other" catego-

ry and the agricultural land-use category. These

losses were nearly offset by the conversion of

forested wetlands to scrub-shrub wetlands.

Despite these gains to the scrub-shrub category,

however, there was an overall net loss of scrub-

shrub wetlands during the study period.

The net gain of thousands of hectares of

freshwater emergent wetlands is similarly

deceptive. The thousands of hectares that were

lost to agricultural, ""other," and urban land uses

were more than offset by the conversion of

forested wetlands and scrub-shrub wetlands to

freshwater emergent wetlands. The area of non-

vegetated wetlands (primarily ponds) increased

by several million hectares. Most of these gains,

however, resulted from construction of ponds

on uplands not used for agricultural production,

but additional thousands of hectares were built

on former agricultural lands. This category also

experienced gains from converted forested wet-

lands and scrub-shrub wetlands.

Functions and Values

The functions and values of the nation's wet-

lands are nearly as diverse as the wetlands

themselves (Table), but include flood protection

and plant, fish, and wildlife habitat.

All wetlands do not perform all functions.

Some functions tend to be compatible, such as

flood control and water purification. Other

functions tend to be incompatible, such as flood

control and food chain support. In addition,

wetlands of a given type do not have the same

effectiveness in performing a given function.

For example, the effectiveness of a given forest-

ed wetland for flood control depends on its size,

shape, location in the watershed, and so forth.

Because wetlands are constantly being affected

by disturbance, their effectiveness in perform-

ing functions constantly changes. Thus, the

effectiveness of a wetland area as wildlife habi-

tat can be improved or degraded by the creation,

maintenance, or destruction of vegetated corri-

dors; the ratio of vegetated wetland to upland

areas; buffer zones: and plants that provide for

wildlife food and habitat. Uplands can and do

perform some of the functions performed by

wetlands, such as sediment trapping. But

because wetlands are situated in the low points

of the land.scape or are adjacent to streams,

rivers, lakes, and oceans, they are more able to

Table. Major wetland functions and values documented in the National Wetlands InventoiT.'

"Wetlands Values Databa.se."

Functions and values Examples

Biogeochemical processes Carbon cycling, sulfur cycling

Food chain Detritus production, food source, nutrient cycling, nutrient export, primary production

Habitat Amphibians, fish, furbearers, insects, mammals, nongame birds, reptiles, shellfish, shorebirds,

waterfowl, endangered species

Hydrology Erosion control, flood control, flow stabilization, groundwater discharge, groundwater recharge,

saltwater intrusion prevention, storm dampening

Socioeconomic Aesthetics, agricultural crops, aquacultute, archaeological, commercial han/esi, cultural,

educational, energy source (peal), lood, lorage, heritage, hunting and trapping, indicator

species, medicinal, open space, natural products, recreation, research, timber, wastewater

treatmenl, water supply

Water quality Chemical and nutrient absorption, pollution filtering, oxygen production, sediment trapping

perform these functions. In many cases, wet-

lands are the last line of defense for the protec-

tion of surface water quality.

Some wetland functions and values can be

replaced by artificial substitutes; for example,

flood-control values of wetlands can be

replaced by dams, ditches, levees, floodwalls,

and reservoirs. Other wetland functions, howev-

er, cannot be performed by uplands or replaced

by artificial substitutes. An especially important

function of wetlands is supporting rich plant

diversity. Although wetlands occupy only about

5'7c of the surface area of the contemiinous

United States. 6.728 plant species (31% of the

U.S. flora) occur in wetlands (Reed 1988). Of

these plants, half are restricted to, or usually

occur in. wetlands. Thus, wetlands provide crit-

ical habitat for a high percentage of the U.S.

flora.

Some argue that we cannot afford to main-

tain the remaining 40 million ha (99 million

acres) of wetlands in the conterminous United

States because of our increasing population, liv-

ing standards, and competition for resources.

Others argue that wetlands must occupy a

greater percentage of the nation's landscape. In

the conterminous United States, non-federal

rural land occupies nearly 75% of the landscape

and contains more than 75% of the nation's wet-

lands (USDA 1989). Wetlands comprise neariy

6% of the rural non-federal landscape.

Specifically, wetlands occupy roughly 1% of

cropland. 2% of rangeland, 5% of pastureland,

12% of forestland, and 31% of other rural land

(USDA 1989).

Future

Although our understanding of wetlands is

imperfect, it is clear we have more information

upon which to make public policy decisions on

wetlands than we have for many other ecosys-

tems. The challenge for policy makers is to

avoid ecologically irreversible choices that

would diminish the wealth of future generations

while promoting economic development and

improving income distribution.
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For further information:

Bill O. Wilen

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

National Wetlands Inventory

Projecl

4401 N, Fairfax Dr
Rni. 400

Arlington, VA 22203
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All definitions (except those followed by an

asterisk) are from The Dictionaiy of Ecology
and Emimnmental Science, edited by Henry W.

Art, published by Henry Holt and Company,
Inc., copyright 1993 by Storey Communica-

tions, Inc.. Pownal. Vermont, and are used with

permission.

acidification. The process of making a sub-

stance acidic, lowering its pH or making it

"sour."

adaptive radiation. The evolutionary diver-

gence of a species into a variety of different

forms, usually as an ancestral fonn encounters

new resources or habitats.

adventive. A species that is not native and has

been introduced into the area but has not

become permanently established.

agent. Something that produces or is capable of

producing an effect: an active or efficient cause

or a chemically, physically, or biologically

active principle.

albedo. Fraction of light reflected by a surface,

such as ice, or by an entire planet. Studying a

planet's albedo can help determine the compo-
sition of its surface.

allele. One of a pair or series of genes that occu-

pies a specific physical position in a specific

chromosome; any of the alternative forms of a

given gene.*

allozymes. One of several possible forms of an

enzyme that is the product of a particular allele

at a given gene locus.

anadromous. Describing a fish life cycle in

which adult individuals travel upriver from the

sea to spawn, usually returning to the area

where they were born. Salmon and shad are

anadromous species.

anthropogenic. Caused by human action, such

as changes in vegetation, an ecosystem, or an

entire landscape.

architomy. Reproduction by fission followed

by bodily reorganization.

bioaccumulation. The absoiption and concen-

tration of toxic chemicals in living organisms.

Heavy metals and pesticides, such as DDT, are

stored in the fatty tissues of animals and passed

along to predators of those animals. The result

is higher and higher concentrations of the pesti-

cide in fatty tissue, eventually reaching harmful

levels in predators at the top of the food chain,

such as eagles. Also called biomagnification.

bioassay. Testing the strength of a drug or other

substance by examining its effects on a living

organism and comparing it with those of a stan-

dard substance.

biodiversity. Number and variety of living

organisms; includes genetic diversity, species

diversity, and ecological diversity.

biome. Regional land-based ecosystem type
such as a tropical rainforest, tiaga, temperate
deciduous forest, tundra, grassland, or desert.

Biomes are characterized by consistent plant

foims and are found over a large climatic area.*

bole. Trunk of a tree above the root collar and

extending along the main axis.*

broth. A tluid culture medium.*

cirque. A deep steep-walled basin high on a

mountain usually shaped like half a bowl and

often containing a small lake.*

clutch. The group of eggs laid at one time by
either a bird or a reptile.

community. All the groups of organisms living

together in the same area, usually interacting or

depending on each other for existence. Also

called biological community.

confidence intervals. An interval formulated to

have specific probability of containing the real

value of an unknown parameter. A 95 percent
confidence interval has a 95 percent probability

of containing the parameter being estimated.

cytological. Describing cytology, a branch of

biology dealing with the structure, function,

multiplication, pathology, and life history of

cells.*

diadromous. Adjective describing organisms
that migrate between fresh and salt water, such

as eels and carp.

double clutching. When an egg-laying individ-

ual produces two clutches of eggs in the same

season.*

ecosystem. A functioning unit of nature that

combines biotic communities and the abiotic

environments with which they interact.

Ecosystems vary greatly in size and characteris-

tics.*

ecotones. A transitional area between two (or

more) distinct habitats or ecosystems, which

may have characteristics of both or its own dis-

tinct characteristics. The edge of a woodland,
next to a field or lawn, is an ecotone, as are

some savanna areas between forests and grass-

lands.

ectomycorrhiza(e) or ectotrophic mycor-
rhizae. A symbiotic condition between a fungus
and the root of a plant in which the fungus
forms a sheath around the root. Some hyphae

connecting to this sheath penetrate the host root

and spread through the soil surrounding the

roots. Ectomycorrhizae form between tree

species and basidiomyctete fungi.

Glossary
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endemic. Indigenous to, and restricted to. a par-

ticular area; also, an endemic plant or animal.

endomycorrhiza{e) or endotrophic mycor-
rhizae. A symbiotic condition between a lungus
and the root of the plant in which the fungal

hyphae (root like structures) grow between and

within the cells of the plant roots, benefiting

both the fungi and the plants. Many orchids and

members of the heath family (Ericacea) cannot

survive without endotrophic mycorrhizae.

eukaryotic. Describing eukaryotes. organisms

composed of one more cells containing visibly

evident nuclei and organelles.*

eutrophication. The process by which a body
of water acquires a high concentration of nutri-

ents, especially phosphates and nitrates, which

typically promote excessive growths of algae.

As the algae die and decompose, high levels of

organic matter and the decomposing organisms

deplete the water of available oxygen, causing

the death of other organisms, such as fish.

Eutrophication is a natural, slow-aging process

for a water body, but human activity greatly

speeds up the process.

extinction. The dying out of a species, or the

condition of having no remaining living mem-
bers; also the process of bringing about such a

condition.

extirpation. Eradication; the loss or removal of

a species from one or more specific areas, but

not from all areas.

facultative. Capable of existing under different

conditions or using different modes for nutri-

tion. Facultative parasites are organisms that

can function either as parasites or as sapro-

phytes (decomposers). Facultative wetland

plants can occur in either wetlands or uplands,

although they are more abundant in the former.

fauna. All the animals of a particular region or

a particular era. For example, the fauna of New
Zealand.

flora monogram. A systematic treatise on or a

list of the plants of an area, habitat, or period.*

genetic drift. Random fluctuations in gene fre-

quency occurring in isolated populations from

generation to generation. Genetic drift is the

result of chance combinations of different char-

acteristics.*

geomorphic. Of or relating to the form or sur-

face features of the earth or other celestial bod-

ies such as the moon.*

heterotrophic. Describing consumers, organ-
isms that cannot synthesize food from inorgan-

ic materials and therefore must use the bodies of

other organisms as a source of energy and body-

building materials.*

heterozygosity. A measure of genetic diversity

in a population, as measured by the number of

heterozygous loci across individuals.*

heterozygous. The situation in which an indi-

vidual has two different alleles at a given gene
locus.*

host. An organism that supports a parasite,

often to its own detriment.

hydroperiod. The time during which a soil is

waterlogged.*

hyperemia. Excess of blood in a body part.*

inbreeding depression. A decline in desirable

characteristics such as fertility, general vigor, or

yield produced by repeatedly crossing related

organisms (inbreeding). Inbreeding depression
can be seen in some specimens of purebred

pets.

invertebrates. Animals without backbones or

internal bony skeletons. All animals except for

the phylum Chordata (vertebrates) fall into this

category, including insects, crustaceans, worms,
corals, and mollusks.

microbivore. An organism that feeds on

microorganisms.

morphologic. Describing the form and struc-

ture of an organism or any of its parts.*

mycorrhizae. The symbiotic relationship

between the mycelia of some species of fungi

and the roots or other structures of some flow-

ering plants. The fungal mycelia help the plant

absorb minerals and in return absorb energy

compounds produced by the plant. Many tree

species such as beech cannot grow without their

associated mycorrhizae.

Neotropical. Adjective used to describe migrat-

ing birds that winter in the Neotropics.*

obligate. Restricted to one particularly charac-

teristic mode of life or biologically essential for

survival.

Oceania. The islands and archipelagos of the

central and south Pacific*

outbreeding depression. Reduced fitness in

offspring resulting from breeding between indi-

viduals from genetically distinct populations.*

pelagic. Living in or relating to the open sea,

especially surface waters to the middle depths.

Krill and the whales that feed upon them are

examples of pelagic animals.

phenotypical. Describing phenotype, the phys-

ical expression (outward appearance) of a trait

of an organism, which may be due to genetics,

environment, or an interaction of the two.*

phytogeny. The evolutionary history or devel-

opment of a species or higher grouping of

organisms.
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polymorphism. 1 ) The existence of more than

one form or type in a species, beyond simple

gender differences. Social insects such as hon-

eybees with queens, drones, and workers

demonstrate polymoiphism. 2) Another term for

pleoinorphism. the occuirence of distinct forms

during the hfe cycle of a plant or animal, such

us the caterpillar and pupa that precede the

adult.

primiparous. Describing an individual bearing

a first offspring or that has borne only one off-

spring.*

propagules. Structures (cuttings, seeds, or

spores) that propagate a plant.*

recruitment. The addition of individuals to a

population through reproduction and immigra-
tion.

red data book. A catalog published by the

International Union for the Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN) that lists

rare species and those in danger of extinction.

rumen. The first stomach division in animals

known as ruminant that chew cud. such as cows

and goats. Rumen is also the term for the first

stomach division in whales and in dolphins.

serai. Of, relating to, or characteristic of an eco-

logical sere (a series of ecological communities

that follow one another in the course of the biot-

ic development of an area or formation from

pioneer stage to climax).*

speciation. The evolutionary development of

new species, usually as one population sepa-

rates into two different populations no longer

capable of interbreeding.

species. A naturally occurring population or

group of potentially interbreeding populations
that is reproductively isolated (i.e., cannot

exchange genetic material) from such other

groups. This definition does not apply to asexu-

ally reproducing forms such as many types of

Monera or Protista, etc.

subalpine. Describing the region, the climate,

the vegetation, or all three found just below

alpine regions, usually on mountainsides at

1300 to 1800 meters in elevation. Subalpine

vegetation is that just below the treeline. often

dominated by pine or spruce trees.

synonomy. The scientific names that have been

used in different publications to designate a tax-

onomic group, such as species. Also a list of

names.*

voucher. A specimen used for comparison in

order to identify or verify species.*

wetland species. Organisms found in wetlands,

lands transistional between aquatic and terres-

trial ecosystems that are covered with water for

at least part of the year.*
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Maui (Henugnathus virens wilsoni), 377

Oahu (Henugnathus virens ehlorls). 377. 378

'amaui (Myadestes oahuensis), 376

Amaznna. 85. 407

vitttiia (Puerto Rican parrot). 83-85

amber darter (Percina antesclla). 143

amberjack, greater [Seriola dumerili). 282

Amblema plicata plicata (threeridge). 180

Ambloplites nipestris (rock bass). 26/. 432

Ambystoma

cingulatum (flatwoods salamander). 129

macrodoctyhun croceum (Santa Cruz long-loed salamander). 124

maculaiuni (spotted salamander). 419

ligrinunt (tiger salamander). 327. 434

Ameiurus

caius (white catfish). 26/, 262. 432

meias (black bullhead). 432

nehulosus (brown bullhead), 242. 244. 432

ameiva, giant (Ametva arneiva), 434

Ameiva ameiva (South American ground lizard or giant ameiva),

434

Amencan alligator (AUigator mississippiensis). 1 1 8. 435

in Ronda. 127-28

hunting. 128

night-light counts. 127

nuisance control program. 128

American avocet (Recun'irostra americana), 59, 62

American badger {Taxidea laxiis). in Illinois. 108-9

Amencan black duck lAnas rubnpes). 35, 36. 266, 402. 4]3, 420

Amencan Bryological and Lichenological Society. 196

Arnencan burying beetle (Nicrnphorus americanus), 232

American chaffseed iSclnvalbea americana), 207

American chestnut (Castanea dentata), 213

Amencan coot (Fulica americana). 79, 296. 299. 303

American crocodile {Crocodxlus acutus), 127

American crow (Conns brachyrbynchos). 20. 22

American eel [Anguilla rostraia). 261

American Fisheries Society (AFS). Endangered Species

Committee, imperiled fish listings, 142-44

American golden-plover {Ptuvialis dominica), 58. 59. 62. 64

.\merican goldfinch (Carduclis tristis). 21, 22, 299
American kestrel (Falco spar\-erius), 67

Flonda subspecies [Falco spanerius paulus), 67

American Ornithological Union (AOU). 7

Amencan oystercatcher {Haemaiopus palliatus). 59. 62

Amencan peregnne falcon (Falco peregnmts anatum), 67, 69

Amencan pipit (Anthus ruhescens), 22

American redstart (Setophaga riiticilla), 20

American robin (Tardus migratohus), 20, 231, 299. 386

American shad (Alosa sapidissima), 261. 262. 263. 265, 266. 432

American Somoa, non-native species. 433

American swallow-tailed kite (Flanoides forficatus), 67

Amencan sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), 228

Amencan tree sparrow (Spizella arhorea), 22. 23

Amencan Type Culture Collection, protozoa, 253

.A.mencan white pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos). 19. 53. 54

American wigeon (Anas americana), 35. 36, 266

Amencan woodcock iScolopcLx minor), 58. 59, 62

Amistad gambusia (Gamhusia amisiadensis). 143

Ammodramus
hairdii (Baird's sparrow). 21, 299. 303

henslowii (Henslow's spairow), 297

savannarum {grasshopper sparrow). 21. 297, 299, 302, 303. 466

Ammodytes hexapterus (sandlance). 51

Amoeba. 252

amphibians. 124-26

acid deposition (acid rain) and. 419-20

causes of decline. 125-26

Colorado Plateau. 326-28

ecological importance of, 1 24

in endangered longleaf pine ecosystem, 129-31

endemic species. 124

faunal compansons. 124-25

monitoring needs, 126

non-native species. 433-36

population fluctuations, 126

protection of. 1 1 S

in southwestern sky mountains. 321

status and trends, 1 17- IS

widespread species. 124-25

Amphigyra. 249, 250

alahamensis (shoal sprite). 251

Amphinemura
delosa (stonefly), 186

nigrilla (stonefly). 185. 186

varshava (stonefly). 186

amphipod. troglobitic (Gammarus fn}glophilus). Ill

Amphispiza
belli (sage sparrow), 21 . 466

bilineata (black-throated sparrow). 21

amsonia [Amsonia keanieyana), 320

Amsonia keamevana (amsonia). 320

anadromous fish, of Beaufort Sea, central Alaska, 341-43

Anas

acuta (northern pintail). 4. 16. /9. 35. 38-39. 266. 266. 296, 299.

300.301.389

americana (Amencan wigeon). 35. 36, 266

clypeata (northern shoveler). 19, 35. 36, 266, 299. 300, 30 i

crecca (green-winged teal). 35. 36, 266

discors (blue-winged teal). 19, 35. 36, 266, 296. 299, 300. 301.

303

fulvigula (mottled duck). /9. 35, 36

laxsanensis (Laysan duck). 377, 379, 400

piatvrhvnchos (mallard). 19. 35. 36, 266, 296. 299. 300-301. 303.

379, 402. 406, 413

rubripes (American black duck). 35, 36. 266. 402. 4J3. 420

strepera (gadwall), 19. 35, 36, 266. 299. 300, 301

wyvilliana (Hawaiian duck orkoloa), 377, 379

Anchoa mitchilli (bay anchovy). 261. 262

anchovy, bay (Anchoa mitchilli). 261, 262

ancient murrelet (Synlhliboramphus antiquus). 46. 51

Ancylidae (freshwater limpets). 251

Andropogon

gerardii. 22 1

virginicus (broomsedge), 206

angiosperms, 201

Anguilla rostrata (Amencan eel), 261

anhingas. 53-54

'anianiau (Henugnathus parvus), 377

Animal Damage Control Program. U.S. Department of Agriculture.

100

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. U.S. Department of

Agncullure (USDA). 458

Anniella pulchra (California legless lizard). 466

Anodontoidesfenissaciantis (cylindrical papershell). 180
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anolc

bark [Anolis Jisiuhusl 4.U

brown {Anolis sagrei), 434

green (Anolis carolinensis). 434

Hispaniolan green {Anolis chlonnxonus). 434

Jamaican giant {Anolts garmani). 434

knighl {Anolis eijtiesiris}. 434

large-headed [Anolis cyhoies). 434

Puerto Rican crested {Anolis crisiellains), 434

Anolis

carolinensis (green anole), 434

chlorocyunus (Hispaniolan green anole). 434

crisielhuus (Puerto Rican crested anole). 434

cyhoies (large-headed anole). 434

(iisiicluis (bark anole). 434

ei{ueslris (knight anole). 434

ganmmi (Jamaican giant anole). 434

sagrei (brown anole). 434

Anomogyna badicollis. 166

Anous minuius melanogenys (Hawaiian noddy). 377. 379

Anser

alhijrons frontalis (greater white-fronted goose). 30. 31. 33

alhifrons gambeli (tule white-fronted goose). 30. 31

ANSP (Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia). 163. 164

ant. 161

Africanized honeybees and. 450

Argentine [Iridomynnex hioiiilis). 364. 366

fire {Solenopsis spp). 441

red fire {Solenopsis inviciu). 131

antelope, pronghom iAntiloLupra aniericana). 313. 320

Anthiis

ruheseens (American pipit). 22

spragueii (Sprague's pipil). 2i)

Antilocapra americana (pronghom antelope), 313. 320

mexieana (Mexican pronghom), 318

anurans, 124

AOU. See Amencan Ornithological Union (AOU)

Apache trout {Oneorhynehus apache), 147. 150. 320. 320

Apalone spinifera (spiny softshell turtle). 119. 434

'apapane [Himatione s. sanguinea). 37S

Aphelocoma coerulescens (scrub jay), 20

aphids. 161

Aphriza virgata (surfbird). 62. 64

Apis mellifera (honey bee). 85

scutellata (African bee), 448

Aplodinotus gninniens (freshwater dmm). 261. 263. 447

aplomado falcon {Falco jemoralis septenlrionalis). 67

Aplonis opaca (Micronesian starling). 455

aquarium industry', non-native species and, 429

aquatic ecosystems. 233-58, See also coastal and marine ecosys-

tems; water quality

acid deposition (acid rain) and, 418-19, 420

alterations, 149

Colorado River Basin, 149-41

freshwater diatoms, 256-58

Great Lakes. 247-49

fish contaminant trends. 242-44

lake trout. 244-46

habitat loss/change. 178. 234-36

Illinois River fish. 239-41

Mobile Bay basin, freshwater gastropod fauna. 249-52

non-native species, 428-30

overview. 233-34

protozoa. 252-54

trends. 233-34

Upper Mississippi River. 234-38

aquatic insects

as indicators of environmental quality. 182-84

larval deformities. 183

Mississippi River, 183-84

Ohio River. 182-83. 184

Aquatic Nuisance Species (ANS) Task Force. 429

Detection and Monitoring Committee. 430

aquatic vegetation

marine and freshwater algae, 255-56

non-nalive species. 443

in regulated Great Lakes wetlands. 247-49

submersed, navigation dams and. 237

vascular plants. 207

weeds, 429

zebra mussel [Dreissena polymorpha) and. 445

Aquila chrysaetos {golden eagle). 67, 68. 338, 340. 387, 466

Araiinga canicularis (orange-fronted parakeet). 85

Arceulhobiitm americauum (dwart mistletoe). 223

Archilochus alexandri (black-chinned hummingbird). 466

Arcrocephalus f. faniiliaris (Laysan millerbird). 376

Arctic-breeding shorebirds, 64

Arctic Cisco ( Coregonus aittumnaUs ). 337. 34 I -43

Arctic fox {Alopex lagopus)
Alaskan seabirds and. 51. 441

Canada geese and. 28

Arctic geese
Alaskan populations. 30-34

inventory. 31

nesting behavior changes, global climate change and, 388

Arctic grayling {Thymallus arclicus), 432

Arctic ( tundra ) hare (Lepiis oihus or Lepus limuius). 338, 359

distribution records, 359

status, 359

Arctic loon {Favia an!uii\. 420

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 33-34, 337. 338-40

Arctic peregrine falcon {Falco peregrinus tundrius), 67, 69

Arctic tem {Sterna paradisaea). 46. 51

Arctiidae (tiger moths). 172. 173

Ardea herodias (great blue heron). '^3. 54. 55

Arenaha

inierpres (ruddy tumstone). 59. 62

melanocephala (black tumstone 1, 62. 64

Argentine ant. {Iruloniynne.x hiimilisi. 364, 366

Argyrostroris quadnfilians (owlet moth). 166

Argyroxiphium santivvicense

ssp. macmcephalum (Haleakala silversword), 362. 363-64

ssp. sandwicense (Haleakala silversword), 363

Aristichihys nohilis (bighead carp). 432

Anzona. Africanized honeybees, 450. 451

.A.rizona Riparian Council. 290

Anzona shrew {Sore.x ahronae). 320

Anzona-Sonora Desert Museum (ASDM). 140

Arkansas River, prairie fish. 303-5

Arkansas River shiner {Notropis giraidi). 295. 303-5

Arkansas River speckled chub {Macrhyhopsis aestivalis

tetranemusl 295. 303-5

armadillo {Dasypus novemcincius). 386

arogos skipper {Atrytone arogos iowa). 175

arribadas, Kemp's ridley. 123

arrowweed {Tessana sericea). 287. 288

arsenic, Tarahumara frog {Rana tarahitmarae) and. 140

Artemisia spp. (intermountain sagebmsh). 222

Ascaphns triiei (tailed frog). 125

Asclepias piirpurascens (purple milkweed), 231

ascomycetes (truffles). 193

ash-throated flycatcher {Myiarchus cineraseens). 20

ashy gecko {Sphaerodactylus elegans). 434

ashy storm-petrel {Oceanodroma homochroa). 44

Asian clam iCorhicida Jlunnnea). 178. 429. 443

Asian tapeworm {Bothriocephalus opsarichlhydis). 429

Asia

flammeus (short-eared owl), 67, 1'^l

flammeus sandwichensis (Pueo or Hawaiian owl). 377

olus (long-eared owl), 67. 466

aspen, quaking {Populits tremuloides), 313

Aspergillosis. 404

Association of Natural Heritage Programs and Conservation Data

Centers (Natural Heritage Network), 218

aster

Aster porosiniis, 320

Ruth's golden {Pityopsis ruthii). 400

Asterella echinella. 199

Aster potosinus (aster). 320

Astragalus. 201

cobrensis var. maguirei (milk-vetch), 320

hypnxyhis (milk-vetch), 320

Athene cunictilaria (burrowing owl). 67

Atlantic croaker {Micropogonias undulatus), 409, 411

Atlantic Flyway
avian cholera. 4fJ2

Canada goose. 27. 28-30

canvasback. 40. 42

northern pintail, 38-39

regions of. 28

Atlantic puffin {Fratercula arctica). 55

Atlantic salmon {Salmo salar). 432

Atlantic silverside {Menidia menidia), 261. 262

Atlantic Slope hydrologic region. 145

Atlantic white cedar {Chamaecyparis thyoides), bogs. 216

Atlas of the Flora of the Great Plains, 203

Atlas of United States Trees. 201

Adas of Vascular Plants of Utah. 202
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atmosphenc carbon fixation, forest cover loss and, 472

Atnpifx piitula, 220

Atrytone arogos iowa (arogos skipper). 175

Airyhmopsis hmimo (savanna skipper i. 232

AuauLitnu riiralis (stonefly), IH6

Audubon Christmas Bird Count (CBC). See Christmas Bird Count

(CBC)

Audubuns crested caracara {Caratam plancus aiuiuhonii). in

Flonda. S2-83

Audubon's warbler {Demlnucti mnmaui iiiuliihi'iii). 20

auk (Family Alcidae). 50

auklet

Cassin's (Piyihonimplms aleulicus), 46, 51

crested {Aelitia cristatella). 51

least \Aerhio piisilla). 5\

rhinoceros {Cerorhinea momicerata). 46

Aulacoseira sp., 257

Aureoiaria grandiflora (giant false-foxglove), 231

Auriparus flavieep (verdin). 20

Aiislurina plci^iala (gray hawk). 67

avens. mountain {Geum peckii). 394

AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer). 464, 473

avian diseases. 402. 40.^. 407

avian botulism. 401-2. 403. 404

avian cholera. 402. 403. 404

avian pox virus. 378. 380. 403

avian tuberculosis. 403. 407

changes in disease patterns. 401-3

duck^lague. 402. 403, 407
habitat change and. 401-4

Hawaiian bird.s and. 378. 380

host-agent interactions. 401

human interactions and. 403-4

magnitude of losses. 403

major die-offs. 404

prevention of. 404

salmonellosis. 403

western duck disease. 401

avocet. American {Reeunirostra arnericona). 59. 62

Aylhya

affinis (lesser scaup). 19, 35. 36. 237

aimncumi (redhead). 35. 36. 266. 275-77

collaris (nng-necked duck). 35. 36. 266. 420

mania (greater scaup). 35. 36

valistneriu (canvasback). 16. 35. 40-42. 236. 237. 23S. 266

Babbitt. Bruce. Q

badger. American {Toxidea taxus\ 108-9

badlands bighorn sheep {Ovis canadensis audohonii). 332

Baird's sandpiper {CaHdris bairdU). 59. 62

Baird's sparrow {Animodianms hairdii). 21. 299. 303

Balaena mystiectus (bowhead whale). 95, 96

baldcypress (Taxodium disiichum), 216

bald eagle {Haliaeetus leiicocephalus). 16. 44. 66-67. 243. 309.

387, 389, 415. -/66

causes of death. 68

eggshell thickness. 413

persistent contaminants and. 413

wintering. Colorado River comdor, 328-30

Bald Eagle Protection Act (1940). 66

ballast water discharge, non-native species and. 429

Baltimore onole (Icterus galbula). 21

banana poka {Passiflora mollissima). 370

band-tailed pigeon (Columha fasciata). 19. 322

bandwing grasshopper {Pardalophora haldemant). 164

Banff National Park, 99

bank swallow [Ripana nparia). 20. 299

Baptisa ausinilis (fabaceae). 203

Barbary dove (ringed turtle-dove) Strepiopelia hsoria. 438

barbel iBarhus barhus). 241

Barbour's map turtle {Grapteniys harhouri). 1 19. 120

Barhus barhus (barbel). 241

bark ancle [Anolis distichus), 434

barking frog {Hylactophryne augiisti). 320
bam owl iTyio alba). 67. 231

bam swallow ifiirundo ruslica). 20. 299

barred owl (Strix varia). 67. 387

barred sand bass {Paralahrax nebulifer), 410
bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica). 62

Barton Springs salamander (Eurycea sosorum). 125

Barirunua longicauda (upland sandpiper). 79, 58-59. 62, 297. 299.

303

basidiomycetes (false truffles), 193

Basiliscus vitiaius (brown basilisk). 434

basilisk, brown [Basthsi.ui. viuaius). 434

bass. 145

barred sand (Paralahrax nehulifer). 410

Flonda largemouth (Mieropterus sahmnde\ flondanus). 148

Guadalupe (Micropteriis ireeuli). 147

kelp (Paralahrax clalhralus). 41 1

largemouth (Micropterus salnnndes). 148. 240, 261. 432

northern largemouth (Micropterus salmoides salmoides). 148

rock (Ambloplites rupestris). 261. 432

smallmouth {Micropterus dolomieu), 147, 261 . 4!9. 432

spotted (Micropterus pundulalus). 147, 432

striped (Morone saxaiilis). 261. 262. 263. 265. 432

white (Morone chrysops). 261, 263. 432

bat

gray (Myolis griscsvens). 176

Indiana (Myolis sodahs). 97-9S. 176

Mexican long-tongued iChoenmvctcns nwxicana). 320

red (Lasiurus borealis). 320

Sanborn's long-nosed iLeptonycicris sanbonii). 320

southeastern (Myotis auslronparius). 176

Batrachoseps

pacificus (Pacific slender salamander). 466

stebhinsi (Tehachapi slender salamander). 466

bay anchovy (Anchoa mitchilli). 261, 262

bay-breasted warbler (Dendrotca castanea). 20

BBIRD. See Breeding Biology Research and Monitoring Database

(BBIRD)
BBS. See Breeding Bird Survey (BBS); Bureau of Biological

Survey (BBS)

beaked whale, 94

beakgrain (Diarrhena aincricana ohovata). 209

bear

b\zck{Ursusamcruanus). 100-102, lOM. 322

brown (Ursus arcios). 104. 337. 33S. 340

Florida i Ursus americanus floridanus). 102

gnzzly (Ursus arcios). 103-5. 228. 229. 312. 313. 320, 321. 338.

347. 358

Kodiak brown (Ursus arcios mnldendoiffi). 349-50

Louisiana {Ursus americanas luleolus), 102

polar ( Ursus mahiimus). 338. 35 1 -53

bearded seal (Erignaihus harbatus). 351

Beaufort Sea

anadronious fish. 341-43

polar bear ( Ursus maritimus ). 35 1 -53

bee. 161

African (Apis mellifera sculellala). 448

Africanized honeybee (ABB). 448-51

bumble. 450

European honeybee (EHB). 448-51

honeybee (Apis mellifera). 85

Italian honeybee (Apis mellifera liguslica). 448

beetle

American burying (Nicrophorus amencanus). 232

Coleoptera, 161

Plagiihmysus. 367

Bell's vireo (Vlreo hellii). 231. 466

belted kingfisher (Ceryle alcyon). 420

benthic algae. 255

Bering Island. Russia, sea otter (Enhydra lutris), 354. 355

Bessc\a hullii (kitten-tails). 231

Bewick's wren (Thryomanes bewickii), 20

Big Creek Reserve. University of Califomia. 169-70

bighead carp (Aristichrhys nobilis). 432

bighom sheep
Ovis canadensis. 309. 332-33, 407

badlands (Ovis canadensis audohonii), 332

Califomia (Ovis canadensis califomiana). 332

desert

Ovis canadensis cremnobates. 334

Ovis canadensis mexicana, 320. 334. 335

Ovis canadensis nelsoni. 309, 320. 332. 333-35

restoration of. 332-33

in Rocky Mountain national parks, 332-33

Rocky Mountain (Ovis canadensis canadensis). 332

translocations. 332-33

bigmouth rocksnail (Lepioxis occuliata). 251

big sagebrush scrub, 465

Big Spring spinedace (Lepidomeda mollispinis pratensis). 150

Bill Williams River. 287

biodiversity. See also genetic diversity; species diversity

altered. Colorado River Basin. 151-52

conserving. 6-7

coral reef ecosystems. 283

defined. 6
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edge effect and, 160

exotic weeds and. 394

identifying gaps in. 463-64

tllinois stonefly. 184-87

importance of, 6

insects, 168

managing. 94, 463

microfungi. 191

nati\e vascular plants, 208

non-native species and. 152

planning for. using Gap Analysis Program (GAP). 462

plants and fungi, 189

protecting through Gap .Analysis Program (GAP). 465-66

protection of vegetation type status. 463-64

in southwestern California. 465-66

status ranks. 399-400

in terrestna! ecosystems. 213

biogeographic mapping. 8

bioindicators

aquatic insects. 182-84

Dwsophila {Pomance flies). 368, 371

insects, 365

protozoa. 253

seabirds, 49

biological control programs, for non-native species. 430

biological pollution, 160

freshwater mussels and. 179. 181-82

in Lake Erie. 179

biological sur%eys. See also inventory and monitonng programs

early. 8

BIOTA (Biosystematic Information on Terreslnal Arthropods). 161

birds. See also colonial waterbirds; landbirds; migratory birds:

seabirds; shorebirds; songbirds: waterfowl

adult suAival. 23-26

avian diseases. 370, 380. 401-4, 407

Breeding Bird Survey (BBS), 15. 17-21, 53, 58, 63. 64. 73-74.

303. 437

breeding productivity. 23-26

changes in winter ranges of. global climate change and. 386-89

determining status and trends. 15-17

extinct species. 375

gra.ssland. 18.396-98

Hawaiian, 372-75

endangered. 376

endemic, 376-81

extinct, 375. 376

information sources, 5

nest success. 25. 300-302

non-native species, 379, 437-39

overview, 15-17

population health. 23

population trends 1966-92, 17-21

of prey. 16.65-69

reproductive success, 302-3

shrubland, 18

in southwestern sky islands, 320

translocation programs. 405

woodland, 18

birds-in-a-nest, white (Maehridea alba), 401

Bishop Museum of Natural and Cultural History. 202, 362, 365

Bishop's 'o"o (Moho hishopi), 377

bison (Bison bison). 295. 305

Bison bison (bison), 295, 305

Billerroot ecosystem, grizzly bear. 103. 105

bivalves, contaminants in, 409-1 1

black-and-white warbler {Mmotilta varia), 20

black-backed gull, great [Lams marinus), 19. 54. 55

black bear (t/m« amencanus). 100-102, 109. 322

hunting. 100. 101. 102

sanctuaries. 102

black-bellied plover {Pluvialis squatarola). 58. 59. 62

blackberry, wild iRubiis argutus). 206

black-billcd magpie (Pica pica). 20

blackbird

Brewer's (Euphagus cyanocephalus). 21. 299

red-winged (Agelaius phoeniceus). 2L 299, 303

tricolored (Agelaius tricolor). 21 , 466

yellow-headed {Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus). 21. 299

yellow-shouldered {Agelaius .xanlhomus). 439

black brant. Pacific (Branta bemicla nigricans), 30, 31, 32

black bullhead (Ameiurus melas), 432

Blackbumian warbler (Dendroica fusca), 20

black-capped chickadee (Parus airicapHlus), 20

black cherry (Prunus serotina). 228

black-chinned hummingbird (Archilochus alexandri). 466

black crappie iPonioxis nigromaculatus), 261 . 432

black-crested titmouse (Parus bicolor atricristaius). 20

black croaker (Cheilolrema satunutm). 410

black-crowned night-heron (Nycticorax nyciicorax), 54

black duck. Amencan iAnas ritbripes), 35. 36, 266, 402, 413. 420

blackfin cisco (Coregonus nigripinnis), 143

black-footed ferret iMitsicki nignpes). 106-8

black hawk, common {Buteogallus anthracinus), 67

black-headed grosbeak (Pheucticus melanocepluilus). 20

black-legged kitliwake (Rissa iridacryla), 49-50

black mamo (Drepanis fiinerea), 376

blackmouth shiner (Noiropis melanostomus), 143

black inudalia [Leptoxis melanoides). 251

black-necked stilt (Himaniopus mexicamis). 19, 59, 62

black oystercatcher [Haematopus bachnuini). 62

blackpoll warbler {Dendroica siruita). 20, 3^1

black rat (Raffus rortus), Puerto Rican parrot and, 85

black sandshell (Ligumia recla). 180

black scoter (Melanitta nigra), 36

black-shouldered kite (Elanus caeruleus). 466

blackside dace iPhoxinus cumberlandensis). 143

black skimmer (Ryncliops niger). 45. 55

black storm-petrel lOceanodronia nielania), 44

black swift (Cypseloides niger). 20

black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila melamira), 20

black-tailed praine dog (Cynomys ludovicianus), 107

black tern iChlidonias niger). 19. 46, 54. 55. 56. 299

black-throated gray warbler (Dendroica nigrescens). 20

black-throated green warbler (Dendroica virens). 20

black-throated sparrow iAmpliispiza bilineata). 21

black tumstone iArenaria melanocephala), 62, 64

black vulture iCoragyps atratus). 19. 67

black walnut woodlands, 465

biadderwort, large floating ( Viricularia infJaUi Walter), 209

Blanding's turtle (Emydoidea blandingii), 1 19

blazingstar. dwart (Lialris cylindracea). 172

blind salamander. Texas (Typhlomolge rathbuut). 124

bhnd snake. Brahminy (Rhamphotyphlops brominus). 434

blister rust, white pine (Cronartium ribicola). 229

blueback herring [Alosa aestivalis). 261. 262

bluebird

eastern (Sialia sialis), 20, 22

mountain (Sialia currucoides). 20

western (Sialia mexicana). 466

blue butterfly. Kamer [Lxcaeides melissa samuelis). 166. 167. }72.

224- 25, 2'32. 398, 401

blue catfish (Ictalurus furcatus), 432

blue crab (Callinectes sapidus). 263, 264-65. 282

bluegill (Lepomis macrochinis). 240. 261, 432

bluegrass. Kentucky (Poa pratensis). 471

blue-gray gnatcatcher (Polioptila caerulea). 20. 466

blue grosbeak (Guiraca caerulea). 20. 466

bluehead sucker

Catostomus discobolus discobolus, 150

Zuni {Catostomus discobolus yarrowi). 143

blue heron

great (Ardea herodias), 53. 54. 55

little (Egretta caendea), 19

blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata), 20

blue pike iStizostedion vitreum glaucum). 143

bluestem prairie. 472

blue-tailed skink. Marianas (Emoia caerulocauda). 455

blue tilapia (Tdapia aurea), 430. 432

blue-winged teal [Anas discors). 19, 35, 36. 266. 296, 299. 300,

301, iOi

boa, rosy (Lichanura tnvirgata). 466

boat-tailed grackle [Quiscalus major). 21

bobcat {Lynx rufus). 193

bobolink {Dolichonyx oryznorus). 21, 299. 303

bobwhite, northern {Colinus virginianus). 19, 231. 424

bog turtle {Clemmys muhlenbergii), 1 19. 458

Boiga irregularis (brown tree snake). 433. 434. 435. 436. 454-56

Bombvcilla cedrorum (cedar waxwing). 20, 21-22, 23. 299

bonytail (Gila elegans). 150. 151. 309. 324-26

Colorado River basin, 324-26

Boon's rattlesnake-root (Prenanthes boottii), 394

boreal owl (Aegolius fimereus). 67

Bos taurus (cow). 440. 441

bot fly (Philomis spp.). Puerto Rican parrot and. 85

Bothriocephalus opsarichthydis (Asian tapeworm). 429

bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus). 94. 96

Bouteloua gracilis. 202

bowhead whale {Balaena mysticetus). 95, 96
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box turtle, common {Terrapene iiiroluui). 1 1^. 434

Brachyramphus
brevirosfns (Kittlilz's murrelell. ?(l

marmorcitus (marbled murrelet), 43. 47. 50

bracket fungi. 192

braconid wasps. Hawaii. 366

Brahminy blind snake iRIiuiiiplinrxphlop.s hraniiiuis). 434

brainworm, 407

Brandt's comioranl iPliaUu im nnn pom ilUuus). 44

brant. Pacific black iBrania hiTiiu la ni\^nctins). 3(1, 31. 32

Branta

bemicla nigricans (Pacific black brant). 30. 31, 32

canadensis (Canada goose), 16, J9, 26-33. 266

canadensis, 28-29

fnlva (Vancouver Canada goose), 28. 30-31. 32

hulchinsti, 28

interior. 28. 29

leitcopareia (Aleutian Canada goose). 28, 30, 31, 32

maxima (giant Canada goose). 26, 27, 29

minima (cackling Canada goose). 26. 28, 30, 31, 33

moffiai. 27, 28, 29

occidentalis. 28

tavemeri (Tavemer's Canada goose). 28. 33

sandvicensis (nene or Hawaiian goose). 377. 379

Breeding Biology Research and Monitonng Database (BBIRD),

16. 24

breedmg productivity, 25-26

data provided by. 24

habilat-specitlc differences, 25

Breeding Bird Counts, 437

Breeding Bird Survey (BBS). 15. 17

colonial waterbirds, 53

common ravens, 73-74

Great Plains migratory birds. 303

methods, 17

non-native species. 437

population trends 1966-92. 17-21

shorebirds. 58. 63, 64

Breeding Population and Habitat Survey

ducks, 34-35

northern pintail estimates, 38

breeding productivity, birds, 23-26

breeding scabirds. 43-48

Alaska. 49-52

Breeding Waterlbw I and Habitat Surveys. 40

Brephos infans (geometer). 166

Brewer's blackbird iEuphagiis cyanocephalus), 21. 299

Brewer's sparrow {Spizella hrcweri), 21, 297

bridle shiner (Notropis hijrenatns), 26], 262, 263

bristlecone pine

iPinus aristata). 315. 316

(Finns longacva). 315. 316

bristle-thighed curlew iNtinunnis lahiriensis). 62. 64

Bristol Bay Lowlands. 33

British Lichenological Society, 196

broadleaf forest. 469

broad-tailed hummingbird {Selasphorus platycercus), 20

broad whilefish (Coregonus nasus). 337. 341, 342

broad-winged hawk iBiiteo platyplerus). 67

Puerto Rican iBtiieo phnypferus hrunnescens). 67

Bromus teclnrmn (cheatgrass). 222

bronzed cowbird (Molothrus aeneus). 21

brood parasitism, southwestern willow flycatcher. 90, 91

brook trout iSalvelimis fonlinalis), 419. 432. 440,441

broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus), 206

Brotogeris versicolurtts (canary-winged parakeet). 439

brown anole [Anolis sagrei). 434

brown basilisk [BasHiscus viuauis). 434

brown bear (t/™« araos). 104. 337. 338, 340

Kodiak (Ursus arctos middendorffx). 349-50

brown bullhead {Ameiurus nebulosus), 242, 244, 432

brown-crested tlycatcher (Myiarchus fyrannulus). 20

brown four-fingered skink iCiirlia fusca), 434

brown-headed cowbird (Moloihrus aier), 21, 25. 299. 303. 389

southwestern willow flycatcher and. 90. 91

brown-headed nuthatch (Sitta pusilla), 20. 22

brown pelican (Peiecanus occidentalis), 16. 43, 44. 53

eastern. 54

brown thrasher {Toxostoma rufum). 20. 231, 299

brown tide, llb-ll

brown towhee iPipiio fitscus), 21

brown tree snake [Boiga irregularis), 433, 434. 435. 436, 454-56

brown trout {Salmo trutta). 419. 429, 432. 440. 441, 443

bryophytes, 197-98

distribution. 197-98

ecological roles. 197

florisiic inventones. 198-200

New York. 209-10

status. 198

Buho virginianus (great horned owl). 67

Buhulcns ibis (cattle egret), /<>. 386. 437. 43S. 439

Bincphala
alhcola (bufflehead). 36, 266

clangula (common goldeneye), 36. 266. 420

buck moth iHemileuca maia). 232

budgengar [Melopsittachus nndnlatns). 439

Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge (BANWR), 452-53

buft-breasted flycatcher (Empidomaxjulvifrons), 320

buff-breasted sandpiper (Tryngites subruficollis), 59, 62. 64

buftel grass (Pennisetum cHuris). 321

hufllchcad {Bucep/uda albeola). 36. 266

Bufo. 326

umericanus (toad). 435

boreas (western toad), 125, 327, 32H

marinus (marine toad), 433, 434. 435, 441

nncroscaphus (southwestern toad). ^^66

woodhousii (Woodhouse's load), 327

bullfrog [Rami caiesbeiana). 133, 47V. 433. 434. 435

control of. 453

m southwestern wetlands, 452-53

bullhead. 145

black {Ameiurus melas), 432

brown (Ameiurus nebulosus). 242, 244. 432

Bullock's oriole (Icterus galbula bullockii), 21

bulrush. Long's (Scirpus longii), 458

bumblebee. Africanized honeybees and. 450

bunting

indigo (Passerina cyanea). 20, 23 I

lark (Calamospiza mcUinocorys). 21. 297. 298, 299. 302, 303

lazuli (Passerina amoena). 20

painted {Passerina ciris), 20

Bureau of Biological Survey (BBS). 401

activities. 8

history. 7-9

Bureau of Land Management (BLM). 5. 135. 214. 400

distnbution of, 215

raven predation control. 74

Strategic Plan for the Management of Wild Horses and Burros on

Public Lands. 457

wild horses and burros management. 456-57

burro, feral (or wild) (Equus asinus). 440, 441, 456-57

burrowing birds. 51

burrowing mayfly

Hexagenia spp.. 181. 236

Hexagenia bilinenta. 183-84

Hexagenia limbata. 183-84

Peniagenia viltigera. 183

burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia). 67

burying beetle, American (Nicrophorus amcricanus). 232

bush, creosote, 472

bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus). 20

ButCO

albicaudafus (white-tailed hawk). 67

alhonotatus (zone-tailed hawk), 67

brachyurus (short-tailed hawk), 67

jamaicensis (red-tailed hawk). 67

lagopus (rough-legged hawk), 67

lineaius (red-shouldered hawk). 67

nitidus (gray hawk), 67. 320

plarypierus (broad-winged hawk), 67

brunnescens (Puerto Rican broad-winged hawk). 67

regalis (ferruginous hawk), 67. 69, 297, 387

solitarius (Hawaiian hawk), 67, 377

swuinsoni (Swainson's hawk), 67

Buteogallus anthracinus (common black hawk). 67

butterfly, 161, See also Lepidoptera

arogos skipper (Atrytone arogos iowa), 175

Dakota skipper iHesperia dacolae). 174, 175

elfin [Incisalia henrici). 167

endangered species, 171

Fourth of July Butterfly Count (FJC). 171-72

frosted elfin (Incisalia irus). 167. 232

habitat change and, 160. 174

haying management and, 175

inventories, 168-70

Kamer blue (Lycaeides melissa samuelis), 166, 172. 224-25, 232,

398. 401

monarch (Damms plexippus). 171. 172
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ulXoc skipper (Sir\-ii>nc an'^os iona). 175

painted lady {Vanessa cardui). 111-12

poweshiek skipper [Oansma ponesliiek). 175

regal fritillary {Spf\iria idalia), 174. 175

sky islands. 172-73

tall-grass prairie. 174-76

tawny crescent [Phynodes hatesii), /66. 232

western, 172-73

B\thi>lrephcs letkrslroenii (spiny water Hea). 429. -W4

Cabinet-Vaak ecosystem, gn^zly bear. UU-5

Cacalui antpluifolia (pale Indian-planlain). 231

cackling Canada goose (Braiiia canadensis minima), 2b, 28. 30.

31.33

cactus

pincushion iConphanlha rohhmsomm). -^20

prickly pcdr iOpuntia). 321

cactus ferruginous pygmy owl {Gaiuiditim hrasdunuim cailcnim),

cactus wren {Ctnnp\!orhynclui\ hrnnneicapdiiis], 20

caddi-sfiy. 1S2. 1S3

cadmium
in coastal sedmients, 409

Tarahumara trog {Rana tarahumarae) and, 140

Cagle's map turtle iGrapiemys eaglei), 1 19

Cahaba pebblesnail (Ciappia cahabensis), 251

Cahaba River, freshwater gastropod fauna. 250-52

caiman, spectacled (Caiman croeodihts). 433. 434. 435

Camum croeoddus (spectacled camian), 433. 4S4. 435

Cainna mt>schala (muscovy duck). 437-38

Calamospiza melanoeorys (lark buntmg), 21, 297, 298, 299. 302.

M)3

Caleanus
mceownii (McCown's longspur), 27. 297

ornatus (chestnut-collared longspur). 2/, 299, 303

Calldris

aiha (sanderlmg). 59. 62

alpina (dunlin). 59, 62

ariuiila (dunlin), 64

paeil'ica (dunhn). 63

hairdii (Baird\ sandpiper), 59. 62

(.anituis (red knot). 59, 62

fiiseleollLs (white-rumped sandpiper). 59

himanfopus (stilt sandpiper). 59, 62

nuniuma (purple sandpiper), 59, 62

nunih (western sandpiper), 59. 62

melanoids (pectoral sandpiper), 59. 62

miniiidla (least sandpiper), 59, 62

ptdocnemis (rock sandpiper), 62

pusdia (semipalmaled sandpiper), 59. 62

California

African clawed frog {Xenopus laevis), 435

breeding seabirds, 43-48

coastal sage scrub, vegetation change, 226

Department of Fish and Game, 131

Fish and Game Code. 80

native ranid frogs. 131-34

southwestern, biodiversity in, 465-66

California Academy of Sciences, 131

California bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis calijonuana). 332

California chipmunk {Tamias obscurus), 466

California condor (Gymnogyps californiantis), 16. 67, 80-81

California gnatcatcher (Polioptila califonuca), 466

California gull (Lariis californicus), 19, 45

California Insect Survey, 161

California least tern iSienia antdlarum browni), 56, 74

California legless lizard (Anniella pulchra), 466

California Natural Diversity Data Base, 465

California quail {Callipepla califoniica), 19

California red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytonii), 132

California sea lion (Zalopfuts califomianus), 96

California spotted owl (Siri.x occidentalis occidentalis), 67

California thrasher (Toxostoma redivivum). 20

California towhee (Pipilo califonucus), 21

California. University of

Big Creek Reserve, 169-70

Santa Barbara (UCSB). 465

California walnut woodlands, 465

California Wildlife-Habitat Relationships (WHR) data base. 466

CalUnectes sapidus (blue crab). 263. 264-65, 282

Callipepla

californica. 19

gambelii (Gambel's quail). 19

squamata (scaled quail), 19

Callorhimis ursinus (northern fur seal). 95. *-)(>

Cahplac cosUie (Ct)sta's hummingbnd), 46r)

Ciunassui scillonles (wild hyacinth). 231

Camnula pelhuida (clear-winged). 164

Canipostoma ornatum (Mexican stonerollerl, 320

Camp\lorh\nchus brunneicapilhis (cactus wren). 20

Canada goose (Branfa canadensis). 16, 19. 26-33. 266

Alaskan populations, 30. 33

Aleutian (Branla canadensis leucopareia). 28. 30, 31. 32

Atlantic Flyway. 27. 28-30

cackling (Branla canadensis minima), 26. 28. 30, 31. 33

dusky, 32

harvest rate, Atlantic Flyway. 29

human activity and. 27

hunting of, 26-27. 28

hutchinsii, 28

migratory population, 28-30

nesting behavior changes, global climate change and. .^'S'.S'

North American population. 26-28

population changes, Atlantic Flyway. 29-30

resident populations, 30

spring surveys, 26

status and trends, 26-28

Tavemer's (Branla canadensis tavenieri). 28. 33

Vancouver (Branfa canadensis fulva), 28. 30-31. 32

wintering areas, 29-30

Canada warbler (Wilsonia canadensis). 20

Canadian Wildlife Service

duck survey, 35

seabird monitonng program. 53

canary grass, reed (Phalaris arundinacea), 249

canary-winged parakeet (Broiogens versicolnnis). 439

canine distemper, in black-footed ferrets, 1(J6

canine heartworm, 403

canine parvovirus, 403

Can is

famdiaris (dog), 306. 378. 440. 441

latrans (coyote), 45. 193. 296, 305-7, 417

lupus (gray wolt^), 98-100, 109. 306, 310, 321, 337, 338, 340.

347-48, 358

badeyi (Mexican wolO. 98. 99. 318, 320

irremoiHs (northern Rocky Mountain wolt'). 98

lycaon (timber wolf). 98

mdvlus, 98

occidentalis. 98

riifus (red wolt^). 98

cannon net. for captunng wild turkey. 71

Caniluirellns cibarius (chanterelle). 193

canvasback (Ayiliya valisineria). 16. 35. -i6. 40-42, 236, 237, 238,

266

habitat trends. 41-42

hunting. 41

mortality sources. 41

sex ratio. 40

survival rates, 40-41

wetland availability and. 37

Cape Fear shiner (Noiropis mekisiocliolas), 143

capelin (Mallotus vHkysits). 51

Cape May warbler (Dendroica tignna). 20

Cape Thompson, murres. 50

Capitol Reef National Park

packral middens, 227

vegetation change. 226. 227

Capra htrciis (goat), 440, 441

Caprmudgus carolinensis (chuck-wiU's-widow), 20

captive propagation, introduction, and translocation programs,

405-7

caracara

Audubon's crested (Caracara plancus audidninit), 82-83

crested (Caracara plancus), 16. 67

Caracara

plancus (crested caracara). 16. 67

plancus audubonii (Audubon's crested caracara), 82-83

Carcissius auralus (goldfish), 240, 261. 262, 432. 432

carbamate pesticides

distribution of mortality, 417

documentation of poisoning by. 416-17

monitoring, 415

wildlife mortality and. 416-18

carbofuran. 417

carbon cycle. 6

carbon dioxide fertilization, subalpine forest growth and. 315-16

carbon fixation, atmospheric, forest cover loss and. 472

CarcUarodon carchaiias (great white shark), I 12
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cardinal. iu.>rtheni iCurJinalis larJiiitilis). 2(K 22. 387

Caniinnli\

canluhilis (northern cardinal), 20. 22. 3S7

sifuianis (Pyrrhuloxia). 20

Ciirduelis

pinus (pine siskin i. 21

psaluia (lesser goldfinch), 21

tristis (American goldfinch). 21 . 22, 29^

Caretta caretta lloggerhe-dii). 119, 12|. 122-2?

Carex spp.. 201

caribou [Rangiferiiinuuhis). 337. 33S-40. 407

counting, 347

gray wolf {Cants litpiisi and. 347-48

hunting. 357

Mentasta herd, 357-58

populaiion trends, 358

Porcupine herd. 337. 338-40

surveys, 357-58

weather and. 347-48

cannate curly-lailed lizard (Liiocepluilus carinatus). 434

Carlill

cf. fusca (lizard). 454

fusca (brown four-fingered skink), 434

Carolina chickadee iParus carolinen.\i.\). 20. 22

Carolina gopher frog {Rana capiio capiio). 129

Carolina locust {Dissosteira Carolina), \M
Carolina wren [Thrxniluirus ludnvicHimts). 20

carp

bighead (AnsUthihxs iwlvhs). 432

common iCypriniLs carpio), 240. 261. 429, 432. 440. 44\.

grass iCieiwplianngodoii idella), 261. 263, 429, 432

Carpodaciis

cassinii (Cassin's finch). 21

rne.xicanii.^ (house finch). 2/. 439

purpureas (purple finch). 2/

Cascades frog [Rana cascadat). 132

Casmerodius alhus (great egret), (9

Caspian tern (Sienm caspia). 45

Cassin's auklel (Ptychoramphus aieuriiu\). 46. 51

Cassin's finch iCarpodacus cassinii). 21

Cassin's kingbird {Tyrannus vociferans), 20

Cassin's sparrow {Aimophila cassinii). 21. 297. 298

Castanea denuita (American chestnut i. 213

cat iFelis catusl 378. 440. 441

Catahoula Lake, canvasbacks, 42

catalpa. northern [Caialpa speciosa). 206

Catalpa speciosa (northern catalpa), 206

catbird, gray {Dtiinclflla caii'lint'nsis), 20. 299

catfish

blue ilcuilurus furcalus). 432

bullhead (family Ictalundae). 145. 242. 244. 432

channel (Icialurus punctatus). 151. 432

flathead tPxIodictis olivaris). 151.432

madtoni {Notunts spp), 145

pygmy madlom [Nciurus sianauli). 143

Scioto {Nofurus irauimani), 146

white lAmeiurus cams). 261. 262. 432

Yaqui (Icialurus pricei). 320

Cathartes aura (turkey vulture). 19. 67

Catharus

fuscescens (\ecr\ ). 20. 25

gutiatus (hemiil thrush). 20

minimus (gray -cheeked thrush). 20

ustutatus iSwainson's thrush). 20

Catocala preliosa (owlet moth). 166

Caioctin Mountain National Park. 1 13

Cafopirophorus scmipalmalus (willet), !9. 58. 59, 62

Catostomus

clarki

clarki (desert sucker), 150

inlermedius (White River sucker). 143. 150

Meadow Valley sucker. 150

commersoni (white sucker), 151. 26L 262

discobolus

di.scobolus (bluehead sucker). 150

yarrow i (Zuni or Zuni bluehead sucker). 143. 150

insignis (Sonora sucker), 150

latipinnis (flannelmouth sucker). 150

Little Colorado sucker. 150

platyrhynchus (mountain sucker). 150

cattail

Typha spp., 249

Typha lalifolia. 444

cattle egret iBuhulcus ibis). 19. 386. 437. 438. 439

cavefish

Alabama (Speoplarsrhinus poulsoni). !43

spnng (Forbesicluhys agassiz), 177

caves

bats and. 97-98

Illinois, biota. 176-77

Cayuga Bird Club, 390

CayugaLake. 390. 391

Ceanothus americanus (New Jersey tea). 231

cedar

Alaska yellow tChamaecyparis nootkatensis). 316

Atlantic white {Chamaecyparis lliyoides). 216

cedar waxwing {Bomhycdla cedrorum). 20. 21-22. 23. 299

celery, wild ( Vallisneria amencana). 42. 236. 237

Centers for Disease Control, 253

Central Arizona Project. 321

Central Flyway
avian cholera, 402

canvasbacks. 40

northern pintails. 38-39

Central Management Unit, mourning doves. 72

central mudminnow (Umbra limi). 263

Central United Slates Plant Inventory Database (CIISPID). 203

Centrarchidae family. 240

centric diatoms, 256. 257

Centro Ecologico de Sonora. 140

Cepphus columba (pigeon guillemot). 46. 51

Ccratoides lanata (winterfat). 226

Cerorhineo monoccraia (rhinoceros auklet), 46

Cenus flaphus (elk). I 15-16. 305. 310. 311. 407

Ceiyle ahyon (belled kingfisher). 420

Chaenaxis. 320

Chaelaglaea cerala (owlet moth). 167

Chaetoptda angusiipluma (kioea). 376

Chaetura pelagica (chimney swift). 20

chaffseed. Amencan iSchnalbea amencana). 207

chain pickerel (£,sYtv niger). 261. 432

Chamaea fasciala (wrentit). 20

Chamaecyparis
nootkatensis {Alaska yellow -cedar). 316

thyoides (Atlantic white cedar). 216

Chamaeleo jacLsonii (Jackson's chameleon), 434

chameleon. Jackson's (Chamaeleo jacksonn). 434

chamise chaparral (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 421-22

channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus). 151. 432

Channel Islands National Park. 226

non-nati\e species, 441-42

vegetation change. 226

channelization, npanan ecosystem dynamics and, 287

chanterelle (Cantharellus cihanus). 193

chaparral. 466

chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 421-22

redshanks. 465

southern mixed. 465

Upper Sonoran manzanita. 465

char. Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma), 337. 341. 342. 343

Charadniformes. 54. 55-56

Charadrius

alexandhnus (snowy plover). 58. 59, 62

hiaticula (common nnged plover). 62

melodus (piping plover). 16. 58. 59. 62. 77-79

montanus (mountain plover). 58. 59. 62. 63, 297. 298

semipalmatus (semipalmated plover), 58. 59. 62

vociferus (killdeer). 19. 58. 59. 62. 299

wdsoma (Wilson's plover). 58. 59. 61. 62

Chasiempis sandwichensis

gayi (Oahu 'elepaio). 377

sandwichensis (Hawaii 'elepaio). 377

sclateri (Kauai 'elepaio). 377
Chasm istes

brevirostris (shortnose sucker), 143

liorus mictus (June sucker). 143

Ciwsmistes cujus (cui-ui). 309, 323-24

chat, yellow-breasted (Icteria virens). 20. 231, 466

cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). 222

checkered garter snake (Thamnophis marcumus). 452. 453

Cheilotrema satunnon (black croaker). 410

Cheirodendron trigynum (Olapa), 371

Chelonia mydas (green sea turtle), 1 19

Chelydra serpentina (snapping turtle). 434

Chen

caerulescens caerulescens (lesser snow goose). 30. 33

caerulescens (snow goose), 266. 388

canagica (emperor goose), 30, 31. 33
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ChenicT Plain, wetland loss. 270. 27/

cherry, black {Pninu.s st-rotina). 228

Chesapeake Bay
turtles. 121. l'22

water quality degradation, canvasback and. 42

watershed, natural resources. 263-6fi

Chesapeake Bay Program, 263

chestnut iCasluneu deiitata). American. 2 I?

chestnut-backed chickadee [Poms nifescens). 20

chestnut blight. 191

chestnut-collared longspur {Calcunus orualus). 21. 299. JOJ

chestnut-sidcd warbler {Dcmhoua pensylvanica). 20

Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Management Area, 78

chickadee

black-capped {Partis aincapilliis). 20

Carolma [Parus corolmensis), 20, 22

chestnut-backed {Pants nifescens). 20

Mexican (Pants sclaleri), 321

mountain (Parus gamheli), 20. 321

chicken, prairie [Tympaimchus ciipido), 438

Chihuahua chub iGila nigrescens). 143

Chihuahuan ra\cn iCorvits cnpioleiicus). 20

chimney swift [Chaeutra pelagica), 20

Chinese softshell turtle (Pelodiscits sinensis), 434

chmook salmon (Oncorhynchits ishawytscha), 344. 345, 346. 432

chipmunk. California {Tamias obscitnts). 466

chipping sparrow [Spizella passerina). 21. 299

Chiricahua leopard frog {Rana chiricaliuensis). 139. 320. 327, 32H.

452. 4S3

chlamydiosis. -f04

Ciiluhmias mger (black tern). /9, 46, 54, 55, 56, 299

chlordane. 408

in fish, 409

persistance of. 413-14

Chloridops komi (Kona grosbeak). 376

chlorinated dioxins. 415

chlonnated pesticides, 40S

chlorpynfos. 417

Choeronyclehs mexicana (Mexican long-tongued bat). 320

Choisya mollis (zorillo). 320

cholinestera.se-inhibiting compounds. 417

choiinesterase (ChE) screenmg, 417

Chondestes grammacus (lark sparrow). 27, 297. 299

Chondrohierax itncinalits (hook-billed kite), 67

Chordeiles

acuiipennis (lesser nighthawk). 19

hi/ho;- (common nighthawk). 19

Christmas Bird Count (CBC). 15. 17. 386. 389. 437

Alaskan seabirds. 5(1

colonial walerbirds. 53

non-native species. 437

shorebirds. 58. 64

songbirds, winter population trends. 21-23

Chrysemys picta (painted turtle). 327

Chr\'so{hainniis visidiporus (whitebark rabbitbrush). 226

chub

Chihuahua {Gila nigrescens), 143

creek {Semoiilus arromaeitlatus), 261, 263

Fish Creek Spnngs tui {Gila hicolor ettchila). 143

Gila {Gila intennedia). 150. 320

humpback {Gila cyplia), 150, 151

Independence Valley tui {Gila bicolor isolata), 143

least [lotichthys phlegethontis), 143

Oregon {Oregonichthys crameri). 143

pahranagat {Gila rohusta jordani). 150

rosetail {Giki rohusta), 320

roundtail {Gila robusla rohusta), 150

slender {Eriniysiax ealini), 146

Sonora {Gila ditaenia), 320

thicktail {Gila crassicauda), 143

Virgin {Gila semimtda), 150

chubsucker. creek {Erimyzon oblongus), 261. 263

chuckwalla iSauniimilus ohesus). 74. 328

chuck- will's-widow [Caprimulgus carolinensis), 20

chukar iAIextoris chukar), 437

Chukchi Sea

Pacific walrus [Odobemis rosmants divergens). 356

polar bear {Ursus maritimus). 351-53

chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta), 338. 344. 345-46

Chytonix sensilis, 167

Cicindela patruela. 166

Ciconiiformes, 54, 55

cienaga (wetland) mollusks. in southwestern sky islands, 319

cinnamon teal, 36

Circus ( Vi/Mc/n (northern harrier). 67. 3S7

Ciridops anna ( 'ula-'ai-hawane), 376

cisco

Arctic [Ci>rcgi>nu\ autuinnalis). 337, 341-43

blackfin {Coregonus nigripinnis). 143

deepwater {Coregonus johannae), 143

least (Coregonus sardinella), 337, 341. 342. 343

longjaw (Coregonus alpenae), 143

Cistoihorus

palustris (marsh wren). 299

platensis (sedge wren). 300. 303

Citlieronia

imperialis (giant silkworm moth). 166

sepulchralis (giant silkworm moth). 166

citophilus mealybug (Pseudococcus ealceolanac). 160

citrus conversion. Audubon's crested caracara [Carai ara plmicus

auduhonii) and. 83

Cladinia

mitis. 195

rangiferina (remdeer moss I. 195

clam. -^79

Asian (Corhicula flunnnea). 178. 429. 443

contaminants in. 408

fingernail (MuscuUuni transversuni). 236-37. 238

zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) and, 181. 447

Clangula Inenuilis (oldsquaw). 36. 266

Clappuj. 249. 250

caluihensis (Cahaba pebblesnail), 251

umhdwata iumbilicate pebblesnail). 251

clawed frog. African [Xenopus laevis). 434

clay-colored sparrow (Spizella pallida). 21. 297. 299. 303

Clean Air Act, 228

Clean Water Act, 217

Clear Creek gambusia {Ganibusia heterochir). 143

clear-winged grasshopper [Camnula pellucida). 164

Clemmys

guttata (spotted turtle). ! 19

insculpta (wood turtle), 119

marmorata (western pond turtle), 119, 466

mublenbergii (bog turtle), 1 19. 458

Clernwntia, 37 1

fruit, 369

hawaiiensis. 371

cliff swallow {Hirundo pyrrhonota). 20. 299

climate change. See also global climate change: temperature

change
conservation planning and. 394-95

diatoms and. 258

flowenng plants and. 391

human activities and. 394

landscape fragmentation and, 394

migratory landbirds and. 391

in the Northeast. 390-91

plants and, 392-95

species migration and. 394

subalpine forest growth and, 315-17

warming, 227

wetland loss and. 217

climate modeling, Colorado Rockies. 31 1

climbing milkweed (Cynanchum wigginsii), 320

Clioperla clio (stonefly). 1S6

closed elimia (Elimia clausa). 251

Clostridium hotulinum. 401

clover

running buffalo {Trifoliuni stoloniferum). 208

Trifolium microcephalwn . 208

Clupea harengus (hemng), 51

Cnemidophonts

hyperythrus (orange-throated whiptail). 466

lenmiscatus (South American whiptail). 434

whiptail lizard. 326

Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard (Uma inonuita). 1 18. 137-38

Coachella Valley Preser\'e system. 137-38

Coastal Biirrier Improvement Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-591).

278

Coastal Bamer Resources Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-384), 278

Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRS). U.S. Department of

Interior (DOI). 277-79

Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-CAP). 468

coastal and marine ecosystems, 259-84, See also aquatic ecosys-

tems

barrier erosion. 277-79

coastal storms and, 259

contaminants in, 408-1 1
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fish hanests and. 52

Flonda manatees. 267-69

human mipacts on. 259-60

natural resources. Chesapeake Bay watershed. 263-66

nearshore fish assemblage, tidal Hudson River, 260-63

non-native species. 428-30

oven'iew, 259-60

reef fishes. Flonda Keys. 279-84

seagrass

Laguna Madre. Texas. 275-77

northern Gulf of Mexico. 273-75

wetlands. Gulf of Mexico, 269-72

Coastal Plain, longleaf pine ecosystem. 129-31

coastal sage-chaparral scrub. 465

coastal sage scrub. 226. 465

coast homed lizard (Phnnosoina connniiimi). 466

coast live oak woodlands, 465

cobble elimia {Elinua vanii.\finuina). 25 J

coccidioidomycosis. 40.^

Coccorhrausit's vt'Sfft'rilnu.\ (evening grosbeak). 2/. 387

C(klx:iis amehcamis (yellow-billed cuckoo). 79, 320. 466

Cochiti ReseAoir. 291

cod (Giiiius mucrocephalus). 51

coho salmon {Oiicorhynchus kisuich). 344. 345. 346. 432

Colaples auralus

ccifer (red-shafled flicker). 20

niirihem flicker. 231

yellow -shafted tlicker, 20

Coleoptera (beetles). 161

CoU'odchus

blackbumiae (koa bug). 366-67

slink bug, 366

Colinus vlr^^iiiiimus (northern bobwhiie). N. 231. 424

collared-dove. Eurasian iSirepiopelia decaoclo). 438-39

colonial waterbirds, 53-56

Charadriiformes. 54. 55-56

Ciconiiformes, 54. 55

Peleeaniformes. 53

status and trends, 16

Colorado cutthroat irout iOncorhynduis clarki pUuniiciisi, 150

Colorado Desert, desert tortoise {Gopherus agassizii) in, 135-36

Colorado Desert fringe-toed lizard iUma notata), 137

Colorado Division of Wildlife. 334-35

Colorado Plateau

amphibian and reptile diversity. 326-28

canyonlands. Mexican spoiled owls [Sinx occidctuahs hutda).

330-31

Colorado Plateau Research Station. 90

Colorado River Basin

bonytail and razorback sucker. 324-26

ecosystem alterations, 149

fish. 149-52. 324-26

non-native species. 151

riparian ecosystems, 287-89

southwestern willow flycatcher, 90-91

species diversity alterations. 151-52

wintering bald eagles {Haltaeeius leucocephalus). 328-30

Colorado River Fishery Project. 325

Colorado River Fishes Recover^' Team. 324-25

Colorado Rockies

ecosystem trends. 310-12

human activities and. 310-11

Colorado squawfish (Pnchocheilus liicius). 150. 151

Coliimha

fcisciara (band-tailed pigeon), 79, 322

livia (rock dove or common pigeon). 19. 437. 438. 440. 441

Columbia River Basin

habitat change. 156

while sturgeon [Acipenser transmonkinus), 154-56

Columhina pa.'iserinii (common ground dove). 19

combshell, southern (Epiohlasma pemia). 17S

comely shiner (Noiwpis anioenus), 26/. 263

commercial fishing

Beaufort Sea, central Alaska, 341

Great Lakes, 244-46

marine ecosystem and, 52

seabirds and, 5 1

turtles and, 122, 123

common black hawk {ButeogaUiis atuhracinus), 67

common box turtle {Terrapene Carolina). 1 19, 434

common carp [Cvphnus carpio), 240. 261. 429. 432, 432, 440.

441,443
common coqui {Eleutherodacrylm coqui). 434

common eider. .^6

common goldeneye {.Biucphaia cUniiiiiki). 36. 266. 420
common grackle {Qiiiscahts quiscido). 21 . 299

common ground dove (Columhina passerina). 19

common loon {Gavia immer). 420

common merganser iMergus merganser). 266. 389, 420

common murre iUria aalge). 46-47, 50, 51

common nighthawk {Chordeiles minor). 19

common pigeon (rock dove) (Cohvnba Itvui). 19. 437. 43S, 440.

441

common ra\en iConii.'i conn). 20. 73-74, 75

common ringed plover [Charadrius hialicula). 62

common shiner {Luxilus comutus). 261. 263

common slider {Trachemys scrtpta). 1 19, 434

common snipe {Galiinago galliiuigo). 19. 59, 62

common tern iStema liirundo). 53. 54, 56

common wall lizard iPodarcis tnuralis). 434

common witch-hazel \Hamamelis virginiana). 390

common yellowthroal iGcolhlypis irichas). 20. 299. 303

Compound 1080 (sodium nuoroacetate), 306

conch, queen {Sirombus gigas). 282

condor. California (Gyinnogyps califomianiis). 16. 67. 80-81

conser\'alion

objectives of, 6

planning, climate change and, 394-95

Conservation Resene Program (CRP). 217, 296. 300. 302-3,

423-26

agriculture and. 423-26

dabbling ducks and. 37

northern plains migratory birds and. 302-4

percentage of county area enrolled in. 424

visual obstruction readings (VOR). 425

wildlife and, 423-26

Conservation Title. Food Security Act of 1985, 423

contagious dispersion. 316

contagious ecthyma. 407

contaminants

bald eagle and. 413

in bivalves. 409-11

in ciams, 408

in coastal and marine ecosystems. 408-1 1

European stariing {Siurnus vulgaris) and, 413, 415

in fish. 242-44. 408-1 1. 413-15

Great Lakes. 242-44

Hawaii, 413

mercury, 414, 415

in mollusks. 408-1 1

monitoring, 5, 413-15

in oysters, 408

persistent, 413-15

in sediments, 408, 409- 1 1

in shellfish. 408-9

Coniopus
borealis (olive-sided nycatcherl, 20

sordididus (western wood-pewee), 20

virens (eastern wood-pewee). 20

Cooper's hawk {Accipiier cooperit). 67

Coosa River, freshwater gastropod fauna, 249-52

Coosa rocksnail (Leptoxts showalleri). 251

cool

American {Fttlica anwhcana). 19. 299. 303

Hawaiian {Fulica americana alai). 377

copper smelters. Tarahumara frog {Rana tarahiimarae) and, 138,

140

coqui. common (Eleiaherodactylus coqui). 434

Coragyps alrafus (black vulture). 19, 67

coral reef ecosystems, 259, 280-81

at-risk, 280
'

fish. Florida Keys, 279-84

loss of diversity. 283

pristine, 280

Corbicula fluminea (Asian clam), 178. 429. 443

coregonine [Coregomts spp.), 443

Coregonus. -443

alpenae (longjaw cisco), 143

arret^/ (lake herring). 179

autummdis (.Arctic cisco). 337. 341-43

clupeafonnis (lake whilefish), 432

johannae (deepwater cisco), 143

nasus (broad whitefish), 337, 341, 342

nigripinnis (biackfin cisco). 143

sardinella (least cisco), 337, 341, 342, 343

cormorant. -14-45, 53-54

Brandt's {Phalacrocorax penicdlalus). 44

double-crested (Phalacrocorax aurirus). 16. 44. 54
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pelagicus tPhiiliicroLoni.x /)<7<vl;/( //a |, 44

red-faced iPhiiUurocora.x unic). 51

Cfiniis

brachyrhyihhos (Amencan crow), 20. 22

cora.x (common raven). If). 20. 73-74. 75

cryptolfucus (Chihuahuan raven). 20

hawaiien.sis Calala or Hawaiian crow). 377. 380

knharyi (Marianas crow). 455

ossifragus (fish crow), 20

Coryphanlha rohbinsorum (pincushion cactus), 320

cosmopolitan house gecko iHemuladylus inahnuia). 434
Costa's hummingbird {Culxphu- coshu-). 466

Cottonwood (Pt'pulns fremontii). 286-89. 290

CoUus

bairdii (mottled sculpin), 150

heldingii (Paiule sculpin), 150

ecliinaiits (Utah Lake sculpin). 143

greenei (Shoshone sculpin), 143

cow {Bos tuiirus). 440. 441

cowbird

bron/ed {Molothrus aenetis). 21

brown-headed {Moloihrus arer), 21. 25. 90. 91. 299. 303, 389

shiny {Moloihrus bonariensis), 439

coyote (Cams lairans). 109. 193, 296. 305-7. 417

California gull and. 45

diet, 306-7

population change. 306

crab

blue [CaUmectes sapuius). 263. 264-65. 282

stone [Menippe mercanaha). 282

crane

Mississippi sandhill {Grus caiuiJeuMs pidla). 16-17. 75-77

sandhill [Grus canadensis). /^

whooping [Grus amencana). 405. 406. 407

crappie

black iPoniflxis nigromaculalus). 261. 432

white iPomoxis annularis^ 261, 432

Crassostrea

gigas (Pacific oyster). 429

virginica (eastern oyster). 263, 264. 265. 408

Craters of the Moon National Mttnumeni. Idaho, insect sun'ey. 161

crayfish. 419

cream gentian (Geiniana alba). 231

creek chub [Semotilus atromaeuUuus). 261 . 263

creek chubsucker iErimyzon oblongus). 261. 263

creek heelspliiter (Lasmigona compressa). ISO

creeper

Hawaii (Oreomystis mana). 378

Kauai {Oreomystis bairdi). 378

Lanui ( Paroreomyza m. montana). 376

Maui {Paroreomyza montana newtoni). 378

Molokai {Paroreomyza flammea), 378

Oahu {Paroreomyza maculata). 378

Crenichthys

baileyi

albivallis (Preston spnngfish). 143. 150

baileyi (White River spnngfish). 143. 150

grandis (Hiko spnngfish), 150

moapae (Moapa spnngfish). 150

thertnophilus (Moorman spnngfish). 143. 150

nevadae (Railroad Valley spnngfish). 143. 150

creosote bush, 472

crested anole, Puerto Rican {Anolis cnstellatus), 434
crested auklet {Aethia eristaiellah 51

crested caracara {Caracara plancus), 16. 67
Audubon's {Caracara plancus audubonii), 82-83

crested flycatcher, great {Myiarehus crinitus). 20
crested tern, great tSrenm bergii). 373

croaker

Atlantic (Micropogonias undulatus). 409. 411

black {Cheilotrema satumum). 410
white {Genyonemus lineaius), 409. 41 1

crocodile. Amencan {Crocodylus acuius). 127

crocodilians. 1 17

Crocodylus acuius (American crocodile). 127

cropland, 423-26. See also agricultural ecosystems

productivity of. 423. 424

crossbill

red {Loxia cunirostra). 21

white-winged {Loxia leueoptera). 21

Crotalus

adamanteus (eastern diamondback rattlesnake). 129

ruber (red diamond rattlesnake). 466

vindis (western rattlesnake). 327

willanh

obscurus (ridge-nosed rattlesnake). 320

willardi (ridge-nosed rattlesnake), 320
crow

American {C(fr\us brachyrhynchos). 20. 22

fish (Carvus ossifragus). 20

Hawaiian Calala) {Con-u.s hawaiiensis). 143. 377
Marianas {Con-us kubaryi), 455

Crypfumecfria parasitica. 191

cryptic reef fish, 284

Crypfobranchus alliganiensis (hellbender), 125

Cteniiis

sloanei. 204

submarginalis. 204

Clenopharyngodon idella (grass carp). 261. 263. 429, 432

Cienosaura pectinata (Mexican spiny-tailed iguana), 434

Cuban treefrog {Osteopdus septeninonahs). 434

cuckoo, yellow-billed {Coccyzus americanus). 19. 320. 466
cui-ui {Chasmisics cujus). 309. 323-24

Culfx (mosquito). 378. 380

cup fungi. 1 92

curlew

bristie-thighed {Numenius tabitiensis). 62. 64

Eskimo {Numemus borealis). 62. 63

long-billed {Numemus americanus). 19. 59, 62

curly-tailed lizard

carinate {Leiocephalus carinarus), 434

Schreiber's {Leiocephalus schreibersii). 434

cun.'e-billed thrasher iToxostoma cunirosire). 20

CUSPID (Central United Slates Plant Inventory Database). 203

cutthroat trout iOncorhynchus clarki). 432

Alvord iOncorhynchus clarki spp), 143

Colorado iOncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus). 150

weslslope iOncorhynchus clarki lewisi). 153-54

Yellowstone iOncorhynchus clarki bouvieri). 153-54. 313

Cyanocitta

crisiata {blue jay), 20

stelleri (Steller's jay). 20

cyclic variations. 4

Cyclonaias luberculatu (purple wartyback). 180

Cygnus f)/f)/- (mute swan), 266, 387, 437, 438

cylindrical papershell (Anodontotdes ferussaciatuts). ISO

Cynanchum wigginsii (climbing milkweed). 320

Cynomys, 106-8

leucurus (white-tailed praine dog), 295

ludovicianus (black-tailed praine dog). 107

Cynoscion arenarius (sand seatrout). 410

cypress

baldcypress {Taxodium distichum). 216

southern interior forest. 465

Cyprinella

lutrensis (red shiner). 151

spiloptera (spotfin shiner). 261, 263

Cyprinodon
diaholis (Devils Hole pupfish). 143. 143

macularius (desert pupfish). 143

macularius macularius (desert pupfish). 150

Monkey Spnngs pupfish. 150

Cyprinus corpio (common carp). 240. 261. 429. 432, 440. 441. 443

Cypseloides niger (black swift). 20

Cyriomium falcatum. 201

Cyriopodion scahnim (roughtail gecko), 434

Cynopogon laphriformis. 166

dabbling ducks

factors protecting, 37

population. 35, 36

wetland loss and. 36

dace

blackside [Phoxinus cumberlandensis). 143

Kendall Warm Springs {Rhinichlhys osculus ihcnnalis). 150

Las Vegas {Rhinichlhys deaconi). 150

longfin {Agosia chrysogaster). 150

Meadow Valleys speckled {Rhinichlhys osculus ssp.). 150

Moapa {Moapa coriocea). 150

mountain redbelly {Phoxinus areas). 146

Preston speckled {Rhinichlhys osculus ssp.). 150

speckled {Rhinichlhys osculus osctdus], 150

White River speckled {Rhinichlhys osculus ssp.), 150

Dakota skipper {Hesperia dacolae), 174. 175

Dallas-Fort Worth. Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) images,
470

Dali sheep iOvis dalli), 338, 347
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dams

Colorado River basin, bonytail and ru^orhack sucker and. 325

habitat change and. 234-36

npanan ecosystem dynamics and. 2S7

water quality and, 51-52

dani.selfiy

Megalagrion
nesioU's. 367

ntgrnluinialuin tufiioUnciiium, 367

pacificum, 362

Donaus plexippus (monarch buttertly), 171. 172

Darapsa versicolor (sphinx moth). 166

dark-rumped petrel [Phnnironhi phaeopy^ia sanihMchcnsts). ^77.

darter. 145

amber {Percina anteseila), 143

johnny iErheosioma nigrum). 143

least (Eiheosioma microperca), 146

Maryland iEthfosioma sellare). 146

sharphead (Etheostoma acuiiceps). 143

tangerine iPenina uuraniiaca), J46

Dasxpus novenK-inctwi (armadillo). 386

data sets

long-lemi. 4

short-tenii. 4

day gecko {Phfl\ti/na sp). 434

DDE pesticides

monitonng, 413

raptors and, 67

DDT pesticides

California sea otter and. 1 12

chemjcals measured m National Status and Trends Program. 40S

colonial waterbirds and, 53-54

infish. 409. -;//

Great Lakes. 242-44

monitonng, 413-15

persistence of. 413-15

raptors and, 66, 67. 6Q

sediment concentrations. 4()!S

death-camas. white {Zigiuifinis flegans). 231

Declining Amphibian Populations Task Force. 1 1 8

Deep Creek, California, insect sur\ey. 161

deepwater cisco [Corcgonus lohaniuif), 143

deer

management plans. 1 12

white-tailed {Odocotlcus hcmionus), 320

white-tailed {Odocoilcus virginumus). 93-94, 112-15. 320, 322.

405

deer mouse iPcronnscus nuiniculattis). 109

deertoe iTiuncilla iruncata), ISO

Defense Mapping Agency. Digital Chart of the World. 469

Delaware Bay (DELBAY) surveys. 58

Delphinapfenis leitcas (while whale). 351

Deltaic Plain, wetland loss. 270. 271

Deltistes luxaius (Lost River sucker). 143

Denali National Park and Presene. 338

canbou {Rauiiifer laratuius). 347-48

gray wolf {Crt/i(5 lupus), 347-4S

Dendrobates auratus (poison-dart frog), 434

Dendrocygna spp. (whistling ducks). 35

Dendroica

castanea (bay-breasted warbler). 20

coronala (myrtle warbler). 20

cnronota auduhoni (Audubon's warbler). 20

fusca (Blackbumian warbler). 20

magnolia (magnolia warbler). 20

nigrescens (black-throated gray warbler). 20

occidentalis (hermit warbler). 20

pensylvanica (chestnut-sided warbler), 20

petechia (yellow warbler), 20, 299, 466

pinus (pine warbler). 20, 22

slriahi (blackpoll warbler). 20, 391

rigrina (Cape May warbler). 20

townsendi (Townsend"s warbler). 20

virens (black-throated green warbler), 20

Denjiochelys coriacea ( lealhcrback ), 7/9. 121, 123

desert bighorn sheep
Ovis canadensis cremnohates, 334

Ovis canadensis mexicana. 320. 334. 335

Ovis canadensis nelsoni, 309, 320. 332. 333-35

desert iguana {Dipsosaurus dorsalis), 327

desert pupfish iCyprinodon macularius). 143

desert pupfish iCyprinodon macularius macularius). 150

desert sucker {Caiostomus clarki clarki). J50

desert tortoise {Gopherus agassizn). 16. 74, 1 19. 328. 407

causes of death. 136

in Mojave and Colorado deserts. 135-36

population density, 135-36

Desert Tortoise Recovery Team. 135

Dcsniognafhus spp. (dusky salamander), 130

Detection and Monitoring Committee. Aquatic Nuisance Species
(ANS) Task

Force. 430

Devils Hole pupfish iCypn/iodon diaholis), 143, 143

diadromous fish

Hudson River, 261

rainbow smelt lOsmcrus mordax). 261

diamondhack rattlesnake, eastern [Croialus adamanicus). 129

diamondback terrapin iMahiclemys terrapui). 119. 120

diamond rattlesnake, red iCroialus ruber). 466

Dianhemi amencana obovata (beakgrain). 209

diatoms

centric, 256. 257

climate change and. 258

freshwater, ecosystem change and, 256-58

lake acidification and. 257-58

lake eutrophicalion and. 258

pennate. 256. 257

nver and stream water quality and. 258

Diatoms of ihe United Slates. The. 257

diazinon. 417

dibutyllin. 408

dichlorodiphenylethylene (DDE). See DDE pesticides

dicholorodiphenyl tnehlororethane (DDT). 5ft' DDT pesticides

dickcissel [Spiza anuricana), 20. 303

dicrotophos, 417

Duielplus

marsupialis (opossum). 321

virginiana (opossum). 321, 386. 417

dieldnn. -/a'f, 413

Great Lakes. 242-44

differential grasshopper {MeUmoplus differentialis). 164

digger pine-oak woodlands, 465

Digital Chart of the World. Defense Mapping Agency, 469

dimethoate. 417

dinoflagellates. 255. 427

Duignutes symnun bus i robber t\v ). 1 62

Diomedea

albafrus (short-tailed albatross). 50

immutabihs (Laysan albatross). 374

Dipodomys

agilis (Pacific or agile kangaroo rat). 466

merriami (Merriam's kangaroo rat), 466

stephensi (Stephens' kangaroo rat). 466

Dipsosaurus dorsalis (desert iguana). 327

Diptera (flies). 161

disc snail. Pleistocene {Discus nuiccliniocki). 176-77

Discula destructiva. 191

Discus macclintocki (Pleistocene disc snail), 176-77

diseases. See also avian diseases

changes in patterns of. 403

emerging. 403

fish pathogens, 443-44

non-native species and. 428

translocation-related. 406-7

dispersal-ability scale, for vascular plants, 393

Dissosleira Carolina (Carolina locust), 164

disulfoton. 417

diversity. See also biodiversity

genetic. 147-48,319-21

species. 151-52,251,368

diving ducks, 36

dock sorrel (Rumex orthoneurus). 320

dog (Canis famtltaris). 306, 378. 440. 441

dogwood anthracnose, 191

Doliciionyx oryzivorus (bobohnk), 21, 299. 303

Dolly Varden char [Salvelinus malma). 337. 341. 342. 343

dolphin. 96

botllenose (Tursiops truncatus). 94. 96

spotted. 94. 95

whitesided, 94

domestic animals. feraJ. See feral domestic animals

domestic poultry, avian cholera, 402

Dorosoma

cepedianum (gizzard shad). 240. 261. 262, 263

petenense (threadfin shad). 432

double-clutching. 381

double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax auntus). 16. 44, 54
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Douglas fir {PseuJotsui'ii menziesii). I 16. 193. 321

dove

common ground {Columbina passerina). 19

Eurasian collared- iSlrepiopelia decaocto), 438-39

mourning {Zenaida macrouro). 16, 19. 71-73. 299. 387

Philippine turtle iSireptopelia bitorquata), 454

nnged turtle- or Barbary {Sirepiopella risoria), 438

rock (common pigeon) [Cohtmha liviah 19. 437. 438. 440, 441

small barred or zebra (Geopelta striata). 374. 438

sponed or lace-necked iStrepiopelia cfiinensis), 438

whiie-wmged {Zenaida asiatica). 19

dowiicher

long-billed {Limnodromus scolopaceus), 59. 62

short-billed {Limnodromus griseus). 59. 62

downy woodpecker {Picoides pubescens), 20

dredging, seagrass and. 277

Dreissemi pohmorpha (zebra mussel), 42, I6(.). 178. 181. 237. 255,

409, 427, 428. 429. 444. 445-47

Drepanis

fiwerea (black mamo), S76

pacifica (Hawaii mamo). 376

DrosophiUt (Romance tTies). 368-71

as an ecological indicator, 368, 371

in disturbed habitat. 370

diversity of. 368

Drosophila

conspicita (Hawaiian picmre-wing), 369

immigrans. 370

nnirphyi. 371

setosimentum. 371

ii/vfsrn.?. 369-70. 371

simulans. 370

sproati, 37!

.suziil^ii. 370

inversion polymorphism in, 369

long-term changes, 370-71

non-native species and. 369

polymorphisms in. 368

drum, freshwater {Aplodinotus grunniens). 261, 263. 447

Dry Domain, shorebirds, 60-61

Dr\marchon corais couperi (eastern indigo snake). 129

duck

Amencan black {Anas rubrlpes), 35. 36. 266, 402. 413. 420

Breeding Population and Habitat Survey. 34-35

canvasback {A\ilim valisineria). 16. 35, 36. 37, 40-42, 236, 237.

238. 266

declines. 16

Hawaiian {Anas wyvtlliana), 377

hunting regulations, 37

Laysan {Anas laysanensis), 377. 379. 400

Midwinter Survey. 34-35

mottled {Anasfi4lvigula). 19. 35

muscovy (Cairina moschaia). 437-38

nest success. 300-302

North Amencan. 34-37

pintail {Anas acuta). 16

redhead {Aytlna americana). 35. 36. 266, 215-11

ring-necked {Aythya collaris). 35. 266, 420

ruddy {Oxyura jamaicensis), 266, 299

status and trends. 16

wetland loss and. 36-37

whistling {Dendrocygna spp.). 35

wood {Aix sponsa). 35

dugong {Dogong dugon), 267

Dumetella carolinensis (gray catbird), 20, 299

dunlin

Calidris alpina, 59, 62

articola, 64

pacifica, 63

dusky Canada goose. 32

dusky flycatcher {Emptdonax oberholseri), 20

dusky gopher frog {Rana capita sevosa). 129

dusky salamander {Desmognathus spp.), 130

dwarf blazingslar {Liafris cyiindracea). 172

dwarf gecko, ocellated {Sphaerodactylus argus). 434

dwarf mistletoe {Arceuthobium americanum), 223

dwarf treefrog. eastern {Litoria fallax). 434

Dysmorodrepanis munroi (Lanai hookbill), 376

eagle

bald {Haliaeetus leucocephalus). 16, 44. 66-67, 68. 309. 328-30,

387, 389, 413, 415, -^66

causes of death, 68

golden {Aquita chrysaetos). 67. 68, 338. 340. 387. 466

mortality factors, 16

Earth Resources Obser\'ation System (EROS), 467

Data Center, 467-68

eastern bluebird {Sialia sialis). 20. 22

eastern box turtle {Terrapene Carolina). 1 19

eastern brown pelican. 54

eastern diamondback rattlesnake {Crotalus adamanteus). 129

eastern dwart" Ireefrog I Litoria falUu-). 434

eastern equine encephalitis, 403

eastern fence lizard {Sceloporus undidattis). 327

eastern indigo snake {Dr\marchon corais coupert). 129

eastern kingbird ( Txrannus tyrannus). 20, 299. 420

eastern lampmussel {Lampsilis sUiquoidea). ISO

Eastern Management Unit, mourning doves, 72

eastern massasauga rattlesnake {Sistrurus caienaius), 231

eastern meadowlark {Stuniella magna). 21, 22, 291

eastern oyster {Crassostrea virginica), 263, 264. 265, 408

eastern phoebe {Sayomis phoebe), 20

eastern pondmussel [Ligumia nasuta), ISO

eastern screech-owl iOtus asio). 67

Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery Plan, 98

Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery Team, 100

eastern United States

rare lerrestnal ecological communities, 219-20

vascular plants. 203

eastern wood-pewee {Contopus virens). 20

Echinococcus muliilocularis, 407

Echinoidea (sea urchins). 283, 354

ecological communities

as a coarse conservation unit, 218

rare. 218-21

Economic Entomology and Mammalogy, Division of, U.S.

Department of Agriculmre, 8

economic ornithology, 7-8

Ecopistes migratohus (passenger pigeon). 231

ecoregions, 5

ecosystems

change, freshwater diatoms and. 256-58

defined, 5

detecting long-term trends, 4

emergent properties of, 463

inventory and monitoring programs. 2

management, red-cockaded woodpecker and. 88

status and trend studies, 1-2

ecosystem science, 310

ecotones. 314

ecthyma, contagious. 407

ectomycorrhizae, 193

edge effect, biodiversity and. 160

eel. American [AnguUla rostrata). 261

egret

cattle {Bubulcus ibis). 19. 386, 437. 43S. 439

great {Casmerodius albus). 19

reddish {Egretta rufescens). 54. 55

snowy {Egretta tliula). 54. 55

Eg retla

caerulea (little blue heron), 19

rufescens (reddish egret). 54, 55

thula (snowy egret), 54. 55

eider. 36

common, 36

king, 36

spectacled, 36

Steller's, 36

Eisenhower National Historic Site, 113

Elaeagnus angustifolia (Russian olive), 286. 289. 290. 291

Elanoides forficatus (American swallow -tailed kite), 67

Elanus

caeruleus (black-shouldered kite). 466

caeruleus (white-taiied kite). 67

Elassoma sp. (spring pygmy sunfish). 143

electrofishing survey. Illinois River. 239-41

elegant tern {Sterna elegans). 45

Eleocharis panula (small spikerush), 220, 458

'elepaio

Hawaii iChasiempis sandwichensts sandwichensis), 377

Kauai {Chasiempis sandwichensis sclateri), 377

Oahu {Chasiempis sandwichensis gayi), 377

Elephant Butte Reservoir. 291

Elentherodactylus

coqui (common coqui), 434

planirostris {greenhouse frog). 434
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elfin bullcrlly

frosted [Incisalia ints). 167, 232

Incisalia henhci, 167

elfowl {Aficralliciw \yliinii-\i). 67

elimia

closed {Eliiuiu ilausa). 251

cobble (Eliniia vaniixcmiunti). 251

constncted (Elimia impnwsui. 251

fusiform {Eliniiii fuMfonnis). 251

hearty (Elimia joiie.\i), 251

high-spired {Elimia hartiminiana). 251

pupa (Elimia pupaefonnis). 251

pygmy [Elimia pyiimaea). 251

ribbed I Elimia laeia). 251

rough-lined {Elimia pilshni). 251

short-spire iElimia hrevi.s). 25!

Elimia. 249

brevis (short-spire elimia). 251

clausa (closed elimia). 251

fusiformis (fusiform elimia). 25/

gibbera, 251

hartmaniana (high-spired elimia). 251

impressa (constricted eiimia), 251

jonesi (hearty elimia), 251

lachryma. 251

kieia (nbbed elimia). 251

macglameriana, 251

pilsbryi (rough-lined elimia). 251

piipaeformis (pupa elimia), 251

pygmaea (pygmy elimia), 251

vaniLxemianu (cobble elimui). 25!

elk (Cenus elaplui.s). 1 15-16. 305. 310. .^11. 41)7

hunting. 115. 1 16

Elk Creek, atmospheric pollutants, 421-22

elktoe (Alasmid(mta marglnaro). ISO

Elliptio dilatata (spike), ISO

elm-ash forest. 472

El Nifio conditions

cormorants and. 44-45

niurres and, 46, 47

Elops ajfiuis (machete), 150

EMAP. See Environmental Monitonng and Assessment Program
(EMAP)

Emerald Lake, aimosphenc pollutants. 421-22

emerald shiner {Notropis atberiiiouies). 240, 261, 262. 443

Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986. 473

emergent properties, of ecosystems, 463

Emilia (snail). 447

Emoia laeniloi auda (Marianas blue-tailed skink). 455

emperor goose {Chen eanagico). Ml 31. 33

EmpidomLX
ainorum (alder flycatcher). 20

difficilis (Pacific-slope flycatcher). 20

difficilis (western tlycatcher). 466

flaviventris (yellow-bellied flycatcher). 20

fulvifrons (buff-breasted flycalcheri. 320

hammoihiii (Hammond's tlycatcher), 20

minimus (least flycatcher). 20. 2^9. 420

oberbolseri (dusky flycatcher). 20

iraillii (willow flycatcher), 17, 20

exiimus (southwestern willow flycatcher), 89-91

vireseens (Acadian flycatcher). 20

Emydoidea bUmdingii (Blanding's turtle). 119

Encepbalitozoon. 253

endangered species. 5ft' oho rare species; threatened species

California condor, 80

freshwater mussels, 1 78

habitat protection and, 466

inventory and monitoring programs. 5

lichen, 195

Mississippi sandhill crane {Grus canadensis pulla), 75

number on federal lands. 400

occurrences of. 39S, 400

piping plover. 77

seabirds. 50. 56

significance of federal lands for. 398-401

translocation programs. 405

Endangered Species Act. 398, 400

black bear, 102

black-footed ferret, 106

butterflies. 171

California sea otter. 1 10

gray wolf. 99

grizzly bear. 103. 105

Habitat Conservation Plans. 137

marine mammals. 94

Mexican spotted owl {Sin.x iKcidcnialis lucida). 330

plants and fungi, I'-X)

turtles. 1 19

vascular plants. 206

Endangered Species Committee, American Fishenes Society

(AFS). imperiled fish listings. 142-44

endemic species. Hawaii. 361

Endicott Causeway, anadromous fish and. 341

endrin, 4IIH, 413

Englemann oak woodlands. 465

Englemann spruce (Picea engelmannii), 316. 317

English sole {Paroplinsvetidusi. 410. 41 1

Enhydra lutns (sea otter). 1 10-12, 338. 353-56

Enterocytozoon. 253

Entoloma saUnoneiim. 192

Entomology, Division of. U.S. Department of Agnculture. 7-S

Environmental Monitonng and Assessment Program (EMAP). 310,

312,467
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 258

environmental monitoring. See inventory and monitoring programs
en\ ironmcntal quality. See also air pollution: waler quality

American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) and. 128

aquatic insects as indicators of, 182-84

Drosophila (Pomance flies) as indicators of. 368. 371

insects as indicators of, 365

protozoa as indicators of. 253

seabirds as indicators of, 49

tree decline and, 205

Epinephehis

ilajara (jewtlsh), 282

slrialus (Nassau grouper). 282

Epioblasma

peniia (southern combshell), 178

forulusa rangiana (northern nffleshell), 180

ihquelra (snuffbox). 180

Equus
asinus (burro). 440, 456-57

caballus (horse), 440. 44!. 456-57

Eiiigrostis spp. (lovegrasses), 321

Eremoplula alpestris (homed lark). 20, 297. 299. 303

Eretmochelys imbricala {hdwkshiW). 119, 121. 123

Eriborus siniciis. 366

ericaceous species, 316

Erigemn

heliographis (fleabane), 320. 321

kuschei (fleabane). 320

lemmonii (fleabane). 320. 321

pnnglei (fleabane). 320, 321

Engnaihiis barbaiits (bearded seal). 351

ErimystcLX cahni (slender chub). 146

Erimyzon oblongus (creek chubsucker). 261. 263

erosion

of coastal barriers. 277-79

navigation dam resevoirs and. 235

EROS. See Earth Resources Observation System (EROS)

Erynms
brizo. 166

persius (savanna skipper). 166. 232

erysipelas, 404

Eschriehtius robustiis (grey whale). 95

Eskimo curlew (Numenius borealis). 62. 63

Esox

luciiis (northern pike). -^.^2

liiciiis X masiiiiinongy (tiger muskellunge), 432

masijuinongy (muskellunge). 432

niger (chain pickerel), 261. 432

Estes Park. 310

Etheosloma

acuticeps {sharphead darter). 143

m/rr<;/7ercfl (least darter). 146

nigrum (johnny darter). 143

.vf//arf (Maryland darter). 146

Eubalaena glaeialis (nght whale). 94. 95-96

Eudocimiis albiis (while ibis). 19. 54. 55

Eiiglena. 252

Eugraplie subrosea (owlet moth). 166

Eumetopias jubauis (northern sea lion or Steller sea lion), 52, 95.

96

eupatorium. sessile-leaved (Enpalorium sessilifolium). 231

Eiipatonum sessilifolium (sessile-leaved eupatorium). 231

Eupkagus cyanocephalus (Brewer's blackbird). 21. 299

Eurasian collared-dove {Streptopelia decaocto). 438-39
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Eurasian tree sparrow {Pusser numlanus). 454
Eurasian walemiiifoil {M\nt>ph\lUiin \piiiitum). 2}1, 430. 443.

444

European ferret (Mtisfelu puioiiiiw. 321

European honeybee (EHB). 44S-5I

European starling iStuniiis vitltyaris). 20. 413. 437. 4SS, 439, 440.

441

contaminant monitoring and. 413. 4I>

Eunct'ti sosontm (Barton Spnngs salamander). 125

Euryi'ps miiUifidu (torb), 321

eutrophiealion, diatoms and. 257. If^V,

evening grosbeak [CoccoUintusifs vcspcrlinns). 21 . 387

Everglades, 414, 415

excised siitshell {Gywioma excisa). 25}

Eximacris superbum Hebard. 164-65

exotic species. Ste non-native species
extinction

grasshoppers. 164-65

habitat loss and. 452

Hawaiian species. 361. 367, 371

birds. 371.375

insects. 367. 371

non-native species and. 427

predators and, 452

rate of, 6-7

species conservation pnorilies, 399-400

vascular plants, 207-8

extirpation. 207

Exxon Voldt'z oil spill. 346

fabaceae {Bapiisa aiislralisi, 203

Faico

columbarius (merlins), 67

femoralis septentrionalis (aplomado falcon). 67
mexicamts (prairie falcon). 67

peregrinus

anatum (Amencan peregrine falcon). 67, 69

peregnne falcon. 16, 320. 405. 415

nmdriiis (arctic peregrine falcon). 67, 69

rusticolus (gyrfalcon). 67

sparverius (American kestrel). 67

paulus (Flonda subspecies), 67

falcon, 69

American peregrine [Falco peregrinus anarum). 67. 69

aplomado {Falco femoralis septentrionalis). 67
arctic peregrine iFalco peregrinus tundrius), 67

peregrine I Falco peregrinus). 16. 320. 405. 415

prairie {Falco mexicanus), 67

false-foxglove, giant {Aureolaria gramiiflora). 231

false tniftles (basidiomycetes). 193

famphur, 417

Farm Bill, Food Secunty Act of 1985. 302, 307, 423. 426
fathead minnow iPimephales promeUis), 261. 432

Favia arctica (Arctic loon). 420

fawnsfoot {Truncilla donaciformis). IHO
federal data bases, land. 467-68

Federal Land Policy and Management Act. 5

federal lands

land protection status. 463-64

significance for endangered species. 398-401

Federal Water Pollution Control Agency. 258
Felis

catus (cat). 378.440.441

concolor {mourwam lion), 109. 322

onca (jaguar), 320. 321

partialis (ocelot). 320. 321

fenamiphos, 417

fence lizard, eastern {Sceloporus undulatu\). 327

fensulfothion. 417

fenthion. 417

feral domestic animals. 427

burro (Equus asinus). 440. 441. 456-57

cat {Felis catus), 378. 440. 441

dog (Canis familiaris). 306. 378. 440. 441

pig {Sus scrof), 362. 370. 371. 440. 441

fern, 200

Acrostichum danaeifolium, 203

Ctenitis

sloanei. 204

siibmarginaiis. 204

Cyrtomium falcatum. 201

Hawaii. 201-2

PhaneropMebia auriculata. 204

Ptiyrttj^niiiiniii

nitata. 203

trijoliala. 202

Polwinhum lonchifi.s. 202

ferret

black-footed iMiiMclu nigripes). 106-8

European {Mustela purorius). 321

ferruginous hawk {Butco regalts). 67. 69. 297, 3S7

ferruginous pygmy owl iGlaucidiuni hnisilianum cacturum). 67, 69

fertdizer. nitrogen. 424

fibropapilloma, 403

field sparrow iSpizclla pnsdla). 21. 22. 231. 2W
finch

Cassin's {Carpodacus cassinii). 21

house {Carpodacus mexicanus). 21 . 439

Laysan {Telespyza cantans). 377
Nihoa {Telespyza ultima). 377

purple {Carpodacus purpureus). 21

fin erosion, 410

Finger Lakes. 402

fingernail clam {Musculium transversum), 236-37. 238
fin whale. 94. 95

fir

Douglas iPscudoi.suga menziesii). 116, 193, 321

Pacific Sliver {Abies amabitis). 315

red {Abies magnifica). 421

silver {Abies alba). 315

subalpine {Abies lasiocarpa). 316, 317. 321

white {Abies comolor). 321, 421

fire

Great Plains and. 300

management

pine barrens. 167

southwestern sky islands. 322

riparian ecosystems, 289

suppression

rare forest types, 220

whitebark pine (Pinus albicauli'i) ecosystem. 229

tall-grass prairie, 174, 175

terrestrial ecosystems. 213-14

fire-adapted ecosystems, 214, 222-24

altered fire regimes. 222-24

lodgepole pine forest. 223

ponderosa pine forests. 223

sagebrush-grass steppe. 222-23

southern pinelands, 223

western juniper woodlands. 223

fire ant {Solenopsis spp.). 441

red {Solenopsis invicta). 131

fish. 141-56, See also freshwater fish

acid deposition (acid rain) and. 419

Alaskan seabirds and, 51-52

anadromous, of Beaufort Sea. central Alaska. 34 1 -43

coastal, contaminants in, 408-1 I

Colorado River basin, 149-52

contaminants in, 242-44.409-11,413-15
disease pathogens. 443-44

fin erosion in. 410

freshwater, impenled. 142-47

habitat change. 141. 143

Illinois River populations. 239-41

lead in. 411. 414-15

liver neoplasm in, 410

managed populations. 141, 147-48

mercury contaminafion, 414. 415

nearshore assemblage, tidal Hudson River. 260-63

non-native species, 153-54. 429. 431-33. 441

overview, 141-42

persistent contaminants in. 413-15

prairie, 295. 303-5

reef. Florida Keys. 279-84

reproductive impairment. 41 1

selenium concentrations. 415

in southwestern sky mountains, 320-21

stocking, loss of genetic integrity through. 147-48

Fish Creek Springs tui chub {Gila bicolor euchila), 143

fish crow (Cor\us ossifragus), 20

fishing

commercial

Beaufort Sea. central Alaska. 341

Great Lakes, 244-46

marine ecosystem and. 52

seabirds and, 51

turtles and. 122. 123
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recreational. 32?. 428. 443

subsistence. Beaufort Sej. central Alaska. 341

FJC (Fouilh ot July Buuertly Count). 171-72

flammulated owl (Otus jlaninwolns). 67

flannel molh iMfgalopyge crispaia). \6b

tlannelnniuth sucker iCatostomus latipinni.\}. 150

flathead catfish {Pylodiclis olivaris), 151. 432

flathead sole (Hippoglossoides elassodon). 409

flattened musk turtle iStemoiheru.s Jepressus). J J'-f

flatwoods salamander tAmbysionui cinguhiliim). 129

flatworm {PseuJostylochus oslreophgus), 429

flea, spiny water {Bythotrephes cederstntenu). 429. 444

fleabane

Erigerun

heliugraphis. 320. 321

kuschei, 320

lemmonii. 320, 321

prmglei,^2i). 321

flicker

northern {CoUtptes auralus). 231

red-shafted (Colaptvs ciuratiis cufer). 20

yellow-shafted (Colaptes aiiralus), 20

floater, giant {Pxgancdon gnwdis), ISO

floating bladdenvort. large {UlhcuUiria inflafa Walter). 209

flood control

rare forest types and. 220

western riparian ecosystems and, 2S6

wetlands and. 217. 270. 47.*;

fluodplams. 285, See also nptU^ian ecosystems

change. Rio Grande. 290-91

habitat change. 234-36

npanan ecosystem dynamics and. 287

Flora ofAlaska and Neighboring Ternutnes. 202

Flora of the Great Plains, 203

Flora ofNew England. The, 203

Flora of North Ainerua, 19S. 201

Flonda

acid lakes, 419

Amencan dlUgaiov {Alligator mississippiensis) in. 127-28

Audubon's crested caracara (Caraeara plancus audubonii),

82-83

Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission. 127

spectacled caiman {Caiman crocodilus). 435

Flonda Bay. 273

turtles, 121. 122

Florida bear (Ursus ameneaniis flondiutus), 102

Florida Big Bend. 273

Florida Keys, reef fishes. 279-84

Florida Keys National Manne Sanctuary. 279

Florida largemouth bass {Micropterus salmoides floridanus), 148

Florida manatee {Tnehechus manatus latirostris), 267-69

aenal surveys. 268

future, 269

habitat threats. 268

recovery criteria. 268

Flonda pine snake iPituoplus melanoleucus mugttus), 129

Florida Reef Tract. 279

Florida State Collectiomn of Arthropods. 161

Florida subspecies, Amencan kestrel (Falco sparx-erius paidits), 67

flounder

starry [Plattchthys stellatiis), 409. 41 1

winter [Plennmectes americanus), 409, 411

flowenng plants. 200. 201

climate change and, 390

fluled-shell (Uismigona costata), 180

fly

Diptera. 161

Drosophila (Pomance flies), 367-71

Hawaii, 366

robber {Diogmites symmachus). 162

flycatcher, 18

Acadian (Empidonax virescens). 20

alder {Empidonax alnorum). 20

ash-throated (Myiarchus cinerascens), 20

brown-crested (Myiarchus tyrannulus), 20

buff-breasted (Empidoncjx fulvifrons), 320

dusky {Empidonax oberholseri). 20

great crested (Myiarchus crinitus), 20

Hammond's (Empidonax hammondii), 20

least (Empidonax minimus), 20, 299, 420

olive-sided (Contopus borealis). 20

Pacific-slope {Empidonax difficilis), 20

scissor-tailed (Tyrannus forficatus). 20

southwestern willow (Empidonax trailitt extimus), 89-91

western {Empidonax difftcilis), 466

willow (Empidonax iraillii). 17. 20

yellow-bellied { Empidtmax jlaviventris). 20

flying fox. Mariana (Ptcmpiis manannus). 455

flying squirrel, northern (Glancomxs sahnnus). 192. 193

fonofos, 417

food habitat studies. 8

Food Secunty Act of 1985 (Farm Bill), 302, 307. 426

Conservation Title, 423

foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana boylH), 132, 133

forb

Euryops multifida, 321

Mentha pipertia. 176

Forbesichthys agassiz (spnng cavefish). 177

forested wetlands. 475

restoration, 2 1 7

size estimates. 216

Southern, 216-17

Forest Inventory and Analysis program, U.S. Department of

Agnculture Forest Service (USPS). 214

forest land

acid deposition (acid rain) and, 420

air pollution eft'ects, 227

charactenstics of, 214-15

distribution of. 215

environmental degradation and. 205

fragmentation, bird breeding productivity and. 25

growth, 215

growth-removal ratios. 215

harvest, 215

loss of. 472

mixed -conifer, atmospheric deposition and solute transport in.

421-23

mortality. 215

ownership of. 215

sky island ecosystems. 318-22

subalpine. 314-17

tiniberland, 215

U.S. resources, 214-15

forestry practices, red-cockaded woodpecker and. 87. 88

fork-tailed storm-petrel (Oceanodroma furcata). 44

Forster"s tern (Sterna forsteri), 45. 54, 56

fossil plant materials. 224-27

pollen. 224-27

fountain grass (Pennisetiim sciaceum). 364

four-fingered skink. brown (Carlia fusca), 434

Fourth of July Butterfly Count (FJC), 171-72

fox

Arctic (Alopex lagopus). 28. 51. 441

Mariana flying {Pteropits marianmts). 455

red {Vulpes vulpes), 45. 51. 296, 302, 306. 407, 440

fox gecko (Hemidactylus gunwtii), 434

foxglove, giant false- (Aureolaria grandijlora). 231

fox sparrow (Passerella iltaca). 21

foxtail pine {Pmus balfounana), 315, 316. 421

Fractercula conuciilata (homed puffin). 51

fragile papershell mussel ( Leptodea fragilis), 180, 445

Frankltnia alatamuha (Franklinia). 208

Franklinia (Franklinia alatamaha). 208

Franklin's gull {Earns pipLxcan), 19, 45, 54. 56. 297. 299

Fratercula

arctica (Atlantic puffin), 55

cirrhaia {tufted puffin), 46. 51

freshwater algae. 255-56

freshwater diatoms. 256-58

freshwater drum {Aplodinotus gninniens), 261. 263. 447

freshwater fish. See also fish

habitat change, 146

imperiled, 142-47

managed populations, 141. 147-48

Southeastern, 144-46

freshwater gastropod fauna. Mobile Bay basin. 249-52

freshwater limpets ( Ancylidae), 251

freshwater mussels, 177-79, See also mussel

biological pollution and, 179, 181-82

conservation of, 179

current status. 181-82

decline, 178-79

determining status. 177-78

endangered species, 178

historical status, 180-81

Lake Huron-Lake Erie corridor. 179-82

shells, uses of. 177

freshwater protozoa, 252
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freshwater snail {Potamopyrgus anttpodarum). 42^

fringe-toed lizard. 137-38

Coachella Valley {Vma inornata). 118. 137-38

Colorado Valley (Uma notata). 137

Mojave Valley iUma scopaha). 137

fritillary. regal iSpeveria idalia). 166. 174. 175

frog. 117. lis. 124

African clawed {Xenopiis laevis). 433. 4^4. 435. 436

barking {Hyliutophryne augusli). 320

bullfrog {Rami cahshcitino). 433, 434. 435. 452-53

California red-legged iRana aurora (iraytonii). 132

Carolina gopher {Rana capuo capiio). 129

Cascades iRana cascadae). 132

Chincahua leopard {Rana cluruahucmi.s). 139. 320. 327. 32S.

452. 453

Cuban treefrog (Osicopihis septentrionalis). 434

dusky gopher [Rana capita sevosa), 129

eastern dwarf treefrog {Liinria fallax). 434

foothill yellow-legged (Rana boylii). 132. 133

%op\\er {Rana capiio), 125

greenhouse {Eleutherodactylus planlroslris). 434

leopard {Rana spp). 125. 140, 452-53

mountain yellow-legged {Rana muscosa). 133. 134. 466

native ranid. in California. 131-34

northern leopard iRana pipiens). 133-34. 327. 434

northern red-legged {Rana aurora auroral 132

poison-dan {Dendmbaies auratus). 434

ranid (Ranidac). 452

relict leopard {Rana onca). 327

Rio Grande leopard {Rana berlandieri). 133. 453

spotted {Rana preuosa). 132-33. 328

tailed {A.scaphus Iruei). 125

Tarahumara {Rana tarahumarae). 118. 138-40, 321

wood {Rami sxlvalica). 419

wrinkled {Rana rugosa). 434

Yavapai leopard {Rana yavapaiensis). 133, 139. 452-53

frosted elfin bultertly {Incisalia irus). 167, 232

Fulica

americana (American coot), 19. 299. 303

americana alai (Hawaiian coot). 377

fulmar {Fulinarus glacialis), 51

FunduUis alholimatus (whiteline topminnowl. 146

FUNGI,ARS-GRIN,GOV. 191

fungus. 189

biological role of, 189. 190-91, 192

bracket. 192

cup. 192

declines. 193

Internet information. 191

lichen. 194-96

macrofungi. 192-94

microfungi. 190-91

polypore. 192

in southwestern sky islands. 319

species loss. 189

fur seal, northern {Callorhinus ursinus), 95. 96

Fusconaia flava (Wabash pigloe), 180

fusiform elimia {Eliniia fusifortnis). 251

Gadus macrocephalus (cod), 51

gadwall {Anas .strepera). 19. 35, 36. 266. 299. 300, 301

Gallinago gaUinago (common snipe), 79, 59. 62

Gallimda chlorpus sandwicensis (Hawaiian moorhen), 377

Gallus gallus (red junglefowl). 372-73

Galveston Bay

seagrass distribution, 274-75

wetland loss, 270

Gambel's quail (Callipepla gambelii). 19

gambusia
Amistad {Gambusia amistadensis). 143

Clear Creek {Gambusia heierochir). 143

San Marcos {Gambusia georgei), 143

Gambusia

affinis (western mosquitofish), 432. 441

amistadensis (Amistad gambusia), 143

georgei (San Marcos gambusia), 143

heierochir (Clear Creek gambusia). 143

game species

non-native birds, 438

surveys, 5

Gammarus

acherondyles. 176

minus. 176

p.seudoHmneaus. 176

troghphihis (troglobitic amphipod). 177

Gap Analysis Program (GAP). 6. 310. 312. 461,462,463.467.473
land protection status. 463-64

protection of biodiversity through. 465-66

garter snake. 132.326. 328

checkered {Thamnophis marcianiis). 452, 453

Mexican {Thamnophis etpies). 320. 433. 435. 452-53

narrow -headed {Thamnophis rufipunctalus), 327. 328

western terrestnal {Thamnophis elegans). 133

Gostrophyme oUvacea (Great Plains narrow-mouthed toad). 320

gastropod fauna, freshwater. Mobile Bay basin. 249-52

gecko

ashy [Sphaercidacrylus elegans). 434

cosmopolitan house (Hemidactyhis mabauia). 434

day {Phelsuma sp.). 434

fox {Hemidact\liis gamotii). 434

house {Hcmuiactyhis frenatus). 434. 455

Mediterranean house {Hemidaciyhis turcicus). 434

mourning {Lepidodactyhis higabris). 455

ocellated dwarf [Sphaerodactylus argus). 434

reef {Sphaerodactyhts notatus), 434

roughtail {Cyrtopodion scahrum). 434

stump-toed {Gehyra muiilaia). 455

tokay {Gekko gekko). 434

tree {Gehyra oceanica). 455

yellow-headed {Gonatodes alhoguhins). 434

Gehyra
mutHata (stump-toed gecko). 455

oceanica (tree gecko), 455

Gekko gekko (tokay gecko). 434

gene tlow. 147

general circulation models, 392

Generic Flora of the Southeastern United States, 203-4

genetic di\'ersity. See also biodiversity: species diversity

managed populations and, 147-48

in southwestern sky islands, 319-21

genetic variability, 147

gentian, cream [Gentiana alba). 231

Genliana alba (cream gentian), 231

Genyonemus lineatus (white croaker), 409, 41 I

geographic information systems (GIS), 467

tloodplain area analysis via. 234-35

identifying gaps in biodiversity protection with. 463-64

zebra mussel {Dreissena polyntorpha) and. 445

geometer {Brephos infans). 166

Geopelia striata (small barred or zebra dove). 374. 438

George Miksch Avian Research Center, 81

Geothlypis trichas (common yellowthroat). 20. 299. 303

Gettysbury National Military Park. 113

Geum

peckii (mountain avens). 394

triflorum (prairie smoke). 210

giant ameiva {Ameiva ameiva). 434

giant anole, Jamaican {Anolis gannant). 434

giant Canada goose {Branta canadensis maxtma). 27

Giant Canada Goose. The (Hanson). 27

giant false-foxglove (Aureolaria grandiflora). 231

giant floater (Pyganodon grandis). 180

giant kelp {Macrocystis pyrifera). 255

giant sequoia {Sequoiadendron giganteum), 421

giant silkworm moth

Citheronia Imperialis. 166

atheroma sepulchralis, 166

Gila

bicolor

euchila (Fish Creek Springs tui chub), 143

isolata (Independence Valley tui chub), 143

crassicauda (thicktail chub). 143

cypha (humpback chub), 150. 151

ditaenia (Sonora chub). 320

elegans (bonytail). 150. 151, 309, 324-26

intermedia (Gila chub), 150. 320

nigrescens (Chihuahua chub). 143

robusta

jordani (pahranagat chub), 150

robusta (roundlail chub), 150

rosetail chub, 320

seminuda (Virgin chub), 150

Gila chub {Gila intermedia), 150. 320

Gila elegans (bonytail), 150. 151, 309, 324-26

Gila monster {Helodenna suspectum), 321, 328

Gila River. 149, 150

Gila River basin, sky islands, 3 1 8

Gila topminnow {Poeciliopsis occidentalis). 143. 150
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Gila trout {.OiHorhxnchns giluc). }5l>

gili nets, seabirds and. 51

GIS. See geographic information systems (GIS)

gizzard shad {Dorosomo cepediamini), 240, 261. 262. 263

Glacier National Park. 99

cutthroat trout. 153-54

non-native fish, 153-54

wintenng bald eagles {Haliaeclu.s U-ua'ccphalus). 329

Gliiiu idiuni

hrasilianum cactorum (ferruginous pygmy owl). 67^ 69

i^iionui (northern pygmy owl), 67

Glaucomys sahriiuis (northern flying squirrel), 193

glaucous-winged gull \Liinis gUmcescens). 19, 45, 51

Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. 327

wintering bald eagles [Huiuieetiis leucocephalus), 329

global climate change. 385-95. See also climate change; tempera-

lure change

changes in the Northeast. 3W-91

Coloradt) Rockies. 31 1

delemiining impacts of. 3S5

flora and. 392-95

nesting behavior of Arctic geese and. 389

overview, 385-86

southwestern sky islands and. 322

subalpine forest growth and. 315-17

warming. 227. 322, 385-86. 392

wetland loss and. 217

winter ranges of birds and, 386-89

globally rare community types. 219

globeflower. spreading (Trollius laxiis). 209

Gliiiieu Iwrnvii^t (protozoan). 443

gnatcatcher

black-tailed iPnliopliUi im-Uinuni). 20

blue-gray {Pitluipiila caerulca). 20. 466

California {Polii>ptilu iulifonuca). 466

goat (Capni hinus). 440. 441

godwit

bar-tailed {Limosa Uipponica), 62

Hudsonian (Limosa hoentaslica), 59, 62

m;irbled {Limosa fedoa). 19, 59. 62, 396

golden aster. Ruth's (Pifyopsis mthii), 400

golden-crowned kinglet {Reguhis sairapa). 20. 22

golden eagle {Aquila chrysaetos). 67. 338. 340. 387. 466

causes of death. 68

goldeneye. 36, 266

Barrow's. 36

common (Buccphala cUin^itUi). 36. 420

golden-fronted woodpecker [Meiancrpi-s aunfnms), 20

golden-plover
American [Pluvialis Jomniica). 58. 59. 62, 64

Pacific (Phtvuilisfulva), 62. 373

goldenrod. white-haired iSoliJago albopilosa), 401

golden shiner {Nolemiiionus insolt'iicas). 261. 262, 432

golden trout [Oticoriiynchu.\ aguahonita), 432

goldfinch

American [Caniuelis rrisiis), 21, 22. 299

lesser (Carduelis psaliria), 21

goldfish iCarassius auratus). 240, 261. 262, 432. 432

Gomphonema sp., 257

Gonafodes albogidaris (yellow-headed gecko). 434

goose
Arctic. 30-34. 388

Canada (Branta canadensis), 19, 26-33, 266

Aleutian {Branta canadensis leucopareia). 28. 30, 31, 32

cackling {Branta canadensis minima), 26. 28. 30, 31. 33

giant {Branta canadensis maxima). 26. 27. 29

interior, 28, 29

moffitti- 27. 28, 29

occidentalis, 28

Tavemer's (Branta canadensis lavemeri), 33

Vancouver {Branta canadensis fidva). 28. 30-31. 32

dusky Canada. 32

emperor {Chen canagica). 30, 31. 33

greater white-fronted (Anser albifrons frontalis). 30. 31. 33

Hawaiian or nene (Branta sandvicensis), 377. 379

lesser snow {Chen caerulescens caerulescens), 30. 33

monitoring. 15-16

snow {Chen caerulescens), 266. 388

tule white-fronted (Anser albifrons gambeli), 30, 31

Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. 31

gopher frog (Rana capito). 125. 130

Carolina (Rana capito capito). 129

dusky (Rana capito serosa). 129

gopher lono'isc (Gopheriis polyphemus). 119, 129, 130

Gopherus

agassizii (desert torioise). lb. 74. 1 19. 135-36. 407

hcrUindu-ri (Texas tortoise). 1 19

polyphcmus {gopher tOTtoi)^e). 119. 129

goshawk, northern (Accipiter gentdis). 6f), 67. 320

grackle

boat-tailed (Quiscaliis major), 21

common {Quiscalus qmscula). 21, 299

great-tailed (Qtuscalus incxicaniis). 21

grama-tobosa prairie, 472

Grand Bay National Wildlife Refuge. 76

Grand Canyon National Park, 327

southwestern willow flycatcher, 89-91

wintenng bald eagles (Haliaeeius leucocephaliis), 328. 329

granite night lizard iXantusia henshawi), 466

granite spiny lizard {Sceloporus orcutii). 466

Grapfemys, 1 20

barhotin (Barbour's map turtle). 119, 120

caglei (Cagle's map turtle), 1/9

flavimacuUita (yellow-blotched map turtle). 1 19

oculifera (ringed map turtle), 1 19

grass. 201

buftel {Pennisetum cilaris). 321

clover {Halophila engelmanni), 273

fountain {Pennisetum setaceum), 364

Kentucky bluegrass {Poa pratensis). 47 1

manatee {Syringodium filtfonne), 273. 274, 276. 277

reed canary (Phalaris anoidniacea), 249

rice {Stipa hxmentHdes). 226

shoal (Halodule svnghtu), 273. 274, 276

star. 273. 274

turtle (Thalassia testudinum), 273. 274. 276

widgeon (Ruppia maritima). 273, 274

grass carp [Ctenopharxngodtm idclla). 261. 263. 429, 432

grasshopper, 163-65

bandwmg {Pardalophora baldemani). 164

clear-winged (Camnula pellucida), 164

Eximacris superhum, 164-65

flying species, 165

management implications, 165

Marginatus group, species MeUmoplus, 163, 164

migratory (Melanoplus sanguinipes), 164

natural range increases. 163-64

nonflying species. 165

Pardalophora apiculata. 164

Pleistocene island species, 165

range reductions and extinctions. 164-65

sky island species. 163, 165

laxonomic status, 163

Trimerotropic

huroniana, 164

maritima, 164

two-stnped (Melanoplus bivittatus). 164

unnatural range increases. 164

grasshopper sparrow (Ammodromus savanuarnm). 21. 297, 299,

302. 303. -;66

grasslands, 469, 471-72, See also Great Plains

birds. 18.396-98

conversion, shorebirds and, 63. 64

Great Plains, 295

non-native. 465

retired agricultural land. 424-25

tall-grass prairie butterfly community, 174-76

gras siand-shrubland. 469

gray bat (Myotis grisescens). 176

gray catbird (Dumetella carolinensis), 20, 299

gray-cheeked thrush (Catharus minimus), 20

gray hawk

Austurina plagiata, 67

Buteo nitidus, 67, 320

gray-headed junco (Junco hyetnalis caniceps), 21

gray jay (Perisoreus canadensis), 20

grayling, Arctic (Thymallus arcticus), 432

gray owl, great (Strix nebulosa). 67

gray (or Hungarian) partridge (Perdix perdix), 437, 438

Gray's Manual of Botany, 203

gray snapper (Lutjanus griseus), 282-83

Gray's vireo (Vireo vicinior). 466

gray swiftlet {Aerodramus \anikorensis), 455

gray warbler, black-throated (Dendroica nigrescens), 20

gray wo\( {Canis lupus), 98-100, 109. 321, 337. 338, 340. 358

caribou (Rangifer tarandus) and, 347-48

counting. 347

factors impeding recovery, 99
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Lake Superior region. 99

Mexican iCanis lupus bailexi). 318, 320

outlook, 100

reclassification of. 98-99

weather and. 347-48

western U.S.. 99

greasewood {SarcohuUts vennicuUiUis). 226

great black-backed gull {Luins mannus). /V. 54, 55

great blue heron (Arden herodiu.s), 53. 54. 55

great crested flycatcher (Myiarchus criniUts). 20

great crested tern {Sterna bergil), 373

great egret {Casmerodius alhus), 19

greater "amakihi {Hemignathus sai;iuiro.srn.s). 376

greater amberjack {Seriohi dunwrili). 2S2

greater koa-finch iRIiodacaiUlus palmeri). 376

greater scaup (Aythya mania). 35. 36

greater white-fronted goose lAnser alhifmns froiuolis), 30. 31. 33

greater yeilowiegs {Tringa melanolema). 59, 62

Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 312-14

ecosystem management by species, 312-14

landscape model. 314

great gray owl iStnx nehulosu). 67

great homed owl (Bubo virginiamts). 67

Great Lakes

commercial fishmg. 244-46

discharge of PCBs mto. 414

fish contaminant trends, 242-44

high waters. 249

lake irout (Salvelimis namayciisln. 244-46

low waters, 249

non-native species. 428. 430. -W2-47

regulated, wetlands in, 247-49

vascular plants. 203

water levels. 247-49

water quality improvements, canvasback and. 42

zebra mussel {Dreissena polymorpha). 409. 445-47

Great Lakes National Program Office. U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (USEPA). 242

Great Lakes Science Center. National Biological Senice (NBS),

242

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, 244

Great Plains. 295-307

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), and. 296. 302-3

coyote, 305-7

duck nest success. 300-302

grassland birds. 296-98

migratory birds. 298-300. 302-3

native praine fishes. 295. 303-5

overview, 295-96

piping plover threats, 78-79

vascular plants, 203

Great Plains narrow-mouthed load {Gasirophynie oUvucea), 320
Great Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge, 78

Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 196

black bear. 102

great-tailed grackle (Qtiiscalu.s iiw.xicanu.s). 21

great white shark iCarcharodon carcluuias), California sea otter

and. 112

grebe, pied-billed {Podilymbui podueps). 389

green anole

Anolis carolirtensis. 434

Hispaniolan {Anolis chlorocyanus), 434

greenhouse frog (Eleutherodactylus planirosiris), 434

greenhouse gases. 392

green iguana {Iguana iguana), 434

green sea turtle {Chelonia mydas). 1 19

green stink bug. southern (Nezara vtridula), 366

green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus). 240, 432

green swordtail {Xiphophorus lielleri), 432

green-tailed towhee {Pipilo chlorurus). 20

green tree skink iLamprolepis smaragdina), 434

green turtle {Chelonia mydas), 121. 122-23

green warbler, black-throated {Dendroica virens), 20

green-winged teal {Anas crecca), 35, 36. 266

grey whale {Escbrichtius robusuis). 95

grizzly bear (t/rjH5 arcios). 103-5. 228. 229. 312. 313. 320. 321.

338. 347. 358

hunting. 103. 105

grosbeak
black-headed {Pbeuciicus melanocephalus). 20

blue {Guiraca caerulea). 20. 466

evening (Coccothraustes vespertinus). 21. 387

Kona {Chloridops konal 376

pine {Pinicola enucleator). 21

rose-breasted {PheucUcus ludovicianus). 20

ground dove, common {Columbina passenna). 19

groundfish. Alaskan seabirds and. 51

ground lizard. South Amencan (Ameiva amttva\. 434

groundsel tSenccio huacinicanus), 320

ground squirrel {Spermophilus spp.), 109

groundwater, riparian ecosystem dynamics and, 287

grouper, 282

Nassau [Epmephehis strialus). 282

Gru.\

americana (whooping crane), 405. 406, 407

canadensis (sandhill crane), 19

pulla (Mississippi sandhill crane), 75-77

Gryouima. 249-50

Guadalupe bass {Micropterus ireculh. 147

Guam
manne toad {Bufo marinus). 435

non-native species, 454-56

guillemot, pigeon {Cepphus columba). 46. 51

Gutraca caerulea (blue grosbeak), 20. 466

Gulf Coast Joint Venture. North Amencan Waterfowl Management
Plan, 217

Gulf inlracoasta! Waterway, 276. 277

Gulf oi Mextci)

canvasbacks, 42

coastal wetlands, 269-72

northern, seagrass distribution, 273-75

gull, 16,51

California {Larus califomicus). 19. 45

Franklin's {Larus pipiMun). 19. 45, 54. 56. 297. 299

glaucous-winged {Larus glaucescens), 19,45, 51

great black-backed {Larus marinus), 19, 54

Heemiann"s {Larus beermanni), 45

hemng \ Larus argenkiuis). 19. 53, 54. 55-56

laughing {Larus atricilla). 19

nng-billed {Larus delawarensis). 19. 45, 54. 56

western {Uirus occidenialis). 45

gull-billed tern {Sterna ndotica). 46. 54. 56

Gulo gulo (wolvenne), 358

guppy {Poecilia reticulata), 432

Gutterezia sarotbrae (snakeweed). 226

Gymnocepbalus cemuus (ruffe), 429, 430, 443

Gymnodenna lineare, 196

Gytnnogyps californianus (California condor), 16. 67. 80-81

Gymnorbinus cyanocepbalus (pinyon jay), 20

gymnosperms, 200. 201

gypsy moth {Lymantna dispar). 441

gyrfalcon {Falco ruslicolus). 67

Gyroloma. 25!

excisa (excised slitshell). 25]

lewisii (striate slitshell), 251

pagoda (pagoda slitshell). 251

pumila (nbbed slitshell). 251

pyramidata (pyramid slitshell), 251

watkcri (round slitshell). 251

habitat assessment, 461-75

biodiversity, southwestern California, 465-66

land charactenstics. federal data bases, 467-68

landscape change, momtonng with satellite imagery. 468-73

overview, 461-63

vegetation cover types, LUah. 463-64

wetlands. 473-75

Habitat Conservation Plan, 137

habitat loss/change. See also human influences

agriculture and, 423, 424

aquatic ecosystems. 178. 234-36

avian diseases and, 401-4

Columbia River basin. 156

edge effect. 160

extinction and, 452

fragmentation, 146

Hawaiian bird deline and, 376. 378

human influences and. 404

insects and, 161

inventory and monitoring programs, 5

invertebrates and. 159-60

mammals and, 93-94

praine, 174. 175

protection against, endangered and threatened species and, 466

reptiles and amphibians and, 118, 131

Upper Mississippi River (UMR) floodplain. 234-36

wetlands, 216, 236-38. 473-74. 475

winter ranges of birds and. 386-87
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Haemutopits
bachmani (black oyslercatcher), 62

palliatus (Amencan oy>-tercalcher). 62

Halcyon cinnamomma (Micronesian kingfisher). 455

Haleakala National Park. 363-64. 374

Haleakala silversword

Ari>yro.xiphitim siuulwtccnst' ssp, luacrncephalttin, 362. 363-64

tlowenng. 363. 364

population trends. 363-64

recovery of, 362

threats to, 364

trends. 364

Argyroxiphium sanJwIcense ssp. samhvncnsc. 363

Haleakala Volcano, 363

HaUaeetns Icucocephalus (bald eagle). 16. 44, 66-67, 68. 30'^),

328-30. 3S7. 38Q. 413, 415, 466

Haloditie wn^hiu fshoa! grass). 273. 274. 276

Haitiphthi

decipiens, 273

engelmanni (star grass). 273

Hamamelis vir^iuiaiia (common witch-hazel). 390

Hammond's tlycatcher {Empidomix hammondii). 20

Hanson, Harold C. 27

Haplopedu hrcvis (stonefly), 185. 1S6

harbor porpoise (Phococna phncoerm), 94. 95, 96

harbor seal {Phoca viiuUna). 52. 94, 96

h;irdwoods, 2 15

hare

snowshoc [LcpHs amcrndnus). 359

tundra or Arctic [Lepus oihus or L. timidus). 338. 359

harelip sucker {Moxosumui lacerum). 146

harlequin duck [Histritmicus hislrionicus). 35. 36

harrier, nttrthcm {Circus cyaneus). 67, 387

Hams' hawk (Pamhiirco unicinciiis), 67

haul outs. Pacific walrus iOdohetius rusmarus dtvcrgcns). 356

Havasu National Wildlife Refuge. 287

Hawaii, 361-81

birds. 372-75

avian disea.se and, 378. 380

breeding visitor species, 373

competition among. 378-79

conservation outlook. 380-81

current status. 372-74

endemic. 376-81

extinction. 375

forest birds. 379-80

habitat loss, 376. 378

native species. 372. 374

non-native. 372-73. 375. 379, 437. 455-56

seabirds. 379

visitor species, 373. 374

waterbirds. 374. 379-80

DropsophiUi (Romance flies). 367-71

endemic species, 361

extinctions, 367. 371

fern. 201-2

Haleakala silversword {Argyroxiphium sandwicense ssp. macro-

cfphidinn).

363-64

msects. 365-67, 368-71

extinctions. 367, 371

introduced parasites, 366-67

non-native species. 365. 366-67. 379

survey needs. 367

non-native species. 361-62. 364, 379. 428. 441-42

birds. 372-73. 375, 379. 437. 455-56

insects, 365, 366-67. 379

predators. 379

ungulates, 370

overview. 361-63

persistent contamination in. 413

rain forests. 370

species at risk, 362

species extinction. 361

vascular plants. 201-2. 206

Hawaii "akepa (Loxops coccineus coccineus). 378

Hawaii 'akialoa iHemlgnathus obscitrus obscurus). 376

Hawaii "amakihi (Hemignathus virens virens), 377

Hawaiian coot (Fidicu americana alai). 377

Hawaiian crow Calala) iCon'us hawaiiensis), 377. 381

Hawaiian duck (koloa) {Anas wyvilliana), 377. 379

Hawaiian goose (nene) (Branta sandvicensis). 377. 379

Hawaiian hawk (Buieo soliiahus), 67. 377

Hawaiian monk seal, 95

Hawaiian moorhen {GalHnida chlorpus sandwicensis). 377

Hawaiian noddy {Anous minuius melanogenys), 377, 379

Hawaiian owl (pueo) (Asio flammeus sandwichensis). 377

Hawaiian picture-wing Drosophila {Drosoplula conspicua), 369

Hawaiian rail {Porzana sandwichensis). 376. 380

Hawaiian still {Hiniantopus mexicanus knudseni), 377

Hawaiian Wetland Bird Recovery Plan. 374

Hawaii Biological Sur\'ey. 362

Hawaii creeper {Oreomyslis manu). 378

Hawaii Division of Forestry and Wildlife, 374

Hawaii 'elepaio [Chasiempis sandwichensis sandwichensis), 377

Hawaii Forest Bird Survey. 374, 379

Hawaii Hentage Program. 362

Hawaii manio (Drepanis pacifica). 376

Hawaii 'o'o [Moho nobilis). 376

Hawaii thrush Coma'o) iMxadestes obscurus). 380

Hawaii. University of. 365

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. 369. 370, 371

hawk, 16

broad-winged {Buieo platyprerus). 67

common black (ButeogaUus anthracinus). 67

Cooper's {Acctpiler cooperii), 67

ferruginous {Buteo regalis). 67. 69. 297, 387

gray i Buteo nilidus or Ausfurina phigutta). 67. 320

Hams" (Parahuleo unicinctus). 67

Hawaiian [Buieit solitanus). 67. 377

Puerto Rican broad-winged (Buteo platypierus brunnescens). 67

red-shoufdered (Buteo lineatus), 67

red-tailed iButeo Jamaicensis). 67

rough-legged (Buteo lagopus), 67

sharp-shinned (Acciptter striatus). 67

short-tailed [Buteo brachyurus). 67

Swainson's (Buteo swainsimi). 67

white-tailed (Buteo albuaudatus). 67

zone-tailed (Buteo albonotatus). 67

hawkmoth

Sphingidae, 172, 173

spurge [Hyles euphorbiae). 162

hawk owl, northern iSumia uhda). 67

hawk^bill (Eretmochehs imbricata). J 19. 121, 123

haying management, butterfly population and. 175

health, population. 23

hearty elimia (Ehmut jonesi). 251

heavy metal posioning, Tarahumara frog (Kana tarahumarae). 139,

140

heelsplitter

creek {Lasmtgona eompressa). 180

pink (PotamUus alatus). 180. 181. 182

white (Lasmtgona complanata complanata). 180

Heemiann's gull iLurus heennonni). 45

hellbender iCnptobranchus alleganiensis), 125

HeUhlenmi su.spectum (Gila monster). 327. 328

Hemaris gracilis (sphinx moth). 166

Hemidactyliis

frenatits (house gecko). 434. 455

frenaius (lizard), 454

gamotii (fox gecko), 434

mabouia (cosmopolitan house gecko), 434

turcicus (Mediterranean house gecko), 434

Hemignathus
lucidus

affinus (Maui nukupu'u), 377

hanapepe (Kauai nukupu'u). 377

zlucidus (Oahu nukupu'u). 376

munroi Cakiapola'au). 376. 377

obscurus

ellisianus (Oahu "akialoa). 376

lanaiensis (Lanai 'akialoa), 376

obscurus (Hawaii "akialoaj. 376

parvus Canianiau), 377

procerus (Kauai 'akialoa). 377

sagiiiirostris (greater 'amakihi), 376

virens

'amakihi. 376

chloris (Oahu 'amakihi). 377. 378

stejnegeri (Kauai 'amakihi), 377

virens (Hawaii "amakihi), 377

wilsoni (Maui 'amakihi), 377

Hemileuca mala (buck moth). 232

hemlock, mountain (Tsuga mertensiana). 315

Henslow's sparrow {Ammodramus henslowii). 297

Hepatica acutiloba (hepatica). 390

hepatica {Hepatica acutiloba). 390

hepatics. 197
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heptachlor, 413

herbaceous ecosyslenis. rare, 214, 220

hcrmil thrush iCatfuints giithiiiis). 20

hernnt warbler {Demlroica occiJcnriihs]. 20

heron. 55

black-crowned night- iNycricttrax nuliconix). 54. 55

great blue iAnk'u herodias). 53. 5-^

httle blue {Egreiia caerulea). 19

Ht'tpesies aiiropimctalus (mongoose). 37S. 441

herpetofauna, II 7- 1 S

in endangered longlealpine ecosystem. 129-31

herring

bUieback {AU^sa acsuvulis). 261. 2h2

Cluptii luireniiu^, 51

lake {Coregonus arledi). 17Q

hemng gull iLitrus cu-i>enhiius). 19, 53. 5-/. 55-56

Hesperia
dacotac (Dakota skipper), 174. 175

leonordiis (savanna skipper). 232

nu'tea (:f.avanna skipper). 232

Heteroptera. 161

Hi-h-ni.sceliis incamts (wandenng tattler). 62

heterotropic protozoa. 252-54

heterozygosity, 75

hexachlorobenzene. 40S

Hexugenia. 181.236

hilineata (burrowing mayfly). 183-84

limhaUi (burrowing mayfly), 183-84

Hihiscadelphus gijfardkimts, 367

hjckopv'nut [Obovaria filivaria), h^O

hickor\nul. round iOhnvana stdin'mnda). hSO

high-spired elnnia {Ehiiua harimaniatw). 251

Hiko spnngfish iCreiiicluhys haileyi grandis). 150

Himalayan raspberry, yellow {Rubus clHpticus), 370

Himantopus
niexiccmus (black-necked stilt). 19, 59. 62

tnt'xicaniis knudseni (Hawaiian stilt). 377

Himatione sangiiinea

freeihu (Laysan honeycreeper). 376

sangidnea Capapane). 37S

Htppoglossoides elassodon (flathead sole). 409

Hirumio

pyirhonota (cliff swallow), 20. 299

ruslico (bam swallow). 20, 299

Hispaniolan green anole iAnolis chlowcyanits). 434

Histrionicus hislhoniciis (harlequin duck). 35. 36

H.J, Andrews Expenmental Forest, Orgeon, insect sun.'ey. 161

Homohadeini badisiriga (owlet moth), /66, 167

Homopiera (aphids. leaf hoppers, scale insects), 161

hone>bee
Afncanized, 448-51

Apis mellifera. 85

European, 448-51

Italian {Apis nwUifera ligusncu). 44K

honeycreeper. 376

Laysan (Himatione sanguinea freeihti), 376

hooded warbler iWilsonia citrina), 20

hookbill, Lanai i Dysmorodrepunis nninroi), 376

hook-billed kite (Chondroliierax uncinafus), 67

hooters (Mexican spotted owl callers). 331

homed lark {Eremophila cdpestris). 20, 297, 299. 303

homed lizard

coast iPht'\ru>sonui coronalum). 466

Texas iPhrynosoma connitiim), 434

homed owl, great {Bubo virginianus), 67

homed puffin [Fraclercida coniiculata), 51

homwort, 197

noristic inventones. 198. 199-200

horse (Eqiuis coballiis). 440. 441. 456-57

Horsehoe Reef. 283

house finch {Carpodacus mexicanus). 21, 439

house gecko

cosmopolitan (Hcniidacr\lus niabmiia), 434

Hemidactyhis fremitus. 434. 455

Mediterranean {Hemidactyhis lurcicus). 434

house mouse {Mus musculus), 454

house shrew {Subcus murimis). 454

house sparrow {Passer domesticus). 21. 299, 437. 438. 439

house wren [Troglodytes aedon). 20. 299

Howes Prairie Marsh. 224-25

Hudsonian godwit [Limosa haemastica). 59. 62

Hudson River, nearshore fish assemblage. 260-63

changes, 261-62

implications of changes, 262-63

surveys, 260-61

human influences. 397-426. See also habitat loss/change; pesticides

acid deposition (acid rain), 41S-20

agricultural ecosystems. 423-26

amphibians and reptiles. 1 18

atmospheric deposition and solute transport, in niuniane

mixed-conifer

forest. 421-23

avian diseases, habitat change and. 401-4

Canada goose {Branta canadensis], 27

captive propagation, introduction, and translocation programs,

404-7

climate change. 394

coastal erosion. 278, 279

coastal and marine ecosystems, 259-60

Colorado Rockies, 310-11

contaminants in coastal fish and mollusks, 408-1 1

coral reef ecosystems. 283

endangered species, federal lands and, 398-401

Florida Keys ecosystem, 279

freshwater fish, 142

habitat loss and, 404

Interior West ecosystems, 309

mammals, 93-94

non-native species and. 427

organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides, 416-18

ov^erview. 397-98

persistent environmental contaminants. 411-15

riparian ecosystems, 286, 287

seagrass loss, 273, 275

terrestrial ecosystems, 214

west coast breeding seabirds. 43

wetland loss and. 270

winter ranges of birds. 386-87. 389

Humid Temperate Domain, shorebirds. 60-61

hummingbird
black-chinned {Archiloehus alexandri). 466

broad-tailed {Selasphorus platyeereiis), 20

Costa's {Calyptae cosiae), 466

mfous {Selasphorus rufus). 20

humpback chub (G//rt tv/j/w), 150. 151

humpback whale. 94, 95

Hungarian (gray) partridge (Perdix perdix), 437, 438

hunting

American alligator {AUigator niississippiensis). 128

bVdck bear {Ursus americanus). 100. 101. 102

Canada goose {Branta canadensis). 26-27. 28

canvasback {Aythya valisineria). 41

canbou (Rangifer tarandus). 357

duck, 37

grizzly bear {Ursus arctos). 103. 105

Kodiak brown bear {Ursus arctos middendorffi), 349-50

North An:iencan elk {Cerx'us elaphus). 1 15. 1 16

polar bear {Ursus maritimus), 351

sea otter {Enhydra httris). 355

shorebirds and. 57

wild turkey {Meleagris galiopavo). 71

Huperzia haleakakie (lycopod), 206

hurricanes

coastal and marine ecosystems and. 259

Puerto Rican parrot and. 84-85

hyacinth, wild {Camassia scilloides). 231

Hybognathus pkicitus (plains minnow), 304

Hydnum repandum, 193

hydraulic change, western riparian ecosystems and, 285-91

Hydric Soils of the United Slates. 474

hydrilla {HydriUa verticiUata), 264. 429

Hydrilla verticiUata (hydrilla), 264. 429

Hydrobatidae (storm-petrels), 43-44

Hydrobiidae (pebblesnails). 249. 251

hydrology

regions, southeastern U.S.. 144-45

riparian ecosystem dynamics and. 287

Hydroperla

crosbyi (stonefly). 186

fugitans (stonefly). 186

Hylactophryne augusti (barking frog). 320

Hyla eximia (mountain treefrog), 327

Hyles euphorbiae (spurge hawkmoth). 162

Hylocichla mustelina (wood thrush), 20. 25. 420

Hymenoptera (ants. bees, wasps, sawtlies), 161

Hypentelium nigricans (northem hog sucker), 267, 263
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ibis, 55

white {Eiuioctniiis tilhu.s). 19. 54. 55

white-faced (PlegcuUs diilii). 54. 55

ichncumonid wasps. Hawaii. 366

hlalurus

furcalus (blue catfish). 4^2

price! (Yaqui catfish), 320

ptiiHUKus (channel catfish). 151. 432

htcnu virens (vellow-breasled chat), 20, 231, 466

h tcnis

i;a!ht(la (Baltimore oriole), 21

galbula huUockii (Bullock's oriole). 21

pansorum (Scott's oriole), 21

sptirius (orchard oriole). 21, 231

IctinUi mississippiensis (Mississippi kite), 67. 297

Iguana

desert {Dipsosattrus dorsahs). 327

green { Iguana ii>uanu). 434

Mexican spiny-tailed iCtcnosatira pcciinara). 434

Iguana iguaiui (green iguana). 434

"i'iwi (Vestiaria coccinea), 376, 378. 379. 380

Illinois

American badger. l(}8-9

ca\cs and springs, 176-77

sloncHy. IK4-S7

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (lEPA), 240

Illinois Natural History Suney (INHS), 161. 183. 185. 239

Illinois River

electrofishing survey. 239-41

fish populations, 239-41

pollution of. 239

immunoconiraceplion, for controllmg wild horses, 457

inbreeding depression, 147

Incisalia

/i(Vir/ci (elfin butterfly), 167

irus (frosted eifin bultertly). 167. 232

inclusion body disease of cranes, 403

Independence Valley tui chub {Gila hicolor isolara). 143

Indiana bat {MyoUs sodahs). 97-98. 176

Indiana Bat Recovery Team, 97

Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, 224-25, 226

Indian monitor h/iyd iVaranu.s indinn). 455

Indian-planlain, pale {Cacalia atnp/itifoiia). 231

Indian River Lagoon, 269

indigo bunting {Passerina cyaneu). 20. 231

indigo snake, eastern {Drymarchon corais couperi). 129

industrial development, wetland loss and. 270

inland salt marsh. 220

insecticides. See also DDE pesticides, DDT pesticides; organochlo-

rine pesticides; pesticides

aquatic insects and. 182

insects

Albany pine barrens. 166-67

aquatic, 182-84

diversity and abundance of. 161-62

extinctions. 367

habitat change and. 161

Hawaiian. 365-67. 368-71. 379

immature stages, 161

as indicators of ecosystem health, 365

non-native species, 365, 366-67. 379, 429

in southwestern sky islands, 319, 320

surveys. 161-62

Insects of Virginia. Blacksburg. 161

Institute for Bird Populations. 24

interior cypress forest, southern. -^65

interior least tern {Sterna antillarum alhalussos). 54. 55. 56

Interior Plateau hydrologic region, 145

Interior West ecosystems. 309-35

Colorado Plateau

amphibian and reptile diversity, 326-28

Mexican spotted owl. 330-31

Colorado River Basin

bonytail and razorback sucker. 324-26

wintering bald eagles, 328-30

Colorado Rockies. 310-12

desen bighorn sheep, 333-35

Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 312-14

human activities and, 309

overview, 309-10

Pyramid Lake, Nevada, cui-ui. 323-24

Rocky Mountain National Parks, bighorn sheep. 332-33

southwestern sky island ecosystems, 318-22

subalpine forests, 314-17

hifennounlain Flora. 201. 202

Intemiountain region, vascular plants. 202

intermountam sagebrush {Arteniisiaspp.). 222

International Association of Fish and Wildlife Service Agencies,
424

International Biological Program, 369

International Legume Data Information System (ILDIS), 201

International Paper Company. 217

International Shorebird Survey (ISS), 58, 64

International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources (lUCN, now World Conservation Union), 399

Species Survival Commission (lUCN/SSCl, 101

International Whaling Commission (IWC), 95

Inlcniet, microfungi mfonnation on. 191

interrupted rocksnail {Lt-pioxis fonmmii). 251

introduced species. See non-native species

Inupiai Eskimos. 341

inventory and monitoring programs. 5

examples. 5

forest. 214-15

international. 4

national, 4. 473

non-native species, 431-32

purpose of. 2

satellite imagery for, 468-73

inversion polymorphism, in Dropsophila (Pomance flies), 369

invertebrates. 159-87

habitat change and. 159

metamorphosis. 159

overview, 159-60

loiichihys phlegethonlis (least chub). 143

Iridomynnex hunulis (Argentine ant), 364, 366

Isogenoides i(;/7(;/f.s- (stonefly). 185, IH6

Isoperla

bilineata {<.{onei\y). 186. 187

hurksi (stonetly). 185, 186

conspicua (stonefly), 185. 186

decepta (stonefly), 186

longiseta (stonefly). 186

Hwr/vma (stonefly). 185, 186

mohh (stonefly), 186

nana (stonefly), 186

richardsoni (stonefly), 186

Italian honeybee {Apis mellifera ligusttca). 448

Italian wall lizard {Podarcis sicula), 434

lUCN (World Conser\'ation Union, formerly International Union

for the Conservation of Nature), 399

Ixoreus naevius (varied thrush). 20

Izembek Lagoon, habitats. 32-33

Jackson County. Mississippi, Mississippi sandhill crane population.

76

Jackson's chameleon [Ciuimaeleo jacksonii). 434

jaguar {Felis onca). 320. 321

Jamaican giant anole (Anolis gamiani), 434

Japanese snail [Ocenehra japonica). 429

Japanese white-eye (Zosterops japonicus). 374

javelina (Tayassu tajacu). 322

jay

blue (Cyanocitta chstata). 20

gray {Pensoreus canadensis), 20

pinyon (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus). 20

scrub {AphelcKoma coerulescens). 20

Steller's (Cyanocitta stelleri). 20

Jemez Mountains salamander (Plethodon neomexicanus). 327, 328

Jepson Manual. The. Higher Plants of California. 202

jewfish {Epinephelus itajara). 282

johnny dasler {Etheostoma nigrum). 143

junco

gray-headed {Junco hyemalis caniceps). 21

Oregon {Junco hyemalis oregonus). 21. 22

slate-colored (Junco hyemalis). 21.22

Junco

hyemalis (slale-colored junco). 21. 22

hyemalis caniceps (gray-headed junco). 21

hyemalis oregonus (Oregon junco), 21. 22

June sucker (Chasmistes liorus micius). 143

junglefowl, red (Gallus gallus). 372-73

juniper

single-seeded (Juniperus monospenna). 223

Utah (Juniperus osteospenna). 223

western (Juniperus occidentaUs). 223. 315

woodlands

altered fire regimes, 222. 223
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northern. •Jf)5

Juniptrus

monosperma (single-seeded juniper). 223

occidenialts (western jumper). 223

osieosfwnmi (Utah jumper), 223

kama'o iMyaJcstfs myatlcsn/ins], ^71

kangaroo rat

Merriani's iDipodomys nwrnami). 466

Pacific or agile [Dipodomys iiiiiliM). 466

Stephens' (Dipodomys slephensi), 466

Kamer blue butterfly {LxcaeiJt.s itwli^sa sumuflis). 166. 167. 172,

224-25. 232, -?95. 401

karst limestone regions, Illinois, biota, 176-77

Kauai 'akepa (Loxops coccineus caeruleirostris), 378

Kauai "akialoa {Hemignathus procerus), 377

Kauai 'amakihi {Hemignathus virens stejnegeri). 377

Kauai creeper {Oreomyslis hciirdi). 378

Kauai "elepaio iChaswmpis sumhyuliensis sclateri), 377

Kauai nukupu'u {Hemigmiihus lucidus hanapepe). 377

Kauai thrush, small (puaiohij {MyaJesies pulmen). 380

Kauai "o'o {Moho braccatus), 377

kelp, giant {Macrocysiis pyrtfera). 235

kelp bass (Paralahrax ciathratus], 41 1

Kemp"s ridley [Lepidocheiys kempii). 119. 121. 123

Kendall Warm Spnngs dace iRhmichihys osculus thermahs). 150

Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis). 471

Kentucky warbler iOporomis formosus). 20

kestrel

American {Falco spanerius). 67

Amencan (Flonda subspecies). iFalco spanerius paulus). 67

Keterson National Wildlife Refuge. 415

Key Largo. 281

key silverside {Menidia conchorum), 281

kidneysheil {Ptychohranchus fasciolaris). 180

Kilauea Volcano. 370

kiWdccr {CluiradrIus voctferus). 19. 58. 59. 62. 299

kingbird

Cassin"s (Tyrannus vociferans). 20

eastern {Tyramius tyratmus). 20. 299. 420

western (Tyrannus verlicalis). 20. 299

king eider. 36

kingfisher

belted (Ceryle alcyon), 420

Micronesian (Halcyon cinnamomina). 455

kinglet

golden-crowned (Regulus sairapa). 20. 22

ruby-crowned (Regulus calendula). 20. 22

king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla). 282

Kinosiemon

flavescens (yellow mud turtle). 1 }9

hirtipes (Mexican rough-footed mud turtle). 1 19

kioea (Chaeloptila angusfipluma). 376

Kirwin National Wildlife Refuge. 78

kite

American swallow-tailed {Elanoides forficatus), 67

black-shouldered (Elanus caendeus). 466

hook-billed (Chondrohierax uncinatus). 67

Mississippi (ictinia mississippiensis). 67. 297

snail (Rosirhamus sociabilis), 66. 67

white-tailed (Elanus caeruleus). 67

kitten-tails iBesseya bullii). 231

kitliwake. 16

in Alaska, 49-50

black-legged (Rissa tridactyla). 49-50

red-legged {Rissa brevirostris). 50

Kittlilz's murrelel (Brachyramphus brevirostris). 50

knight anoie (Anolis equestris). 434

knot, red (Calidris canulus), 59. 62

koa bug (Coleotichus blackbuniiae). 366-67

koa-finch

greater (Rhodacanthis pahneri), 376

lesser (Rhodacanthis flaviceps). 376

Kodiak brown bear (Ursus arctos middendorffi), 349-50

aerial stream surveys. 350

management considerations. 350

population abundance. 350

population monitoring. 349

sport harvest records, 349-50

Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge. 349

kokanee salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka). 154, 329

koloa (Hawaiian duck) {Anas wyvilliana), 377. 379

Kona grosbeak I Chloridops kona), 376

Kootenai River, white sturgeon (Acipenser iransnwnianus). 155

Kuchler. A, W , poienlial natural vegetation map, 468-72

Laccaria laccata, 192

laced-necked (spotted) dove {Stn-ptopelui clunensis). 438

lady's-tresses (Spironthes delitescens). 320

Laguna Madre, Texas

seagrass meadows, 215-11

turtles. 121. 122

Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas. 277

Lake Andes National Wildlife Refuge, 402

Lake Champlain. 414

Lake Erie

fish contaminant trends. 243

freshwater mussels. 179-82

lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush). 244-46

pollution of. 179

lake herring (Coregonus anedi). 179

Lake Huron

fish contaminant trends. 243

freshwater mussels. 179-82

lake trout iSalvelinus namaycush). 244-46

Lake Michigan
fish contaminant trends, 242-43

lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush), 244-46

zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha). 445-47

Lake Mohave, bonytail and razorback sucker, 325. 326

Lake Ontario

fish contaminant trends. 243

lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush). 244-46

water levels. 249

lakes

acidification of. 257-58. 418-19

disturbances to. canvasback ducks and. 41-42

eutrophication of, diatoms and, 257. 258

LakeSt, Clair, 414

freshwater mussels. 180-81

Lake Supenor
fish contaminant trends. 243

lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush). 244-46

region, gray wolf population, 99

water levels. 248-49

lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush). 154. 242. 243. 414. 432

Great Lakes. 242. 244-46

stocked. 245-46

lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeuformis). 432

lampmussel
eastern (Lampsilis siliquoidea). 180

wavy-rayed (Lampsilis fasciola). ISO

lamprey, sea (Petromyzon marimis), 244. 430, 443

Lamprolepis smaragdina (green tree skink). 434

Lampropholis delicata (rainbow skink). 434

Lampsilis

fasciola (wavy-rayed lampmussel). ISO

orrtm"(pocketbook). 180

siliquoidea (eastern lampmussel), 180

Lanai "akialoa (Hemignathus obscurus lanaiensis). 376

Lanai creeper (Paroreomyza m. montana). 376

Lanai hookbill {Dysmorodrepanis munroi), 376

landbirds

adult sur\ival, 23-26

breeding productivity, 23-26

land cover. See also vegetation

change. 461.469-73

classes, protection of. 463-64

data sets. 461

federal data bases. 467-68

fragmentation, climate change and, 394

mapping, 469-73

monitoring with satellite imagery. 468-73

satellite photos of, 462

types. 461-62. 469

landfill practices, gulls and. 56

land mollusks. in southwestern sky islands. 319

land ownership, biodiversity protection and. 463

land protection status. 463-64. 465-66

management and. 465-66

Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS). 470-71. 472

Landsat Thematic Mapper. 463. 467-68. 473

landscape model. Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 314

Lanius

ludovicianus (loggerhead shrike), 20. 231, 466

ludovicianus mearnsi (San Clemente Island loggerhead shrike).

74

larch, subalpine {Larix lyallii). 316
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large lloaling bladcierwon iUrncuUinn inflciia Waller). 204

large-headed anole (Anolts cyhotes). 4.U

largemouth bass {Micropierus salmouU-s). 240, 261 . 432

Flonda {Aficroprerus salnioides floruhiniis). 14S

managed populations, I4S

norlhem iMicropit-rus siiltnoidt's Milini'iilcs), 14S

Liin\ lyallii (suhalpine lareh), 316

lark, homed iErt-mophiia alptstris). 20. I'il , 299. Ml^

lark hunting \Calamospi:a mclanocorysl 21, 291. 29S. 299. 302.

lark sparrow {Clwndesles i-rtiinmucus). 21. 297. 299

Liirus

uri>cniarus (hemng gull). !9. 53. 5-^. 55-56

lUricillii (laughing gull). 19

califonuctis (Cahtomia gull). 19. 45

delawarensis (nng-billed gull), 19, 45. 54. 56

glaucescens (glaucous-winged gull). 19. 45. 51

hecrmanni (Heermann's gull)). 45

marinus (great black-baeked gull). 19, S4. 55

occidcnfalis (western gulll. 45

piptxcan (Franklin's gulll. }9. 45, 54. 5b. 297, 299

Uisntrus borcahs (red bat), 520

Lusmigona

complaniUii amiplamiui (while hcelsplitterl. IHO

compressa (creek heeisplitter). IHO

costata (nuted-shell), ISO

Las Vegas dace {Rhinichthys lieaconi). 150

laughing gull iUirus atricilla). 19

Lawler. Matusky and Skelly Engineers (LMS). 260

Laysan albatross iDiomeJcu unimttahilis). 374

Laysan duck (Anas laysuncnsis). 377. 379, 400

Laysan finch (Telespy:a cantons), 377

Laysan honeycreeper {Hnmuione sangumca freeihti). 376

Laysan millerbirtl (Arcrocephahts J- familums). 376

Laysan rail [Por'ana palmeri). 376, 380

lazuli bunting {Passerina anioena), 20

Leach's storm-petrel {Oceanodronui Iciicorhoa). 43-44

lead poisoning

canvasbacks. 41. 42

eagles. 68

fish concentrations. 411, 414-15

leaf bug iNesiomiris). 367

leaf-footed bug ( Thasus sp ). 161

leafhopper. 161

red-tailed (AJlexm ruhranura). 232

leaf miner moth (Acroccrcops arbiUfUa). 160

least auklet {Actfua pusilla). 51

least chub (louchihys phlegethontis), 143

least CISCO iCoreiionus sardinelta). 337, 341. 342. 343

least darter [Etheostomu microperca), 146

least flycatcher {EmpidtmiLx minimus). 20. 299, 420

least sandpiper [Calidns minuiilla). 59, 62

least tern

California iSlcma amillarum browni), 56. 74

interior {Slcnui anullantm athalassos), 54, 55, 56

Sterna antillarum, 43. 45. 54, 56

leatherback {Dcrmochelys coriacea), 119: 121. 123

Legionella pneumophila, 253

Legionnaires' disease. 253

legless lizard. California [Anniella putchra). 466

legumes. 201

Leiocephalus
carinatus (carinate curly-tailed lizard). 434

schreibersu (Schreiber's curly-tailed lizard), 434

Leiostomus xanthurus (spot). 409

lemon lily iLiilium parni), 320, 320

leopard frog, 125. 140. 452-53

Chincahua {Rana chiricahuensis), 139. 320, 321. 328. 452, 453

northern (Rana pipiens). 133-34. 327. 434

Ramsey Canyon {Rami siibaquavocalis). 319

relict {Rana (mco). 327, 328

Rio Grande {Rana berlandieri), 133, 453

Yavapai {Rana yavapaiensis). 133, 139,452-53

Lepuiochelys

A:^mp/( (Kemp's ridley), 119. 121, 123

olivacea (olive ridley), 119

Lepidodacr\lus lugubris (moummg gecko). 455

Lepidomeda
albivallis (White River spinedace). 143, 150

altivelis (pahranagat spinedace), 150

mollispinis

moltispinis (Virgin spinedace). 150

pratensis (Big Spring spinedace), 150

vittata (Little Colorado spinedace). 150

Lepidnptcra, 161, Sec also butterOy. moth

Albany pine banens. 166

Fnurtli of July Butterfly Count (FJC). 171-72

in\eniones. 168-70

light trappmg. 169, 170

microlcpidoplera. 168

state lists. 169

tall-grass praine community. 174-76

trends, 168-70

western. 172-74

Leponns
uuntus (redbreast sunfish), 261. 262. 432

cyanellus (green sunfish), 240. 432

gibhosus (pumpkinseed sunfish). 26/, 262. 419, 432

gulosus (wamiouth). 432

macrochirus (bluegill). 240. 261. 432

microlophus (redear sunfish). 432

Leptodea fragilis (fragile papershell mussel). 180, 445

Leptodicryum riparium. 176

Leptonvcterts sanhonu (Sanborn's long-nosed bat). 320

Leptnxis, 249. 250

clipfata (agate rocksnail). 251

conipacta (oblong rocksnail), 251

formami (interrupted rocksnail). 251

formosa (maiden rocksnail). 251

ligata (rotund rocksnail). 25!

lirata (Iirate rocksnail), 251

mclanoides (black mudalia). 25/

occultata (bigmouth rocksnail). 251

sliowalten (Coosa rocksnail). 251

un refacta, 251

vittata (striped rocksnail). 251

Lepus
amerieanus (snowshoe hare). 359

othus (tundra or Arctic hare). 359

timidus (tundra or Arctic hare), 338, 359

Lepxrium. 249

lespedeza. Virginia {Lespedeza virgimca). 231

Lespedeza virginica (Virginia lespedeza), 231

lesser goldfinch iCarduelis psaltria), 21

lesser koa-finch {Rbodacanthis flaviceps), 376

lesser nighthawk {Chordeiles acuiipennis), 19

lesser scaup {Aythya affinis), 19, 36, 237

lesser snow goose {Chen caerulescens caerulescens), 30, 33

lesser yellowlegs {Thnga flavipes), 59, 62

Leucolepis acanthoneuron, 199

Leuctra

rickeri (stonefly). 186

sibleyi {stonef\y), 185. 186

tenuis (stonefly). 185. 186

levees, habitat change and, 234. 235-36

Liatris cylindracea (dwarf blazingstar), 172

Liatus, 221

Lichanura thvirgata (rosy boa). 466

lichen. 194-96

air pollution and. 195. 196, 227

biological roles, 195

declines, 190

endangered species. 195

growth of. 195

overcollecting. 196

in southwestern sky islands. 319

status. 195

trends, 195-96

hchcn deserts, 195-96

light trapping. Lepidoptera. 169. 170

Ligumia
nasuta (eastern pondmussel). ISO

recta (black sandshell), 180

Lilaeopsis scbaffnenana recuna, 320

lillipul iToxolasma par\us}, 180

Ltllnim parn'i (lemon lily). 320. 320

hly

lemon {Li IHum panyi), 320, 320

Nuphar variegala, 247

limber pine {Pinus flexilis), 315

Limnodromus

griseus (short-billed dowitcher). 59, 62

scolopaceus (long-billed dowitcher), 59, 62

Litnosa

fedoa (marbled godwit), 19, 59. 62, 396

haemastica (Hudsonian godwit), 59, 62

lapponica (bar-tailed godwit), 62

limpet, freshwater (Ancylidae), 251
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Lincoln's sparrow (Mclosptzo hiunhiu). 21

lindane, 40S

lion, mountain {helis C(>ini>li'i). I(W. }22

Lioplax

cyclostomafonuis. 2f^ 1

showcilleri. 25 1

lirate rocksnail iLeptoxis linua). 251

Lihodcmiron tuUpifero (yellow-poptar), 228

LiOiophime

geifr^ii (owlel moth). 166

lepUia (owlet moth). 166

semiiisla (owlet moth). 166

thiuferi (owlet moth). 166

Litona (iilliLx (eastern dwarf treefrog). 4,U

little blue heron [Egretta caendea), /y

Little Colorado spinedace {Lepidoineda viflota). 150

Little Colorado sucker {Catosiomus sp.). I5li

little pocket mouse (Pcn^gnathus longituonhris), 466

live oak

coast woodlands. 465

mourning doves and. 72

liver neoplasm, in coastal fish. 410

liverwort. 197

floristic inventones. 198. 199-200

lizard. 117

Calitomia legless {Anniclhi pidtlini). 46t>

carinate curly-tailed {Leiocepluilus tiinniitns). 4.U

Carlia cf. fusca. 454

Coachella Valley fringe-toed [Uma niKnuila). 1 18. 137-38

coast homed (Phniiosotna coronatiim). 466

Colorado Valley fnnge-toed {Unia iiolaia). 137

common wall (Podanis murahs). 434

eastern fence iSccloporus undidafus). 327

fnnge-tocd {Ihmi spp.). 137-38

granite night [Ximmsio hemhawi). 466

granite spiny {Scch'ponis orcuUi), 466

Heniidtu t}li(S frenaliis. 454

Indian monitor {Varanus indictis), 455

Italian wall iPodarcis sicula), 434

Mojave Valley fringe-toed (Uma scoparia), 137

orange-throated whiptail iCneinidophorus hyperythrus, 466

Schreiber's curly-tailed {Leioceplmlus schreihersii], 434

side-blotched {Uta sfanshuriono). 327

South American ground lAmeiva anieiva). 434

South American whiptail iCiiemidophonis Icmtuscatus). 434

spiny iSccloporus sp.l. 326

Texas horned {Phr\nosonia conmruni). 434

tree iUrosattrus omariis). 327

western slender glass {Ophisaiiru\ aiicnumus). 231

whiptail {Cucnudophorus sp-). 326

loach minnow

Rhinuhthys cobtlis. 143. 150

Tiaroiio cohifis. 320

Lobaria stn>hicula!a. 196

loblolly pine {Pinus taeda). 223

lobster. West Indies spiny iPcmulirus argus). 283

locust (insect)

Carolina (Dissosteira Carolina). 164

Rocky Mountain {Melanoplus spretus). 164

locust (tree) {Rohtnia pseudoacacia). 167

lodgepolc pine [Pi)\us contorta). 315. 316. 421

altered fire regimes. 222. 223

Log Creek, atmospheric pollutants. 421-22

loggerhead (Careua caretta), 119. 121. 122-23

loggerhead shrike (Lan'nts ludovicianus), 20, 231. 466

San Clemente Island (Lamus ludovicianus mcarnsi), 74

Lomatium peckianum. 208

long-billed curlew iNumenius amencanus). 19. 59. 62

long-billed dowitcher {Liinnodromus scolopaceus). 59. 62

long-eared owl {Asto otus). 67. 466

longfin dace [Agosia cluysogaster), 150

longjaw Cisco iCoregonus alpenae). 143

longleaf pine (Pinus palusiris). 17. 223

ecosystem
loss of, 129-30

red-cockaded woodpecker. 87

reptiles and amphibians. 129-31

long-nosed bat, Sanborn's (Leplonyclens sanhorni). 320

Long's bulrush (Scirpus longii), 458

longspur
chestnut-collared (Calcarius oniaiiis). 21, 299. 303

MeCown's (Calcarius mccownii). 21. 297

long-term trends, detecfing, 4

long-toed salamander. Santa Cruz {Anihvstonia mat nulai tylum

croceum), 124

long-tongued bat. Mexican (Chocrduwteris mcKtiuna). 320

Umicera dioica. 167

Looe Key Nalu^nal Marine Sanctuai7. 28 1

loon

Arctic (Favia aniu-u). 420

common (Gavia inimci). 420

loosestrife, purple {Lythnnn salicanu). 249. 429. 443. 444, 458-59

Lophodyies cucullauis (sea duck). 35

Los Angeles Zoo. 8 1

Los Padres National Forest. 80

Lost River sucker (Dcllistes luxatus), 143

Louisiana

coastal wetland loss. 270-71

seagrass distribution. 274

Louisiana bear (Ursus amencanus hiiculiis). H)2

Louisiana watcrlhrush (Sciurus iuoiacilla). 390, 391

lovegrasses (Eragrosiis spp.). 321

Lower Apalachicola hydrologic region. 145

Lower Mississippi Basin hydrologic region, 145

Lower Mississippi River Alluvial Floodplain (LMRAF), wetland

losses. 216-17

Lower Mobile Basin hydrologic region. 145

Loxia

cunirosira (red crossbill). 21

leucoptera (white-winged crossbill), 21

Loxioides baillcui (palila). 376. 377

Loxops cflccineus

caeruleirosiris (Kauai 'akepa). 378

coccineus (Hawaii 'akepa). 378

ochraceus (Maui "akepa). 378

rufus (Oahu 'akepa), 376

lumber, importing, non-native species and. 428

lupine iLupinus pcrennis). 167

Lupinus pcrcnnis (lupine), 167

Luquillo Mountains. Puerto Rican parrot, 84. 85

Lutjanus

anulis (mutton snapper). 282-83

campechanus (red snapper). 282

griseus (gray snapper). 282-83

Lulra canadensis (river otter). 414

Luxilus conuiTus (common shiner), 261, 263

Lxcaeides melissa samuelis {Kamer blue butterfly). 166. 167, 172,

224-25.232.-^95.401

lycopod [Huperzia haleakalae). 206

Lymantria dispar (gypsy moth), -Wl

Lynx rufus (bobcat), 193

Lythrum salicaria (purple loosestnfe). 249. 429. 443. 444. 458-59

Mucbndea alba (white birds-in-a-nest). 401

MeCown's \on^s^nT (Calcarius niccownu). 21. 2*41

MacGillivray's warbler {Oporonu\ U'hiuci). 20

machete (Elops affinis). 150

mackerel, king (Scomberomorus cavalla). 282

Macrhvhopsis aestivalis tetranemus (Arkansas River speckled

chub), 295. 303-5

Macroclemys letnminckii (alligator snapping turtle), 119

Macrocystis pyrifera (giant kelp). 255

macrofungi. 192-94

biological role of, 192

declines, 190, 193

fruiting. 193-94

species diversity. 192

macrophytic algae. 255

madtom catfish

Noturus spp., 145

pygmy (Noturus stanauU). 143

Scioto (Noturus trautmani). 146

magnolia warbler {Dendroica magnolia). 20

Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (MMPA).
94-96

magpie, black-billed (Pica pica], 20

maiden rocksnail (Leptoxis fonnosa). 251

Malaclemys terrapin (diamondback terrapin). 1 19. 120

malaria (Plasmodium relictum). 378

mallard (Anas pUmr/ixfichos}, 19. 35. .^6, 266. 296, 299, 300-301,

.?0.?. 379. 402, 406, -^/jf

Mallotus villosus (capelin), 51

mammals. 93-1 16

habitat changes, 93-94

inventory and monitonng programs, 93

marine, 94-96

m southwestern sky mountains. 321
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mamo
black [Drepimis fimerea). 376

Hawaii (Drepanis pucifica), 376

managed populations

anadromous fish. 147-48

freshwater fish. 141. 147-48

manatee (Tnchechus manatus), 259

manatee grass i Syringoiiium ftlifonne), 273. 274. 276. 277

Manduca hlackhurni (sphinx moth). 367

mange mite (scabies). 407

Mannia Jragrans. 199

mantidfly (Mcmtispa iiuerrupta), 161

Mantispu inferrupia (mantidtly). 161

Manual of the Flowering Plants of Hawaii, 201-2

Manual of the Grasses of the UniieJ Slales. 201

Manual of ihe Vascular Flora of the CaroUnas, The. 204

Manual of Vascular Plants of Northeastern United States and

Adjacent

Canada. 203

Manual of the Vascular Plants of Texas. 203

manzanita chaparral. Upper Sonoran, 465

maple
dieback, acid deposition (acid rain) and. 420

red (Acer ruhruni var dninimondii). 21f>

mapleleaf iQuadrula c/uadrula). ISO

mapping, wetlands. 474

MAPS. See Monilonng Avian ProducUvity and Survivorship

(MAPS)

map turtle

Biirbour's iCrapfeniys barhoun). 11*^. 120

Cagles \Graptemys caglei). 1 19

ringed {Graptemys oculifera), 119

yellow-blotched {Grapteniys fJavimaculata). 119

marbled godwit {Linwsa fedoa). 19, 59. 62, 396

marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus mannoratus). 43. 47. 50

Margarops fuseatus (pearly-eyed thrasher). 85

Marginatus group, species Melanoplus. 163. 164

Mariana tlymg fox (Pieropus manannus). 455

Mananas blue-tailed skink {Fnwia caerulocauda). 455

Marianas crow [Cor\us kubaryi). 455

marine algae. 255-56

unicellular. 255

marine ecosystems. See coastal and marine ecosystems
Manne Mammal Protection Act of 1972. 35!. 356

California sea otter, 1 10

manne mammals. 94-96

Alaska. 338

dolphins and porpoises. 96

seals and sea lions. 96

whales. 95-96

Marine Protection. Research, and Sanctuaries Act (Public Law

101-6051.279

manne protozoa. 252

manne toad ^Bufo mannus). 433. 434. 435. 441

manne turtles. 1 19, 120

protection of, 123

in the Southeast. 121-23

status and trends. 121-22

Maritimes Shorebird Surveys (MSS). 58

marsh wren iCistothorus palusirts). 299

martin, purple [Progne subis). 20. 391

Maryland darter [Etheo.stoma sellare). 146

massasauga rattlesnake, eastern (Sistrurus caienatus), 231

Masticophis tacniatus istnped whipsnake). 327

Maui 'akepa {Loxops coccincus ochraceus). 378

Maui "aniakihi [Hemignaihus virens wilsoni), 377

Maui creeper {Paroreomyza montana newtoni), 378

Maui nukupu'u (Heniignalhus lucidus affinus), 377

Maui parrotbdl {Pseudonestor xanthrophrys), 377

mayfly, IS?'.4J9

burrowing

Hexagenia. 181, 236

hdnieata. 183-84

limhata. 183-84

Pentagenia. vittigera. 1 83

meadow, subalpine. 314-17

meadowlark

eastern iSnimella magna). 21 . 22, 297

western (Stumella ncglecta). 21.22. 297. 299. 303. 303

winter population trends. 21

Meadow Valley speckled dace iRhlnichthys osculus ssp.). 150

Meadow Valley sucker iCatostomus clarki ssp.). 150

mealybug, citophilus (Pseudococcus calceolariae). 160

Meda fidguia (spikedace). 150. 320

Mediterranean house gecko {Heniidaclylus turcicus). 434

medusahead iTaeniatheruni caput-mednsae). 222

Meeteetsc praine dog complexes, 106. 107

Megalagrum
nesiotcs (damselfly). 367

nigrohamatitm nigrolineatum (daniseiny), 367

pacificum (damseiny). 362

Megalopyge crispata (flannel moth), 166

Melamprosops phaeosoma (poo-uli), 378

Melanerpes

aurifrons (golden-fronted woodpecker). 20

carolinus (red-bellied woodpecker). 20

erythrocephalus (red-headed woodpecker). 20. 231

fornncivorus (acorn woodpecker). 20

Melanitta

fusca (white-winged scoter), 36

nigra (black scoter), 36

perspicillata (surf scoter). 36

Melanoplus. 163-65

hivittalus (Iwo-stnped grasshopper), 164

Marginatus group. 163, 164

Montanus group. 165

sanguinipcs (migratory grasshopper). 164

spretus (Rocky Mountain locust). 164

Meleagris

gallopavo (wild turkey). 16. 70-71. 231, 387. 405. 407

merriami (turkey), 320

mexicana (turkey). 320

ocellata (ocellated turkey). 70

Melopsittachus undulatus (budgengar). 439

Melospiza

georgiana (swamp sparrow). 21

lincolnii (Lincoln's sparrow). 21

melodia (song sparrow ). 21, 22. 299

Menidia

conchorum (key silverside). 281

menidia (Atlantic silverside), 261. 262

Menippe mercanaria (stone crab). 282

Mentasta caribou herd (Rangifer larandus), 338. 357-58

Mentha pipertia. 1 76

Mephitis mephitis (stnped skunk). 302

mercur\

in coastal sediments, 4(J9

fish contamination. 414. 415

in Illinois cave streams. 177

in mollusks. 409, 410

sources. 414

merganser
common (Mergus merganser), 35, .^6, 266, 389, 420

hooded. 36

population. 35-36

red-breasted (Mergus serrator). 19, 35. 36

Mergus

merganser (common merganser). 35. 36. 266. 389. 420

serrator (red-breasted merganser), 19. 35. 36

merlins {Faico columbanus), 67

Memam. Dr. C. 8. 9

Merriam's kangaroo rat {Dipodomys merriami), 466

mesoscale rainfall, forest cover loss and. 472

Meiarrhanthis apiciaria, 166

Meteorus laphygmae. 366

methamidiphos. 417

methiocarb. 417

Melrosideros polymorplxa COhi 'a lehua). 366

Mexican chickadee iParus sclateri). 321

Mexican garter snake [Thamnophis eques). 320. 433. 435. 452-53

Mexican long-tongued bat iChoeronycteris mexicana). 320

Mexican pronghom (Antilocarpa americana mexicana), 318

Mexican rough-footed mud turtle (Kinosternon hirtipes). 119

Mexican spiny-tailed iguana (Ctenosaura pectinata). 434

Mexican spotted owl

Strix flccidentalis lucida. 67. 309

in Colorado Plateau canyonlands. 330-31

histoncal records. 33!

surveys, 330-31

Strix occidentalis mexicanus. 320

Mexican stoneroller iCampostoma ornatum). 320

Mexican ^fJoXUCanis lupus baileyi). 98, 99. 318. 320

Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan. 98

Michigan Flora. 203

Micranthemum micranthemoides (Nuttall's mudwort). 208

Micrathene whitneyi (elf owl). 67

microbes, 6
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microfungi. 190-91

diversity of. 191

Internet information. 191

survey and inventory of needs, 191

microlepidoptera, 1 fiS

Micnmesian kingtlsher (Holcyim uniunnonuno). 455

Micronesian starling lAplarus opacu). 455

Micropogonlas umhlatus (Atlantic croaker). 409. 411

Mtcroplerus
liolomieu (smallmouth basst. 147. J6/. 41^. 432

pimcudalus (spotted bass). 147. 4S2

salmoides (largemouih bass). 148. 240. 26L 4S2

floridanus (Flonda largemouih bass). 148

salmoides (northern largemouih bass). 148

treculi (Guadalupe bass). 147

niicrosporidia, 253

Middieton Island

kitiiwakes. 50

murres, 50

seabirds. 51

midge. 182. 183

Midwest, acid lakes. 419

midwestem United States, rare terrestnal ecological communities,

220

Midwmicr Sur\ey. ducks. 34-35

Midwmter Waterfowl Inventories (MWl). 40

migratory birds. 15-17

avian diseases and, 403-4

climate change and. 391

determining status and trends, 15-17

inventory and monitonng programs. 5

Mississippi River navigation dams and. 237

neotropical. 18

non-native species. 439

northern plains. Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and.

302-4

population changes. North Dakota. 298-300

shorebirds. 61

short-distance. 18

surveys, 5

Migratory Bird Treaty. 27. 57

migratory grasshopper (Melatwplus sanguimpes). 164

Miksch. George. Avian Research Center. 81

mildew. 190-91

mi Ik-vetch

Astragalus cobrensis var. maguirt'i, 320

Astragalus hypoxylus, 320

milkweed

climbing [Cxnanchuin wigginsii). 320

purple {Asclepias purpurascens), 231

millerbird

Laysan {Arcmcephalus f. familiaris), 376

Nihoa [Acrotephalus familtdris kingi), 377

Mimus polyglottos (northern mockingbird), 20, 22

mink (Mustela vison), 236. 237-38. 414

canvasback predation. 41

minnow. 145

acid-sensitive. 419

fathead {Pimephales promelas). 261 , 432

loach

Rhmichthys cofntis, 143. 150

Tiaroga cobitis. 320

plains (Hybognathus placitus). 304

mirex. 408

Mission to Plant Earth. Earth Observing System. 473

Mississippi Flyway
avian cholera. 402

canvasbacks. 40. 42

northern pintails, 38-39

Mississippi Gulf Coast, seagrass distnbution. 274

Mississippi kite {klmia mississippiensis), 67, 297

Mississippi River, aquatic insects, 183-84

Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus canadensis pullu), 16-17. 15-11

Jackson County. Mississippi population. 76

reintroductions of, 76

Mississippi Sandhill Crane National Wildlife Refuge. 75

Missouri River, riparian ecosystems. 286-88

mistletoe, dwarf {Arceuthobium americanum). 223

mixed chaparral, southern, 465

mixed forest. 469

conifer, 421-23

mesophytic, 472

mixed grasslands. 471-72

Mniotilta varia (black-and-white warbler). 20

moa (red junglefowl, Gallus gallus), 372-73

Moapa coruicca (Moapa dace). 150

Moapa dace (Moapa coriacea). 150

Moapa springfish {Crenichthys baileyi moapae), 150

Mobile Bay basin

coastal wetland loss, 271

freshwater gastropod fauna. 249-52

mockingbird, northern {Mimus polvgloltos). 20. 22

Moho

apicalis (Oahu 'o"o), 376

bishopi (Bishop's 'o'o). 377

hraccatus (Kauai "o'o), 377

m>bilis (Hawaii 'o'o). 376

Mohonk Preserve. 390. 391

Mojavean pinon woodlands. 465

Mojave Desert, desert tortoise {Gopherus agassizii) in. 135-36

Mojave Valley fringe-toed lizard iUma scoparia). 137

mold. 190-91'

mollusks

coastal, contaminants in. 408-1 I

mercury concentrations in. 409. 410

non-native species. 178, 429

in southwestern sky islands, 319

Molokai creeper {Paroreomyza flammea). 378

Molothrus

aeneus (bronzed cowbird). 21

(i/tr (brown-headed cowbird), 21. 25. 90. 91, 299, 303, 389

bonanensis (shiny cowbird). 439

monarch butterfly {Danaus plexippus), 171, 172

mongoose [Herpestcs auropunctatus). 378. 441

Monitonng Avian Productivity and Survivorship (MAPS). 16, 24

breeding productivity. 25-26

data provided by. 24

habitat-specit'ic difterences, 25

monitonng programs See inventory and monitonng programs
monitor lizard. Indian [Varauus indicus). 455

Monkey Spnngs pupfish iCyprinodon sp.). 150

monk parakeet iMyiopsiita monachus). 439

monk seal, Hawaiian. 95

monobutyltin. 408

monocrotophos. 417

Mono Lake, California gull. 45

moorhen. Hawaiian [Gallimda chlorpus sandwscensts), 377

Moorman spnngfish {Crenichthys baileyi thermophdus). 143. 150

moose {Alces akes), 310, 311. 338. 347. 348

morel. 192

Morone

americana (white perch), 261, 262. 432. 443

chrysops (white bass). 261. 263. 432

SiLxatilis (stnped bass). 261. 262. 263. 265, 432

mortality, organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides and, 416-18

mosquito (Culexi. 378, 380

mosquitofish, western (Gambusia affinis), 432. 441

Mosquito Lagoon. Flonda. turtles, 121, 122

moss, 197

flonstic inventories. 198-99

Leptodictyum riparium, 176

Leucolepis acanthoneuron. 199

New York. 209-10

Ozobryum ogalalense. 198

\iQixK (Sphagmtm), 198

peat (Sphagnum angertnanicum). 210

reindeer (C/(j(///!/(7 rangiferina). 195

moth. 161. See also Lepidoptera
buck {Hemileuca maia). 232

flannel (Megalopyge crispata). 166

giant silkworm {Citheronia imperiabs), 166

gypsy (Lymantria dispar). 441

habitat change and. 160

Hawaii, 366

hawkmoths (Sphingidae), 172, 173

inventories. 168-70

leaf miner (Acrocercops arbutella). 160

owlet

Acronicia lonceolaria. 166

Agroperina hito.sa. 166

Agrotis stigmosa. 167

Argyrostrotis quadrifiliaris, 166

Catocala pretiosa. 166

Chaetaglaea cerata. 167

Eugraphe subrosea. 166

Homohadena badistnga. 166. 167

Lithophane

georgii. 166
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lepuia, 166

semiusla, 166

ihaxlcn. 166

Plaiypoliii anceps. 166

Psectragkiea camosa, 166, 167

Pyreferra ceromalicu, 166

Xesiia fAtunnui^yna} hLuln(}llix. 166

Xylena
cineriiia. 166

thoracic a. 166

Xylonpc capu-x. 166

silknioths (Satumiidae). 172. 173

sky islands. 172-73

sphinx

Diirapsa vctwicolor. 166

Heimiris gracilis, 166

Manduca biackbunu, 367

Proserpuuis jtianita, 1 74

tiger (Arctiidae). 172. /7.^

western, 172-74

white phlox flower ^Scfunia indiana). 232

mottled duck (Anas fidvigula), 19, 35, 36

mottled sculpin {Cottus bairdii). 150

mountain avens iGeum peckii), 394

mountain bluebird iSialta currucoides). 20

mountain chickadee [Pants gambeli), 20, 321

mountain hemlock (Tsiiga mertensiana), 315

mountain lion [Felts concolur), 109, 322

mountain plmer iCItaradrius immtaftus). 51^, 59, 62, 63. 297, 298

mountain quail {Oreortyx picltts). 19

mountain redbelly dace iPhoAtniis areas), 146

mountain sucker {Catostomus plaryrhynchus). }50

mountain treefrog {Hyla exunia), 327

mountain whitefish {Prosopttan wtUiamsoni), 150

mountain yellow-legged frog \Rana mitscosa). 133, 134, 466

Mount Desert Island, Maine, insect survey, 161

Mount Saint Helens, Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) images,

470-71

mourning dove [Zenaida tnacrottra). 16. 19. 71-73. 299. 387

Mourning Dove Callcount Survey, 71

mourning gecko {Lepidodactylns lugtdms), 455

mourning warbler (Oporonus Philadelphia). 20. 391

mouse

deer iPeromyscus maniculatus). 109

house (Mtts tntiscultts), 454

little pocket {Perognatlitis Umgimembris), 466

San Diego pocket iPerognathus fallax). 466

white-eared ptxrket (Perogtiathus alticola). 466

Moxostoma laeerum (hairlip sucker), 146

Mozambique tilapia {Tdapia ntossambica). 432

MRLC. See Multi-Resolution Land Charactenstics iMRLC)
MSS (Landsat Multispectral Scanner). 470-71, 472

Mt- Graham red squirrel {Tamasciuris hudsonicus grahamensis),

320

mucket (Aclmonaias Ugamentinu [cahmiiaj), 1<S0

mudalia, black {Leptoxis melanoides). 251

mudminnow. central iVmhia Itmi), 263

mud turtle

Mexican rough-footed {Kinoslemon hirtipes). 1 19

yellow {Kiiwstenwn flavescens). 119

mudwort. Nuttall's (Micranihemwn nucratuhemotdes), 208

Miigil cephaltis (striped mullet), 750

mullein {Verbasciim thapstis), 364

mullet, stnped [Mugil cephalus), 150

Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC). 461, 463. 467.

468

murre, 16

in Alaska, 50

common iUria aalge), 46-47. 50, 51

thick-billed iVria lomvia), 50. 51

Uria spp,. 49

murrelet. 16

ancient {Synihliboramphus antiquus), 46, 51

Kittlilz's (Brachyramphus brevirostris), 50

marbled {Brachyramphus mannoratus), 43, 47, 50

Xanlus' [Synihliboramphus hypoleucus), 46, 47-48

muscovy duck [Cairina moschata), 437-38

Musculium transversum (fingernail clam). 236-37. 238

mushroom. 192

muskellunge
Esox masquinongy, 432

tiger [Esox lucius x masqidnongy), 432

muskox iOvibos moschatus). 337, 338-40

musk turtle, flattened (Sternotherus depressus), 119

Mus mtisciilus (house mouse). 454

mussel, 160. See also freshwater mussels

black sandshell iLigttmia recta), ISO

contaminants in. 408

creek heelsplitter (Lasmigona compressa), ISO

cylindncal papershell (Anodontoides ferussaciamis). ISO

deertoe (TruncUla truncata), ISO

eastern lampmussel {Lampsilis siliquoidea). ISO

eastern pondinussel [Ligunua nasuia), ISO

elktoe [Alasmtdonta marginata). ISO

fawnsfool {Truncilla donacifonnis), ISO

fluted-shell [Lxismigona costata), ISO

fragile papershell [Leptodea fragilts). ISO, 445

freshwater. 177-82

giant floater {Pyganodon grandis). ISO

Great Lakes zebra species (Dreissena spp.). 409

hickorynut (Obovaria olivaria), ISO

ktdney shell [ Ptychobranchus fasciolaris), ISO

lilliput (Toxolasma par\-us), ISO

mapleleaf {Quadrula quadrula). ISO

mucket [Acttuimatas Itgamentina [canimta]), ISO

My tthis

culifoniianiis, 408-9

edidis. 408-9

irossulus, 408-9

northern nftleshell [Epioblasma tortdosa rangiana), ISO

Ohio pigtoe [Pleurobema cordatum), ISO

paper pondshcll iUllerbackia imheclllis), ISO

pinipleback [Quadrula pustulosa pustulosa), ISO

pink heelsplitter [Potamilus alalus), 180

pink papershell { Potamilus ohiensis), ISO

pocketbook [Limpsilis ovata), ISO

polychlonnated biphenyls (PCBs) in, 41(1

pondhom [Uniomerus lelralasmus), ISO

Potamilus alatus, 181, 182

purple wartyback (Cyctonaias inhcrculala), ISO

rainbow (Villnsa ins). ISO

rayed bean iVIIIosa fahalis). ISO

round hickorynut [Obovana subrotunda). ISO

round pigtoe [Pleurobema coccineum), ISO

salamander [Simpsonaias ambigua). ISO

slippershell [Alasmidonta viridis), 180

snufttox i Epioblasma triquetra). ISO

southern combshell [Epioblasma peniia), 178

spike [Elliplto dilatata), ISO

squawfoot [Sirophitus undulatus), ISO

threehom wartyback [Obliquaria reflexa), 180

threendge [Amblema plicafa pltcata), 180

Wabash pigtoe [Fusconata flava), 180

wavy-rayed lampmussel [Umipsilis fasciola), 180

white heelsplitter [Lasmigtma coniplanala cotnplanata), ISO

zebra [Dreissena pohmorpha). 42. 160. 178. 181. 237, 255. 427.

428. 429. 430. 444. 445-47

Mussel Watch Project. 408

Mustela

nighpes (black-footed ferret), 106-8

putorius (European ferret). 321

vison (mink), 41, 236. 237-38, 414

mute swan [Cvgnus olor), 266. 387, 437, 438

mutton snapper [Lutjanus analis), 282-83

Myadesles
lanaiensis

lanaiensis (oloma'o), 376

rutha (oloma'o). 377

myadeslinus (kama'o), 377

oahuensis Camaui). 376

obscunis Coma'o or Hawaii thrush), 377, 380

palmeri fpuaiohi or small Kauai thrush). 377. 380

mycelium. 192

Mycoplasma agassizii. 136. 407

mycorrhizae, 192. 193. 194

mycoloxicosis, 404

Mycteha americana (wood stork). 54, 55

Myiarchus
cinerascens ( ash-throated tlycatcher), 20

crinitus (great crested flycatcher), 20

tyranmdus (brown-crested flycatcher), 20

Mxiopsitta monachus (monk parakeet), 439

myocardiopathy. 404

Myocastor coypus (nutnal. 440

Myolis

austroriparius (southeastern bat). 176

grisescens (gray bat), 176

sodalis (Indiana bat), 97-98. 176
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,\f\rn>plnHiim. spuiiiuni (Eurasian walcniiiitoil). 237. 430. 443.

444

mynle warbler (Dendroica coromiia). 20

Mynlicola onenhilis). 429

Mylilu.'s

cdlifomiiiniis. 40S-9

edulis, 408-9

trossiihi.\. 408-9

NABA (North American Butterfly Association). 171

NADP (National Atmospheric Deposition Program). 228

Nankoweap Creek, wmtering bald eagles {Haliaeeius leuco-

(f/j/w/wi). 328. 329

narrow-headed garter snake [Thomnophis rufipuncfatiis), 'ill, 328

narrow-mouthed toad. Great Plains iGnsfrophvnte olivacea). 320

NASA. See National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA)
Nash\ ille WcU'bler ( Vennivora rufieaptUa). 20

Nassau grouper tEpinephehis '^rniilus). 282

National Academy of Sciences. 456

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Landsat MultLspectral Scanner (MSS). 470-71. 472

Landsat satellite mapping. 463, 467-68. 473

Mission to Planet Earth. Earth Observing System. 473

National Air Quality Research Program, National Biological

Service (NBSl.

228

National Atmosphenc Deposition Program (NADP). 228

National Audubon Society. 5

Chnstmas Bird Coum (CBC). \5. 17. 21-23. 50. 53. 58. 64. 386.

389, 437

colonial waterbird protection. 53

National Benthic Sur\eillance Project. 408

National Biological Ser\ice (NBS). 4. 5. 271. 385

amphibian population monitonng. I IS

Gap Analysis Program (GAP). 462. 465. 467. 473

Great Lakes Science Center. 242

history of. 7-9

name change. 9

National Air Quality Research Program. 228

non-native species monitonng. 431

Southeastern Biological Science Center (SBSC). 445

Southern Science Center. 270. 271. 276

wetlands definition. 474

National Biological Sur\ey (NBS)

created. 9

name change, 9

National Contaminant Biomonitoring Program, 413

National Council of the Pulp and Paper Industry for Air and Stream

Improvement, 217

National Ecology Research Center, 425

National Gap Analysis Program (GAP). See Gap Analysis Program
(GAP)

National Insect Collection, National Museum of Natural History.

162

National List of Plan! Speeies That Oeciir in Wetlands, 474

National Marine Fisheries Senice (NMFS). 5. 94-96

National Migratory Bird Harvest information Program. 71

National Museum of Natural History. National Insect Collection.

162

National Natural History Museum, protozoa. 253

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 5. 94.

96. 269-70

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), 469. 473

Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-CAP). 468

National Benthic Surveillance Project, 408

National Status and Trends (NS&T) Program. 408-1 1

Sanctuanes and Reserves Division. 279

national parks

air quality in. 228

non-native species, 440

vegetation change in, 224-28

National Park Service (NPS). 113. 400

National Park Service (NPS) Organic Act. 228

National Science Foundation (NSF). 193

National Status and Trends (NS&T) Program, 408-1 1

Mussel Watch Project, 408

National Tropical Botanical Garden. 202

National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA). 258, 467

National Wetlands Inventory, 4, 5, 207, 270. 290. 462. 463. 474,

475

wetland functions and values, 475

National Wetlands Research Center, 276

National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC). 401-4

national wildlife refuge system, dabbling ducks and, 37

National Wild Turkey Federation, 71

Native Americans

Inupial Eskimos. 341

whale harvesting rules. 95

Yupik Natives. 32

Native Fish Work Group, 326

Natural Heritage Network. 5. 2IS. 219. 394. 400

Central Scientific Databases, 206

Natural Heritage Programs. 200. 206-7. 39S

Natural Resource Conservation Service. 5

Nature Conservancy. 4. 1 18. 1 19. 190. 206-8. 392. 398. 399. 463

science regions. 219

Nature Consenancy/Natural Heritage Network classification sys-

tem. 219

navigation channels, wetland loss and. 270

navigation dams, habitat change and. 234-36

NAWQ.\. See National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA)
NBS, See National Biological Service (NBS); National Biological

Survey (NBS)
necrotic enteritis, 404

needlegrass grasslands, valley, 465

needleleaf forest. 469

Nemoeapnia caroHna (stoneflyl, 185, 186

Nemoitra trispmosa (stonefly). 186

nene (Hawaiian goose) (Branta sandweensis). 377, 379

Neoperia elymene (stonefly), 186

Neopkmorbis, 249. 250

earinanis. 251

snuthi, 251

timtiUus. 251

umbilieaius. 251

Neotropical migrants. 298

brown-headed cow bird {Molothrus ater) and. 299

climate change and. 391

population trends. IS. 89

Nesiomiris (leaf bug). 367

nesting behavior, Arctic geese, global climate change and. 388

nest success

birds, 25

canvasbacks, 41

ducks. Prairie Pothole region, 36-37, 300-302

Neviusia spp. (snow-wreath). 202

Newcastle disease. 404. 407

Newell's shearwater [Puffinus newelii). 377, 379

New Jersey tea [Ceanothus ameneanus). 231

News of The Lepidopterists' Sociery-. 168

Wi'wi.sXn'^diNotophthabnusperstriatHS). 129, 130

New York

moss. 209-10

plant waifs. 209

vascular plants. 209-10

New York State Geological and Natural History Survey. 209

New York State Heritage Program. 210

New York State Museum (NYSM), 209. 260. 261

Nezara viridula (southern green stink bug), 366

Nicrophonts americanus (American burying beetle). 232

nighthawk
common (Chordeiles minor). 19

lesser (Chordeiles aeutipennis), 19

night-heron, biack-crowned (Nycticorax nycticorax), 54, 55

night-light counts, of Amencan alligator {Alligator

mississippiensis) in.

127

night lizard, granite {Xaniusia henshawi). 466

Nihoa finch {Telespyza ultima). 377

Nihoa millerbird {Acrocephalus familiaris kingi). 377

nitrogen

atmospheric deposition of, 421-22

deposition, subalpine tree growth and, 316

fertilizer, 424

NOAA. See National Oceanic and Atmosphenc Administration

(NOAA)
noddy. Hawaiian (Anous minutus melanogenys). 377, 379

Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of

1990,428.445

nonindigenous species. See non-native species

non-native species. 427-59

Africanized bees, 448-51

algae. 444

American Somoa, 433

amphibians. 433-36

aquarium industry and. 429

aquatic. 428-30, 443
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ballasi water discharge and. 429

benefilsof.4:S. 431.440

biodiversity and. 152

birds. 379. 437-39

brown tree snake (Boiga irregularis). 433, 4^4. 43.'>. 436. 454-5h

bullfrogs [Rana caiesheiami), 452-53

Channel Islands. 441-42

Colorado River Basin. 15 1

controlling. 326. 430

costs of. 427. 428. 42^. 43 1 . 440, 445-47

diseases and. 428

distribution of. 435. 440-43

Dropsophlla (Romance flies) and. 369

early detection of. 430

effects of, 440-42

extinctions and. 427

fish. 153-54. 429. 431-33. 441

future of. 433

game birds. 438

Glacier National Park. 153-54

grasslands, 465

Great Lakes, 428, 442-47

Guam, 454-56

Hawaii, 361-62. 364. 365, 366-67. 370. 379. 428, 437. 441-42,

455-56

insects. 365. 366-67. 379, 429

introduction and dispersal of. 429

inventor, and momlonng programs. 431-32

lumber and. 428

niollusks. 178. 424

monitoring. 43(1, 431-32

national parks. 440

number of, 43 1

Oregon. 428

overview. 427-28

pig [Sus scrof). 362. 370. 371. 440, 441

plant pathogens, 429

plants, 190. 394. 429. 444. 458-5^J

on public lands, 44(.)-42. 456-57

Puerto Rico. 439

purple loosestrife {Lythrmn sulicuna). 458-59

for recreational fishing. 325-26

recreational fishing, 428, 443

reptiles, 433-36

research strategies. 429-30

hpanan ecosystems, 286. 288-89

San Francisco Bay. 428

snails, 429

Snake River, 429

southwestern sky islands. 321

terrestnal vertebrates. 429

translocation, 405. 432-33

trout, northern leopard frog and. 1 33

vascular plants. 190. 203, 206

weeds, 394

wild horses and burros on public lands. 456-57

zebra mussel lDrcis\cna polyntoriiha). 160. 445-47

North Amencan Breeding Bird Sunev. Sec Breedmg Bird Survey
(BBS)

North Amencan Butterfly Association (NABA), 171

North American Fauna senes. 8

North American Waterfowl Management Plan. 37, 217

canvasback population goal. 40

Gulf Coast Joint Venture. 217

North Dakota. nugrator>' birds. 298-300

northeastern United States, climate change. 390-91

northern bobwhite (Colinu.s virginumus). 19. 231. 424

northern cardinal (Cardinahs cardinalis). 20. 22. 387

northern catalpa (Caialpa speciosa), 206

Northern Continental Divide, grizzly bear. 103-5

northern tlicker {Colaptes auratus), 231

northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sahnnus). 192. 193

northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus). 95. 96

northern goshawk (Accipiter genlilis), 66. 67. 320

northern harrier [Circus cyaneus). 67. 387

northern hawk owl {Sunjta ulula). 67

northern hog sucker {Hypenielium nigricans]. 261. 263

northern juniper woodlands, 465

northern largemouth bass [Microptents salmoides salmoides), 148

northern leopard frog (Rana pipiens). 133-34. 327. 434

northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottosh 20. 22

northern parula {Panda americana)^ 20

northern pike [Esox lucius), 261, 432

northern pintail iAno.s acula), 16, 19. 35. 266. 296. 299. 300. 301.

389

breeding population. 4

decline of. 38-39

wetland availability and, 36

northern pygmy owl iGkmculium gnoma). 67

northern red-legged frog (Rana aurora aurora). 132

northern nffleshell (Epiohlasma torulosa rangiana). hW
northern right whale. 9-;. 95

northern Rocky Mountain wolf (C(»n5 lupus irrenunus). 98

Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan. 98

northern rough-winged swallow (Slelgtdoplerw serripennis). 20

northern saw-whet owl {Aegolius acadicus). 67

northern sea lion (Steller sea lion) (Eumciopias jubatus). 52. 95. 96

northern shoveler [Anas clypeala). 19. 35. 36. 266. 299. 300. 301

northern spotted owl (Sinx occidenralis caurina). 67. 193, 387

northern waterthrush (Seiurus novehoracemis). 20

Norway spruce (Picea ahies). 315

Nosema. 253

Notenugonus crysoleucas (golden shiner). 261. 262, 432

Nou^phihalmus persiriatus i^lnped newi). 129. 130

Notropis

amoenus (comely shiner). 261. 263

aiherinoides (emerald shiner). 240. 261. 262. 443

bifrenatus (bridle shiner), 261. 262, 263

girardi (Arkansas River shiner), 295, 303-5

hudsonius (spottail shiner). 261. 262

mekiswchoias (Cape Fear shiner). 143

melanosiomus (blackmouth shiner), 143

NiUurus. 145

sianauh (pygmy madtom), 143

trautmam (Scioto madtom). 146

NS&T{ National Status and Trends (NS&T) Program), 408-11

nukupu'u
Kauai (Hemignaihus luiuhis hanapepe). 377

Maui (Heniignalhus lucidus ajfinus). 377

Oahu {Hemignalhus I. lucidus). 376

Nunienuis

americanus (long-billed curlew), 19. 59. 62

borealis (Eskimo curlew). 62. 63

phaeopus (whimbrel). 59. 62

lahiiiensis (bristle-thighed curlew). 62, 64

Nuphar variegata (lily). 247

nuthatch

brown-headed (Siiia pusUla). 20. 22

red-breasted iSiua canadensis). 20

nutna (Myocasior covpus). 440

Nuttall's mudwort (Micranthemum micranthemoides). 208

Nuttall's woodpecker (Picoides nutlallii). 20

NWHC. See National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC)
Nycfea scandiaca (snowy owl), 67

Nycticorax nycticorax (black-crowned night-heron I. 54, 55

Nyssa

aquatica (tupelo). 216

Sylvaiica var biflora (tupelo). 216

Oahu "akepa (Loxops c. rufus), 376

Oahu "akialoa (Hemignalhus obscurus eUisianus), 376

Oahu 'amakihi (Hemignalhus virens chloris), 377, 378

Oahu creeper (Paroreomyza maculata). 378

Oahu "elepaio (Chasiempis sandwichensis gayi). 377

Oahu nukupu'u (Hemignalhus I. lucidus). 376

Oahu "o'o (Moho apicalis). 376

oak

li\'e. mourning doves and, 72

scrub (Quercus ilicifolia), 166, 167

oak savanna

recovery potential, 232

stams. 230-32

threats to. 232

in Wisconsin. 230-32

oak woodlands. 466

coast live, 465

Englemann, 465

valley. 465

Oarisma poweshiek (poweshiek skipper). 175

Obliquaria reflexa (threehom wartyback). 180

oblong rocksnail (Leptoxis compacia). 251

Obovaria

olivaria (hickorynut), 180

subroiunda (round hickorynut). 180

occurrences, of endangered or threatened species. 398, 400

Oceamxiroma

furcaia (fork-tailed storm-petrel). 44
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homochroa (ashy storm-petrel). 44

leucorhoa (Leach's storm-pelrel). 43-44

nukmui (black slomi-petrel). 44

occllated dwart gecko [Sphaeroiiiutxlus aviius], 434

oceilated turke> {Meleu^ns ocvUufa). 7(1

ocelot [Fciis purdalis). 320. 321

Oceiuhra japontca (Japanese snad). 42^

Ocyunis chrysurus (yellowtail snapper). 282

Odobemts. rosmanis divergens (Pacific walrus). 33S. 351. 356-57

Odocoileus

hemumus (white-tailed deer). 320

virgimmus (white-tailed deer). 93-94, 112-15. 320. 322. 405

Oechalia (stink bug). 366

'Ohi "a lehua (Metrosideros polymorpfm). 366

Ohio pigtoe iPleurobenui cordiituni). ISO

Ohio Ri\er. uquatic insects, 1 82-83. 184

oil spills

murres and. 47

seabirds and. 50. 5 1

Olaa Forest. 369-7 1

Olapa {Chein>dendron irigynum). 371

oldsquaw [CUingula hyemalis), 36. 266

Old World rabbit {Oryciolagus cunhultis). 441

ohgochaele worms. 176

olive. Russian (Elaeagnus ungiistijoliu). 286, 289. 290, 291

olive ndley {Lepidochelys olivacea). 119

olive-sided flycatcher {Contopus horealis). 20

oloma'o

Myadestes lanaiensis latuuensis, 376

Myadesles lanaiensis rulha. 377

Olympic National Park, 200

Olympic Peninsula. Washington, sea otter (Enhydra lutris). 354.

355

'oma'o (Hawaii thrush) iMxadesles obscurus), 377, 380

Oncorhynchus

aguaboniui (golden trout). 432

apache (Apache U-out). 147. 150, 320

clarkt (cutthroat trout I, 432

Alvord cutthroat trout, 143

bouvieri (Yellowstone cutthroat trout). 153-54. 313

lewisi (westslope cutthroat trout), 153-54

pleuhticus (Colorado cutthroat trout), 150

gilae (Gila trout). 150

gorbuscha (pink salmon). 337-38. 344-45. 346

keta (chum salmon). 338. 344, 345-46

kisuich (coho salmon), 344. 345, 346, 432

mxkiss (rainbow trout). 147. 153. 320. 328-29, 419. 432, 440.

441.443

nerka (kokanee salmon). 154, 329

nerka (sockeye salmon), 344. 345, 346. 432

Pacific salmon. 337-38. 343-47. 443. 444

ishawyischa (chinook salmon). 344. 345. 346. 432

onion, wild lAllium gooddmgH). 320

"o'o

Bishop's {Moho bishopi), 377

Hawaii (Moho nobHis). 376

Kauai {Moho braccaius), 377

Oahu (Moho apicalis), 376

OP. See organophosphorus (OP) pesticides

Ophisaurus attenuatus (western slender glass lizard). 231

Oporomis

fonnosus (Kentucky warbler). 20

Philadelphia (mourning warbler), 20. 391

tolmiei (MacGillivray's warbler), 20

opossum

Didelphis niarsupialis, 321

Didelphis virginiana, 321. 386. 417

Opuniia (pnckly pear cactus). 321

orange-crowned warbler (Vemitvora celata), 20

orange-fronted parakeet {Aralinga canicularis), 85

orange-throated whiplail lizard (Cnemidophorus hyperylhrus), 466

orchard oriole (Icterus spiiriiis), 21, 231

Oregon

breeding seabirds. 43-48

non-native species. 428

Oregon chub (Oregonichthys crameri), 143

Oregonichthys crameri (Oregon chub). 143

Oregon junco (Junco hyemalis oregonus), 21.22

Oreomysiis
bairdi (Kauai creeper), 378

mona (Hawaii creeper), 378

Oreortyx picius (mountain quail). 19

Oreoscoptes montatms (sage thrasher). 20

organochlonne pesticides

banning of. 415. 416

raptors and. 66

organophosphorus (OP) pesticides

distribution of mortality. 417

documentation of poisoning by, 416-17

wildlife mortality and, 416-18

oriole

Baltimore (Icterus galbula). 21

Bullock's (Icterus galbula huUockii). 21

orchard (Icterus spurius), 21, 231

Scott's (Icterus parisorum). 21

ornithology, economic, 7-8

Oryctolagus cuniculus (Old World rabbit). 441

Osmerus mordax (rainbow smelt). 261. 262. 432. 443

osprey [Pandion hahaetus). 16. 66. 67, 420

Osteopdus septentrumahs (Cuban treefrog), 434

otier

nver iLtiira tanadensis). 414

sea [Enhydra lutris). 1 10-12. 338. 353-56

ottoe skipper {Sirytone arogos iowa), 175

Otus

asio (eastern screech-owl), 67

flammeohts (flammulated owl). 67

kennicoiili (western screech-owl), 67

midipes nentoni (Virgin Islands screech-owl). 67

trichopsis (whiskered screech-owl). 67

"o'u {Psittirostra psittacea), 377

outbreeding depression. 147

ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapiUus). 20. 25. 420

overtlshing. coastal and manne ecosystems and, 259

overgrazing

land cover change and. 470

in southwestern sky islands. 322

Ovibos moschaius (muskox). 337. 338-40

Ovts

canadensis (bighorn sheep), 309. 332-33, 407

audohonii (badlands bighorn sheep). 332

califomiana (California bighorn sheep). 332

canadensis (Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep). 332

cremnobates (desert bighorn sheep). 334

mexicana (desert bighorn sheep). 320. 334, 335

nelsimi (desert bighorn sheep). 309. 320. 332. 333-35

J(v//((DalUheep). 338. 347

owl, 16

bam (T\io alba), 67, 231

barred (Strix \aria), 67, 387

boreal (Aegolius fimereus), 67

burrowing (Athene cunicularia), 67

California spotted iStnx occidenlalis occidentalis). 67

eastern screech- (Otus asio), 67

t\i (Murathene whitneyi), 67

ferruginous pygmy {Glaucidium brasHianum cactorum). 67, 69

tlammulated (Otus flammeolus), 67

great gray (Strix nebulosa), 67

great homed (Bubo virginianus). 67

Hawaiian (Asio flammeus sandwichensis). 377

long-eared (Asio otus). 67. 466

Mexican spotted (Stru: occidentalis lucida). 67. 309. 320. 330-31

northern hawk (Sunua ulula), 67

northern pygmy {Glaucidium gnoma), 67

northern saw-whet (Aegolius acadicus). 67

northem spotted, Strix occidentalis caurina, 67, 193. 387

short-eared {Asio flammeus). 67, 297

snowy (Nyclea scandiaca), 67

spotted (Slrix occidentalis), 16. 67, 69

Virgin Islands screech- (Otus nudipes newtoni). 67

wesiem screech- (Otus kemucottii). 67

whiskered screech- (Otus trichopsis), 67

owlet moth

Acronicta lanceolaria, 166

Agroperina lutosa, 166

Agroiis siigmosa, 167

Argyroslrotis quadrifiliaris, 166

Catocala pretiosa. 166

Chaetaglaea cerata. 167

Eugraphe subrosea. 166

Homohadena badistriga, 166, 167

Lithophane

georgii, 166

lepida, 166

semiusta, 166

thaxieri, 166

Platypolia anceps, 166

Psectraglaea caniosa. 166, 167
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Pyreferra ct-n'/naiUii, l(ifi

Xvsiia (Aminu\^\iui} hadicntlis, \bb

Xvlt'iui

cinfntiii. 166

ihoracica, 166

Xylotype capiLX, 165

Oxyura jamainnsis (ruddy duck). 36. 266. 29Q

oyster

contaminants in. 408

eastern iCrassostrea virginica), 263, 264. 265, 408

Pacific iCrassoslrea stsas). 429

oystercaicher. 61

Amencun [Haemuiopits palliatus), 59. 62

black {Haemalopus hochniani). 62

Ozohryum ogalalense (moss), 198

ozone

forest ecosystems and. 227

national park system and, 228

Pacific black branl {Branro henucla nigricans). 30, 31, 32

Pacific Flyway. 30

avian cholera. 402

canvasback. 40, 42

northern pintails, 38-39

Pacific golden-plover (Pluvialisfulva), 62, 373

Pacific kangaroo rat {Dipodomys agilis). 466

Pacific Northwest, subalpine forests. 316

Pacific oyster (Crassosirea gigas). 429

Pacific salmon {Oncorhxnchu.s spp). 337-38, 443. 444

in Alaska. 343-47

Pacific silver fir iAhu-s lunahiliy). 315

Pacific slender salamander (Barrachoseps pacificus). 466

Pacific-slope Hycatchcr {EmpUlonax difficilis). 20

Pacific walrus (Odobcniis niMnarus dtvergens). 338, 351. 356-57

haul ouls. 356

p^ipulalion estmiates. 357

US. -Russia surveys, 356

packrat middens. 224, 226

paddlefish (Potyodon spalhida). 143. 145

pagoda slitshell {Gyroioma pagoda), 251

PAH (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon), 408. 409

pahranagat chub {Gila robusiu jordani), 150

pahranagat speckled dace {Rhinicluhys osculiis vclifer). 150

pahranagat spinedace [Lepidomeda altivelis). 150

PAHs. See polycyclic aromalic hydrocarbons iPAHs)

painted bunting {Passerina ciris), 20

painted lady butterfiy [Wjnessa cardui). 171-72

painted turtle (Chnsemys picla). ?>21

Paiute sculpin {Couus heldingH). J50

Palaroptis tricolor (Wilson's phalarope). 59

Palea stemdachneri (wattle-necked shoflshell turtle). 434

pale Indian-plantain {Cacalia ulnplici/olut), 231

pallia lUwioides bailieui), 376. 377, 381

pallid sturgeon {Scaphirhynchiis olbus), 143

Paimaria dolei Cakohokohe), 37S

palm warbler. 22

palustnne wetlands, losses. 216

Pamlico Sound, North Carolina, turtles, 121. 122

Panama, Afncanized honeybees. 450

Pandion haliacin.'i (osprey), 16. 66, 67. 42(1

Panulirus urgus (West Indies spiny lobster). 283

paper pondshell {Vtterbackui imbecillis), ISO

papershell

cylindrical iAnodonioidesferussacianus), ISO

fragile (Leptodea fragdis), ISO, 445

pink (Potamdus oluensis). ISO

Papdio multicaudata (two tailed swallow -tail), 173

Parabuteo unicincius (Harris' hawk). 67

Paracapnia angulata (stonefiy). 185. 186

Paragnetma
kansensis (stonefiy). 1S6

media (stonefiy). 185, 186

parakeet

canary-winged {Broiogens versicolurus). 439

monk (Myiopsiiia monachus), 439

orange-fronted (Aratinga canicuhris), 85

ParalabrcLX

cladiratus (kelp bass), 41 1

nebulifer (barred sand bass), 41U

Paramecium, 252

parasites. 253

parasitic wasps, Hawaii. 366

paraihion. 417

paratuberculosis, 407

Pardalophora

apicidala. 164

haldemani Ibandwing grasshopper), 164

ParophrysvetidiLS (English sole), 410. 41 1

Paroreomyza

Jlammea (Molokai creeper), 378

macidata (Oahu creeper). 378

numtana

inonlana (Lanai creeper). 376

ncnioni (Maui creeper), 378

parrol

non-native species. 43^

Puerto Rican {Amazona viiuiia). 17. 83-85

Puerto Rican parrot and. 85

thick-billed {Rhynchopsilia pachyrhxncha). 320

translocation diseases, 407

parrutbill. Maui iPseudonesior xanthrophrys), 377
Partners for Wildlife Program, U.S. Fish and Wildlife. 217

partridge, gray or Hungarian [Pcrdix perdw ). 437. 438

parula, northern {Panda amencana), 20

Panda anicricana (northern parula), 20

Parity

atricapdhts (black-capped chickadee). 20

bicolor (Wxiied titmouse), 20, 21, 22. 387

bicolor alricrislafus (black-crested titmouse). 20

caroUnensis (Carolina chickadee). 20. 22

gambeli (mountain chickadee), 20. 321

inornaius (plain titmouse). 20

rufescens (chesinui-backed chickadee), 20

sclateri (Mexican chickadee), 321

parvovirus. 407

passenger pigeon (Ecopistes nngrahn-iits). 231

Passer

domesluns (house sparrow), 21. 299. 437. 438, 439

numtanus (Eurasian tree sparrow), 454

Pa.sscrciiltis sandwichensis (savannah sparrow), 21, 22, 297. 299,

303, 466

Passerella iliaca (fox sparrow). 21

Passerina

amoena (lazuli bunting), 20

ciris (painted bunting). 20

cyanea (indigo bunting). 20, 231

Passiflora

luiea (yellow passionflower). 208

mollissima (banana poka). 370

passionflower, yellow {Passiflora luiea), 208

Pasteurella multocida, 402

pasture, 423

Paiuxent Wildlife Research Center (PWRC). 75, 76, 106

Pawnee Grasslands. Colorado, insect survey. 161

PCBs. See polychlonnated biphenyls (PCBs)

pearly-eyed thrasher iMargarops fi*^caius). Puerto Rican parrot

and, 85

peat moss

Sphagnum, 198

Sphagnum angermanicuni. 210

pebblesnaii

Cahaba iCIappia cahabensi\). 251

Hydrobiidae. 251

umbilicate iClappia umbilicata), 251

pectoral sandpiper iCalidris melanotos), 59. 62

pelagic cormorant {Phalacrocorax pelagicus), 44, 51

Pelecaniformes, 53-54

Pelecanus

erythrorhynchos (Amencan white pelican), 19. 53, 54

occidenkdis (brown pelican). 16, 43, 44, 53

pelican, 44, 53-54

American white (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), 19. 53. 54

brown [Pelecanus occidentalis), 16. 43. 44, 53

eastern brown. 54

while. 44

Pelican Island, Florida, 53

Pellia megalospora. 2(X)

Pelodiscus, sinensis (Chinese softshell turtle i. 434

Penaeus duorarum (pink shrimp). 282, 283

Peniciltium noiatum. 190

Peninsular hydrologic region, 145

pennate diatoms. 256. 257

Pennisetum

cilaris (buftel grass), 321

setaceum (fountain grass), 364

Pennsylvania, acid lakes. 419

Pentagenia vittigera (burrowing mayfly). 183

Pentatomidae (stink bug), 366
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Perca flavescens (yellow perch), ^6/. 41^. 4.^2. 443. 447

perch, 145

white [Morone americana), 261, 262. 432. 443

yellow (Perca flavescens). 261. 419. 432. 443. 447

perching ducks. 36

Pcrcina

anteselki (amber darter). 143

tuiranliiica (tangenne darter). 146

Perdido Bay, seagrass distributain, 274

Pertlix perdix (gray or Hunganan partridge!. 437, 438

peregrine falcon {Faico peregrinus). 16, 320. 4U5. 415

American (Falco peregrinus amifum). 67, 69

arctic (Falco peregrinus litndrius). 67, 69

Perisoreus canadensis (gray jay), 20

Perityle cochisensis. 320

Perlesta decipiens (stonefly). IS6

Perlinelia

dnmo (stonefly). 186

ephiye (stonefly). IS6

Perognalluis

alticola (white-eared pocket mouse), 466

fallax (San Diego pocket mouse). 466

longimcmhhs (little pocket mouse). 466

Peramyscus numictdalus (deer mouse). 109

persistent contaminants, in fish and wildlife. 413-15

Pestalotia natans. 205

pesticides. See also DDE pesticides; DDT pesticides; organochlo-

rine pesticides; poisoning

chlorinated. 40S

colonial walerbirds and, 53-54. 56

Indiana bats and. 98

persistent, 413-15

raptors and. 66-69

soft, 415

wildlife mortality and. 416-18

petrel

dark-rumped {Plerodromo phaeopygia sandwichensis). 377, 379

Leach's storm- (Oceanodroma leucorhoa). 43-44

petrochemicals, toxic. American alligator (Alligator mississippien-

sis) and. 128

Petromyzon marinus (sea lamprey), 244, 430, 443

Phaeognatlnis lud^nchts (RedH\\\\ ^AAmAwdGV). 124. 129. 131

Phagocata gracilis. 176

Phainopepta niiens (phainopepla). 20

phainopepla (Phainopepla nitens). 20

Phalacrocorax

auriuts (double-crested cormorant). 16, 44. 54

pelagicus (pelagic cormorant), 44, 51

penicillalus (Brandt's cormorant). 44

urile (red-faced cormorant). 51

Pbalaris arundmacca (reed canary grass), 249

phalarope
red (Phalaropits fidicaria), 59. 62

red-necked (Phalaropus lobatus). 59. 62

Wilson's (Phalaropits tricolor). 59, 62. 299, 396

Phalaropus

fulicaria (red phalarope), 59, 62

lobalus (red-necked phalarope), 59. 62

tricolor (Wilson's phalarope), 59, 62. 299, 396

Phanerophlebia auriculata. 204

Phasianus colchicus Inng-necked pheasant). 19. 437, 438

pheasant, ring-necked (Phasianus colchicus). 19. 437. 438

Phelsuma sp. (day gecko), 434

phenology, 256. 390

Pheucticus

ludovicianus (rose-breasted grosbeak). 20

melanocephalus (black-headed grosbeak), 20

Philadelphia vireo (Vireo pluladelphicus), 20

Philippine turtle dove (Streptopelia bitorquata), 454

Philomis spp. (bot fly). 85

Phoca

hispida {nnged seal ). 35 1

vitulina (harbor seal). 52. 94. 96

Phocoena phocoena (harbor porpoise), 94. 95. 96

phoebe. eastern (Sayornis phoebe). 20

phorate, 417

phosphamidon, 417

Phoxiniis

cumberlandensis (blackside dace), 143

areas (mountain redbelly dace), 146

Phrynosoma
coniutum (Texas homed lizard), 434

coronatum {coast homed lizard). 466

Phyciodes batesii (tawny crescent butterfly). 166. 232

phycology. 256

Phyiophlhora mtcsians. \^)\

phytoplanklon. 255

Pica pica (black-billed magpie), 20

Picea

abies (Norway spruce), 315

engelmannii (Englemann spruce), 316. 317

engelmannii (spmce), 321

rubens (red spruce). 205

silchensis. 204

pickerel, chain (Esox niger). 261. 432

Picoides

borealis (red-cockaded woodpecker), 17, S6-8S

nullallii (Nuttall's woodpecker). 20

pubcsccns (downy woodpecker), 20

Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, 225. 226

picture-wing Drosophda. 36S-71

pied-billed grebe iPoddyntbus podicepsi. 389

pig (Sus scrofX 440. A4\

native Hawaii species and. 362. 370. 371. 440. 441

pigeon
band-tailed (Columha fasciata). 19. 322

common (rock dove) (Columba livia). 19. 437. 438. 440. 441

passenger (Ecopifites migraiornis). 231

pigeon guillemot (Cepphus columba). 46, 51

pigtoe

Ohio (Pleurobema cordatuni). ISO

round (Pleurobema coccineutn). 180

Wabash (Fusconaia flava). ISO

pike

blue (Stizosfedion viiieuin glaiuum). 143

northern (Esox lucius). 261. 432

pile dikes, habitat change and, 235

pilot whale, 94

Piniephales pronielas (fathead minnow), 261. 432

pimpernel, yellow (Taenidia integerrima). 231

pimpleback (Quadnda pustulosa puslulosa). ISO

Pinatubo Volcano. 364

pincushion cactus (Coryphantha rohhinsoruni), 320

pine

bristlecone

Pinus aristata. 315. 316

Pinus longaeva. 315, 316

foxtail (Pinus balfouriana). 315, 316, 421

limber (Pinus flextUs). 315

loblolly (Pinus taeda). 223

lodgepole (Pinus contorta). 223, 315. 316. 421

\c,x\g\tdi (Pimis pahistris). 17, 129-31. 223

pitch- (Pinus rigida). 166, 167

ponderosa (Pinus ponderosa). 223. 228. 422

Laccaria laccata and, 192

red, (Pinus resinosa), 225

shortleaf (/^//li/^ echinata). 223

slash (Pinus elliotti). 223

western white (Pinus mojiticola). 230, 421

white. (Pinus strobus), 225

whilebark (Pinus albicaidis). 213. 228-30, 313. 314. 315

pine barrens

Albany. 166-67

management, 167

pine grosbeak (Pinicola emicleator). 21

pine-oak woodlands, digger. 465

Pine Ridge Indian Reser\ation. 107

pine siskin (Carduelis pinus). 21

pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus). 327

Flonda (Pituophis melanoleucus mugitus). 129

pine warbler (Dendroica pinus). 20. 22

Pinicola enucleator (pine grosbeak). 21

pink heelsplitter (Putamdus alatus), 180, 181. 182

pink papershell (Potamilus ohiensis). 180

pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), 337-38, 344-45. 346

pink shrimp (Penaeus duorarum). 282. 283

pinon woodlands. Mojavean, 465

pintail, northern (Anas acuta). 4. 16, 19. 35. 36. 38-39. 266. 296.

299.300.301.389
Pinus

albicaidis {whitebark pine). 213, 228-30, 313, 314. 315

aristata (bristlecone pine). 315. 316

balfouriana (foxtail pine), 315, 316. 421

contorta (lodgepole pine), 223. 315, 316. 421

echinata (shortleaf pine), 223

elliotti (slash pine), 223

flexilis (limber pine), 315

longaeva (bristlecone pine). 315, 316
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monlicola (western white pine). 230, 421

palustris (longleaf pine), 17. 223

ponderosa iponderosa pine), 223, 228, 422

r/^'/tirf (pilch-pme), 166. 167

fiwila (loblolly pine). 223

pinyon jay {Gymnorhimis cyaiuKephalus), 20

Pipilo

ciilifonmiis (Cahfomia lowhee), 21

chlnnirus (green-tailed towheel. 20

eiyihroplu}iabnus (rutous-sided towhee). 20, 299

fti.sciis (broun towhee), 21

piping plover [Charadrnis nit-lodus), 16. 5S. 59. 62. 77-79

status and trends. 77-7S

threats to. 78-79

pipil

American (Anthits rubescem). 22

Sprague's (Anthus spragueli). 20

Piranha

huhviciana (western tanager), 20

olivacea (scarlet tanager), 20

rubra {summer tanager), 20

piranha iSerrasahnus spp.). 4.^2

pitch-pine iPituis rigida), 166, 167

Pituophis melanoleucus (pine snake), 327

Pinop.sis rulhii (Ruth's golden aster). 400

PiT\roiiranima

rittata. 203

Infoluiki. 202

Plagiochasma, 199

plagiopylid ciliates, 254

Plagilhmysiis (beetle). 367

Plagoplerus argentissinuis (woundfin). 150

plains minnow iHybognathus plocitus). 304

plain titmouse iPariis inomalns). 20

plankton. 445

zebra mussel (Dreissftia polymorpha) and, 445

planktonic algae. 255

Planorbidae. 249

Plant List of Attributes, Nomenclature. Taxonomy, and Symbols.
201

plant pathogens, non-native species. 429

plants. 189-210, See also aquatic vegetation: vascular plants: vege-

tation

angiosperms, 201

biological role of, 1 89

climate change and, 392-95

flowenng. 200. 201

gymnosperms. 200. 201

major groups. 201

migration rates. 394

non-native species. 190. 42"^. 444. 458-59

overview, 189-90

piendophytes, 201

regional, 201-4

species loss, 189

vascular. 200-210. 392-95

weeds. 394, 429

wildtlowers, 390

plant waifs. New York, 209

Plasmodium rehctum (malana). 378

Platanus occidentalis (American sycamore). 228

Platichlhys slellatus (starry tlounder), 409, 41 1

Platypolia anceps (owlet moth), 166

Plegadis chthi (white-faced ibis). 54. 55

Pleistocene disc snail {Discus macclintocki). 176-77

Pleistophora. 253

Plethodon neomexicanus (Jemez Mountains salamander). 327, 328

Pleurobema

coccineum (round pigtoe), ISO

cordatum (Ohio pigtoe), 180

Pleuroteru. 249

Pleurocendae. 249

Pleuronectes americiinus (winter flounder). 40), 41}

plover, 58

American golden- [Pluvialis dominica). 58. 59. 62, 64

black-bellied iPhnialis squaiarola). 58. 59, 62

common ringed iChanidrius Inaticula), 62

mountain iCIuinidnus nwntanus). 58. 59, 62. 63. 297. 298

Pacific golden- iPluvialis fulva). 62, 373

piping (Charadrms melodus), 16. 58. 59. 62, 77-79

semipalmated (Charadrius semipalmaius). 58. 59, 62

snowy {Charadrius alexandnnus). 58. 59. 62

Wilson's {Charadrius wilsonia). 58. 59. 61. 62

Pluvialis

dominica (Amencan golden-plover). 58. 59. 62, 64

fulva (Pacific golden-plover), 62. 373

squaiarola (black-bellied plover), 58, 59. 62

Poanes viator {skipper). 166

Poa pratensis {Kentucky bluegrass), 471

pocketbook {Lampsdis ovaia). 180

pocket mouse

little {Perognaihus longtmenihns). 466

San Diego {Pfrognaihus Jalhu). 466

white-eared {Perognathu.s aliicola). 466

Podarcis

muralis (common wall lizard). 434

sicula (Italian wall lizard). 434

Podilynibus podiceps (pied-billed grebe), 389

Poecilia reticulata (guppy). 432

Poeciliopsis

occidentalis (Gila topminnow). 143. 150

occidentalis sononensis (Yaqui topminnow). 320

poison-dart frog tDendrobates auralus). 434

poisoning. See also DDE pesticides; DDT pesticides, organochlo-
nne

pesticides: pesticides

by carbamate pesticides. 416-17

heavy metal. 139. 140

lead.'4l.42, 68, -///. 414-15

by organophosphorus (OP) pesticides. 416-17

polar bear iUrsus mariiimus). 338

in Alaska. 351-53

counting, 351

hunting. 351

implications of growth. 352-53

population estimates. 351-52

Polar Domain, shorebirds. 60-61 . 64

Poliopiila

caerulea (blue-gray gnatcatcher). 20. 466

califnrnica (California gnatcatcher), 466

tnelanura (black-tailed gnatcatcher). 20

pollen, fossil. 224-27

pollock, walleye {Theragra chalcogramma). 51, 52

polychlonnated biphenyls (PCBs)

atmospheric transport of. 415

California sea otter and. 1 12

distnbution of, 415

in fish. 409

Great Lakes, 242-44

mink and. 237-38

in mussels. 410

National Status and Trends Program, 408

persistence of, 414

raptors and. 67

reproductive and maturity processes and. 413

sediment concentrations. 408

uses of. 414

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). 408, 409

Great Lakes. 243-44

polymorphism, in Dropsophila (Pomance flies), 368

Polyodon spathula {p.idi^Xe^Mh). 143. 145

polypore fungi, 192

Polysiichum lonchitis. 202

Pomance flies (Drosophila). 368-71

Pomoxis

annularis (white crappie). 261. 432

nigromaculatus (black crappie), 261. 432

ponderosa pine {Pirms ponderosa). 223, 228. 422

altered fire regimes, 222. 223

Laccaria laccata and, 192

woodlands, Colorado Rockies, 310

pondhom {Uniomerus tetralasmus). 180

pondmussel, eastern (Ligumia nasuta). 180

pondshell. paper {Vtierbaekia imbecillis). 180

pond turtle, western {Clemmys marmorata), 1 19. 466

Pooeceles gramineus (vesper sparrow), 21. 22. 231. 297. 299

pools (navigation dam reservoirs)

biota. 236-38

habitat change and, 234-36

po'o-uli (Melamprosops phaeosoma). 378

poplar, \eliow- {Liriodemimn tulipifera). 228

population health, birds, 23

Populus

fremontii (cottonwood). 286-89. 290

tremuloides (quaking aspen), 313

Porcupine caribou herd. 337, 338-40
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porpoise. 96

harbor (Piwcoena phocoemi). W, 95, 96

Porzana

Carolina (sora). 299

palmeri (Laysan rail). 376. 380

samhvichensis (Hawaiian rail). 376. 380

postsettlement conditions

defined. 224

rales of change. 227

Pohimi!us

ulatus (pink heelsplitter), /.S(^, /,S7. IS2

ohiensis (pink papershell). I<SO

Polamopyrgus aiUip<>Jiinim (freshwater snail). 429

pothole margins, northern pintails and. 39

poultry, avian cholera. 402

poweshiek <>kipper iOansma poweshiek), 175

prairie. Sec also Great Plains

bluestem. 472

grania-tobosa. 472

Great Plains. 295

habitat loss. 174, 175

tail-grass. 174-76.221

praine chicken {Tynipaniichus ciipiJo). 43S

pratne dog iC\ norms spp.). 106-8

biack-tailed {Cynomys ludovicianus). 107

ecosystem. 107-8

white-tailed {Cynomys Icticitnis). 295

prairie falcon ifalco mc.\iciinu\), 67

praine fishes. 295. 303-5

Praine Pothole region

duck nest success. 300-302

duck population, 34, 36-37

praine smoke (Geum tnflorum). 210

Prenanthes boouii (Boott's rattlesnake-root), 394

presettlement conditions

defined, 224

rates of change. 227

Preston speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus ssp.). 150

Preston spnngfish (Crenichthys haileyi alhivallis). 143, 150

prethroid compounds, \ynthetic, 415

Pribilof Islands, red-legged kittiwakc, 50

pnckly pear cactus (Opuntia), 321

Prince's Island. Cassin's auklet, 46

Prince William Sound. Alaska

seabirds. 50. 51

sea otter (Enhydra httris). 354. 355

Procyon loior (raccoon), 37. 41. 302. 406. 407. 417

productivity, birds. 23-26

Progne siibis (purple martin). 20. 39}

Promachus basfardii. 166

pronghom antelope

Aniilocapra americana. 313, 320

Mexican [Aniilocapra americana mexicana). 318

Proserpinus juanita (spinx moth), 174

Prosopium will iamsoni {moxinmw whitefish). 150

Prostoia completa (stonetlyl. 185. 1S6

Proterhinus sp. (weevil). 367

protozoa. 252-54

data on. 253

disease reservoirs, 253

ecological role of. 252-54

environmental quality indicators. 253

free-living, 252. 254'

freshwater. 252

Glugea hertwigi, 443

growth and distribution of. 254

heterotropic, 252-54

marine. 252

parasitic. 253

soil-dwelling. 252

symbiotic, 253

water quality and, 253

Prudhoe Bay, anadromous fish, 341

Primus seroiina (black cherry). 228

Psaltriparus minimus (bushtit), 20

Psectraglaea camosa (owlet moth). 166. 167

Pseudemys
alabamensis (Alabama red-bellied turtle). 119

rubriventris (red-bellied turtle). 1 19

Pseudococcus calceolariae (citophilus mealybug). 160

Pseudonesior xanthrophrys (Maui parrotbill). 377

Pseudostylochus oslreophgus (flatworm). 429

Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas fir), 1 16. 193. 321

Psitnrostra psittacea Co'u), 377

psoroptic scabies iPsoroptes spp,). 335

ptendophytcs, 201

Plerodroma phaeopxgui sandwichtnsis fdark-nnnped petrel). 377.

379

Pteronarcys picleiii (sXontily). JS5. IS6

Pleropus mariannus (Mariana flying fox). 455

Plychobranchus fasciolaris (kidneyshell). 180

Prychochetlus lucius (Colorado squawfish). 150, 15!

Ptychoramphus aleuticus (Cassin's auklet), 46. 51

puaiohi (small Kauai thrush) {Myadestcs palmeri). 377. 380

public lands

inventory and monitonng programs. 5

land protection status. 463-64

non-nalive species on. 440-42. 436-57

Public Laws

92-195. Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Bunos Act. 456

97-384. Coastal Bamer Resources Act ( 1982). 278

100-233 (1985). "Swampbuster" provision. 217

101-591. Coastal Bamer Improvement Act ( 1990). 278

101-605. Marme Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act. 279

pueo (Hawaiian owl) iAsio flammeus sandwichensis). 377

Puerto Rican broad-winged hawk [Buleo platypterus brunnescens),

67

Puerto Riean crested anole (Anolis cristellatus). 434

Puerto Rican parrot {Annizona vittata), 17, 83-85

Puerto Rican Panot Recovery Plan, 84

Puerto Rico. 83-85

non-native birds, 439

puffball, 192

puffin

Atlantic [Fralercula arctica), 55

homed [Fraciercula coniiculaia), 51

tufted {Fratercuh cirrhata). 46. 51

Puffimis newelii (Newell's shearwater), 377. 379

pumpkinseed sunfish {Lepomis gibbosus). 261 . 262, 419, 432

pupa elimia {Elimia pupaeformis), 251

pupfish

desert

Cyprinodon macularius. 143

Cypnmnhm macularius macularius. 150

Devils Hole (Cyprinodon diabolis). 143, 143

Monkey Springs (Cyprinodon sp.), 150

purple finch iCarpodacus purpureus). 21

purple ioosestnfe [Lyihrum salicaria). 249. 429, 443. 444. 458-59

controlling. 458-59

purple martin [Progne subis). 20. 39}

purple milkweed (Asclepias purpurascens). 231

purple sandpiper iCalidhs maritima). 59. 62

purple wartyback [Cyclonaias tuberculata). ISO

Pyganodon grandis (giant floater). 180

pygmy elimia (Elimia pygmaea), 251

pygmy madtom [Noiurus sianauli), 143

pygmy owl

ferruginous (Glaucidium brasduuium cactorum), 67. 69

northern [Glaucidium gnoma). 67

pygmy sunfish. spring (Elassoma sp.), 143

Pylodicris olivaris (flathead catfish), 151, 432

Pyramid Lake. Nevada, cui-ui [Chasmisies cujus). 323-24

pyramid slitshell [Gyrotoma pyramidata). 251

Pyreferra ceromalica (owlet moth), 166

Pynhuloxia (Cardinalis sinuatus), 20

Quadrula

pustulosa pustulosa (pimpleback). 180

quadrula (mapleleaf). 180

quail

California (Callipepla califomica). 19

Gambel's [Callipepla gambelii). 19

mountain (Oreortyx pictus). 19

scaled (Callipepla squamata), 19

quaking aspen [Populus tremuloides). 313

queen conch [Slrombus gigas). 282

Quercus ilicifolia (scrub oak). 166, 167

QuiseaIus

major (boat-tailed grackle), 21

mexicanus {great-tailed grackle), 21

quiscula (common grackle). 2L 299

rabbit. Old World iOryctolagus cuniculus). 441

rabbitbnjsh. whitebark (Chrysothamnus visidiflorus), 226

rabies, transmission through raccoons (Procyon lotor). 406. 407

raccoon (Procyon lotor), 302, 417

canvasback predation, 41

duck nest success and, 37
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transmission ol rabies through. 406. 407

rail

Hawaiiiin {Porzuna sanJwichensis), 376, 380

Laysan (Porzona palmeri). 376, 380

Railroad Valley spnngfish iCrenicluhys nfvailaf}. I -13, 150

rainbow iVillo.Mi iris). J<SO

Rainbow Bridge National Monument. 327

rainbow skink [LamprophoUs delicani). 434

rainbow smelt {Osmerus nwnhix). 261. 262. 432, 443

rainbow trout {Onciuiixnchus iiiykus). 147. 153. 320. 328-24. -//y.

4.?:, ^^0.441.443

rainfall, forest eover loss and. 472

rain forests. Hawaii. 370. 371

Rainwater Basin. 404

Riiiuitliiiii ihransUi. 196

Ramsey Canyon leopard frog {Ranu subaquavotahs). 319

Rami

aurora

aurora (northern red-legged frog). 132

draytomi (California red-legged frog). 132

herianJieri (Rio Grande leopard frog). 133. 453

hovlii (foothill yellow-legged frog). 132. 133

capito (gopher frog), 125. 130

capiio (Carolina gopher frog). 129

scvosa (dusky gopher frog). 129

cascaihw (Cascades frog). 132

caicshciana (bullfrog), 133, 419. 433. 434. 435. 452-53

Lluruciliiit-nsts iChiricahua leopard trog). 139, 320. 327. 452.

453

leopard frogs. 125. 452-53

imiMOMi (mountain yellow-legged frog), 133. 134. 466

onca (relict leopard frog), 327, 32S

pipiens (northern leopard frog). 133-34. 327. 434

pretlosa (spotted frog), 132-33. 32f<

rugosa (wrinkled frog), 434

subuipuivocalis (Ramsey Canyon leopard frog). 319

sylviuira (wood frog). 419

farahumarae {Tdrdhumani iro^), 118, 138-40.321

yavapaifusis (Yavapai leopard frog). 133. 139. 452-53

rangeland, 423

Rangijer kuandus (c;unbou). 337. 338-40. 347-48. 357-58, 359,

407

ranid frog (Ranidac). 452

raptors, 16. 65-69

rare species. See also endangered species; threatened species

inventory and monitonng programs. 5

rare terrestnal ecological communities. 218-21

classification of, 219

distnbution of. 219-20

fire suppression and. 220

flood control and. 220

protection of, 220-21

ranking of, 219

raspberry, yellow Himalayan [Ruhus clltpticus). 370

rat

agile kangaroo (Dipodomys agdis). 466

black (Rattus ratriis). 85

Merriam's kangaroo {Dipodomys merriami), 466

Pacific kangaroo {Dipodomys agilis). 466

Rainis spp.. 378. 454

Stephens" kangaroo {Dipodomys slephensi), 466

rattlesnake

eastern diamondback {Crt>hilus adamanieus). 129

eastern massasauga(5(i7rHn« catemUus). 231

red diamond {Crotulus ruber), 466

ridge-nosed

Crohdus willardi obscurus, 320

Crotalus willardi willardi, 320

western {Crotalus viridis), 327

rattlesnake-root. Boott's iPrenandies boouii). 394

Ratuts, 378. 454

rauus (black rat). 85

raven {Conus corax), 16

Chihuahuan { Coitus cryptoleueus). 20

common {Cor\us eoraK), 20. 73-74. 75

rayed bean {Villosa fabalis), ISO

razorback sucker {Xyrauehen texanus). 143, 150. 151. 309. 324-26

razorbill {Alca u>rda). 54, 55

recovery, goals of. 326

Recovery Implementation Program. 325

Recovery Team, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 374

recreational fishing

introduced species. 325

non-native species, 428, 443

recreational use, coastal and marine ecosystems and. 259

Rfcunirostra americana lAmencan avocet), 59. 62

red bat iLasmrus horcalis). 320

rcd-helhed turtle

Alabama {Psemlemys alabamensis). 1 19

PsfuJciiivs rubrivenlris. 119

red-bellied woodpecker (Melanerpes caroliims). 20

redhelly dace, mountain {Pho.xiniis areas). 146

redbelly lilapia iTilapui zilli), 432

red-breasted merganser {Mergus serrator). 19, 36

red-breasted nuthatch {Siita eanadensis). 20

redbreast sunfish {Lepomis auritus), 261, 262. 432

red-cockaded woodpecker {Picoides borealis), 17. 86-88

causes of decline. 87

distribution. 87

recovery efforts, 88

Red-cockaded Woodpecker Recovery Plan, 88

red crossbill {Loxui cunirostra), 21

reddish egrel {Egreuu rufescens). 54, 55

redear sunfish {Lepomis microtophus). 432

red-eyed vireo ( Mreo oiivaeeus), 20, 25. 420

red-faced cormorant (Phalacrocorax urile), 51

red fir {Abies magnifica), 421

red fire ant {Solenopsis invicia). 131

red fox ( Vulpi-s vulpcs), 296. 302. 306. 407. 440
Alaskan seabirds and, 51

terns and. 45

redhead duck {Arllna americana), 35. 36, 266. 275-77

red-headed woodpecker (Melanerpes enlhroeephalus). 20, 231

Red Hills salamander (Piuieognathus hubriihii). 124. 129. 131

red junglefiiw! {Callus gallus). 372-73

red knot {CaliJns canuuis). 59. 62

red-legged frog

California {Rana aurora draxlmui), 132

northern {Rami aurora aurora). 132

red-legged kiitiwake (Rissa breviro.slns). 50

red maple lAcer rubrum \m drummondii), 216

red-necked phalarope (Phalaropus lobatus). 59, 62

red phalarope {Phalaropus fulicaria), 59. 62

red pine {Pinus restruKsa). 225

red-shafted flicker {Colaples auraUis cafer), 20

redshanks chaparral. 465

red shiner {Cyprinella lulrcnsis). 151

red-shouldered hawk (Buteo Imeatus), 67

red snapper {Lutjamis campechanus). 282

red spruce {Picca ruiwns). 205

red squirrel. Ml. Graham {Tamascniris hudsmucus grahamensis),
320

redstart. American {SeU>pbaga runcilla). 20

red-tailed hawk {Buteo jamaucnsis). 67

red-tailed leatliopper {Aflexia rubranura). 232

red tide. 255. 427

red-winged blackbird {Agelaius plweniceus). 21. 299. 303

red wolf {Canis rufus), 98

reed canary grass [Phalaris arumlimuea). 249

reef fishes. Florida Keys. 279-84

reef gecko {Sphaerodaerylus meatus), 434

Reef and Shore fauna of Hawaii, 362

reforestation, wetlands. 217

regal fritillary (Speyeria idaUa), 166, 174. 175

Regional Comprehensive Plan Open Space Element, 466

Regulus
calendula (ruby-crowned kinglet). 20. 22

satrapa (golden-crowned kinglet), 20, 22

reindeer moss [Cladinui rangiferina), 195

relict leopard frog {Rana onca). 327, 328

reproducti\e impairment
in fish. 411

PCBsand, 413

reptiles

Colorado Plateau. 326-28

in endangered longleaf pine ecosystem. 129-31

non-native species. 433-36

protection of. 118

in southwestern sky islands. 320. 321

status and trends, 117-18

reservoirs, navigation dam, 234-36

resident game species, inventor)' and monitonng programs. 5

Resources Planning Act. 5

Rhamphotyphlops braminus (Brahminy blind snake), 434

Rhinichtlixs

cobiiis (loach minnow). 143. 150

deaconi (Las Vegas dace). 150
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osculus

Meadow Valleys speckled dacei, 150

osculus (speckled dace). I5l>

Preston speckled dace, 150

thinnalis (Kendall Warm Spnnys dace). }>0

ir/Z/cT (pahranagat speckled dace). 150

While River speckled dace. 150

rhinoceros auklel {Ccrorhuu a nionoceniUi). 46

rhizoids. 197

Rhoiiaanuhis

jJaviceps (lesser koa-finch). M6
polmcn (greater koa-finch). 376

Rbyacotriton ,spp. (torrent salamander). 125

Rhynchopsitta puchyrhymiui (ihick-billcd parrot). 320

ribbed elimia [Elimia laela). 25i

ribbed siitshei! iGyroloma ptiinihi\. 251

nee grass {Siipa hyincnoides). 226

ridge-nosed rattlesnake

Crotalits wiUardi ohscunis. 320
"

CroUlliis sviUardt wiUardi. 320

ndley

Kemp's {Lepidochelys ketnpiii //'>. 121. 123

olive (Lepidochely.s olivacea). 1 19

Ridley Creek State Park (Pennsylvania). 1 13

riftleshell. northern {EpiohUisma loruhso ntni^nuut). ISO

right whale iEulniUicmi gtaciaiis). 94, 95-96

ring-billed gull {Ltuiis deUinvren.si.s), 19. 45. 54. 56

ringed map turtle (Graptemys ocidifera). 119

nnged plo\er, common {Chanuintis hiaiictdii). 62

ringed seal iPhoca liispida), 351

ringed turtle-dove (Barbary dove) [SireptopeUa riwrut). 43S

ring-riecked duck (Ayihya coUaris). }i5, 36, 266. 420

ring-necked pheasant iPhiiMiuui\ ii'lchiciis). 19. 437. 438

Rio Grande, tloodplain. 29()-9|

Rio Grande leopard trog iRana hcrhindicii). 133, 453

riparian ecosystems. 285-91

classification. 290-91

dams and. 234-36

disturbance regimes, 288-89

flows. 289. 29I

future of. 289

human activities and. 286. 287

hydrology and. 287

lower Colorado River. 287-89

non-native species. 286. 288-89

Rio Grande tloodplain. 290-91

salinity. 287. 288

southwestern willow flycatcher. 89-91

tree population patterns. 288

trends. 291

upper Missouri River, 286-88

western, 285. 286-91

Ripana npano (bank swallow), 20. 299

Rissa family (kittiwakes). 16

breviroslri.s (red-legged kittiwuke). 50

iridactylo (black-legged kittiwake). 49-50

river otter iLiiira canadensis), 414

rivers. See riparian ecosystems; streams; waterways
robber fly (Diogmites symmachus). 162

robin. Amencan iTurdus migratohiis), 20, 231, 299, 386

Robinia pseudoacacia (locust), 167

rock bass {AmhlopHtcs rupestris), 261. 432

rock dove (common pigeon) (Cohimba livta). 19. 437. 438. 440.

441

rock sandpiper {Calidris plilocneniis). 62

rocksnail

agate (Lepioxis clipeata), 25}

bigmouth {Leptoxis occtdtata). 251

Coosa {Leploxis showalleh). 251

interrupted I Leptoxis formanii), 251

Urate {Leploxis lirala). 25!

maiden {Leploxis foniiosa). 25/

oblong [Leploxis coinpaela). 251

rotund [Leploxis ligata), 251

striped (Leptoxis vittata). 25J

rock wren [Salpinctes obsoletus). 20

Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis canadensis). 332

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation. 1 15

Rocky Mountain locust {Melanoplus sprerus). 164

Rocky Mountain National Park, ecosystem trends. 310-12

Rocky Mountains

ecosystem trends. 310-12

human activities and. 310-11

sky islands, 318

vascular plants. 202-3

Rocky Mountain wolf, northern {Cants lupus tnenioiu\). 98

roseate tern (Sicrna dougalln). 54. 55. 56

rose-breasted grosbeak {Plwunlciis !udoyicianus\. 20

rosetail chub {Gila rolmsia). 320

Rostrhannis sociahdis (snail kite). 66. 67

rosy boa {Lichanura irivirgata), 466

rotund rocksnail {Leptoxis lif^ata). 25!

rough-fooled mud turtle, Mexican (Kinostcmon hiriipes). 1 19

rough-legged hawk iBitfeo lugopus). A7

rough-lined elimia {Elinna pdshryi). 251

roughtail gecko (Cyrtopodion scabnim). 434

rough-winged swallow, northern {Stelgidopleryx senipennis). 20

round hickorynul (Obovaria subrotunda), IHO

round pigtoe {Pleumbcma coccineum), ISO

round slitshell {Gywlomo walkeri), 251

roundtai! chub {Gila rohusla lohusia). 150

route regression. 17

Royal Entomological Sociely. 161

Riibus

arguiHs (wild blackberry). 206

ellipliciis (yellow Himalayan raspberry). 370

ruby-crowned kinglet {Regiilus calendula). 20, 22

rudd {Scardinius erythrophlhalmus), 261. 263. 432

ruddy duck {0\-yura jamaicensis). 36. 266. 299

ruddy tumstone {Arenaria intcrpres), 59. 62

ruffe [Gymnocephalus cenmus), 429. 430. 443

rufous-crowned sparrow (Ainiophila ruflccps). 466

rufous hummingbird iSclasphorus rufns). 20

rufous-sided towhee {Pipilo erythrophlhalmus), 20. 299

Runiex orthoneurus (dock sorrel), 32(J

Rinning buffalo clover (Trifolium stoloniferum). 208

Ruppia maritima (widgeon grass), 273, 274

Russian olive {Elaeagnus angustifolia). 286. 289. 290, 291

rust, 190-91

white pine blister {CronarUum nbicola\. 229

Ruth's golden aster iPiiyopsis niihii), 4('jn

Rynchops niger (black skimnicr). 45. 55

sagebrush

-grass steppe, altered tire regimes in. 222-24

intermountain {Artemisia spp.), 222

scrub. 465

steppe. 465

sage-chaparral scrub, coastal. 465

sage scrub

coastal. 465

vegetation change, 226

sage sparrow (Amphispiza belli), 21, 466

sage thrasher {Oreoscoptes montanus), 20

St. Lawrence Seaway, 443

salamander. 117. 124

Barton Springs (Eurycea sosorum). 125

dusky {Desmognalluis spp.), 130

tlatwoods {Amhysumui cingulatum), 129

Jemez Mountains {Pleihodim neomexicanus), 327, 32S

Pacitlc slender {Balrachoseps paeificus). 466

Red Hills {Phaeognalhus hubrichli), 124. 129. 131

Santa Cruz long-toed (Ambyslonia macrodactylum croceum), 124

spotted {Ambyslonia maculalum). 419

Tehachapi slender {Balrachoseps .siehbinsi), 466

Texas blind [Txphlomolge raihlmni). 124

tiger {Ambysti)ma lignnuni), 327, 434

torrent {Rhyacolnlon spp.). 125

salamander mussel (Simpsonaias ambigua). ISO

salinity, of riparian ecosystems, 287, 288

Salix gooddingii (willow). 286. 287

Salmo

solar (Atlantic salmon). 432

irutta (brown trout). 419, 429, 432, 440. 441. 443

salmon

Atlantic {Salmo salar). 432

Chinook (Oncorhynchus ishawytscha). 344, 345, 346, 432

chum {Oncorhynchus keta), 338. 344, 345-46

coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch), 344. 345, 346, 432

kokanee (Oncorhynchus nerka). 154. 329

Pacific (Oncorhynchus spp.). 337-38. 343-47. 443. 444

pink (Oncorhynchus gorhuschci). 337-38. 344-45, 346

sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), 344, 345, 346. 432

salmonellosis, 404

Salmonidae (whitefish), 179

Salpincies obsoletus (rock wren), 20

saltcedar [Tamarix spp.). 290-91

salt marsh, mland, 220
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Salveimiis

fonlinulis (bruuk Iroul). 419. 432. 440, 441

nialma (Dolly Varden char). 337. 341. 342, 343

mimavcush (lake Irout), 154. 242. 243. 244-46. 414. 432

San Bemadino National Wildlife Refuge (SBNWR), 452-53

Sanborn's long-nosed hal iLfpionyclen.s sanhonit). 320

San Clemente Island loggerhead shnke {Lamus ludovicianus

meiinisi). 74

Sanctuaries and Reserves Division. National Oceanic and

Atmosphenc
Administration (NOAA). 279

sand bass, barred [Porakihrax nehulifer). 410

sand dune ecosystem. Coachella Valley Preserve system. 137-38

sanderhng iCalidris aiha), 59. 62

sandhill crane iGru.s tunaJensis). /M

Mississippi iGriis cunmiensis pulUi), 16-17. 75-77

San Diego pocket mouse { Pemgiuilhus fallax). 466

San Diego Wild Animal Park, 81

sandlance iAmmodvies hexiipierus), 51

sandpiper. 58-59

Baird's {Culidns hairJii). 59. 62

buff-breasted (Tiytigiies sidmtficolli.'i), 59. 62, 64

least {Ciilidris minnfillu). 59, 62

pectoral (Cahdns inelunolos). 59, 62

purple {Cididri\ maritima), 59, 62

rock iCaUdris ptdocnemis), 62

semipalmated {Calidris pusilla), 59. 62

solitary {Tnnga soliuiria). 59, 62

spotted {Aclitis nuuuhinu). 59. 62

still {Cididns hinumtopits), 59. 62

upland \Btirlnimui louiiicuiida). 19. 58-59. 62. 64, 297. 299. 303

western iCalidns nuiiin), 59, 62

white-rumped {Calidns fuscicoUis). 59, 62

sand seatroul [Cynoscitni ureniirius), 410

sandshell. black {Liiiumia recta). ISO

San Francisco Bay
canvasbacks. 42

non-native species. 428

San Joaquin Valley. 421

San Juan Mountains, grizzly bear. 103, 105

San Marcos ganibusia (Gamhusia georgei). 143

Santa B;u-bara Island, Xantus' murrelet, 47

Santa Catalina Mountains. Atricanized honeybees. 450

Santa Cruz long-toed salamander iAmhvslotmi macrodactylum

croceum), 124

Santa Rosa Island, vegetation change. 226

sapsucker. yellow-bellied (Sphyrapicus varius). 20

Sarasota Bay. seagrass distribution. 273

Sarcobatus vermicuUims (greasewood). 226

satellite imagery, monilonng vegetation with, 467-73

sauger iSiizostedion canaden.se). 432

Sauronudus ohesus (chuckwalla), 74, 328

savanna, oak, in Wisconsin. 230-32

savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis), 21, 22, 297, 299.

303, 466

savanna skipper

Atrytonopsis hianna, 232

Erynnis persius, 232

Hespeha
leonardus, 232

metea, 232

sawfly, 161

saw-whet owl, northern {AegoHiis acadicus), 67

Savomis phoebe (eastern phoebe). 20

scabies (mange mite). 407

psoroptic (Psoroptes spp.), 335

scaled quail {Gdlipepla squamata). 19

scale insects, 161

Scaphiopus sp. (spadefoot toad). 326

Scaphirhynchus albus (pallid sturgeon). 143

Scaptomyza sp.. 369

Scardinius erythrophthalmus (rudd). 261. 263. 432

scarlet tanager {Piranga olivacea), 20

scaup

greater [Aythya rnarUa), 35. 36

lesser {Aythya affinis), 19, 35. 36. 231

Seeloporus
orcutti (granite spiny lizard). 466

spiny lizard. 326

undulatus (eastern fence lizard). 327

Schinia Indiana (while phlox flower moth). 232

Schofieldia spp.. 200

Schreiber's curly-tailed lizard (Leiocephalus schreibersii), 434

Sehwalbea amerieana (American chaffseedj. 207

Scioto madtom [Noiurns trauTmani). 146

Scirpus

longii (Long's bulrush), 458

niantinuis, 220

scissor-tailed flycatcher {Tyrannus forficants), 20

Selena cilata, 201

Scolopax minor ( Amencan woodcock). 58. 59. 62

Scomberomorus cavalla (king mackerel). 282

scoter. 36. 266

black iMelanitta nigra). 36

surt iMelantrta perspicillata), 36

white-winged [Melanifta fusca). 36

Scott Paper Company. 217

Scott's oriole {Icterus parisonon), 21

screech-owl

eastern (Otus asio). 67

Virgin Islands (Otus nudipes newtoni), 67

western {Otus kennicottii), 67

whiskered {Otus tnchopsis), 67

scrub

big sagebrush. 465

coastal sage. 465

coastal sage-chaparral, 465

scrub jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens). 20

scrub oak iQuercus ilicifolia), 166, 167

scrub-shrub

ripanan. 291

wetlands. 475

sculpin

mottled {Coitus bairdii), 150

Paiute {Coitus beldmgii). 150

Shoshone {Cottus greenet). 143

Utah Lake {Cottus echmatus). 143

Seytalidium sp.. 205

seabirds

in Alaska. 49-52

breeding, in California. Oregon, and Washington, 43-48

colonial waterbirds. 53-56

diet, 51-52

factors affecting, 51-52

as indicators of ecological change, 49

monitonng needed. 48

nest sites. 49

status and trends, 16

survival data. 49

threatened and endangered species. 50

sea duck {Lophodytes eucuUatus), 35

population trends, 35, 36

seagrass

dislnbution. northern Gulf of Mexico. 273-75

ecosystems. 273

Laguna Madre. Texas. 215-11

seal. 96

bearded {Engnathus barbatus). 351

haxhox {Phoea viiulina). 52, 94. 96

Hawaiian monk. ^5

norihem fur {Callorhinus ursums). 96

ringed {Phoca htspida). 351

sea lamprey {Petromyzon mannus). 244, 430, 443

sea level rise, coastal and manne ecosystems and. 259

sea lion. 96

California {Zaiophus califonuanus). 96

northern or Steller {Eumetopias jubalus). 52. 95, 96

seal plague. 403

sea otter {Enhxdra hitns). 1 10-12, 338. 353-56

future of. 355

legal and illegal harvest. 355

management of, 355

population status. 354-55

population surveys, 354

seaside sparrow. 22

seatrout, sand {Cynoscion arenarius), 410

sea lunle, green {Chelonia mydas), 119

sea urchin (Echinoidea), 283. 354

sedge. 201

sedge wren {Cistothorus platensis). 300. 303

sediments

contaminants in, 408. 409-11

freshwater fish and. 146

navigation dam resevoirs and. 235

sediment starvation, coastal erosion and. 278

sediment trapping, wetlands and. 475

Seiurus

aurocapillus (ovenbird), 20, 25, 420
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moiacilla (Louisiana watenhnish). 390. 391

novehoracensis (northern waterthrush). 20

Selasphorus

plat\ceriu\ (broad-tailed hummingbird). 20

riifus (rufous hummmgbird). 20

selenmm. fish concentrations. 4I.S

Selkirk ecosystem, grizzly bear. l()3o

semipalmated plo\cr iCIuiradnus semipalmatits), 58. 5^, 62

sennpalniated sandpiper iCiilidri^ pusilla). 59. 62

Semotilus atromaculufiis (creek chub), 26K 263

Senecio huachucanus (groundsel). S20

sequoia, giant [Sequouidemiron giganhuni), 421

Sequoiadendron giganteiim (giant sequoia J. 421

Seriola dumertU (greater ambegack). 2S2

Serranidae (grouper). 282

Scrrasalmiis spp, (piranha). -^^2

Sespe condor sanctuary, 80

sessile-leaved eupatonum {Eupaft'iium •ifssdijoliiim). 231

Seiophaga riiiicilla (American redstart). 20

sewage discharge, algae and. 255

shad

Amencan iAIosa supidtssinhi). 2b 1. 262. 2b3. 265. 266, 432

gizzard iDnrosonui cepedianum). 240, 261. 262. 263

threadfin (Dorosoma pelenense). 432

shark, great white {Carcharodon carchanas). 1 12

sharphcad darter {EtheostimM acuticeps). 143

sharp-shinned hawk iAccipiier siriorus). 67

shearwater. NewelFs iPuJfinus newelii), 377. 379

sheep

bighorn lOvts canadensis). 309. 332-33. 407

badlands {Ovis canadensis audobonu), 332

California [Ovis canadensis califoniiana). 332

desert

Ovis canadensis cremnobaws. 334

Ovis canadensis mexicana, 320. 334. 335

Ovis canadensis nelsoni. 309. 320, 332, 333-35

Rocky Mountain (Ovis canadensis canadensis). 332

Dall iOvisdalli). 338.347

shellfish, coastal, contaminants in. 408-1 1

shiner

Arkansas River {NtJtropis girardi), 295. 303-5

blackmouth {Nolropis melanostomus), 143

bridle (Nolropis hifrenaius), 26/. 262, 263

Cape Fear INoiropis mekisfocholas), 143

comely {Notropis amoenus), 261, 263

common iLitxilus comurus), 261. 263

emerald (Nolropis aiherinoides), 240. 261. 262. 443

golden (Noiemigonus crysoleucas), 261. 262. 432

red (Cyprinella hiirensis). 151

spotfm (Cyprinella spiloplera). 261. 263

spottail (Nolropis hudsonius). 261. 262

shiny cowbird (Molothrus bonanensis). 439

Shipsa rotunda (slonefly). 185, 186

shoal grass (Halodule urighiii). 273. 274. 276

shoal sprite (Amphigyra alabamensis), 251

shorebirds

Arctic-breeding. 64

east of the Rocky Mountains. 57-59

ecological domains. 60-61

future trends. 64

habitat alternation and. 63-64

migratory, 61

phalaropes. 59

plovers. 58

sandpipers, 58-59

staging sites, 57-58

status and trends, 16

western. 60-64

shoreline

erosion. 277-79

modification. 259

short-billed dowitcher (Limnodromus griseus), 59. 62

short-distance migratory birds, population trends, 18

short-eared owl (Asioflammeus), 67, 297

shorlleaf pine (Pinus eclunaia), 223

shortnose sucker (Chasmisies breviroslris). 143

short-spire ehmia (Elimia brevis). 251

short -tailed albatross iDitmiedea albalrus). 50

short-tailed hawk (Buleo brachyurus). 67

short-term data sets, 4

short-term variations. 4

Shoshone sculpin (Callus greenei), 143

shoveler, northern (Anas clypeata), 19, 35. 36. 266. 299. 300. 301

shrew

Arizona (Sorci aiiziinae). 320

house iSuhcii^ niunmis). 454

shrike

loggerhead [Lanius liidovicianus). 20. 231. 466

San Clcmente Island shrike (Lanius ludovicianus mearnsi). 74

shnmp. pink (Pcnaeus duoranim). 282. 283

shrubland. 469

birds, population trends. 18

shrub savanna, trans pecos, 472

Sialia

currucoides (mountain bluebird), 20

mexicana (western bluebird). -^66

sudis (eastern bluebird). 2(K 22

side-blotched lizard [Via sionsburiaua), 327

Sierra Madre. sky islands, 318

Sierra Madre Occidental. Tarahumara frog (Raua laiahumarae),

138

Sierra Nevada, atmosphenc deposition and solute transport in.

421-23

Silenr Spring (Carson), 413

silkmoths (Satumiidae). 172. 173

silkworm moth

giant

atheroma imperialis. 166

Ciihenmia scpulchralis. 166

Silphium laciniaium, 22 1

siltalion. freshwater fish and. 146

silver, in coastal sediments, 409

silver fir

Abies alba, 315

Pacific {Abies amahilis). 315

silverside

Atlantic (Menidia menidia). 261. 262

key (Menidia conchorum), 281

silversword

Haleakala

Argyroxiphnini sandnicense ssp. macroeephalum. 362. 363-64

Argywxiphium sandwicense ssp. sandwicense. 363

Sunpsonaias ambigua (salamander mussel). 180

single-seeded jumper (Juniperus monospenna), 223

Sirenia, 267

siskin, pine [Carduelis pmus), 21

Sisquoc condor sanctuary. 80. 81

Sisirurus catenatus (eastern massasauga rattlesnake), 231

Sitta

canadensis (red-breasted nuthatch). 20

pusilla (brown-headed nuthatch). 20, 22

skimmer

black (Rynchops niger). 45. 55

west coast. 45-46

skink

brown four-fingered (Carlia fitsca), 434

green tree (Lamprolepis smaragdina). 434

Mananas blue-tailed [Emoia caendocauda), 455

rainbow {luimprophotis delicala), 434

skipper

arogos {Atrytone arogos iowa). 175

T>2iko\d.(Hesperia dacolae). 174, 175

ottoe (Slrylone arogos iowa). 175

Poanes viator. 166

poweshiek (Oarisma poweshiek), 175

savanna

Alrytonopsis hianna. 232

Erynnis persins. 232

Hesperia

leonardus, 232

metea, 232

skunk, striped (Mephuis mephitis). 302

sky islands

buttertlies and moths. 172-73

endemic and insular species. 320-21

grasshopper, 163. 165

non-native species, 321

southwestern ecosystems. 318-22

slash pine (Pinus elliotii), 223

slate-colored junco (Junco hyemalis), 21, 22

slender chub (Erimystax cahni). 146

slender glass lizard, western (Ophisaurus atienualus). 231

slender salamander

Pacific (Batrachoseps pacificus). 466

Tehachapi (Batrachoseps stebbinsi), 466

slider, common (Trachemys scripta), 1 19, 434
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slippershell mussel {AluMnulonUi vniilis). ISO

slitsheil

excised {Gyroioma exasti), 251

pagoda (Gyrotoma pagoda). 25!

pyramid {Gyrotoma pyramUiiua). 25 J

ribbed {Gyrotoma pumila). 251

round {Gyrotoma )yalkeri). 251

stnale {Gyrotoma lewisii), 251

small barred (zebra) dove (Geopclia striata). 374. 43S

small Kauai thrush (puaiohi) {Myadesics palmeri). 3S0

smallnii>ulh bass [Mtcwptertts ilolomit-u). 147. 261. 41'^K -4J!2

small spikerush iElt-ncharis par\ula). 220, 458

smelt, rambow {Osmerus monlax). 261, 262, 432. 443

Smithsonian Institution. 202, 362

smut. 190-91

snail 419

Emilia, zebra mussel {Drfi.\M'iia polxiiioipha) and, 447

Japanese iOcenchra japoitim). 429

non-native species, 429

Pleistocene disc {Discus manhntockt). \16'11

Poiaiuopwgus anlipodanou. 42*^

in soulhwcsteni sky islands. 319-20

Stagnicola. zebra mussel {Dreissena pohmorpha) and. 447

snail kite {Rostrhamus sociahilis). 66, 67

snake. 1 1 7

Brahminy blind {Rhuniphoiyplilop^ hnuninits). 434

brown tree iBoiga irregidans). 433. 4.U. 435. 436. 454-56

checkered garter {Thamnophis marcianus). 452. 453

eastern diamondback rattlesnake {Croialus adamanteus). 129

eastern indigo iDnniarchon icrais ctutpen). 129

Florida pine {Pituophis melanoleuLus miigitus). 129

ganer {Thamnophis spp). 132. 326, 328

Mexican garter {Thamnophis eques). 320. 433. 435. 452-53

narrow-headed gdrxenThammiphis nifipimctatus). 327. 32S

pine {Pituophis mt'lanolt-ucus), 327

red diamond rattlesnake {Croiahis niher). 466

stiped whipsnake {Masticophis laeiiialus). 327

western terrestrial garter {Thamnophts elegans). 133

Snake River

non-native species. 429

white sturgeon {Acipenser Iransmontaniis). 156

snakeweed {Gutterezia sarothrae). 226

snapper

gray iLitijanus griseus). 282-83

mutton {Liitjatiiis aiialis). 2S2-83

red {Liitjatuis campechanusi. 282

yellowtail {Ocyiinis chrystirus]. 282

snapping turtle

alligator {Macmclt'mys temminckii). 1 19

Chelydra serpenima. 434

snipe, common iGallinago gallmago). ly. 59. 62

snow goose
Chen caerulescens. 266. 38H

lesser (Chen caerulescens caerulescens). 30, 33

snowpack duration, subalpine tree growth and. 316

snowshoe hare {Lepus americanus), 359

snow-wreath {Neviusia spp.), 202

snowy egret {Egretta thula). 54. 55

snowy milkweed {Asclepias speciosa). 171

snowy owl {Nyclea scandiaca). 67

snowy plover {Charadrius alexandrinus). 58. 59. 62

snuffbox {Epiohlasma triquetra). 180

sockeye salmon iOncorhynchus nerka). 344. 345. 346. 432

soft pesticides. 415

softshell turtle

Chinese ( Pelodiscus sinensis ). 434

spiny {Apalone spinifera), 119, 434

wattle-necked {Palea steindachnerl). 434

softwoods. 215

Soil Bank Program. 296. 300

Soil Conser\ation Ser\ice. 201

soil-dwelling protozoa, 252

sole

English {Parophrysx'endus). 410. 41 1

flathead (Hippoglossoides elassodon). 409

Solenopsis
fire ant, 441

invicta { red fire ant ). 1 3 1

Solidago albopilosa (white-haired goldenrod). 401

solitary sandpiper {Tringa solitaria). 59. 62

solitary vireo {Vireo soliiarius), 20. 390. 391

Somatogynis. 25 1

songbirds

non-native species, 439

winter population trends, 21-23

song sparrow [Melospiza melodiai. 21. 22. 299

Sonora chub {Gila diiaenta), 320

Sonoran Desert

Africanized honeybees. 450. 451

desert tortoise {Gopherus agassizii) in, 135-36

Sonora sucker (C(7/05^wf((\ insignis). 150

Sonorella. 319

Sophora ariztmica (sophora). 320

sophora { Sophora anzonica). 320

sora [Porzana Carolina). 299

Sorex arizonae (Arizona shrew). 320

Sorghastrum nutans. 22 1

sorrel, dock {Rumex orthoncurus). 320

South Amencan ground lizard (Ameivu amciva). 434

South American whiptail lizard (Cneimdopliorus lemniscafus). 434

southeastern bat {Myotis aitstroripanus). 176

Southeastern Biological Science Center (SBSC). 445

Southeastern Regional Flora Information System. 204

southeastern United States

freshwater fish, i-14-46

hydrologic regions. 144-45

Southern Appalachian Region, black bear. 102

Southern Appalachians hydrologic region. 145

Southern Calilumia Association of Governments. 466

southern combshell (Epiohlasma penita). 178

southern green stink bug {Nczara vtndida), 366

Southern Science Center. 276

southern United Stales

forested wetlands. 216-18

interior cypress forest. 465

mixed chaparral. 465

pinelands

altered fire regimes, 222. 223

red-cockaded woodpecker and. 86-87

rare terrestrial ecological communities. 220

vascular plants. 203-4

South Farallon Islands

Cassin's auklet, 46

cormorants. 44-45

murres, 47

pigeon guillemot, 46

rhinoceros auklet. 46

storm-petrels. 44

western gull. 45

southwestern toad (Bufo microscaphus). 466

southwestern United States

riparian ecosystems. 290-91

sky island ecosystems, 318-22

vascular plants. 202-3

southwestern willow flycatcher {Empidona.x tradlii exiiinus). 89-91

brood parasitism. 90. 9!

Soyedina vallicularia (stonefly). 185. 186

spadefoot toads (Scaphiopus sp.), 326

sparrow

Amencan tree {Spizella arhorea). 22. 23

Baird's (Ammodramus bairdii). 21. 299, 303

black-throated (Amphispiza bilineata). 21

Brewer's (Spizella hreweri). 21, 297

Cassin's {Aimophila cassinii), 21. 297. 298

chipping {Spizella passerina). 21. 299

clay-colored {Spizella pallida). 2L 191. 299, 303

Eurasian tree {Passer mnntanus). 454

field (Spizella pusilla). 21. 22. 231. 299

fox (Passerella iliaca). 21

grasshopper {Ammodramus savannarum). 21. 297. 302. 303. 303.

466

Henslow's (Ammodramus henslowii). 297

house (Passer domesiicus), 21. 299. 437, 438. 439

lark (Chondestes grammacus). 21. 297, 299

Lincoln's {Melospiza lincolnii). 21

rufous-crowned {Aimophila ruficeps). 466

sage (Amphispiza belli). 21. 466

savannah (Passerculus sandwichensis). 21. 22. 297. 299, 303,

466

seaside, 22

song (Melospiza melodia). 21. 22, 299

swamp (Melospiza georgiana), 21

vesper {Pooecetes gramineus). 21. 22. 231, 297. 299

while-crowned (Zonoirichia leucophrys). 21, 22

white-throated iZonotrichia albicollis), 21, 22

winter population trends. 21
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species. Sec al.so endangered species; nire species; threatened

species

biodiversity, 6-7

conservation, priontics lor. 3'-^J-40(l

detecting long-term trends. 4

genetic variability in. 147

inventor) and monitoring programs, 2

loss, Guam. 454-55

migration, climate change and. 394

status and trend studies. 1-2

species diversity. See al.so biodiversity; genetic diversity

altered. Colorado River Basm. 151-52

Hawaii. 368

Mobile Bay basin, watershed disturbances and. 251

Species Sur\ival Commission. 1 18

speckled chub. Arkansas Rner {M(.icrliyhi>p\i.\ aestivalis felnme-

mus). 2^5. 303-5

speckled dace

Meadow Valleys {Rlunichthys nsculus ssp. ), 150

pahranagat {Rhinichihys oscu/us velifer). J50

Preston I Rhinichihys oscuhis ssp.), 150

Rhinichihys oscuhis osculus. 150

White River {Rhinichihys oscuhis ssp ), 150

spectacled caiman iCaiman cwcodihis). 433, 434. 435

spectacled eider. .^0

Speophtlyrhinus poidsoni (Alabama cavefish), 143

Spennophthis spp. (ground squirrel). IIW

Speyeria idalui (regal fnlillary). 166. 174. 175

Sphaewiiaclyhis

argus (ocellated dwarf gecko). 434

elegans (ashy gecko). 434

notalus (reef gecko). 434

Sphagnum
angenmmicum Melin (peat moss). 210

peat moss. 198

sphinx moth

Darapsa versicolor, 166

Hemahs gracilis. 1 66

Manduca hlackbunil. 367

Proserpinus juanila, 174

Sphyrapicus varius (yellow-bellied sapsucker), 20

spike {Ellipfio dihitaia), ISO

spikedace iMeda fulguhi). 150. 320

spikerush, small {Eleochans pcin^ula). 220. 458

spinedace

Big Spring {Lepidomeda moUispinis pralensis). 150

LitTle Colorado (Lepuhmeda vittahi), 150

pahranagat [Lepidomeda allivelis), 150

Virgin (Lepidomeda moUispinis moUispints). 150 (:•

While River {Lepidomeda alhivaliis). 143, 150

spinner, whilebelly. 95

spiny lizard

granite [Sceloporus orcutti). 466

Sceloporiis sp.. 326

spiny lobster. West Indies {PanuUrus argus). 283

spiny softshell turtle iApakme spinifera). 119

spiny-tailed iguana. Mexican {Ctenosaura peclinala). 434

spiny water tlea (Byihotrephes cedersiroenii). 429, 444

Spiranlhes deliiescens (lady's-tresses). 320

Spiza americana (dickcissel). 20. 303

Spizella

arborea (American tree sparrow). 22. 23

breweri {Brewer's sparrow), 2h 297

pallida (clay-colored sparrow), 21. 297. 299. 303

passerina (chipping sparrow). 21. 299

piisilla (field sparrow). 21, 22. 231. 299

Sporobolus helerolepis. 221

spot {Leiostomus xanlhunis). 409

spotfin shiner {Cxpnnclla spiloptera). 261. 263

spottail shiner [Nntropis hudsonnis). 261. 262

spotted bass {Microplerus puncudalus). 147, 432

spotted dolphin. 94. 95

spotted (laced-necked) dove (Slreplopelia chmensis), 438

spotted frog {Rana pretiosa). 132-33. 328

spotted owl iStrix occidenialis). 16. 67, 69

California {Slrix occidenlaUs occidenialis), 67

Mexican iSlrix occidenialis hicida], 67, 309. 320. 330-31

northern {Sin.\ occulenialis caunna), 67, 193, 387

spotted salamander {Amhysloina macidaiwn). 419

spotted sandpiper {Actttis macularia), 59. 62

spotted turtle (Clemmys gutlala). 1 19

Sprague's pipit {Anlhus spragueii), 20

spreading globeflower (Zto/Z/hj la.xus). 209

spring cavefish. Forbesichthys agassiz. 177

sprjngfish

Hiko {Crennhihys hadexi grandis). I5i)

Moapa iCrenichihys baileyi moapae), 150

Moorman (Cremchthys bailevi thermophihis), 143. 150

Preston {Crenichlhys haileyi alhivaliis], 143. 150

Railroad Valley {Crenichlhys ncvadae), 143, 150

While River {Cremchthys baileyi bailn-i). 143

spring pygmy sunfish {Llassoma sp). 143

springs. Illinois, biota. 176-77

sprite, shoal (Amphigyra alabamensts). 251

spruce

Englemann iPicea engehnannii). 316. 317. 321

Norway (Picea abies). 315

red (Picea rubens), 205

spruce-fir forest, 472

spurge hawkmoth {Hyles cuphorbiae). 162

squawfish. Colorado (Piyclunhedus hunts). 150. 151

squawfool (Siropluius undulaius), ISO

squirrel

Abert's {Scntns aherii). 321

ground {Spermophilus spp.), 109

Ml. Graham red {Tamasciuris hudsonicus grahanu-nsis). 320

northern tlying {Glaueomys sabrinus). 192, 193

staging sites, shorebirds. 57-58

Stagnicola (snail). 447

star grass. 273, 274

starling

European (Stumus vulgaris). 20, 413. 437. 43S, 439. 440. 441

Micronesian {Aplonis opaca), 455

starry "lyouudcz {Platichlhys slellatus). 409. 41 1

state lands, land protection status. 463-64

status studies, purpose of. 1 -2

Slelgidopleryx serripennis (northern rough-winged swallow). 20

Steller sea lion (northern sea lion) {Eumeiopuis jubams). 52, 95. 96

Steller"s eider, 36

Steller 's jay {Cyanocitia stellen), 20

Slephananodiscus sp.. 257

Slephanodiscus binderanus (algae), 444

Stephens' kangaroo rat {Dipodomys siephensi). 466

steppe, sagebrush-grass, altered fire regimes in. 222-24

Slema

andllarum (least tern). 43. 45. 54. 56

aihalassos (interior least tern), 54, 55, 56

bruwni (California least tern). 56, 74

bergii (great crested lem). 373

caspia (Caspian tern). 45

dougallii (roseate tern). 54. 55. 56

elegans (elegant tern). 45

forsleri (Forster's tern). 45, 54. 56

hirundo (common tern). 53. 54. 56

mlolica (gull-billed tern), 46. 54, 56

paradisaea (arctic tern). 46, 51

Stemotherus depressus (flattened musk turtle). }}9

stifftails, 36

stilt

black-ncckcd {Himantopus mexicanus), 19, 59. 62

Hawaiian {Himantopus mexicanus knudseni), 377
stilt sandpiper {Calulris himaniopus). 59. 62

slink bug

Coleoiichus, 366

Oechalia. 366

Pentatomidae, 366

southern green (Nezcira vtridula). 366

Slizosledion

canadense (sauger). 432

vitreum

glaucum (blue pike), 143

viireum (walleye). 242, 243

walleye, 432. 443

stocking

loss of genetic integrity through. 147-48

recovery and, 326

stone crab {Menippe mercanaria). 282

stonefly. 182, 183

Acronenria

abnortnis, 186

evohifa. 186

filicis, 185. 186

frisoni, 186

intemata, 186

perplexa. 185, 186

Agnedna flavescens, 186

Allocapnia

forbesi. 186
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iininiiliila. ISh. 186

illinoensts. I«5. IS6

mystica, 186

nivicola. 185. 186

recta, 186

rickeri. 186

smuhu 185. 186

vivipara, 186, 187

Alloperla

ciiuilafih 185, 186

roherti, 185, 186

Ampluncnuira
Jelosa. 186

nigritta. iS5, 186

varshava, 186

Attaneuria ruralis. 186

Clioperla cHo. 186

HaploperliJ hrfvis. 185, 186

Hxiiroperia

croshyi, 186

ftigilans, 186

Illinois, 184-87

Isogenoides vurians. 185, 186

hoperla

hilineata, 186. 187

burksi, 185, 186

conspicua. 185. 186

decepta, 186

longiseia, 186

nnu-lxnui. 185. 186

mohn. 186

nana. ISO

nchardsoni, 186

Leucira

rickeri. 186

sihle^'i. 185. 186

U'tuas. 185. !86

Neniocapnia Carolina, 185, 186

Nenumra inspmosa. 186

Neoperla clymene, 186

Paracapnia angulata. 1S5, 186

Paragnetina

kansensis. 186

media, 185. 186

Perlesta decipiens, 186

Pcrlinelia

drymo, 1S6

ephrye, 186

Prostoia completa. 185. /'S'6

Pteronarcys pictetii, 185, 186

Shipsa rotunda. 185. 186

Soyedina vallicularia. 185. 186

Strophopteryx fasciata, 186

Taeniopteryx

burksi. 186. 187

iita. 186

metequi, 186

nivalis, 186

par\-ula, 186

Zealeuctra

claaseni. 186

fraxina. 185, 186

narfi. 185. 186

stoneroller, Mexican {Campostoma oniatum). 320

stork, wood (Mycterm americana), 54. 55

storm-petrel, 43-44

ashy (Oceanodroma homnchroa). 44

black (Oceanodroma melania). 44

fork-tailed {Oceanodroma furcata), 44

Leach"s {Oceanodroma leucorhoa), 43-44

Strategic Plan for the Management of Wild Horses and Burros on

Public

Lands. 457

streams. See also ripanan ecosystems; waterways

atmosphenc pollution and. 421-23

banks. 285

water quality, diatoms and, 258

Sireptopelia

bitorquata (Philippine turtle dove), 454

chinensis (spotted or lace-necked dove), 438

decaocto (Eurasian collared-do\e). 438-39

risoria (ringed turtle-dove or Barbary dove). 438

striate slitshell (Gyroioma lewisii). 251

striped bass (Morone saxatilis). 261. 262, 263, 265, 432

stnped mullei {Mugd ccphalus). 150

striped newt {Noiophihalmus pcrsirialus). 129, 130

stnped rocksnail iLeptoxts viiiata). 251

striped skunk I Mephitis mephitis), 3U2

striped whipsnake iMasiicophls taeniaius). 327

Strix

nebulosa (great gray owl), 67

oecidentalis (spotted owl). 16. 67. 69

caurina (northern spotted owl). 67, 193, 387

hicida (Mexican spotted owl). 67, 309. 320. 330-31

oecidentalis (California spotted owl), 67

varia (barred owl), 67. 387

Stromhus gigas (queen conch), 282

Sirophifus undulatus (squawt'oot). 180

Strophopteryx fasciata (stonetly), 186

Strytone arogos iowa (ottoe skipper), 175

stump-toed gecko (Gehyra mutdata). 455

sturgeon, 145

pallid {Scaphirhvnchus alhiis). 143

while (Acipenscr transmonianiis), 154-56

StunicIla

magna (eastern meadowlark). 21. 22. 297

neglecia (western meadowlark). 21, 22, 297. 299, 303

Sturnus vulgaris (European starling), 20, 413. 437. 438. 439, 440,

441

subalpine forests. 314-17

fir (Abies lasiocarpa), 316, 317

future of, 317

larch {Larix lyallii). 316

patterns of establishment, 316-17

tree growth, 315-16

subalpine meadows. 314-17

tree establishment in. 316

Suhcus murinus (house shrew). 454

submerged aquatic vegetation

Chesapeake Bay. 264

navigation dams and, 237

subsistence llshing. Beaufort Sea. central Alaska, 341

sucker. 145

bluehead (Caiostomus discobolus discobolus), 150

cui-ui (Chasmisies cujus), 323-24

desert (Catostomus clarki clarki), 150

flannelmouth (Catostomus latipmnis). ISO

hairlip (Moxostoma lacerum), 146

June (Chasmistes liorus mictus). 143

Little Colorado (Catostomus sp.). 150

Lost River (Deltistes luxaius). 143

Meadow Valley (Catostomus clarki ssp.), 150

mountain (Catostomus platyrhynchus), 150

northern hog (Hypentelium nigricans). 261, 263

razorback (Xyrauchen lexanus), 143. 150, 151. 309, 324-26

shortnose (Chasmistes brevtrosiris), 143

Sonora (Catostomus Insignis). 150

Suni (Catostomus discobolus yarrowi). 150

white {Catostomus conmiersoni). 151. 261. 262

White River (Catostomus clarki intermedins), 143. 150

Zuni (or Zuni bluehead) (Catostomus discobolus yarrowi). 143

sulfur, atmosphenc deposition of, 421-23

summer tanager (Piranga rubra), 20

sun fish

green (Leponus cyanellus). 240, 432

pumpkinseed {Lepomis gibbosus), 261, 262, 419. 432

redbreast (Lepomis auritus), 261, 262, 432

redear (Lepomis microlophus), 432

spnng pygmy (Elassoma spj. 143

surfbird {Aphriza virgata), 62, 64

surf scoter (Melanitta perspicillata), 36

Sumia idula (northern hawk owl). 67

Sus .vcTO/(wild pig). 440. 441

Swainson's hawk {Buteo swainsoni), 67

Swainson's thrush {Cathanis usiulatus), 20

swallow

bank (Riparia riparia), 20, 299

bam (Hirundo rustica), 20, 299

clift (Hirundo pyrrhonota), 20, 299

northern rough-winged (Stelgidopteryx serripennis). 20

tree {Tachyctneta bicolor), 20. 420

violet-green (Tachycineta tlialassina), 20, 466

swallow-tail, two tailed (Papilla multicaudata). 173

swallow-tailed kite. Amcncan (Elanoidcs forficatus), 67

"Swampbuster" provision. Public Law 100-233 (1985), 217

Swamp Lands Acts. 217

swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana), 21

swan, mute iCygnus olor), 266. 387. 437, 438
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swift

black (Cvpseliudes /(/ijiv), 2li

chimney [Cluifturu peluiiuti). 20

white-throaled {Aeronaulcs mimiiuUs). 20

swiftlet. gray [Aerodramus vimikorensis). 455

swordtail, green {Xiphophorus helleri). 432

sycamore. American {Phiuiniis occidenialis). 228

sylvanti plague, in prainc dogs, 106. 107

symbiotic protozoa. 253

Synrlihhonimphus

Lintujuus (ancient murrcletl. 46. 51

hypoleucus (Xantus' murrelet). 47-48

Syringodium filifonne (manatee grass), 273, 274, 276, 277

Systematic Entomology Laboratory. 161

Tahellaria sp., 257

Tachycineht

bicolor (tree swallow). 20, 420

thulassina (violet-green swallow), 20. 466

Taeniailwrum capiit-niedii.sac (niedusahead), 222

Taenidia inlegenimu (yellow pimpernel). 231

Taenioptery.x

burksi (stonefly), 1S6. 1S7

lita (stonefly). 1S6

melequi (stonefly). IS6

nivalis (stonefly). 1H6

pan-ula (stonefly). 186

tailed frog {Ascaphtis truei). 125

tall-grass praine. 221

butterfly community, 174-76

distribution, 175-76

fire. 175

management. 174. 175-76

tamarisk

Taniarix, southwestern willow flycatcher and. S9

Tamarix ramoisissima, 286, 288. 289

Tamarix

ramoisissima (tamarisk), 286

saltcedar, 290-91

Tamasciuris hiidsonicus grahatnensis (Mt. Graham red squirrel),

320

Tamios ohscurus (California chipmunk l. 466

Tampa Bay
coastal wetland loss. 271-72

seagrass distribution, 273-74

tanager

scarlet [Piranga oUvacea), 20

summer {Piranga rubra). 20

western (Piranga ludoviciafia). 20

tangerine dailer iPenina aurantiaca). 146

tapewonn, Asian (Bothnoccphahts opsahchihydis), 429

Tarahumara frog {Rana tarahumarae). I IS. 138-40. 321

heavy metal poisoning. 139. 140

population decline, 138-40

Tarahumara Frog Reestablishment Oversight Group. 140

tattler, wandenng {Heteroscehis incamis). 62

Tavemer"s Canada goose [Branta canadensis taverneri). 28. 33

tawny crescent butterfly iPhyciodes batesii), 166, 232

Taxidea kixtis (American badger), 108-9

Taxodium distichum (baldcypress). 216

Tayassu tajacu (javelina), 322

tea. New Jersey {Ceanolhus aniericanus). 231

teal

blue-winged lAnas discors). 19. 35, 36. 266. 296. 299. 300. 301,

303

cinnamon, 36

green-winged (Anas crecca). 35, 36. 266

Tehachapi slender salamander {Batrachoseps siebhinsi), 466

Telespyza

canfans (Laysan finch). 377

tillima (Nihoa finch). 377

temperature change. See also climate change; global climate

change
vascular plants and. 392-95

tench [Tinea linca), 432

Tennessee warbler (Vermivora percgrina), 20

tern, 5 1

arctic [Sterna paradisaea). 46. 51

black (Chlidonias niger), 19, 46, 54, 55, 56, 299

California least iSlenia antillarum browm), 56, 74

Caspian [Sterna caspia). 45

common [Sterna hirundo). 53. 54. 56

elegant [Sterna elegans). 45

Forster's [Sterna forsteri). 45, 54. 56

great crested {Sterna hergii). 373

gull-billed [Sterna nilotica). 46. 5-^. 56

interior least {Sterna aniillariini athalassos). 54. 55. 56

least [Sterna antillarum). 43. 45, 56

roseate [Sterna di'uyalli). 54. 55, 56

west coast, 45-46

Terrapene. Carolina (common box turtle). 1 19. 434

terrapin, diamondback [Malaclemys terrapin). 119. 120

terrestrial ecosystems
acid deposition (acid ram) and. 418, 419-20

biological diversity in. 213

classification systems. 219

fire-adapted, 214.222-24

forest resources, 241-45

human activities and. 214

imperiled. 213

introduced diseases and. 213

National Park vegetation change, 224-28

natural Are regimes, 213-14

non-native vertebrates. 429

oak savannas. 230-32

overview. 213-14

rare communities. 218-21

southern forested weflands. 216-17

whitebark pine {Pintis albicaulis). 228-30

terrestrial garter snake, western {Thaninophis elegans). 133

Teshekpuk Lake Special Area (TLSA). habitats, 33

Tessaria sericea (arrowweed). 287. 288

tetrabutyltin. 40H

Texas blind salamander ( A/i/j/n/nc/i,'*' radiimni). 124

Texas Game and Fish Department. 335

Texas homed lizard [Phrynosonui cornutum), 434

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 276

Texas tortoise [Gopherus berlandieri). 119

Thalossia tesfudiniim (turtle grass), 273, 274, 276

thalli. 255

Tliamnophis. 132, 326

elegans (western terrestnal garter snake), 133

eques (Mexican garter snake), 320, 433. 435, 452, 453

marcianus (checkered garter snake). 452

rufipunctatus (narrow-headed garter snake), 327. 32H

Tharp's Creek, 422

ThasHs sp, (leaf-footed bug). 161

Theragra chalcogramma (walleye pollock). 51-52

thick-billed murre [Una lomvia). 50, 51

thick-billed parrot [Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncfw). 320

ihicktail chub {Cila crassicauda). 143

thrasher

brown {Toxostoma rufuni). 20. 231, 299

California {Toxostoma redivivum). 20

curve-billed {Toxostoma cun-irostre), 20

pearly-eyed {Margarops fuscatus). 85

sage {Oreoscoptes montanus). 20

threadfin shad {Dorosoma petenense), 432

threatened species. See also endangered species; rare species

Audubon's crested caracara [Caracara plancus auduhonii), 82

habitat protection and. 466

number on federal lands. 400

occurrences of. 398, 400

seabirds. 50

surveys. 5

threehom wartyback [Obliquaria reflexa). ISO

threeridge [Amblema plicata plicata). ISO

thrush

gray-cheeked {Catharus minimus). 20

hermit {Catharus guttatus). 20

small Kauai (puaiohi) (Myadestes pahneri). 380

Swainson's (Catharus ustulatus), 20

varied (Ixoreus naevius), 20

wood {Hylocichla mustelina). 20. 25. 420

Thryomanes henirkii (Bewick's wren), 20

Thryothorus ludovuianus (Carolina wren), 20

Thymallus arcticus (Arctic grayling), 432

Tiaroga cobitis (loach rmnnow), 320

tiger moth

Arctiidae, 172. 173

Gnophaela venniculata, 173

tiger muskellunge [Esox htcius x masquinongy), 432

tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum). 327. 434

tilapia

blue (Tilapia aurea). 430, 432

Mozambique (Tilapia mossambica). 432

redbelly [Tilapia zilli). 432
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Ttlapia

aureci (blue tilapial. 430. 432

nu)s.siimhit a (Moi-ambique tilapial. 432

:Uli (rcdhclly tilapia). 432

timbcrland. See also forest land

characten sties of. 215

forestry practices, 87, 88

removals from. 215

timber wotf (C(7/i/\v lupus lycaon). 98-99

tin. in coastal sediments. 409

Tinea tinea (tench). 432

titmouse

black-crested {Punts hicoftu- atncnsiatus). 20

plain iPani.s ini>nia[u.\). 20

tufted (Punis hicolor], 20, 21, 22, 387

toad. 124

Bufo sp., 326

Bufo amerieanus, 435

Great Plains narrow-mouthed [Gostrophyrne olwaeea), 320

manne [Bufo niarinus), 433. 434. 435. 441

southwestern {Bufo microseapluis). 466

spadefoot iSeaplut^pus sp.). 326

western {Bufo horeas). 125. 327. 32S

Woodhouse"s {Bufo woodlwusti), 327

tokay gecko {Gekko f^ekko). 434

Tolyposporium niveum, 190

topmmnow
GiUiPoeetUopsis oeeuleniahs). 143. 150

whiloline {Fumluhis alholmealus). 146

\'aqui iPoet iliop^is oei uienfalis sononensis). 320

torrent salamander (/^/iy^ac/n/cfj spp. I. 125

Torreya laxifoUa. 205

tortoise. 1 19

desert (Gopherus ugassizii), 16. 74. 1 19. 135-36. 32S. 407

gopher (Gopheru\ polyphemus). 119, 129. 130

Texas {Gopherus herUuulien). U^
towhee

brown {Pipilo fuseus). 21

California iPipilo califi>rnuu\). 21

green-tailed {Pipilo chlorurus). 20

rufous-sided {Pipilo et-ylhrophlhalmus). 20. 299

Townsend's warbler {Demiroiea townsendi). 20

toxaphcne. 414

toxicosis. 404

toxic substances. See also contaminants

aquatic insects and. 183

Toxolusma punus (lilliput). ISO

To.xoslonui

cunimsire (curve-billed thrasher). 20

redivivwn (California thrasher). 20

rufum (brown thrasher). 20. 231. 299

Trachemys seripla (common slider). 1 19, 434

Traffic USA. 101

translocation programs, 405-7

disease transmission and. 406. 407

non-native fish. 405. 432-33

trends. 405-6

trans-pecos shrub savanna. 472

treefrog

Cuban {Osieopilus sepientrwnalis). 434

eastern dwarf [Litoria fallax). 434

mountain {Hyla eximia), 327

tree gecko [Gehyra oceanica). 455

tree lizard {Vrosaurus oniatus). 327

tree skjnk, green {Lamprolepis smara^dma). 434

tree snake, brown (Boiga irregularis). 433, 434. 435. 436. 454-56

tree sparrow-

American (Spizella arborea). 22. 23

Eurasian {Passer niontanus). 454

tree swallow {Tachycineia hicolor), 20, 420

u-end studies, purpose of, 1-2

tributyltin. 40S

Tnchechus manatus (manatee), 259

trichomoniasis. 404

tricolored blackbird {Agetaius tricolor). 21 . 466

Trifolium

microcephalum, 208

stoloniferum (running buffalo clover). 208

Trimerotropic

hunmiana, 164

maritima, 1 64

Trint^a

flovipes (lesser yeilowlegs), 59. 62

mclanoleuca (greater yeilowlegs), 59. 62

solnorui (s(ilitar\ sandpiper). 59. 62

Trumyx. stemdaehneri (wattle-necked softshell turtle). 434

troglobitic amphipod {Gaimnarus iroglophitus). 111

Troglodytes

action (house wren). 20. 2^^>

troglodytes (winter wren). 20

Trotlius taxus (spreading globellower). 209

trout

Alvord cutthroat {Oncorhynchus clarki spp.). 143

Apache {Oncorhynchus apache), 147. 150. 320, 320

brook tSulvelinus fonlinalis). 419. 432. 440, 441

brown {Sahno tnitta). 419. 429, 432. 440. 441. 443

Colorado cutthroat {Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus). 150

cutthroat {Oncorhynchus clarki). 432

Gila iOna'rhynchus gilae). 150

golden {Oncorhynchus aguahonita). 432

lake {Salvelinus namaycush). 154. 242. 243. 244-46. 414. 432

non-native, northern leopard frog and, 133

rainbow {Oncorhynchus mykiss). 147. 153. 320. 328-29. 41^.

432. 440. 44]. 443^

westslope cutthroat {Oniiu-hynchus clarki lewtsi). 153-54

Yellowstone cutthroat {Oni orhynihus clarki houvieri). 153-54

Truckee River, cui-ui iChasnustes cujus). 323-24

truffles

ascomycetes, 193

false (basidiomycetes). 193

Truncilla

donacifornns (favsnsloot). ISO

truncata (deertoe). ISO

Tryngites suhruficollis (buff-breasted sandpiper). 59, 62. 64

Tsuga nierfensuina (mountain hemlock). 315

tutted puffin [Fralercida cirrhata), 46. 51

tufted titmouse {Parus hicolor). 20. 21. 22. 387

tui chub

Fish Creek Spnngs {Gda hicolor euchila). 143

Independence Valley {Gila hicolor isolata). 143

lule white-fronted goose {Anser albtfrons gamheli), 30, 31

Tulotonia. 249

magnificia. 250. 252

tundra ecosystem

monitoring, 338-40

Northeast Alaska. 338-40

status. 340

tundra (Arctic) hiue {Lepus othus or Lepus timidus). 338. 359

tupelo

Nyssa aquatica. 216

Nyssa Sylvatica var hiflora. 216

Turdus ndgratorius (American robin). 20. 231. 299. 386

turkey

Meleagris merriami, 320

Meleagris mexicana. 320

ocellated {Meleagris ocellaia), 70

wild (Meleagris gallopavo). 16, 70-71. 231. 387, 405. 407

turkey vulture {Cathartes aura). 19. 67

tumstone

black {Arcnaria melanocephala). 62. 64

ruddy {Arenana intcrpres), 59. 62

Tursiops truncatus (bottlenose dolphin). 94. 96

turtle. 117. 118-20

Alabama red-bellied {Pseudeniys alahamensis). 119

alligator snapping {Macroclemys temminckii). 1 19

Barbour's map {Graptemys harhouri), 119. 120

Blanding's {Emydoidea hlandingH). 1 19

bog {Clemmys muhlenbergii). 1 19, 458

Cagle's map {Graptemys caglei). 1 19

Chinese softshell iPelodiscus sinensis), 434

commencal fisheries. 122

common box {Terrapene Carolina). 119, 434

common slider {Trachemys scripta), 1 19. 434

conservation of. 120

diamondback terrapm [Malaclemys terrapin). 1 19. 120

flattened musk [Sternotherus depressus). 119

Graptemys spp-. 120

green {Chelonia mydas). 121. 122-23

green sea {Chelonia mydas). 1 19

hawksbill (Eretmochelys imhricata). 121. 123

Kemp's ndley [Lepidochelys kempii). 119. 121. 123

Icalherhnck [Dennochelys coriacea). 121. 123

\o$.geTheiid {Caretta caretta). 121. 122-23

marine. 119. 120. 121-23

Mexican rough-footed mud {Kinosternon lurtipes), 1 19

painted {Chrysvniys picta). 327

red-bellied (P.vt»i/f/?iy.^ ruhriventris). 119

ringed map {Graptemys oculifera). 1 19
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slider I Traclicimw scripui). I l*^)

snapping iChelydrii sfrpt-ntinii\. -f,U

spin\ snttshell {Apalone sivnilcra}. 11^. 4,U

spotted iClcniniys i^iittiita). 1 14

status and trends. 1 19-20

value of. 1 18

wattle-necked sot'tshell iPolea steindachneri). 434

western pond (Clemmys fmirmorala). 1 19. 466

wood iCIcnmiys insculpia). 1 19

yellow-blotched map (GrapWniys Jliivuihuiiliitu). 1 19

yellow mud {Kinosienuui tlavi-M fn\], 1 19

turtle-dove

Javanese {Slreptopelio hilniymitii)- 4?4

ringed (Barbary dove) {Slrcpropelin hsona). 438

tunic excluder devices (TEDs). 123

turtle grass {Thalassia lesimlimim). 273. 274. 276

two-stnped grasshopper (A'/t•/^»(f'/^/».^ htvittatu.s). 164

two tailed swallow-tail iPapilic niultitiiiuiiihi). 173

Tyler State Park (Pennsylvania). I 13

Tympuntuluis ciipido (praine chicken). 43S

Typiui

catlad. 249

lullfolia (cattail). 444

Typlilomolge m?/j^H/(/ (Texas blind salamander), 124

Tyrannus

foificauis (scissor-tailed flycatcher I, 20

tyranniis (eastern kingbird), 20. 299, 420

verticalis (western kingbird). 2t). 299

vociferans (Cassin's kingbird). 20

Tyto nihil (bam owl). 67. 231

"ula-'ai-hawane (Cindops anna). 316

Umu
monuiia (Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard). 1 18. 137-38

notata (Colorado Valley fnnge-toed). 137

scopario (Mojave Valley fnnge-toed lizard). 137

umbilicate pebblesnail iCIuppia unihilicahi), 251

Umbra Imii (central mudminnow ), 263

ungulates, native Hawaii species and, 362. 370, 380

Uuiomenis telralusmus (pondhom). ISO

United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO). 219

upland game birds, non-native species, 438

upland sandpiper [Bartramia longicauda), 19. 38-59. 62. 64. 297,

299. 303

Upper Cook Inlet, habitats. 33

Upper Mississippi River (UMR) ecosystem

biota, 236-38

floodplain habitat change. 234-36

Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge. 236

upper respiratory disease syndrome. 403

Upper Sonoran manzanita chaparral. 465

upstream rehabilitation, in southwestern sky islands, 322

urbanization

coastal and marine ecosystems and. 259

southwestern sky islands and, 322

wetland loss and, 270

Uria

aalge (common murre). 46-47. 50, 51

lomvia (thick-billed murre). 50. 57

Vrosaurus onuitus (tree lizard). 327

Ursiis

americanus

black bear. 100-102, 109. 322

floridanus (Florida bear). 102

/M/eo/H5 (Louisiana bear). 102

arctos

brown bear. 337, 338. 340

grizzly bear, 103-5, 228, 229. 312. 313. 320. 321. 338. 347,

358

middendorffi (Kodiak brown bear), 349-50

mariumus (polar bear), 338. 351-53

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, wetlands definition, 474

U.S. Bureau of Land Management. See Bureau of Land

Management
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. 90

U.S. Coast Guard, 446

U.S. Department of Agnculture (USDA), 201, 302

Animal Damage Control Program, 100

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. 458

crop area statistics, 469

Division of Economic Entomology and Mammalogy. 8

Division of Entomology, 7-8

Forest Service (USPS). Forest Inventorv and Analysis program.
214

set-aside programs. 425

US, Department of Defense. 400

U.S. Department of the Intenor (DO!)

Bureau of Biological Survey (BBS) tranferrcd to. ^i

Coastal Bamer Resources System (CBRS). 277-79

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 5

Environmental Monitonng and Assessment Program (EMAP).

258, 467

Great Lakes National Program Office. 242

wetlands definition, 474

U-S. Fish Commission. 432

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Program. 217

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Reference Service CD-ROM data bases. 405

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 9. 206-K. 218. 303. 338.

386. 399. 400. 424

duck survey. 35

endangered freshwater fish. 145

inventory of Arctic geese. 3 1

National Contaminant Biomonitonng Program. 413

National Ecology Research Center. 425

National Wetlands Inventory. 4. 207. 270. 290. 462. 463. 474.

475

Partners for Wildlife Program. 217

Recovery Team. 374

responses to wetland loss. 473-74

wetlands definition. 474

U.S. Forest Service (USES). 214, 4(M)

wild horses and burros and, 456

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). 290

Earth Resources Obsen-ation System (EROS). 467-68

land cover data, 469

National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQAl. 258, 467

U.S. Global Change Research Program, 385

U.S. National Fungus Collections. 191

Usnea longissimu, 196

U.S. Soil Conservation Service. 5

Utah, land protection status. 463-64

Ukih Flora. 202

Utah jumper (Juniperus osteospenna). 223

Utah Lake sculpin [Cottus echinatus). 143

Uta stanslmriana (side-blotched lizard). 327

Utricularia mflaia Walter (large floating bladderwort ). 209

Utlerhackia imheciilis (paper pondshell). ISO

valley needlegrass grasslands. 465

valley oak woodlands. 465

Vallisneria amencana (wildcelery). 42, 236, 237

Vancouver Canada goose {Branta canadensis fulva). 28. 30-3L 32

Vanessa cardui (painted lady), 171-72

Varanus indie us (Indian monitor lizard), 455

Varichaetadrilus angustipenis. 176

varied thrush ilxoreus uaevms). 20

Vascular Flora of the Soiitheasieni Untied Slates. 20 1 . 203

vascular plants. 200-210

Alaska. 202

dispersal-ability scale. 393

eastern U.S.. 203

endangered species. 206

environmental degradation and. 205

geographic distnbution. 206

Great Lakes. 203

Great Plains. 203

Hawaii. 201-2

Intermountain region. 202

migration rates. 394

native. 205-8

New York, 209-10

possibly extinct species, 207-8

rare species, 206-7

Rocky Mountains, 202-3

southern U.S.. 203-4

southwestern U.S.. 202-3

species loss, 207

temperature change and. 392-95

threats to diversity. 208

western U.S., 202

wetland species, 207

Vascular Plants of the Pacific Northwest. 202

veery {Catharus fuscescens). 20, 25
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vegetation. See also aquatic vegetation; land cover, plants; vascular

plants

federal data bases. 467-68

general types. 46^-73

monoitonng with satellite imagery, 467-73

status, management of. 465-66

m Utah, protection of. 463-64

wetlands. 474. 47?

vegetation patterns

changes in national parks. 224-28

changes since European settlement, 469-72

current estimates. 468-64

future monitoring. 473

satellite photos of. 462

Velogcnic Newcastle disease. 403

Verbascum ihapsus (mullem), 364

verdin (Aunparus flavicep), 20

Venfiivora

celahi (orange-crowned warbler). 20

pert'grina (Tennessee warbler). 20

ruficapiUo (Nashville warbler). 20

vesper sparrow {Ponecetes gramineu.s). 2L 22. 231. 297. 299

Vfspiilii (yellowjacket wasp), 378-79

pensylvanica (western yellowjacket wasp), 366. 371

Vestiaria coccineu Ci'iwi). 376. 37S. 379. 380

Villosci

fahiilis (rayed bean), ISO

iri.\ (rainbow). IW
violet-green swallow {Tachycnicta ihalassinu), 20, 466

vireo

Bell's (V^rt'o /'('///(), 231, -/66

Gray's {Vweo vicinior). 466

Philadelphia ( Vireo phitadelphicii.s), 20

red-eyed ( Vireo oUvaceus), 20. 25, 420

solitan' {Vireo soUtarius), 20. 390, 391

warbling {Vireo gilvus), 20. 231

white-eyed (Vireo griseus). 20

Vireo

M/(( (Bell's vireo), 231, 466

gilvus (warbling vireo), 20. 231

griseus (white-eyed vireo). 20

olivaceus (red-eyed vireo), 20, 25. 420

phlladelphicus (Philadelphia vireo), 20

solifarius (solitary vireo), 20. 390, 391

vicinior (Gray's vireo), 466

Virgin chub {Gila semimuia). 150

Virginia, acid lakes. 419

Virginia lespedeza {Lespedezn virginica). 231

Virgin Islands screech-owl {Onis niulipes newUmi), 67

Virgin spmedace {Lepidomedu moilispuxis mollispinis), 150

visual obstruction readings (VOR), 425

Vivparidae. 249

Vulpes vulpes (red fox), 45, 51. 296, 302. 306. 407, 440

vulture. 16

black {Coragyps atratus). /9, 67

turkey (Catharles aura). 19. 67

Wabash pigtoe {Fusconaiaflava). 180

wading birds, colonial waterbirds. 53-56

Waikiki Beach. 379

walleye

Stizosfedion vilrt-um. 432. 443

Stizosledi(Ui vitreum vitreian. lAl. 244

walleye pollock {Theragra chalcogramnia). 51, 52

wall lizard

common {Podarcis muralis), 434

Italian (Podarcis sicula), 434

walnut woodlands

black. 465

California, 465

walrus. Pacific (Odobenus rosmarus divergens), 338, 351. 356-57

wandering tattler {Heieroscelus incanus), 62

wapiti iCen-us elaphus). 115-16

warbler. 18

Audubon's {Dendroica coronata auduboiii). 20

bay-breasted (Dendroica caslanea), 20

black-and-white (Mniotilta varia). 20

Blackbumian {Dendroica fusca), 20

blackpol! (Dendroica striata). 20. 391

black-throated gray (Dendroica nigrescens). 20

black-throated green (Dendroica virens). 20

Canada ( Wilsonia canadensis), 20

Cape May (Dendroica ligrina), 20

chestnut-sided (Dendroica pensylvanica). 20

hermit (Dendroica inctdoitahs). 20

hooded ( Wilsonia citrina), 20

Kentucky (Oporornis fonnosus). 20

MacGillivray's (Opororrus tolmiei). 20

magnolia {Dendroica magnolia). 20

mourning (Oporomis philadelphui), 20. 391

myrtle (Dendroica coronata). 20

Nashville (Vermivora nificapilla). 20

orange-crowned (Vermtvora celata). 20

palm, 22

pine (Dendroica pintis). 20. 22

Tennessee (Vermivora peregrina). 20

Townsend's {Dendroica townsendi). 20

Wilson's (Wilstmia pusilla). 20

yellow ( Dendroica petechia). 20, 299. 466

yellow-rumped. 22

warbling vireo ( Vtreo gilvus). 20. 231

warmoulh iLcpi>niis giilitsiis). 432

warty back

purple (Cyclonaias niberculata). 180

Ihreeht^m (Obliquana reflexa). ISO

Washington state

breeding seabirds, 43-48

sea otter {Enhxdra lulns). 354. 355

wasp, 161

Hawaii. 366

western yellowjacket {Vesputa pensylvanica). 366. 371

waterbirds

avian botulism and. 401-2

changes in patterns of diseases affecting, 403

colonial. See colonial waterbirds

water development
Colorado River basin, bonytail and razorback sucker and. 325

western riparian ecosystems and, 285, 286

water flea, spiny (Bythotrephes cederstroemi). 429, 444

waterfowl

avian cholera. 402

duck plague, 402
,

monitoring. 15-16

non-nalive species, 437-38

translocation diseases. 407

Watertowl Parts Collection Suney. northern pintail estimates. 38

Waterfowl Protection Areas (WPAs). 302-3

water levels. Great Lakes, vegetation and. 247-49

watermilfoil. Eurasian {Myriophvllum spicatuni). 237. 430. 443.

444

water quality. See also aquatic ecosystems; environmental quality

agricultural runofl" and, 270

clarity, zebra mussel {Drcissena polymorpha) and. 445, 447

diatoms and, 257-58

fish habitat change, 141, 143

habitat change, 146

Illinois River. 239

monitonng, 233

National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA), 467

protecting. 146

protozoa and. 253

species diversity and, 25 1

zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) and, 445, 447

water supply systems, zebra mussel {Dreissena polymorpha) and.

446,447
waterthrush

Louisiana (Seiurus motacilla), 390. 391

northern (Seiurus noveboracensis), 20

waterways
acid deposition (acid rain) and, 418-19

atmospheric pollution and, 421-23

damming
habitat change and. 234-36. 287. 325

water quality and, 51-52

discharge of PCBs into. 414

habitat loss, 178

water-level regulation policies, piping plover and. 78-79

water quality, diatoms and, 258

wattle-necked softshell turtle {Palea sleindachneri). 434

wavy-rayed lampmussel (Liimpsilis fasciola). 180

waxwing, cedar {Bombycilla cedrorum). 20, 21-22. 23. 299

weeds

aquatic. 429

temperature change and. 394

weevil (Proterhinus sp.), 367

west coast, breeding seabirds. 43-48

West Dock causeway, andromous fish and, 341

western bluebird (Sialia mexicana). 466
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western duck disease. 401

western flycatcher {Empidonax diflicihs). 466

western gull itarus occidetUolis). 45

western juniper {Jiinipeni.s occidentaiis). 223. 3 1 ?

western kingbird (Tyrannus vcriicali\). 2(1. 2W
Western Managemcnl Unit, mourning doves, 72

western meadowlark iSfuniclla nc\:lfcra). 21. 22, 291, 299. 303,

303

western mosquitofish [Gambusia ufftnis). -132. 441

western pond turtle iClemmys marmoratii). //y, 466

western rattlesnake (Crotahis viridis). 327

western sandpiper {Calidris mauri). 59. 62

western screech-owl iOfus kennicoUu). 67

western slender glass lizard lOfluMuirus aiif/iKaiiis), 231

western tanager {Puango huioviciaua). 20

western terrestnal garter snake ( Thamnophis clci^ans), 1 33

western toad {Bufo boreas). 125. 327. 321^

western United States. See alsft Interior West

rare terrestrial ecological comniunities. 220

riparian ecosystems, 285-91

suhaipine forests. 314-17

vascular plants. 202

western while pine iPi/uts nionluola). -30, 421

western wood-pewee {Confopiis sordididus). 20

western yellowjacket wasp ( Ve.spuUi pen.sylvatuca). 366

West Indies spiny lobster (PanuUrus ar^us). 283

westslope cutthroat trout iOncorhynchus clarki lewisi), in Glacier

National Park, 153-54

wet deposition. 228

wetland loss

avian diseases and. 4f)3-4

canvasback ducks and. 4 1 -42

causes of. 217

Gulfof Mexico. 269-72

habitat change. 236-38

mapping and. 462

Prairie Pothole region, duck population and. 36-37

responses to. 473-74

shorebirds and, 60, 63-64

southern forested wetlands. 216-17

wetlands dynamics and. 474-75

Wetland Reserve Program, 217

wetlands. 473-75

Chesapeake Bay. 264

classification. 290-91

descriptions and definitions, 474

distribution and abundance. 474

dynamics. 474-75

Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986, 473

functions and values. 475

future of, 475

mapping, 271-72, 462, 474

National Wetlands Inventory, 4, 5, 207, 270. 290. 462, 463. 474.

475

palustrine. 216

purple loosestrife (Lyihruin salictniu). 458-59

in regulated Great Lakes. 247-49

restoration. 217

shorebirds and. 61

size estimates, 216

southern forested. 216-17

southwestern, bullfrog {Rana catesheiana) in, 452-53

trends. 291

vascular plants, 207

vegetation, 474. 475

water levels and, 247-49

Wetlands Protection Act ( 1984) (Flonda). 128

whale, 95-96

beaked, 94

bowhead {Balaena mvsticetus), 95. 96

fin. 94, 95

grey {Eschrichtius rohuslus), 95

humpback, 94. 95

Native American harvesting rules, 95

northern right. 94. 95

pilot, 94

right {Euhidaena g!acialis\. 95-96

white [Delplunapjerus leucas). 351

Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge. 413

whimbrel [Niimenius phaeopus), 59, 59. 62

whipsnake. striped [Masticophis lueniatus). 327

whiptail lizard

Cnemidophorus sp., 326

orange-throated (Cnemidophorus hyperythrus). 466

South American (Cnemidophorus lemniscauts). 434

whiskered screech-owl (Ouis irichopsis), 67

whistling ducks {Dendrocygna spp.). 35

whitebark pine {Pinu\ alhicaulis). 313, 314, 315

ecosystem. 213. 228-30

whitebark rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnu.K visidiflorus). 226

white bass iMorone chnwops). 261. 263. 432

whitebelly spinner. 95

white birds-in-a-nesl {Macbruiea alba), 401

white catfish (Ameiurus talus). 261 , 262. 432

white cedar, Atlantic (Chamaecypuris rhyoides), bogs. 2i6

white crappie iPomoxis annularis), 261, 432

while croaker (Gcnytmenui.s lineaUjs). 409, 41 1

while-crowned sparrow (Zonolrichia leucophrys), 21. 22

while death-camas (Zigadenus elegans), 231

white-eared pocket mouse (Perognathus allicola), 466

white-eye, Japanese (Zosterops japoniciis). 374

white-eyed vireo (Vireo griseus). 20

while-faced ibis (Piegadis chihi). 54. 55

white fir (Abies concolor), 321, 421

whitefish, 179

broad (Coregonus nasus). 337, 341. 342

lake (Coregonus clupeafonnis). 432

mounlain (Pro.sopiuni \\'i!!uuns<mi). 150

white-fronted goose

greater (Anser albifrons frontalis). 30, 31. 33

lule (Anser albifrons gambeli). 30, 31

white-haired goidenrod (Solidago albopilosa). 401

white heelsplitler (Lasmigona complatuUa coniplanata). ISO

white ibis (Eudocimus albus), 19. 54. 55

whiletine topminnow [Fundulus albolinealus). 146

white pelican, 44

American (Pelecamts erylhrorhynchos), 19, 53. 54

white perch (Morone americana), 261, 262, 432, 443

white phlox fiower moth (Schuua indiana). 232

white pine

Pinus slrobus. 225

western (Pinus monticola). 230. 421

white pine blister rust (Cronartium ribicoUi). 229

White River speckled dace (Rhuuchlhys o.\cuhis ssp.), 150

White River spinedace (Lepidomeda albivalUs), 143, 150

White River springfish (Crenichihys baileyi baileyi), 143, 150

White River sucker (Caloslomus clarki intermedius), 143, 150

white-rumped sandpiper (Calidn's fuscicollis), 59. 62

whitesided dolphin. 94

white sturgeon (Acipenser (ransmontanus)

Columbia River Basin, 154-56

Kootenai River. 155

Snake River. 156

white sucker {Cau^shmius commersoni). 151. 261, 262

white-tailed deer

Odocoileus hemionus, 320

Odocoileus virginianus. 93-94, 1 12-15, 320. 322. 405

white-tailed hawk (Buteo albicaudalus), 67

white-tailed kite (Elanus caemleus), 67

while-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys leucunis). 295

white-throated sparrow (Zonolrichia albicolUs), 21, 22

white-throated swift (Aeronaules s(L\alalis). 20

Whitewater River. Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard population.

1 37-38

white whale (Delphinapterus leucas). 351

white-winged crossbill (Loxia leucopiera), 21

white-winged dove iZenaida asiatica), 19

white-winged scoter (Melaniua fusca), 36

whooping crane (Grus americana)

captive-reared. 405

diseases related to translocation of. 407

widgeon grass (Ruppia maritima), 273, 274

wigeon, American (Anas americana), 35, 36, 266

wild blackberry (Rithus arguius), 206

wild burro (Equus asinus), 440. 441

control of, 457

on public lands, 456-57

wildcelery (Vallisneria americana). 42, 236, 237

wildflowers, climate change and, 390

Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act (Public Law 92-195).

456

wild horse (Equus cabalhts), 440. 441

control of. 457

on public lands, 456-57

wild hyacinth (Camassia sciUoides), 231

wildlife moriality, organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides and,

416-18

Wildlife Review, 405
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wild onion {Allium gooddin^u), 320

wild pi^ iSus scrof). 440, 441

wild turke> tMeleugns ffullopavc). 16. 70-71. 387. 405. 407

hunling. 71

restoration of, 7 1

willet [CaUtptrophorus semtpuhuatus). 19. 3S. 59. 62

Williamsonui linTtifri. 166

willow (Sali.x gooddingii), 2S6. 2S7

willow flycatcher {Etripidonax iraillii). 17. 20

southwestern \Empidomix iraillii exlinnis). S^-"-)!

Wdsonia

canadensis (Canada warbler). 20

eiirina (hooded warbler). 20

pusilUi (Wilson's warbler). 20

Wilson's phalarope {Plitdaropits Incolor). 54. 62, 299, 396

Wilson's plover iCharadrms wiisonia). 5S. 59. 61. 62

Wilson's warbler (Wiisonia pusilla). 20

wing dams, habilal change and. 234. 235-36

winterlal {Ccraloides lanaki). 226

winter tlounder {Pleiironectes amencaniis). 409. -411

winter population trends, songbirds. 21-23

winter wren (Troiilodyics troglodytes), 20

Wisconsin, oak savanna. 230-32

Wisconsin State Natural Heritage Inventory. 231

witch-hazel, common (Hamamelis virginiana). 390

Witless Bay. Atlantic puffin. 55

wolf

control of. 306

gray (Cams lupus). 98-100. 109. 306. 310. 321. 337. 338. 340.

347-48, 358

Mexican {Cams lupus boiU-xi). 98. w. 3IS. J!20

northern Rocky Mountain {Cams lupus irrcmotus). 9K

red {Canis rufus). 98

timber iCanis lupus Iveaoii). 98-99

wolverine {Gulo gulo). 358

woodcock. American {Seolopax minor), 58. 59. 62

woodcock reovirus. 403

wood duck {Ai.x sponsa). 35. 36

wood frog [Rana sylvaliea). 419

Woodhouse's toad {Bufo woodhousH). 327

woodland birds, population trends. 18

woodpecker
acorn [MeUmerpes jormutvorus), 20

downy iPicouies puheseens). 20

golden-fronted {MeUmerpes aurifrons). 20

Nuttall's {Picoules nuttallii). 20

red-bellied {Melanerpes caroHnus), 20

red-cockaded {Picoides horealis), 17. 86-88

red-headed (Melanerpes erythrocephalus), 20, 231

wood-pew ee

eastern (Contopus virens). 20

western \Contopus sordululus), 20

wood stork. (A/>( terui amencana). 54, 55

wood thrush [Hxlnclehla musielina). 20. 25. 420

wood turtle iClemmys insculpta). 11 9

woody vegetation, bird populations and, 300

World Center for Birds of Prey. 81

World Conservation Union. 1 18

woundfin {Plagopterus argcniissimus). 150

Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve, Mentasta caribou

herd. 357-5S

wren

Bewick's iThryonuvies hewickii). 20

cactus {Campylorhynehus brunneicapillus). 20

Carolina {Thryothorus ludovuianus), 20

house {Troglodytes aedon). 20. 299

marsh (Cistolhorus palustris), 299

rock iSiilpinctes obsolelus). 20

sedge (Cistothorus platensis), 300, 303

winter ( Troglodytes troglodytes). 20

wrentil [Chamaea fuse lata). 20

wrinkled frog (Rana rugosa), 434

Xanthocephalus xanthoeephalus (vellow -headed blackbird). 21.

299

Xantusia henshawi (granite night lizard i, 466

Xantus' murrelet (Synthliboramphus hypoleucus). 47-48

Xenopus laevis ( Afncan clawed frog). 433. 434. 435. 436

Xestia (Anomogyna) badieoUis (owlet moth). 166

Xiphophorus helleri (green swordtail). 432

Xylemi
cineritia (owlet moth). 166

thoraciea (owlet moth). 166

Xylotype eapax (owlet moth), 166

Xvrauehen texanus (razorback sucker). 143. 150. 151. 309. 324-26

Yaqui catfish ilctalurus pricei). 320

Yaqui topminnow iPoeclHopsis occulcntahs sonoricnsis), 320

'i'a\apai leopard frog [Rana yavapaiensis). 133. 139. 452-53

yellow-bellied flycatcher ( EmpidoniLx flavivenths), 20

yellow-bellied sapsucker iSphyrapicus varius), 20

yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus). 19. 320. 466

yellow-blotched map turtle iGraptemys flavimaeulaiu). 1 19

yellow-breasted chat {Icteria virens). 20. 231. -^66

vellow'-cedar. Alaska iChamaecypans noorkati-nsis). 316

"yellow flies," 370

yellow-headed blackbird lXanthnLrphalu\ .\aniliocephalus). 21.

299

yellow-headed gecko iCotuitodes albogulans). 434

yellow Himalayan raspberry (Ruhus ellipticus). 370

yellowjacket wasp {Vespiila spp.). 378-79

western iVespula pensylvanica). 366. 371

yellow-legged frog

foothill {Rana bo\lit). 132. 133

mountain {Rana nmscosa), 133, 134. 466

yellowlegs

greater {Tringa melanoleuca), 59. 62

lesser (Tringa flavtpes). 59. 62

yellow mud turtle (Kinostenum flavescens). 119

yellow passionflower {Passiflora lutea). 208

yellow perch {Pena tlmescens). 261. 419. 432. 443. 447

yellow pimpernel (Taenidia integerrima). 231

yellow-poplar {Lirwdendron tulipi/era). 228

yellow-rumped warbler, 22

yellow-shafted flicker {Colaptis auratus). 20

yellow-shouldered blackbird {AgeUuu-^ \aniltonnis). 439

Yellowstone cutthroat trout

Oncorhynchus clarki. 3 1 3

Oncorhynchus clarki bouvten. 153-54

Yellowstone National Park. 312-14

elk {Cenus claphus). 1 16

grizzly bear {Ursus aretos). 103-5

yellowtail snapper {Ocyurus ehrysurus). 282

yellowthroat. common (Geothlypis trichas). 20. 299. 303

yellow^ warbler {Dendroica petechia), 20. 299. 466

Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta (YKD)

geese. 3 1

habitats. 32

Yupik Natives. 32

Zalophus caltjonuanus (Calitomia sea lion), 96

Zealeuctra

claaseni (stonefly), 1S6

/ra.wjrt (stonefly). 185. 186

nar/7 (stonefly), 185. 186

zebra (small barred) dove {Geopelia striata). 374, 438

zebra mussel i Dreissena polvmorpha). 42. 160. 178, 181. 237. 255,

4(J9. 427. 428. 429. 444

control of. 445. 447

densities. 445. 447

distribution of. 445-46

native mussel population and. 430

range expansion. 446

snails and. 447

in southwestern Lake Michigan. -145-47

water clarity and, 445. 447

Zenaida

asiatica (white-winged dove), 19

macroura (mourning dove). 16, 19. 71-73, 299. 387

Zigadenus elegans (white death-camas). 231

zinc. Tarahumara frog {Rana taralunnarae) and. 140

zone-tailed hawk (Buteo albonotatus). 67

Zonotrichia

atbicollis (white-throated sparrow). 21 .22

leucophrys (white-crowned sparrow), 21. 22

zooplankton. 444

zorillo [Choisya mollis). 320

Zosterops japonicus (Japanese white-eye), 374

Zuni (or Zuni blueheadl sucker {Catostomus discobolus xarroui).

150
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